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INTRODUCTORY
Australian New Guinea forms part of the screen of
islands which are collectively known as Melanesia (from
the Greek term meaning "Black Isl ands· ' ).

Extending from

Fiji in the east to an uncertain bound ary to the west of
New Guinea, the lielanesian islands represent a land area
of about 360,000 square miles.

Their population of three

to four million persons, although derived from varied
racial stock, is fairly homogeneous and consists mostly
of a primitive, dark-skinned, fuzzy-haired folk with
ne groid features, who can be ethnically distinguished
from their surrounding neighbours - Polynesians, Indonesians
and Australians.

In addition to this positive, though

somewhat loose ethnic unity, the Melanesian islands derive
a ne gative unity from the fact that, as part of the hot,
wet tropics with a not too hospitable enVironment, as well
as by reason of historical aCCidents, they constituted
until a late date in history one of the largest areas
sealed off from the main currents of civilization, unpenetrated by the outside world.

In the 19th century,

however, Melanesia as an undeveloped area could hardly

- 2 -

escape the European scramble f or colonies; and although
at times its rulers have changed, the whole re gion remains under the colonial control of one or the othe r
powers to this day.
The Australian part of Melanesia comprises the two
jointly-administered political units, the Territory of
Papua and the Trust Territory of New Guinea, wh ich together
constitute half of Melanesia's land are a and contain more
than half of its total population.

The lands included in

the Australian segment are the eastern half of the mainland of New Guinea together with the island groups of
Trobriand, Woodlark, D' Entrecasteaux, Louisiade and Bismarc k ,
as well as the two northernmost islands of the Solomon group .
With the exception of the few coral islands, all the
large and small islands are mountainous, some being of
purely volcanic orig in.

The larger islands, namely, New

Guinea (next to Greenland the world's largest island),
New Britain, New Ireland and Bougainville, are characterized
by many different types of landscape, while the volcanic
islands tend to be lofty in proportion to their size and
possess a rugged and broken topo graphy.
The environment in these lands is generally difficult.
On the main island itself, for instance, rugged terrain,
excessive rainfall and high temperatures make the greater

- 3 -

part of the country unattractive for human settlement.
Dense tropical vegetation prevails over most of the areas;
lowlands are either limited in extent or are dominated by
extensive swamps and hitherto useless grasslands; the interior of the island consists of several huge mountain
ranges which extend through the entire length of the
island for over 1,500 miles.

There are innumerable tor-

rential streams which obstruct land-communication, while
navigable rivers are few, good harbours are scarce, and
as regards air-transport, "some of the most unexpected
and imaginative landing-grounds to be found in the world tt ,
are found in New Guinea.

1

The cl imate in the lowlcn d.s is

usually enervating and malaria and tuberculosis, statistically the major diseases, together with numerous skin
and intestinal dis-eases openly or insidiously take their
toll.

In addition to the hardships resulting from the

physical environment, there are difficulties inherent in
the social organization of the native communities.

Owing

to the difficult terrain there is frequently little or no
contact, other than of a hostile nature, between neighbouring social groups.

It is not surpriSing then, that the

1

P. Hasluck, Australian Policy in Papua and New Guinea,
The George Judah Cohen emorial Lecture, 1956, University of
Sydney (Mimeograph), p.24.

- 4 indigenous society is excessively fragmented and "atomized",
resulting in such a multiplicity of mutually unintelligible
languages that the country is virtually a "Babel of tongues".
Even amongst the "sophisticated lt people, belief in sorcery
2

and magic is deep-rooted,

while in the remoter parts of

the interior there are people who have never seen a white
man, who still live in the Stone Age and Itpractise strange
ri tea and hold dark beliefs", and whose soc ial and economic contact and even their morality, do not extend beyond
their own social group.
The Jeremiahs of geography, sociology and economics
tend to draw a depressing picture of the poverty of New
Guinea's resources and over-emphasize the difficulties of
the physical and social environment.

Moreover, accounts

of New Guinea have too frequently been romanticized by
travel books and sensational reports in the daily newspapers.
The fact is that New Guinea's environment is too varied to
be subjected to sweeping generalizations and, as Brookfield
put it, Itthe conditions of the Kokoda Trail are not representative of all movement, nor are the Kukukukus
2

As the domestic servant employed by Mr K. Gorringe (A.D.O.,
Rabaul), after recovering from a nocturnal attack of
sorcery, explained, ItMipela long san gutpela Katolik, tasol
long nait Kanaka tru." (I am a good Catholic during the
day, but during the night I am a real bush-man.)

- 5 representat ive of the whole Nat ive population".

3

As for

its resources, New Guinea may not be a very rich country,
but it gives sustenance to nearly two million people, and
its agricultural, mineral and forest resources have been
profitably exploited by non-indigenous enterprises.

Even

the economic progress made during the last few years by
the native people and Europeans in the Territory is sufficient to dispel the gloom which usually surrounds the
opinions about New Guinea's potential for development.
In the following pages an attempt has been made firstl y ,
to place the natural and human resources of New Guinea in
correct perspective and, in the latter section, to give
on a regional basis an account of the economic development
wh ich is taking place.

3

R.e. Brookfield, "New Guinea: The Land It, Paper delivered
to the Summer School (1958) of the Australian Institute of
Political Science (Typescript~ p.3. The instances here
cited are of course extremes of difficulty or backwardness.

PAR T

ONE

HISTORICAL, PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL SETTING
CHAPTER I
DISCOVERIES, EXPLORATIONS AND POLITICAL HISTORY
===============================================

For centuries New Guinea remained in isolation from
the rest of the world, even from the rest of the IndoneSian
Archipelago of which it may be said to form a part.

The

tides of Hindu and Muslim civilizations and later of
European conquests and exploitation which surged through
Indonesia terminated at its shores, while the early navigators brought back a knowledge merely of its coastal
areas, so that even as late as 1870 the interior of the
island was largely unknown.

PRE-EUROPEAN KNOWLEDGE AND DISCOVERY OF NEW GUINEA
The fanciful may see references to New Guinea in the
writings of the early Chinese historian, Chou Ju Kua, as
well as in the allusions in Hindu epics to lofty snowcovered peaks in the remote regions of South-east ASia,
but even the visits which Arabs and Malays almost certainly
- 6 -

- 7 made to New Guinea in the centuries before European discovery are undocumented.

1

Perhaps the first definite knowledge of the island
dates back to the period of the Sri Vijaya kings (6th to
13th centuries A.D.) and Majapahit rulers (13th to 16th
centuries A.D.) in Indonesia, by whom New Guinea was re2

garded as merely a back-water.

Late r on, as far as re-

cords indicate, the early Muslim traders and travellers
never went far from their establiBhed route from

alaya to

China, nor is there any mention either of New Guinea or of
any particular island south of the Sumatra-Java-Celebes
1 ine in Merchant Sulayman' s Akhbar al-s in wa' 1 Hind ( writt en
in 851 A.D.), or Abu Zayd's Silsilat al-Tawarikh (complete d
towards 916 A. D.).

1

S. W. Reed, The Mar ing of Modern New Guinea (Ph iladelphia,
1943), p.72.
2

It is alleged that in the time of the Sri Vijaya dynasty,
New Guinea was known as Djanggi, a name still found in
Javanese literature; it was noted for Kakatua birds and
curly-haired people. At a much later date, in a monumental
book compiled by Gadja Mada, at the instruction of the
ruler, Hajam Wuruk of the Majapahit dynasty, there is found
a record of the areas of New Guinea wh ich were under
J avanese rule at that time. These facts, if such they
are, have some current relevance to the "West Irian" dispute, being cited in The National Struggle (Pamphlet
published by the Indonesian Embassy, New Delhi, 1952),
pp.25-26.

-

8 -

THE HISPANO-PORTUGUESE EXPLORATIOrS
In the days of the early European navigators, the
knowledge of New Guinea's existence was brought to the
European world as a result of the rivalry between Spain
and Portugal for the possession of the
Islands.

oluccas, the Spice

By the Treaty of Tordesilhas (1494), a line

drawn 370 leagues west of the Cape Verde Islands delimited
the spheres of influence and exploitation of the extraEuropean world between these two powers, and with their
expansion into the Pacific the question as to which sphere
contained the Spice Islands became acute.

The Portuguese

sought them round the Cape of Good Hope and from India
and Malacca; the Spaniards, by voyaging across the Pacific.
In 1526, both nations established themselves in the Molluccas,
the Spaniards at Tidore and their rivals at Ternate.

In

the same year a Portuguese, Jorge de Meneses, while on his
way from Malacca to the Spice Islands, was driven by the
3
north-west monsoon to Waigeo Island.
Meneses called this
country Ilhas dos Papua, describing the Papuans as "the
black people with frizzled hair, who are cannibals, and
the devil walks them" - a picture of the inhab i tants of

3
C. Markham, Progress of Discovery on the Coasts of New
GUinea, Supplementary Papers of the Royal Geographical
SOCiety London, 1886, I, p.268.

- 9 -

New Guinea which persists to this day in the minds of many
people.
In 1528, Alvaro de Saavedra, leader of an expedition
to reinforce the Spaniards in the Spice Islands, while on
his return voyage from Tidore (which the King of Spain had
sold to the Portuguese), coasted along the northern shore
of New Guinea.

Since he found trac es of gold on this coast,

he called the country Isla del Oro, or the Island of Gold.

4

For the first time, the magic word "gold" had been associated with the islands, an association which, in later
times, came to exercise a profound influence on men's minds,
and consequently upon the history of the region.
In 1537, two vessels, under the command of Hernando
de Grijalva and Alvarado, set out from Peru to search for
It

islands to the westward which were imagined to abound in

gold".

Grijalva was murdered by his mutinous crew, who

were finally wrecked in the vicinity of Geelvink Bay .
Seven survivors of the wrecked party were captured and enslaved by the local people, and these unIortunate prisoners
may be regarded as the first recorded settlers of European
origin - staying much against their will - on the soil of
4

A. Galvano, The Discoveries of the World ( Haklyut Society
Edition, London, 1862), PP.176-77.
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New Guinea.

Many years later, however, they were ransomed

and released by the Portuguese governor of Ternate.
The island was given its present name by Ynigo Ortiz
de Retes who, in 1545, after taking possession of Mindanao
in the Philippine Islands, sailed from Tidore "to ascertain
if a more southerly route to New Spain than that normally
followed would not be more favoured by the winds".

He

struck and explored the northern coast of the island, and
called it Nueva Guinea, for he fancied some resemblance
between the people in these parts and the negroes of the
5
Guinea coast of Africa.
By the close of the 16th century, the century of
Spanish maritime supremacy, the northern coast of New
Guinea was fairly well explored, but the land behind it was
6
still unknown; New Guinea was vaguely conjectured to be
part of the Great Southern Continent, tales of which were
current amongst Spanish and Portuguese sailors.

To search

for this continent, the Spaniards sent expeditions to the
South Seas: Alvaro de Mendana discovered the Solomon Islands
on his first voyage, but on the second failed to find them.

5
6

Markham,

Ope

cit., p.269.

The existence of a strait between New Guinea and Australia
had been surmised, however, in the maps produced by Mercator,
Hondius and Wytfliet, as well as in the Chart of Ortelius,
which had been printed in 1587.

- 11 -

It was the last great Spanish voyage in quest of the
Southern Continent, that undertaken by Quiros, which opened
up what may be called "New Guinea's century of discovery".
Quiros had set before himself the task of converting infidels
to Christianity and had the vision of establishing a great
Spanish empire.

Both from experience gained by sailing

with Mendana and from conjecture, he had concluded that
the Solomons, New Guinea and Santa Cruz must be fairly
close together, and that the Southern Continent could not
7
be far from them.
He had hoped to make important discoveries but, as things went, the more significant achievements of the voyage fell to the lot of one of his officers,
Luis Vaez de Torres.
In 1605 the expedition's two ships set sail from Callao,
but Quiros' religious zeal and enthusiasm were not entirely
shared by his discontented officers and crews; in the New
Hebrides the expedition split up, and part of it fell to
the command of the Chart Maker, Don Diego de Prado y Tobar,
7

s,

- 12 who seems to have relinquished it to Torres.

"We had at

this time," says Torres, "nothing but bread and water ••••
It was the he ight of winter , with seas, winds and ill-will
against us."

He sailed southwards to latitude 21 0 S., but

finding no land there, decided to sail north until he
reached Tagula Island.

Having explored a large bay (which

Captain Moresby afterwards named Milne Bay), he followed
the south coast of New Guinea, and sailed through the strait
that now bears his name.
he described as

It

The southern coast of New Guinea

a land of great bays and rivers, of many

plains fringed with islands and shoals, thickly inhabited
by natives, naked except for a bit of bark-cloth, fighting
with darts and shields and stone-clubs made gaudy with
8

feathers".

"There is no doubt, It wrote Prado in his diary,

"that these lands cont.,iLin many mines of rich metals, as
they are at the same altitude and parallel of that part of
Peru which has the best mines of gold." (sic)

Torres named

this country Magna Margarita, and claimed it in the name
of the King of Spain.

A two months' journey westward along

the coast brought him to parts of New Guinea where traces
of civilization such as bells and iron harpoons could be
8

J.C. Beaglehole, The Exploration of the Pacific (london,
1934), p.123.
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Later, he met the Muslims, who used artillery with

which "they went conquering the Papuas, and preaching to
them the sect of Mohamed".
By proving the insularity of New GUinea, Torres had
solved a problem which had baffled geographers for more
than a century.

Unf ortunately, Sp ain had by that time

fallen into such a state of decadence that this sign ificant
piece of discovery was altogether ignored; it was merely
thrown into the pile of official records at Manila, and,
had it not been f or the taking of that town by the English
in 1672, it would never have come to the hands of the geographer Dalrymple, who translated it about the time Cook
9
wa s making his voyages.
THE DUTCH EXPLORATIONS
The 17th century was to be the century of the Dutc h ,
for whom the East Indies became the stepping-stone to the
PaCific, as once the Americas had been for the Spaniards.
The Dutch were to be the main contributors to geographical
knowled ge in these re gions, and the Dutch East India Company was to become the great agen t of discovery , although
9

Forsyth considers that "if the fact that Torres passed
south about New Gu inea ever was a Spanish secret, then the
French soon penetrated it. The knowledge of the existence
of a passage was preserved in an unbroken cartograph ical
tradition which may be traced f rom Mayerne-Turquet in 1648
through Sansons and J aillot to the Roberts' I t . - Herve,
Ope cit., p.38, n.19.

- 14 exploration was for it only a by-product of trade.

The

modern age of trade and commerce was just beginning.
The Dutch, influenced by the tales of the Arab traders,
decided to search for the gold and spices in which they
believed Papua abounded.

In 1605, the year before Torres

set out, William Janszoon, in command of the Duyfken, was
sent by the Dutch East India Company to explore the waters
east of the Banda Sea.

Striking New GUinea in 50 south

latitude, Janszoon reached Torres Strait, the deceptive
appearance of which led him to believe it to be a landlocked sea.

Commercially, his voyage was considered a

failure, since the greater part of the coast was reported
by him to be poor and uninhabited; but he has the credit
of the first undoubted sighting of Australia by Europeans,
in the Gulf of Carpentaria.
The next Dutch expedition to sail along the shores of
New Guinea was that led in 1615 by Jacques Ie Maire, a
merchant who was jealous of the wide privileges of the
Dutch East India Company, and Willem Corneliszoon Schouten,
a navigator of considerable reputation.

These two had

formed a trading company with permission to trade in the
Pacific, but, being instructed to refrain from using the
routes via the Cape of Good Hope or the Strait of Magellan,
the monopoly of the East India Company, the managed to

- 15 enter the Pacific through a route further south than the
Strait of Magellan.

Having reached the Room Islands, be-

tween Fiji and Samoa, they wished to proceed to Java, but
were not sure whether in the region between New Guinea and
Australia they would find a passage westward.

As reports

about the southern coast of New Guinea aroused only fear,
they proceeded in a west-south-west direction and reached
New Ireland, which they conSidered to be part of the New
Guinea mainland.

Sailing past New Hanover and the Admiralty

Islands, they struck New Guinea near Manam Island, and
navigating along the coast, discovered the mouth of the
Sepik, before reaching those parts of the island which were
in contact with the civilized world.
In spite of Janszoon's unfavourable report on New
Guinea, the Dutch East India Company in 1623 sent another
expedition from Amboyna under Jans Carstenz.

He reached

0

New Guinea at 4 5' south latitude, and followed the whole
southern coast, but could report little on the natural
wealth of the country, or on the people, except that they
were savages and "in appearance more like monsters than
human beings".

He, too, failed to discover the true nature

of Torres Strait, which appeared to him to be a blind alley.
A few more expeditions followed Carstenz's visit, one
of which, in 1636, was led by Gerrit Thomaszoon Pool and

- 16 Pieter Pieterszoon.

The former and some of his crew were

killed by the inhabitants and though the latter explored
the western coast of New Guinea, he left the mystery of
Torres Strait still unsolved.
The alternative route adopted by Le Maire and Schouten,
and the possible existence of some great continent in the
South Seas, appeared to be a great menace to the monopoly
of the Dutch East India Company, in which were pooled the
vested interests of all the wealthiest merchants in the
Netherlands.

"The Gentlemen Seventeen", that is, the Board

of Directors of the Company, therefore, decided to investigate the matter, and as a result of this deCiSion, Abel
Tasman was called upon to undertake a voyage.
Tasman's voyage, a great feat in itself, did not add
much to the knowledge of New Guinea.

In 1642, on reaching

the south-eastern extremity of that island, he was forced
by bad weather to sail northwards, and thus missed the
opportunity of discovering Torres Strait.

Reaching New

Ireland near Cape Santa Maria, he did not, however, discover
its insularity, but voyaged along the whole northern coast
of New Guinea until he reached Waigeo, from where he proceeded to Batavia.
The Dutch East India Company had hoped for a great
deal more than Tasman had achieved.

His voyage had thrown

- 17 some light on the existence of the Southern Continent, but
the final part of his comission regarding the southern
coast of New Guinea had not been carried out.

In 1664 he

was sent a second time, but once again failed, owing to
unfavourable weather, to discover the nature of Torres
Strait.
Tasman's two voyages were not eff ec tively followed up
by the Dutch, and mark the close of the great era of their
discoveries.

The directors of the Dutch East India Com-

pany, grown rich and indolent, were content with the trade
they had monopolized, and the exploration of the Pacific
had almost completely ceased to interest them.

The las t of

the great Dutch voyages was sponsored by the Dutch West
India Company, which, having lost both Brazil and the New
Netherlands (New York), and depending entirely for its
continued existence upon the profits from its nefarious
Slave-trade, was forced to turn its attention to new
channels.

In 1721, therefore, Jacob Roggeveen was sent

from Texel to carryon the investigations of Tasman.

Pur-

suing Schouten's route, he reached New Britain, proceeded
to Arimoa, and finally to Batavia, where he was taken
prisoner for encroaching upon the monopoly of the East India
Company.

The arrest of Roggeveen may be taken as the arrest

of all Dutch efforts of discovery and exploration.

- 18 BRITISH AND FRENCH EXPLORATIONS
Then began the era of British and French explorations.
Many of the best known voyages of the latter part of the
17th and the first half of the 18th century were of a pri10
vateering character.
Such were those of William Dampier
who was, however, more than a buccaneer, for "he travelled
and observed and wrote with the disint ere sted passion of
11
a scientist".
In 1697, his narrative, A New Voyage Round
the World, had attracted much attention.

Later, when he

appeared as a witness before the Isthmian Commission, the
then Lord High Admiral was so much impressed by Dampier's
knowledge and fluent speech that he commissioned him to
command H. M. S . Roebuck and explore t he great Southland.
Dampier started on his voyage in December 1699.

On

reaching the Australian coast, he decided to sail north,
for he feared that the hardships of a long winter voyage in
cold latitudes might lead his lazy and obstinate crew to
mutiny.

Moreover, he thought that the lands worth dis-

covering for their gold and spices must lie near the
equator.

10
E. Heawood, A History of Geographical Discovery (London,
1912), pp.179-80.
11
Beaglehole, Ope cit., p.199.

- 19 In January 1700, he reached New Guinea, sailed through
Gemien Strait, passed the Schouten Islands and then headed
due east until he reached the St Matthias group, whence
a south-easterly course brought him to New Hanover.

Then,

sailing along the eastern coast of New Ireland, he reached
St Georges Channel, but believing it to be a bay, proceeded
along the southern coast of New Britain.

Thus, he imagined

that the three islands of New Hanover, New Ireland and New
Britain formed one continuous land, wh ich he called "Nova
Britannia" and which greatly impressed him as a fertile
land, rich in commodities and inhabited by well-built people.
By sailing through Vitiaz Strait, he established the insularity of his It Nova Britannia lt •

After a voyage along the

northern coast of New Guinea, he gave up further exploration because the Roebuck was deteriorating , his crew were
becoming more and more restive and "as a poor man, with
the heart of a buccaneer within him beside, he would have
appreciated the need of something more substantial than
12
fame".
For more than half a century after Dampier's voyage,
n o important navigator visited New Guinea, partly because
Britain and France were engaged in a prolonged war.

The

12
W.C. Russel, William Dampier (London, 1919), p.102.
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Treaty of Paris in 1763 gave these nations a temporary
peace in which they could devote their energies to more
useful works including geo graphical discoveries, particularly the search for the great Austral continent, t he
existence of which had been postulated by John Harris and
Dalrymple in England and by de Brosses in France.

Great

Britain led the way by despatching Commod ore Byron in 1764.
He made an unsuccessful search for the Solomons and three
months after his return, his ship, the Dolphin, was sent
again, this time under Captain Wallis.

Accompanying the

Dolphin was the sloop Swallow, with Phillip Carteret in
command.

In April 1767, in very bad. weather, the two

vessels parted company, the Swallow after many ordeals
reaching the southern tip of New Ireland .

Carteret was

forced by a powerful current through St George's Channel,
thus discovering that the "Nova Britannia" of Dampier consisted of two islands, namely, New Britain and New Ireland.
Following the

we ~te rn

coas t of the l att er, and passing

New Hanover, he reached the Admiralty group and then,
sailing through familiar waters, arrived at Batavia.
The first French navie ator to explore New Guinea waters
was Louis Antoine de Bougainville, who started on his
voyage in November 1776.

On rea.ching t he Louis iades, he

got entangled in shoals and reefs, but managed to emerge
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from that archipelago at Rossel Island and sailed to
Choiseul and thence to Bougainville and Buka Island.

In

search of much-needed supplies of food and shelter, he
arrived at Port Praslin in New

ritain, but finding the

country uninhabited and devoid of food, wondered why that
land had been so lavishly praised by Dampier and others as
suitable for colonization.

In utter dismay he left the

place, reached St George's Channel but, like Dampier, accepted it only as a bay, and proceeded to New Ireland and
thence to the Molluccas.
At this time, there was dawning the age of reason
and SCience, coincident with the emergence of new classes
and new economic forces in European SOCiety.

With the

rise of a militant economic imperialism and consequent
international rivalry, the European powers' interest in
the Pacific was primarily economiC, combined with a desire
to obtain scientific knowledge.

The great voyages of

Captain Cook, for example, sprang from this two-fold interest, which was so characteristic of the new age.
Cook sailed on his first voyage in August 1768.

One

of the tasks for which he had been commiSSioned, was to
discover whether New Guinea was joined to New Holland.
He fulfilled this part of his undertaking, his passage
through the strait being south of the route taken by
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Torres.

Sighting Ne w Guinea in 6 0 15' south latitude,

he sailed along the coast which appeared to him to have
been very minutely observed by the Dutch, and finally
reached Batavia in 1770.
Following Cook's great voyages, several British and
French expeditions carried on the exploration of the
Pacif ic.

Amongst the English explorers who visited New

Guinea during this period, the names of Captain Thomas
Forrest (1774-75), James Rees (1785) and William Bligh
(1792) are worth mentioning.
The establishment in 1788 of a British convict station
at Port Jackson (Sydney) became, in fact, "the yeast which
eventually spread not only through Australia, Tasmania and
Ne w Zealand, but thence through most, and these the most
important , of the islands which serve as stepping stones
14
across the South Seas' •
The ships which brought convicts
and provisions could find hardly anything in this poor and
unde veloped country to serve as return cargo.

Hence, they

13
"Cook's journal entry ••• shows that it was his possession
of the large chart of the strait, made by Roberts in 1765
which had led to his decision to attempt to pass by south
of New Guinea into the Indian Ocean: Dalrymple's small
world map is not mentioned by Cook at all in this conne c t ion." - He rve, op. cit., p. 38, n .19 •
14
E. im Thurn, "European Inf'luences in the Pacific,
1513-1914", Geographical Journal, Vol.XLV, April 1915,
p . 310 .

- 23 would usually sail on to Canton to collect tea, on their
way obtaining sandalwood, shell and similar goods in great
demand in China.

Many of these ships were responsible

for some of the important discoveries of the time, and
amongst their commanders who added to the knowledge of
New Guinea and its islands are Lieutenant John Shortland
(1789), Lieutenant Ball (1790), Captain Portlock (1792)
and William Bampton (1793).
While the British were undertaking these voyages in
quick succession, the French explorers were also active
in the Pacific.

One of the notable French expeditions,

that led by Brune d'Entrecasteaux, set out in 1792 to
search for the lost party of the La Perouse expedition
and to gain geographical and scientific data.

D'Entrecasteaux

succeeded in identifying the problematical group of the
Sol omon Islands and explored the archipelago now named
after him.

The expeditions of Louis Isidore Duperry

(1823-24) and of Jules Sebastian Cesar Dumont d'Urville
(1827-28) also carried out important surveys in the New
Guine a area.
About the time that d'Entrecasteaux was exploring New
Guinea , Captain John Hayes of the Bombay Marine undertook
a purely commercial voyage, sponsored by some Calcutta
mer chants, to investigate possibilities of finding nutme g
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and spices in New Guinea.

Hayes left Calcutta in February

1793, made a detour via Tasmania, and reached the Louisiades,
finally landing at Restoration Bay (West New Guinea), which
had previously been visited by Forrest.

He called the

country New Albion and claimed it in the name of King
Ge orge Ill.

Although the nutmegs he found there were not

of the desired Banda variety, Hayes did obtain abundant
15
supplies of spices and other commodities,
but, by the
time he had brought them to Calcutta, his sponsors had
16
lost interest in the venture.
Nor was his annexation of
the country recognized by Great Britain, for British policy
had always been to protect vigorously the British East
India Company's monopoly rights of trade in the Pacific.

17

The importance of Hayes's venture, unsuccessful though it
was, lies in the fact that it indicated the first substantial British interest in New Guinea - an attempt to
enter more actively into the trade of the Indonesian

15
16

I. Marriot, Commodore John Hayes (London, 1912), p.99.

C.B . Fletcher, "Australia and the Pacific", Royal
Australian Historical Society, Journal and Proceedings,
Vol .XXVI1I, pp.164-65.
17
J.M. Ward , British Policy in the outh Pacific,
1786 -1893 (Sydney, 1948), pp.9-30.

- 25 archipelago by using New Guinea as an entrepot and a
18
source of supply.
During the early decades of the 19th century, although
the French made a few important visits to New Guinea and
British ships used the island for obtaining supplies of
food and water, New Guinea was, on the whole, a neglected
region about which neither navigators, governments nor
merchants seemed much concerned.

The Dutch East India

Company had some interest in western New Guinea and had
included a large part of the island among its possessions,
but the Dutch suzerainty over western New Guinea was not
recognized until 1814, and even then the eastern limits
remained vague.

In 1828, when the Dutch annexed the

western half of the island up to the 141st meridian, this
act was scarcely noticed by other nations; tropical New
Guinea remained a cold spot on the map of international
affairs .
Certain new developments were, however, taking place.
It is probable that whalers had appeared in the New Guinea
19
waters by 1830,
and certainly black-birders and traders,
18
D.C. Gordon, The Australian Frontier in New Guinea
1870-1885 (New York, 1951), p.42.
19
s.w. Reed, on the authority of Hohman , maintains that
there is little evidence of the whalers having made the
islands of Bismarck Archipelago or the north-eastern coast
of New Guinea regular ports of call. See Reed, Ope Cit.,

- 26 to whom reference will be made later, were taking up enterprises there on an increasing scale.

Since these activities

demanded supervision, protection and control, the British
Government, by the middle of the 19th century, was forced
to pay some attention to these islands, and naval officers
had to be sent not only for hydrographical and coastal
surveys but also for the supervision and pr otection of the
labour recruiters and traders.
The first important survey by the Britis h Navy was
20
conducted by Captain Blackwood in H. h . o . Fly during 1842-46.
He surveyed the western coast of the Gulf of Papua, including the estuary of the Fly River.

Next, Captain Owen

Stanley in H. M.S. Rattlesnake, assisted by Lieutenant Yule,
21
in the cutter H. M•• Bramble,
surveyed the Louisiade
Archipelago and the southern coast of New Guinea as far
west as Redscar Head.

Still another significant survey

was done by Captain Simpson in H. M. S. Blanche.

He reached

19 (continued)
p.92. The statement is challenged b y Joyce: American and
French whalers were active in New Gu inea and used to visit
Woodlark in the 1860's. - R. B. Joyce, "The Administration
of British New Guinea, 1888-1902" ( Unpublished thesis,
Cambridge University, 1953), p.xxvii.
20
J. B. Jukes, Narrative of the Surveying Voyage of
H. M.S. Fly 1842-46 (London, 1847).
21
J. Mac g illivary, Narrative of t he Voyage of H. M. S.
Rattlesnake (London, 1852).

- 27 Abit Nata ( Blanche) Bay in 1872, discovered a good anchorage in Simpson Harbour, and examined the site on which
Rabaul stands today.
Until this time, the south-eastern extremity of New
Guinea was largely unknown, and its exploration was accomplished by Captain Moresby, who may be regarded as the
last sea-explorer of New Guinea.

ailing in H. M.S. Basilisk,

he determined the configuration of the south-eastern end
of Ne w Guinea and also examined the north-eastern coast
from East Cape to Astrolabe Bay, thus completing, in 1873,
the knowledge of the island's external form.

BeSides, he

took possession of the eastern part of the island, but
once again the Br itis h Government declined to accept any
responsibility.

Nevertheless , whether the Imperial Govern-

ment liked it or not, the frontier of European life was
at that very time being pushed into New Guinea by traders
and missionaries, the extent and nature of those activities
must now be taken briefly into account.
OUTLINE OF POLITICAL HISTORY
The Labour Trade
In the Pacific, the labour trade which had started
with the sporadic kidnapping exploits of the earliest
naVigat ors, did not become significant until the appearance
of sandalwood merchants who carried on Ita very ill-regulated
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and lawless trade".

However, since New Guinea did not

have profitable stands of sandalwood, it was drawn into
the labour trade at a later date and for a shorter period
than other parts of Melanesia.

The areas

~ffected

were

few and the number of people involved was small, and yet
the labour trade in New Guinea deserves mentioning not only
because it represented one of the first impacts of the
modern world on the native society, but also because it
was a factor of considerable political importance in so
far as it had become a cause of concern for Australia and
Britain when they decided to establish some form of control
over New Guinea.
A steady market for ItKanaka" labour, in which New
Guinea came to be involved, was created only after the
middle of the 19th century.

The American Civil War (1861-

65) had caused a temporary decline in the cotton production of the United States and a consequent rise in world
prices, wh ich created an opportunity for Queensland (and
Fi ji) to take up cotton cultivation.

Australia, however,

was faced with the problem of labour - there was no subs tantial working class, the Austral ian aborigines were

22
H. R. Romilly, The Western Pacif ic and New Guinea
(London, 1886), p.172.

- 29 disappointing as agricultural labourers, and the colonies,
except We stern Australia, had ceased to accept convicts
from the Un ited Kingdom.

The only course, then, was to

import cheap coloured labour, particularly from the nearby
Ivielanes ian islands.
An attempt by Ben Boyd, in 1847, to import kanakas

had met with little success.

23

This, however, did not

discourage Robert Towns, a Queensland M.L.C., ship-owner,
plantation-owner, pioneer and "a highly influential and
respectable merchant", who, in 1863, imported the first
batch of 80 kanakas and harvested 183,630 lb of cotton
24
from 2,000 acres in the Logan Valley.
The season of
prosperity lasted for only one year and every succeeding
year brought loss.

Attention therefore was turned from

cotton to sugarcane and with the success of the new venture
the demand for coloured labour became increasingly greater .
By 1868 there were about a thousand such labourers scattered
among the Queensland sugar farms.

25

23
H. R. Wellings , "Ben Boyd t s Labour Supplies", Australian
Historical SOCiety, Journal and Proceedings, Vol .XIX ,
1933 , pp.374 ff.
24
A. H. Markham , The Cruise of the Rosario (London, 1873),
p.47.
25

H. T. Easterly, The Queensland Sugar Industry (Brisbane,
1933), p.6.

- 30 The kanaka supply of the New Hebrides and Solomon
groups, which had received the first brunt of the labour
26
traffic, had exhausted by this time.
Hence, the traders
widened their activities to cover the Bismarck and the
Admiralty islands, and later on, the Louisiades Archipelago
and the eastern end of New Guinea.
It would take too long to recount t he methods employed
by the black-birders and recruiters.

Perhaps most of the

accounts are biased, but there is no doubt that the labour
t rade was guided by its own code of ethics, using methods
generally based on pure trickery and force.

Even in later

years chicanery was not uncommon; many of the traders took
little pains to disguise that they were in effect slave27
t raders,
and the premium offered for an able-bodied
labourer was quite sufficient to overcome any scruples that
28
they might have had.

26
Wawn, who remained in the labour trade from 1875 to
1891 , writes of lithe increas ing demand which made it necessary that shipsmasters should extend their operations
beyond the areas of the Solomons and New Hebrides groups".
W. T. Wawn, The South Sea Islanders and the Queensland
Labour Trade (London, 1893), p.279.
27
T. Dunbabin, Slavers of the South Seas (Sydney, 1935),
pp .147-74.
28
E . S. Armstrong , The History of the Melanesian Mission
(London, 1900), p.105. A recruiter could usually get
about £12 for a labourer who would have generally cost
him about £3 to recruit or kidnap. - D.C. Gordon, The
Australian Frontier in New Guinea 1870-1885 (New York,
1951), p.89.

- 31 The planters in the Queensland colony constituted a
strong political group which favoured the importation of
kanakas, but there were other classes of SOCie ty - the land29
less, the artisans and miners - who opposed this policy.
As a result of their opPOSition the Queensland Le g islature
passed the PolyneSian Labourers Act of 1868 , to curb some
of the abuses associated with the trade.

As t he Act had

many loop-holes, for which it was bitterly criticized,
the Queensland Legislature in 1869 appointed a committee
of investigation.

One of the recommendations made by this

committee was that every licensed labour vessel should be
accompanied by a Government agent for supervising the
recruiting .

The British Government approved the idea,

but its suggestion that the agents should be appointed by
the Imperial Government and not by the Queensland Executive
indicates that the latter was suspected of insincerity as
30
far as measures to regulate the labour trade were concerned.

After a few years the British Government i t self was
forced to pass the Pacif ic Islanders Protection Act of
1872, and later, in 1875, a second Pacific Islanders Ac t ,
statutes which, however, proved inadequate, for they were
29
H.L. Hall, Australia and
30

Gordon, op. cit., p.153.

ngland (London, 1934), p.12.

- 32 difficult to police.

Kidnapping was considered impolitic

by some of the traders, but the abduction of islanders
by force and fraud did not cease.

Within a short period

of the passing of the Acts, there came up cases before
the courts - the most notorious being those of the vessel
Hopeful and Forest King, which had been arrested by H. M. S.
Swinger for kidnapping people from the D' ntrecasteaux
Islands.

The Forest King case ended in light sentences

because of inadequate evidence, but two of those concerned
in the Hopeful case were sentenced to death.

Even though

the sentences were later commuted, these trials had highlighted the abuses of the labour trade and had mobilized
public opinion against it both in Australia and in England .
The declaration of the British Protectorate, the terms of
which prohibited recruiting, came as a serious bl ow to
the labour trade.

31

As a gesture of good faith most of the

labourers were returned to their homes by the very ship
which carried the first British Commissioner for New
Guinea to Port Moresby, and as a result of a Royal Commission

31

"The fact that fore igners are allowed in a Brit ish
Protectorate ••• to do what is forbidden to British subjects,
while these are not allowed to trade in foreign protectorates , is but the natural result of tha t cowardly policy
which has caused us, of late years, to bully or make war
upon small and weak communities, and to g ive way before
stronger nations, that are better able to cope with us!"
[S ic ] . Wawn, OPe cit., p.538.
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the remainder and pay compensation for those who had died.
In November of the same year, an Act was passed by the
Queensland Legislature, completely forbidding the importation of kanaka l abour after 1890.

By the turn of the

century, at any rate, the labour traffic had become a
chapter of the past.
The Early Missionaries
Amongst the people who pushed the frontiers of
European life into New Guinea, the early missionaries
deserve special mention.

The first of them to visit

ew

Guine a were the friars who accompanied the Spanish navigat ors, but the souls they could save were few, while the
bodies which fell victim to those expeditions were many .
Real missionary activity in the area dates back only to
1848, when members of the Roman Catholic Order of

arists

established themselves on the Woodlark Islands but were
f orced by calamities to withdraw in 1855.

A more success-

ful attempt was that of Dr George Brown of the Me thodist
Missionary Society, who with a number of Fijian teachers
arr ived in New Britain in 1875.

In spite of these be -

ginnings, the mainland of New Guinea remained untouched
by missionary activity until 1874, the year in which the
London Missionary SOCiety established its first station
at Port Moresby.
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It is not within the scope of this work to present a
h i s tory of the early Missions, to assess the benefits
which accrued to the native societies from t heir work, or
to mention the formidable difficulties which such a work
must encounter.

What we are here concerned with is the

fact that the missionaries constituted the advance guard
in the establishment of European life in the Territory

and exercised a considerable influence upon the course of
New Guinea's history.

They lent their support to the Anti-

Slavery Society which mobilized British and Australian
32
public opinion for the abolition of labour trade;
not
only did they bring some education and medical services
to the inhabitants, but they also sought to protect native
land and labour; they exerted their influence against the
influx of goldseekers and against the manipulations of
land speculators; and when the time came they helped, as
t hey do even now in the recently opened areas, to extend
Administrative control (cf. Map No.4).
The Early Attempts at Colonization (1865-1884)
As reports by explorers, traders and missionaries cont inued to add to the knowledge of New Guinea, it became
32

W. A. Young , Christianity and Civilization (London,
1922), p.96.

- 35 inevitable that adventurous persons should start thinking
in terms of large-scale colonization.

Many of the con-

templated projects could never have been put into practice,
and some which were ended in disaster.

A few of the

abortive schemes may be mentioned here.

In 1867 a New

South Wales company decided to undertake exploration in New
Guinea for commercial and colonial enterprise, but the
33
plan was unequivocally rejected by the Imperial Government.
In 1869 certain Italian interests had evolved settlement
projects and about the same time the Germans living in
Australia had petitioned the Prussian Government to annex
New Guinea, but both these projects came to nothing.

In

1871 a Russian Baron , Mikloukho-Maclay, stayed for some
time in the Astrolabe Bay area, and on his return to Russia
campaigned without success for the establishment of a big
34
settlement on New Guinea's north-eastern coast.
In 1872
33

The considered reply of the Colonial Secretary to the

N.S. W. Government was to the effect that:

Her Majesty's Government can give no plan of voluntary
settlement in New Guinea the sanction of Imperial
authority, and any person who may embark in any such
venture must neither look for aid nor protection from
the national forces, nor for the confirmation by Her
Majesty's Government of their titles to any acquisitions of land which they may profess to make from the
natives.
Parliamentary Papers, C.1566, 14 September 1867.
34
For a more detailed information about Maclay see The New
GUinea Handbook (Canberra , 1943), p.20, and P.M. Worsley,
II N.N. IIli ikloukho-Maclay - Pioneer of Pac ific Anthropology",
Oceania , Vol . XXII, No .4, June 1952, pp.307-14.

- 36 a party of seventy reckless Australian prospectors, who
had banded together to form the New Guinea Prospecting
Association, headed for New Guinea in a decrepit vessel,
35
only to be wrecked on the Barrier eef.
In 1875 a
syndicate offering a plan for colonization was formed in
England, but it failed to receive the necessary government
36
sanction.
In 1877 a gold rush brought to Port Moresby
a large body of miners, many of whom died of hunger and
fever .

In 1878 a Sydney Syndicate purchased about 15,000

acres near Kabadi through a representative in New Guinea,
37
but the transaction was declared illegal.
The most tragic of all enterprises, however , was that
fraudulently planned by Marquis de Rays .

In 1872 he an-

nounced in France the foundation of a "colonie libre de
Port Breton" at Port Praslin.

Gradually, through false

propaganda and phony brochures, he created a fictitious
empire of Nouvelle France, covering the Brismarck Archipelago, New Guinea and the Solomons.

War-weary, politics-

weary Frenchmen were only too ready to assist in founding
a new France - a peaceful France - in the far -flung
35

D.C. Gordon , The Australian Frontier in New Guinea
(New York, 1951), pp.83-87.
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Pacific.

Within a month shares worth £ 30 ,000 were sold,

and between 1879 and 1882 over 1,000 emigrants were despatched to Port Breton.

Most of those who landed succumbed

to hunger and sickness. Indeed, as Wawn, the adventurer,
tell us, "the leaders of the expedition could not possibly
have chosen a worse locality on the whole coast unless,
indeed, it was their object to kill off t he v ictims of
t he ir greed, i gnorance and imbec i l i ty. • •• [The place ]
reeks with fever and ague. Even the natives ••• call it the
39
Later, in 1884, de Rays was condemned
' Bl ack Corner' ."
f or his criminal activities to four years' imprisonment
and a fine of 30, 000 francs.
In spite of plans projected from time to time,
Europeans, with the exception of a few individual traders,
had no significant commercial interest in the New Guinea
area.

The era of economic imperialism in the Pacific, of

commercial enterprises bigger than the individual undertakings, of plantations and mining concerns, of aggregation
of capital and, eventually, of political intervention, had
ye t to begin.

38
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J. R. Niau, The Phantom Paradise (Sydney, 1936), p.9.
Wawn, op. c it., p. 281.

- 38 German Interests in New Guinea
Amongst the traders of various nationalities operating
in the Pacific were some Germans representing the Hamburg

firm of Johann Cesar Godeffroy und Sohn.

They were destined

to lay the foundation of those German interests in the
Pacific which dragged Bismarck into a colonial policy and
eventually into conflict with Great Britain.

40
Just when Godeffroy appeared on the scene is uncertain,
but by 1857 his firm had sent a ship to investigate the
commercial possibilities in the Western Pacific .

Circum-

stances for building up a German colonial empire were becoming increasingly favourable.

According to Townsend,

••• with the advent of the Bismarckian era [In Germany],
the age-old deterrants to a national colon1al policy _
political disunion and economic weakness - were
summarily removed. After the successive triumphs
from 1866 to 1871, a united Germany overflowing
with super-abundant energy had emerged, and the
intense nationalism and patriotism engendered by
the Wars of Unification founala national outlet in
an enthusiasm for expansion.
This was the Godeffroys' opportunity; their friendship
with Bismarck as well as the efficiency and astuteness
of their manager, Theodor Weber, proved to be a great asset,

40
G. R. Scholefield, The Pacific, Its Past and Future
(London, 1919), p.97.
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M. E. Townsend, Origins of Modern German Colonialism
(New York , 1921), p.55.
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and they were able to obtain 150,000 acres of the best
freehold land in Samoa, their commercial capital and the
economic cross-roads of the Pacific.
In 1871, Godeffory & Son began to send their ships to
the Bismarck Archipelago and the Admiralty Islands for
copra and shell.

In 1873 they opened two stations on the

Gazelle Peninsula, one near Kokopo and the other on Matupi
42

Island.

Gradually, almost the entire copra trade of the

Pacific (except that of a small area close to Australia)
was monopolized by the Company .
The business of the Company was, however, ruined by
the French navy's blockade of Hamburg during the FrancoPrussian War .

By the end of the seventies, the Company ,

under the pressure of English creditors, found itself involved in great financial troubles, but the German bankers,
who were afraid that the liquidation of the Company would
relegate the Pacific trade to Engl ish hands, decided to
float a concern to take over and develop the assets of
the existing Company.

Thus was born Zweigniederlassung

der Deuts chen Hande ls- und Plantagengesellschaft der
42

In 1872 an Englishman had opened a station at Port
Hunter (Duke of York Islands) but abandoned it in 1875,
probably for reasons of health and the hostility of the
inhab itants. Reed, Ope cit., p.94.

- 40 sudseeinseln, or "The Long-Handled Firmlt, whose leader,
Hansemann, sought Bismarck's Imperial sanction and a
guarantee of interest on the invested capital,

Although

the request was not granted, the German bankers did not
give up their plans; they formed the Neu Guinea Kompagnie
by merging the interests of the two houses, Godefforys
and Robertson & Hernsheim, and on 26 May 1884 secretly
43
despatched Otto Finsch to acquire land in New Guinea.
On 27 June, the Chancellor was advised of the steps that
had been taken and was requested to grant Imperial Protec44
tion to the venture, which he did two months later.
British Intervention in New Guinea
During the course of events which led to the establishme nt of German interests in New Guinea, British policy
regarding the island changed from determined indifference
to active intervention.

Until about 1870, there was little

interest in "the country of many million war-like cannibals",
but after that date, because of t he establishment of fishery
43

G. H. Scholefield , The Pacific : Its Past and Future
(Lond on, 1 919 ), p.102.
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virtue cultivated for its own sake by Bismarck." H. R. Rudin,
Germans in the Cameroons ( New Haven , 1938 ), pp.29-30.

- 41 stations on several islands of Torres Strait, the found ation of mission stations on the mainland of New Guinea ,
and the increasing trade along the Australia-India sea
route , Brit ish naval officers, as well as Australian politicians and journalists, began pleading to the British
Government to annex New Guinea in the interest of Australian security.

Captain Moresby, for example, was quite

convinced of the strategic and economic value of New Guinea
to Australia and, pointing to the assumed geological continuity between the two countries, passionately pleaded
that "Nature ••• has here laid down the noble proportions
of an empire, and bids us not to curtail it for our
45
children" •
About the same time, Francis P . Labilliere, a barrister
of the Middle Temple and an enthusiastic Anglo-Australian,
who was very active in the affairs of the Royal Col onial
Institute, wrote to the Colonial Secretary of the Disraeli
Government, the Earl of Carnarvon, urging that attention
be g iven to the annexation of New Guinea.
warded the

~etter

to the Governors of various Australian

colonies for their opinion.
45

Carnarvon for-

Replies were varied; the

J.I. Brookes , International Rivalry in the Pacific,
1800-1875 , ( Berkeley, 1941), p.403.
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Governor of Western Australia reported that public sentiments would favour annexation; the Governor of New Zealand
considered the matter as more important to Australia than
to New Zealand; the Governor of Queensland said that although he saw little popular interest in the matter generally, he felt that "it would be a standing nuisance to
Australia if any other power occupied New Guinea , and that
some power certainly would take it before long"; the
Governors of Victoria and New South Wales disagreed with
the memoranda prepared by their respective cabinets, which
were very much in favour of annexation - New South

ales

clearly suggesting that New Guinea offered a fair and
certain field for colonization and that if the expense of
admli1istration were a deterrant to annexation, a trading
company could be formed to bear such expenses.

In spite

of this, the British Government decided against annexation.
A few months later, in May 1875, the Government of
New South Wales, pressed by commercial interests and
public opinion, reopened the question with the Imperial
Government, but the latter could see no reason for the
annexation of these islands, except for their value to
Australia; it had, moreover, an assurance from Bismarck
that he had no desire for colonies.
dropped .

Hence the matter was

- 43 After only a few years, the even tenor of things was
disturbed by reports of gold discoveries behind Port Moresb y ,
in view of which the Colonial Office requested the
to send a man-of- war to Port Moresby .

avy

The cloud of im-

pending responsibility passed away, however, when the
search for gold proved a failure.
In February 1883, the Premier of Queensland, T. MacIlwraith, despatched Henry M. Chester, the Police Magistrate at Thursday Island, to take possession of "all that
portion of New Guinea and the islands and islets adjacent
thereto, lying between 141st and 155th meridian of east
longitude" .

In his opinion, which was based on fears of

German colonizing ventures, "the matter was too urgent
to admit of the delay involved in waiting for the instructions from the Imperial Government".
flag in Port

Chester raised the

oresby on 4 April 1883; through a cable which

stated that Queensland offered to bear the expenses of
administration, the Imperial Government was advised of the
steps taken.
Calling "Ghe annexation an act "impolitic in a very
high degree, and also morally unjustifiable", the Colonial.
Secretary regretted that the Queensland Government "should,
without apparent neceSSity, have taken on themselves the
exercise of powers which they hardly possessed".

- 44 The repudiation of annexation aroused anger and protest in Queensland as well as in all other Australian
colonies, and became an important event in the sense tha t
it made the colonies see the practical necessity of cooperation in their external affairs and thus set them on
the road to federation.

In 1883 , no less than fifty-seven

public meetings were held throughout Australia and an
Inter-colonial convention, convened by the Premier of Vic toria, pointedly demanded the annexation of New Guinea.
The demand was an irritating challenge to the Colonial Secretary , Lord Derby, who, in a letter to Prime Minister
Gladst one, described "the preposterous proposals of the
Conventionlf as

If

mere rav ing II

,

and added that lithe notion

that other powers and nationalities may have rights which
an Australian is bound to respect, does not seem to have
46
entered the colonial mind II •
Declaration of Protectorates and Annexations
German plano f or the annexation of New Guinea had
been perfected by the middle of 1884; f01IT German gunboats
appeared in New Guinea waters, and on 3 November the
German flag was hoisted at Matupi.

46

This news came as a

Cited by W. O. Aydelotte, Bismarck and Britis h Colonial
Policy (Philadelphia , 1 937 ), p.14.

- 45 shock to Britain, who hastened to declare a protectorate
over the southern portion of New Guinea and the adjacent
islands.

On 6 November 1884, Commodore Erskine, proclaim-

ing the Protectorate, promised the people "that evil-

disposed men will not be able to occupy your homes ••••
Your lands will be secured to you, your wives and children
47
will be protected It •
On 17 May 1885 the German Emperor granted to the
Neu Guinea Kompagnie sovere ign rights over "Kaiser Wilhelm's
Land lt (north-eastern New Guinea) and the Bismarck Archipelago.
By an agreement in 1885, Germany came to possess northeastern New Guinea, the Bismarck Archipelago and the
northern islands of the Solomon group (Buka, Bougainville,
Choiseul and Ysabel), while south-eastern New Guinea and
the remaining islands of the Solomon group became British
possession.

By another agreement in 1899, Choiseul and

Ysabel were transferred from German to British hands.
At the time of assumption of power, the Neu Guinea
Kompagnie, with a backing of two million marks, was the
most important trading enterprise in the Western Pacific,
but in the first few years it was neither an administrative

47
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- 46 nor a commercial success .

48

There was more interest in the

exercise of executive authority than in economic development; interference from the dire ctors in Berlin was too
frequent ; localities and personnel for commercial enterprises were chosen injudiciously.

The centre of adminis-

tration was shifted from place to place (Finsch Harbour ,
Stephans ort, Madang and back to Stephansort), but a healthy
site was never found.

Between 1886 and 1899, twelve suc-

cessive administrators took charge of office, and during
the same period five of the seven sites for plantations
were abandoned .

There was little revenue to meet the heavy

cost of administration, and despite an annual government
subsidy of 400,000 marks, the Company's deficit was never
less than 100,000 marks.

On 1 April 1899, at its own

request, the Company was divested of administrative responsibility and granted a solatium of four million marks,
together with liberal land concessions.

This proved to

be the turning point in the Company's fortunes; its affairs
increasingly prospered until it became the largest and
most powerful sector of New Guinea ' s economy .

In 1918,

the total value of its plantations was over 12 . 2 million
marks , in which the shares of coconuts , cocoa and rubber
48
Ibid ., pp.l07-10.

- 47 were 11 million, 0.8 million and 0.4 million marks respectively.

The Company's annual profit, at the same time,

was more than 1.25 million marks .
In spite of the success of their commercial enterprise, effective administration was introduced by the
Germans only in limited areas .

They sent merciless puni-

tive expeditions whenever and wherever they considered
them necessary, but their me t hods of administration in
controlled areas were free from harshness, especially under
the rule of Governor Hahl who introduced the ItLuluai
System" which became the basic feature of the German, and
49
later on of the Australian, administration in New Guinea .
It The twenty- five years of German rule, It remarks
Spate, "(which otherwise contributed little but reckoning
in hectares and a few words of Pidgin) saw a considerable
50
development of copra plantations."
This is understandable, since the Germans treated their colony primarily
49

The "Luluai", who had certain specific duties, was
selected by the government officer from the ranks of the
elders or most influential men of the village. He received no salary but retained 10% of all taxes collected
by him. His second in command was the "Tul tul", who
acted as his interpreter. The third official in the
Luluai system was the "medical tultul", concerning solely
with the health of the village.
50
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- 48 as a commercial house, and as Mackenzie put it, " the
principal administrative problems of the Territory ••• had
for their centre the interests of the large trading companies , with an outer circle representing the subsidiary
interests of the small firms and the planters: beyond
that ••• lay the innumerable questions connected with the
regulation and control of native affairs ll •

51

It should

be noted, however, that it is on the plantations established
by the Germans that a major part of New Guinea 's economy
is based to this day, that their well-laid townships retain their sites even now, and that the value of their
explorations and surveys, and of their anthropological,
botanical and medical research cannot be under-rated.
At the outbreak of the First World ':lar, German New
Guinea was captured by the Australian Naval and Military
Expeditionary Force.

The amount of resistance put up by

the Germans and the total casualities in the operation
were quite out of proportion to the fears which had been

52

in the Australian mind for more than a quarter of a century.

51
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Mackenzie,

Ope

cit., p.113.

The landing was made in New Britain on 11 September
1914, British flag was hoisted at Raba~u on the 13th, and
the terms of capitulation of German New Guinea were Signed
on the 17th. The total casualties on the Australian side
were 2 officers and 4 men killed and 1 officer and 3 men
wounded , while on the German side 1 N. G.O. was killed and
1 N. G.O . wounded.

- 49 After the war, Australia was given a mandate to administer ex-German New Guinea on behalf of the League of
Nations , which it did until the outbreak of the Second
World War .

In the British Protectorate, as in the German, it
took some time before effective government started functioning .

In August 1855, the first Commissioner, Sir

Peter Scratchley, arrived at Port Moresby in the company
of only four officers.

Only four months after assuming

office he died and was succeeded by John Douglas, who retained the position until 1888.

Both Scratchley and

Douglas possessed limited and vaguely defined powers, but
they set about to fulfil what they considered their main
task - the control of Europeans and protection of the
indigenous people.
In 1888 the protectorate became a Crown Colony.
Will iam MacGregor, its first Administrator, had , within
ten years of his rule, laid down the main lines along
which the Territory's administration was to be run in
future .

He undertook many long journeys into the interior

for exploration as well as for establishing friendly
contacts with the tribes.

The native armed constabulary

organized by him became the chief instrument in extending

- 50 -

government control.

He was forced to lead several punitive

expeditions, but always as a last resort, and in his own
words:
If we do fight, I always insist upon fighting it
out, and never leave it in doubt as to who is
master~
In that way we very seldom have to do it
again. :/3
At the assumption of office MacGregor declared that he
was taking up his duties "in the belief that this was the
one remaining place where it would be possible to civilize
54
His protective
a native people without destroying it".
policy regarding native land and labour was designed with
the same end in view.

Moreover, in order to encourage

native agriculture, he enforced compulsory planting of
crops by the villagers.

Having made these safeguards for

native interests, he was willing to give encouragement to
European enterprise in New Guinea.

He failed, however ,

to attract small mropean investors for whom a country so
little known and almost completely lacking means of communication was not a promising field.

He, therefore, de-

cided to seek large scale capital to foster development of
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- 51 the Territory.

55

Between 1888 and 1905 the Territory was administered
jointly by Britain and Australia, the latter contributing
£15 ,000 annually towards the cost of joint control .

The

seven years following MacGregor's term of office were a
period of uncertainty regarding the arrangements for the
complete transfer of control of the Territory to Australia .
Four successive administrators, Winter, Le Hunt , Robinson
and Barton , took office during these seven years, but
their administration functioned merely as caretaker governments .

Few expeditions were made to bring new areas under

government control.

As re gards economic development, while

gold mining became impor tant, agriculture did not show
any great progress.
The Papua Act of 1905, which gave the Territory its
present name, provided for the appointment of a LieutenantGovernor.

The first person to take up that position was

Sir Hubert Murray, who remained in office f rom 1908 to
1940 .

He ruled very much as a benevolent autocrat with

a paternalistic attitude towards the indigenous people.
His personality and the prestige which he gained during his
administration made him lithe grand old manit of Papua, but,
55
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- 52 as observed by Legge, he was responsible for the consolidation of a tradition already established by his predecessors

56
rather than for the introduction of distinctive innovations.
A few aspects of Murray's administration may be noted
here .

Punitive expeditions as means of control were given

up , but peaceful extension of government authority proceeded steadily, and also resulted in some major explorations.

Experiments were made in local government by ap-

pointing Village Councillors who could really represent
their people.

Village agriculture was encouraged through

the imposition of taxes as well as the provision of compulsory plantings, although these measures failed to awaken
the desired economic interest.

On the side of Europe an

economic development, agriculture not only remained confined largely to the Central and Eastern Divisions, but
also failed to become the basis of economy because of
several factors, including two economic depreSSions, problems of freight , tenuity of internal communications, cost
of establishing plantations, lack of knowledge of physical
conditions, and shortage of labour.

Mining seemed to hold

better promise; gold, after a period of decline, became increaSingly important in the thirties until in 1939 it was

56
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- 53 the leading commodity of export; a sizable amount

0

f copper

was also produced from time to time, but the greatest
hope was pinned on oil, the search for which still continues.
At the death of Sir Hubert Murray in 1940, his nephew,
H.L. Murray , was appointed in his place, but soon afterwards the Pacific war broke out, and New Guinea was invaded by the Japanese.

Rabaul was bombed on 4 January

1942 and New Britain and New Ireland were invaded and occupied on 23 January.

This was followed by landings at

Salamaua , Lae and Finschhafen.

Although after the battle

of the Coral Sea in May 1942, the general tide of war had
turned against the Japanese, they invaded Papua in July,
making the ir first landing at Buna .

In August the ir at-

tempt to make a second landing at Milne Bay was repulsed,
but in September they crossed the Owen Stanleys and reached
within 32 miles of Port Moresby , when they were turned
back along the notorious Kokoda Trail .

By the end of 1942,

they were in occupation of the Madang and Sepik districts,
but were never able to penetrate the Central Highlands .
By January 1943 they had been forced to retreat from Papua.
Parts of the mainland of New Guinea as well as New Britain ,
New Ireland and Bougainville were, however, not cleared
until the end of the war.

- 54 The civil administration in New Guinea was ended on
14 February 1942, and the two Territories were placed under
two military administrative units, which were later combined to form the Australian New Guinea Administrative
Unit (ANGAU).

For the remaining period of the war ANGAU

not only carried on all the functions of t he former civil
government, but also undertook the responsibility of maintaining plantations, producing essential war materials and
meeting the Army's needs.

Being in a comfortable financial

position, ANGAU achieved much more in certain fields than
was ever accomplished by any peace-time administration in
New Guinea.

The provision of health services, the estab-

lishment of an educational centre at Sogeri, the experiments in Army Farms at several places as well as attempts
in mechanized native agriculture at Sangara and in the

Mekeo are some of the ach ievements worth mentioning .
The war had a tremendous impact upon the indigenous
people of New Guinea - an impact which went far beyond
the destruction and devastation caused in the actual areas
of hostility; not only did the heavy demand for labour
put forth by the armed services bring about the disruption
57
of the village economy ,
but the changes of government
57

The number of labourers employed by ANGAU rose from
2,033 in June 1942 to 35 , 958 in July 1944 . When voluntary
labour could not be obtained, com~ ulsion was used . Also,
t he term of conscription (2 years) was too often compul sorily extended .

- 55 and the bewildering technical power of the fighting forces
created a psychological ferment which found expression in
a number of "cargo cul ts" - a pathetic attempt on the
part of the indigenous people to improve their material
conditions.

Later on, these same aspirations were to be

diverted by the Administration to constructive economic
and social activity, as we shall later see in more detail
in some specific cases.

In October 1945, the military administration was replaced by a provisional civil administration for the whole
of the territory which was to be designated as the
lITerritory of Papua-New Guinean .

The change was rather

sudden and hardly conducive to a smooth transition to
civil control.

On the one hand, it resulted in enormous

material losses including military stores, vehicles, roads
and wharves, and on the other, produced much controversy
re garding aims of policy to be pursued by the Administration.
The General Assembly of the United Nations in December
1946 approved the Trusteeship Agreement for the former
Mandated Terrltory and permitted Australia to bring the
Territory into a customs, fiscal or administrative union
with its other dependent territories.

Hence , the Papua-

New Guinea Act, 1949 , which ended the provisional administration , brought about the administrative union of the

- 56 two political units, designating the combined territory as
t he IITerri tory of Papua and New Guinea", but also providing
that the separate identities of the one as a Possession of
t he Crown and of the other as a Trust Territory sh ould cont inue to be maintained .
RECENT EXPLORAT ION
By 1884, the year in wh ich New Guinea was annexed by
Germany and Britain, the charting of its coastline was
al most complete, but much exploration had still to be
carr ied out, the pro gress of which is shown on

ap 1 0.2.

Explorations During 1885-1906
In 1885 Scratchley had visited the Louisiades, Everill
(1886- 88 ) had ascended the Fly River up to 50 50' N latitude,
and Cuthbertson (1887) had climbed Mt Obree in the Owen
Stanley Range, but the greater part of the exploration
of British New Guinea was carried out after 1888 by
MacGre gor, wh o went up all the major rivers of Papua and
vi s ited all the bigger islands in the south-eastern archipelagoes.
In the German part, exploration in this period remained confined to the Finschhafen area and the Sepik and
Ramu rivers.

In 1895,

~ hlers

and Piering were killed in

t heir attempt to reach the upper Watut; in the following

- 57 year, the geologist Lauterbach climbed the Bismarck Range,
and in 1901-2 the botanist Schelechter, in search of
rubber trees, led an expedition to the Bismarck and
Torricelli mountains.
Explorations During 1907-1915
After the transfer of British New Guinea to Australia
large parts of the Western and Gulf Divisions were explored
by a number of expeditions.

One of these, in 1910-11,

penetrated the limestone country of the Kikori River; another, in 1911, noted the first indication of oil in the
Vailala River area; while gold discoveries necessitated
the exploration and opening up of

~arge

areas in eastern

Papua, which, by the end of this period, had been almost
wholly mapped by the official patrols.
In the German territory, exploration was confined
mainly to the Sepik and Markham drainage systems and to
the coastal mountains, but expeditions were sent also to
the border areas - to the Dutch border in 1910 and to the
Australian border along the 8th parallel in 1913.

Several

attempts were made to find gold, and in this quest
Dammk8hler and Ohldorf, prospectors in the Watut River area,
were perhaps successful, but they were killed by the inhabitants in 1909.

Names which stand out in the field

of exploration during this period are those of Behrmann ,

- 58 Thurnwald and Detzner.

The last-named, an administrative

officer, who was exploring the Australian border when the
war broke out in 1914, took to the bush and for four years
strove to reach Dutch

ew Guinea.

His discoveries were
58
brought to light in 1921, when he published his book,
which reveals that he had penetrated the Mt Hagen area
15 years before the Australian pioneers.
Explorations During 1916-1935
This period, which begins with Australia's assumption
of controL over German New Guinea, is notable for very
wide and important explorations including the discoveries
in the Central Highlands .

In the war years , interest was

largely centred in eastern Papua; the country between Dyke
Ackland Bay and Port Moresby was explored in 1915 by
Macdonnell; the Kukukuku country near Nabu Range was visited
by Skelly and Hill in 1916 - the same year in which
Humphries investigated the area between lorna and Lorobe;
and in 1917-18 various patrols explored the mountainous
country between the headwaters of Waria and Kunimaipa .
After the war, the Western Division became the main
centre of attention.

The Kikori, Purari and Erave River

areas were visited in 1918, 1926 and 1928-29 respectively;
58
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- 59 the trans-:B'ly area ( Wai Kus sa, Bens b ach and Lake Saru ) was
expl ored in 1927-28 by two parties; while in the following
year Middleton penetrated the mountainous re g ion between
the Purari and Tauri Rivers, and in a second trip followed
the latter river up to the Papuan border.

This area was

again visited in 1930-31 by a patrol.
Attempts to cross Ne w Guinea from the Fly to the
Sepik , had begun with the explorations by Austen and Logan,
59
who in 1922 made two trips to the Alice River.
In 1924,
Aust en and Thomson again attempted the crossing and although the difficult 1 imestone country in the upper :B'ly
area prevented them from doing so, the way was paved for
the "North-west Patrol" which, in 1927-28, did accomplish
60
this .
Karius and Champion, leaders of the patrol, while
they had proved unsuccessful in an attempt to reach the
Sepik in 1926-27, had crossed the Blucher Range and had
l earnt from the people that the Takin (Sepik) River was
not very far away.

In their second attempt they followed

the same route along the Palmer and were able to reach
Tele fomin and then a place 500 miles upstream on the Sepik
59
L. Austen, "The Tedi River District of Papua", GeoJournal, Vol .LXII, 1923, pp.335-49.

g~aphiCal

I . Champion, Across
( Lon d on , 1932).

ew Guinea from the Fly to the Sepik

- 60 River, where their vessel

levala was waiting for them.

During the period 1916-35 significant explorations
were carried out in the Mand ated Territory also.

These

began with the g old-seeking activities of Australian miners
f rom Papua, who us ed to sneak into the Morobe region,
dodging the German officials, until the German territory
was taken over by Australia.

In 1926, gold discovery in

Edie Creek resulted in a gold rush (see Ch. XIV, p.566 ).
In the same year a patrol was sent to t he upper Ramu ,
while prospectors from Edie Creek continued to penetrate
father and farther towards the Papuan b order.

One of the

prospecting parties, fo rmed by Michae l Leahy and Dwyer ,
started from Lae in 1930, went up the Markham as far as
Kainantu, and then, following the Dunantina, Tua and Purari
Rivers , emerged at Port Romilly .

Alt hough the party did

not find paying quantities of gold anywhere, it did make
the important discovery that the source of the Purari was,
61
as Detzner had said, in the Mandated Territory .
In a second expedition, undertaken in 1931, Leahy and
Dwyer left the Markham Valley, pushed through the high
COlmtry and followed the Bena River , reaching the Asaro

For this and other explorations by Leahy see M. Leahy
and H. Crain, The Land That Time Forgot (London, 1937).

- 61 Valle y in which Goroka is now located.

This important

journey laid the foundation of the exploration of the
Eastern and Western Highlands.

Between 1930 and 1934,

Leahy undertook ten journeys into the Central Hi ghlands,
dis covering more and more valleys densely populated by
62
agriculturists living as a Stone Age people.
Of these
expeditions, perhaps the most important was t he Taylor
and Spinks patrol of 1933, in which the Leahy brothers
als o participated and which resulted in the discovery of
the Wahg i Valley and the laying of air-strips at Nondugl
63
and Mt Hagen.
Following these trail-blazers, the Roman Catholic
Mission established a station at Nondugl in 1933, and another at Mt Hagen in the following year.

A few months

later, a Lutheran Mission station was set up at Ogelbeng .
After the murder of two missionaries in the Chimbu country
in December 1934, however, almost the whole of the Central

Highl ands was placed out of bounds, and remained so until
the Second World War (see Ch. XIV, p. 594).
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M. Leahy , "The Central Hi ghlands of New Guinea" ,
Geograp h ical Journal, Vol . LXXXVII , 1936, pp.229-62.
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K. L . Spinks, "The Wahg i River Valley of Central New
GUinea", Geographical Journal, Vol .LXXXIV, 1936,
pp .222-25.

- 62 Before passing on to the next period of exploration,
it may be mentioned that between 1920 and 1929 the Anglo
Persian Oil Co. explored a few areas in both the Territories,
64
but the search for oil was unsuccessful.
Exploration During 1935-1940
Exploration in this period was mainly carried out by
patrol officers and oil companies.

In 1935, Hides and

O'Malley, starting from Daru , discovered the densely popu65
lated Tari and Waga Valleys,
and in 1936, Champion and
66
Adamson reached Lake Kutubu,
where a patrol post was
established to extend government control over the Southern
Hi ghlands.

These explorations completed the picture of

the Central Highlands by showing that the Purari Plateau,
eastward and southward of Mt Hagen, extends deep into
Papua up to the formidable limestone barrier.
The search for Oil, renewed in 1936 and carried out
ma inly in the Western Division, resulted in a more accurate knowledge of the country, particularly through the
f irst attempts at aerial mapping.

64
B. K. N. Wyllie, The Oil Exploration Work in Papua and
Ne w GUinea , Vols. 1-4 (London, 1931).

65

J. Hides, The Strickland-Purari Patrol (Port Moresby,
1935).
66
I . Champion, "The Bamu-Purari Patrol, 1936", Geographical
Journal, Vol.XCVI, 1940, pp.190-206 and 242-57.

- 63 In the Mandated Territory , the Ward Williams ' private
gold seeking expedition, employing light aircraft, prospected the headwaters of the Sepik and May Rivers during
1936-37.

In the following year the areas south of the

Torricelli and Prince Alexander Mountains were explored.
The use of aircraft .proved to be of greatest help in
probing the Central Highlands .

The Hagen-Sepik Patrol of

1938-39 , led by Taylor, Black and Walsh, explored the
country between Mt Hagen and the headwaters of the Sepik,

67

while a number of other patrols penetrated into the Central
Highl ands from the northern side.

A patrol post at

Telefomin proved useful in exploring the country up to the
Dutch border.
During the Second World War, though patrol activities
completely ceased, large areas were mapped aerially.

In

post-war years patrolling has been resumed mainly for extending administrative control (cf . Maps

3 and 4),

and aerial mapping and geological and geophysical surveys
have been carried out in some areas by the Australasian
Petroleum Co. (cf. Map No.12).

J.L. Taylor , "Interim Report on the Hagen-Sepik Patrol,
1938-39" , eport to the Lea~e of Nations on the Administration of the Territory of ew Guinea, 1938-39 , pp .1 37-49 .
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Finally, mention may be made of the Reg ional Land
Surveys which are being conducted in the Territory by
the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization.

Reports of their surveys are yet to be

published, but there is no doubt that the scientific
evaluation of land resources is the culmination of the
process of exploration.

CHAPTh1R II
GEOLOGY A}ID GEOMORPHOLOGY
=========================

GEOTECTONIC HISTORY
New Guinea and its outlying islands form a part of
the zone of arcs which is the south-eastern extension of
the great Alpine belt of folded geosynclines from the
Himalayas through the Malay Archipelago into the Western
Pacific.

Geologists differ in their opinion about the

land connections which may have existed between Australia
and Asia at various geological times.
in

Perhaps, at least

part of the Palaeozoic, a geosynclinal communication

existed between Australia and Asia through New Guinea, and
when the sea was driven out by compressional orogeny, this
communication gave birth to land-bridges between the two
continents.

These Asian-Australian bridges finally broke

down soon after the Cretaceous, but land connection between New Guinea and Australia persisted until the Pliocene
and was renewed at least once during the Pleistocene Ice
Age when there were several world-wide recessions of sea
level .
- 65 -

- 66 The dominant feature of the tectonic history of the
New Guinea area is the suggested former existence of the
circum-Australian or "Papuan GeosynclineIt , which extended
from New Zealand through New Guinea to Java.

1

Although

very little is known of its origin, its antiquity is
proved by the occurrence of Ordovician and Silurian rocks
in New Zealand and West New Guinea.

During the middle Palaeozoic most of Australian New
Guinea was above sea level, with the result that part of
what is now the Central Highlands and the Fly Basin were
denunded to the granite basement; the surface was probably
peneplaned and during the Permian time was submerged beneath a shallow sea.

Tectonic peace prevailed over most

parts of Australian New Guinea during the upper Palaeozoic,
but in the Triassic the geosyncline was pushed to the
north, and New Guinea once again became dry land and continuous with the Australian mainland.

2

The tectonic activity which began in the early Jurassic
had an important influence in shaping the geology and
1

The following account of geotectonic history is summarized
mainly from T.W . E. David, The Geology of the Commonwealth
of Australia (Ed. W.R. Browne), Vol.I (London, 1950),
pp.703-709.
2

N.A. Osborne, It A Brief Geological History of Australian
Ne w Guinean, Papua and New Guinea Scientific Soc iety,
Annual Report 1951, Appendix hAil, p.31.
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physiography of New Guinea as we find it today.

Its most

important result was the formation of a geosyncline along
a zone about the present position of the Central Cordillera.
This trough gradually widened to include the Shelf area
of southern Papua; its north-eastern margin probably became an island arc, which, by the Cretaceous period, was
adding large amounts of volcanic material to t he geosynclinal deposits.

A widespread retreat of the sea took

place towards the end of the Jurassic, resulting in the
absence of the lowest Cretaceous beds from New Guinea.
As regards the sedimentation of the Papuan Geosyncline in Tertiary time, both the upper and lower Tertiary series are found in New Guinea.

It is difficult to

determine whether the lower Tertiary deposits of the Owen
s tanley, of the Central Highlands and of the Northern
Ranges were formed in one Single baSin or in two or more
separate troughs.

Upper Tertiary depOSits, at any rate,

are not found in the region that lies south of the Central
Highlands and west of the Gulf of Papua, because this
region in that period, being a part of the Australian land
mass, was standing above sea level.
About the close of the Oligocene a break occurred in
t he Tertiary deposition in eastern New Guinea, and two
great basins of rapid submergence and deposition, each with

- 68 a number of idiogesynclines, were established.

The northern

basin extended from New Guinea through New Ireland to the
Solomons, and the southern basin covered part of the ancient
Australian platform and extended to the Louisiade Archipelago.

These two basins, with a possible connection in

the watut -upper Ramu region, continued to exist separately
until the end of the Pliocene.
The sedimentation of the Papua Geosyncline was interrupted by a number of diastrophic epochs, the last of
which came in the late Pliocene and reached a climax in
the Pleist ocene.

It was marked by large scale uplifts,

folding, faulting and foundering.

The idiogeosynclines,

where sinking and deposition had been greatest, experienced
the most intense deformation, while the southern basin
which rested partly on the rigid Australian platform, and
was protected to some extent by the geanticlines of the
Central Highlands, was subjected only to broad and very
gentle warping.
The present distribution of land and sea, and the
pattern of major topographic features and coastal trends
in the New Guinea area were fashioned, wholly or partly,

by the Pleist ocene diastrophism; for instance, the subsidence of the Sahul Shelf produced the shallow Arafura
Sea, and greater founderings brought into being ocean

- 69 deeps within and without the insular arcs; Tertiary limestones were raised to considerable heights; the orogenic
forces directed from the north built up the Northern Ranges;
the Central Highlands were raised to more than 15,000 ft;
and one of the greatest precipices in the world was produced in Mt Leonard (West New Guinea).
The orogenic processes in the New Guinea area continue
to this day.

The long chains of volcanic islands, the

f requency of earthquakes in several areas, the high coral
terraces on some coasts, the drowned estuaries of certain
rivers, and the continued sinking of some regions, all
point to the crustal instability of this area.
It should be mentioned that in considering the geotectonic history of New Guinea, only the generally accepted
"orthodox" view has been presented here, a view which
r egards New Guinea and the neighbouring land masses to
have stood in substantially their present position since
at least the middle Palaeozoic.

There are, however, other

Views, notably the hypothesis of continental drift, which
cons iders Australia as having drifted north-westward in
the Pleistocene period and collided with I ndonesia, produc ing the pr esent distribution of land and sea.
STRATIGRAPHY

The core of New Guinea as well as of the associated
maj or islands consists of ancient rocks, but the oldest
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rocks which have been found in the Territory are Permian
limestones and these are believed to cover fairly extensive
areas in the Central Highlands.

Other geological forma-

tions range from Mesozoic to Recent, also including metamorphic rocks which in some places are older than Mesozoic.
1.

Metamorphic and Associated Igneous Rocks

The ages of the metamorphic and associated igneous
rocks vary; for instance, they pre-date the Mesozoic in
the Central Highlands and are older than the Tertiary in
the Northern Ranges.

The most extensive metamorphic

formations are found in the Owen Stanley Range, the Central
Highl ands, the Northern Ranges, and in New Britain and the
south-eastern archipelagoes.

Wherever the rocks are highly

metamorphosed, for example in the Owen Stanley Range,
their weathering gives a very rugged aspect to the country.
Intrusive igneous rocks, both plutonic and hypabassal,
occur in several areas including the Kuper and Ekuti
Ranges, the Upper Waria, the Astrolabe Range, a number of
localities in the Central Highlands, and Misima Island.

3

Main sources for this section are:
DaVid, op. cit., pp.667-81; Commonwealth of Australia,
Division of Regional Development, The Resources of the
Territory of Papua and New Guinea, 1951, Vol.I, pp.26-34
and Vol. II, Map 5.

3
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Eruptive igneous rocks, resulting from volcanic activity which has been dominant in different areas at different times, occur in several parts of the Territory.
2.

Mesozoic

Mesozoic rocks, which include Jurassic and Cretaceous
but no Triassic formations, appear to be confined to the
Central Highlands, particularly (a) in the head-waters of
the Fly and Sepik, (b) in the area from Mt Hagen to Mt
Michael, and (c) in a belt running along the Erave and
Purari rivers.

3.

Lower Tertiary

Lower Tertiary deposits of large extent are known only
from two areas, namely, (a) the slopes of the Astrolabe
Plateau between the Laloki and Kemp Welch Valleys, and
(b) the country south of Goodenough Bay.

However, these

rocks appear as small outcrops, usually limestone, at
several widely separated places such as Chimbu, Madang,
Orangerie Bay and New Ireland.
4.

Upper Tertiary

As previously mentioned (p. 68),

upper Tertiary

sediments were deposited in two separate basins.

While

the deposits of the northern basin are found exposed on
the flanks of the Northern Ranges as well as over considerable areas in New Britain and New Ireland, those of
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the southern basin are best developed in a belt running
from the Lakekamu River north-westward into West New
Guinea , the eastern portion of this belt consisting of
marine tuffaceous sandstones and mudstones, exceeding
15,000 ft in thickness, and the strata becoming more
calcareous towards the west until they turn into massive
limestone deposits - the formidable ttLimestone Barrier"
of Papua .
In a number of places, in both Papua and the Trust
Terr itory, upper Tertiary deposits are associated with
oil and gas seepages.

5.

Pleistocene

Since the ages of the deposits tentatively classified
as Ple istocene have not been established by palaeontological evidence, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish
them from Recent Deposits.

However, Pleistocene rocks

are generally terrestrial in origin and include such
categories as (i) the piedmont and volcanic deposits of
western Papua, (ii) the volcanic deposits of eastern
Papua and the off-lying islands, (iii) the piedmont depOSits of the Northern Ranges, (iv) the brackish-water
and estuarine deposits of the Sepik-Ramu Valley, (v) raised

coral limestones, and (vi) lacustrine deposits in a number
of upland valleys.
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RECENT GEOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AND DEPOSITS
The processes of erosion and deposition in New Guinea
are accelerated owing to a tropical climate and continuing
tectonic activity, while active vulcanicity is also an
important factor.

Consequently, there are found large

areas of recently deposited material, which may be classified as (1) volcanic deposits, (2) alluvium, and (3) coral
sand and silt.
1.

Volcanic Deposits.

Volcanic deposits of the

Territ ory are of varying age but here consideration will
be limited to the deposits originating from Pleistocene
and Recent volcanic activity, thus leaving out the older
volcanic deposits which are found in several mountainous
districts including the extensive Sogeri Plateau.

Pleis-

tocene volcanoes in the Highlands (Mt Hagen, Mt Giluwe,
Mt Ialibu and others) and in west-central Papua (Mt Bosavi,
Mt Favenc, Mt Murray and others) are now extlllct but
they have given rise to fertile soils, whose usefulness
is restricted in the former area by altitude and slope
and in the latter area by excessive rainfall.
Widely scattered and limited in extent, but of far
greater Significance, are the deposits originating from
the recently or currently active volcanoes which fall
under several groups.

The first comprises the island chain

- 74 from the Schouten group to New Britain; of these, Bam
(1,969 ft), Manam (4,265 ft) and Karkar (4,920 ft) possess
active craters, while Ritter Island (350 ft) erupted as
recently as 1888.

The second group , hugging the northern

coast of New Britain, includes several prominent volcanoes,
namely, Mt Langila (3,800 ft), Mt Mululus (4,282 ft),
Mt Galloseulo (3,848 ft), the South Son (Bamus, 7,376 ft),
the Father (Ulawun, 7,546 ft) and the North Son (Likuranga,
3,246 ft), as well as volcanoes of the Vitu group,
Willaumez Peninsula and Lolobau Island.

The third group

consists of the volcanoes which have resulted in the
f ormation of a plateau in the north-eastern part of the
Gazelle Peninsula .

The plateau, economically the most

s ignificant region in the Territory, was built up by a
s eries of eruptions and the ultimate explosion of a great
central volcano which is now represented by the Blanche
Bay caldera; additional material was produced by the
paras it ic cones of Mt Virz in, Watom Island, the Mother and
the North and South Daughters, all of which are now extinct
and eroded.

The final manifestation of volcanic activity,

which is still in progress, produced the parasitic cones
including Palagiagia (the breached crater of which contains
the la.ter cone of Rabalanakia), Tavurvur (Matupi), a group
4

of small cones around Sulphur Creek, and Vulcan.
The
4
J. Andrews, ItLandforms of New Britain", The Australian
Geographer, Vol . VII, No.1, May 1957, p.25.

- 75 latest eruptions took place in May 1937, when Vulcan and
then Matupi blew up, taking a heavy toll of life and
property and forcing the government to consider removing
the capital from Rabaul to Lae.

Some feeling of security

was induced by the renewed quiescence, but in 1941 Matupi
began to throw out masses of dust and ashes, necessitating
the shift of capital to Lae (see Ch. XI, p. 386).
The fourth group comprises the two active volcanoes
(Balbi, 10,206 ft and Bagana, 5,730 ft) in Bougainville,
but unfortunately the deposits are located in a country
to which access is extremely difficult.
Finally, on the mainland of New Guinea, recently active
volcanoes such as Mt Lamington and Mt Victory have produced
a discontinuous belt of volcanic deposits in north-eastern
Papua.

The most recent eruption in this belt was that

of Mt Lamington in 1951, when casualties were about 3,000
killed and 6,000 wounded or displaced (see p. 468).

The

deposits, as yet economically undeveloped, provide some
very promising land.
2.

Recent Alluvium.

Alluvial deposits, found in the

flood plain of all the streams, are particularly extensive
in the Fly, Sepik, Ramu and Markham baSins.

Unfortunately,

large parts of these plains are rendered useless by the
presence of swamps and sometimes by gravelly fans.

As

for
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t he quality of silts, much work rema ins to be done, but it
is likely that those derived from the Highlands and limestone areas are of good fertility.

In wet regions such as

western Papua they might be deeply leached, but it is
f ear ed that even in relatively dry are as they tend to lose
their initial fertility when subjected to cult ivation.
A s easonal drought, however, seems to aid t he so i l in retaining its mineral constituents.
Alluvial deposits in the Hi ghland valle ys are f ar
from un iform in character, and include, on the one hand,
poor , leached or hard-pan soils, and on the other, fertile
soils of volcanic or limestone origin.

3.

Coral Sand and Silt.

Conditions for coral forma-

tion are well fulfilled in many of the coastal waters of
New Guinea and corals of great variety of forms - atolls,
reef-caps and fringing and barrier reefs - are widely
dis tributed.

Raised coral terraces are found on all the

uplifted coasts of the Territory, particularly on the
north coast of the mainland and on the islands.

These

terraces bear coral sand and silt which have been f ound
espe cially suitable for coconuts and sometimes for cocoa.
Owing to its coastal and more accessible location, this
type of land has been the site of the majority of European
plantations.
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STRUCTURE
The main features of the Territory's architecture may
be summarized as follows: firstly, there is a stable foreland underlying much of southern New Guinea and little
affected by Tertiary sedimentation and orogenesis.

Secondly,

there are the positive geanticlinal provinces (the Central
Cordillera, the Northern Ranges and the volcanic arcs)
which have cores of relatively ancient rocks.

Finally,

there are the negative provinces (the Papuan geosyncline,
the Sepik-Ramu geosyncline and the northern littoral) which

5
have received great thicknesses of upper Tertiary sediments.
This broad architecture rests on a somewhat "heterogeneous foundation".

The complexity of the foundation is

of some interest since it is largely responsible for the
present forms of the physiographic provinces.

On the basis

of available data, Glaessner recognized ten structural
6
units which are shown on Map 5.
These are:
(1)

The Southern Stable Platform, consisting of a

shallow granitic basement buried under a thin cover of
late Tertiary deposits.

5

s. w.

Carey, "The Morphology of New Guinea", The Austral ian

~eographer, Vol. III, 1938, p.3.

M. F. Glaessner, "Geotectonic Position of New Guinea",
~letin of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
OI .XXXIV, No .5, 1950, pp.858-63.
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The Fly-Digoel Shelf which is a structural basin

covered with late Tertiary sediments, late Pleistocene
volcanics and alluvium.

In its north-eastern section it

is gently folded, forming the Kikori-Darai ridge.
(3)

The Folded Sedimentary Zone which is distinguished

from the Fly-Digoel unit by the development of folds.
(4)

The Crystalline Zone which consists of strongly

folded gneisses, schists and slates, intruded by igneous
rocks and overlain by sandstones probably of Mesozoic age.
(5)

The Northern Geosyncline which has a plutonic

or metamorphic basement with thick late Tertiary sediments.
(6)

The Cyclop Mountains which possibly belong to

the southern rim of a hypothetical submerged continental
block, which has been called "North Melanesia" .
(7)

The Volcanic Arcs including the Bismarck Arc,

the Admiralties -New Ireland Arc, and the outer-most arc
of New Guinea.
(8)

The Morobe Arc and the Owen Stanley Folded Zone

consisting of graded metamorphics.

The strike of fold

axes swings from Lae to Mt Yule and the

arcu~~

trend is

continued through the Owen Stanley Ranges into the islands
at the south-eastern end of New Guinea.

The Morobe Arc

seems to trend through the mountains of Huon Peninsula into
New Britain.
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The Aure Trough which is the frontal depression

of the Morobe Arc and is covered with thick late Tertiary
sediments .
(10)

The Finisterre Mountains which in many ways are

similar to the ranges in the Central Cordillera than to
the other Northern Ranges which are in comparison lower,
narrower and more diSjointed.

LANDFORM REGIONS
As previously mentioned, although the main physiographic provinces in the Territory are generally of ancient
orig in, they have been re-emphasized to varying degrees
in relatively recent times, particularly in the late Neogene.

The main regions which may be recognized are the Central
Cordillera, the Southern Foothills, the Southern Plains,
the Sepik-Ramu Lowland, the Northern Ranges, the Northern
7
Coastal Plains and the Bismarck-Bougainville Islands (Map 6).
1.

The Central Cordillera

The Central Cordillera extends through the entire
length of the New Guinea main island in the form of two
great crescents which have their convex sides faCing a
deep trough to the north.

The eastern crescent lies in

t he Australian Territory and consists of a complex of
7
The physiographic regions are based on Carey,

PP.3-30.

Ope

cit.,
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mountainS running from Victor Emanuel Range to the eastern
end of Papua.

These mountain ranges exceed 10,000 ft in

height, with Mt Wilhelm (15,400 ft) as the highest peak
in the Australian portion.

Although from the air the ridge tops appear to assume
a general level and the country looks like a warped erosion
surface, on closer examination subdued rounded landforms
are rarely found and the landscape is characterized by
sharp ridges, steep slopes, ungraded streams and, in the
structural depressions, recent alluvial deposits and outwash fans.
The Central Cordillera may be broadly divided into
three sections:
(a) The Western Section which is a complex of lofty
mountains with a few high passes.

The width of the Cor-

dillera in this section is not much, but it is in these
high mountains that the sources of certain large streams the Sepik, the Fly and the Digoel - are located.
(b) The Central Highlands where the Cordillera broadens
to attain a maximum width of about 150 miles.

In the

north, the Central Range swings further northwards as the
Bismarck Range, while in the south, the ranges open out
into separate rows of mountains, of which the Kub or Range
is the most prominent.

These mountains enclose several
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broad valleys, such as the Wahgi, Asaro, Kaugel, Brave
and Tari (see Plate I).

These valleys, which have their

floors 5-6,000 ft above sea level, were formed as a result
of tectonic movements from the late Cretaceous to the
late Tertiary.
The mountain ranges were formed as a result of the
uplifting of the sedimentary cover by large intrusive
bodies.

Now this cover has been removed to such an extent

that older sediments are rarely seen, but Jurassic and
younger formations are common along the edges of the valleys.
Limestone occurs fairly widely (see Plate II), and the wash
from these formations constantly enriches the soils.

In

addition, there are large areas with volcanic deposits,
for igneous activity was associated with all the phases
of tectonic evolution, and at the end of the Tertiary and
even in the Pleistocene,Mt Hagen, Mt Giluwe and Mt Ialibu
were highly active.
The structural valleys have received enormous quantities of eroded material from the adjacent mountains
(see Plate III).

This is particularly true of the Wahgi;

its catchment was greatly extended by drainage diversions
during the Pleistocene vulcanism, but as there was no
increase in the fal l of the stream's middle reaches, it
led to the deposition of thick alluvium in the region of
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8

Korin and northwards.

An interesting landscape in the Highlands is that of
the summit of Mt Wilhelm, where clear evidence of Pleistocene glaciation is seen. Peri-glacial features have been
noted in several areas of the Territory at altitudes of
above 12,000 ft, but so far Mt Wilhelm is the only area
which shows a perfectly glaciated topography.
(c) The Owen Stanley Range together with the mountainous country south of the Markham is characterized by very
rough topography and precipitous slopes.

The geological

character of the region is similar to that of the Central
Highlands, but neither the mountains are so high nor the
valleys so broad.

Some of the valleys, however, have

accounted for a considerable production of gold .
2.

The Southern Foothills

The southern foothills of the Central Cordillera
form a broad belt in western Papua but narrow down towards
the Lakekamu area, and further south-eastward, in the
Central District, lose much of their prominence.
The foothills of western Papua possess three main
types of land-forms which have been produced by either
8

F.K. Rickwood, "The Geology of the Western Highlands
of New Guinea", Journal of the Geological Society of
Australia, Vol.Il, 1954, pp.65- 6 .

- 83 Neogene sediments or Pleistocene volcanics or Miocene
limestones.

These may be described separately.

(a) Neogene sediments: Neogene rocks dominate the
landscape eastward of the Delta Embayment , where broken
lines of hills and ridges are formed by sandstones,
conglomerates and limestones.

Much faulting and cross-

faulting has taken place, so that the major streams including the Purari, Vailala, Ivori and Dahiti flow through
fault valleys and their courses are interrupted by numerous
falls and rapids.

The fault valley of the Ivori River

is espeCially notable, as it forms not only the physical
boundary between the foothills and the high country, but
also the tribal boundary between the coastal and the
mountain people.
(b) Pleistocene volcanoes such as Mt Bosavi, Mt Favenc
and Mt Murray form "dome-like stumps of mountain clusters"
usually surrounded by extensive deposits of lava and lahar
flows and volcanic detritus.

The most notable of these

deposits is around Mt Bosavi (9,500 ft) and forms the
Great Papuan Plateau which is 2,000 ft high in the northwest and slopes down towards west and south.
are generally choked with huge boulders.

The streams

The volcanic

material produces a fertile soil whose usefulness is greatly restricted by excessively wet conditions.

The southern-

- 84 most Pleistocene volcano, represented by Aird Hills, has
much of its body buried in the deltaic mud of the Kikori
River.

9

(c) Miocene limestones form a very distinct province
within wh ich they form all the main r i dge s and plateau
surfaces.

The boundaries of the limestone region are

formed by the Great Papuan Plateau in t he west, by alluvial
deposits in the south, and by Pleistocene volcanics and
upper Tertiary and Mesozoic rocks in the east.

The topo-

graphy of the region is extremely confused and rugged,
and although the general level is that of a plateau, the
terrain appears from the air to be a mass of "needlepointed pinnacles and razor-like ridges" with sheer limestone walls and deep gorges.

ulf one could imag ine",

wrote Austen, "some immense coral island suddenly thrown
up several hundred of feet above sea level, it would pro10
bably bring forcibly to mind the type of country ••• "
Needless to say that transport is extremely difficult in
9

Nevertheless, these low (300 ft) hills, being a dominating
feature in a monotonously flat area, are mentioned in the
legends of all the coastal tribes from the Fly to the
Purari. - L. Austen, "The Delta Division of Papua It , The
Australian Geographer, Vol.II, No.4, 1934, p.22.
10
L. Austen, IIRecent Exploration of the Northwest
District of Papua", Geograph ical Journal, Vol.LXVII,
1926, pp.437-38.

- 85 this region.

Excessive rainfall has produced a mature

limestone topography and on the plateaux the only visible
indications of the complex subterranean drainage are provided by chains of deep sink-holes.
The Kukukuku Lobe.
the Lakekamu

Between the Delta Embayment and

mbayment is a very mountainous country, the

Kukukuku Lobe, which projects southward right down to
Kerema on the coast.
of the Lobe have

~arge

The coastal down to the south-west
areas of flat and often swampy

country through which run low and scattered sandstone and
mudstone ridges.

To the north-east of these downs are the

lower foothills, mostly of sandstones and tuffs and occaSionally with some limestone, riSing to 3-4,000 ft and
deeply intersected by valleys.

The upper foothills are

6-8,000 ft in height, and the transition zone between the
lower and upper foothills forms an exceedingly rough country.
Foothills of the Owen Stanley Range.

South-eastwards

of the Lakekamu estuary there are groups of echelon hills
separated from the main foothills by the intrusion of the
coastal plains.

One group consists of hills from Popo to

Maiva; another comprises the Mekeo foothills which run
across the Inawafunga plains to the coast between Cape Sucklir.g and Hisiu.

Further south there are found drowned strike

ridges such as those which enclose Fairfax Harbour and
Bootless Inlet.
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3.

The Southern Plains

The southern plains consist of four principal units,
namely, the Great Papuan Plain, the Delta Embayment, the
Lake~u

1.

Embayment and the Redscar Basin.
The Great Papuan Plain, lying behind the Daru

coast and extending into West New Guinea, covers an area
of about 100,000 sq. miles and includes the extensive
lowlands and delta plains of the rivers from the Fly to the
Bamu.

The whole area is very flat; for instance, there

is a drop of only 60 ft over the 500 mile course of the
lower Fly .

The rivers, bringing down enormous loads of

alluvium, are actively prograding and building up their
11
deltas over the slowly subsiding continental shelf.
The Fly River with a 40 mile wide estuary is tital for
a distance of about 150 miles.

Its tidal bore, which ad-

vances as a 6 to 8 feet high wall of water, presents an
impressive phenomenon and, if occurring when the river is
in flood, can be exceedingly dangerous to navigation as

well as damaging to the gardens and villages on the river
banks.

11
Places that are now at considerable distances up rivers
are mentioned in native legends as being close to the
coast. - L. Austen, " The Delta Division of Papua", p.21.

87 The northern portion of the Great Papuan Plain is
characterized by extensive reedy swamps, marshes and
lagoons, interspersed with low hills, while a distinctive
feature in the south is the Oriomo Plateau - a limestone
massif extending from the Digoel to the Fly and separating
two actively sinking zones, namely, the Lake Murray region
and the Torres Strait area.

The plateau rises to about

200 ft above the surrounding marshes; much of its surface
is covered with alluvium and occasionally broken by sinkholes.
2.

The Delta Embayment, at the head of Gulf of Papua,

is a low flat country, a few feet above high-water level;
mud-flats extend for some 20 miles inland and sluggish
streams are separated from each other only by indistinct
divides.

The rate of silt deposition is enormous; all the

rivers have built up islands and sand-bars in their estuaries and the coastal formation is undergoing change
year by year.

3 and 4.

The Lakekamu Embayment and the Redscar Basin,

in fact, constitute a single physiographic unit.

They are

located behind the discontinuous line of low Tertiary hills
which, by obstructing the drainage, lead to heavy alluviation and in many places to water-logging and swamp formation.
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These lowlands fall into three basins; the first is
the Kunimaipa basin, a great amphitheatre of structural
origin, surrounded by the Chapman, Lawson and Sa Mountains,
and separated from the Inawafunga basin by the Kurai Range;
the second is the Inawafunga basin which includes the
Mekeo country, a short distance up the St Joseph River (see
Plate IV); the third is the Redscar basin comprising the
lowlands around Galley Reach and the flats of the Laloki
River.
4.

The Sep ik-Ramu Lowland

The Sepik-Ramu Lowland is shut out from the sea by
the Northern Ranges, except for the gap, about 90 miles
wide, through which the two rivers find their outlets to
the sea.

The southern boundary of the Sepik Valley is

formed by an abrupt rise of the Central Cordillera, but
the country to the north of the river is dead flat for
some 20-25 miles, and then rises in gentle terraces towards
the Northern Ranges.

Owing to a very low gradient and

impeded drainage much of the Sepik Valley is subject to
flooding, and swamps are extensively developed, particularly
in the middle and lower reaches.

The Ramu Valley is

similar in character to that of the Sepik, but it has a
much smaller area below the 100 ft contour.

The water-

shed between the Ramu and the Sepik is so low that the

- 89 floodwaters of the former flow into the Keram River, which
is a tributary of the Sepik.
The Markham Valley is a continuation of the Sepik-Ramu
structural trough , leading down to Huon Gulf and the great
graben of Planet Deep.

The watershed between the Ramu and

the Markham is rather low and the latter river in its
lower reaches possesses braided channels and large swampy
areas (see Plate V).

5.

The Northern Ranges

The Northern Ranges run parallel to the Central Cordillera but do not compare with it in either width or
height.

They include the Bewani, Torricelli and Prince

Alexander MountainS, north of the Sepik, and Adalbert,
Finisterre and Saruwaged Ranges, north of the Ramu and
Markham.

The ranges north of the Sepik do not exceed

5,000 ft but the Finisterre and Saruwaged Ranges have peaks
exceeding 13,000 ft.

All these ranges have cores of an-

cient rocks overlain with more recent formations, including
raised coral reefs in many places, and they are generally
characterized by rugged topography and steep slopes (see
Plate VI) .
6.

The Northern Coastal Plains

The northern coast of New Guinea is essentially one
of active uplift, which is evidenced by the recently raised

90 coral terraces and reduced depths of streams.

The rate

and extent of uplift, however, are far from uniform at all
places.
The Vanimo coast is steeply inclined, with coral
terraces extending some 30 miles inland.

At Aitape the

coastal plain broadens to about 10 miles but narrows down
eastward, and largely disappears from Matapau to the Sepik
delta.

From Bogia to Finschhafen the coastal plain is

wholly replaced by series of coral terraces, except where
streams such as the Gogol and Kabenau have built up depositional plains.

From the mouth of the Markham to Morobe,

mountains descend to the sea and the coast shows features
of a drowned littoral.
The north coast of eastern Papua is an extensive downfold along which earth movements and volcanic activity
have not yet ceased.

The plains around

t Victory and

Mt Lamington have volcanic soils of high fertility, but
the extensive stretches of coastal plains at the head of
Dyke Ackland Bay and Collingwood Bay are largely covered
with swamps.

7.

The Bismarck and Bougainville Islands

Amongst these islands there are a few coral atolls
and quite a few islands of purely volcanic orig in, but
here consideration will be g iven only to the four major
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islands, namely, New Britain, New Ireland, Bougainville and
Manus .
New Britain
The island may be divided into four major physiographic
12
units.
(a) The Southern coast, which fronts the steep submarine slopes of the Planet Deep, is for the most part
reef bound and has an ascending series of coral reefs.
(b) The Nakanai and Whiteman Ranges, which run through
the length of the island, possess a core of old rocks
covered by thick young sedimentary deposits, with the
addition of volcanic rocks having considerable effect on
topography.

In places there are wide exposures of lime-

stone.
(c) The northern coast with a generally low relief
which is broken by a number of well defined volcanic peaks.
It is a belt of active vulcanism, all volcanoes being of
explosive type and some of them having violently erupted
in recent times.
(d) The Gazelle Peninsula is distinctly different
from the rest of the island.

Its central portion is oc-

cupied by hard ancient rocks which have produced very
12

For a detailed account see Andrews,

Ope

cit., pp.15-26.

- 92 rugged mountains, which are flanked by soft Tertiary deposits.

The margins of the Peninsula are generally fringed

with outward- dipping young coral.

Of particular interest,

however, is a very different topography produced by the
young volcanic cluster which is based on a broad plateau
extending for about 10 miles south-westward from Rabaul.
The plateau encloses the huge Blanche Bay caldera within
which are situated the young parasitic cones and craters
such as Matupi and Vulcan.

On the southern edge of the

plateau is Vanakokor, an older volcano; similar extinct
volcanoes, namely, the South Daughter, the Mother and the
North Daughter line the Crater Peninsula.
New Ireland
The northern and southern portions of the island form
a rugged and highly dissected country with an elevation
of 4-6,000 ft, but the central section consists of a plateau
which is about 2,500 ft above sea level.

The narrow

coastal fringe is made of soils weathered mainly from limestone and volcanic material.
Bougainville
Except for a few coastal pockets, the island consists
of high mountains with rugged terrain and precipitous rock
faces.
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Manus
As compared to the previously mentioned islands, Manus
is rather lowlying, and the mountains attain a height of
only 2,000 ft, but the relief is generally very broken
and strongly dissected, and the only significant stretch
of flat country is found at the eastern end of the island.

CHAPTER III
CLIMATE

=======
Australian New Guinea is climatically among the least
1

known parts of the world.

In 1951 the Territory had only

53 meteorological stations, most of which were just nominal.

Climatological data for a peri od of more than

30 years was available only for two stations, while 13
stations fell under the category of 20-30 years and 38
under that of less than 20 years.

Only about half a dozen

stations were located inland, but none more than 50 miles
2

from the coast.

Obviously, it is not yet possible to

present a comprehensive account of the Territory's climate .
1

Statistical statements in this Chapter, unless otherwise
acknowledged, are based on information in:
U. S. Weather Bureau , Weather Summar for H.O. Publication
No.276 : Naval Air Pilot. New Guinea Washington: Hydrographic Office, U.S. Navy Dept, 1943);
Commonwealth of Australia, Division of Regional Development, The Resources of the Territory of Papua and New
Guinea (1951) Vols I and II;
Great Britain , Naval Intelligence Division, Western Pacific,
Geographic al Handbook Series (1945), Vol.IV.
2

Source of informa tion : Commonwealt of ustralia, Division
of Regional Development, Ope cit., Vol.I, p . 49 , Table III.
According to the Annual Report of the Territory of New
Guinea, 1955-56 ( p .76), the weather reporting network in
the combined Territory included 214 Rainfall stations,
13 Climatolog ical stations and 38 Synoptic stations.
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- 95 Situated between the monsoon regions of South-east
Asia and Northern Australia, the New Guinea area is characterized by low latitudes, insularity of land units and,
under the influence of the skirting South Equatorial
(Rossel) Current, hot seas with a mean annual temperature
of about 84 0 F (the highest open sea tempera ture on the
globe).

However, the latitudinal extent of the area, about

12 degrees, is sufficient to reveal a transition from
equatorial to tropical conditions.
The insular character of the iand units causes them
to share some features of the oceanic climate of the
adjacent seas, but the mainland of New Guinea is so extensive that the thermostatic effect of the seas is much
reduced.

Moreover, the high mountain chains here as well

as in all the major off-lying islands must have considerable orographical effect on the climate.

PRESSURE

;~D

WINDS

Barometric readings do not show any wide fluctuations;
the mean annl1al pressure in the Trust Territory (estimated
to be 1008 mb.) is subject to a seasonal variation of

3.5 mb., wh ile in Papua readings for 9 a.m. at several
stations show a variation of only 5 mb. throughout the
year.

Generally, the highest pressure readings are recorded

- 96 in July-September (South-east Trade season) and the lowest
in December-February (North-west Monsoon season).
The New Guinea region is essentially the domain of
the Trades, but significant changes in the wind pattern
are introduced by the seasonal migration of the doldrums.
Thus, during the year the region is traverse d by two
air-masses.
The first is the Northern Tropical Air-mass which
moves to the equator as the North-east Trades, but after
crossing the line the winds, owing to the Coriolits force,
blow first from a northerly and then from a north-westerly
direction. This surface flow may be called the North-west
3
Monsoon.
The second is the Southern Tropical Air-mass
which is considered to orig inate in the Australian space
and move towards the equator as the South-east Trades.
Although the length of the seasons as well as the
intensity of the winds vary from year to year, May and
November, in general, may be re garded as the turning point
in the aeoline year.

The South-east Trades predominate

from May to November, while the North-west Monsoons hold
their sway from December to April, but the
3

~ate

beginning

Although the term "Monsoon" is the "woolliest" in
Asiatic geography. - E.H.G. Dobby, " inds and Fronts over
South-east ASia", Geographical Review, Vol.XXXV, No.2,
April 1945, p.205.
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of a season does not presage a late ending.

4

The displace-

ment of one wind system by another is gradual and is
usually characterized by light and very variable winds,
but "in some localities and in some years the seasons
5
change with comparat ive abruptness".
We may now examine the nature and characteristics of
the North-west Monsoon and the South-east Trades .

6

The North-west Monsoon
In December, the intertropical zone of convergence
lies well in the southern hemisphere and, by late February,
reaches its highest development and the farthest southern
pOSition, that is, about 15 0 south latitude.

The unstable

maritime air-mass moves as the Soutt -west Monsoon towards
this zone of low pressue and although its stability is
4

RAAF Meteorological Services, "Forecasting Weather in
the Austral ian Equatorial Regions", RAAF Meteorological
Report No .3~ Section IV, Series 10, No .ll, September 1943
(Mimeograph), p.4.
5
Ibid.
6
While using the terms "Monsoons" and " Trades ", it should
be remembered that in the Monso on Seas (that is, west of
a line from Japan to the Philippines in the northern
hemisphere and west of New Caledonia in the southern
hemisphere), a coherent system of Trade Winds develops
only south of the equator, while the Monsoon in its full
majesty is a phenomenon only of the northern hemisphere. P.R. Crowe, "The Trade Wind Circulation of the World lt , The
Institute of British Geographers, Transactions and Papers,
~ (London, 1951), p.43.

- 98 sonewhat increased by the subsidence in the South-east Trades,
the air, on the whole, remains convectionally unstable,
7
often producing showers over wide areas.
The North-west Monsoons are derivatives from the Northeast Trades, which after crossing into the southern hemis8

phere remain no more than "a shadow of their former self".
However, they blow to a height of over 12,000 ft (as compared with 7,500 ft reached by the South-east Trades) and
manage to reach as far south as Torres Strait , although
only as very feeble winds.

They produce alternating calms

with violent squalls which are usually of short duration
but may last as much as three hours.

The northern coast

of New Guinea receives copious rainfall from these winds,
particularly in January (Map 8), and despite their fBhnlike descent along the southern mountain slopes they produce abundant rainfall in Papua, notably in the western
portion; this is owing to active frontal convergence which
9
takes place in the Arafura Sea and Gulf of Papua.
7

P.R. Crowe,
The Institute
Papers, 1951
8

the

~ quatorial Zone",
Transactions and

P.R. Crowe, "The Seasonal Variation

actions and Papers, 1950
9
M.A. Garbell, Tropical and Equat orial Meteorology (London,
1947), p.l56: "An almost continuous procession of intertropical disturbances crosses the Solomon Island and the

- 99 Special mention should be made of the Papuan "guba",
a severe squall which approaches from the north-west five
or six times every year .

Accompanied by winds of 60-80 m.p.h.,

it brings heavy rain to the narrow belt of land along its
course.

The

II

guba", however, should not be mistaken for

the typhoon, for New Guinea lies outside the latter's
domain .

The fact that the "guba u always develops at late

hours in the night has not been adequately explained, although a radiative cooling of the upper troposphere is,
10
according to Hare , a reasonable explanation.
The South-east Trades
In the northern solstice season the inter-tropical
front is pushed so much to the north that during July it
is located in the vicinity of the low pressure trough
across southern China and the northern Philippines.

This

9 (continue d)
Coral Sea in an east-westward sense, passing either over
or south of the Owen Stanley Range . Frontal weather is
subject to extremely rapid changes •••• In the presence
of propitious conditions of air-mass instability these
disturbances may assume hurricane intensity south of
latitude 50 south." - Garbell, Q? cit., p.156-57.
10
F .K. Hare , The Restless Atmosphere (London, 1953),
p.l08. " It is probable that [ the uguba"] is the combination
of the land breeze, mountain wind, cumulo-nimbus cloud
squall and seasonal wind, all of which break more or less
suddenly, apparently after a period of delayed action,
the force of the strong upper wind being released to lower
levels by the destruction of surface inversion formed
early in the night. 1t - RAAF Meteorological Services,
op. c it ., p. 59.

- 100 causes the Southern Tropical Air-mass to traverse the New
Guinea area "with a constancy of direct ion worthy to be
11
described as 'trade'''.
"One hes i tates", remarks Crowe,
"whether to call this system the Coral Sea Trades or the
Coral Sea Monsoon since it combines the relative persistence
of one with the space relat ionships of the other", and his
preference to name them Coral Sea Trades is only to avoid
12
"the distortion Of our limited geographical vocabulary".
The Southern Tropical Air-mass is dry, cloudless
and much warmer at its source, but becomes hot and moist
when it reaches the e quator.

However, it still is very

dry between Australia and 50 south latitude.

In the course

of its journey across the Coral Sea and Solomon Sea, its
lower layers are usually subjected to a strong inversion
of temperature so that they pick up considerable moisture
13
from the sea.
Subject to cooling, this moisture can
produce a copious rainfall.
The South-east Trades begin to blow over southern New
Guinea in mid-April.

Afterwards, there is a gradual increase

11
Crowe, "The Seasonal Variation in the Strength of the
Trades II , Ope cit., p.41.
12
Crowe, "The Trade Wind Circula t ion of the World ", op. c it. ,

p. 4'7 •

13

F.A. Berry et al., Handbook of Meteorology (London,
1945), p.807.

- 101 in the area involved, as well as in the wind force, until
in July the whole region is swept by these winds.

South

of the 50 south latitude they blow steadily, strongly and
often without a break for as long as a fortnight, but
north of this boundary they are more intermittent.

In

August as much as 80 per cent of the winds may have a velocity of 13-18 m.p.h. (force 4), increasing to 20-30 m. p.h.
(force 5-7) between altitudes of 1,500 and 2,000 ft.

At

7,500 ft, however, these winds almost completely cease to
blow.
Mention may be made h ere of the "waves in the easterlies tt •

These shallow barometric depressions often show

as bulges produced in the isobaric set up by the convergence of unstable air.

There is no well defined cyclonic

arrangement, the wind systems are very weakly developed
and tracks are rather indefinite, although the general
drift is westward.

A minor change in the pressure is suf-

ficient to dissipate the squall line, but these feeble
lows are most significant from the point of view of rainfall.

"Without doubt", observes Trewartha, "too large a

percentage of tropical rainfall has been ascribed to local
convection ••• and too little to the effects of these weak
14
trop ical lows."
14
G. T. Trewartha, An Introduction to Weather and Climate
(London, 1943), p.283.
I~
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On most coastal localities, the general pattern of the
prevailing winds is masked by land and sea breezes, whose
prominence at various times and places depends upon the
local topography, on the vertical stratification of the
air, and on whether they are reinforced or counteracted
by the prevailing wind.

At times, the land the sea breeze

may be dominant up to a signif icant distance inland and
to elevation of 1,500 ft above sea level.

They are more

conspicuous on clear days and nights, particularly in
the dry season, but their speed rarely exceeds 10-15 m.p.h.
Generally the land breeze is shallower and of lower
velocity than the sea breeze.

Altogether, these breezes

are of great signif icance as they make the tropical littoral
healthier and more habitable than it would otherwise be.
Anabatic and katabatic winds, included in the cate gory
of local breezes, are more significant inland than on the
coasts.

The former owe their origin to the active con-

vectional ascent, during the day time, of the warm and
expanded air of the valleys and mountain slopes.

The

latter, blowing down steep mountain slopes after sunset,
are heated adiabatically and increase night temperatures
and reduce cloudiness at lower elevation.

These winds are

often noticeable in the Highland valleys, the Markham

- 103 Valley and other places; they tend to be very feeble, but
when reinforced by prevailing winds, they assume considerable veloCity, clear the valley of clouds and often produce light rain and driving mist.

TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS
With the sun's noon rays nearly vertical and with
little variation in the length of days and nights, New
Guinea, like other tropical lands, possesses a "surplus
of heat budget II •

While nocturnal and diurnal temperatures

are generally equalized by the high vapour content of the
atmosphere, seasonal variations tend to be small owing to
the warm, moist air currents which dominate this region.
In these circumstances the moisture-cycle is usually more
important than the temperature cycle.
Conditions in the coastal areas, wh ich may be described
first, are very different from those in the Hi ghlandS.
Here, the minimum temperature is seldom below 700F and
the maximum rarely above 90 0F , but absolute minimum and
maximum of 62° and 102 0 are on record.

15

For most coastal

stations the mean annual maximum is about 88 0 and the mean
annual minimum about 72 0 , giving an average of 800.

15
All temperatures are given in degrees Fahrenheit.

- 104 It will be seen f rom Appendix I that in the coastal
areas temperatures are neither excessively high nor
subject to great seasonal changes.

Uniformity and monotony

is indeed such that Itsummer" and "winter" can hardly be
recognized in the established meaning of the words .

This

is especially true of the north coast and the smaller
islands.

Southwards, in Papua, seasonal variations are

relatively more pronounced, the period of North-west
Monsoon (December-March) being the warmest part of the
year , while August, when the Trade winds are most dominant,
is usually the coolest month (Map 7).
The mean monthly maxima show very little variation _
only 1

0

at Kavieng and Lorengau, 3 0 at Rabaul, but in-

creasing to as much as 7-9 0 in Papua.

Still smaller

variations are shown by the mean monthly minima - less than
1 0 on all the north coast stations, 20 at Losuia and ge nerally less than 4 0 on the Papuan mainland.
The diurnal range of temperature is everywhere distinctly greater than the annual range.

The saying that

night is the winter of the tropics and that it is never
either spring, summer or autumn, but each day is a combination of all three, remains a truism for New Guinea .

Ap-

pendix III, showing mean daily range of temperature in
various months for the different coastal stations, indicates
that the daily variations amount to no more than 10-20 0 •

- 105 Owing to the paucity of observational data, it is
not possible to g ive any comprehensive account of conditions
inland.

Generally speaking , while the temperature of New

Guinea tends to be uniform in time and in horizontal space,
it is far from homogeneous; uniformity exists within a
given relief, diversity between relief.

16

The function of

elevation in changing all climatic values can generally be
surmised.

Given a mean lapse rate of 2.7 0 F per thousand

feet (a rate valid up to 12,000 ft), the uplands possess
a far better climate than the lowlands.

In the highland

valleys (4,000-5,000 ft) the average daily temperatures
range between 50 0 and 70 0 •

In certain valleys, for example,

the Kaugel, frosts occur frequently, while in others,
such as the Lower Asaro temperatures may rise to above
80

0

during the dry season.

On the high mountain slopes

above 12,000 ft the temperatures often fall below freezing
point during the night. Dur ing the day, although the air
at mountain tops does not heat up very much above 40 0 ,
in17
solation is very strong.

16
I.L. Dordick, "Climate and Human Welfare in Australian
New Guinea" (Un:{>ublished TheSiS, Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, 1951), p.191.
17
E. Reiner, Lecture to the New Guinea SOCiety (Canberra)
on 20.11.57.

- 106 Although the ver ti cal distr ibution of tempera ture
shows consi de r a ble variation corresponding to the altitude,
at speci f ic elevations the monotony of temp er a ture rema ins
unbroken, a nd seasona l variations tend to be small, a lmost
of the same order as in the lo wl ands.

Figures for the

Highlands ar e not availa ble, but those f or a few other
upl a nd st a tions, showing the me a n annual , the mean range,
a nd the a bsolute tempe r a tures a s well as the mean monthly
max ima and minima are shown in

ppendix II, while the me an

diurnal rang e of temperature at these st at ion s is given in
App endi x IV .

(Also cf. Map 7.)

RAI NFALL
Ra infa ll is a more significant element of clima te,
of both lowl a nds a nd highl a nds, than temp e rat ure and although summers a nd winters a re distingu isha ble only in
a rela tive sense, the ye a r in most districts can be divided
into "wet" a nd "dry" (or "less wet") se a sons.

The con-

tr a sts in precipita tion a re not only s easonal but a lso
re gional (see Map 8) .
The wa rm, ne a rly satura ted a ir-mas ses in New Guinea
need only a small amount of lifting , convectional or orographical, to produce r a inf a ll.

As a rule, heavy preci-

pit ation results when the co a st is oriented a t right angles,

- 107 or nearly so, to the on-coming seasonal wind, or when the
wind is f orced to ascend a mountain slope.

Exposed slopes

present the ideal localities for heavy precipitation
which becomes greater with the increase in elevation.

It

is thought that slopes at 5,000 ft receive about 3,000
inches of rainfall annually, and those at 6,000 ft receive
a higher amount.
decreases

Above this level the rainfall probably

at a rate of 50 inches for each of the 6/7,000 ft

and 7/8,000 ft zones, and slopes between 10,000 and
18
13,000 ft receive only about 180 inches.
On the floors
of the Highland valleys the annual rainfall averages
above 100 inches, but the eastern valleys, for example,
the Asaro and upper Ramu, have relatively less rainfall,
that is, 80-100 inches.
Regional Distribution of Rainfall
Owing to the dearth of observational records, an account of regional distribution of rainfall can only be
extrapolatory and approximative, nevertheless some
regional contrasts are easily recognizable (see lap 8).
18
Great Britain, Naval Intelligence Division , Pacific
Islands, Geographical Handbo ok series, Vol.IV, 1945, p.96.
The daily cloud cover over the mountains descends to
different levels in different areas; for example, it
comes down to 8,000 ft around Mt Hagen and Mt Kub or but
stays at 8,500-9,000 ft in the Chimbu Valley and Mt Wilhelm.
The cloud belt has conditions of constant saturation and
a much higher rainfall.

- 108 There are three main areas of heavy rainf all.

The

first is western Papua, wh ich forms one of t he world's
largest tracts of excessive precipitation.

Rainfall is

abundant in both the seasons, namely, the South-east Trade
and the North-west Monsoon, but is particularly high in
the former.

Annual precipitations of 300 inches have

been recorded at Middletown on the Kikori River, and it
is likely that higher slopes in the interior have even
greater rainfall.
The second re g ion is the Huon Peninsula, where t he
South-east Trades strike the mountains at right angles;
Lae and F inschhafen on the coast record 180-190 inches of
rainfall, and higher mountain slopes in the interior even
more than that.
The t h ird re gion is the sout hern coast of New Britain
which, being fully exposed to the South-east Trades, receives abundant rainf all from them.

Annual totals of 245

inches and 258 inches are recorded at Gasmata and Lindenhafen respectively.
In contradistinction to these re g ions of heavy rainfall, there are a number of rainshadow areas, of which the
most notable is the Moresby Dry Belt, extending along the
coast from the Lakekamu Valley to Kemp Welch Valley.

The

South-east Trades, blowing along the grain of the land in

- 109 this belt, produce a pronounced dry season, wh ile t he Northwest Monsoons do not bring much rain either.

The total

annual rainfall does not exceed 60 inches, with Port Moresby
receiving only 40 inches.
Another dry belt extends from the middle and upper
Ramu to the middle Markham and thence southwards to the
Wau-Bulolo goldfields.

Kaiapit and Edie Creek annually

receive 95 and 105 inches of rainfall respectively, but
certain localities s uch as the middle Markham, Bena Bena
and Bulolo receive as little as 60 inches or even less.
The Ramu-Markham-Bulolo rainshadow area extends westward
to cover a relatively dry region on the north coast and in
the lower and middle Sepik Valley.

Rainfall here is ge-

nerally less than 100 inches, the figures for Ambunti,
Wewak and Aitape being 87 inches, 88 inches and 98 inches
respectively.
While the lowlying country southwards of the Fly
estuary is another area of markedly low rainfall, there
are several other dry areas of smaller extent, for example,
the extreme north-eastern portion of the Gazelle Peninsula,
the southern coast of Goodenough Bay and some of the
Highland valleys.
Seasonal Distribution of Rainfall
The theoretical two maxima and two minima of rainfall
during the course of the year are rarely found in New
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Guinea, and most areas have one "wet" and another "less
wet" season.

Generally, while the period of North-west

Monsoon is the season of widespread rains, that of Southeast Trades is dry, but even in this so-called dry season
heavy precipitation results whenever the air-masses do
become subject to orographic lifting or interact with cool
sea breezes; moreover, the migration of the Trade wind
system itself causes rainfall.
The boundary between contrasting rainfall regimes
is roughtly about 50 south latitude, but significant
anomalies are produced by the aspect of land as related
to the rain-bearing winds.

The most pronounced contrast

in the seasonal distribution of rainfall is provided by
Gasmata on the south coast and Talasea on the north coast
of New Britain, the former having its wet season in the
South-east Trades and the latter in the North-west Monsoons.
Similar contrasting patterns of rainfall are found in New
Ireland at Namatanai and Kailili, the former being sheltered
from and the latter exposed to the South-east Trades .

Yet

another example is ¥ ewak which forms an exception to the
rainfall regime on the north coast, and being protected
on the seaward side by the islands of Kairiru and Mushu,
receives little rain from the North-west Monsoons.

- III -

RAINFALL VARIABILITY
Average figures for rainfall in New Guinea do not
tell the whole story, for wide variations from monthly as
well as yearly normals are common, the drier areas as a
rule being subject to greater discrepancies than the wet
areas.

In the Eastern Highlands, for example, rainfall

variability is quite pronounced and too dry or too wet
years are frequent; in an exceptionally wet year, even the
so-called dry months may receive more than three times as
much rain as they would in a normal year.

Conditions of

prolonged drought, however, are uncommon not only in the
Highlands but throughout the Territory.
CLThiATE AND SOIL
Generally speaking, heavy rainfall is a considerable
handicap in most parts of the Territory.

A wet tropical

climate, as is well known, produces a devastating effect
on land in the form of soil erosion and soil impoverishment, processes which are let loose as soon as the forest
cover is removed from a piece of land.

The extent of soil

erosion in New Guinea cannot be fully estimated, but considering the amount of silt brought down by the rivers,
it must be enormous.

The wet limestone country in western

Papua is a perfect example of what erosion can do to a
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landscape, while flying over some of the mountain ranges,
for example, the Saruwaged, one cannot help notiCing the
effect of erosion on the deforested mountain slopes (see
Plate VI).

In fact, incipient gullying can already be

seen in several parts of the Central Hi ghlands, for example
the upper Markham or the Ramu-Purari waters he d.

Land

slides and slips, leading to the increased silting and
flooding of rivers and to the f ormation of extensive silt
and gravel fans, marshy benches and swampy patches, are
phenomena which are too common in the Territory.
Another effect of rainfall, more insidious and destructive than erosion, is the process of soil impoverishment.
In areas wh ich receive heavy rain all the y ear round, the
soil is continually leached, and the nutrient minerals are
washed down to the deeper horizons of the soil, or else
are compacted into useless hardpans.

It is only in areas

with a seasonal dry period that the leac h ing process is
interrupted, g iving a change to the mineral salts to concentrate in the upper layers of t he soil.

Since there are

few areas in the Territory wh ich have a really marked dry
season, the soils are generally subject to deep and heavy
leaching ; this applies not only to areas of heavy and unremitting rainfall such as western Papua but also to relatively drier areas such as the Sepik Valley.

- 113 High soil temperatures in the Lowland Rainforests of
the Territory accelerate the chemical and bacterial processes, with the result that there is little accumulation
of humus in such areas, but under cooler conditions at
higher altitudes, soil formation as well as destruction
being a slower process, there is a relatively greater accumulation of humus (see Ch.IV, p. 113).
CLIMATE AND HUMAN WELFARE
There is a definite correlation between climate and
the incidence of certain diseases; some of the major tropical diseases, for example malaria, are endemic in the
region, while other such as tuberculosis, have existed for
a long time.

In terms of human mortality, malaria and

tuberculosis top the list of diseases and the eradication
of the former alone could, according to Dr Gunther, reduce
infant mortality by 50 per cent and double the expectation
of life, thus increasing the population of the Territory
19
by 100 per cent only within 15 years.
The distribution
20

of this disease is related to climatic factors, so that
19

"Malaria Control in Papua and New Guinea", South
Pacif ic, Vol.VIII, No.4, May 1955, p.77.
20

"Life is pestered in the Pacific," complained someone,
"on both sides of the 170 0 east long itude - towards the
west by mosquitoes and towards the east by women! II This
meridian of long itude is the boundary between light-coloured
Polynesians and dark-skinned Melanesians as well as between
the malarial and non-malarial belt in the South-west
Pacific. The abrupt termination of malaria at t his line
has yet to be explained.

- 114 while all the lowlands and altitudes up to 3,000 ft are
seeded with malaria, several pockets even at 5,000 ft above
sea level are known to have a micro-climate favourable
21
for malarial parasites.
In addition to the above-mentioned
diseases, there are others including yaws, various troubles
of the skin and tissues (for example, tropical ulcers),
Hansen 's disease, and diseases of the stomach and intestines such as dysentery and hookworm - all related in some
degree to the climatic conditions.
The limit imposed by climate on human settlements can
be seen from the fact that the rain-swept country of
western Papua is very sparsely populated or that there
are few settled villages above the altitude of 6,000 ft,
as the climate there becomes too cold for the poorly-clad
inhabitants.

However, while the Highland valleys

(4-6,000 ft) are usually densely populated, the indigenous
people in the lowlands are inured to, and quite at home
in, the hot, moist climate.

As regards problems of health

and acclimatization of Europeans in the tropical climate,
22
a number of studies have been made in recent years.
Here,
21

R.H. Black, "The Geographical Distribution of Malaria
in the South-west Pacific", The Austral ian Geographer,
Vol.VI, No .4, January 1955, p.33.
22
One of the most searching studies is by A.G. Price,
White Settlers in the Tropics (New York, 1939), but it
does not cover New Guinea.

- 115 it will suffice to quote the conclusion arrived at by
Dordick:
[Australian New Guine~ is climatically heterogeneous.
The regions at an altitude of 5,000 feet, have an
almost temperate climate; the lowlands climate while
difficult, in that it is almost always above the
comfort zone, is not impossible, and with the aid
of amelioration based upon the application of
physiological principles to modify working habits
developed under temperate conditions, and to modify
housing and clothing , the consideration of physiolog ical and social conditions and control of disease,
the lowlands are compatible climatically with the
existence of a society having a high standard of
living ••• 23
CLIMATE AND TRANSPORT
Finally a word must be said about the effect of climate
on transport.

Rugged and heavily f orested terrain, major

rivers with unstable banks, shifting channels liable to
frequent huge flooding, and innumerable torrential streams _
all related to climatic conditions - make overland transport extremely difficult.

The cost of building and main-

taining roads and bridges in the wet tropics is obviously
enormous.
Furthermore, climatic conditions present great hazards
24
to air transport.
Cumulo-nimbus clouds, occurring at

23
24

Dordick,

Ope

cit., p.447.

Commonwealth of Australia, Division of Reg ional Development, The Resources of the Territory of Papua and New
Guinea (1951), Vol.r, pp.45-6.

- 116 all times of the year and often developing to a thickness
of 30,000 ft and over areas as wide as 100 miles, as well
as cumulus clouds, best developed on mountain slopes and
often cloaking whole mountain ranges, call for a flying
skill of the highest order.

They are dangerous not only

because of the severe turbulence within t hem , but also because they envelop mountain peaks, or as the New Guinea
airmen say, they are lithe clouds with rocks in themll.
Thunderstorms, squalls, hail, ice accretion at higher levels,
haze and f ogs at higher altitudes are some of t he other
sources of danger to aviation.

Flying conditions, on the

whole, are more favourable during the South-east season
than in the North-west season, while conditions in the
doldrum period are peaceful at sea and in coastal areas
but disturbed inland.

APPENDI X I
TEMPERATURES I N THE COASTAL AREAS OF NEW GU I NEA (in of)

Stat i on

Latit ude
South

Hatzfeldt Harbou r
Madang
Salamaua
Buna Bay
Cape Ne ls on
Bani a r a
Sama rai
Or angeri e Bay
Ab au
Kemp Wel ch
Ri go
Por t Moresb y
Ke r ema
Upo ia
Ki kori
Daru

4°24 '
5013 '
7°04 '
8°38 '
8°59 '
9°47 '
10°37 '
10°30 '
10°08 '
10°02 '
9°47 '
9029 '
7°58 '
7°46 '
7°17 '
9°04 '

Mean
Me a n
Feet
Mean Annual 1M0nthly Monthly
A. S. L. Annual Range
Max.
Min.
10
20

-

214
-

140
125
100
126
65

80
-

81
81
79
80
80
82
80
77
79
79
81
81
80
81
79
80

3
2
4
2
4
4
6
6
5
6
4
5
4
5
6
5

91
88
89
90
88
92
89
89
88
92
92
89
90
94
90
88

69
74
70
69
74
74
73
68
71
67
70
73
72
73
72
73

Abs.
Max.

Abs .
Min.

96
98
93
97
96

67
62
65
62
60

102
97
-

-

-

98

64
---

69

-

--

63

Sour ce : U. s . Weathe r Bureau, Weather Summary for H. O. Publ ication No. 276 :
Naval Air Pilot . New Gu i nea. Viashington: Hydrographic Office,
U. S. Navy Dept 1943
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Appendix II

TEMPERATURES IN THE INTERIOR OF NEW GUINEA (in OF )

Station

Lat. Feet Mean
South A. S. L. Ann.

Mean Mean
Range M1y.
Max.

Aba.
Max.

Mean
M1y.
Min.

Aba.
Min.

Bei Ma1u

4°13'

400

83

3

93

101

73

67

Sattelberg

70

9

81

88

63

60

Bu1010

6°26' 3200
7012' 2300

77

4

Nepa

7°40'

80

3

90

70

Popo

8°11'

80

3

90

70

lorna

8°20'

400

81

3

91

71

Hombron Bluff 9°24' 1880

74

2

82

64

Kokoda

78

4

90

800

8°53' 1200

98

Source: Ibid.
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67

54

Appendix

III

MEAN DIURNAL RANGE OF TEMPERATURE

(in of )

Station

J

D

Year

Hatzfeldt Harbour

20 20 18 17 16 15 15 17 17 20 21 22

18

Madang

12 11 13 14 13 14 14 14 14 13 13 13

14

Samarai

12 13 12 11

9 11 12 12

10

Orangerie Bay

17 16 16 15 14 13 12 12 14 15 15 17

15

Kerema

15 15 15 14 13 12 11 12 12 12 14 16

13

Upoia

21 18 18 17 15 12 13 15 16 17 19 19

17

Kikori

16 16 17 14 10

9 10 13 15 15

13

F

M A M J

9

A SON

J

9

9

9

9

8

Source: Ibid.
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Appendix IV

MEAN DIURNAL RANGE OF TEMPERATURE IN THE INTERIOR (in of )

Stat i on

J

F

M A M J

J

A

SON

D

Year

Bei Malu

17 18 19 17 16 16 15 16 17 19 19 18

Sattelberg

12

9 10 10

9

Nepa

19 19 18 19 17 16 15 17 17 19 20 20

18

Popo

18 17 16 17 14 15 14 14 14 12 15 18

15

lorna

18 18 18 19 18 18 17 17 18 20 19 17

18

Hornbron Bluff

16 16 16 17 16 17 17 18 17 20 18 18

17

Kokoda

20 21 21 19 19 18 20 19 21 23 21 21

20

9 11

9 10

8

6

6

7

Source: Ibid.
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CHAPTER IV
VEGETATION, FAUNA AND SOILS
===========================

NATURAL VEGETATION
For several reasons, the natural vegetation of New
Guinea is characterized by a great variety of plant life;
firstly, the area forms part of the "Malays ian Floral
Region" which has been one of the great world centres
of diffusion for both genera and species of plants;
secondly, since the island has been an isolated land unit
from time to time in the geological period, it has acted
as a r e servoir for the older migrating plants and has
given rise to several endemic species; thirdly, a hot,
humid climate in the coastal areas encourages a luxuriant
growth of vegetation, the intense competition amongst
plants leading to various forms of adaptations and specializations; and lastly, but more imp ortantly, the wide range
of climatic conditions enforced by altitude, ranging from
the tropical l i ttoral to mountain peaks rising almost to
snow- line, is conducive to the growth of tropical as well
as temperate forms of vegetation.
- 121 -

- 122 The Territory's ve getation was described by Lane1

Poole in 1925,

in a study which, although it was based

on sample surveys and did not consider a good deal of the
country (including the Highlands) which was unexplored,
nevertheless remained the standard work of reference until
1954, when a brief paper was published by McAd am.

2

Three

years later a more comprehensive review was presented in
booklet form to the British Commonwealth Forestry Confer3
ence in Australia.
The following description of vegetation is based on the two last-mentioned works.
Although in some places the whole aspect of vegetation
has been transformed by human activities, by far the
greater part of the Territory retains the primary cover
of vegetation - generally Rainforests which often approach
the climatic climax.

As pointed out by Richards, the term

Rainforest, when used in the strict sense, denotes "the
1

C. E. Lane-Poole, The Forest Resources of the Territories
of Papua and New Guinea, Parliamentary Papers No.7
(Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne, 1925).
2

J.B. McAdam, The Forests of the Territory of Papua and
New Guinea (Department of Forests, Port Moresby, 1954).
3
J.S. Womersley and J. B. McAdam, The Forests and Forest
Conditions in the Territories of Papua and New Guinea
(Port Moresb y , 1957), to be read in conjunction with
The Resources of the Territory of Papua and New Guinea
(Commonwealth of Australia, Department of National Development, 1951), Vol.II, Map 6.

- 123 almost completely non-seasonal forest of tropical climates
with the most evenly distributed rainfall",

4

and the climate

of New Guinea, generally characterized by a seasonal dry
period (even if, in many areas, this is not strongly marked),
should be considered too severe for the development of
Rainforest, except as a post-climax form of vegetation in
5
locally favourable situations.
Here, however, the term
Rainforest has been used to cover "the assemblage of plant
associations which occur in New Guinea at altitudes below
10,000 feet under conditions of high rainfall".

6

In all

the accessible areas the character of the Territory 's Rainforest has been greatly modified by the subsistence activities of native people, so that there are found several
seral stages represented on the one end by cultivated
garden and on the other by forests reaching climatic climax.
Left to itself, a cleared patch of forest may regain its
original appearance in about 50 years, but as the cycle of
"bush-fallow rotation", which lasts from 2 to 20 years,
usually interrupts the regeneration of forests, there are
found extensive areas of secondary growth as well as
4

P.W. Richards, The Tropical Rainforest (Cambridge, 1952),
p.2.
5
Ib id., p .12 •
6

Womersley, Ope Cit., p.21.

- 124 grasslands where the climax vegetation has originally been
Rainforest.
Apart from the changes effected by mankind, the Rainforest is differentiated into a number of types by the
variations in climatic and edaphic factors, and particularly
by the considerable differences of climate introduced by
altitude, all of which make it possible to recognize a
number of vegetation units.

Altitudinally, the vegetation

of the Territory has been classified as Tropical Lowland
Forests (from sea level to 3,000 ft), Sub-Tropical Forests
(3,000 to 6,500 ft), Montane Forests (6,500 to 10,500 ft),
Alpine Scrubs (10,500 to 12,000 ft), and Tundra (above
12,000 ft).

The limits of these zones are bold approxima-

tions, for not only do these differ from locality to 10cality, but transitional belts and intrusions are not uncommon.

Bearing these facts in mind, we can describe the

Territory 's vegetation according to the following scheme:
1.

Lowland Forest (a Strand Vegetation
(b Lowland Rainforest
(c Drained Lowland Forest
(d Secondary Vegetation

l

2.

SUbmontane Forest

3.

Montane Forest

4.

Mossy Forest

5.

Alpine Tundra
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6.

Monsoon Forest

7.

swamiY Forest a Swampy Rainforest
b Mangrove Forest
Nipa Forest
d Sago Forest
e Pit-Pit and Swamp Grasses

Cj

1.

(a)

Lowland Forest

Strand Vegetation.

On coastal areas where con-

ditions are not deltaic, the sandy beaches (and sometimes
the mud flats) carry a ve getation common to all the tropic al
foreshores, being colonized by herbaceous vines and shrubb y
plants, which, however, in some localities under the shade
of large trees, may disappear.

On rapidly accreting s hores,

particularly near river mouths, there develop almost pure
stands of Casuarina eguisetifolia as narrow fring ing
forests; they are of little commercial importance except
as a source of excellent firewood.
The strand communities are far from stable and vary
from 30 to 50 yards in widt h .

Moreover, owing to ease

of access, the trees are often cut down to provide firewood or make room for planting coconuts.
(b)

Lowland Rainforest.

This type of forest develops

when level to very gently undulating country up to 1,000 ft
in elevation is subject to heavy rainfall.

The composition

of the forest is very mixed and includes some valuable
timber such as Terminalia, Dracontomelum mangif erum ( New
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Guinea Walnut) and Pterocarpus indicus (New Guinea Rosewood),
but the most dominant tree in the canopy in most areas
is Pometia pinnata (Taun) , and in the climax forest
Pterocarpus indicus, Intsia bijuga (kwila) and Vitex cofassus.
The forest is characterized by buttressed trees, strangling
figs, lianes, epiphytes, orchids and ferns, and its
formation consists of distinct storeys.
(c)

Drained Lowland Forest .

This forest may be con-

sidered under two sub-heads: (i) Anisoptera Forest and
(ii) Erima and Kamarere Forests.
(i)

Anisoptera Forest.

On the lower hill slopes, as

well as in lowlying areas which are well drained, the Rainforest is characterized by the presence of Anisoptera
(Dipterocarp family), which reaches great density in almost
pure stands, and attains a clear bole of over 100 ft.

Al-

though the timber is resistant to saw-milling because of
its silica content, its peeling quality makes it suitable
for plywood.

The main Anisoptera belt in the Territory

extends from the Markham River to Oro Bay , and within it
the first area to have been opened up is the trans-Busu,
which is now supplying coastal timber to the Bulol o Plywood
Factory (see Ch.XIV, p.579).
(ii) Erima and Kamare re Forests : Erima (Octomeles
sumatrana) and Kamarere (Eucalyptus deglupta) are pioneer

- 127 species which colonize bare sand banks in the river valleys
at the end of the wet season and within a year are strong
enough to withstand flooding.

Sometimes they are found in

association and sometimes as pure communities, but being
seral they often change towards lowland Rainforest condi tions.
Erima forests are more common in the Territory than
Kamarere, and are found from sea level to 2,500 ft.

Typical

format ions include those of the Gulf country and the Brown
River Valley • . The trees grow rapidly, attaining a height
of 180-200 ft and developing long cylindrical boles and
high plank buttresses; the timber, which is light, resistant to mould and very suitable for plywood and all indoor
7
workS, is especially prized by the indigenous people as
it is excellent for canoe-making; in fact, the canoes of
the famous Lakatoi voyages used to be made of this wood
and, conscious of its worth, the inhabitants of the Gulf
country plant these trees in suitable areas.
Kamarere is a giant gum tree, growing more slowly than
Erima but attaining a he ight of 200 ft.

Occurring in ex-

tensive patches only in New Britain, it has been found as
7

C. E. Lane-Poole, 'The Forest s of Papua and New Guinea",
Empire Forestry Journal, Vol . IV, 1925, p.2l3.
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scattered trees in the Waria, Wahgi and Jimmi Valleys also.
Kamarere timber is suitable for indoor constructional purposes and is commercially more valuable than that of Erima.
(d)

Secondary Vegetation.

Virgin forest is being

continually cut down for the establishment of native gardens
(see Plate XI), which when abandoned give way to secondary
growth.

Thus, secondary forests are found throughout the

Territory and although they occur in small patches, the
total area covered by them is large.

Trees in these forests

are quick-growing and their soft wood is of little commercial value.

As compared with the virgin forest, the

secondary growt h is easy to remove, and therefore it is
repeatedly cleared by cultivators - a process which finally
leads to the replacement of forest by grassland .
2.

Submontane Forest

Submontane forests usually develop in the zone betwe en
2 ,000 and 6,000 ft above sea level, and on a variety of
soils which are well drained by slope if not by texture.
The predominant species are oak (Quercus) and Castanopsis,
the latter being more common on the Papuan side of the
main island.

In addition, two species of Araucaria,

A. Klinkii (Klinki pine) and A. Cunninghami (Hoop pine)
appear as emergent trees in certain areas of these forests.

- 129 Generally speaking, the Submontane f orests are of
little commercial value because of their inaccessibility,
but the Araucaria stands of the Bul olo Valley form a most
notable exception, in that they have become the basis of
a big plywood industry (see Ch.XIV, P.577).

These stands

are estimated to carry 500 million super ft of pine in a
belt between 2,000 and 5,000 ft above sea-level.

Araucaria

breaks through the canopy to grow to a height of 200 ft,
often wit hout ramification up to two-thirds of its height.
Besides the pines which are of value particularly for plywood, the Araucaria belt contains some other valuable woods
such as Red Cedar, Silkwood and almost pure patches of
Castanopsis.

Towards its upper limit the Araucaria belt

gives way to Podocarpus forest, while the lower limit is
well defined by a Rainforest with a denser and higher canopy
through which the Araucaria find it difficult to emerge.

3.

Montane Forest

Above the Araucaria zone, between approximately 6 ,500
and 10,000 ft, lies the belt of Montane forest.

Although

this belt is frequently enshrouded by clouds, the atmospheric humidity falls rapidly as soon as the clouds disperse.

The aridity of the soil is further accentuated by

steep slopes and almost complete surface run-off.
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The climax forest t hroughout the belt is dominated by
beech forests of Nothofagus spp., and stand s of one or two,
and sometimes even three, species of this genus are found
over considerable areas.

Where Nothofagus forests are

absent, the ve getation consists of mixed broad-leaf trees two of the dominant families being Cunoniaceae and
Eleocarpaceae.

In some areas Podocarpu6, a soft wood timber,

is common and several genera of conifer such as Phyllocladu6,
Dacrydium and Libocedrus also occur.

Lauraceae (tropical

laurels) and Myrtaceae are often associated with the
Montane forests, while Pandanus, some palms and climbing
bamboo give a sub-tropical aspect to the vegetation.

Flower-

ing orchids, ground ferns, herbaceous perennials and mosses
form the ground cover; lianes, perching f erns and orchids
extend up the trees.
In many areas of the Highlands, the Montane forests
have been completely destroyed by human activity, as t he
people make their gardens even on very steep slopes up
to about 8,000 ft.

Since the shallow soil is quickly im-

poverished, in most areas they plant their abandoned gardens
with Casuarina trees, whic h not only protect and re generate
the soil but also yield the much needed firewood.

When

Casuarinas are not planted the vegetation turns into coarse
grasses, the main species being Miscanthus, Themeda and
Saccharum, and in boggy area$ Phragmites karka.
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4.

Mossy Forest

Above the lower Montane forests and beginning at an
altitude of about 9,000 ft are the Mossy forests which
cOll1cide with the cloud belt.

The wet clouds, incessant

drizzle, clinging fog and absence of sunshine produce a
most curious vegetation; the trees become smaller in height
and simpler in structure than those in the belt lower
down; the forest canopy is only 40 ft high, and consists
chiefly of mountain myrtles, Podocarps and a number of
shrubs; filmy ferns and tree ferns are found everywhere,
but pandanus and bamboos disappear, while the tree trunks,
slender and often gnarled and crooked, are all wrapped
and festooned with a thick layer of mosses and liverworts
which also form a thick, wet mattress covering the entire
ground.

Amongst the unusual plants which occur in this

belt are Nepenthes (pitcher plant) and Lecanopteris which
is inhabited by myriads of small ants; the Silent, wet
mossy forest is also the haunt of the Birds-of-Paradise.

5.

Alp ine Tundra

In the zone above the Mossy forest, the trees thin
out to alpine scrub, until, at an altitude of 12,000 ft ,
even this ceases to grow and the vegetation consists mainly
of alpine tussock grassland with a few stunted bushes.
the alpine tundra is the home of small mammals, it is

As
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burnt every dry season to drive the game, and the fires
extend downward into the alpine scrub, helping in the extension of grasslands.
In West New Gu inea, the permanent snow-line is reached
at about 16,000 ft, but Mt Wilhelm (1 5 ,400 ft) in Australian
New Guinea is only occasionally and even t hen partly covered
with snow .
6.

Monsoon Forest

In regions with a distinct seasonal drought and an
annual rainfall not exceeding 70 inches, the climax
ve getation, that is,

onsoon forest, differs from the

normal Rainf orest in containing many more deciduous species
which remain leafless during the dry season.

Moreover,

although the floristic composition of the two forests does
not markedly differ, the canopy in the Monsoon forest is
more open and the lower storeys less developed.
In drier areas, the Monsoon forest is often too readily
converted into grasslands by human intervention.

The

savannah is perpetuated by the annual burning of grasses;
amongst the scattered trees, species of Eucalyptus become
the most dominant.

The most notable belt of savannah in

the Territory is that in the Port Moresby dry belt, which
looks like 'a portion of drier Queensland cut off and
8

plastered on Papua".

The vegetation includes four species

8

Lane-Poole, "The Forests of Papua and New Guinea' , p.213.

- 133 of Eucalyptus , several species of the myrtle family, and
a number of other trees, but the total number of species
is less than in the savannahs of western Papua (see

Ch .XII~

p.502~

7.
(a)

Swampy Forest

Swampy Rainforest .

Areas which are regularly and

sometimes continually flooded carry Swampy Rainforest in
which the canopy trees often reach a height of 100 ft or
more, but the ground cover is sparse or absent.

The total

number of species is fewer here than in the normal Rainforest but vines and rattans are abundantly present.

Such

forests cover large areas in the Territory and their
stocking rate, depending on the severity of floods and
nature of the 80il, varies from poor to that equal to good
commerc ial forests, but the ir commerc ial value :is 1 ilni ted
by the difficulty of logging and harvesting timber.
(b)

Mangrove Forest.

Mangroves are found generally

in shallow saline water subject to daily tides; they belong
to several unrelated families which bear a strong resemblance
to each other in that they have extensive development of
stilt roots, aerial roots and pneumatophores, and that most
species are viviparous.

The principal family in the

mangrove community is Rhizophora (meaning 'root-bearer' )
but 22 other species have been recognized in New Guinea.
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to f orm cutch, an industry which is only in its initial
stages in the Territory (see Ch. XV, p.551).

Certain

species such as "Mangrove Mahogany' provide an excellent
fuxniture wood but the timber from others is not durable
and can be put to only a few uses such as f looring or
provision of firewood.
Mangrove forests of significant extent are not developed
on the smaller islands and are found only on the mainland
of New Guinea, the most extensive formation being in the
Kikori-Purari delta, where there is a swamp area of
500,000 acres with 300,000 acres of mangrove f orest.
(c)

Nipa Forest.

In the brackish water of estuarine

swamps there is frequently a heavy growth of the gregarious,
trunkless Nipa palm.

Lar ge areas of these f orests are

found in the Gulf country and on the Sepik and Ramu estuaries.

At present the only use of Nipa palm is that

its leaves, which may be as much as 20 ft in length, are
used as thatching material, but it may happen that in
future, should t he search for oil in the Territory fail,
these forests may be utilized as a source of power alcohol,
a use to which they are put in the Philippines.
(d)

Sago Forest.

Sago palms are confined to fresh

water swamps, where the y grow in pure stands and also in
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association with other families of trees including the
Pandanus palm and Terminalia.

At the age of about 10-15

years, when the tree has grown to a height of 30-40 ft,
the trunk is ready for felling and for the extraction of
sago which is the staple food of many communities in the
Territory.
(e)

Pit-Pit and Swamp Grasses.

In marshy areas,

there develop reed-like stands in which the predominant
species consists of wild sugar-cane (Saccharum), but others
such as the tall cane grass (Miscanthus) and Elephant grass
(Pennisetum) are also found.

The most extensive areas of

pit-pit swamps are found in the Fly and Sepik basins.

In

the Central Highlands, swampy areas in the hollows of the
hill-folds and flood plains of rivers, are dominated by
Phrag~ites

karka, a tall cane grass.

These areas, when

drained, offer very rich agricultural lands.
FAUNA
The main characteristic of New Guinea's fauna is that
it is more Australian than Asian - a fact wh i ch is clearly
seen in the distribution of mammals and reptiles.

Higher

forms of Asiatic mammals such as monkeys and tigers failed
to reach both these places, so that in each the largest
9
indigenous mammals are marsupials.
Some of the New Guinea
9

Notable exceptions in New Guinea are pigs and dogs, but
both were imported by man.
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Phalanger and the Short-beaked Ant-eater - have developed
distinctive characteristics owing to the long period of
geographical isolation, while others such as the Fruit bat, because of their mobile character, are hardly different from the Australian species.

One of the most unique

cases of adaptation to the environmental conditions is
represented by the Birds-of-Paradise which are indigenous
to New Guinea and have been sought-after for centuries for
their aberrant and lacy feathers and gorgeous plumes.
Other indigenous species include the Bower Birds (noted for
their complex behaviour during their reproductive period),
the large, flightless Cassowaries, and the Crowned Pigeons.
Terrestrial animals belonging to an order higher
than Marsupials are represented by rodents, which constitute
a large number of genera and species including the Mallomys,
the largest rats in the world, found only in the mountain
ranges of New Guinea.
It should be emphasized that there is a relative
shortage of wild game in New Guinea, so that while for
many tribes hunting is an important supplement to proteindeficient diets, the quarry is generally limited to wild
pigs, wallabies and rodents.
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the Australian group, for whereas the Taipan and the Death
Adder are found, the Viper family is completely absent.
In addition to the Indian Crocodile (C. porosus) which is
found in the estuaries and salt water from India to the
Solomon Islands, there is also found a spec ie s,
C. novaeguineae, which is indigenous to New Guinea.
Few regions in the world could surpass New Guinea in
the richness of invertebrate fauna - ants, termites, wasps,
butterflies and countless other forms .

From the long list

of insects and pests which attack the crops, only the more
troublesome can be mentioned here.

Enemies of the coconut

palm are the Rhinoceros beetle (Scapens grassepunctatus)
and the Elephant beetle (Xylotrupes gideon), both of which
attack the upper end of the stem; as well as the Longhorned tree-hopper (Sexava spp .) and the Leaf-miner
(Promecotheca antigua), both of which are damaging to the
palm fronds.

While the sweet potato crop is vulnerable

to the Hawk-moth (Hippotian celerio) and the Sweet potato
weevil (Cyla formicarious), the maize crop is liable to
attack by the Corn-borer (pyrasta damoalis) and Corn-ear
worm (Heliothis obsoleta).

Cocoa and coffee plantations

in New Guinea do not suffer from any serious pests, but
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(Pantorhytes plutus) and the latter against the Me aly bug
(Coccidae).
Microscopic and sub-microscopic fauna, car rying diseases
or disease-producing forms, are also numerous in New Guinea;
for instance, there are mites which transmit scrub-typhus,
and countless germs and parasites which infect the human
body and skin, but the most devastating is the malariacarrying Anopheles punctulatus wh ich is found extensively
not only in the lowlands, but also in several areas of t he
Highlands.
SOILS
The soil resources of a country are so important in
any plan of agricultural development that they should
really be discussed here in some detail, but this is difficult as far as Australian New Guinea is concerned, because very few systematic soil surveys have yet been carried
out.

However, a general evaluation of the Territory's soil

resources can be made by drawing analogies from the better
10
known soils of Indonesia and South-east Asia.
10
For such a general assessment see H.C. Brookfield,
"New Guinea: The Land' , Paper presented to the 24th Summer
School of the Australian Institute of Political Science
(Canberra, January 1958 ). Typescript, pp.8-11.
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into three main groups.

Firstly, there are soils associated

with volcanic deposits, generally characterized by low
acidity and very high mineral content, and derived not
only from recent ejecta but also from older Pleistocene
volcanics, for example, those in north-eastern Sumatra.
These fertile soils are found far beyond their sources of
origin, as the silt and debris is washed down and deposited
in the adjacent lowlands.

Every renewal of volcanic

activity leads to further enrichment of the soil, while
weathering of the volcanic material converts it first to
fertile dark earth, then, through a slow process of leaching,
to a yellow or red Boil and finally to a hard pan.

The

occurrence of seasonal drought, such as is found in Java,
greatly slows down the leaching process and helps the
soil to maintain its fertility.
Secondly, there are the alluvial soils of South-east
ASia, which are derived from a wide range of non-volcanic
rocks.

These include on the one hand silts of poor

quality derived from deeply leached and infertile parent
material, and on the other, fertile alluvium brought down
from higher altitudes where, as a result of the more temperate climate, the processes of soil formation and destruction are much slower and there is a relatively greater
accumulation of humus.
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Thirdly, there are the soils found on recently uplifted marine plains, which possess a high content of
lime and have been little subjected to leaching.

With the

exception of the above-mentioned types, the soils of Indonesia and South-east Asia are generally of low fertility.
How do the soil resources of New Guine a compare with
those of Indonesia?

In respect of climate, wh ich is one

of the important determinants in soil formation, New Guinea
does not compare with Java where the greater part of the
island possesses a distinct dry season that checks the
impoverishment of soil.

Actually, climatic conditions in

New Guinea approximate rather to those found in Borneo,
Sumatra and Celebes, where soils of very low fertility
develop from poor parent material under conditions of
Tropical Rainforest.

However, as compared to Indonesia

as a whole, New Guinea possesses a greater variety of
soils, which can be described under a few main heads.
Volcanic Soils
The volcanic soils of the Territory may be considered
under three groups.

The first consists of those on the

very old volcanic deposits found in several mountainous
districts, although economically the only signif icant
area is the Sogeri Plateau, where the mature volcanic clay
loams derived from basaltic and lava flows are utilized
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by rubber plantations.

These soils are perhaps only of

moderate fertility, yet quite suitable for the cultivation
of rubber, which does not demand soils ,of hig,h fertili ty.
The second group comprises the most extensive deposits
ori gi nating from the Pleistocene volc anoes in the Highlands
and western Papua.

The soils in the former ar e very fertile

but their value is often limited by high altitude and difficult slopes.

As regards western Papua, altho ugh its

volcanic deposi ts are the largest in the Territory, they
are of little use owing to the excessive rainfall all the
year round.

The third group is represented by deposits

from recently or currently acti ve volcanoes which form an
island chain north of the New Guinea mainland and extend
along the northern coast of New Br it ain , and also include
the volcano e s in north-eastern Gazelle Peninsula, in
Bougainville and in northern Papua.

These deposits are

scattered and limited in extent individually as well as
totally, but they constitute some of the best agricultural
lands in the Territory.

It is largely owing to the high '

fertility of these soils that such a notable economic development has t aken place in the Gazelle Peninsula and on
some of the islands such as Karkar (see Ch. XI , pp.391 ff. and
458), but several areas such as northern Papua ar e still
awaiting development.
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In many places along the coast, particularly on the
north coast of the mainland and on the islands, soils have
been f ormed from recently uplifted coral r ocks and by an
admixture of alluvium .

These soils vary in composition,

but generally they are well draine d , fertile and exceptionally
suitable for coc onuts .

In fact, more than hal f of the

coc onut plantations in the Territory are located on coralline
soils, which are now also being planted with cocoa in
areas where climatic cond itions are more equatorial .

The

coastal location of these soils, rendering them more accessible, has made them the f irst to be utilized by
European agricultural enterprise (c f . Maps 17 and 21).
So ils in t he Highlands
The densely populated Hi ghland valleys are a unique
feature of New Guinea.

They have a cool climate, but

conditions are not the same as in temperate latitudes,
for while the daily range of temperature is conSiderable,
t here is very little seasonal variation .

It was pointed

out by Mohr that the soil temperatures in the highlands
of West New Guinea generally remain between 46 0 and 48 0 F,
with minimum and maximum limits of 44 0 and 50 0 F , and while
these conditions do not prevent the breaking down of
organic matter, they are relatively unf avourable f or the
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highlands are generally more humic than those in the
11
lowlands.
Recent research in the Australian Territory,
however, seems to support a different view, that the rate
of destruction of humus by micro-organisms remains unchanged up to the frost-line which lies at 6 ,000-7,500 ft,
and it is only above this line that conditions become
12
favourable for the accumulation of humus.
At any rate,
silt coming down f rom higher altitudes is generally rich
in organic matter.
On the whole, soils on the valley slopes of the Hi ghlands are fert ile, but be ing generally skeletal and shall ow,
they are liable to be destroyed by erosion, and while surface erosion, particularly under a thin vegetation, removes
f rom the top-soil a relatively higher value of plant food,
a more serious form of depreciation on steep slopes involves the loss of the entire mass of the soil through
soil-slips.
It has been noted re garding the gradual impoverishment of the soil that whereas in South-east Asia
11
E.C.J. Mohr, The Soils of Equatorial Regions with
S ecial Reference to Netherlands East Indies Translation
by R.L. Pendleton Michigan, 1944 , p.277.
12
The evidence, not yet available, is cited in general
terms by Brookfield, op. cit., p.12.
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4,000 ft, in New 'Guinea there is no apparent laterization
in this altitudinal zone, and certain lateritic soils
which have been reported from altitudes well above 5,000 ft
13
are found only on slopes which are continuously unshaded.
In fact, with increasing altitude podsolization, instead
of laterization, becomes a more common phenomenon, typical
podsols occurring at a lower altitude in New Guinea than
14
in Java or the Philippines .
The wide range of soils in the Highlands corresponds
not only to differences in climate, but also, and in a
more important way, to the type of parent material.

Ge-

nerally speaking, the best soils are those derived from
volcanics (e.g. around Mt Hagen) and from limestone (e.g.
the Chimbu Valley).

Reference has already been made to

the former; now a word may be said about limestone as a
parent material in the Highlands as well as elsewhere in
the Territory.
Limestone Soils
Limestone, which occurs fairly widely in the Highlands
as well as in several other areas of the Territory, weathers
13
W.L. Conroy, "Notes on Some Land Use Problems in Papua
and New Guinea", The Australian Geographer, Vol . VI, No.2,
March 1953, p.26.
14
P.V. Richards, The Tropical Rainforest (Cambridge, 1952),
p. 216.
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is rugged and bare, consisting of jagged pinnacles and
numerous sink-holes.

The skeletal soils are generally

poor in humus and deficient in potassium, and usually very
pervious.

However, the floors of the Sink-holes, the

valley floors, and the slopes below lime s t one escarpments
possess very fertile, lime-rich brown soils which are
utilized by the people for gardening .

Perhaps the highest

population density in the Territory is found on the limestone soils of the Chimbu Valley, and similar concentrations of population are found in and around the sinks
of the Oriomo Plateau; but the extensive limestone areas
inland of the Gulf of Papua and in southern New Britain
support very little population, for the rainf all in these
areas is very high and results in excessive leaching and
erosion, processes to which limestone soil is particularly
susceptible.
Alluvial and Colluvial Soils
Lastly may be mentioned the Territory's alluvial soils,
particularly those associated with the extensive plains
of the Fly, Sepik and Ramu Rivers.

It is difficult to

make any generalizations re garding the quality of these
soils, for they include a considerable range of types, but
it might be expected that silts derived from volcanic or
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limestone areas are usually the most valuable, wh ile t h ose
from non-volcanic and non-limestone areas are only of
limited quality.
Soils of the Markham and upper Ramu have been relativerly better studied than those of other areas.

The

Markham Valley possesses large areas of f ine, deep welldrained Silts, but equally large areas of shallow stony
soils.

The dry, gravelly fans, particularly to the north

of the river, are of little value, except perhaps for
pastoral purposes or for drought-resisting crops such as
Sisal, but most of the other soils are usually of a better
quality.

Drainage is poor in several areas close to the

river, but improves with increasing distance from the
river banks.

Soils in the Ramu Valley show a similar wide

range of types but, generally speaking , while those in
the upper reaches are more productive, the value of the
alluvium in the middle and lower reaches is considerably
reduced by bad drainage.

Pockets of fertile soil are

found locally in the Sepik Valley, but most of the soils
under the extensive grasslands are deeply leached and
recent work has shown them to be extremely deficient in
phosphates and minerals.

Finally, as regards the alluvial

plainS of the Fly, the excessive rainfall in the area
results in uninterrupted leaching and impoverishment of
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fresh alluvium that soil fertility is maintained.
Commenting on the alluvial soils of

eervlakte ( West

New Guinea), Mohr expressed the fear that although these
may possess good initial f ertility, they were likely to
become rapidly and deeply leached under dr a inage and cUl-

15

tivation.

Whether the same risk is involved in the cul-

tivation of the alluvial soils of Australian

ew Guinea is

yet to be proved, but soil studies undertaken so f ar
suggest that fresh alluvium, when drained, is generally
rich in plant nutrients, and older alluvium maintains its
fertility under a seasonally dry climate which, however,
is found only in a few areas in the Territory.
A large part of the alluvial plains consists of swamps,
but the value of soils in these ill-drained areas has not
been fully investigated.

If, as seems likely, the n a tura

fertility of these swamp soils is not high, the reclaimed
soils will need to be rejuvenated by regular inundation
and will be suitable only for paddy or flood-resistant
tree crops.
Mohr concluded his study of the soils of West New
Guinea by suggest ing that

15

Mohr, op. cit., p.285.
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probably New Guinea should be considered as a forgotten little corner of the world ••• it is likely
that in the cour e of ~ few thousand years tests
of settlements and agriculture have repeatedly been
made, but unsatisfactory results have compelled
giving up these tests. It would be quite otherwise if a region is included in world commerce
because it can produce high value world products
such as Deli tobacco, Java coffee and quinine in
place of low value food substances for an autochthonous
population. If some day such crops might be discovered for New Guinea, then the whole situation
would change. Then the land would blossom; yet it
would no more be independent than the worm in a
gall nut which must perish without the living oak. 16
This indeed is a very pessimistic view and moreover
does not take into account the fact that New Guinea is a
geologically young country and that there

~

densely

populated areas in the Territory, particularly in the Highlands.

While bemoaning the destruction caused by erosion

and the leaching of the soil, Mohr minimizes the role of
erosion in bringing continuously fresh rocks within the
reach of weathering and soil formation, as well as the
importance of soil enrichment by deposition.

The robbing

of Paul does enrich Peter, even though the transference of
riches may not be equal to the full extent of the robbery.

Ib id., pp. 294-5.

CHAPTER V
THE PEOPLE

----------

SOCIAL SETTING
Superficially, New Guinea's social setting lacks
variety and the general way of life, which does not differ
essentially from region to region, appears to conform to
a monotonous pattern.

In a physical environment which

can be reduced to a few broad variations, the daily routine
and social customs and practices are commonly geared to
agricultural and other activities on a subsistence level.
However, in spite of the broad similarities which are
readily recognizable, a closer examination reveals a great
diversity in social organization.

To appreciate the

enormous variety in kinship systems, life customs (such
as those connected with birth, initiation, marriage and
death) and ritual and ceremonial occasions, many anthropo1

logical works would have to be read,

while much still

1

Some of the recent anthropological works are:
C.S. Belshaw, The Great Village: The Economic and Social
elfare of Hanuabada, an Urban Community in Papua (London,
1957);
P. Lawrence, Land Tenure Among the Garia: The Traditional System of a New Guinea People, A.N.U. S'ocial Science
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- 150 remains to be written.

In the regional sections, specific

references will be made to the significance of some of
these differences and similarities; here it must suffice
to notice that they do exist.
ETHNIC GROUPS
It has been customary to describe the overwhelming
majority of the inhabitants of New Guinea - dark-skinned
and woolly-haired people - as forming part of the Melanesian
2

group which inhabits the greater part of the Western Pacific.
1 ( continued)
Monographs, No.4 (Canberra, 1955);
S.W. Reed, The Making of Modern New Guinea (Philadelphia,
1943);
L.P. Mair, Australia and New Guinea (London, 1948);
M. Mead, Gr owing Up in New Guinea (London, 1954);
M.O. Reay, "The Kuma: A Study of Tradition , Freedom
and Conformity Among a New Guinea People", Ph.D. Thesis,
A.N.U. Canberra . Typed Copy.
Several articles in Oceania, Australian Outlook, Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, International Archives
of Ethnography and South Pacific.
Field research done by the students and staff of the
A.N.U. include those of C.S. Belshaw (Milne Bay and Port
Moresby areas), H. N. H. Bulmer (Baiyer River, Western Highlands), K.O.L. Burridge (Northern New Guinea), H. 1. Glasse
(Tari, Southern Highlands), P. Lawrence (Madang District),
P.R. Lewis (New Ireland), A.M. McArthur (Kunimaipa, Papua),
R. Powell (K~riwina), K.E . Read (Goroka), M. O. Reay (Wahgi
ValleY)t R. F . Salisbury (Goroka), J. Spillius (Trobriand
Islands), C.A. Valentine (Nakanai, New Britain) and
P. rown (Chimbu, Eastern Highlands).
2

A number of theories have been advanced to explain the
cultural history of Melanesians, but a great deal of work
still remains to be done to fill the wide gaps in the
existing knowledge. For a summary of views and bibliography see A. Rosenstiel, "Historical Perspective and the
Study of Melanesian Culture", Oceania, Vol.XXIV, No .3,
March 1954, pp.172-86.
'
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In fact, the term "Nlelanes ian tl is too loose, f or the population of the Territory consists of a great diversity
of physical types, as well as a widespread mixture of
ethnic groups .

In a very broad sense, three major ethnic

groups may be recognized on the basis of phys i cal diff eren ces:
(a)

The Papuans who constitute the great majority

of the population of the mainland, particularly of its
western part (the Sepik, the Highlands and the Western
Districts).

They are the aborig ines or pre-migr atory

inhabitants who possess a somewhat d istinct physical type.
(b)

The Melanesians who occupy the coastal areas

of the eastern end of New Guinea, the Bismarck Archipelago
and most of the outlying islands.
(c)

A few groups such as inhabitants of the Aiome

area (Madang District), the Mafulu of the upper St Joseph
River, and people of the headwaters of the Fly and Sepik.
These groups differ from their neighbours only in stature
and it is likely that they have developed locally.
This classification is far from rig id and there are
numerous groups which share the characteristics of both
Papuans and Melanesians.

These mixed types, differing

very widely among themselves, have been called PapuoMelaneSians, and while their main territory is the eastern
peninsula of New Guinea and its arc h ipelagoes, they may
be found as far west as, say, the Sepik District.

- 152 In addition to the above-mentioned ethnic gr oups,
there are a few

olynesian and Micronesian communities,

the former being confined to the Nuguria, Tauu and
Nukumanu groups, and the latter to the north-western
islands of the Manus group.
LANGUAGES
The distribution of ethnic groups in New Guinea is
of interest here mainly because of its diversity, a fact
which is brought to a focus in the multiplicity of languages encountered in the Territory - at a conservative
3
estimate, more than 500.
These are roughly classified
into two groups , Melanesian and Papuan (or non-Melanesian).

3
Much work remains to be done on the languages of the
Territory. The most important sources at present available include:
S.A. Wurm, Preliminary Report on the Languages of the
Eastern Wes tern and Southern Hi hlands of Pa ua-New Guinea
Dept. of
thropology and Sociology, A.N.U. Canberra,
March 1957;
Idem., 'tTonal Languages in Ne w Guinea and the Adjacent
Islands lt , Anthropos, Vol.XLIX, 1954;
Idem., li The Indonesian Element in Melanesia: A Reply",
Journal of the Polynesian SOCiety, Vol.LXIII, Nos. 3 and
4, 1954;
A. Capell, "Language Study for New Guinea Students" ,
Oceania, Vol.XI, No . 1 , 1940-41, pp.40-74;
Idem., The Linguistic Position of Southeastern P apua
(Sydney, 1943);
S.H. Ray , li The Languages of the Western DiviSion of
Papua ' , Journal of the Royal Anthropological I nstitute,
Vol.LII, pp.332-60;
Idem., " The Languages of Northe rn Papua", Journal of the
Royal Anthropological Institute, Vol.XLIX, pp.317-41.
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The former group has an element in common with Austronesian
languages, but is characterized by a good deal of variety.
Melanesian languages are found mainly in the Bougainville,
New Britain , New Ireland, Manus and

ilne Bay Distr icts

and in the coastal areas of the New Gu inea mainland,
frequently appearing side by side with Eapuan languages.
Papuan languages, although a few of them show certain
structural resemblances, do not properly belong to one
family and to consider them as forming a group does not
imply any relationship between two or more of them.

Al-

though they cover mainly the inland areas of New Guinea,
their presence has been recorded in all the Districts,
except Manus .
Altogether, the diversity of languages and dialects
in the Territory is such that sometimes villages only five
miles apart speak different languages, although adjoining
dialects often have close resemblance and sometimes people
may become fluent in two or three.

More than 50 unrelated

languages have been noted in the Central Hi ghlands alone
(see Map 20), a fact which is partly the result of the
smallness of linguistic groups, for, as a rule, the smaller
a speech-community the faster the languages change , and
in New Guinea the rate of change has certainly been very

rapid .
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speakers of a particular language seldom exceed 5,000
in

number; in this respect the Hi ghlands is an exception,

for there large communities, sometimes numbering as many
as 80,000 people, have been found to be lingu i stically
homo geneous.

It is said, too, that there are no less

than 14 native languages which have become " t rade languages",
each with a currency of at least 50 ,000 people.

4

The need f or a common language is obvious and various
attempts have been made to provide one: some of t he
Melanesian languages have been reduced to writing by
missionaries but eff orts to make anyone of t hem widely
accepted have so far met with only limited success.

In

Papua, the Murray Administration tried to establish Police
Motu as the lingua franca; since the Second World ',far,
however, another language, which has been widely in use in
the Territory of New Guinea ever since the days of German
Administration, has been gradually superseding Police Motu .
This language is Pid g in En glish .

Its structure is Mela-

nesian and it may be described as a debased form produced
by a combination of several languages, reduced in vocabulary
4

Dr S . A. Wurm in a lecture to the New Guinea SOCiety
( Canberra) on 24 September 1957.
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5

Much has been written both
6
for and against this language, and it appears that while
it can stand most of the objections on linguistic grounds
and is at present practically the lingua franca in the
Territory, the extra-linguistic objection that 'it is "a
caste language, ••• inferiority made half-articulate" is
perhaps very valid.
VILLAGE ORGANIZATION
The diversity and complexity of cultural patterns in
New Guinea is accentuated by the geographical isolation
of communities, linguistic barriers and inter-group

5
About 75% of the words sound English , 20% are from
native languages, 4% from German and 1% from others. There
are 15,000 root words which make 60,000 compound words.
6
The only text book of Pidgin English, which is now
fairly widely used in writing, is by J.L. Murphy , The
Book of Pidgin Engl ish (Brisbane, 1947). For arguments
for and against this language see:
C. H. Wedgwood, li The Problem of Pidgin in the Trust
Territory of New Guinea", UNESCO: The Use of Vernacular
Languages in Education (Paris, UNESCO, 1953), pp.103-16.
R.A. Hall (Jnr), "The Status of Melanesian Pidgin' ,
Australian Quarterly, Vol.XXVI, No.2, June 1954, pp . 85- 92 .
Idem., "Pidgin English and Linguist ic Change", Lingua,
Vol.III, pp.138-46.
A. French, "Pidgin English in New Guinea u , Australian
Quarterly, Vol.XXIV, No .4, December 1953, pp.57-60.
H.G. Heywood in South Pacii'ic, Vol.V, No . 6, August 1951,
pp.101-3 renders a translation from Sophocles and argues
that Pidgin does not lack precision or prevent 'abstract'
discussion.
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However, all these cultures possess certain

common features, and a certain degree of diffusion also
has resulted from trade, migrations and extra-group
marriages.

Head-hunting, cannibalism and some other un-

desirable practices have largely disappeared from areas
under government control, but belief in sorcery is still
strong in most area.

People such as Hanuabadans who

have had a long contact with Eur opeans have abandoned
most of the traditional ceremonies, but in areas where
Eur opean influence has been slight, the old way of life
has been little disturbed (see Elates VII and VII!).
In the highly atomized New Guinea societies, even
though a particular culture and language may be shared
by thousands, the largest social and political unit usually
consists of some 50 to 300 persons living within a clearly
defined area of a few square miles, who form a village,
a cluster of hamlets or a series of homesteads.

Thus,

the great mass of the population, to borrow a phrase
from Marx, "is formed by simple additions of homologous
magnitudes, much as potatoes in a sack form a sack of
7
potatoes ".
The various groups conduct the ir affairs under
7

K. Marx and F. Engels, ItThe Ei ghteenth Brumaire of
LouiS Bonaparte", Selected Works (London, 1950), Vol.I,
p.302.
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Casual trade may be carried on

with neighbouring gr oups, or even across cultural boundaries,
and several groups may participate in each others festivals
and ceremonies, while in the past, temporary inter-group
alliances for raids and warfare were not uncommon.
Generally speaking, settlements in the Central Highlands are closer together than are those in the rest of
the Territory, because of the region's more intensive form
of agriculture.

Five main types of rural settlements are
8

found throughout the Territory:

firstly, the undivided

planned village which possesses a central dancing ground
and often a building which is the focal point of the community's ritual life (example, Trobriand Islands); secondly, the hamlet pattern, in which each hamlet generally has
its own ritual centre - a platform of club-house (example,
Dobu or Manam Island); thirdly, the planned village with
wards, which has some kind of symmetry and generally a
single common dancing ground but also possesses a ritual
centre belonging to each ward (example, Kiwai); fourthly,
the unplanned village with haphazardly arranged houses
which contains a club-house as the centre of social and
8

H.I . Hogbin and C.H. Wedgwood, ItLocal Groupings in
Melanesia' , Oceania, Vol.XXIII, No . 4, 1953, pp.267-72.
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economic life (example, Busama) ; fifthly, the homestead
pattern, with dwellings situated conveniently with reference to garden lands and the dispersal of households
imposing a limit on social contact, a type of settlement
which is found in several Highland communities (example,
the Enga), and is becoming more common with the enforcement of peaceful conditions.
In every type of settlement in the Highlands the
houses are built of locally available material such as
palm leaves, bamboos, canes, timber and so on.

In certain

areas, for example, the Sepik Valley, the hut provides only
a miserable dwelling place, but in others the houses are
quite attractive in both design and material, culminating
in the high standard of workmanship found in the imposing
ceremonial house, uhaus temberan", of the Abelam of the
Sepik (see p.661,and Plate LVIIl).
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATION
Everywhere in the Territory the individual family
constitutes the basic social and economic unit and, as
a general rule, kinship groups form the social basis of
economic co-operation.
Rules of marriage may differ, but everywhere its
formalization depends on the payment of the "bride-price' •

- 159 Polygamy

:is

practised in most communities, and since agri-

cultural tasks are largely assigned to women, the number
of wives taken by a person indicates his economic and
social position.
However, a person's traditional loyalty is not so much
t owards his family as towards his .Lineage, from which he
received his land rights.

Inheritance in the lineage may

be either matrilineal or patrilineal .
The clan, which is made up of lineages, is welldefined in structure and function and according to customary law clansmen are bound to co-operate with each other
and in joint ventures.

In New Britain, groupings of clans

make up moieties which, in theory, are exogamous, a kind
of grouping which is not found on any significant scale
on the mainland .
Chieftainship is found only in the Trobriand Islands,
and distinction of ranks in a few communities, particularly
in south-eastern Papua.

Elsewhere leadership is not

hereditRry and depends on personal qualities, skill in
gardening or craftsmanship, ability in trade, knowledge of
rituals, co gency in settling disputes and, above all,
possession of wealth.

Unofficial village councils (Kevungs)

wield considerable power in a number of areas .
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Sometimes superimposed, sometimes grafted on the
above-mentioned organizations , are those political institutions which have been established by the government
f rom time to time.

They include the Luluais, the village

councillors, the village constables and, most recent of
all, the Native Local Government Councils.
DIVERSITY AND HOMOGENEITY
In spite of the ethniC, linguistic and cultural differences and variations in the forms of social and political organizations, there is a certain homogeneity in
the social setting as far as problems of development are
concerned.

In their primitive state, the people of the

Territory have lived a village life in which their economy
has been based almost wholly on the growing of subsistence
crops or food-gathering.

Most of them are now aiming at

new goals of material civilization, and it is inevitable
that, with the coming of the new, much of the old will
disappear; the important thing is that the people should
not lose their moorings in the new situation.
POPULATION
INDIGENOUS POPULATION
In Australian

ew Guinea fewer than one and three-

quarter million people are sparsely distributed over a
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On 30 June 1956

the total enumerated population was 1,154, 360 in the Trust
Territory and 299, 018 in Papua, in addition to which the
population not then enumera.ted but estimated to be about
265,000, brought the approximate tot al s to

1,~74,000

in

the Trust Territory and 444,000 in Papua ( se e Appendix I),
making a density of 13 persons per square mile in the
former Territory as against 5 in the latter.
G~lli RAL

DI STRIBUT I ON OF POPULAT I ON

On the basis of available data, it is not possible to
give an accurate picture of t he spatial distribution of
population, and conditions can be described only in general
terms.

As may be expected, the uneven distribution of

population is largely related to differences in the physical
environment; for example, population blank areas in the
Sepik swamps or in western Papua's excessively wet limestone country sharply contrast with some of the densely
populated coastal areas or the Hi ghland valleys.

There

are also significant anomalies, mainly due to social
factors, in that areas of similar environment support very
dissimilar densities.

This is mainly due to social factors.

A few examples of such anomalies may be g iven: the volcanic
soil of the north-eastern part of the Gazelle Peninsula
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carries a dense population but similar or even better soil
in north-eastern Papua has a relatively small population;
the Chimbu Valley is one of the most densely peopled areas
in the Territory but the Tive Plateau (Tua Hiver) , which
has a comparable environment, is largely uninhabited; in
the Prince Alexander and Torricelli Mountains the southern
slopes support a far greater population than the northern
slopes, although the physical environment on both the
flanks is more or less similar.
The habitable regions have a wide range of environmental conditions which, as mentioned previously, are
utilized by the people in a number of characteristic ways
(see Ch.V).

Generally, groups of people with different

types of subsistence economies find themselves cut off
f rom each other because of difficulties of communication
caused by extensive swamps, dense forests, rugged terrain,
high mountains or treacherous seas.

However, even in

contiguous areas of a particular habitat, the inhabitants
usually form pockets of population, maintaining their own
distinctive cultures and practices.

Contact between po-

pulation gr oups is limited and although the reef-dwellers
and some of the coastal communities may be intrepid sailors
and used to long voyages, the inland people rarely travel
beyond the limits of their own social group and indulge
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These are, of course, generalizations,

and are becoming less and less true with the increasing
pacification of the Territory, the cessation of tribal
warfare, the migration of labourers, and the general economic development.
The broad pattern of population distribution shows
that the majority of the people on the mainland of New
Guinea as well as on the other islands dwell in the coastal
areas, while large tracts of mountainous and forested
country or grassy lowland valleys behind the narrow coastal
fringe carry very little population.

A major exception

to this rule is provided by the densely populated Highland
valleys which account for nearly one-third of the Territory's
population.
1.

The Coastal Areas and Smaller Islands
There are several reasons for the concentration of

population in the coastal areas.

Firstly, owing to the

free circulation of the air, the climate of the littoral
is generally more pleasant than that of the adjacent
hinterland, as an altitude of 1,500-2,000 ft in the tropics
is generally worse for comfort than the coast or open
plains and altitudinal climatic differences do not become
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very noticeable until about 3,000 ft;

9

secondly the coastal

areas are suitable for the production of coconuts, a very
valuable food as well as cash crop; thirdly, in the coastal
areas there is scope not only for gardening but also for
fishing and for inter-island and inter-coastal trade; and
finally, economic development in general, and European
enterprise in particular, is largely restricted to the
coastal areas.
Reef-dwellers are found mainly in the Ninigo, Hermit
and Admiralty groups.

As the first two groups consist

of atolls, their inhabitants are in effect forced to turn
to the sea for much of their living , but even where the
people do have a choice in the selection of their habitat,
they prefer the coastal areas.

On Manus Island, for

example, three-quarters of the population (the Matankor
and Manus peoples) dwell on the coast, while the rest
(the Usiai, who are chiefly agriculturists) live in only
a few villages in the interior.
2.

The Lowland Deltas and River-basins
Many extensive lowland areas in the major river basins

are uninhabited or very sparsely populated because of a

9

Many people find that the climate of Dehra Dun ( India)
and Peradeniya (Ceylon), both in basins at about 1,800 ft,
is more trying than that of Delhi or Colombo. - O. H. K. Spate,
India and Pakistan (London, 1954), pp.56-7.
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pit-pit and sago swamps or useless grasslands.

Possibi-

lities of settlement are limited in varying de grees by
factors such as bad drainage, frequent flooding, infertile
soils, excessive rainfall, malaria, and inaccessibility.

3.

The Highland Valleys
The valleys of the Central Hi ghlands are, in places,

the most densely populated areas in the Territory.

Al-

though the overall density is less in the easternmost
valleys (Kainantu and Goroka Sub-districts), it increases
to some 300 persons per sq. mile in the Chimbu Sub-district.
Sometimes the population spreads on to the valley floor,
as in the Jimmi Valley, but more often, as in the Wahg i
and Chimbu Valleys, it is restricted to mountain slopes
because of the presence of malaria and swamps or Kunai on
the valley floor.

Whether t h is population should be brought

to lower slopes and valley bottoms, and if so, how, is
an important problem about which more will be said later.
The upper limit of settlement in the Central Hi ghlands and in all other places in the Territory is 8 , 000 ft,
above which the climate becomes too cold both for cultivation and for habitation.
RELIABILITY OF CENSUS STATIbTICS
In a comprehensive survey of the official population
statistics for Australian New Guinea, it was pointed out
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by Dr N. McArthur that for a number of reasons no great
10
reliance could be placed on the available figures.
In
pre-war years, as more and more areas were brought under
administrative control, the number of the indigenous population recorded by census patrols showed a yearly increase, and, in fact, such an increase in the enumerated
total is still going on.

It is estimated that there still

remain about 300,000 people, nearly two-thirds of whom
are in the Central Highlands, who are yet to be brought
under census.
The already inadequate pre-war census material became
even less reliable when the pattern of population in
several areas was considerably deranged during the war.
Moreover, in 1950 and the following years certain changes
were made in the District and Sub-district boundaries,
and Census Sub-divisions (hereafter referred to as C•• D.'s)
within the Sub-districts were defined anew.

In several

areas, particularly those which have only recently been
brought under administrative control, the
C.S.D.'s are yet to be defined.

bound~ies

of

Reorganization of bound-

aries obviously invalidates, for comparative purposes,
much of the data relating to the period prior to 1950.
10
N. McArthur, The Po ulations of the Pacific Islands,
Part VII, Pa~ua and ew Guinea Department of Demography,
A.N.U., 1957).
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There are also other pitfalls.
not synchronous.

Population figures are

The Annual Reports give details of po-

pulation as at 30 June each year.

Actually, these figures

are the aggregate of the most recent census data available
for each C. S . D. , but the most recent may be so much outdated that it may not belong even to the fis cal year under
consideration.

Further, although there is now a uniform

system of compiling and recording population data in the
"Village Book" kept in each village , the defects of the
books themselves, as well as the physical difficulties
and the method of taking census, leave a large margin of
11
error, inaccuracy and incomplete information.
A word may be said about the C. S.D. ' s, whose number
within a Sub-district varies from 6 in Manus to 39 in
Madang Central .

The boundaries of the C.3. D.' s do not al-

ways follow tribal or linguistic boundaries .

They are

arbitrarily determined (sometimes without being marked on
the map!) by administrative officers stationed in the
Districts, and convenience of patrolling is too often
the major consideration in their demarcation.
The Central Highlands may be taken as one of the many
examples of unreliable census data.
11

Ibid., pp.324-36.

They are relatively
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new areas" and it was only in 1950-51 that they were di-

vided into three Districts (Eastern, We stern and Southern),
each sub - divided into three Sub - districts .

In the fol-

l owing year some alterations were made in the Sub-d1strict
boundaries, but even up to March 1955 the definit ion of
the C. S.D . 's within the Sub-districts was only tentative
and one C. S.D., namely Tari, had been neither sub-divided
into C. S . D. 's nor included in any census.

Unt il 1955-56,

the population count was not complete for any C.S.D.

1n

the three Districts, and although the total enumerated
population was about 497,000, it was estimated that some

147,000 persons were still to be brought under census.
Statistics for the enumerated population could not be considered wholly satisfactory for reasons such as the
migratory habits of some of the people, the frequent
changes of personal names and other difficulties relating
to census operations.

(See Plate

IX.)

All these difficulties which apply to the Central
Highlands are encountered in other "new areas" such as
the Green River and Telefomin Sub-districts of the Sepik
District.

However, census figur es are not always reliable

even with regard to those areas which have been under effective administration for quite a long period; in New
Ireland, f or example, the official records of population

169 are far from satisfactory, in spite of the fact that ever
since the days of earl y mandated administration interest
has been shown from time to time in the population trend
of the area .

Another example is the Port Moresby Sub-

district - the very seat of the Administration - for which
population statistics are extremely unsatisfactory, perhaps because of the constant in-and-out movement of
p opula t ion.
GENERAL DENIOGRAPHIC TREND

Although owing to the inadequacy of early census
material it is d ifl'icul t to draw very de finite conclus ions
regarding general population trends, a few generalizations
can be made as to population growth on the basis of the
past and the present economic and social conditions.
Generally, in communities which live at a low

~evel

of subsistence agriculture and lack medical facilities ,
both the birth and death rates are very high (sometimes
as much as 40 per thousand) but slllce they nearly equal
each other, the net increase or decrease is very small.
Much of the high death rate in such communities is accounted for by infant mortality, for nearly half the children die before reaching the age of ten.

A phenomenal

increase in population takes place even with the initial
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economic development and the introduction of medical services,
for while the birth rate is more or 1 ess maintained at
the former level, the death rate begins to fall rapidly.
This general statement applies to New Guinea and it can
hardly be doubted that a s a result of the introduction of
peaceful conditions, provision of medical s ervices and
general economic progress, the Territory's total population
is increasing.

Amongst the many factor s which are operatinB

to reduce the death rate, perhaps the most important is
the provision of health services, however rudimentary;
in the future these are likely to play an even more im-

portant role, for example the eradication of malaria alone
12
could double the Territory's population within 15 years.
In spite of a general upward trend of the population,
there are certain areas in the Territory where a noticeable decline has occurred in the past, a decline which
sometimes may have been due to poverty of living conditions,
but often was the result of the fir s t contact with the
Europeans and the consequent exposure of t he na tive people
to new diseases.

During the war, f or example, the

dysentery epidem i c in the Hi ghlands took a heavy toll
12

ItMalaria Control in Papua and New GuineCi", South
Pacific, Vol.VIII, No.4, ay 1955, p.77.
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Here, no more is possible than to give a few

examples of decreasing and increasing populations within
the Territory .
Samples of Decreasing Populations
It was noted in the first quarter of this century
that in the Western District, particularly in the Moreheau
Sub-district, the population had declined.

Investigations

made in that area in 1930 revealed not only that the people
had a tendency to shift their sett ements from time to
time, but also that they vacated their villages temporarily
in order t o attend festivals in other areas.

Hence, de-

serted villages did not necessarily mean depopulation.

At

the same time it was recognized that the population had
gradually decreased in the period before the First World
War, a decrease accelerated by an epidemic of pneumonic
13
influenza in 1919.
The population of the coastal areas
of this Sub - district is alleged to have declined also
during 1951-54, but this may have been due to discrepancies
14
in the census.

13

Great Britain , Naval Intelligence Division, Pacific
Islands , Geographical Handbook Series, Vol.IV, 1945,
p . 144 .
14
McArthur, Op e cit., p.339 .
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certain areas of the Milne Bay District.

The Suau area,

which lies south of the Cloudy Mountains, lost a considerable part of its population in a small-pox epidemic in
1870, and a further toll was taken by more epidemics,
droughts and famines prior to 1920.

A definite downward

trend between 1918 and 1925 was attributed variously to
abortion, birth-restriction, infanticide and primitive
15
mid-wifery.
Even now conditions of life in many areas
are not wholly satisfactory and the need for widening
the economic and social interests of the people has been
16
stressed.
Another notable area in this District is
Kiriwina Island, where the population is reported to have
decreased in the

~ast

50 years mainly as a result of

venereal diseases, influenza and other epidemics intro17
duced by early traders and settlers.
The Manus group contains examples of population groups
in various stages of extinction.
15

In the 19th century a

Great Britain, Naval Intelligence Dlvision, Ope Cit.,
p.144.
16
C.S. Belshaw, "Economic Development in South-eastern
Papua", S.P.C. Social Development Communication, CirculdX
No.9, 1951, pp.1-8.
17
L. Austen, "Cu]. tural Changes in Kiriwina tt , Oceania,
Vol.XVI, 1945-46, p.15.
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were taken to Carolines for beche-de-mer fishing , and
the few who returned brought branco-pneumonia which vir18
tually extinguished the whole population.
Similarly,
in the Hermit Islands, bacillary dysentery introduced by
a German punitive expedition in 1883 became endemic and
this together with enforced transfers of populations and
excess ive al ienation of land resulted in a serious reduc19
tion of population.
New Ireland may be cited as the final example of population decline.

It is alleged that during the last

years of the German administration the population suffered
a marked decline.

In 1914 a severe famine and in 1918-19

an influenza epidemic took a heavy toll.

During the

period of the Mandate administration the total population
of the island declined slightly but in 1929-30 an examination of the east coast from Kavieng to Karu revealed
serious depopulation resulting from the heavy alienation
of Land and the high demand made on villages for labour
20
supply.
18

Great Britain, Naval Intelligence Division , Ope cit.,
p.145.
19
Ibid .
20
Ibid., p.144-45.
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As stated previously, however , the population of the
Territory is generally increasing and in certain areas
the rate of increase is phenomenally high.
examples will suffice to show this trend.

One or two
The Tolai

people of the Gazelle Peninsula, as seen from the largely
reliable Birth and Death Registers maintained by the
Village Councils, are increasing at the rate of 5 per cent
annually, an increase due to a high rate of fertility as
well as a reduced rate of mortality amongst a people who
are commercially the most advanced in the Territory .

A

similar sharp upward trend is noticeable in the population
of the urban villages of Port Moresb y.

It would be a

mistake to imagine that population increases are confined
only to the more sophisticated groups, however, for even
those communities which have only recently been brought
under effective administration (for example the Chimbu
in the Eastern Highle,n ds) are reported to be showing an
appreciable population growth .
NON-INDIGENOUS POPULATION
At 30 June 1957, the non-indigenous population of
Australian New Guinea, numbering 22,558 or about 1.5 per
cent of the total population, included 17,679 Europeans,
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21

As re gards its distribution between the two Territories,
there have always been fewer non-indigenous persons in
Papua than in the Territory of New Guinea.
Eur opean Population
It was not until 1880 that European settlements of
traders and missionaries began to assume some permanence
in what is now Australian New Guinea .

In 1885, a year

after the declaration of the German and British Protectorates, the European population in the German Territory
was only 64, and even fewer than this in the British
Territory.

The population gradually increased, so that

there were a little over 500 Europeans in each of the two
Territories in 1905, by which time the general pattern of
economic development in the two Territories had taken
noticeably different forms; in the German part the main
interest centred on coconut plantations, while in Papua
gold production was the chief pursuit, although some
plantations had also been established, particularly in
the Milne Bay area and the off-lying islands.
break of the First

At the out-

orld War, there were a little over

21
The last census for the non-indigenous population was
taken in 1954; figures for subsequent years are estimates.
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number in Papua.
After the First World War there was little to encourage European settlement in Papua, except the deve opment of some rubber and coconut plantations, and even
the gold industry which had grown to appreciable proportions in previous years be gan to shrink in the mid-twenties,
resulting in the slow dispersal of the European miners.
In German New Guinea after it became an Australian Mandated Territory things were different.

The expropriated

German plantations attracted a number of Australian
settlers, who took them over and also established new
plantations .

Moreover, the development of the Morobe

gold-fields resulted in a sharp rise in the European population between 1926 and 1930 - a rise the like of which
had never taken place in Papua.
Just before the outbreak of the Pacific War, Australian New Guinea had a little over 6,000 Europeans, more
than two-thirds of whom were in the Mandated Territory,
but following the Japanese invasion in 1942 the entire
European civilian population of both Territories was either
evacuated or lost.
The economic recovery and development of Australian
New Guinea in the post-war period has resulted in a rapid
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four times its pre-war size.

This population is con-

centrated mainly in urban settlements, the largest of
these being Port Moresby, Rabaul and Lae which contain
estimated European populations of 4,500, 3,000 and 2,000
22
respectively.
All the other settlements have European
populations of less than 1,000, the only significant
townships in the interior of the country being Bulolo,
Wau and Goroka (see Appendices II and III).
Non-European Population (Chinese and Others)
According to early German records, there were, in
1885, only 31 Malay residents on the mainland of German
New Guinea.

About 1889 the Neu Guinea Kompagnie be gan

to import coloured labourers and artisans - Chinese, Malay
and Javanese - whose numbers had, by 1892, increased to
about 1,800.

By 1898 this number had dwindled to less

than 400 because the early commercial ventures of the
Company had met with dismal failure (see p. 46).

After

the German Imperial Government had taken over the
Territory's administration from the Company in 1899, there
followed a period of fifteen years during which a significant

22

These are estimated numbers at 30 June 1956; cf. census
figures at 30 June 1954: Port Moresby 3 ,688 ; Rabaul 2,580;
Lae 1,508.
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mostly from Hong Kong - were introduced.

In 1914, when

German New Guinea was captured by the Australians, the
total Asian population in the Territory was 1,377, of
whom more than 1,200 were Chinese.

During the inter-war

period the Chinese population showed a natural increase,
so that in 1941 it had reached a figure of 2,199 - the
majority being at Rabaul, but significant numbers also on
New Ireland's south-western coast as well as at Kavieng,
Madang , Kieta, Wewak, Lae and Salamaua .

The Japanese

invasion affected and uprooted the Chinese community in
much the same way as it did the European reSident, with
the difference that while the latter were largely evacuated
by the Australian Government or removed or killed by the
Japanese, the Chinese stayed in New Guinea and were used
by the Japanese as forced labour.
According to the latest available figures (30 June
1957) there are 2,708 ASians in Australian New Guinea,
almost wholly in the Trust Territ ory, for the immigration
of Asians into Papua has been restricted by law since
1908.

-
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Appendix

I
POPULATION

~I NDIGENOU

(As at 30
District

une 1956)

Counted

'st imated

Total

14,800

PAPUA
'1'1estern
Gulf
Central
Milne Bay
Northern
outhern li ghlands
Total

2,086
86,181
83,318
46, 46 9
7,407

108,630

48,357
64,086
86,181
83 ,318
46,469
116,037

299,018

145,430

444,448

292,459
196,6 27
186,9 67
113,335
167,691
96 , 235
36,102
49,071
15,873

13,400
45,470
28,9 20
6,100
25,000
587

305,859
242,097
215,687
119,435
19 2 ,691
96,822
36,102
49,071
15,873

1,154 ,360

119,477

1,273,837

1,453,37 8

264,907

1,718,285

~3,557

22,000

..

NEW GUINEA
Eastern Highlands
Western Highlands
Sepik
adang
orobe
New Lritain
New Ireland
Bougainvil1e
l"ianus
Total

GRAND TOTAL
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Appendix

II

NON-I NDI GENOUS CEN US - 30 JUrffi 1954
OPULATION AND OCCUPIED DWELLING IN LOCALITIES
\.JI TH FIFTY OR l'lORE I NHAB I TANT
Locality

Alexishafen
Bomana
Bulol0 (a)
Daru
Dogura Mission
Fi nschhafen
Goroka
Kai ruku
Kalibobo
Kavieng ( a )
Ke r avat
Kokopo
Laf ( a )
Lor'( ngau
!ladang
Namatanai
Omati
Port ore sby ( a )
Rabaul ( a )
amarai ( a)
Toboi
Vunapope Mission
Wav (a)
Wewo.k (a)

(a)

No . of
Persons

77
742
178

108
67

73

177
142
156
290
93
102
1,508
88
411

57

63
3,688
2,580
195
78

217

445
160

No . of Occupied
Dwellings

11
10

177
31
10
26
56
19
43
82
25
26
406
26
119
15
9

950
613
66

23
23

1~~

relate to town area as determined for
Census purposes .

~ i g ures

Source of information: Hr
ort voresby .

Lancaster , Cjtatistician ,

-
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1 0 N-I HDl vLNOUi.) PO PULAT lor: I N CERrAI N clP~ CI F l i: D T O ~JN

( Estima ted Numbe rs at 30 June 1956)
T Ol:l n

Europe a n

Port More sby
8amarai

3958

Rabaul
Lae
adang
Bulol0
au
\V'ewak
Goroka
Kokopo (c)

1410
1500
545
900
400
224
400 (b)
177

Asians (a)

Others

Total

PAPUA:
2 00 (b)

(a) Hainly Chine se .
(b) Rough estima te.
(c) I ncludes Vunapope l,li s sion.

2

540
•

0

1389
370
157
20
85
36

259
135
61
10
35
11

106

152

..

..

4500 (b)
200 (b)
3058
2005
763
930
520
271
400 (b)
435

PAR T

TWO

THE ECONOMY
CIIDTER VI
SUBSISTENCE AGRICULTURE
=======================

GENERAL
Subsistence agriculture is the dominant economic
activity in almost all the native communities of the
Territory, and it is estimated that to meet their own
requirements the people produce about 1,000 tons

0

f food

1

per day.

Their farming methods are described as horti-

culture rather than agriculture and their cultivation
plots as "gardens" rather than fields.

This gardening

is based on two monocultures, namely, tree plantation and
cultivation of root crops.
The methods and technique of cultivation are essentially primitive and the tools employed are Simple and
have a low efficiency.

The introduction of the steel

axe has meant a saving of labour, but perhaps has also
1

Annual Report to the FAO (Dept of External Territories,
Canberra, 1949), p.2.
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resulted in a greater destruction of the forest cover and
consequent erosion.
Primitive as the methods of cultivation are, they
are by no means unsystematic.

A whole code of empirical

knowledge regarding drainage, terracing, laying out of
plant beds, weeding , erosion control, soil conservation,
irrigation, trellising , fencing and fallowing is employed
in agricultural practices.

In fact, in the Highlands,

where the environment becomes more restrictive in providing
livelihood, cultivation assumes the character of a relatively remarkably developed and intensive agriculture.
A low level of technology necessarily means a low
level of production, yet no part of the Territory is
subject to famine, except for local food shortages which
may occur owing to floods, prolonged droughts, outbreaks
of pests and diseases, miscalculation of the area to be
planted to food gardens, or even, in the Highl ands, frosts.
However, for certain communities, which live in a poorer
environment, a lean period may be a seasonally recurring
phenomenon.
On a rough counting, nearly 500 plants enter into the
indigenous economy, but production of food-stuffs is
generally the chief aim of native agriculture.

Invariably

the staple diet is drawn from one or more of the staple

- 181 crops - sweet potatoes, yam, taro, sago, banana.

Any of

these as well as cassava and maize may also be grown as
accessories.

It was remarked by .Atherton that there is

Ita sickening soul searing sameness" in the native diet,

2

but another person could pass the same judgement on the
English breakfast or Australian steak and egg!

In fact ,

numerous subsidiary materials are used in the local food
but the quantities are very small except for the coconut
which is extensively used in the coastal areas.
Were sufficient data available, it would be interesting to map out the main types of subsistence economies in
New Guinea .

However, a generalized chart showing such a
3
distribution was drawn up by Barrau (Appendix I); it
clearly reveals man's adjustment to his environment.
few examples may be given .

A

The wet swampy lowlands are

little suited to agriculture and so in such areas food~athering

becomes the main economic activity, and sago

becomes the most important product .

But as sago, taken by

itself, is not very palatable, its production is supplemented by foraging in the forest and fishing in the coastal
waters and in major rivers.
2

D. O. Atherton, "Nat i ve Agriculture in New Guinea l1 ,
Australian Institute of Agricultural Science Journal,
Vol . ~IV, 1948, p.107.
3
J . Barr au , Subs istence Agriculture in j elanesia ( Noumea,
1955).
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Away from the swamps, in the lowland and mid-mountain
forests, dependence on sago and fish gradually decreases,
and while food - gathering is still resorted to, gardening
becomes a more important form of activity, with taro and/or
yam as the chief product.

Furthermore, in the Highlands

. the climate becomes more temperate, so tha t, on the one
hand, the forests offer Ii ttl'e food, and on the other,
cultivated crops need a longer period for reaching maturity.
Intensiye agriculture therefore assumes more importance,
reaching its highest degree of perfection in the cool
high valleys and plateaux of the interior.
With the exception of the sago palm, all the staple
crops are grown in small gardens which are usually established on a forest or grassland clearing, and hardly
exceed a quarter of an acre in size (see Plates

X and

XI).

The clearing of the forest and the fencing of plots are
generally done by men and the harvesting by women.

As

regards cultivation, planting and weeding, these may be
done by either sex, depending on the local practice.

The

use of steel implements has lightened the men's task of
clearing the forest to a greater degree than it has the
women's tasks.
The garden work is usually given the attention it
demands .

The plots are carefully divided into squares,

- 183 and trenches are often dug to drain the soil .

Fences are

built around the garden to protect it from the depredations
of pigs and wallabies , and this work involves a go od deal
of labour .

(See Plate XII . )

The method of cultivation has been described as "bushfallow rotation" or "non-nomadic shifting cultivation".
It means that gardens are abandoned after the expiry of
their productive period, which may range from three to
six years; then the plot is allowed to remain fallow for
some years .

Gourou is of' the opinion that in the tropical
4

lands the period of fallow must be between 25 and 30 years,
but in New Guinea, as everywhere else in the tropiCS, the
cultivator returns to the old garden much sooner than this
because of shortage of land and also because he finds it
easier to clear the
forest .

econdary vegetation than the mature

In the Central Highlands the average fallow

period is 6- 7 years, while in many other parts it has been
reduced to as little as 2-3 years.
A go od deal has been written both for and against
shifting cultivation.

The consensus of opinion is that

it is a sound agricultural technique, but only so long
4

P . Gourou, The Tropical World , Translation by E. D. Laborde
(London, 1953), p . 31.
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as the population density remains low.

To quote Gourou ,

it is
remarkably in harmony with the health and the
pedolog ical conditions. It take s great pains to
respect the natural equilibrium and to interfere
as little as possible with the slow delicate
processes by which the soil succeeds in maintaining itself and in keeping a certain degree of
fertility in the ditficul t circumstances imposed
by the tropical climate.... It can be ~proved ,
but only if the reasons f or its procesBes are
fully understood •••• 5
In other words, when the change-over trom shifting
to permanent agriculture becomes necessary in the Territory ,
as in course of time it must, it will require such methods
as mixed farming, use of cover crops, crop-rotation, green
manuring and composting , terracing , irrigation and suitable drainage - in short, an agrarian revolution.
Here, reference may be ma e to a serious problem
wh1ch is associated with the traditional system of land
use.

The repeated cultivation of land results in the dis -

appearance of the f orest and in the establishment of
ttKunai" , that is, a dense stand of any large grass such
as Imperata or Themeda .

Kunai is difficult to eradicate,

but it is highly inflammable when dry.

Unfortunately ,

year after year stretches of Kunai are burnt by the people
to drive game , with the result that the noxious grasses
5

Ibid., p.32 .

- 185 gradually encroach upon the lorest, rendering vast areas
unproductive for agricultural purposes.

It is said that

repeated burning is responsible for producing eight very
6

large areas of grasslands in the Territory.
Deforestation increases the menace of soil erosion.
To a certain degree the Highland people show an awareness
to this problem.

They plant their abandoned gardens with

casuarina trees, which also serve as a source of the muchneeded firewood; they terrace the valley sides and lay
heavy logs along the contour to prevent soil erosion.
These measures are not without value, but on the other
hand gardens are ocated on very steep slopes, sometimes
7
up to 45 0 •
The results of this practice are becoming
obvious in many areas, I'or instance, the densely populated
Chimbu Valley.
The indigenous food production includes perennials as
well as annuals.

While the latter are cultivated in

gardens , the former grow , or are grown, either as isolated,
individually-owned trees or in irregular groves associated

6

W.R. Conroy, "Notes on some Land Use Problems in Papua
and New Guinea' , The Australian Ge ographer , Vol . VI , NO o2 ,
March 1953, p.~O.
7
A.H. de Lemps, liLa Nouvelle Guinee" , Cahier D'Outre Mer,
Vol.IX, January-March 1956, p.24.

- 186 with dwelling sites, and receive the minimum of cultivation
and maintenance.

With the exception of the sago palm,

perennials do not constitute a staple food ; yet they occupy
an important place in the food economy.
We may now consider the chie f plants which provide
either staple food or are used as ltcondiments" or supplementary food .
STAPL ~

SUBSISTENCE PLANTS

Sago Palm.

Sago starch, extracted from the stem of

trees generally belonging to the genus Metroxylon, is used
as a staple food in many parts of the Territory.

The palm

grows in fresh-water swamps, an environment in which there
is not much scope for gardening .

Extensive sago swamps

are found in several lowland coastal locations, as well
as in certain parts of the Mid-mountain region, for example,
the Lake Kutubu area which lies about 3,000 ft above sealevel.
Sago is obtained from palms which are 10-15 years old.
Yields vary greatly, from 40 Ib to 900 lb per tree, but
according to D. C. Zwollo, an authority on the subject, the
8

average yield is 250-300 lb per tree.

Since a one-acre

8

Cited in E . Massal and J. Barrau, "Pacific Subsistence
Crops: Sago", World Crops, p.126.

- 187 plot possesses about 25 trees worth f elling every year,
the average yield from it may be taken as 6,250-8 ,750 lb.
Although sago is not considered a nutritious food, its
production needs less labour t han is required by gardening.
It has been estimated that one person can extract some
20 Ib of wet sago per day, and since a family with two
children would need about 3,000 Ib during the year, t he
husband and wife would have to work for only 75 days in
9
the year.
This relative ease in obtaining livelihood,
together with the fact that sago palms constitute a dependable reserve of food, account for the generally richer
ceremonial life of sago-producers than of t he other groups
living on a subsistence level.
Taro.

Taro, the most widely cultivated of all crops

in the Territory , has two main species, Colocasia and

Xanthosoma.

The former prefers shady, damp and even swampy

places, and does well under irrigation.

Its cultivation

involves very little working of the s urface soil, but too
shallow a hole may result in the tuber forming and developing above the ground, t hus making it more susceptible
to pest-attack and rot.
9

Depending on the variety, the

Calculation approximates to that in W.C. Klien (Ed.),
Nieuw Guinea ( S' Gravenhage, 1953-54), Vol. I I I , p.265.

- 188 tubers mature in 6 to 12 months, the yield from unirrigated
plots being about 3 tons per acre and nearly double of
this amount from irrigated plots.
The Xanthosoma spp. (Kong Kong taro) does well in shady
places and on soils which are damp without being swampy.
As compared to Colocasia, it is inferior in quality but
easier to grow and less susceptible to beetle attack, and
it does not deteriorate if left in the ground for some
months after maturity.

Moreover, it produces more heavily,

the average yield being 8-10 tons of tuber per acre.

For

all these reasons its importance as against Colocasia is
increaSing, particularly in areas where the people have
taken up cash-cropping and no longer have the necessary
time to look after the traditional subsistence gardens .
Taro grows all the year round, thus lessening the
need for the preservation and storage of the crop.

Un-

fortunately, it is very susceptible to the phytophtbora
disease, which often reaches epidemiC proportions.

In

Buka and Bougainville Islands, for example, this disease
caused such damage in 1947-48 that people had to adopt
sweet potato as their staple crop, and did not return to
taro until 1952-53.
Yams.

As a staple crop, yams are next in importance

to taro, for they are more exacting in their requirements

- 189 for growth and cultivation.

They become the typical crop

on better-drained soils of high mineral fertility, but
elevations of more than 5,000 f t or too wet soils are unfavourable for them.
The three varieties of yams grown in the Territory
are the "common variety", the taitu and the mamee.

The

best of these is the taitu; it matures more quickly and
keeps for a much longer period than the other varieties.
Generally, the time required f or yams to reach maturity is 9-11 months.

Record yields of 32 tons of tubers

per acre have been obtained at the Keravat Agricultural
Station, but the average y ield is about 15-17 tons per
acre, which is at any rate higher than that of taro or sweet
potatoes.
Yam has the disadvantage of being a seasonal crop.
Hence, communities depending upon it as staple are often
faced with a lean period.

However, it is the only tropical

tuber which can be preserved for a period of up to six
months, thus providing security of livelihood.

In certain

communities special huts are made for preserving yams; also,
its cultivation is generally tied up with a good deal of
ritual.
Bananas.

Bananas, the eat ing variety, and plantains,

the cooking variety, are of enormous signif icance in the
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indigenous food economy, the latter being far more important
than the former .

In some areas, such as in the dry belt

of Port Moresby , or in the foothills of the Finisterres,
bananas and plantains are as important in the local diet
as the staple yam or taro.

They flourish up to an altitude

of 7,000 ft, require water rather than deep soil, and in
hilly areas thrive under apparently impossible conditions.
they are tolerant of a pronounced dry season.

p~so ,

In the Markham Valley, where they form a staple food,
the average yield is 3-6 tons per acre.

However, when

harvest ed by semi-foraging under the bush-fallow system,
the yield is sometimes as small as 500-700 Ib per acre.
There are numerous varieties with varying length of
maturing period and the people select from these in order
to maintain an all the year round supply.
It is worth noting that the devastating "Bunchy Topll
disease does not occur in the Territory.
Cassava.

Cassava can grow in any type of soil and,

being tolerant of salinity, can flourish even in estuarine
areas.

It often grows in a wild state in the Territory

but, as a general practice, only a small crop is cultivated
to ensure a reserve in case of failure of other crops.

The

average yield per acre amounts to 6-8 tons but its cultivation is not considered deSirable, firstly , be cause it

- 191 has poor nutritional value and, secondly, because it is
a soil- exhausting crop .
Most var i eties of New Guinea cassava are wholly or
lar gely free of hydrocyanic acid - a poison which can be
rendered non- injurious by cooking or drying in the sun, or
by peeling and scraping the tubers and was h ing them many
times over .
Sweet Potatoes .

Sweet potatoes form the main crop in

the cooler upland areas, so much so that they provide
about 75- 90 per cent of the food of the Hi ghlands people .
It is thought that the sweet potato production of the
Central Hi ghlands exceeds in volume that of the rest of
10
the South Seas including Australia .
The crop needs a fairly loose and well-drained soil .
The period needed for reachin g maturity varies with the
variety and the coolness of climate , but may be taken as
8- 12 months .

The soft varieties grown in most areas of

New Guinea must be harvested soon after maturity, but certain
varieties developed by the Keravat Agriculture Station can
11
remain in the ground for a few months longer .

10

Commonwealth of Australia, Dept of Territories, "Crop
Promotion in Papua and New Guinea" , S.P . C. Quarterly
Bulletin, Vol . III, No . 2, April 1953, p . 21 .
11
E . C. Green, ti The Cultivation of Native Food Crops" ,
Papua and New Guinea Agricultural Gazette , Vol . VII , No . 1 ,
1 941, p . 47 .
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As stated above, the sweet potato culture in the
Central Highlands assumes the character of a developed and
intensive agriculture .

Here, in some parts the crop is

grown on graded terraces and irrigated from mountain streams
by contour ditches and bamboo pipes.
and

~ahgi

In the lower Chimbu

areas, although no i r rigation is practised,

ditches are dug throughout the gardens to provide drainage .
SUPP~iliNTARY

Rice .

SUBSISTENCE

CROP~

It has been pointed out by several authorities

that one of the Territory's greatest needs is to diversify
the monoculture of perishable roots by introducing some
cereal .

Wastage of space in transportation of roots is

another important factor, though not so important as perishability, in need of cereal introduction.

Considering the

nature of the country and its requirements, rice seems to
provide an answer to this need .

The present demand is

only 16,000 tons, although sharply rising year by year,
partly because rice forms an item in the specified rationscale for labourers.

Most of the requirement, however,

is met by imports from Australia .

However, it is obvious

that a large-scale change in the food habits of the general population would lead to a greatly increased demand .
Rice cultivation in New Guinea has had an unedifying
history .

In Papua some attempts were made in the twenties
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to encourage production by indigenous growers .

The

Orokol o area in the Gulf of Papua produced 12 tons of
rice in 1921- 22 , while small areas near Samarai were also
cultivated .

In 1922- 23 , the production in Papua rose to

200 tons of paddy, but in 1923-24 it had dropped to 181 tons
and in the following year to a mere 20 tons.

In 1927- 28

the scheme was given up because of Itunfavourable climatic
conditions" .

" It is well known,1l remarks Ben ted, "that

inefficient control [rather than unfavourable climate] was

.

13

the prime factor in this tragic failure •••• 1\
The Poggendorff Report, published in 1953, indicated
14
the great possibilities for rice-growing in the Territory .
In fact, rice cultivation in post-war years has been gradually increasing .

Ref erence will be made later to suc-

cesses achieved in this connection in several areas including the Mekeo , the Madang and the Sepik Districts, and
here it will suffice to note that although rice has not
superseded the traditional crops in any area, it is becoming

12

c .s . Belshaw, "Re cent History of the Mekeo Societylt,
Oceania, Vol.XXII , 1951, p . 13-14 .
13
J . T. Bensted, li The Rice Problem in New Guinea", South
Pacific , Vol . VII, July-August 1954, p . 903 .
14
w. Poggendorff, Rice Production in Papua and New Guinea
(Sydney, 1953), pp . 19- 25.
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crop.
Maize.

Maize is a plant of recent introduction but

is now grown in the subsistence gardens in several parts
of the Territory, particularly in the Central Hi ghlands.
Its wide popularity is due to the f act t hat it can be
grown easily and that, unlike rice, it does not have to be
processed f or maklllg it edible.

However, the Territory

imports about 15,000 tons of maize annually, and on the
bas is of present requ irements alone t here is cons iderable
room for the expansion of this crop.
Sugarcane .

The cultivated variety of sugarcane

(Saccharum officinarum), found in nearly all the gardens,
is one of the most important items of subsidiary food in
the Territory .

It is of enormous significance to the food

economy and ceremonials of the Hi ghlands people .
New Guinea is exceptionally rich in varieties of sugarcane .

The" adila" variety discovered at Milne Bay by

the 1895 Cane-collecting Expedition, was found to be an
excellent type and became the leading cane in

15

ueensland.

Similarly, the wild cane (Saccharum robustum), found in
15

J . H. Buzacott and C . G. Hughes, "'fhe 1951 Cane-collecting
Expedition to New Guinea", The Cane-growers Quarterly
Bulletin, Vol.XV, No . 2, October 1951, p.36 .

- 195 1935, now features in the parentage of the new Hawalian
and Queensland commercial canes.
Sugarcane (8 . officinarum) is a garden plant, apparently not capable of maintaining itself under natural con16
ditions .
The wild canes, on the other hand, grow freely
in a wild state in favourable habitat.
thin and fairly hardy .

The y are non-sweet,

One of the varieties, S. edule

(pit - pit) yields a flower head which is edible, but the
chief use to which this cane is put by the people is in
building houses and making garden fences .

It may be noted

cursorily that at higher altitudes wild canes do not thrive
and the fences are made of Dracaena .
Groundnuts.

Before the Second World War, groundnuts

were introduced as a crop by the Department of Agriculture
in the Atzera country of the upper Markham Valley .

They

were only too avidly accepted by the people, who were
victims of frequent food shortages owing to the ravages
of the taro beetle .

The production gradually increased to

such an extent that quantities surplus to the local need
were available for sale to the goldfields and to labour
recruiters .
In the post-war period groundnuts have been widely
accepted as a subsistence as well as a cash-crop in

16

Ib id . , p . 55 •
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In the Wahgi Valley, for example, they have a sumed

such importance

t~at

at the time of harvest the people

arrange special feasts and dances.

17

Although high elevations, such as that of the upper
Chimbu, are too cool f or this crop, the more important
limiting factor in the Territory is rainfall, the ideal
condition being a medium rainfall with wet and dry seasons.
The crop matures in only 3-4 months.

Fortunately , New

Guinea is free from all serious pests and diseases of the
groundnut, and therefore the cultivation of this crop is
being actively encouraged in many areas.
European Vegetables and Fruits .

Obviously, it is very

desirable to encourage the production of European vegetables
and fruits in the Territory, both as a means of meeting
the deficiencies in the local diet and as a source of cash
income for the inhab itants.

In fact, the cultivation of

European vegetables has already been adopted in place8
where physical conditions are favourable and where there
are chances of finding a market for the produce.

The most

intensive development in this direction has taken place

17

J . Nilles, "The Kuman People of the Chimbu", Oceania,
Vol . XXIV, 1953, p.4.

- 197 around Rabaul, where the volcanic soils on the plateau
together with the presence of a sizable

uropean and

Chinese population has made truck- farming a profitable
proposition (see p . 401 ) .
A more interesting development in this respect is
taking place in the Highlands where salad and other vege tables including cabbage, cucumbers, European beans,
turnips , parsnips , onions and eschalots are being grown by
the native people in several pockets such as those around
Wau, Goroka and Mt Hagen.

However, the present scope for

production is somewhat limited, and, according to Raymond
Firth,
valuable as vegetable growing may be as a supplement
t o the Highlands ' economy , the perishable nature
of its product , the high cost and somewhat unpredictable schedule of air-freighting , and the comparatively weak European market offered , probably
bar it out as a serious means of raising sufficiently
the income i~vel of any large number of natives in
that area , [except] in a few favourable pockets. 18
A wide variety of fruits and nuts form part of the
people ' s diet .

Some of these, for example, citrus fruits,

paw- paw , pineapple and melon are sold in the iocal markets
and sometimes even flown to distant markets .

However,

there is only one fruit which has attracted the attention
18

O. H. K. Spate, J . Davidson and Ra~ond Firth, "Notes on
New Guinea , October- ovember 1951" , (Typescript, A.N . U. ),
p .8 .
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of commercial interests.

This is the passion fruit which

grows very well in the Highlands .

It was introduced

there some 20 years ago and gradually foun

a place in

many indigenous gar ens, but the recent attempt to develop
its cultivation on a commercial scale has met with only
limited success (see p. 628).
MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS
Numerous plants are used for condiments and 1'lavouring and as narcotics.

Amongst the last-mentioned are

tobacco, areca and piper betel.
Tobacco is greatly prized by the native people and is
widely cultivated.

Its importance can be understood I'rom

the fact that not only is a specified quantity of tobacco
included in the prescribed ration for labourers, but in
many areas, sometimes even within the towns, it forms a
medium of currency.

Almost all the native-produced tobacco

is flue-cured (HBrus n ), but the people seem to pre1'er the
dark twist American tobacco, of which nearly 100 tons is
imported into the Territory every year.
LIVESTOCK AND FISHING
Fishing is of supreme importance to many of the native
communitie , but there is no traaition of stock-raising
or poultry-keeping associated with the indigenous agriculture,

- 199 so that local diet is singularly deficient of anllnal
protein.
The hunting of game occupies an important place in the
tra itional sUbsistence economy, but as regards animal
husbandry, pigs and fowls are the only animals kept by the
people, and while the pig is greatly prized and has no
substitute in the great majority of business and ritual
transactions, it is killed only for feasting occasions.
The f owl is kept mainly for its plumage rather than for
its eggs or meat.
PROBLEMS OF

S~BSISTENCE

ECONOMY

The main problem of the Territory ' s subsistence economy is to evolve a more efficient land use and to educate

19
the villagers in the adoption of a more progressive economy.

But tradition dies hard and education permeates only with
the greatest difficulty into a people who \fare encrusted
with customs that are often rich in the wisdom of experience".

The easiest line of attacking the problem seems

to be a judjcious introduction of cash cropping .

ThlS It-

self would necessitate a reorganization of subsistence
19

For a valuable discussion and critique of the main
problems see O. H.K. Spate , "Changing Native Agriculture
in New Guinea", Geographical Review, Vol.XLIII, No . 2 ,
April 1953, pp.151-72 and J. Barr au , Subsistence Agriculture in Melanesia (South Pacific Commission , Noumea ,
1951), pp.133 ff.
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gardening - a diversification of a griculture and raising
the productivity of land and labour.

It would involve,

firstly, making subsistence agriculture more sedentary;
secondly, introduction of new food plants; and thirdly,
the improvement of agricultural techniques.

The extent

to which these changes have taken place, or are taking
place, in specific areas of the Territory will be mentioned
in greate r detail in the following part of this work.
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Appendix I
DISTRIBUTION OF MAIN TYPES OF NATIVE SUBSISTENCE ECONOMIES IN NEW GUINEA
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Source: J. Barrau, Subsistence Agriculture in Melanesia (Noumea, 1955), Chart facing p. 39.
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CHAPTER VII
THE ECONOMIC INTRUSION

====

=================

GENERAL

Before the modern world made its impact on their
lives, the Territory's indigenous people supported themselves by a system of subsistence agriculture.

Their in-

ferior techniques of production, together with factors
such as isolation and ignorance, limited physical and
cultural horizons, low and inelastic demand for goods ,
lack of specializations and trade, meant that they could
not use the available resources to the best advantage.
But as the Europeans who arrived in the wake of political
annexations were more advanced and far better equipped
with technical and material power, they could exploit the
local resources more efficiently and rewardingly.

Their

activities, although naturally influenced by the conditions
of environment, were in their turn, to make a great impact
on the physical environment and on the way of life of the
indigenous people.
- 202 -
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Since the European colonizers came b y t he sea, they
established their f irst contacts in the coastal areas,
their movement inland being greatly restricted by dense
forests and the generally mountainous nature of the country.
Conditions in the coastal areas, however, were not very
favourable for white settlement, and so the country was
treated largely as a colonie d'exploitation rather than
as a colonie de peuplement;

the most obvious way in wh ich

the colony could be exploited was in the export of copra;
hence, coconut plantations were established in certain
coastal areas.
Plantations, although a standard method of European
a griculture in the tropiCS, were completely alien to the
subsistence economy of the Territory, and were to a f fect
the native people in several ways.

Besides providing them

with an example of production for sale and export, they
introduced cash incentives and opportunities for earning
wages.

Another e ff ect of the early plantation economy was

the import of some Ch inese labourers in the German Territory
who later became a class of shop-keepers and merchants.
During the course of time, a few other cash crops
besides coconuts were also tried, and a general economy,
vary patchy in distribution, grew up in the coastal areas.
Simultaneously, European penetration of the interior revealed
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new resources; mining , especially gold production, assumed
considerable sign i f icance in certain areas; the search
for oil became an important activity; plantation and
mining activities required efficient communication, the
growth of which led to the opening up of t he country and
to the discovery of further resources incl uding land and
labour.

With greater accessibility, there began a process

of relating production to the optimum geo graphical conditions and t he cumulative effect of economic growth
n a turally resulted in an increased response to the natural
resources.

Within about fifty years of colonization of

the Territory, there grew up a fairly substantial European
economy based on cash crops (coconuts, rubber, cocoa and
coffee), extractive resources ( gold and other minerals,
oil and timber), livestock, and urban services and industries.
In t h is the government played a very sign ificant role.
It is obvious that t he administr ation's policies with
re gard to land and labour as well as its attempt to reorgan ize native a griculture, settlements and industry were
of great importance.

Even the basic task, the maintenance

of law and order, directly affected many communities, and
under conditions of peace together with the provision of
rudimentary health services, the population be gan increasing .
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European economic development was bound to af fect the
indigenous societies favourably as well as adversely.

The

first problems to be encountered were in land and labour
relations, and although these generally proved to be beneficial to the native communities, in certain areas excessive alienation of land and overdraft of lab our produced
very undesirable results.
On the other hand, the development of the European
economy has provided examples as well as incentives to the
native people, and ha

in some measure widened t heir know-

le dge, improved t heir technical skill and increased their
economic efforts.

They have yet to go a long way but

signif icant changes are already taking place; cash cropping
is becoming widely accepted by t hem; transport and markets
are being organized wherever possible; a few persons have
taken to gold-washing; several are acquiring technical
skill; a class of entrepreneurs is emerging; new economic
institutions such as co-operatives are being formed; as a
result of greater opportunities the occupational and geographical mobility of the people has also become greater;
and finally, with specialized use of land and labour a
regional differentiation of economic activities is taking
place.
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European as well as native economic development in
the Territory has provided many challenges in rel ation to
the organization of agriculture and other industries, improvement in land use and land tenure, employment of both
migrant and casual Labour, development of towns and
frontiers, planning of settlement and re s ettlement projects,
and so on.

Then, t here a r e other problems: European capital,

for example, is needed f or t he economic development of
the Territory, but what f orm of investment will be most
acceptable economically and socially?

European and nat ive

economic development are not mutually exclusive, but can
we determine any general level at wh ich they should be
adjusted?

European capital and managerial skill are

certainly in a position to develop several of t he Territory's
resources, but how are the numerous problems resulting
from such a development going to be f aced?

For an under-

standing of these and several other problems and possibilities, it is necessary to give a brief survey of the main
factors of development - transport, land and labour - to
be followed by an account of the main lines of development,
namely, the a gricultural and pastoral activities and extractive industries.
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TRANSPORT
The provision of adequate transport facilities is one
of the Territory ' s key problems , for not only must all
economic devel opment depend on it , but it is true to say
that without a certain minimum of communic at ions there can
be no government .
In the past , the "atomized" societies in the Territory ,
living at a low level of subsistence economy but more or
less as sel f - suff icient units, have been content to dwell
in isolation.

Today the increasingly specialized use of

land and labour is bound to give rise to the problem of
t r ansport , a problem of importance to both native and
European economic development alike , and one which has,
moreover , a "welfare" signif icance in that it aids in the
establishment of peace by mak ing possible the extension of
administrative control .

In the words of t he present

lVi inister for Territorie s:
••• the opening of a road [ is ] re garded as one of the
normal acts of administration . It is indeed something
that serves a developmental purpose ••• when built ,
it i s an abiding symbol of administrative authorit y .
Stories are told of the way in which the Administration
road ••• was respected . People did not fight on the
road . It was neutral ground . It was a Prace of
meeting . It was a place of authority ••••
1

P . Hasluck , "Aus tral ian Pol i cy in Papua and New Guinea The George Judah Cohen Memorial Le c ture , 1956 11 (University
of Sydney) , Mimeogr aph , p . 25 .
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The Territory's main sea-link is with Australia , and
the operations of the few overseas vessels are restricte d
to certain proclaimed ports.

In fact, there are very few

good harbours in the Territory and, on the whole, wharfing
facilities leave much to be desired.

During the war, the

minitary administration (ANGAU) accomplished a good deal in
the organization and extension of all kinds of transport
services including wharfage, but these could not be maintained by the succeeding under-equipped civil administration, which, however, soon after the assumption of control,
placed a high priority on the improvement of port facilities .
The first stage of a construction programme, involving an
expenditure of £1 . 25 million , has resulted in the provision
of new wharves at Port Moresby, Rabaul, Lae, Mad ang,
Kavieng, Samarai and Oro Bay, that at the last-mentioned
being still under construction.

The increasing scale of

this activity can be seen from the fact that the expenditure on the construction of wharves has risen from £4,200
2

in 1938-39 to £46,479 in 1948-49 and to £113,015 in 1956-57.
The tota
2

value of trade by the Territory ' s ports has also

P. Hasluck, ttAustralia in New Guinea" , Paper delivered
to the Summer School of the Australian Institute of
Political Science (Canberra, 1958), Part III, p.5.

- 209 increased, so that in 1955-56 it amounted to £32.5 million.
While figures for the tonnage handled are not available,
the share of various ports in the value of total trade
(Appendix I) clearly brings out the importance of Port
Moresby, Rabaul and Lae, in that orde r.
Air services also provide external c ommunication,
linking Sydney and Brisbane with Port Moresby and with
Hollandia ( West New Guinea) and Honiara ( British Solomon
Islands).

Operated by Qantas, these external air-links

are under the Department of Civil Aviation which, since

1950, has built 5 aerodromes for heavy aircraft, 18 for
medium aircraft, and 2 for light aircraft - all at a total
cost of £1.5 million.

3
Internal Communication

Internal communication in the Territory is a much more
serious problem than external transport.

Access to the

greater part of the Territory remains difficult owing to
rugged topography or impenetrable ve getation (see Map 9).
There are innumerable torrential streams which add to
these diff iculties, and the few navigable rivers are unsuitable for use as highways.
In the early days of exploration and administrative
control, native carriers were the chief means of transport,

3

Ib id., p. 24 •
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and even now, in many circumstances, they are indispensable.
It is difficult to assess the great part they have played
in assisting exploration parties and patrol officers, as
well as in the opening up of the goldfields and in the
operations during the war.

Th is, ho wever, is a form of

transport which cannot be organized so as greatly to reduce costs.

The human element in this form of transport
4

may often be of considerable social importance.
The important role of aircraf t firstly in the development of goldfields and later in the opening up of the whole
Territory has been mentioned elsewhere in this work (see p.5~).
Civil aviation was interrupted at the outbreak of t he war,
but military air services developed to fantastic proportions, re gardless of costs.

Since 1945, when the task of

re-establishing civil aviation be gan, air services have
continued to expand, and a network of internal air links
is being built up.

In 1956-57, there were 153 airfields

and alighting areas, as compared to 118 in 1948-49, and
4

The Mission at Goi1a1a, for example, had developed an
efficient pack transport system using horses. The Administration found it easier to Itsing out for carriers". The
height of ineptitude was reached under Army administration
when for a time carriers were being used to carry food
from the coast up to Goilala for the pack animals there.
J.F. McAuley, "The Distance Between the Government and
the Governed", South Pacific, Vo1.VII, No.8, March 1954,
p.817.

- 211 55 in 1938-39; the number of air routes had increased f rom
5
27 to 1950 to 57.
The map showing the frequency of air
services reveals, on the one hand, large blank areas, and
on the other, the accent on the Port Moresby-Lae route as
well as on the penetration of the Hi ghlands (cf. Map 10).
That the Administration has been abl e to construct
a number of small airfields at patrol posts and other outlying areas at a surprisingly small cost, has been made
possible by the voluntary labour of the people.

Sometimes

these fields are located at the most unexpected places;
nevertheless, they work, and aircraft are put to an amazingly wide range of purposes, including oil exploration and
the delivery of bread.
Such dependence on air transport indicates a weakness
rather than a strength in the Territory's economy, for
this mode of transport is not only unreliable (because
of the limitations imposed by weather conditions) and restrictive for bulky commodities, but also costly:
••• there is scarcely an important air line in the
world that has been able to operate without a State
subsidy, either direct or through mail contracts •••
it is a sobering reflection, in making comparison
between sea and air costs, to realise that an
5

Hasluck, "Australia in New Guinea", Part III, p.8.

- 212 aeroplane may produce only 1,800 Ib - mile per
horse-power, against 92,400 for a ship's eng ine •••• 6
Over-reliance on air transport sets rig id limits on
commercial agricultural activity, for only low-bulk highvalue products such as coffee can stand the cost of transport, while the air freighting of root s and fruits, wh ich
are not only bulky and perishable but also wasteful of
space in storage, is uneconomical .

This naturally makes

the airborne cargo selective, and impedes the diversification of food resources and re g ional differentiation.

In

fact, air transport cannot be a completely satisfactory
substitute for road transport, the distributive ability,
economy of power and flexibility of operation and organization of which it does not possess.
At present, the Territory's road mileage (one mile of
road for every 38 sq. miles of land) is hopelessly inadequate both quantitatively and qualitatively (see Plates XV
to XVTI), and the need for more roads is obvious .

However ,

road construction has gone ahead at quite an encourag ing
rate since the war, as is shown by Appendix II, which includes figures both for the major road works undertaken
by the Administration and for local roads built by the people.

6

M. R. Bonavia, The Economics of Transport, The Cambridge

~ conomic Handbook (London, 1949 ), p . 29 .
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million on major road works, which included the construction of the Markham bridge and of the all-weather roads
designed chiefly to serve the timber industry at Bulolo
and in the Brown River area.

The employment of the native

people in road-building is an old practice in the Territory.
Formerly, it was compulsory for the villagers to build
access roads in their section and maintain them, but now,
in the hope of economic improvement, the people are voluntarily building local earth-roads which can be gradually improved.
Although there is very little urban transport in the
Territory, there has grown up in the towns a class of truck
owners and drivers, and on 31 December 1956, of 9,887
driving licences, 2,595 were held by native drivers.

7

Transport can, of course, create its own difficulties.
The three areas in the Territory which are well served
by roads are Port Moresby, the Gazelle Peninsula and the
coastal plains of northern New Ireland, and it is precisely
in these areas that land-hunger, both European and Native,
is becoming acut e; it would be tragic if this same pattern
were allowed to develop in the Highlands.

7

Moreover, in

Figures obtained from Mr Lancaster, St a tistician, Port
Moresby.

214 several areas pe ople are building roads, firmly hoping
that such a step alone will bring all the economic progress they want , and if their hopes are not realized , they
are likely to l ose confidence in the Administration.

Finally,

the development of transport, by providing easy access to
the urban centres, can easily produce slums in the towns a process which has already started at Port Moresby and
Rabaul.

All these dangers should be watched, for all of

them can be avoided if the appropriate measures are taken .
LAND

There would appear at first sight to be no dearth of
land in Australian New Guinea; in fact, with more than
183 , 000 sq. miles of land, over wh ich the average density
of population is only 9 persons to a sq. mile, the country
is often considered as under-populated.

Th is, however, is

a misconception, for high mountains, rugged topography and
extensive swamps make most of the land uninhabitable, and
even if all the cultivable areas, estimated officially at
8

no more than 15 per cent of the total area,

were avail-

able, the pressure of population on agricultural land would
be 65 persons per sq . mile.
8

R. W. Robson Handbook of Papua and New Guinea, 1954
(Sydney, 1954~, p . 257 .
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almost wholly dependent on a subsistence agriculture based
on bush-fallow rotation, need far more land than, for
example, is needed by peasant communities depending on
sedentary agriculture in South-east Asia (see Ch .VI, p. 183).
In addition to garden lands, they requ ire large hunting
grounds and forest lands for a number of minor forest products .

The few land use surveys and agricultural censuses

which have been conducted invariably reveal the relatively
large land requirement of the native communities, a requirement which, moreover, is far from static.

The need

for more land is becoming greater, firstly because the
population is increasing as a result of the cessation of
tribal warfare and the increased medical facilities, and
secondly because there is a growing interest in cash-cropping.
It is in this context that the Territory's land problem
should be viewed.
At an early stage, the Australian Administration had
in fact recognized the paramountcy of native interests in
the land, and the need to protect those interests.

Ever

since Erskine declared the Protectorate, the promise that
"your lands will be secured to you" has been scrupulously
respected.

Land has always been considered as owned by

the native people; it may be alienated only to the

- 216 Administration, and then only after the fulfilment of
certain conditions, one of them being an assurance from the
District Commissioner that the land which is going to be
alienated is surplus to the present and future needs of
the people concerned.

Any land of which t here are no

owners may be taken up as Crown land.
On the legal plane, the land policy has worked neatly
in Papua where the Admlllistration started with a clean
slate, but different problems have had to be faced in the
former Mandated Territory, for when the Australians took
it over in 1914, the German colonial administration had
already obtained owners hip of large tracts of land and
ass~ed

them to settlers in freehold.

Since 1914, how-

ever, an identical policy has been followed in both Papua
and New Guinea , and the only form of tenure under which
land is now given to settlers is leasehold.
The actual extent to which land alienation has taken
place in Papua and New Guinea is shown in Appendix III.
The total area of land alienated up to 1914 was about 2
million acres, to which, in the inter-war period another
500,000 acres were added; by mid-1957 the total had risen
to a little over 3 million acres, representing approximately

2i

per cent of the total area of the Territory .

Of the

alienated land, while about 2 million acres, or 65 per cent,

- 217 was held in 1957 by the Administration as vacant Crown
land, or was being used f or public purposes or reserves,
the remainder (about 1.2 million acres) had been assigned
to private occupiers under agricultural, pastoral, commercial or Miss ion leases.
In relation to the total area of the Territory (117.5
mill ion acres), the figures for land al ienat ion and leasehold-freehold appear to be very small, but they assume
their correct significance when uninhabitable land as well
as the Central Highlands, where land acquisitions are only
of a recent date, are excluded from the picture.

Reviewing

the land problem in the Mandated Territory in 1940 Stanner
remarked that
much of the best economic land had passed out of
native possession. The elements of a potentially
very serious land situation existed, since longterm leaseholds can be as complete a loss from the
native viewpoint as outright freehold, and uncultivated leasehold is not only dead economically
but may be a political incitement. In the main
copra areas, especially perhaps ew Britain , New
Ireland and Madang Coast, the pattern formed by
European and iss ion leasehold-freehold combinations
foreclosed large areas to occupation and development
by local natives who were short of land. It was
reported officially that missions on the mainland
'held eyery good inlet and harbour up to the Sepik
River ' .:1
9

W. E. H. Stanner, The South Seas in Transit ion (Sydney,
1953), p.33.
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And as regards Papua,
the European freehold and leasehold blocks are the
best economic land •••• Presumably more leasehold
would have been taken up had economic cond itions in
the past been more favourable . It seemed probable
••• that small l ocalized shortages would arise in
a few areas •••• Land held by the Crown was looked
on as a reserve buffer, though much was thought to
be unsuitable for economic use . 10
The position in both the Territories has not substantially changed since 1940, but it would be wrong to
assume that availability of land is a limiting factor in
Eur opean development.
In November 1953, the Papua- New Guinea Legislative
Council was told that more than one million acres, mostly
located in Papua, had been offered for settlement , but no
11
applications had been received,
and at present there
are, in the combined Territories , about 2 million acres of
Crown land available for European settlement .

The fact

is that the Eur opean demand is directed mainly towards
coffee lands, while of the 993,000 acres o!"fered in Papua,
65 per cent was in the Central District and consist ed
largely of the f orested country in the Brown River area and
the foothill country east of the Mekeo, which is prob ably
10
Ibid .
11
"A Mill ion Acres of Land on Offer" , Pacific Islands
Monthly, Vol . XXIV , No . 5, December 1953, p . 49 .

219 suitable for livestock; 15 per cent was in the Northern
District, comprising 93,000 acres in the Yodda Valley,
a forested, relatively inaccessible country which is
suitable for rubber and Robusta coffee; and the remaining
61,000 acres which were available in the Sangara and
Wanigela areas consisted of fertile land of young volcanic
soil.
In the Trust Territory, . at the same date, wh ile there
were extensive areas in the lower Sepik and lower Markham
covered by timber permits and wh ile 50,000 acres of very
mountainous land in the Morobe District had been proclaimed
under t he Mining Ordinance, a fair amount of agricultural
and pastoral land was available in the Central Hi ghlands
and the Markham and Gogol Valleys.

It should be pOinted

out, however, that gross figures of the actual or potential
availability of land can be quite misleading for they do
not take into account important factors such as the contiguity of land, accessibility, present vegetation cover,
nature of soil and climate, and labour supply.
Since the Administration is wedded to a policy of acquiring land by consent of the native owners, problems of
native land tenure are of special importance, and a Native
Lands Commission is compiling a register of titles by
making elaborate enquiries in the villages.

This is

-

2~0

-

necessarily a laborious and slow process, so that up to
30 June 1957, the area brought under titles was only
260,000 acres confined to the Port Moresby and Rabaul
areas, where there is considerable demand for land, and
to the Oriomo and Kikori areas, where there are possibilities of striking oil.
The traditional system of native land ownership is a
complicated matter and greatly varies throughout the Territory.

Normally, land belongs to the kinship group and

rights of ownership in land use, which cannot be purchased
or sold, are acquired by birth into a landholding group.
The system of inheritance may be matrilineal or patrilineal
varying in detail from community to community.
Certain lands, generally used for hunting purposes,
are owned in common by the sub-clan and rights in them are
acquired at the time of birth, acquisition of such rights
not being dependent on the death of a previous owner.
The difficulty experienced in demarcating tribal
boundaries is a legacy of the past,

hen neighbouring

groups lived in a state of warfare separated by a no-man's
land which continually changed according to the relative
strength of the tribe.

It is obvious that under Pax Austral-

iana the economic value of the no-man's
increasing.

and is rapidly

Native claims to these lands, which may be
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vague, are nevertheless always strongly put forward.
The system of native lan

12

ownership is such, then,

that not only does it make acquis i tion of land for settlement difficult, but also it creates special problems in
respect of native economic development.
may be given to illustrate this.

A few examples

In the Central Highlands

there is a considerable European demand for land but here,
according to Read , native land rights present "the most
vexatious of problems", only "no-man's land

here the claims

are most shadowy" are available for sale , and finally , the
people want only one European living near them, and even
him just for his "market potential".

13

Examples of the ways in which the native land tenure
system produces a clash between traditiona

loyalty towards

the lineage and obligations towards the individual family
are found in areas where the indigenous people have taken
to cash-cropping , for crops such as cocoa and coffee, being
12
It It
is interest ing to record the growing bel ief by
responsible Administration Officers that there is virtually
little unclaimed native land •••• Enquiries when pushed to
the full invariably discover owners or claimants in ownership in even the most barren, deso ate and useless land. It Preliminary notes on the Annual Re port of the Territory
of New GUinea 1956-?7. (Department of the Administrator,
Port Moresby. j

13

K.E. Read , "Land in the Central Highlands II , South
PaCific, Vol.VI, No .7, October 1952, pp.440-49.
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perennials , need a more permanent basis of land settlement
than the present system of usufructory rights.

The problem

of inheritance has already come to the fore in the Gazelle
Peninsula and has been discussed inconclusively several
times by Village Councils .

There seems to be no cohesive

opinion amongst the native communities on this subject,
but it is apparent that in course of time the native system
of landholding will have to be adjusted so that the enterprising individual may find the land he needs and feel a
greater security of tenure .
Furthermore , the present system of native land ownership will have to undergo considerable change s wherever resettlement of native populations becomes desirable or
necessary .

Some of the communities are in desperate need

of resettlement .

There are, for example , the Chimbu

people , who number about 150,000 and inhabit a few hundred
square miles of very mountainous country, with the result
that in places the density of population is over 300
persons per sq . mile and gardens are located on slopes of
over 4gq

These people can be resettled on the flo ors of

the Wahgi Valley provided that the swamps are reclaimed
and malaria is controlled .

Such a shift , even though it

is only a problem of bringing the people from the hill
ridges to the valley floor, is going to be a g i gantic

1

,
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Similar local shifts will be necessary in the

southern foothills of the Prince Alexander and Torricelli
Mountains and in several other valleys of the Central Highlands .
In certain places the transfer of population will be
necessary on a regional scale .

There is, for example,

little opportunity of cash cropping for the swamp dwellers
of the Sepik or Fly region , and they will have to be resettled in more favourable areas if they are to attain a
higher standard of l i ving.
may be c ome necessary if

~t

Similar laree-scale shifts
is considered desirable to place

the sources of labour nearer to the site of industries
and plantations .

It seems obvious, therefore , that sooner

or later there must be a radical change in the present
system of native land ownership .

LABOUR
When the first European plantations were established
in New Guinea , the indigenous people, supporting themselves
by subsistence agriculture , felt no economic compulSion
to work as wage - labourers .

To obtain a labour supply ,

therefore , it was necessary either to import the labour
force or to compel the villagers to work .

Later, when the

people were drawn into a cash economy , it became desirable

- 224 and even inevitable that a system of casual labour should
be introduced .
The labour question has always
blems in the Territor y .

pres~nted

certain pro-

Although the Germans imported some

coloured labour in the early days, Australia
do the same because of her immigration policy .

could not
As the

use of compulsion was also repugnant to the Australian
method of administration, the indenture system became the
basis of the labour supply and remained so until after the
Second World War .

The labour laws were effected by Or-

dinance I of 1907, one of the provisions of which was that
the term of contract should not exceed three years, but
could, if the labourer so desired, be extended by another
,.

year on the completion of the original term.
Even the indenture system involved certain difficulties;
firstly there was the problem of supervising the recruiting and ensuring the welfare of individual labourers, and
in this respect the Administration, through its protective
legislations and their enforcement, succeeded at least in
prevent ing the gross abuses of the earl ier period (see Ch .
pp .

27 ffJ; secondly there was the problem of culture

contact , which while it was beneficial for the infus ion of
new ideas and new values in the native society, was also
dangerous in that it often led to the diSintegration of the

I,

.,"
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to the new values and ideas ; thirdly , penal sanctions,
which form the basis of the indenture system , wer e an obj ectionable fea t ure and presented a problem of which the
Administration was al ways conscious.

Even as far back as

1921 , Sir Hubert Murray is reported to have said that
s l avery is a thing of t he past , but it has left
behind it a rat her near relat ive in the system
of indentured labour •••• Unfortunately , indentured
labour is for the time being a necessity in some
places - e . g . in ew Guinea - but it is not an
institution which anyone who knows anything ab out
it would care to perpetuate . 14
Moreover, it was recognized that the withdrawal of too
many able-bodied adult males from a village represented a
threat to the village ' s economic and social life .

In 1910

an attempt was made to define an upper limit of recruit ment, 10 per cent of the total population, or 40 per cent
of the ab l e - bodied males being suggested as the ceiling ,
while at the government ' s discretion, any local i ty could
be closed to recruiting .
By 1940 the number of indentured labourers in the
Territory had risen to about 50 ,000 and the indenture
14

J . H. P . Murray , "Anthropology and the Government of
Nat ive Races ", Proceedings of the Hobart eeting of the
Australasian Association of the Advancement of Science ,
1921 .
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system had become the chief basis of labour supply.

Al-

though the level of wages, the ration scale and the working hours left much to be deSired, the well-policed protective legislation had accomplished a go od deal.

In fact,

both labourers and employers showed a preference for indentured rather than for casual labour, with the exception
of course of those labourers who, because of nearness to
an urban centre, could find other and more remunerative
means of employment.
On the whole, the labour supply in the Territory has
never been very abundant, and if at times it has not
appeared to be an acute problem, it was mainly because
economic development, both Native and European , was small.
In the Trust Territory , both under the German Administration and under the Australian Mandate , taxes were imposed
on the indigenous people with the intention of subjecting
the potential labourers to an indirect pressure.
in Papua the

Similarly

ative Taxes Ordinance of 1918 was "instru-

mental in sending many natives to work ••• who would not have
left their villages but for the levy •••• "

15

In the latter

Territory , however, taxes were primarily intended to raise
revenue for native economic development rather than to

15
Annual Report of the Territory of Papua, 1918-19.
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create a flow of labour and although the Administration
desired to see European development, it did not hold itself responsible for the provision and expansion of the
labour supply.
The military administration during the war required a
large volume of native labour.

Where sufficient labour

could not be recruited on a voluntary basis, compulsion
became necessary, and even the rule.

The maximum contract

period for war-time labourers was three years but it could
be compulsorily extended to any length of time.

The dis-

astrous effect of war-time recruitment upon many villages
in the Territory can never be fully known .
After the war, the Labour Government in Australia
announced a "new deal lt for the Territory , which included
the decision, carried through by the succeeding Liberal
Government , to do away with the indenture system by 1950 .
By the Native Labour Ordinance 1950-53, the indenture
system was replaced by a new "Agreement" system which more
effectively protected the interests of native labourers
and allowed a greate r freedom in the employment of casual
labour.
The major provisions of the new Ordinance are that
labourers may be employed under contract for any period
up to two years with freedom to renew the contract for a

- 228 further period of one year, or they may be employed casually;
that all such labourers must receive as a minimum 15 sh .
per month (20 sh . in case of those employed by the Administration) , and certain hOUSing, accommodation and care .
They may not work more than 44 hours per week (Monday to
Saturday) without being paid for overtime.

They must re-

ceive prescribed issues of food rations, clothing and
other articles .

Labourers are to be provided with free

sustenance and transport from place of engagement to place
of employment and similar facilities should be provided
for the wife and children of the employee if they are to
accompany or join him at his place of employment.
It is estimated that the minimum cost of employing one
unskilled labourer is £100 per annum, but this cost is

,3
f

considerably less if the labourer is employed clo se to his
own village, or if the planter uses for rations plantationgrown produce instead of imported foodstuffs .

The cost of

employing a local labourer near Kainantu (Eastern Highlands), for example, is only about £65- 75 per annum .
The problem of the availability of labour still exists
today; the factors which govern the labour supply remain
the same and include, on the one hand, the density and
distribution of population, the system of native land use
and land tenure, the maximum labour force which the villages

- 229 can spare, and the expansion of the general and native
e c onomic activities, and on the other hand, government
policy re garding areas open to recruitment , the minimum
age for employment , terms of engagement , conditions of work,
and the wage level .
As a whole , New Guinea is sparsely populated, its few
areas of dense population being confined either to coastal
pockets or to intermontane valleys .

In the early days

when the labour resources of the Hi ghlands were inaccessible,
the employers (mainly planta tion owners) could meet their
requirements from the coastal areas, but these are now a
poor field for recruitment since the people have become,
as the present

inister for Territories has said, IIsophis-

ticated lt and "shrewd" in so far as they realize that i f
they can manufacture copra or grow cocoa for someone else,
16
they can do it for themselves .
Consequently, very f ew
of them are now prepared to sign a contract and, if they
can find a more attractive occupation, they naturally pref er
it even to casual labour .

Today the Central Hi ghlands

provide the bulk of the supply of contract labour, 7,000 to
8,000 labourers being drawn from this region every year

P . Hasluck , Australian P olic in Pa ua and New Guinea,
The George Judah Cohen Memorial Lecture Mimeograph,
University of Sydney , 1956 ) , p . 18 .
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to fulfil the need of the coastal areas and the outlying
islands.

Even this source is not unlimited, however, and

although there are a few places in the Highlands which
have yet to be opened to recrUiting, it is obvious that
with the gradual "sophistication" of the people it will
become more and more difficult to obtain contract -labour
and that the only dependable sources will be limited to
the densely populated pockets such as the Wahgi , the Chimbu
and the Kukukuku country.

The supply of casual labour,

however , is likely to increase everywhere, as has happened
in the Eastern Highlands District .

The effect of the prevailing system of native land
use and land tenure has

~ready

been mentioned.

With the

exception of some areas, sui"t'icient land is available in
the Territory for subsistence economic activities; in
ot her words, there is no landless agricultural proletariat
to serve as a labour reserve.

Subsistence economic ac-

tivities as well as the security of land tenure provided
by the social group to which a person belongs , make it hard
to find people willing to work for wages, and the willingness of the Highlanders to offer their services is as
much due to their curiOSity to see the outside world as
to their desire to earn cash.

- 231 The potential labour force availab e in the Territory
17
may be at a liberal estimate 100,000,
which is, as
mentioned above, very unequally distributed amongst different regions.

In every village there is a definite limit

beyond which labour cannot be recruited without producing
an adverse effect on the economic and social life, especially as the wages are not high enough to compensate f or the
absence of working hands from the village .

Although the Ad-

ministration has not laid down any specific limits for recruiting, the potential labour force shown in the Village
Books is generally calculated on the basis of 10 per cent of
the total population, and the Distr ict Commissioners keep
an eye on the effect of recruiting upon the villages, closing
an area as soon as adverse symptoms are d iscovered.

It is

not a foolproof system, however, and in spite of this
18
vigilance, things sometimes get out of hand .
A new factor which is gradually limiting the availability of labour is the rapid increase in the number of
17

The 1947 Economic De velopment Committee estimated that
if the Australian need for cocoa and coffee alone were
to be obtained from New Guinea, a labour forc e of 116,000
will be needed to produce these commodities.
18
The Oriomo CoS. D. (Western Distr ict), for example, was
recently reported to have been over-recruited, mainly as
a result of oil exploration activities . - Patrol Report ,
Oriomo C. S. D. 32-1-4D, dated 29 October 1956.

~

'.
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employers; the plantation-owners, who used to be almost the
sole employers, now have to compete f or l abour with the
expanding Administration, the oil companies, and the growing indigenous enterprises.

(The progressive increase in

labour demand by private employers and the Administration
is shown in Appendix

I~)

The only answer to the problem

of the acute shortage of' labour is mechanization, and it
is this realization which has made the Commonwealth Government decide that the Bulolo Plywood Factory should be
highly mechanized, and that experiments should be conducted
in the mechanization even of native agriculture.
Government pol icy since the war h as not been in favour
of the employers.

The abolition of the indenture system

was a direct blow; the reduction in the stipulated term
of employment has increased the labour turn-over (see p.

),

and consequently the costs; and perhaps it has also affected
the effic iency of the working hands.

Moreover, the in-

crease in the wage level, the reduct ion in the hours of
work, and the provision of an improved ration scale, have
all meant a better deal f or the labourers, but even a
short visit to a labour-compound or shanty town is enough
to convince one that the deal is not square yet.

Appendix I
VALUE OF TOTAL TRADE BY PORTS FOR 1955-56

Port
Port Moresby

Imports

Exports

Total

£

£

£

8,243,218

2,278,411

732,61 6

1 ,086,124

1

Rabaul

h,211 ,908

5,326,648

9,538,556

Lae

3,438,215

1 ,574,962

6,013,177

Madang

1 ,947,182

1 ,063,673

3,010,855

Kavieng

407,506

750,671

1 ,1 58,177

Lorengau

121 ,708

1 60,350

282,058

Wewak

153,510

9,319

162,829

19,255,863

13,250,158

32,506,021

Samara!

T

0

tal

1.0,521 ,629

Source: Overseas Trade, part II, Bulletin No.1
(Territory of papua and New Guinea),
Table 7, p.154.
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,818,740

Appendix II
PROGRESS OF ROAD MILEAGE

Terri tory
papua

1 938-39
Heavy and
Light
Medium

26

New Guinea

240

Tot a 1

266

N.B.

Total

141

807
708

1 91J.8-49
1 956-57
Heavy
and
Light
Total
Heavy
and
Li ght
__~M~e~d~i~u_m______________________M~ed~i~____

T
tl
0 a

660

143

803

589

1005

1594

1301

659

1960

1247

2707

3954

1836

3712

5548

802

974

The low figures for heavy and medium roads in 1956-57 are due to a more stringent classification.

Source: P. Haaluck, "Australia in New Guinea: Present Tasks and Policies" (Canberra, 1958),
Mimeograph, part III, p.7.
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Appendix III
ALIENATION

OF

Up to 30 June, 1939

Up to 1914
PAPUA
(Acres)

NEW GUINEA
(Acres)

LAND

TOTAL
(Acres)

PAPUA
(Acres)

NEW GUINEA
(Acres)

1769705

894096

1183967

Up to 30 June, 1957

TOTAL
(Acres)

PAPUA
(Acres)

NEW GUINEA
(Acres)

2663801

1838688

1383724

3222412

835087

2019054

1250380

1324715

2575095

TOTAL
(Acres)

TOTAL ALIENATED

14 62383

Acquired by consent of native
owners

882651

Acquired by compulsory acquisition from
native owners

Nil

"

Nil

19961

19961

480

19961

20441

Declared waste
and vacant

579727

tt

585738

39048

624786

587828

39048

626876

1208419

tt

1498526

223306

1721832

1508599

561450

2070049

253964

tt

271179

670790

941969

330089

822274

1152363

Freehold

23085

"

24 280

521078

545358

24280

518490

542770

Leasehold

230879

tt

246899

149712

396611 .

305809

303784

609593

Used for public
purposes (including native
reserves) and
Crown Land

499751

Not available

1962134

LAND ASSIGNED '10

NON-NATIVE
OCCUPIERS

Source: P. Hasluck, Ibid., p.39
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Appendix IV
NATIVE

LABOUR

(Excludi ng Defence and Police Forces)

1 ~.2§'=.2~

Papua
Private indentured
(Agreement after
1950)
Private non-indentured (Casual
after 1950)
Administration
Employees
GRAND

TOTAL

Source:

New Guinea

Not available

19~8-~2

Total

papua

Not av- 4,916
ailable

New Guinea

Total

Papua

10,677

15,593

11,300

1256:57
New Guinea

Total

21 ,401

32,701

)

(39,485
)

"
tt

9,83 6

2,190
41 ,675

tt

4,157

11 ,198

15,355

7,85 6

14,994

22,850

tf

4,192

8,344

12,53 6

4,532

9,043

13,575

13,265

11 ,219

43,484

23,688

45,438

69,126

51 ,511

Hasluck, Ibid., p.40.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE ECONOMIC INTRUSION (CONTINUED)
==================================

CASH CROPS
COCONUTS
The coconut palm, one ' of the most useful and versatile
trees of the tropics, provides a major subsistence crop
in many areas of the Territory, and its importance in the

food economy of these areas is such that, in the words
of Pieris, man's dependence on coconuts is a lib iological
necessitylt •

1

Moreover, coconuts have always been the

basis of both the indigenous and non-indigenous commercial
economy of the Territory and have always ranked high as
an export commodity.

Even today, in spite of the diver-

sification of the commercial economy that is taking place,
coconut products, including copra, coconut oil, oil cake
and meal, account for more than half of the Territory 's
total value of exports and for one-third of its local
taxation revenue.
1
~~~~~~~~~__~~~~~__~~_B_ul~l_e_t
__in_,
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Industry",
Vol.IV, No .1,

."
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Conditions of Growth and Geographical Distribution
A hot, wet climate, with annual temperatures of

55-gO OF and a well distributed rainfall of 60-180 inches,
are best suited to the coconut palm.

Although with favour-

able soil and climatic conditions the plant can grow well
inland, it has a preference for coastal locations and is
tolerant of saline or calcareous conditions.

Proximity of

the sea provides the high atmospheric humidity needed by
the palm in the dry season, periods of prolonged drought
being decidedly unfavourable; for example, conditions in
the Moresby Dry Belt are only marginal for coconuts, so that
variations in the annual rainfall have a marked effect on
the yield.

Although coconuts grow on a wide range of soilS,

but while they thrive best on deep alluvial soils or sandy
loams, the poorest results are obtained on heavy or shallow
and gravelly soils.

Good drainage is of great importance

and water-logged areas and localities with a high watertable prove unsuitable.
Within these limits, coconuts are found on all the
coastal areas of the mainland and the large islands, as
well as on almost every small island in the Territory particularly in the vicinity of good ports and anchorages.
Figures for the total area under native groves are not
available, but the area IIharvested" for n a tive commercial

- 239 production of copra is estimated to be 99,000 acres,

2

while

the area under non-indigenous coconut holdings is about
240,000 acres, of which about 217,000 acres are "harvested"
(Appendix I).

The greatest concentration of these plant-

ations is found in the coastal areas of the Gazelle Peninsula
and New Ireland, on the eastern coast of Bougainville, on
Manus and the south-eastern archipelagoes.

On the New

Guinea mainland, plantations are located chiefly in the
Madang section of Rai coast and on the south-eastern coast
of Papua, with concentrations near Samarai, Orangerie Bay,
Abau, Redscar Bay and Kerema (Map 11).

Plantation coconut

acreages are shown according to Districts in Appendix II;
an interesting feature of this distribution is that while
the greater part of the plantation acreage in Papua is on
the New Guinea mainland, more than 80 per cent of that in
the Trust Territory is on the off-lying islands.
History of Coconut Cultivation in the Territo!X
Although there is difference of opinion as to the
original home of the coconut palm and whether it predates
the arrival of the earlier immigrants into the islands of
the Pacific, it certainly was a well established plant in

2
The coconut palm reaches full maturity at the age of
9-10 years and its economic productive age is about 60
years.
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these parts long before Europeans entered the scene.

Trade

in native-made copra began soon after their arrival, and
by the middle of the 19th century was flourishing in many
islands .

New Guinea was, at that time, little known, and

the hostility of its people was not conducive to a prosperous trade, with the result that Europ e an interest here
was awakened only towards the end of the century when
German and British trading stations were establ ished in the
Bismarck Archipelago and on the New Guinea mainland (see
Ch.

I

, p. 39).

As things went, the development of coconut

industry in the Trust Territory assumed a pace different
from that in Papua.
The Trust Territory
The first German coconut plantation was laid out in
1883 at Ralun on Blanche Bay, but in course of time a
number of other areas were planted by the German Administration as well as by private planters.

All the parties re-

cognized the importance of introducing good quality seeds
includ ing local strains such as "Vi tun, and high yield ing
3
nuts imported from Samoa and New Caledonia.
The plantations were located mainly in the Gazelle Peninsula, as well

3

R. E .P. Dwyer, "Coconut Improvement by Seed Selection and
Plant reeding", New Guinea Agricultural Gazette, Vol. IV,
No.3, July 1938, p.44.

- 241 as in parts of New Ireland, Boug ainville, Karkar and Vitu
Islands and Madang area, and the total acreage under coconuts rose from less than 2,000 in 1895 to 51,510 in 1911
and again to 76,845 in 1914.

This development, as compared

with the later expansion was slow, partly because of lack
of transport and the difficulty of clear ing land, and partly
because in the early days the Germans were experimenting
with several other crops besides coconuts.
During the First World War a phenomenal expansion of
coconut acreage took place after the German Territory of
New Guinea had been taken over by Australia.

The German

planters were allowed to remain on their plantations, and
since the large profits made by them during the war could
not be remitted to Germany, they were reinvested in the
industry.

Extensive new areas were planted, often hurriedly

and badly and without re gard to suitability of land or
quality of seed, because the planters had hoped that when
their properties were taken over by the Australian Government they would receive compensation at a flat rate for t he
number of palms both old and young.

4

At any rate, copra

prices during and after the First World War were attractive

4

R. E .P. Dwyer, "A Survey of the Coconut Industry in the
Mandated Territory of New Guinea", New Guinea Agricultural
Gazette, Vol.II, No.2, October 1936, p.6.
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total planted area in the Trust Territory rose steeply
from 76,865 acres in 1914 to nearly 170,000 acres in 1921-22.
In May 1921, the military administration came to an
end, and German nationals were expropriated and repatriated.
Their properties, whose capitalized value was about £3 million,
were taken over by the Expropriation Board which made com5
pensatory payments to the German Government, and, in
1926-27, sold out by tender 183 properties, 92.5 per cent
of them on special terms to returned soldiers.

Generally,

tenders were based on a copra price of £21/5/- per ton, and
valuations were at the rate of £1,000 per ton copra to be
produced on the plantation each month .

The annual instal-

ments of principal and interest payable to the Board were
fixed at £80 per £1,000 of the purchase price.

As was dis-

dovered during the economic depression of the early t h irties,
the estimated value of plant ations was too high, making t he
return on capital too low, with the result that although a
moratorium operated regarding payment to the Board, many
properties were still encumbered at the outbreak of the
Second World War.

Moreover, the prolonged depression of

5 The payments were paid in gold but the German Government
reimbursed to the planters in its own inflated currency.

- 243 the copra market had cut the ground from under the feet of
many planters, so that by 1940 more than half of their
properties had been sold to big companies.
Although copra prices remained low during the period

1921-40, hitting the lowest levels during the 1929-34
economic depression, the coconut plantation area in the
Mandated Territory rose from 171,526 acres in 1925 to 221,3,8
acres in 1935 and again to 264,747 acres in 1940 - exports
of copra during these years being about 35,000 tons,

58,000 tons and 73,000 tons respectively.

However, the

relative value of copra in the total export declined rapidly owing to an increase in gold production.

Graph A shows

a striking closeness in the curve of copra export to the
inverse curve of gold export, the latter exceeding the
former in percentage value by 1932-33, and maintaining its
superior position until the Second World War .
Papua
The history of coconut plantations in Papua is different from that of the Trust Territory; although the former
remained unaffected by the circumstances of international
relations which gripped the latter, its agricultural development was tardy.

An attempt was made about

1895 to

establish government plantations; small areas at Rigo and
Daugo Island in the central District, and at Samarai and
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coconuts.

Later, 1,000 acres were established at Baibara

(Orangerie Bay) , when the Commonwealth Government, in 1910,
granted for five years an interest-free loan of £5,000
annually for the establishment of Government plantations.
Up to the First World War, however, the copra production,
obtained mainly from native groves, was small and in spite
of buoyant prices remained so during the years following
the First World War .

Coconut acreage, however, increased

slowly but steadily, so that by 1925 there were 50,500
acres of European plantations and, in addition, a few
thousand acres of native plantations established under the
Native Plantation Ordinance of 1918.

Unfortunately, owing

to the low copra prices which prevailed from the early
thirties until the Second World War, the coconut industry
did not make any progress; in fact the plantation area had
shrunk from over 50,000 acres in 1925 to less than 45,000
acres in 1939.
Just before the Second World War , the Territories of
Papua and New Guinea contained more than 650 coconut
plantations, covering an area of about 278,000 acres, and
the total copra export from them, together with that from
. native groves, had reached about 86,000 tons.

During the

war, these plantations suffered extensive damage, and while

- 245 the losses were greatest in the areas occupied by the
Japanese, most other plantations suffered from neglect.
Perhaps one-third of the total number of palms on the
plantations were completely lost, the destruction being
proportion~tely

greater in younger palms.

After the war

most of the damaged plantations were rehabilitated, mainly
under the stimulus of high prices.

The Territory's copra

export, which had dropped to 9,220 tons in 1946-47, has
steadily risen since then, reaching its pre-war level in
1955-56 and exceeding it in the following year when
96,441 tons of coconut products, valued at £7,089,615,
were exported.
Native and European Copra Production
A significant feature of the post-war copra industry
is that while the indigenous people, assisted by the Agricultural Extension officers, have been rapidly increasing
their plantings, European plantations, although they have
recovered from the effects of war, are not expanding on
any significant scale.

The present native copra output

is about 22-23,000 tons annually (or nearly 20 per cent
of the total output), increasing year by year, and bound
to increase very substantially as new plantings reach
6

maturity.

On the other hand, European plantations are old

6 In the world as a whole, commercial copra production is
largely in the hands of small-holders ;' it is est imated
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and gradually passing their productive age (see Appendix

III); only 5.38 per cent of their total acreage is under
young palms which have yet to come to bearing, while 75.81
per cent belong to the age group of ~ess than 40 years and

18.81 per cent are 40 years or over in age.
The static acreage of these plantations is due to the
fact that the coconut is a slow-maturing crop, and the
planters, uncertain of the future prices of copra, are
tempted to grow other crops which may bring quicker, and
perhaps greater, returns.

We might consider here, three

main problems - land, labour and capital - as related to
the future of the coconut plantation industry.
First is the problem of the availability of suitable
land.

The comparatively large expanse of coast line in-

dicates coconuts as the main plantation crop in the Territory, but only a small portion of the available sea-board
is used for this purpose.

Although some of this coastal

land may not be suitable for coconuts, the greater part of
over one million acres of Administrat10n land, which in
December 1953 was offered for lease is "coconut land".

6 (continued)

The

that large estates do not account for more than 10 per cent
of the world supply. The increasing native share in the
Territory's copra production is therefore in keeping with
the world pattern.
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demand is concentrated on land which is suitable for quick7
maturing crops.
It is not the shortage of suitable land, therefore,
whi~h

is a limiting factor in the extension of coconut

plantations.

But the same cannot be said about labour,

which has to be recruited from the Highlands and is relatively expensive, forcing the plantations to economize on
labour, especially in such tasks as clearing the forest
and grass-cutting and weeding, by the use of machinery.
The future of the copra plantation industry will obviously depend on the amount of capital it can attract.
The present cost of establishing a plantation of 600 acres
8

is estimated to be £35,000 or more,

which as compared

with the cost of the thirties (c.£12,000 for the same
acreage), is reasonable and quite in keeping with the

in-

9
creased copra prices and the general inflationary movement.

7 J. Andrews, "Commercial Agriculture and the Papua-New
Guinea Economy", The Australian Geographer, Vol. VI, No.5,
March 1956, p.23.
8

Commonwealth of Australia, Dept of Territories, Coconut
Industry in Papua and New Guinea, Pamphlet No.21, p.6.

9 During the inter-war years copra prices had fluctuated

roughly between £5 and £20 per ton f.o.b. Rabaul (£4/11 per
ton in 1933-34; a maximum of £16/2/4 per ton in 1936-37
and £8/-/- per ton in 1939-40). The copra market in
post-war years has improved steadily, so that in 1955 the
price per ton f.o.b. Territory ports was £81/5/-.
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copra has now to compete with other more remunerative
crops such as c offee and c ocoa.
In add i tion to the ab ove ment ioned problems which are

more specifically related to the European plantations,
there are a number of others common to both native and
European cultivation of coconuts and production of copra.
To begin with, there is the problem of maintaining
the plantations or native groves.

Generally, while the

plantations are well laid out and well looked after, the
native groves show little regard for spacing or cultivation
hygiene.

The kunai grass which is the Territory's most

common weed must be checked either by slashing it, by
grazing cattle on it (as is the practice on many plantations),
or by growing leguminous cover crops to prevent it from
taking root.

Another aspect of coconut cultivation in the

Territory involves the control of insect pests, the most
serious of which is the Long-horned tree-hopper (Sexava
spp.) which feeds on the palm fronds.

Others include the

beetle (Promecotheca spp . ) whose larvae burrow into the
frond of the nipa palms along the sea-frontage, in which it
finds an ideal breeding ground; the Elephant beetle and
the Rhinoceros beetle which attack the upper end of the
stem of the palm, the latter being particularly harmful;
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war, which had become a great menace to the growth of young
palms, but has now been brought under control.

Investiga-

tions regarding the control of all these pests are being
undertaken and it is reported that , on the whole, the incidence of the coconut pests and diseases in the Territory
is not particularly high.
In regard to the optimum use of coconut areas, it
has been found that the interplanting of cocoa trees in
established plantations is a successful form of double
cropping in those areas where soil and climate are suitable
to cocoa.

The shade formed by the coconut fronds is ge-

nerally sufficient for cocoa and the two crops are quite
compatible (see p. 275).
The question of suitable planting material and average
yield is quite important.

Although there are about thirty

varieties of coconuts in existence, it is not certain as to
how many of these occur in the Territory .

Notable varieties

which are popularly distinguished include the King coconut,
the Dwarf palm, the Miniature palm, the Drinking type and
10
the characteristic tall palm.
From the commercial point
10

Rural Broadcast, "Coconut Seed Selection and Selection
of Land for Planting", :Papua- New Guinea Agricultural
Gazette, Vol. I X, No .1, July 1954, p.38.
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At present, an improved

variety, namely 't Baibara", developed and supplied by the
Government Plantation at Baibara, is being most extensively
used by growers.

It is considered that about 5,000 nuts of

average size are required to produce one ton of copra, this
being in conformity with the frequently quoted average yield
of 8 cwt. per acre.

Actually, the average yield in the

Territory has always been slightly less than thiS, in the
11
post-war years being as low as 6 cwt. per acre.
In some countries such as Ceylon, coconuts are picked
from the trees by cutting the bunch stalks with the help of
curved knives attached to long poles, but the practice in
the Territory is that the ripe nuts are allowed to fall
naturally and are collected at regular or irregular intervalse

As there is no marked seasonal variation in nut-fall,

gathering goes on throughout the year.

However, a delay

in collecting nuts involves the danger that the nuts might

germinate, resulting in a considerable loss in weight and
in a contamination of the kernel with free oil.

11

F . O. Grogan and A.J. Bennett , '''Copra in Papua and New
Guinea" ,
arterl Re view of A ricul tural conomics
(Canberra, Vol.I , No .4, October 1951, p.151.
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Husking the nut is the first step in process ing.

An

average plantation-hand in Ceylon can husk a heap of coconuts at the rate of 2,500 nuts in an eight-hour day, but
the average daily rate in the Territ ory does not exceed
1,000 if the nuts are collected for the husker, and 500 if

he has to collect them himself.

This difference in output

is partly due to the better designed husking implement used
12

in Ceylon.
For the manufacturing of copra, the nuts are split in
half and the kernel dried, either in the sun, or by smoke
or by hot air in one of the several types of copra dryers.
The Standard Ceylon Dryer was recommended by Pieris as the
best,

13

but the Department of Agriculture advises the

growers to discuss the matter with the local Agricultural
Extension Officer.
The poor quality of copra, particularly that which is
native-produced, is an important problem in many parts of
the Territory .

Under Territory Legislation, which was

brought into effect in 1955, there has been introduced a
compulsory system of visual and tactile inspection conducted
by experienced men, so that before being shipped the product
12

13

Pieris,

Ope

Ib id., p. 36.

cit., p.4.
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Dried, Fair Merchantable Sun Dried, and Smoke Dried.

Any

copra not up to the standard of Smoke Dried, the lowest
grade, is rejected.

Generally 55 per cent of the Territory's

copra is Hot Air Dried, 10 per cent is Sun Dried and 35 per
14
cent is Smoke Dried.
Copra being a bulky commodity, the cost of transport
is a significant factor in the to t al cost of its production.
The Territory has only a few shipping centres for oceangoing vessels, and it is to these centres that all copra
must be brought by canoe, launch or copra-boat.

Thus, all

copra from Papua is collected at Port Moresby or Samarai,
while most of that from the Trust Territory is cleared at
Rabaul, Kavieng , Madang, Sohano or Lae.

The freighting of

copra to these centres involves not only 'tback-breaking
labour and incredible hazards", but also, under the primitive conditions of l oading and transport, the risk that
even the best dried and cleanest copra may be drenched by
rain or sea water and may become mouldy in the course of
15
its journey to the shipping centres.

14

South Pacific Commission, Copra Grading in the South
Pacific Territories, sPC Technical Paper, No.19 ( Noumea),
November 1951, p.5.
15
Pieris, Ope cit., p.26.
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Marketing
The copra production of the Territory is handled by
the Papua- New Guinea Copra Marketing Board , a corporate
body which , on 1 July 1952 , commenced operation as the
successor to the war-time organization, the Australia-New
Guinea Production Control Board.

The Marketing Board

purchases copra under a system of grades and ownership
markings, taking delivery ex-ship's slings where water transport is used and at Board's warehouses where copra is brought
by road.

Payments are made twice a month at prices fixed

on a modified "pool" principle.
During the post-war period copra was marketed by the
Board under a nine-year contract between the United Kingdom
and the Commonwealth Governments.

The agreement, which

expired in December 1957, provided a great measure of price
stability, thus assisting the Territory's copra industry
considerably.

The Board, however, continues to be respons-

ible for handling the Territory's copra .

While Australia

provides a ready market for over 25 per cent of the production, a large portion of the 1958 output was to be
purchased by Unilever, and the balance was expected to be
absorbed by the local crushing mill at Rabaul.

The mill,

established in 1952, is the only one of its kind in the
Territory; it has been crushing about 18,000 tons of copra
annually and is planning to increase its intake.
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Copra Fund
Pre-war copra prices fluctuated widely and were depressed for long periods; advantage was therefore taken
of the post-war buoyant copra prices to collect a levy on
all copra exported from the Territory and to create a
Copra Stabilization Fund for the bene fit of the coconut
industry.

The Fund, which amounted to nearly £3 million

by early 1957, should provide considerable assistance to
copra growers during any period of low or depressed prices.

RUBBER
To the world's average output of rubber, which amoun t s
to 1,800,000 tons, Papua contributes only about 3,000 tons,
and yet to that Territory itself, this contribution is
quite important, f or rubber is its second largest industry ,
accounting for more than one-third of its total export.
In the past, whenever income f rom copra has declined, it
has been left to rubber to balance the loss and rescue
the financial situation.
Within the limits imposed by relief, climate, soil
and availability of labour, it appears that there must
exist in Australian New Guinea large areas suitable for
rubber production, but actually there are only about 28 ,000
acres of rubber (9 per cent of the total area under
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of Papua, whose soils, although relatively poor, are
adequate for rubber.

The main reason for the concentration

of rubber plantations in Papua, however, should be sought
in history rather than in geography.
History of Rubber Production in the Territory
In what is now the Trust Territory, sporadic attempts
to develop a rubber industry were made under the German
colonial administration, and Hevea brasiliensis and Ficus
elastica (Asian rubber) were enthusiastically planted both
by the government and by private companies.

Some large

expeditions, known as Gutta-percha and Caoutchouc (rubber)
Expeditions, were sponsored to discover local plants which
could be suitable for latex production.

Consequently,

Ficus spp. and certain indigenous vines were investigated
and several experimental stations were established, some
of them on a commercial scale.

The largest of these

plantations were located near Madang, Kokopo, Kieta, and
on the Vitu Islands, and by 1913 a total area of 5,824 acres
had been brought under rubber plantations.
Perhaps the greatest weakness of the German plantations
lay in the choice of species; Hevea, which is the main
source of rubber today, received less attention than did
the inferior varieties such as Ficus, Funtumia , Manihot
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That these species in no way compare with

Hevea can be illustrated by the fact that Ficus elastica
has a resin content of between 4 and 20 per cent, which
hardens the rubber in course of time and annuls its
elasticity.

In fact, only a few years ago planters in

New Guinea were advised by the Department of Agriculture
Itnot to look upon this species of rubber as a permanent
16
crop, but to replace it gradually with Para trees".
Up to 1921, the Territory of

ew Guinea used to export

rubber every year but in the following sixteen years exports
ceased altogether.

Although just before the Second World

War a small amount reappeared on the export list, the
Annual Reports since 1950 do not show rubber as an item
of export, and the total acreage under rubber in 1953-54
was reported to be a mere 414 acres.
The development of the rubber industry took a different
course in Papua.

Here, rubber exports between 1885 and

1908 were derived from indigenous rubber vines, particularly
from Ficus rigo lmown as "Makin in the local language of
the Rigo District.

16

17

Annual Report of the Territory of
p.SO.

17

ew Guinea, 1940-41,

I .L. Dordick, "Climate and Human Welfare in Australian
New Guinean (Unpublished TheSiS , Johns Hopkins University ,
1951), p. 345.
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in

1903, when 8 acres in the Sogeri District were brought

under plantation.

In 1906 some 100,000 seeds were imported,

probably from Malaya , and a year later it was reported
that ten government nurseries with 230, 000 young trees
had been established.
In Papua the early attempts to develop agricultural
industries, including rubber, were not attended by much
success.

At any rate, by the time the rubber plantations

had reached maturity, they had also missed the pre-First
World War boom.

However, the foundations of the industry

had been laid, and the government experimental stations,
handicapped though they were by lack of finances, later
did useful work in testing and proving the prospects for
rubber at various places in the Territory .

A small Govern-

ment Rubber Station was established at Kokoda as early as
1907, but the most successful government venture in early
years, which also became a source of revenue, was located
in the Kemp Welch Valley.
The real start in rubber plantation was made in 1909
when the British New Guinea Company, capitalized to the
amount of £1,000,000 and possessing ramified interests
in trading, shipping and plantations, took up rubber plant-

ing.

The Papuan rubber industry owes much to this company
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during the depression of the twenties, which threw into
liquidation a number of concerns operating in New Guinea.
At present the Papuan rubber industry is largely in
the hands of plantation companies, but there are a few
individual planters, most of whom combine rubber with copra
production.

The total rubber acreage in 1955-56 was

28,118, confine d chiefly to eastern Papua - 65 per cent
of the total being in the Central District alone (see
Appendix IV).

In spite of the fact that plantations are

generally old, and their average yield per acre is now
considerably reduced, the total production has sharply
risen since the war, increasing from 1,344 tons in 1938-39
and 1,198 tons in 1948-49 to 3,966 tons in 1956-57.

Th is

increase is due to more intensive tapping as well as to
the fact that considerable areas were planted with rubber
during the war when the Malayan and I ndonesian sources
were cut off by the Japanese invasion.
Geographical Distribution
The strictest limit on rubber cultivation is imposed
by altitude; although in some areas plantations do well
up to an altitude of 2,000 ft, the optimum yield is
reached generally at 1,000 ft.

Rainfall and soil require-

ments are less rig id: while rainfall may vary f rom 70 to
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Good

drainage however, is an essential condition, a gently undulating surface being considered ideal.
The Territory's rubber acreages are concentrated in
four principal areas (cf. Map 11); firstly, in the coastal
lands including the flood plains and lowland valleys of
the Western, Gulf, Central and Milne Bay Districts - about
9 ,000 acres (or 35 per cent of the Territory's total rubber
acreage) being in the Kanosia area of the Central District
alone; secondly, the Sogeri Plateau with about 7,000 acres;
thirdly, the Kokoda-Yodda-Ioma area with some 2,000 acres;
and fourthly, nearly 3,500 acres in the Sangara-AwalaPopendetta triangle.

Each of these areas, as noted in the

Mann Report, possesses distinctive characteristics for
18
rubber production.
The Coastal Areas
Since powerful sea breezes which may be damaging to
the young rubber trees are not common in the coastal areas,
there is no necessity to confine rubber plantations to the
sheltered valleys and they may be established on the coasts,
18

C. E. T. Mann, "Investigation of the Rubber
Papua and New Guinea ll , Pa ua and New Guinea
Gazette, Vol.VIII, Nos . and 3, October 1953
1954.

anuary
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which also have the advantage of greater accessibility.
The most important region for rubber cultivation in
the Territory is the Kanosia area, where the plantations
occupy the broad alluvial valleys draining into Galley
Reach; while to the south they border on the dry eucalypt
zone of Port Moresb y, to the north and west the trees are
planted up to about 500 ft on the foothills (see Ch. XIII ,
p.510).

The older plantations, most of which are over 40

years of age, are located on the clay flats, while the
younger plantations, established since 1917, are chiefly
on the slopes.

While the yield from the former is only

200-250 lb. per acre, that from the latter is 450-600 lb.,
the difference being due to the age of the trees rather
than to the nature of land.

However, the effect of soil

on the average yield is often noticeable (see p.510).
Another coastal area of rubber plantations extends
from Rigo to Samarai.

Conditions here are generally com-

parable to those in the Kanosia area, with the additional
advantage of a somewhat higher rainfall, but the plantations are smaller and most of them have not yet reached
maturity.
The Sogeri Plateau
The altitude of the Sogeri Plateau ~,400-2,OOO ft)
is rather high for rubber, but this disadvantage is more
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as well as access to Fort Moresby Region (see p.511).
Average yield from the younger plantations are high, amounting to 500-800 lb. per acre, and the trees are free from
serious diseases.

Most plantations, however, are old and

replanting seems to be an urgent neces sity.
The Kokoda-Yodda-Ioma Area
This rubber district comprises a series of plateaux
in the upper Membare region, where the rich soil offsets
the disadvantage resulting from a high altitude and a high
rainfall (see Ch.XIII, p.472).

In view of the fact that

trees in this area suff er from gales and strong winds, it
has been recommended that plantings should be denser and
that the plantations should be t h inned out as the trees
grow up.
The Sangara-Awala-Popondetta Triangle
Possessing recent volcanic soils on a generally undulating country lying below the 500 ft contour, together
with a rainfall of 100-150 inches well distributed throughout the year, this area is better suited to rubber than
the high valleys and plateaux of the upper Membare River.
An interesting aspect of rubber cultivation here is that

a number of plantations are owned by the indigenous people,
a result of the plantings which were done in 1920-22 when
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Administration to establish rubber plantations (see Ch.XIII,
p.476).

In post-war years they became a source of cash

income for the people, but were tapped so mercile sly during
the boom period of 1950-51, that most of them are mutilated
beyond recovery.

Now the people have almost lost interest
19
in rubber, even "regard it with contempt /I •
Some Problems of the Rubber Industry
At present the Territory exports its entire rubber

production to Australia, but this makes up only a small
fraction of the Australian rubber import.

Conscious of

the fact that the Territory's rubber output could be substantially increased, the Commonwealth Government gave a
fair amount of assistance to the Papuan rubber in the prewar years when prices were low, and even now rubber from
the Territory is exempted from the import duty of 10 per
cent ad valorem imposed on rubber imported from other
countries.

Following the Mann Report , the Arlministration

chalked out, in 1952, a definite plan of action, whose main
features are the provision of land, the building up of a
stock-pile of high yielding planting material, and the
setting up of a rubber experimental station and a model

19

Ib id., p. 36 •
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The immediate target

was to attain an annual production of 7,000 tons of rubber
by 1957-58, but by 1956-57 an output of only 3,966 tons had
been achieved.
There are several large areas in the Territory where
rubber could be successfully grown.

In addition to t h ose

in Papua, which have already been mentioned, suitable areas
in the Trust Territory include the foothills of the Sepik

District, the Gogol Valley, the plains bordering Astrolabe
Bay , the lower Markham Valley, and the Ramu Valley westward
of Dumpu, together with the Warangoi and Keravat Valleys
and the northern coast of New Britain, as well as large
areas of heavy soil unsuitable for coconuts in Lovangi
Island and New Ireland.

Thus, in the Trust Territory alone,

according to Dwyer, there are no less than 100,000 acres
of potential rubber land which are not suitable for coco20
nuts or cocoa.
Compared with copra, rubber needs a greater number of
labourers, that is, one labourer for every 3 acres as
against one for every 12 acres in the case of coconut plantations.
20

The success of rubber plantations in South-east

R.E.P. Dwyer, "Rubber Production in New Guinea and
Papua tt , New Guinea Agricultural Gazette, Vol. VII, p. 272.
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Asia was primarily due to its abundant resources of labo r,
but this advantage is lacking in the Territory.

echaniza-

tion is obviously not the answer to that part of the processing which uses the greatest amount of labour, the collection of latex.
In the past, plantations have been forced to cut down
their production because of the shortage of tappers; in
1947-48, for example, no more than half of the productive
21
area in Papua was tapped.
The situation has considerably
eased since then, mainly owing to an increased supply of
labour from the Highlands, but this labour is largely unskilled, and the absence of a middle stratum of trained
assistants makes the position more difficult.

Considering

merely the labour factor, he would be a brave optimist who
thought that the Territory could produce the whole or even
a sUbstantial part of the Australian rubber requirements.
The problem of planting material is also of utmost
importance because it sets rigid limits to future yields,
and also because once the choice is made it is irrevocable
for at least fifty years or so.

According to the

ann

Report:
21

F.O. Gro gan , "Papuan Rubber Industry - Survey of Costs
of Production lt , Quarterly Review of Agricultural Economics,
Vol.IV, No.2, April 1951, p.72.
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of improved planting material has been the principal
weakness of the rubber producing industry in Papua
and New Guinea •••• Plantation owners in Papua
have not accepted the value of bud-graft from
commercial plantings, and are almost uninanimous
in their preference for clonal seedlings. Unfortunately, no clonal seedlings of the type that
can be confidently recommended for commercial
planting are available ~2Papua and to import them
is difficult and costly.
The Department of Agriculture, however, has built up
a valuable collection of clones obtained from Malaya,
Ceylon and Indonesia - including LCB.1320 which is the
23
highest yielding clone in Indonesia,
but it will take
about 20 years before the clones are established.
Although the average size of individual plantations
in Papua is roughly 525 acres, they range from 50 to 3,000
acres and are, as stated previously, largely owned by
Europeans .

A Fact Finding Commission which submitted its

report in 1952 remarked that the rubber industry in the
Territ ory was conducted with reasonable efficiency and
enthusiasm but compared with that in Malya , in spite of the
higher production costs, the yield per acre was about onethird lower because the trees were not of a high yielding
type.

The cost of developing a European plantation has

22
Mann,
23

Ope

cit., p.54.

Annual Report of the Div ision of Plant Industry, 1956-57.
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been estimated, on the basis of 100 acres as the minimum
economic unit and seven years as the period to bring it to
bearing, as being £9,000.

To this must be added another

£3 ,000 as the cost of providing the simplest living quarters
for the planter and his labour force, together with other
requirements such as tanks, hand-rollers, smoke-houses and
packing sheds.

Thus an investment of £12,000 could be ex-

pected to return £2 ,000 annually - a return which does not
compare favourably with that from coffee (cf. p.288).
A European-owned plantation requires the services of
one European manager for 500 acres, or one European manager
and three European assistants for 1,500 acres.

In a report

on the small-holdings of rubber in Malaya , Bauer came to
the conclusion that the cost of production is bound to
remain high as long as the industry has to maintain "an
elaborate hierarchy whose services were not essential for
the simple process of rubber production" and as long as the
estate has to rely on Ita large number of hired labourers
24

for the performance of essentially simple routine operations".
Conclusions based on Malayan conditions may not be wholly
applicable to New Guinea , yet it seems that there is a
24

P.T. Bauer ,
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strong case for encouraging rubber as a native industry.
It is a commodity highly suitable to the needs and requirements of the indigenous people; this is so on various grounds
such as the nature of the rubber plant, the simplicity of
production and marketing techniques, the non-seasonal nature
of production, the perennial nature of the crop which checks
the abuse of over-cultivation of land, the absence of the
need for draught animals, ploughs and manures, and the
fact that rubber is easily storable and saleable.

Only

one per cent of the Territory's rubber, however, is nativeproduced and the sporadic attempts to introduce rubber as
a native crop have met with little success.

It was noted

in the Mann Report that "in comparison with the satisfactory
development of rubber as a cash crop by native landowners
in other countries, it seems little short of a tragedy
that the well-intentioned efforts to introduce it as a
native culture ••• have come so close to complete failure".

25

In fact, the Territory's rubber industry, irrespective
of European or native ownership, is stagnating.

Planta-

26

tions are old,
25

Mann,

Ope

and there is little desire on the part

cit., p.36.

26

The acreage under immature trees is only 14% of the
total rubber acreage.
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old ones.

This is because the world rubber market is in-

stable and probably the most depressed as far as Pacif ic
crops are concerned.

Moreover, the rubber tree takes a

long time to come to maturity and it is very natural that
investors should ignore rubber for t he sake of more remunerative and more quickly maturing crops such as cocoa
and coffee.
COCOA
Cocoa was introduced to New Gu inea in 1905 by the
German administration, who grew it as a sole crop as well
as interplanted it with coconuts and rubber.

In 1908- 09

the Germans carried out extensive plantings, and by 1915-1 6 ,
the Territory was in a position to export 186 tons of cocoa
beans.

Subsequently production declined, but interest in

cocoa was once again revived in the thirties when better
planting material, more knowledge of fermentation, and
proper agricultural advice from the Keravat Agricultural
Station were made available.

A sustained development took

place between 1926 and 1940, when a bounty of £14 per ton
was granted by the Commonwealth Government, the maximum
amount given in anyone year being £4,862, paid in 1941-42.
In view of the high world prices, however, the bounty was
discontinued in 1948.

- 269 During the Second World War cocoa plantations had
suffered enormously.

In addition to direct war damage and

deliberate destruction, a heavy toll had been taken by
overgrowing creepers, termites and other pests.

It was

estimated that 60 per cent of the interplanted and 80-90
per cent of sole planted cocoa had been lost, while plantings below 3 years of age at the time of invasion had been
27
completely destroyed.
During the post-war period,

c~tivation

of cocoa re-

ceived a great impetus from world prices, which had increased from £20 per ton in 1935 to £300 per ton in 1950
(and later to over £500 per ton).

In addition to attractive

prices, certain ot her factors encouraged the expansion of
this crop in the Territory .

The world demand for cocoa

had increased to 700,000 tons in 1950, but the main producing
countries, West Africa (50 per cent) and Latin America
(33 per cent), were threatened with cocoa diseases - in
West Africa alone the disease (Swollen Shoot) spreading at
28
the rate of 15 million trees a year.
Hence , in New
Guinea the absence of any serious disease, as well as a

27

Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics , "Economic
Prospects for Cocoa" (Canberra, 1950), Mimeograph , p. 20.
28
H. A.. Temp any , liThe Threatened Future of Cocoa", World
Crops, Vol.l, No.1, September 1949, p.ll.

- 270 higher average yield, were considered definite advantages.
The greatest incentive to cocoa growing, however, was
provided by the existence of a substantial market in Australia, which had been importing 80-90 per cent of its annual
requirement (of 20-30 million lb.) from West Africa, with
substantial imports also from the New Hebrides during and
since the war.

Consequently, not only did the plantations

in New Guinea turn their attention to cocoa, but also the
native growers, in search for some crop which would bring
earlier returns than coconuts, accepted this crop.

In

1949, a beginning was made in the Gazelle Peninsula, when
five villages planted 10 acres each, and thus laid the
foundation of what was to become later the great Tolai Cocoa
29
Project.
In a report on the prospect of cocoa cultivation in
the Territory published in 1951, Urquhart remarked that
there was a combination of soil and climate in certain
parts of Papua and New Guinea , which surpassed anything seen
in other cocoa producing countries including West Africa,
30
the West Indies, Malaya or Java.
In fact, of all tropical
29

W.A. Ovenstone, "Native Cocoa Project in the Gazelle
Peninsula", South Pacific, Vol . V, No.7 , September 1951,
pp.126-27.
30
D. H. Urquhart and .E.P. Dwyer , Prospects of Extending
the Growing of Cacao in Papua and New Guinea (Bournville,
1951), p.8.

- 271 tree crops, cocoa is probably the most sensitive to environmental conditions; the soil should not be too acid, must
be sufficiently retentive of moisture but well drained,
and must

have~adequate

supplies of humus, phosphate and

potash.

The climatic requirements are also rather rigid;

50 inches is the lowest limit of rainfall, while in higher
rainfall areas the soil should be freely-draining; high
atmospheric humidity is essential and an unbroken canopy
of shading trees in the cocoa orchards is extremely important.

Cocoa is also susceptible to the effect of high

and drying winds.
In view of such a narrow range of soil and climatic

conditions, a large part of the Territory would appear to
be unsuitable for cocoa cultivation.

However , according

to the Urquhart Report, there are thousands of acres
suitable for this crop in New Britain , Bougainville and
Buka, and on the mainland, particularly in the Popondetta
and Wanigela areas (Northern District) and in the Markham
Valley.

In New Britain alone the suitable areas were

estimated to amount to 157,000 acres, one third of this
31
being in the Gazelle Peninsula .

31

Urquhart and Dwyer,

Ope

Cit., pp.12-13.

- 272 Its cultivation with coconuts having proved most
successful, New Guinea became one of the few countries
where cocoa-coconut interplanting is now found on a large
scale.

In fact, this is one of the few instances where

the planting of two permanent crops in the same field has
been entirely successful, making pos sible a more intensive
32
utilization of land.
Currently, the cocoa industry is
developing at a very rapid rate.

Production has risen

from 1,085 tons in 1954-55, through 1,278 tons in 1955-56,
to about 2,000 tons in 1956-57, the contribution by native
growers in these three years increasing from 280 tons in
1954-55 through 350 tons in 1955-56, to 630 tons in
33
1956-57.
It is estimated that when the present plantings
come into full production, the total output will be about
34
10,000 tons, or more than Australian requirements.
The
practicability of interplanting coconuts with cocoa has
undoubtedly contributed largely to the remarkable expansion
of the latter crop.

A sharp increase of over 10,000 acres

32
Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Ope cit.,
p.20.
33
Figures from Annual Report of Territory of New Guinea,
1955-56, p.53, and Annual Report of the Division of Agricultural Extension , 1956-57.
34
Source of information Mr F .C. enderson, Division of
Plant Industry, Port Moresby.
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in the area planted with cocoa during 1955-56, and a similar
increase in the following year is attributed

~argely

to

interplanting.
A statistical summary of cocoa as a plantation crop
as on 31 March 1956 is shown in Appendix V, the total number
of trees and acreage planted by native growers about the
same time being shown in Appendix VI.

The two tables, read

together, will at once reveal tha t firstly, Papua is a
poorer producer of cocoa than the Trust Territory and secondly, that New Britain, or more specifically the Gazelle
Peninsula, is the cocoa region of New Guinea, par excellence.
The rapid development of the cocoa industry which has taken
place here has been due to environmental conditions, the
existence of a substantial coconut industry, prior experience of the indigenous population, provision of a good
network of roads, accessibility to agricultural extension
facilities and the establishment of organizations for central
fermenting.

About three-quarters of the total output of

cocoa in this region is produced by European plantations,
and the rest by native growers largely under the Tolai
Cocoa Project to which more detailed reference will be made
later (see p.403ff).There are other areas in New Britain,
for example Talasea or Hoskins Peninsula, where although
soil and climatic conditions for cocoa cultivation are as

- 274 good as those in the Gazelle

eninsula, the other ad vantages

mentioned above are not found to the same extent.
It will be seen from the statistical append ices (V and
VI) that in respect of plantation-grown cocoa, wh ile the
Ma dang District ranks next to New Britain, t h is place is
taken by the Northern District so far as native cultivation
is concerned.

From the point of view of soil and climate,

the Northern Dis t rict has a greater cocoa-growing potential
than that

posse~sed

by the Madang District, but European

p antations in the former are mainly engaged in producing
rubber, a crop which does not go well with cocoa.

In the

Madang District, on the other hand, cocoa is being grown
mainly on the old-established coconut plantations.

Sixty

per cent of the District's production, however, comes from
Karkar Island, which has rich

vo~canic

SOils, while on the

mainland, with the exception of coastal areas, not only are
soils of dubious value but also large contiguous areas
suitable for cocoa are difficult to find.

The small and

scattered plots of the Ambenob Native Cocoa Project thus
stand in sharp contrast to the extensive and integrated
Tolai Cocoa Project (cf. Ch. XI , p.403ff and Ch. XII p.455fi).
The Bougainville and New Ireland Districts rank third
and fourth in respect of both European and native cocoa
cultivation.

Production is gradually increasing in both t he

- 275 districts, but wh ile t here are lar ge areas suitable for
cocoa on Bougainville and Buka Islands, the northern hal f
of New Ireland is definitely unsuitable for this crop.

The

lower Markham Valley in the Morobe District is another
area where cocoa acreage, mainly European, is rapidly expanding .

In the remaining districts of Papua and New

Guinea, cocoa is not, nor is it likely to be, a major crop.
For cocoa cul t ivation practices in New Guinea, refer35
36
ence may be made to papers by Green
and Henderson;
according to t h e latter, adequate shade properly handled
during the early stages of growth is the most important
aspect of cocoa growing in New Guinea.

Coconuts make an

ideal shade but their disadvantage is that a long period, at
least five years, must elapse between establishing coconuts
and planting the cocoa.

In fact, none of the trees used

in New Guinea fulfil all the requ irements of a permanent
shade tree, although the prolifically seeding Leucaena
37
glauca nearly approaches the ideal.
35

E .C. Green, "Cacao Cultivation and Its Application to
the Mandated Territ ory of New Guinea", New Gu inea Agricultural Gazette, Vol. I V, No.4, 1938, pp.2-62.
36
F . C. Henderson, "Cacao as a Crop for the Owner-Manager
in Papua and New Guinea l1 , Papua and New Guinea Agricultural
Journal, Vol. IX, No.2, 1954, pp.I-30.
37
Ib id., pp. 4-6.

- 276 The variety of cocoa grown in New Guinea is mainly a
Criollo-Forastero hybrid, wh ich, although it is not t he
best "flavour" type, is heavy yielding and also commands
38
a premium of about £30 per ton over the Accra grades.
Since the market for this type in cocoa is more stable and
satisfactory, it is considered desirable that growers in
New Guinea should concentrate on it rather than on "flavour"
39
cocoa.
The Keravat Agricultural Station had done much
useful work in developing high yielding strains of CriolloForastero hybrid, increasing the average yield from 1.4 lb.
per tree (or 299.7 lb. per acre) in 1935, to 2.5 lb. per
40
tree (or 584.5 lb. per acre) in 1940.
Unfortunately some
of the best yield ing material was lost dur ing the war, but
new progress has been made since then, and currently it
is possible to obtain an average yield of 3-4 lb. per tree,
or 660-880 lb. per acre.
However, on the small and scattered holdings worked by
native growers with slender resources and low educational
standards, the yields are bound to be low; moreover, such
38
Information from Mr K. Gorringe, Department of Native
Af fairs, Rabaul.
39
Urquhart and Dwyer, op. cit., pp.9-10.
40
Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics, op. cit.,
p.20.

- 277 holdings are more susceptible to diseases.

The Administra-

tion in New Guinea, therefore, has passed the Cacao Ordinance which is designed to ensure that the industry, both
European and native, develops along sound lines.

The Ordi-

nance provides for the registration of cocoa growers, on
the condition that they plant a minimum area of 500 trees
and maintain correct conditions of cultivation.

By mid-1956,

a total of 874 indigenous persons had been granted permanent
41
registration and 699 had been provisionally registered.
42
which consists of fermenting
The processing of cocoa,
and drying, is an important aspect of the industry.

It

can be done on a small scale and without the use of expensive
eqUipment, but it is difficult to produce high grade cocoa
in small fermentaries.

The fact that in Ghana about 7,000

tons of cocoa is rejected annually on grounds of defective
processing proves the need for more efficiency in this
respect.

Fortunately this problem does not exist in New

Guinea, for while the plantations maintain their own processing units, the Central Fermentaries, established on a
no-profit baSiS, provide processing facilities to native
growers .

By mid-1957 the number of these fermentaries in

41
Annual Report of the Territory of New Guinea . 1955-56,
p.53.
42
For methods of processing see Henderson, Ope cit.,pp.18-29.
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the Gazelle Peninsula had increased to 14, and their total
production of dry beans to 581 tons.

In the flush season

(May-June and Novemb er- December), when the production of
cocoa increases about six times, these fementaries are fully
active, but during the rest of the year they work below
their capacity_

A more detailed reference will be made

to them later (see Ch.

XI, pp.

405).

The supply of labour for cocoa plantations is part of
the general labour problem in the Territory and will not
be discussed here; native growers, except the very few who
have large holdings, do not have to face this problem.
Transport and marketing, however, affect both natives and
Europeans equally_

Easy and quick accessibility to a pro-

cessing unit is an important factor, which means that while
the plantations usually have to own their own fermentary
and drier, native cocoa plots which depend on central fermentaries have to be located within a maximum distance of
two miles from the road.

Lack of road communication there-

fore severely limits the possibilities of growing cocoa in
several areas.
Before the Second World War 83 to 97 per cent of New
Guinea ' s cocoa used to be exported to Australia and the
43
rest to the United Kingdom.
In post-war years, while
43

Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural ,Economics,
p.20.

Ope

Cit.,
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Australia remains the greatest customer,

New Guinea cocoa

is shipped to whichever market seems to be the most advantageous.

During the three years, 1954-57, the price of

cocoa fluctuated between £200 and £500 per ton, and it seems
that the market begins to contract when the price shoots up
45
above £300 per ton.
In mid-1957, the price had somewhat
stabilized at £240 per ton, and with Soviet Union and
Japan buying heavily on the world market, and with the
Philippines purchasing from the Sterling area to resell to
the Dollar area, the prospects for the cocoa market seemed
bright.
The costs of establishing a cocoa plantation in New
46
Guinea were calculated in 1954 by Henderson.
While stating
that the optimum cocoa area for an owner-manager is 250-300
acres, he worked out a budget for 150 acres; the capitalization at the end of four years was found to be £23,217,
and in subsequent years while the annual running expenses
were £9,793, the annual returns at £250 per ton were £1,250.
This is a heavy rate of capitalization and according to
44
It is estimated that 25,000 tons of cocoa (175,000200 ,000 acres) are needed to safeguard Australasian requirements. See Urquhart and Dwyer, Ope cit., p .15.
45
Information from Mr Henderson .
46
Henderson, Ope cit., pp.28-9 .
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Fry, PascalI Pty. Ltd, "it took an exceptional man to start
such an enterprise, and the best way to increase output
was to encourage native growers".

47

In fact, 90 per cent

of the world output of cocoa is produced by small peasant
holdings and the crop in this respec t presents a contrast
to the other beverages, tea and coffee, particularly the
former.
Conclusion
Several areas in New Guinea have s u itable physical
conditions for cocoa cultivation and the industry has received additional encouragement in recent years from
attractive world prices, a substantial cocoa market in
Australia, the relative high yield which can be obtained,
and the absence of serious diseases.

Cocoa is primarily

a peasant crop, and in New Guinea it has become the basis
of conSiderable native economic and social pro gress, particularly in the Gazelle Peninsula; but the danger of monoculture s hould be carefully watched.

The plantations can

meet t he greater competitive producing power of native
growers only through greater efficiency in production, and

47
Reported in the Pacific Islands Monthly, Vol. XXVI, No. 2 ,
September 1953, p.9.

- 281 although at present their contribution to the total cocoa
output in New Guinea is larger than that of the native producers, it is likely that the position will be reversed in
course of time.
COFFEE
Coffee grows under a wider range of physical conditions
than coconuts or cocoa, the two most important cash crops
in New Guinea.

It is therefore beginning to assume an

increas ing significance in cash-cropping , particularly in
the areas which are not suitable for cultivation of the
other two crops.
The main varieties of coffee grown in the Territory
are Robusta and Arabicaj both need the same kind of soil a deep, fertile, well-drained, nearly neutral earth, capable
of retaining moisture, but while Robusta is a lowland crop,
growing only up to 3,000 ft above sea
nerally grow

~evel,

Arabica ge -

between 4,000 and 7 ,000 ft, and becomes sus-

ceptible to rust disease in lower altitudes.

However, owing

to the absence of this disease in New Guinea , the plant can
48
thrive here at an altitude of 2,000 ft or even less.
48

"Coffee Growing - Rural Broad cast", Papua and New Guinea
Agricultural Gazette, Vol.VIII, No .2, October 1953, p.69.

- 282 Robusta requires a higher and more evenly distributed rainfall, warmer temperatures and greater humidity than are
needed by Arabica , and while the latter can struggle and
survive against soil and cliIIa tic adversities, Robusta
quickly gives way to unfavourable conditions, so that the
49
Moreover, it
word "robust" somewhat belies it s name.
compares unfavourably with Arabica, in that it has a lower
average yield and uniformity in its product is difficult to
achieve.

Finally , it is a rather unsatisfactory plantation

crop, since it needs an increased labour force for three
months in the year, and in New Guinea where casual labour
is difficult to obtain and most of the plantation workers
are employed on contract basis, the seasonal fluctuation
of the labour requirement is a problem.
Before the Second World War, the greater part of New
Guinea ' s production consisted of

obusta, the scope for

Arabica production being limited by the fact that European
as well as native commercial production was largely confined to the coastal lowlands.

A beginning in the cultiva-

tion of the latter had been made in 1928, when the Department of Agriculture established a plantation at Wau .
49

A. ~ .

This

Haarer, "Robusta Coffee l ' , World Crops , Vol.V, No .9,
September 1953, p.354.

- 283 plantation was later purchased by private intere s ts and
expanded to several hundred acres; it remains in prof itable
product ion to this day and has been the source of seed for
several plantations , including that established in 1937
at Aiyura , which, in turn, has l ately supplied planting
50
material t hroughout the Central Highlands .
Actually , coffee growing in New Guinea dates back to
over 50 years , the first recorded export being 14 tons in
1908 .

Regular exp orts, however, did not beg in until

1928- 29 in Papua, and 1934-35 in the Mandated Territory .
The total production in

ew Guinea rose f rom 11 tons in

1932 to 49 tons in 1936 and again to 73 tons in 1940 .

In

certain years during this per iod, the output was abnormally
high , but never exceeding 150 tons .

At the outbreak of the

war there were 3 major European coffee plantations in the
51
Mandated Territory, and 1 in apua.
Also , native coffee
plantations had been established under the Native Plantations Ordinance (1918) at Sangara, and even though they
were not cultivated effiCiently, their production had
50
R. E. P . Dwyer , "Cof fee Cultivation in Papua and New
Guinea", Papua and New Guinea Agricultural Gazette, Vol . IX,
No . 1 , J uly 1954, p . 2.
51
Great Britain , Naval Intelligence Division, Pacif i c
Islands , Geo graphical Handbo ok Series , Vol . IV (1945),
p . 220 .

- 284 increased significantly during the thirties, that is to say,
from 27 tons in 1934 to 84 tons in 1939, the natives' share
of the proceeds rising, in the same period, from £536 to
52
£1,863.
During the Second

Wor~d

War several European planta-

tions as well as native coffee plots were destroyed or
damaged, and later the eruption of Mt Lamington in 1950
took a heavy toll of native plantings at Sangara , which
were being rehabilitated through a community project after
53
the war.
However, coffee production in New Guinea has
steadily increased in the post-war years, rising from
33.3 tons in 1951-52, to 163 tons in 1955-56 and 202.7 tons
in 1956-57, the corresponding native share in these production figures being 3 tons, 30 tons and 68 tons .
Statistical information on Eur opean and native coffee
cultivation is given in Appendices VII and VIrI respectively.
Since most of the area under coffee is extremely young,
production figures are not in proportion to the total
cropped area in the various Districts ; f or example , in
respect of European plantations, whereas the ~orobe District,

52

J.D. Legge, Australian Colonial Policy (Sydney, 1956),
pp.172-73.
53
In 1949-50 the Sangara roject had produced 14 tons of
coffee.

- 285 with an annual production of 58 tons has less than 500
acres, the Eastern Hi ghlands producing 53 tons have over
1,500 acres.

The rapid expansion of Arabica coffee acreage

in recent years is mainly due to the opening up of suitable
land in the mountain areas, particularly in the Eastern
and Western Highland s and the

orobe District, and, to a

lesser extent , in the Northern, Milne Bay and Central
Districts of Papua.

The acreage of Robusta has also ex-

panded, mainly urnder agricultural extension programmes,
in the

orthern and Milne Ba y Districts of Papua, with

initial developments in the Sepik District and the outlying
areas of the New Britain District .

According to an estimat e,

by mid -1957, the total area under cof fee in

ew Guine a was

capable of producing 1,300 tons of beans annually, or about
54
half the total of Australian requirements.
The Central Hi ghlands constit ute the Territory's leading coffee region, both in terms of present as well as
future production (see Ch .XIV , p.621).

Certain observations

and recommendations re garding co f fee cultivation in this
re g ion were made by Professor Goto subsequent to his visit
55
in early 1956 to the Highlands .
According to him, 25 per
54

Source of informat ion .lYlr F. C. Henderson .

55

Prof. Goto, D:ir ector of the Agric ul tural Ext ension
Service of the Universit y of Hawaii , is a wor ld authority
on coffee culture. His recommendations were reported in
t he Pacific Islands Monthly, Vol . XXVI, No.9, 1956, pp.65-7.
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cent of the plantations he visited were on good coffee
land, but 50 per cent were on mediocre land and the remaining 25 per cent on poor land.

The industry, he added,

had a promising future if wisely developed.
The climate in the Highlands is almost ideal for coffee;
ten months receive a well-spread rainfall, while the dry
period of two months can be offset by adequate shading
and mulching .

The soil is "spotty", perhaps generally de-

ficient in phosphates, but while "the forest land is No .1
coffee land", there are good areas even in the mediocre
and poor country, with the necessary 2-4 tt of top-soil.
The pit-pit and kunai areas indicate suitable coffee land
and can be improved through adequate drainage, fertilizers
and cover crops.

Thirty to fifty acres are considered to

be an ade quate hold ing :t'or a cotfee planter, and although
in certain areas of the Highlands the pressure

0

f population

is too great to permit either European or native cultivation
of coffee, in the region as a whole a fair amount of land
is available.

The tenuity of road communication is a real

difficulty, which is clearly reflected in the differences
in production in the three Highlands Districts .

However,

coffee being a low-bulk high-value commodity, the airfreighting of the product is economically practicable.
Labour supply is avai able in the region but the existing

Ii

- 287 plantations are too close together to make the best use
of local labour.
Provision of shade, one of the most important aspects
of cultivation, is still in the experimental stage .

Genepal-

ly, the plantations use Albizzia while the native growers
favour Casuarina, but the extensive roots of both these
trees compete with the coffee plant for nourishment.

In

other parts of the world no shade is used between 4,000
56
and 7,000 ft,
and the writer did see a shadeless plantation near Goroka, but in New Guinea Highlands the use of
shade is considered necessary.
As bad processing can turn the best beans into the
worst coffee, it is advisable to establish central processing unit s , f or which the Highlands possess sufficient
hydro-electric potential.

Currently, coffee planters carry

on their processing individually, and one of them is already gene rating water power fo r his unit near Goroka.
Native growers, on the other hand, have been supplied with
hand-pulping equipment with which they can prepare their
coffee up to the parchment stage.

The need for efficient

central processing plants is b ound to become greater with

56

A.E . Haarer, "Shade or No ShaCle for Arabian Coffeen,
World Crops, Vol.VII, No.7, July 1955, pp.271-73.

- 288 increasing production.

57

In the Highlands the cost of bringing up a coffee

plantation of 100 acres to production is estimated to be
£35 , 000 .

The annual running cost thereafter is about

£13,000 and, on the basis of a yield of 60 tons, the annual
return of £36,000 can be obtained, which means a profit
58
margin of £23 ,000 a year.
Coffee has proved to be an excellent crop for native
growers; their cultivation practices are generally not
effiCient , but their small plots do not need heavy capitalization.

Although they may be content with lower returns,
59
they too are sensitive to price fluctuations.
Next to the Central Highlands, the most important
coffee prodUCing region is the Wau area.

here is exclusively in European hands .
57

Coffee cultivation
The soils are perhaps

The needs of 1,000 coffee planters in Hawaii are served by
only ten processing plants.
58
It is well known that three successive District Commissioners in the Eastern Highlands have left the service
and taken up coffee growing . - H.C. Brookfield, If New
Guinea - The Land ll , Unpubl ished paper read before the
Summer Sc hool of the Australian Institute of Political
Science (Can berra, 1958).
59
It was reported in the Pacific Islands onthly (April
1956, p . 56) that while Prof. Goto was demonstrating
weeding and shading techniques to 400 Highlanders , one
of the reactions of his audience was: what price could
the Professor offer for coffee today!
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richer but other factors including local labour supply and
availability of extensive areas are not comparable to those
in the Central Highlands, and although the present production is high , there is not much scope for expansion .
There are three other areas where coffee growing,
mainly as a native enterprise, is becoming significant.
The first is the Hube Area (behind Finschhafen) where cultivation of Arabica has assumed such proportions that the
number of native-owned trees exceeds that in the Central
Highlands .

These trees are now coming to production and

there is an urgent need of a road-link with Finschhafen.
The second is the Northern District of Papua, where conditions in general and areas of young volcanic soils in
particular are favourable for the cultivation of Robusta.
The Sangara Native Coffee &cheme, rehabilitated under a
Community Project after the war, produced 10 tons of Robusta
coffee in 1949- 50, but afterwards production was greatly
affected by the eruption of Mt Lamington .

Rehabilitation

of the Sangara Project is nearly complete and new plantings
are being carried on in several other areas, but most trees
have yet to reach maturity , so that the total production
in 1956 - 57 was only 6 tons .
The third area where coffee is becoming a significant
native commercial crop is the Milne Bay District . Attention

- 290 is mainly confined to the cultivation of Robusta in the
coastal areas of the mainland, and development is actively
assisted by the Kuiaro Extension Centre.

Problems of

suitable strain, techniques of shading and control of
diseases are being tackled (see Ch .XIII, pp.482-84).
Possibilities
Coffee can be a successful commercial crop in several
areas where cocoa will not grow , and in fact its expansion
during the immediate post-war period was more rapid than
that of cocoa.

As a quickly maturing crop it is attracting

considerable attention in New Guinea, and while the acreage
under Arabica, both European and native, is rapidly increasing in the Central Highlands , an expansion of native
grown Robusta is taking place in the lowland areas.
Coffee is not only a remunerative crop for Euro~an
plantations but also a satisfactory cash crop for native
growers.

Currently most of the coffee areas are immature

but over the next few years a major expansion in production
figures is anticipated.

Once again, much of the future

development in coffee production, particularly in the
Central Highlands, will depend upon the provision of roads.
LIVESTOCK
Pigs and cattle constitute the chief types of livestock
in the Territory .

While the former are owned by the

I

I
I

- 291 indigenous people almost everywhere and occupy an important
place in their social arid economic life, the latter are
almost entirely in the hands of Europeans , number only a
few thousand and are at present only of minor economic
importance.
Cattle
In view of the protein shortage in the native diet,
as well as the fact that the Territory has to import some
12 million lb. of meat and 2 million lb. of dairy produce
60
every year,
the need for developing a substantial livestock industry is obvious.

Physical conditions in several

parts of the Territory offer reasonable prospects for the
establishment of herds; European cattle do well in the
Highland valleys above 4,000 ft, zebu cross-breeds are at
home in the lowlands, and, in fact, the development of the
grassy lowland plains of the Markham, Sepik and Fly Rivers
alone could make the Territory self-supporting in animal
protein.

Thus the geographical possibilities

0

f a live-

stock industry are obvious and if there are difficulties,
they are rather economic ones.
Cattle are not indigenous to the Territory and were
first imported only half a century ago.

60

In the early days

According to the Annual Reports of the two Territories,
the total value of these imports in 1955-56 was £1,685,202 .

- 292 of European administration, some cattle were introduced on
the plantations in Papua mainly to keep down the kunai growth,
but a more serious attempt at the establishment of herds
was made in German New Guinea , where a government livestock
station was established at Keita to import, breed and
d i stribute superior types of cattle.

By 1909 there were

in the German Territory about 1,000 head of cattle which
multiplied through interbreeding, so that just before the
Second World War, large mixed herds totalling some 21,000
61
were to be found on practically all the coastal plantations .
The cattle population of Papua, by that time, had also increased to nearly 6,000.
During the war the number of cattle in Papua and New
Guinea was reduced from 27,000 to a few hundred, so that
after the war the industry had to be started afresh . Gradually it has been built up but even by 1957 the industry
had not reached its pre-war level, the number of cattle
on non- indigenous holdings being only about 10 , 000 (Appendix IX) .
Of the 10,435 cattle reported to be in the Territory
in 1955- 56, while some were on the livestock farms maintained

. c . Hutchinson, "Milk Production in New Guinea", New
Guinea Agricultural Gazette, Vol . VII, No. 1, February 1941,
p. 3.

- 293 by the Administration, most were to be found on the plantations ; European private farms g iven over solely to cattle
numbered only 3 , located at Zenag (700 head) , Kokoda
( 4 20 head) , and in the Markham Vall ey, 90 miles from Lae
62
(200 head) .
Although two- thirds of the total number of
cattle were in the Tr ust Territory, the pastoral leases
amounting to 90,918 a cres, were nearly equally divided
between the two Territories .

However , of the 34,612 acres

of improved pastures only one - fifth was in Papua (mostly
in the Central Distri. ct), wh ile the remainder was in the

Trust Territory, where the Western Hi ghlands District
alone posse ssed one-thir d of t he total improved pastures
of the combined Territories .
At present, the chief areas of interest in re gard to
the livestock industry are the grassy lowlands of t he
Central Distr ict, the Markham Valley, t he Central Hi ghlands
and the basins of the Sepik and Fly Rivers .

Its dr y climate

and the existence of large areas covered with grasses , al though of a poor quality , make the Port

oresby re g ion

also quite suitable for cattle ra.is ing , and it is cons idered
that the areas between Port Moresby and
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G al~y

ource of information Mr W. B. Osborne,
Industry , Port oresby .
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foothills, could support a substantial cattle industry.

63

In the Markham Valley, large areas where the soil and
climate is not suitable for cocoa have proved useful for
64
cattle, and the same is true about the upper Hamu area.
In the Highlands, a few cattle farms are already successfully established; the limiting factor here being the cost
of air-freighting the foundation-stock rather than any
unsuitability of climate.

Investigation of the possibilities

in the Sepik and Fly basins is in hand (see PP-659 and 688-9 ),
and it is hoped that there may be found substantial areas
suitable for cattle raising.
The Administration is giving a much-nee ded impetus to
the cattle industry in several ways; by the payment of a
subsidy towards the cost of importation of cattle by private
persons;

65

by the importation and development of suitable

breeds at government stations; by the control of pests and

R. W. Robson , "Cattle Raising on an Impressive Scale",
Pacific Islands Monthly, Vol.XXVII, No.1, February 1951,
p.121.
64
H. F . Brechin, "Suitability of Upper Ramu Area for the
Purposes of Grazing Sheep and Cattle", New Guinea ~ri
cultural Gazette, Vol.III, 10.2, December 1931, p.~.
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Dependlllg on the type of beast, the subsidy ranges from
£30 to £55 and is designed to cover the cost of freight
from Australia .

- 295 diseases; by grassland surveys and the investigation of
the value of pasture grasses .

The Division of Livestock

maintains basic laboratories at Port Moresby and Livestock
Stations at Laloki, Bis ianumu, Baiyer River , Goroka, Arona,
Erap , Kurakakaul and Nondugl.
These measures have borne good results .

The subsidy

scheme has led to some increase in the number of cattle
imported during recent years; a definite improvement in the
quality of stock is reported to have taken place; large
areas of country in the Central District as well as in the
Markham Valley and the Central Highlands have been cleansed
of cattle tick; high quality indigenous grasses, such as
Bitiki ( Blue grass) as well as imported grasses , for example,
Panicum maximum, have been introduced at all the livestock
stations.
So far the general practice in the Territory has been
to raise cattle by intensive grazing rather than by the
66
"open range ll method.
The reasons for this are several;
firstly, that large tracts of land with reasonable accessibility are few ; secondly, lowland cattle, particularly zebu,
fetch a better price if raised by the farm method; thirdly,
66

Dept of Territories , "Grazing Industr y - Papua and New
Guinea ll , Papua and New Guinea Agricultural Gazette , Vol . VIII,
No .1, July 1953, p.42.

- 296 foundation-stock, being relatively expensive to import,
cannot be left in range conditions; and finally, the incidence of diseases in certain areas requires greater supervision through intensive management.

But poverty of grass -

lands and intensive grazing cannot go together.

As the

Territory's natural grass-stands, cons isting chiefly of
Themeda and Imperata, are of low-carrying capacity, the
need for improved pastures is obvious.
The cattle industry in New Guinea has a promising
future, particularly if the Sepik and Fly Plains prove
suitable for the purpose.

Capitalization of the industry

will be a problem but, according to the Annual Report,
"there is every indication that it is attracting the in67
terests of Australian capital".
Shee p
An important experiment in sheep-raising was carried
out at Hallstrom Trust Station at Nondugl in the Highlands .
Originally some 500 Romney Marsh sheep were imported, and
after initial setbacks caused by worm diseases and a too

67
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Annual Report of the Territory of Papua, 1955-56, p.35.

The Adm inistration participates in the operation of the
Station which was established in 1950 by a grant of
£20 ,000 from Mr E.J. Hallstrom, with the purpose of training the indigenous people in the care, use and propagation
of livestock.

68
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and increasing.

The idea of turning the indigenous people

into a community of producers, spinners and weavers of wool
has been found to be impractical in the present circumstances and has been abandoned; nor is it very likely that
European landholders will be interest ed in sheep raising.
Pigs
Pigs form the basis of the native animal husbandry
and are of immense social importance, having no substitute
in the large majority of transactions and rites in which
they occupy the principal position.
however, is impossible to ascertain.

Their total number,
The Administration

undertakes to breed stud pigs, and good quality sires are
sold to the people.

Anthrax, which is endemic and wide-

spread amongst pigs in the Hi ghlands, is a serious problem,
and although a vaccination programme is in hand, it is
difficult to see how the entire pig population, or even
a significant part of it, can be treated in this way.
Although there are considerable prospects for pack
animals, goats and poultry, they have hitherto been of only
minor economic importance.

In the past, mules have often

been employed successfully as pack animals in certain areas;
for example, just before the war, the Mission at Goilala
(Central District) had developed a very efficient system
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of mule transport ; similarly, the Army Administration during
the war was making u s e of these animals in the Port
hinterland and on the Sogeri Plateau .

IVoresby

It seems rather

unfortunate that the excessive reliance on air communication
in the Territory has caused the f act t hat mule transport
can be used successfully and economic ally in several areas
t o be for gotten .
Alth ough a few cat tle have been purchased by the native
pe ople and by the Co- operatives, they do not f it , by and
large , into the traditional native economy .

Even the pigs

are kept more f or social and ceremonial purposes than for
the sake of animal prot e in .

Following its decision to

intr oduce sheep into the Highlands ' native economy , it was
remarked on behalf of the Hallstrom Trust that the task
was " to inculcate the conception of livestock as ' useful '
animals and not as a form of wealth ••••

It would be a

tragedy if natives come to re gard sheep as the Africans
re gard the ir cattle" .
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Fortunately or unfortunately , the

scheme for the introduction of sheep has itself so far
failed to materialize .
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Cited R. N. Hancock , " Goroka Animal I ndustr y Farm" ,
S .P . C. Quarterly Bulletin , Vol . IV , No . 3 , July 1954 ,
p . 35 .

- 299 The development of t he livestock industry is one of
the great needs of the Territory, but as a sound cattle
70
industry cannot be based on air transport,
the provision
of adequate roads seems essential.

Perhaps for some time

the livestock industry will remain in European hands, but
it is highly desirable that a beginn ing should be made in
the introduction of livestock in the native economy.
EXTRAC TI VE INDUSTRI ES
PET OLEUM
Oil hangs as a big question-mark over the economy of
New Guinea; its discovery is bound to bring radical changes
in the Territory's financial resources, the expenditure
of the oil companies even today contributing a large share
of the country's revenue.
Indications of the presence of oil were noted for the
first time in 1911 in the Vailala

iver and subsequently

gas and oil seepages were located throughout the coastal
belt from Yule Island to the Purari Delta.

71

Operations
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A Norseman aircraft carries 2,000 lb. load at £40 per
hour.
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J.E. Carne, Notes on the Occurrence of Coa , Petroleum
and Copper in Papua (Sydney, 1913);
A. Wade, "Report of Petroleum in Papua", Australian
Parliamentary aper, No.61 of 1914.
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pr~vate

enterprise at Upoia in 1911 and

later at Orovoi, but proprietary rights were subsequently
assumed by the Australian Government which began prospecting in 1917 .

Within two years it had spent £130,000, during

which period about 2,000 gallons of Ita particularly valuable
72
type of crude oil" had been obtained from Upoia .
In 1919 the Australian and British Governments agreed
to contribute £50,000 each towards oil exploration, a
task which was entrusted to the Anglo - Persian Oil Co .

The

British Government's withdrawal from the venture in 1921
meant that during the period 1921-28 the Anglo-Persian Co.
carried out exploration solely for the Australian Government .

Drilling operations during these years at Upoia,

Hohoro and Popo proved unfruitful and the Company , having
made a survey of the Aitape and Madang area

which failed

in locating commercial quantities of oil in the coastal
belt, recommended exploration in regions further inland,
including the Sepik Valley.
The Commonwealth monopoly was lifted in 1923, and by
1925 licences covering an area of 36 , 385 sq . miles had
been issuea to 39 private companies .
72

By 1929 however , all

E . G. Hicks , "The Search for Petroleum in the Territories
of Papua and New Guinea" , South Pacific, Vol . VII , No . 5,
October 1953, p . 689.
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and in the early thirties Oil

Search Ltd, working in Oriomo and Matapau , wa
company in the field .

In 1936 an ordinance was

the only
pa~sed

which allowed big companies to obtain concessions over
areas of up to 20,000 sq. mileo.

By the fOLlowing year,

licences had been taken up by three major companies, namely,
Papuan Oil Development Ltd, Island Expl oration Ltd and
Oil Search Ltd; in addition a small company, Papuan Apinaipi
Ltd, took up a small but promising area around Oiapu .

By

the end of 1938 the four companies were holding permits
over about 56 ,000 sq . miles in Papua and over considerable
areas in the Mandated Territory .

In 1939 when Papuan Oil

Development withdrew from the field, the merger of Oil
Search Ltd and Oriomo Oil Ltd brought into being the powerful Australasian Petroleum Co ., which carried on operations
alongside Island EXploration Ltd and Papuan Apinaipi Ltd .
In 1940-41 these three companies held permits over 9 , 994 sq.
miles, 9,722 sq. miles and 75 sq . miles respectively in
Papua and the Australasian Petroleum Co . held a further
7,413 sq . miles in the Mand ated Territory .
73
According to the Annual Report of the Territory of Papua ,
1928-29, the total expenditure in the search by that date
was over one million pounds , the Commonwealth's share being
£475 , 684 .

- 302 The Papuan Apinaipi Co ., in 1940- 41, drilled two wells
in the vicinity of" Cape Possession; the first was lost for
a reason not disclosed, while the second was located on a
volcanic neck - in spite of open opposition from the
74
Company's own geologist.
Empl oying the most modern technique, the Australasian
Petroleum Co., in 1941, started drilling its first well
at Kariava and had reached a depth of 5,400 ft when operations were interrupted by the war .

The well had to be

sealed, but was re-opened in 1945, the drilling continuing
until 1948, when the well had to be abandoned at a depth
of 12,621 ft.
Before the closing down of Kariava , test drillings
at Oroi, Upoia and Hohoro , while giving negative results,
had indicated that perhaps the sedimentation of the Aure
Trough was not sufficiently "rhythmic lt to produce oil
75
strata .
Hence, the companies decided to abandon the plan
to drill at Malalaua (on the Tauri River) and to concentrate on the structure known as the Western Papuan Basins,
westward of the Vailala River .

These sedimentary basins

are located in the region comprising the foothills of the
74
Hicks ,
75

Ope

Cit., pp . 695-96.

Ibid ., p . 697.

- 303 Central Cordillera as well as the delta and low-ly ing
terrain nearer the coast, and in the sunken lands of the
Turama and other rivers westward.

Almost the whole region

is covered by dense ve getation - Rainforests on t he higher
terrain and Swamp forests in t he low-lying areas.

The

annual rainfall everywhere exceeds 100 inches, while in
the Kikori area more than 300 inches have been recorded.
Although the incidence of diseases in this unhealthy re g ion
has been considerably reduced as a result of adequate medical
facilities, transport still remains a difficult problem
about which more will be said later.
In such country, exploration work, always an elaborate

and arduous task, involves detailed aerial, regional, geolog ical and geophysical ( gravity, reflection and refraction)
surveys.

Since 1951 a considerable area has been covered

in this way, surveying and drilling operations being conducted by the Australasian Petroleum Co. with which the
interests of the Island Exploration Co. were merged in 1953.
The Papuan Apinaipi Co ., wh i ch was refused renewal of its
permit after March 1951, was allotted 86,000 sq. miles in
1954-55 and in 1957 was also carrying out geological fieldwork in the area.
The drilling of the first test well of post-war years
commenced in May 1950 at Wana and was abandoned after a

- 304 depth of 9,866 ft had been reached; only traces of oil were
discovered.

In November of the same year drilling was

started at Omati No . 1 and in 1952 at Omati No . 2, but both
were abandoned in 1954 at depths of 14,352 ft and 10,840 ft
respectively .

In 1955, a well drilled at Aramia was

abandoned at a depth of 6,628 ft, Bore No . 1 at Kuru had to
be sealed at only 968 ft, because of the high pressure gas
which had been struck and another bore (Kuru No .2) had also
to be abandoned at 7,305 ft .

In mid-1957 drilling was

going on at Barikewa , Komewu and Sireru, while new sites
were being prepared on the Puri anticline and at

orehead.
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The Australasian Petroleum Co. had contributed, between
1936 and 1957, nearly £27 million to the total expenditure
of about £30 million on oil-search in New GUinea .

It had

aerially mapped 19,000 sq. miles at a cost of £140,000,
had geologically surveyed tens of thousands of sq. miles
at the expense of £960,000 and had spent £5 ,130,000 on
geophysical operations.

The drilling activity alone had

cost the company £8 ,200,000 .

The average monthly staff

employed by the company had risen f rom 322 Europeans and
2,425 Papuan empl oyees in 1953-54 to 598 Europeans and
76
Information regarding drilling operations obtained from
the Annual Reports of the Territory of Papua, 1950 to 1956,
and A.P . C. News Bulletins dated 18 . 6.57, 13.7.57 and 13.8 . 58 .
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Thus, next to the Ad-

ministration, the Company was the largest single employer
in the Territory.

Much of its labour force is mobile and

involves the frequent movement of some 300 white personnel
and 2,500 labourers, to gether with supplies amounting at
times to more than 2,000 tons monthly.

Transport is there77
fore the key problem in the oil-search operations.
Port Moresby is the headquarters for the A.P . C.'s
administrative and technical control and the site of its
major stores and workshop facilities, which cannot be 10cated any nearer to the scene of operations as there is
remarkably little ground free from inundation in the coastal
belt between the Purari and the Fly Rivers and at this
stage of exploration the cost of reclamation would hardly
be justified.

A sub-base, accessible by small coastal

vessels is, however, located at

iddletown .

The use of aircraft, which once helped to open up the
Morobe Goldfields, is now making oil exploration practicable.
Land-planes cannot be used because of the unsuitable terrain
and because, as exploration is a mobile operation, the
cost of building temporary air strips would be prohibitive;
77
L. A. Pym, "Oil Exploration in Papua - Transportation
Problem", Walkabout, Vol . XXlV, No . 2, February 1958,
pp . lO- 14 .
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a strip of water 7,000 ft in length is available and Beaver
planes fitted with floats where only 2,400 ft of waterstrip can be found.

For overland transport, the use of

light helicopters and Sikorsky S.58 helicopters, the latter
capable of carrying two-ton load, has almost eliminated
the necessity of building roads, a costly and time-consuming
operation.

Recent drillings at Sireru , Komewu and Puri

have been carried out without the provision of any roads,
although these sites are located at a minimum distance of

9 to 15 miles from navigable rivers.

78

Prospects
The test wells which have been drilled so far are too
few in number to prove or disprove the existence of a commercial oilfield, but even failures to find oil at the
various drilling sites have their value since they provide
information on the selection of further sites for operation.
The discovery of oil in New GUinea is bound to create
a whole range of problems including the provision of port
faCilities, storage installations, pipe lines, roads and
a number of essential serVices, but the greatest problem
will be the obtaining of labour supply, a modest demand for

78
Ibid., p.14.

- 307 even 10,000 semi-skilled and unskilled labourers being, to
say the least, difficult to meet.
GOLD
Saaved ra,

the Spanish navigator was not far wrong

when, in 1528 , he named New GUinea Isla del Oro (Island of
Gold), for varying quantities of alluvial gold were later
to be found in almost all the rivers of the New GUinea main79
land,
while in certain areas such as the Bulolo- Watut
Valleys, which became a highly profitable and productive
goldfield, limited amounts of lode formation were also to
be discovered .
Saavedra ' S

It was three and a half centuries after

visit, however , before the gold mining industry

was developed.
Gold Industry in Papua
The first authentic report on the presence of gold ,
that brought by Captain Owen Stanley in 1852, did not arouse
much interest, for the discovery consisted merely of a few
grains of the metal in a piece of broken native pottery
obtained by him at Redscar Bay .

Thirty-five years later,

however, following the reports that gold had been discovered in the tributaries of the Laloki River , Port Moresby
79
A.P . Lyons, "Early Gold from Papua ' s Rivers tt, Pacific
ISlands Monthl y, Vol . XXII , No . 9 , April 1952 , pp.124-28.
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Hundreds of miners pros-

pected the area in 1878, but gold in payable quantities
was not found.
The first discovery of alluvial gold leading to mining
activity was made in 1888 on Tagula (Sudest) Island, where
some three hundred miners worked for about a year after
which the field was near y exhausted.

In the meantime,

however, other islands of south-eastern Papua had been
searched and Misima Island, t"ound to be one of the promising fields, attracted hundreds of miners who carried out
profitable operations during 1889-90.

Afterwards, although

the field remained in production, its output continually
diminished.
As a result of the mining activities at Misima , searches
were carried out in other parts of Papua and revealed the
presence of gold in several areas, although, as one prospector put it, "there was too much of .Papua mixed with its
gold""

During the ten years from 1895 to 1904, six gold -

fields had been proclaimed (see Appendix X).

Of these,

Murua Island, which proved to be richest, remained the scene
of intense alluvial mining from 1895 to 1902 and even after
the decline of alluvial mining its production stayed at a
high level as a result of the introduction of several
quartz-crushing plants.

- 309 Other fields were also in production during this period,
and the gold output in Papua, although never very large,
had increased from small beginnings in 1887-88 to a total
value of production of £75- 90,000 annually by 1906.

While

not an impressive figure , this was significant in relation
to the total commercial economy of the period; in the early
days gold mining was in fact the largest industry of the
Territory .

From the early years of the twentieth century,

the annual gold production declined steadily and in spite
of the opening up of new fields - Astrolabe (1906) and
particularly Lakekamu

(1909) - the total output continued

to diminish until 1928-29, when only £6 , 901 worth of gold
was produced.

With the rise in the gold prices after 1931,

however, there was a rapid increase in production, which in
1938-39 had reached 64 ,622 fine oz. valued at £150 ,198.
During the thirties, while the scene of mining activity
had largely shifted to the Morobe Goldfields (to which
reference will be made presently), the gold -bearing areas
of Papua which received particular attention were the Lakekamu, Yodda and Louisiade fields.

In 1935 the best prospects

were reported from Misima ISland where production had increased again, enabling Papua's leading gold company,
Cuthbert Misima Ltd, to return a steady 90 per cent per
annum on its capital.

- 310 In other parts of Papua, the prospecting carried out
during this period did not prove very successful .

In

1935, large scale prospecting operations were conducted
with the aid of a sea-plane in the upper Fly area ; in 193637 Hides and Lyall went on a gold-seeking expedition to the

upper Strickland area; during 1930-36 the Tauri River was
keenly prospected .

None of these ventures, however, met

with success, and Misioa Island remained the most important
gold producing centre.
During the war years (1941-45), the gold industry in
Papua was completely abandoned, and it has not been fully
re-established since then.

The present production is small

.I

and largely confined to Misima Island .
Gold Industry in the Trust Territory
The early gold discoveries in Fapua induced both
Germans and Australians to search for gold in German
Guinea .

ew

The former unsuccessfully prospected several areas,

which included the western tributaries of the Ramu in 1896,
the upper Ramu in 1901, the Markham and Watut Rivers in
1913, and the Waria River in the following year .

Australian

prospectors from the Gira and Yodda fields who attempted
to cross into German

ew Guinea under the pretext of shoot-

ing birds -of - paradise met with little success, as a result
of the German policing, the difficult nature of the country,

- 311 and the hostility of the inhab itants.

Their persistent

prowlings did, however, gain for them some knowledge of
what were to become the famous Morobe Goldfields, opened to
them after the First World War when Australia assumed control
of German New Guinea.
Alluvial mining was started in 19 22 at the portion of
the Morobe fields known as Koranga Creek.

Transport over

dif ficult tracks had to be provided by native carriers,
the journey from Salamaua to Koranga, a distance of 35 miles
as the crow flies, takin~ eight to ten days; moreover, the
line of communication was subject to frequent attacks by
80

hostile inhabitants.

Such were the difficulties of

transport that nothing less than 10 oz. per day was considered payable, and by 1925 not many of the miners were
obtaining profitable returns.
Then, in 1926, the discovery of rich gravels on Edie
Creek, another part of the Morobe fields, caused a gold
rush in which many prospectors and labourers lost their
lives,

argely as a result of an epidemic of dysent ery

which broke out in the mining areas.

In the same year
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"Not a great deal has been said about the expedition,
composed largely of miners ••• , which for all time silenced
the fierce tribes around Kaisinik. II R. W. Robson, PacifiC
Islands Year Book 1956 (Sydney, 1956), p . 317.
r
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C.J. Levien, realizing that the great potential of the
fields could not be developed by small operators, conceived
his plan of organizing a big dredging concern based on
aerial transport.

Thus were born the pioneering air-

services which not only opened up the Morobe goldfields
but also became the chief means of transport in New GUinea.
After air freighting from the coast to the goldfields had
been proved practicable, an operating company, Bulolo Gold
Dredging Ltd, was formed to start dredging operations in
the flats of the lower Bulolo (Bulwa area).

Between 1932

and 1934 it established two hydro-electric power-houses and
four dredges, so that by 1935 it was recovering about 10,000
fine ounces of gold per month and its shares of £1 were
quoted at about £9 .

By 1940 the Company had installed a

total of 8 dredges.
While the Bulolo Company was planning operations in
the Bulwa area, intense prospecting was going on in the
upper Bulol o-Ed ie Creek area, with the result that by 1927
all the promiSing country had been taken up under leases.
New Guinea Goldfields Ltd, a big operating company floated
in 1929 to undertake both alluvial and reefing operations,
soon acquired most of the valuable land on the upper Bulolo,
Koranga , Edie Creek and Namie Creek.

81

Proving valuable
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With an initial back~ng of a cash cap~tal of £1, 000 ,000
in 1930, the Company had built up its issued capital to
£4 ,500,000 in 1935.

.I

- 313 ore at Golden Ridges ( Namie Creek), the Company brought
into operation in 1930 a crushing mill and cyanide plant.
In the same year Day Dawn Ltd was formed to treat metallurgical y the ore at ~die Creek .

In addition to the com-

panles mentioned above, there were several small companies
and individual miners operating in the Morobe fields.
No other goldfields comparable to that of the Morobe
ara:l were found in 1 ew Guinea , although ind i vidual miners
carried out some alluvial mining in the upper Ramu region
and in the mountain ranges of the Sepik Dlstrict.
Gold then has had an important place in the economy
of the Mandated Territory.
Appendix X.)

(For annual export figures see

Production commenced in 1923-24 and rose

sharply after the big companies entered the field in 1931-

32; by the following year the percentage value of gold export exceeded that of copra which during the previous 15
years had accounted for 80 per cent or more of the total
export of the Territory (see Graph A ).

During the period

1933-39 when the copra market remained depressed, the
Territory's economy was largely based on go d production.
During the Second World War, however, not only was the
production completely disrupted but most of the mining equipment was totally lost .

The industry was to some extent

rehab il i tated after the war; the Bul olo Gold Dredging Co.

.I

- 314 had refloated eight dredges by 1949, but as the gold-bearing
areas were worked out and production drastically fell, the
number of dredges was reduced to 4 in 1955 and to one in
1957.

Owing to this drastic reduction in the production

of gold, the Company has transferred its interests to plywood manufacturing (see P . 580).
The resumption of activities by New Guinea Goldfields
was even slower than in the case of the Bulol o Dredging
Co .

The Company in 1950 again took up sluicing operations

at Wau and Edie Creek and, later, also began treating
(with races) the alluvials in Koranga Creek, at the same
time putting into operation a c+ushing mill and cyaniding
plant at Golden Ridges .

In view of the diminishing returns

f rom gold, however, the Company , like Bulolo Dredging Ltd,
has turned its attention to timber milling to such an
extent that in 1955, for example, 33 per cent of its total
returns was from the sale of timber milled at Wau .
The Territory 's annual gold output is fast declining,
production having fallen from 465,294 fine oz. in 1938- 39
to 91 , 232 fine oz. in 1948- 49 and further to 79,253 fine
oz . in 1956 -57.

The decline is due to the curtailment of

dredging operations and although production from fossicking
and lode mining is being maintained at a constant level,
the known gold-bearing areas are being worked out.

At Edie

- 315 Creek , for example, it is becoming increasingly dif ficult
for the individual miner to work the high terraces because
of the cost of bringing water to the scene of operation .
No new fields have been discovered in recent years,

82

and

in spite of the fact that the government is prepared to
assist miners, for instance by provid ing a percussion
drilling plant for testing river gravels and terraces, it
is very unlikely that gold mining will again assume its
former importance.

An interestlllg feature of the present

gold industry is the increas ing interest taken in it by
native miners , particularly in the Kainantu area.

Currently,

there are about 200 individual groups of native miners,
employing some 2,000 labourers, but their production is
hardly 2 per cent of the Territory's total gold output .
Fi gures of native gold production are s hown in Appendix XI .
In the past, although the gold industry has earned
large profits and crea.ted capital goods (roads , townships,
air services, etc . ), it has proved of little benefit to the
indigenous population except in that it has offered them
employment as wage earners.

The development of native
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In 1948- 49 there was a gold rush to Wabag , and although
colours were found in pl aces , gold in such quantities as
" t o pay even the costs of the boots worn out" was not
found . H. W. Robson , "The Crazy St ory of the Wabag Rush" ,
Pacific Islands Monthly, Vol . XXI , 0. 4 , November 1950,
p . 51.

- 316 gold mining, therefore, has a social as well as an economic
significance .

OTHER

MlNERAL~

Compared with gold, the production of other minerals
is almost negligible, the value of output being £35,050 in
1938-39, £14,584 in 1948-49, and £24,290 in 1956-57 .

(For

production figures see Appendix XII . )
Copper mining was of some significance in the Astrolabe
area, where the ore deposits are estimated 290,000 tons.
During the thirties and again just before the war the field
was in production (see Ch . XI I I, p . 515), but mining has not
been resumed in t he post - war period , although extensive
83
prospecting work has been carried out recently .

.I

At present , silver is produced as a by-product of
gold-refining and small amounts of platinum, osmiridium
and iridium are also recovered in alluvial mining operations.
Some manganese is produced in Papua , but a number of other
minerals which have been found are not sufficiently large
to be of commercial interest .

Further prospecting may

perhaps reveal payable deposits of osmiridium in the tributaries of the upper Ramu , platinum in the Kabenau River,
83
Annual Report of the Dept of Lands, Surveys and
1 956 - 57 .

~ines ,

I,

- 317 copper and iron ore in the Baining District, sulphur in
several localities in the volcanic regions and lignite in
the vicinity of Astrolabe Bay and in southern

ew Ireland.

Deposits of rock-phosphate and guano are known to exist
in the Purdy Islands and other places, but so far they have
not been g iven any attention (see Ch . XI , p.363) .
Of greatest interest is the possibility of finding
nickel , cobalt and chrome in the 180 miles long and 20
miles wide ultra-basic belt, wh ich extends from Nassau
84
Bay (Morobe District) to the Musa River.

FOREST INDUSTRIES
It is estimated that 70-80 per cent of t he total land
area of the Territory is covered by forests wh ich , depending on altitudinal zonation, fall into a number of broad
types (see Ch . IV, p . 124).

Mos t of t hem contain valuable

timber resources, estimated at some 100,000 million super
85
f eet of log ,
or more t han t hose poss e ssed by Australia
itself , but owing to factors such as t he lack of communication, the diff iculties of slope and t he smallness of demand ,
these resources have been little developed in t he past,
the only exceptions being the pine stands of t he Bulolo
84
85

Ibid .

J • B. McAdam , .;:;T~h::.;;e~~;";;:':::";:"::::-"""";:::";;"'~~==,=,=,=-;:';"":;":::~~~~;;..t;..;u;;.;a~an~d
New Guinea (De~t of
p . 12 .

.
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- 318 Valley and Eucalyptus naudiniana, a hardwood indigenous
only to New Britain .
For centuries the native people have been making demands on the forests for wood as well as for a number of
minor products, but it is their gardening methods, clearing and burning, which have destroyed the forest cover in
many areas, causing it to be replaced with grasslands .
Recently, in areas where native economic development has
been taking place, the pattern of the indigenous demand on
forests has been changing; on the one hand ruthless burning is being controlled and on the other there is an expanding demand for sawn timber.

This trend is bound to

grow with the development of the native economy.
The European demand for timber was never very large
until the Pacific war.

In 1923, there were only four saw-

mills, of which two were in New Britain and two on the New
Guinea mainland.

In 1930, this number was increased to

five, the total production of which was 1,112,000 super feet
of logs.

With the development of the h orobe goldfields in

the thirties and the growth of the townships of Wau and
Bul olo, a group of small saw-mills was flown into the area
to exploit for local needs the Araucaria forests of the
Bulolo Valley .

'r he total product ion of sawn timber had

risen to about 2 million super feet annually, when just

.I

- 319 before the war some planters, pressed by the low prices of
copra, started cutting "New Guinea Walnut" (Dracontomelum
magniferum) and exporting it in log and flitches mainly
to the American veneer market, a small number of logs being
sent to Australia also.

In this way, the total export of

timber from New Guinea had risen to 7.5 million super feet
in 1941, but, apart from a number of benches on plantations,

there were only the small commercial saw-mills when the
86
war broke out in the Pacific.
During the war, the forest resources of the Territory
were exploited on an unprecedented scale.

Heavy equipment

for logg ing and saw-milling was introduced by the military
administration (ANGAU) in several areas, while the Japanese
set up a cluster of saw-mills on the Gazelle Peninsula .

It

is estimated that by the end of the war ANGAU alone had
87
produced over 80 million super feet of sawn timber.
Apart
from actual production, ANGAU did a useful work in producing an Army Forest Resource Survey, mapping aerially (one
inch to a mile) 56,000 sq. miles, or nearly one-third of
88
the land area of the Territory .
Although no aerial surveys
86
J.S. Womersley and J.R. McAdam , The Forests and Forest
Conditions in the Territories of Papua and New Guinea
(Port Moresby , 1957), pp.36-7.
87
Ib id., p. 29 •
88
Ib id ., p. 31 •

- 320 have been conducted since the war, much work has been done
in interpreting the data from war-time aerial photographs.
The post-war reconstruction and the expansion of the
Administrative services, together with a buoyant market
for primary products and the general air of prosperity and
commercial activity, has resulted in a large local demand
for timber in recent years.

Fortunately for the Administra-

tion, a fair amount of heavy lo gging and milling equipment
used by the Army was available to aid in the work of immediate post-war reconstruction.

Saw-mills set up at Yalu,
89
near Lae, and at Keravat, near Rabaul,
have, since coming
into production in 1946, considerably expanded their ac-

tivities and have led to a substantial development of both
coastal and sUb-montane timbers especially around Lae.

In

1956-57, the total log in t ake of the two mills was reported
to be 6,435 super f eet and the production of sawn timber
90
2,547,822 super feet, valued at £130,798.
In addition to the produ.ction organized by the Administration, a number of Emergency

ermits have been issued
91
to small private mills since the war.
So far about

89
90
91

In early 1957 the Yalu Mill was transferred to Lae.
Womersley and McAdam, Ope cit., Table 4, p. 38.

"Emergencies lt consist of local shortages of timber or the
need to harvest logs wh ich would be destroyed in agricultural operation.

- 321 5 million super feet have been allotted under these permits
and a considerable amount of timber has been harvested by
the permit holders.

Areas are allotted by means of com-

petitive tenders, two of those accepted recently being
for the trans-Busu area near Lae (70 million super feet)
and the Brown River area (50 million super feet) .

At the

present stage, tenders are being asked primarily for those
areas which are likely to be suitable for agricultural
operations after the removal of the forest cover, but it
is realized that in order to establish saw-mills which
will be able to operate efficiently for a period of about
20 years, larger areas of forests should be made available.
In some parts of the Territory areas are being earmarked for permanent forest management, for example the
trans-Keravat region and the Bulolo Valley have been reserved
as absolute forest lands and are being worked on the basis
of a sustained timber production.

The latter area has

become the site of the most heavily capitalized venture in
the field of forestry; its plywood mill, using the local
Araucaria stands as well as coastal timbers from Lae, has
been annually producing 30 mill ion sq. feet of plywood on
a 3/16 inch basis, helping to place timber a

second only

to copra in the industries of the Territory.

A more de-

tailed reference to the plywood venture in Bulolo will be

- 322 made later (see Ch. XIV, p. 577), here it is sufficient to
note that the rapid development of the forest industry in
this region was made possible by the fact that it inherited
enormous capital wealth in the form of stock capital, lines
of communication and townships f rom the gold industry.
Forestry development in other areas where these advantages
do not exist is bound to be much slower.
The Territory's present production of sawn timber is
not only sufficient to meet local demands, but also provides substantial exports in the shape of logs, veneers and
plywoods (Appendix XIII).

Timber exports, which have in-

creased substantially since 1953, are expected to go on
increasing and it is hoped that the wood which is at present
wasted in the plywood and veneer process, will soon be
used in the manuf acturing of pulp.
Although Lane Poole had, in the first comprehensive
report on the forest resources of the Territory made as
far back as 1925, strongly sugg ested that in liJew Guinea
"the future of forestry is wrapped up in the development of
92
minor forest products',
these have never occupied any
Significant place in the exports of the Territory.

The

92
C. E . Lane-Poole, "The Forest Resources of the Territories
of Papua and New Guinea", Australian Parliamentary Papers,
No.73 (1925, pp.47 and 163-70.

- 323 only by-products with any pretensions of being on a commercial scale are the cutch extracted from mangrove bark
in the Purari Delta (see Ch.XllI, p.551) and the copal gum
gathe red in the Western District (see Ch . XV , p.685).
In Papua and New Guinea the forest industry is being
developed along cautious lines so that it will not conflict
with the Administration's general policy of safeguarding
native interests.

The safeguards are provided particularly

in this connection by the Government 's land policy, reference to which has already been made (see Ch.VII , p.215ff).
The very nature of the industry, if it is to be on a large
scale, makes it an alien enterprise, for its huge capital
requirements must be met from non-native sources; the large
units of land needed must necessarily be sparsely populated
and must contain few or no indigenous claims and labour
must be brought to the site of operations largely from outside areas.

In such a situation the indigenous people can

participate merely as a labour force, deriving only such
benefits as arise from the opportunity to earn wages and
from the multiplier effect of industrial development on the
native economy.

Appendix I
COCONUTS
"Sown" and "Harvested" Areas and Production, 195h-55
"Harveste~t

"Sown" Area (Acres)

Non-

Papua
Tot a 1

Product i on (Tons)
NonI ndigenous
Total
indigenous

Indigenous

Total

211 ,103

n.a.

n.e.

192,934

85,000

277,934

66,903

17,000

83 , 903

34,3 27

n.a.

n.e

33,339

1 h, 000

47, 339

11 ,051

2,800

13 , 851

245,430

n.e.

n.a.

126,273

99,000

325,273

77,954

19,800

97,754

indigenous
Trust
Territory

Area (Acres)

Nonindigenous

Indigenous

Total

Figures supplied by Mr F.C. Henderson, Department of Agriculture, Port Moresby
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App endix II
NON-INDIGENOUS COCONUT PLANTATIONS 1955-56
Acreage under cro.Q
Immature
Total
Mature

Number of Palms
Immature
Mature

Total

Production
(Tons)

Trust Terri to£Z
New Britain
New Ireland
Madang
Bougainville
Manus
Morobe
Sepik

8,554
4,161
3,185
5,018
127
1 ,948
422

64,432
50,4 67
26,64 6
24,418
14,011
2,664
1 ,644

72,986
54,628
29,831
29,43 6
14,138
4,612
2,066

406,000
189,000
147,000
24 6 ,000
7,000
67,000
19,000

2,848,000
2,220,000
1 ,030,000
1 ,117,000
640,000
75,000
73,000

3,254,000
2,409,000
1,177,000
1 ,363,000
647,000
142 ,000
92,000

23,304
16,537
10,14 6
11,884
2,3 67
649
499

423
/.i15
2
21O
7

16,432
14,180
1,484
754
400

1 6,855
14,595
1 ,486
964
407

21 ,000
22,000

738,000
653,000
73,000
38,000
25,000

759,000
675,000
73,000
49,000
25,000

5,063
5,213
589
184
121

24,472

217,532

24 2 ,004

9,530,000

10,665,000

7 6 ,55 6

pa.Qua
Milne Bay
Central
Gulf
western
Northern
Tot a 1

11,000
1 ,135,000

Figures supplied by Mr G.B. Lancaster, Statistician, Port Moresby
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Appendix III
ESTIMATED AGE DISTRIBUTION OF
COCONUT PLANTATION ACREAGE
At 31 March 1953

Age in years

Papua

New Guinea

Total

Percentage

0

109

2,756

2,8 65

1.22

1-2

120

2,958

3,078

1.31

3-5

163

2,718

2,881

1.23

6-9

48

1 ,411

1 ,459

.62

10-14

589

7,862

8,451

3.59

15-39

30,1 68

142,098

172,266

73.22

3,398

40,862

44,260

18.81

34,029

188,594

222,623

94.62

566

12,071

12,639

5.38

40 and over
Bearing
Not Bearing
(young)

Figures supplied by Mr F.C. Henderson,
Department of Agriculture, Port Moresby
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Appendix IV
RUBBER
Year Ended 31 March 1956

District

Area Under Crop ~acres~
Total
Immature
Mature

Number of Trees ~in thousands~
Immature
Mature
Total

Production lb.

2,U.21

1 6,41 6

18,843

308

1,403

1 ,111

6,1 67,808

Northern

672

4,010

4,682

60

283

343

1 ,095,399

Milne Bay

30

1,503

1 ,533

3

130

133

482,390

654

2,406

3,060

58

218

276

1 67,4 63

3,783

24,335

28,118

429

2,034

Central

Western and Gulf

Tot a 1

Figures supplied by Mr G.B. Lancaster, Statistician, Port Moresby.
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Appendix V
COCOA AS A PLANTATION CROP
Area Under Crop, Number of Trees and Production
As on 31 March 1956

District
New Britain
Madang
Bougainville
New Ireland
Morobe
Milne Bay
Northern
Central
Gulf
Sepik
Manus
T

0

t a I s

Area Under Cro~ ~acres~
Immature
Mature
Total

Number of Trees ~in thousands~
Immature
Mature
Total

15,794
3,728
3,101
2,879
791
688
560
367
151
108
10

7,050
2,413
476
377
265
193
184
175

22,844
6,141
3,577
3,25 6
1,05 6
881
744
542
151
108
10

1 ,991
437
429 373
1 ~~
113
33
12
19
1

26,411

10,581

3 6 ,922

3,397

879
172
73
65
29
20
31
16

2,870
599
502
438
176
89
144
49
12
19
1

671.5
190.0
44.8
8.9
12.7
12.2
10.5
12.9

1 ,208

4,605

963.5

Figures supplied by Mr G.B. Lancaster, Statistician, Port Moresby.
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Appendix VI
COCOA AS A NATIVE CROP
Areas Under Crop and Numb er of Trees
As on 31 December 1956

District

New Bri taln

Approximate Area
Under Crop
(acres)

Number of Trees

---

8,410

1 ,850,000

Northern

225

50,000

Bougainvllle

160

35,000

New Ireland

135

30,000

Madang

10O

22,000

Morobe

90

20,000

Manus

15

3,400

9,135

2,010,400

Tot a 1
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Appendix VII
COFFEE AS A PLANT~TION CROP
Area Under Crop, Number of Trees and Production
As on 31 March 1956

District
Eastern Highlands
Western Highlands
Morobe
Bougainville
Central
Northern
New Britain
Sepik
Southern Highlands
New Ireland
Madang
Milne Bay
Tot a 1

Area unde~o2 ~acres~
Innnature
Mature
Total

1 ,185
482
314
140
163
37
1
20
2
2
1
2,347

332
9u
179
50

1 ,517
576
493
190
163
72
109
28
29
20
2
2
2
2
1
-----757
3,10u

Number oL.Trees ~ inthousaruItl
Imma. ture
Ma ture
Total

667
295
166
60

90
15

179
61
89
10
26
12

4
1
1

846
356
255
70
90
41
12
4
1
1

52.85
18.15
58.05
2.85
2.35

.03
1,299

377

1 ,676

Statistics obtained from Mr G.B. Lancaster, Statistician, Port Moresby.
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Production
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134.28

Appendix VIII
COFFEE

AS

A NATIVE

CROP

Number of Trees as on 31 December 1956

Districts

Number of Trees

Morobe

475,000

Eastern Highlands

3l~1

,000

Northern

80,000

Milne Bay

60,000

Western Highland

20,000

Central

12,000

Tot a 1

988,000

Source: Department of Agriculture, Port Moresby,
"Six-monthly Report on the Advancement of
Native Agriculture", Appendix "C", for the
period ending 31 December 1956.
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Appendix IX
NON-INDIGENOUS

PASTORAL

- - - -1939
1•

INDUSTRY

1949

1957

POPULATION
Cattle

2.

29,132

Sheep

1 ,324

Horses

1 ,664

1,500
11 ,708
( estirna ted)
500
1,479
(a)

1 ,197

(a)

627

IMPORTS
Cattle

48(b)

Sheep

Nil

(b)

444(b)

1

Horses

Nil

(b)

76(b)

(a)

Estimated Freight
Subsidy on
Cattle Imports
(commenced 1955)

3.

Nil

-----

~a~ figures not available

b

Source:

Nil

New Guinea only; papua not available.
Hasluck, op.cit., p.13.
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£35,000

Appendix
TOTAL

Goldfield

X

GOLD PRODUCTION
Up to 1932

Date of
Proclama tion

IN

PAPUA

Production
(Fine Oz.)

Value (£ )

Louisiade

1889

159,288

321 ,275

Murua

1895

207,850

717,999

Gira

1898

67,871

255,893

Milne Bay

1899

7 6 ,832

287,128

Yodda

1900

14,230

49,987

Keveri

1 901.l

u,770

17,737

Astrolabe

1906

4,263

17,547

Lakekamu

1909

37,910

142,309

537,014

1,809,875

Tot a 1

---

Source: Great Britain, Naval Intelligence Division,
Western Pacific, Geographical Handbook
Series, Vol. IV, p.205.
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Appendix
NATIVE

GOLD

PRODUCTION

Year Ended

Year Ended

30.6.54

30.6.55

District

XI

Nine Months
to 30.3.56

Oz.

Value £

oz.

Value £

Oz.

Sepik

196

3062

30

4750

230

Morobe

693

10828

995

15549

602

Value £

Tot a 1

Source:

21

330

910

14220

1299

20297

oz.

9409

320

4991

1088

16982

12

189

15

237

844

13201

1734

27052

Annual Report of the Department of Lands, Surveys and Mines, 1956-57.
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Value £

311

Eastern Highlands
Western Highlands

Nine Months
to 30.3.57

Apnendix XII
uIN '!{AL F:1V)T Cl'ION

----------1 (IL 8- 4(

1 C) .3'J- )')

Gold

,.:., : .I"')nl
, , 0 ,'3
\0

~2,03D

1.::->]1,)')8

'"'35',O'lC

':J 4,1)84

£?4,2QO

,

'-}97,4I"')o

°1. ?55, 648

ether min p rctls

All l!1inerals

::>ource: pc. . sluck,

1(, !)~l - ~7

,

;'') :U()
41 h
-

.Q' .

ciJ .
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Appendix
FOREST

INDUSTRY

IN

PAPUA

XIII
AND

NEW

1938-39

GUINEA
1948-49

LOG (super f't):
Production
Export

(a)

1956:57

1 ,724,494

13,000,000+
1 ,754,135

50,427,198
2,559,749

1 ,600,000+
31 ,986

7,23 6,294+
504

25,180,340
3,04 6 ,747

SAWN TIMBER (super f't):
Production
Export
PLYWOOD (sq. f't. on 3/16" basis):
Production
Export
AREAS

OF PERMIT (acres)

ACQUISITION OF TIMBER RIGHTS AND
FORESTED LANDS (acres)

(a) Not available
+ Estimated
Source:

Hasluck, op.cit., p.14.
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nil ·
nil

nil
nil

28,000,000
24,005,860

(a)

(a)

2 63,319

(a)

(a)

400,000

CHAPTER IX
THE IMPACT ON NATIVE ~CO~OMY
============::====:==:======
As was inevitable, general economic development

1n

the Territory has had a profound impact on the native
economy and the acceptance of new ideas and new values,
as well as the need for cash resources to satisfy new
demands, has resulted in the diversification of the native
economy by the development of wage earnlllg, cash cropping,
minine, trading, and many other occupations.

The Adminis -

tration, moreover, committed as it is to a policy of native
welfare, has itself been obliged to develop the economic
productivity and material resources of the people, or in
other words, to attempt to raise them above the level of
subsistence economy.

The development which has taken

place so far is extremely uneven .

At one end of the scale

there are the commercially minded Tolai of the Gazelle
Peninsula or the urbanized Hanuabadans of

ort

oresby -

both well advanced to have developed co - operative as well
as private enterprises - but on the other there are a
number of communities in which it is difficult to find even
- 337 -

- 338 one person who could weigh and tally the paddy produced.
However, considering the fact that the general level of
the New GUinea societies was far below that of many African
societies, the results which have been achieved in 50 or
60 years of administration, and the present rate of progress,
are not discouraging.
To effect even minor changes in the traditional way
of life was initially no easy task.

MacGregor, who aimed

at making the Papuan Ita useful and industrious peasant
proprietor in his own country", enforced the growing of
coconuts by the villagers under the Native

egulation of

1894, an Act des igned to bring "heavy pressure ••• on individuals that would not otherwise move in this direction". 1
MacGregor himself was disappointed with the results achieved, 2
but a few years later the Regulation met with a greater
degree of success.

In 1912, villagers in the Trobriands

were ordered to plant coconuts along the tracks and by
mid -1914 about 120,000 trees (240 acres) had been planted. 3
1
2 Annual Report of the Territory of Papua, 18 93-94, p.59.

It ••• with the exception of coconuts, rubber from the
forest trees, and a few other articles, natives are not
likely alone to ever add much to the exports of the
colony." - Annual Report of the Territory of Papua , 1897-98,
p.78.
3

Annual Re ports of the Territory of

apua, 1912 and 1913-14.

- 339 In the following years, further success, although on
smaller scale, was reported from other areas, but the
element of comptusion was almost always present in these
operations; the villagers lacked any real incentive to go
beyond their subsistence economy.
In lS14 an attempt was made, through mag isterial
persuasion, to establish native coconut plantations in
the Western Division, with the result that by 1917 there
were more than 50 such plantations in the Fly-Bamu area. 4
In course of time, however, all these attempts failed because of considerable difficulties experienced in the
maintenance and management of the plantations, the regular
disposal of the produce, and other factors.
The Native Plantation Ordinance of 1918 was enforced
as an attempt to achieve a more systematic approach to
the development of native plantations.

It differed from

the Regulations of 1894 in several respects; there was
to be a greater degree of administrative organization and
supervision; the crops to be grown on the plantations were
not specified; and provision was made for the collection
and disposal of produce.
4
J. iles, "Native Commercial Agriculture in Papua",
South Pacific, Vol. IX, No.2 (1956), p.322.

- 340 Four main crops, coconuts, rubber, coffee and rice,
were tried.

The first two were grown mainly in the

outh-

eastern Division, but they were greatly affected by low
prices in the thirties.

Coffee growing at Sangara proved

to be a more successful venture (see Ch. XIIJ, P.476).

Rice

was tried in the Gul f Division and t he Mekeo (see Ch. XIII,
P.3 25) and although a gradual increase in production took
place for some years, all the plantations had to be abandoned
later.
The fact that only a few of the plantations established
under the Ordinance had survived by 1940 shows that the
Ordinance had failed to arouse native interest in commercial
agriculture; the reasons for the failure were ch iefly,
according to -iles, the reliance on compulsion, overemphasis on taxation, disre gard of economic factors such
as labour and location of plantations, lack of expert
supervision, low returns and the unsatisfactory system of
making interim payments to cultivators and, above all, lack
5
of capital.
The Second World War, which greatly affected a large
part of New Guinea's population materially as well as
Psycholo g ically, resulted in a most significant development _

5
Ibid., pp.326-27.

- 341 a spontaneous native interest in economic progress.
Cash resources from the Native War Damage Compensation
and good prices for copra (mostly produced from forced
plantings), having paved the way, the Government promptly
set afoot a number of community development projects.

In

the early stages, there was little co-ordination amongst
the Government Departments which were responsible for the
various projects; the Department of Agriculture, Stock
and Fisheries worked through its Extension Division, the
Department of Native Affairs had its Co-operative

ection

and the Department of ~ducation sponsored a number of community development projects.

A more systematiC pattern of

development has, however, now begun to take shape, the
three main institutions which have e~erged being the Rural
Progress Socie ties, the Native Co-operatives and the Native
Local Government Councils .
RURAL PROGRESS SCXJIETIES
In certain areas, under the auspices of the Department
of Agriculture, there have been set up Rural Progress
SOCieties which have a very simple form of organization and

6
According to Annual Rep orts of the two Territories for
1955-56, an amount of £2 ,202,0 36 had been paid by 30 June
1956.

6

- 342 may be described as collective agricultural enterprises
and a means of promoting community development on the
7
basis of v oluntary collective labour.
They have functioned
successfully in the Mekeo country (see Ch . XIII, p.525) and
the Madang District (see Ch. XII , p.458), where they have
been associated with rice projects, and in 1956-57 they
were serving a useful purpose in the Sepik, Madang and New
Ireland Districts.

These Societies have sometimes been

criticized as being a giving away of non-returnable government assistance, or an attempt at capital accumulation by
people who do not have to pay the high overhead expenses.
But in fact the Rural

rogress Societies are part of agri-

cultural extension work, and the initial expenditure and
7
For a detailed statement of aims and organization see:
W. Cottrell-Dormer, "Native Rural Progress SOCiety - An
£xperiment in Social and "";conomic Development", Address by
Director to conference of District Officers, 17 September
1949, Mimeograph;
Idem, 'Native Agricultural Extension", Mimeograph .
A comparison could be made between the Rural Progress
Societies in New Guinea and the Community Development
Projects in India. Both the movements aim at the improvement of all aspects of rural life and self- help and cooperation are the principles on which both rest . But
whereas in India the movement as a whole is not an official
one, in New Guinea it is primarily an instrument devised
and used by the Dept of Agriculture . In India the Community
Development Projects have met with varied amount of success,
but on the whole significant results have been achieved in
diverse fields such as agriculture, communications,
education, health training, cottage industries and subsidiary employment, housing and social welfare .
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assistance they demand should not be grud ged.

They are not

an end in themselves and the very fact tha t sooner or later
they will g ive place to co -ope ratives indicates t heir
restricted but important scope; the ir purpose is to "prime
the pump", and after all, to vary the metaphor, one cannot
lift oneself by one's own s how straps !
CO-OPERATIVE S0C lliTIES
The financing of na tive commercial enterprise was a
problem to which an answer has been found in the organization of co-operative societies .

Since not all the Societies

are capable of manag ing t heir own affairs and need the
Administration's supervision, they are classified in three
cate gories: those re g istered under the Co-operative Socie ties
Ordinance 1950; those re g istered under the Native .economic
Development Or dinances of 1951-1952; and unre g istered Societies.

Another basis of classification distinguishes

primary and secondary organizations, the former consisting
of marketing and consumer retailing bodies dealing directly
with individual members; a Society combining marketing
of primary produce with consumer retailing is termed dual
purp 0 se pr imary •

8

Secondary or ganizations are represented

8

Annual Report of the Territory of New Guinea, 1955- 56,
p .45.

- 344 by Associations of Societies in which primary societies
pool their marketing volume as well as their resources for
purchasing store g oods.

Another function of the Association

is to raise capital for the purchase of large assets such
as transport units and agricultural machinery.
it remains a servant of the Societies.

However,

A number of Asso-

ciations may join to form a Co-operative Federation.
In terms of statistics, the co-operative movement has
made steady annual progress during the period 1950-57
(see Appendix I) , with the result that on 31 March 1957
there were 214 Societies , 1 2 Associations and 1 Federat ion ,
their scale of operations being shown in Appendix II .

How-

ever, the Report for 1956-57 noted certain problems including lack of business skill and training and the need
f or correct leadership , am while it expressed some pessimism as far as native atti~udes in certain areas were concerned, it emphasized the need for "supervision by Officers
of the highest cal ibre".

9

As regards the immed iate pros-

pects, it said that "the present check to expansion will
10
be much more than a passing phase".

9

Annual Report of the Co-operative Section, 1955-56,
p.13.
10
Ibid.
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At present, practically all the co-operative societies
are confined to the coastal areas, a fact which indicates
on the producer side, the de pendence on copra and on the
consumer s ide the lack of significant purchasing power by
any but the coastal people.

This indeed is a reflection

of the markedly peripheral nat lITe of Few Guine a's development as a whole (cf. Maps 11 and 13).
nmIVIDUAL

ENTRt.~RENEUR

In addition to the corporate commercial activities
mentioned above, a g ood deal of individual enterprise has
grown up during the course of years, again mainly in the
coastal regions.

It is impossible to assess the extent

of trade done by private individuals; the sale of copra
to traders is an old practice, while there is a growing
volume of trade in fish, vegetables, fresh fruit and other
foods .

Local markets have grown up at principal centres ,

and in local government areas they ar e normally controlled
by the Councils .
While there are many instances of relatively large
agricultural enterprises, a host of secondary and tertiary
occupations such as retail bUSiness, truck- driving , steve doring, technical work and office jobs are becoming accepted
by the pe ople .

One of the many aspects of the diversification
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of native economy is the recent expansion of native goldmining in certain areas (see Ch. IX ,P.315).

Agricultural

production, however, still provides much of the basic income of the indigenous population.
N AT IV~

LOCAL GOVEID

NT COmW ILS

The most important result of the expansion of the
co-operative movement as well as of the general economic
development has been the establishment of Native Local
Government Councils.

Although a system of so-called local

government, operating through village constables and village
officials, has been practised in both the Territories in
the past, a new approach to t he problem of building democratically constituted local government bodies was adopte d
in 1949.

As

a result of the Native Local Government Councils

Or dinance 1949-54, t he ft dministrator is able to proclaim
local government over specific areas, while the functions
of the Councils are the establishment of law and or der,
the organ i zation of commercial enterprises or of any other
work for t he good of t he community, the provision of public
or social services, and the making of rules on matters
concerninp peace, order and welfare.

To meet their obliga-

tions, the Councils are authorized to levy rates and taxes
and to charge fees or mruce charges for services rendered.

- 347 In addition, bank loans can be made available to these
Councils for community development works.
By 31 December 1957, nineteen Councils wh ich included
535 villages comprising a population of 103,282, or 6 per
cent of the Territory's total population, had been proclaimed in the Territory.

All these Councils, like the Co-

operatives, are located in coastal areas, and some of t hem
extend over regions of only slight economic development
(see

ap 13).

Their usefulness in different areas will be

shown in the re gional surve y of the Te r ritory.
Thus, from a practically Stone Age culture and a
primitive f orm of agricultural subs istence economy in
the 1890's, the people of the Territory are advancing
towards t he modern age - acquiring new techniques and
skill, new ideas and values and new economic institutions.
That this development has been patchy and uneven cannot
be denied, but the leaven of change is now working everywhere, and, as the poet sang, lithe thoughts of men are
widened with the process of t he suns".
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Appendix
PROGRESS

OF

THE

I

CO-OPERATIVE

MOVEMENT

Total
Other
Copra
Production Production Turnover

Capital

store
Turnover

8,55 6

12,9 62

3 6 ,667

25,13 2

503

62,302

153

37,818

131 ,73 6

209,49 6

175,954

9,189

394,639

214

64,035

383,331

539,898

3 67,420

120,231

1,027,549

Year

No. of
Societies

Members

1950

98

1953
1957

Source:

Annual Renort of the Co-operative Section. 1956-57.
Statistical Appendix.
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Appendix
SCALE

OF

II

CO-OPERATIVE

ACTIVITIES

for the period of 1 . l~ . 56 - 31.3.57

No. of
Societies

Type

Total
Capital

Total
Membership

£

Total

Turnover

store

Copra

Other

Total

£

£

£

£

Consumer

16

31 ,4 68

2,828

Producer

30

48,201

12,395

u4 ,979

168

303,662

48,812

4 2 0,898 322, 441

214

383,331

12

210,654

1

3,843

Dual Purpose
Grand Total
Associations
(not included
in grand totals)
Federation of
Native Associations (not
included in
grand totals)

Source:

Ibid.

118,97 6

Total
Rebates
£

Total Fixed
Assets
£

118,976

12,73 6

11 ,805

69,917

2,482

11,289

95,293 838,65 6

53,93 6

39,219

6u ,035

539,898 3 67, 4 2 0 120,231 1,027,5l.$

69,154

62,313

181

453,55 2

17,252

100,84 6

24,938

--

5,7 63

155
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REGIONAL SURuY
CHAPT 'R X
INTRODUCTION
============

In the preceding pages an attempt has been made to
present Austral ian Hew Guinea rn its broad. historical,
physical and social setting, and. to outline the general
economic development that has taken place within the
Territory.

The purpose of this section 1S to fill in the

detail omitted in the outline, and to synthesize the information within a system of "regions" into Wh1Ch the
Territory may be divided .

The problem is how to define

these "regions".
An examination of the physical geographical 1actors

such as landforms and climate - which normally g ive individuality to a region - show that the differentiation over
the whole area (sett ing as ide such "macro" di vis ions as the
Central Highlands or the Sepik-Ramu Basin) is largely the
repetition of standard types: dissected hills covered with
Rainforest or secondary vegetation, grassy or forested
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- 351 plains and valley slopes, alluvial marshes and river
benches, raised coral terraces, and so on. Regional differentiation on the basis of physical environment, therefore,
does not lead us very far .

An attempt at "regionalizat ion"

could perhaps be made from another point of view, that of
social anthropology, but a good deal has yet to be learnt
about the social structures and cultural pattern in the
Territory to make such a study possible.
It seems that in a geographical study such as this
the best method of Itreg1onC:111zrngll the Territory is by
taking into account the type and degree of development in
various areas, but here again we are faced with difficulties,
for we find widely spaced pockets of development set in a
scarcely differentiated matrix ana generally confined to
the coastal areab.

Indeed, much of the Territory 1S not

as yet "regionalized t in any ful

~ense;

all that is possible

is to recogn1ze the devel oplng regional differentiation and
to identify the actual or potential regional cores or foci,
generally with a very vague umland.

In doing so we shall

have to consider both the European and the native economic
development, and, as far as the latter 1S concerned, treat
the new economic lnstitutions (Rural Progress Societies,
Co -operat1ves, Village CounCils, etc.) as the "growing
points " of the native commerc1al economy .

Th1S means that

- 352 our regional stUdy will contain a good deal of straight
socio-economic description.
These regions, however, are articulate if not organlzed.
Each is denoted by one or more such factors as the presence
of one common strong environmen tal characteristic, or the
prevalence of one major economic a ctivlty or group of activities, or the existence of a town or towns.

The region-

al boundaries are necessarily largely arbitrary, and in
some cases an administrative unit offers the most convenient
break-down of the umland.
In this regional survey, the role of towns must appear
promlnently.

In New GUlllea where civillzation, and all

that it means, is just finding lts way rnto the remoter
areas, the importance of towns cannot be over-emphasized.
It was remarked by Vidal de la Blache that the Provlllcial
town, constituting the node of economic concentratlon,
wields considerable economic rnfluence over the surrounding
country.

This is a commonplace, but he further observed

that with the development of communication in France, and
owing to the attracting power of the noeuds, the aepartments
1

(districts) had become too small.

The opposite is the

1

E . W. Gilbert, "Geography and Regional ism" in Geogra) hY
in the Twentieth Century, Ld. G. Taylor (London, 1953 ,

p.348.

- 353 case in New Guinea; here lack of transport is characteristic
of most of the areas, and the towns

~£e

separated by long

distances, so that it is natural that they should command,
even though weakly, far greater areas, ana that every large
town without exceptl0n, should be the 10cus of a region.
im analogy to this situation could be drawn from Latin

America, where the clusters of population "still remain
generally distinct from one another in an elementary pattern
which has never been filled in (and where) the economic,
social and political life of a region commonly focusses on
only one large central city, and as a reflection of this
the local 1 ines of travel and transportat ion als 0 converge
on this centre II.

2

The re g ions proposed for the following survey are
(1 ap 14):

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The Bismarck Archipelago and Bousainv ille Islands.
The Gazelle Peninsula.
The Sepik Coastal Region .
The Madang- Finschhafen hegion.
South-eastern Papua and the Off-lying Islands.
The 10resby Region.
The Gulf Region
The kor obe rtegion.
The Central Highlands .
The Sepik-Ramu negion .
The arkham-upper Ramu Valley.
Western Papua.

2

P.E. James, Latin America (New York, Rev ised
pp.6-7.

~d .

1950),

- 354 The regions mentioned above vary in size, ranging from
the Gazelle Peninsula , which is only about 300 sq. miles,
to Western Papua, which covers some 39,000 sq. miles.

The

Bismarck Archipelago and Bougainville Islands have been
grouped into one region, but the north-eastern part of the
Gazelle Peninsula, the smallest and yet perhaps most important of all the regions from a developmental point of
view,has been treated as a separate section.
to (7) occupy the coastal areas of

Regions (3)

ew Guinea, and also

include the south-eastern archipelagoes and the islands
lying close to the coasts.

The .h_orobe hegion (8) , as the

industrial district of the Terr i torJ' stands independently.
The Central Highlands (9) perhaps cover too large an area
to be dealt with as a single region, but in view of their
low level of economic development , they have been considered
as one unit.

Finally, the last three regions, (10), (11)

ruld (12), represent what may be called the frontier re gions
in the Territory - notwithstanding the fact that the whole

of Australian lew Guinea itself constitutes a broad frontier
region for pioneering activities.

CHAPT~R

.. I

THE OFF-LYING I:::iLAHDS
=====================

THE BIS ' AKC1. ARCHIP.t;LAGO Al.D 30UGA.I fVILL..... ISLANDS
The Bismarck Archipelago and Bougainville Islands,
which include all the big and small islands of the

~anus,

Jew Britain, New Ireland and Bougainville Districts, are
spread over an extensive area measuring more than a thousand
miles from east to west and some 400 miles from north to
south.

It must be noted, however, that as the Gazelle

Peninsula by reason of its physical and economic individuality has been excluded from this region and treated as
a separate section, in the following pages, any reference
to the "Bismarck Archipelago and Boul:,ainville Islands lt as
a region, or to

ew

ritain as an island, pre-supposes the

exclusion of the Gazelle Peninsula unless mentioned otherwise.
Dispersed over hundreds of thousands of square miles
as these islands are, the land area which they represent is
roughly only 20,500 sq. miles, with a population just a
little over 150,000.

While in terms of development the

islands and their inhabitants possess a certain homogeneity
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- 356 and face several common problems, there exist important
differences in the nature of the physical environment as
well as in the lines and scale of economic interest in
different areas.
PHYSICAL ENVIROITh..uNT

The larger islands of the region consist of a core of
older rocks mantled by younger sedimentary material and,
in many places, by volcanic deposits.

They are generally

mOlmtainous and often the resistant nature of the rocks,
coupled with high rainfall, produces a rugged topography.
Usually the land is densely wooded; there are no extensive
grass lands and the elevation is not sufficient for the development of

~ossy

forest.

Therefore, with the exception

of coastal and riverine areas, there is a general uniformity
in vegetation, which consists of primary or secondary forests .
The largest of the islands, New Jritain , consists of
three distinct physiographic units.

Firstly , there is a

central mountain belt, formed by the Nakanai and Whiteman
Ranges and rising to 6,000 ft.

Travel in this mountainous

country is extremely difficult; indeed, it was only in
1909 that the width of the island was first traversed oy a
~uropean ,

and although at present there are a few trans-

island tracks and the ent ire island is "under control",

- 357 there still remain some 500 people, including about

~O

to

30 persons of the elusive Hokolkol group, who are to be
brought under census.
The second physiographic unit consists of the tectonically rising south coast, characterized by an ascending
series of coral reefs.

The third unit is formed by a belt

of vulcanism along the north coast.

~ ost

of the volcanoes

are, or have recently been, active, and some of them form
peaks as high as 7,000 ft.

Soils weathered from recent

volcanic material are generally fertile, but special mention
should be made of the Willaumez Peninsula which projects
for 30 miles into the sea as Ita great platoon of volcanoes",
1

and is economically more developed than other areas.
Another large island is

~ew

Ireland, 200 miles long

but only about 7 miles broad, except in the south .

Rugged

mountains in the northern and southern sections of the
island rise to over 4,000 and 6,000 ft respectively, while
the central section is formed by the extensive Lelet Plateau
which has an average height of only 2,600 ft .

In the

coastal areas of the island , recent limestone is often
interbedded with young volcanic deposits, and the soil is
1

For a detailed account of the physiography of New Britain
see J. Andrews, "Landforms of 1 ew Britain ", The Austral ian
Geographer, Vol. VII, ~ o . l, may 1957, pp . 15- 26 .
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generally suitable for coconuts and in some areas for cocoa;
the northern part of the island, however, is considered
definitely unsuitable for the latter crop .
Bougainville is characterized by a general ly broken
topography which includes two volcanic peaks .

Usually the

mountains extend right to the shoreline, but there are
some good pockets of arable coastal plain which are utilized
by

~uropean

plantations.

eparated from Bougainville only

by a narrow passage, Buka Island possesses a low central
mountain range and a relatively large plain in the north .
European plantations have developed on its western coast,
which has good anchorages protected by reefs, rather than
on its eastern coast which is open to south-east winds.
Manus is a relatively low-lying island which rises to
a little over 2,000 ft in its south-centre, but is generally
mountainous and wooded.

Most of the Luropean settlement

is concentrated on the flat country at its eastern end,
which terminates in the coral island of Los Negros .

The

great majority of the native people, on the other hand,
live either on the smaller off- lying islands or in the
hill villages of the forest - covered, roadless interior of
the main island.
In addition to the above - mentioned large islands that
are composed of mixed rock-types, there are numerous islands

- 359 of volcanic origin, some of which are of a fair size while
others represent merely the tops of submarine volcanoes,
a few of which are still active; f or example , Baluan wh ich
2

had a gigantic eruption in 1953,

resumed violent activity

on 27 November 1956, and remained in practically continuous
eruption for 62 days, each blast de s troying the cone which
3
was rapidly rebuilt by f urther lava- flow.
However, on
most islands, such as the groups to the east of New Ireland
(Tabar , Lihir and others) or Vitu Islands, volcanic activity has almost completely ceased and t he rocks have
weathered down to a ric h soil.
Finally, though they are not as numerous as in l licronesia or P olynesia, there are quite a few small coral
islands , some of which are true atolls, as for example, the
Purdy and Green groups and several islands in the Ninigo
and Hermit groups .

All these low-lying islands have pervious,

thin and dry soils which are deficient in humus; they
attract relatively little rainfall and support smal l popula2

According to the local le gend, oaluan was the base of
a very high mountain wh ich was Ittransferred by mag ic" to
t he mainland; the severe eruption which the people describe
must have taken place perhaps a hundred years ago . S. W. Carey , li The Ihorphology of New Guinea" , The Australian
Geographer , Vol . III, 1 0 . 5, November 19 38 , p . 30 .
3

Annual Report of the Manus District, 1 956 - 57 .

- 360 tions subsisting mainly on coconuts and fish , with a little
yam or taro.
NON - INDIG~~

OUS .t;CONO Ie

D.wVELOPM.wl~T

The availability of suitable land and its accessibility
are the two factors which have largely determined the 10cation and extent of non-indigenous agricultural development.

This, in fact, means that plantations are, as a

rule, confined to the coastal areas.
The following table shows, in terms of acreages, the
extent and utilization of non-inligenous land-holdings In
4
various Districts, as on 31 larch 1956:
Total

District

~Ioldings

I

1
164,010 , 104 ,53 8 1 79,291
101,368 1 61,550 1 55,961

New Jritain
New Ireland

56,833

1

19 1 584
1341,795

1

Bougainville
Manus
Totals

1 Under I
Onder
I Unused
I Freehold lPerm anent I Armual
Holdings
I
1 CroEs 1
I CroEs

I

1
I

As figures for

39,869 1 30,057

13 1 879 1 14 z127
1 21.9,836 1179,436

:~ew

1,805
4,656
I

77,881
1

39,932

1,214 1 24,635
5
5 z21 9
b,670 1 147,467

'1ri tain include those for the

Gazelle Peninsula also, and would, were it possible to
4

Annual ReEort of the Territory of New Guinea z

p.167.

1~?5-5b,

- 361 exclude the latter,

s~ow

considerably reduced acreages, it

will be seen that it is in

~ew

Ireland that the greatest

development of the plantation economy has taken place .
This development dates back to the days of the German Administration, when New Ireland's economic progress was almost as great and rapid as that of the Gazelle Peninsula .
Eu~opean

settlements and coconut plantations on New Ireland

are situated in the coastal lowlands and rarely extend for
more than one or two miles inland (but considering the
wid th of the island, that is a good deal of the total area);
they are confined particularly to the north-eastern coast,
where the German-built road, to which reference will be
made later, has been the chief factor in the intensive development .
In 1940, there were 164 plantations in New Ireland,
covering an area of 121,865 acres; of this, 79,569 acres
were under crops, mainly coconuts, which accounted for
5
20,625 tons of copra.
During the Second World War the
plantations suffered extensive damage from which they have
not yet fully recovered, with the result that, in 1955-56,
the coconut area shared by 210 recognized plantations was

5

Great Britain , Naval Intelligence Division, Pacific
Islands, Geo graphical Handbook Series, Vol . IV (1945),

p . 262.

- 362 reported to be only 54,628 acres, with a production of
6

16,537 tons.

However, this production together with the

native output accounted i'or nearly a quarter of the copra
export of the Trust Territory.

The only other crop of

significance in New Ireland in 1955-56 was cocoa, grown
mostly in the southern half of t he island.
planted with coconuts, it occupied

3,~56

Generally inter-

acres, of which

only 10 per cent had reached maturity, producing about
9 tons of cocoa beans.

As com.pared with that in J.4 ew Ireland, plantation development in other Districts is small: in 1955-56, coconuts
accounted for 29,436 acres in Bougainville, 14,138 acres
in Manus and perhaps less than 12,000 acres in

ew Britain.

Among other crops, while cocoa was increasing in acreage
in Bougainville and New Britain (about ),500 acres in each
District), coffee was showing signs of development (190
acres) in the former District only.
The demand for labour, in proportion to the scale of
plantation economy, is greatest in New Ireland; it cannot
be fully met locally, for the available labour force is
small and the native people, with a commercial production

6
of

Figures supplied by ~IT Lancaster, Statistician, Territory
apua and New Guinea.

- 363 of their own, are not generally attracted to p antation
work.

Consequently, of the 7,000 labou.cers in this Distrlct,

at least 5,000 are contract labourers from the Sepik or
7
the Highlands .
In other islands, too, at least part of
the plantation labour-line is obtained from these areas.
European primary production, other than that derived
from plantations, is almost negligible in the BismarckBougainville Region .

While the timber and cattle indus-

tries cater strictly for the local demand, fishing and
mining do not exist at all; in fact, the mineral resources
of t hese islands have yet to be surveyed.

It was noted in

the Annual District Reports that in 1956 a Canadian group
examined several islands for bauxite depOSits, while some
interest has also been shown in rutile mining in 1 ew Britain,
but the rock phosphate deposits of the Purdy and Ninigo
8

groups, described by Hutchinson some years ago,

have not

attracted any attention because of transport difficulties .
NATIIG AGRICULTUllAL :JEVKLOPI\L..;NT

Subsistence agriculture, which is the most important
form of native economic activity, follows the same
7

Annual Rep ort of the

ew Ireland District, 1956-57.

8

. C. Hutchins on, "Phosphate Depos its in ew Guinea", New
Guinea Agricultural Gazette, Vol . VII, No .4, 1941, pp.~39-41 .
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repetitive pattern as is found in other parts of New Guinea.

The coastal areas have been in contact with

~uropeans

long enough to develop, in conjunction with subsistence
agriculture, a cash economy, mainly in the form of trade
in copra and, to a lesser extent, in shell production.

In

recent years a conscious attempt has been made by the Administration to initiate or increase native commercial production and in spite of many difficulties of organization
and transport this policy is already paying dividends, as
will be seen from the following District-wise account:
New Ireland
In New Ireland, as in all other islands, copra is the
most important source of cash income and the annual native
production is estimated to range between 4,000 and 6,000
tons, or about one - fifth of the combined native and bUropean
output.

The problem of improving the quality of native

copra is a serious one, which is only gradually being solved .
9

For details of subsistence techn1ques and practices reference may be made to a number of anthropological studies,
for example:
F.L . S. Bell, .1 The P ace of Food in the ~oc ial L l1'e 01'
Tanga", Oceania, Vol.VII, pp.139-72 and 310 - 26~ Vol . VIII,
PP.36-59 and 23)-47; Vol . IX, ~p . 51 - 74 (1946-40);
fu. Mead, New Lives for Old ,New York , 1956);
W. Goodenough, "The Pageant of Death in Nakanai", Bulletin
University Museum (University of Pennsylvania), I arch 1955,
pp . 19- 43;
H. Powdermaker, Life in Lesu (London, 1~j3) .
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8

10
few years ago all the native copra was smoke-dried,

but now there are more than 50 fully constructed hot -air
dryers, which in the last half of 1956 were used to dry
at least 25 per cent of the copra marketed through the
11
native co-operatives.
Native coconut plantlngs have shown
a phenomenal increase in recent years and a total of
L35,000 palms, or

3~

per cent of the total new plantings

in Papua and New Guinea, had been planted by the end of
12
1956.
In fact, in certain areas it is now rather difficult to induce the people to plant more coconuts, as
they consider their present income suf!'icient tor their
13
needs .
The development of plantations has affected the native
population very adversely indeed.

lative settlements are

governed by the same physical factors WhlCh control 1!.iuropean
(and, on the west coast, Chinese) plantations, with the
result that native villages have frequently been pushed inland, although the densest pockets are still !'ound in the
10
Six-monthly Report on the Advancement of Native Agriculture for the period ending 30 . 6 . 1956 .
11
Annual Report of the New Ireland Dlstrict, 195b-57.
12
SlX- monthly eport on the Advancement of Native 'griculture for the period ending 31 .12. 56 .
13
Annual Report of the New Ireland District, 1956-57.

- 366 coastal belt .

Since much of the best garden land has been

a11enated, the

peop~

are obliged to clear the hill-side

forests considerabl y up-slope from their villages .

14

In

several areas, especially on the east coast, not only are
the native land-holding;s severely fragmented but a con15
siderable number of people have become landle~8 .
The only
solution to this problem seems to be a spread of garden1ng
inland, particularly the colonization of the Lelet Plateau,
which at present 1S sparsely populated but has a good
aaricultural potent1al.

The opening up of the inland areas,

however, will depend on the prov1sion of access roads.
The re has been only a 11mited development of cocoa
plantlng in New Ireland; about 30,000 trees had been planted
by the en
only

In

of 1956, and future expansion was to be encouragea

selected areas .

SpeCial attention, however, is

being given to SUDsistence production on the east coast
and on the off-shore islands; the people are being pers uaded
to grow a wider variety of crops, including sweet potatoes,
yams, rice and peanuts, and are being instructed to adopt,
as a measure against insect pests and fungal diseases, a

14

Great Britain , Naval Intelligence Division , Op e cit.,
p.262.
15
Annual Report of the ~ew lreland District, 1956-57.

- 367 longer bush-fallow rotation in the cultivation of the staple
16
crop, taro.
~ougainville

District

The annual output of copra, the most important SOIITCe
of cash income in this District, is about 2,000 tons, more
than 75 per cent of which is produced by

uka Island,

while the contribution of the rest of the area, particularly
of the Buin Sub-district, is very small.

It is reported

that coconut plantings are increasing year by year, especiall y in the Buin and Buka Sub-districts, and the quality of
copra is improving generally .

The chief

l~it

on copra

production is imposed by difficulties of transport , which
are encountered even in Buka Island .

There, the entire

eastern and northern coast is dangerous to shipping, so that
copra has to be trucked to Sohano through a fifty-mile
coastal road which becomes impassable in wet weather.
Cocoa plantings have shown an expansion similar to
that of coconuts, the number of trees increasing from
35,000 in December 1956 to 83 , 000 in June 1957 .
cent of these plantings are in the heita

5ixty per

~ub-district,

while 22 per cent and 18 per cent are in the Buin and Buka

16

Six- monthly Hep ort on the Advancement of Native Agri for the period ending 3C . 6 .l956 .
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- 368 Sub-districts respectively.

17

The difference in these per-

centages is perhaps due to several factors such as the
degree of reliance on copra, availability of transport and
assistance from the District Administration.
Coffee, although grown on some European plantations,
has remained insignificant as a native crop, but " Virg inia
3unch" peanuts, rice and maize are being cultivated on a
limited scale by the Rur al Pro gress SOCiety in the Buin
3ub-district, and now it is intended to introduce " Spanish
Red" peanuts on the heavier soils of the Buka Sub-district.
Manus District
As the

anus District has only recently been influenc ed

by a strong cargo cult (cf. p. 55 and below, PP.376-77 ),
the Administration, in its attempt to regain the confidence
of the people, is not prepared to take any chances in its
plan of native development.

Recognizing that the annuals

are "subject to the ebb and flow of native enthusiasm ~and
also to:

competition with the Australian agricultural

economy" the government has decided that "false hopes should
18
not be raised in this District re gard ing them ••• II ,
and
has based its pro gramme of agricultural expansion firmly

17
18

Ibid.
Annual Report of the ~anus District, 1956-57.

- 369 on perennials, with coconuts as the prime crop and coffee
and cocoa as minor second and third.
In this District, where coconuts are a proven crop,
the people have had long experience in producing copra for
cash, the present annual output being 1 , 300 tons .

While

the expansion of coconut plantings, mainly from Baioara
seeds, is being actively encouraged (35,000 new palms having
been planted by the end of 1956), attention is also being
given to improving the existing coconut Froves .

The most

outstanding achievement so far is, however, the improvement
in the quality of copra, which has been brought about by
an artificial price-stimulus .

As a result of this in-

centive, native growers are encouraged to
copra, and in

s~pply

better

arch 1957, 83 per cent of the copra pro-

duced by them was hot - air dried.

fuost of the dryers have

been recently constructed from the 44-gallon drums made

19

available by the R.A . . }I'. Base Squadron at N.omte.
As regards coffee, the chief hope of the

dministration

is that the crop will succeed on some poorer soils inland,
thus helping to check the steady migration of the hillpeople to coastal areas where it is becoming increasingly
difficult to find land for them .

19
Ibid.

The cultivation of coffee
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and the provision of roads are regarded as possible means
of stabilizing the villages of the interior.

In certain

suitable coastal localities where commercial production of
copra is already established, the native people have
planted some coffee, which is likely to prove a reliable
secondary crop.
Cocoa does not appear to be a crop suitable for the
soil conditions in this District and so planting programmes
have been carried out only in limited areas on Lou and
Rambutyo Islands ana in the eastern part of Manus Island.
New Br itain District
Nat ive economic development in New Britain is relatively small.

The annual production of copra is about 1,000

tons, but interest in new plantings is increasing.

A small

beginning has been made in cocoa production; by mid-1956,
the extent of plantin~s was reported to have been 55 acres
20
in the Talasea area and 20 acres in the Pomio area.
The
agricultural programme of New Britain includes improvement
of the subsistence agriculture, especially at ~akanai ,
Pomio and Kandrian, attention to rice and

anila hemp in

the outlying areas, and the introduction of Robusta coffee
20

Six-monthly Repor t on the Advancement of {ative
culture for the period ending 30.6.1956.

~ri
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in localities unsuitable for cocoa production.
nURAL PROGRESS SOCILTY
From the foregoing account, it can be seen that commercial

agric~tural

production in several areas is in

great need of an impetus.

In t h is connection, t he establish-

ment of Rural Progress Societies will almost certainly prove
very valuable, but owing to shortage of staff there is at
present only one Society, which is located at Konga, abo ut
40 miles inland from the township of .duin.

.AI though formed

mainly as a marketing agency to meet the difficulties of
transport, it has proved in its initial phase more successful than many other Rural Pro gress
ritory.

ocieties in the Te r-

On 30 June 1957, only ten months after its f orma-

tion, it had a share capital of £ 3,311, and a net profit of
£905.

Its production for the same period was 35 tons of

rice, 16 tons of peanuts, 12 tons of maize and other cereals,
6 tons of copra, and £600 worth of basket-ware .

lhile t he

Societ y 's main emphasis is on rice and peanut production,
advantage is being taken of the keen demand in New Guinea
for the excellent Buin-style basket-ware; also, chickenfeed processed from maize is being exported by the uociety
21

Annual Report of the Territory of New Guinea, 1955-56 ,

p.56.

- 372 to the British Solomon Islands Protectorate .

In view of

the successful operation of the BUin Society , the possibility of establishing another Society in the
22
district is under consideration.

amatanai Sub -

NATIVE CO-OPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Co-operatives are playing a useful role in those areas
where commercial production is already estab~ished.

Al-

though at first the co-operative movement in these islands
expanded rather rapidly, for the last two or three years
the position has generally become static and it seems that
owing to the shortage of supervising staff the emphasis
for some time will be on consolidation rather than on
expansion.
The position of the various groups of Societies , as
on 31 March 1957, is shown in Appendix I .

Compared with

the figures of the previous year, the total turn-over in
1956-57 had increased by 8 per cent (or £27 ,499) , even
though the membership and share capital of the SOCieties
had not substantially changed .

Each of the groups of 80-

cieties mentioned in Appendix I had formed an apex organiza23
tion, or Co-operative Association,
to serve as the

22
Most of the information regarding the Buin SOCiety was
obtained f rom Mr . L. Conroy .
23
The Kandrian/Talasea are falls under the Association
at Rabaul .

- 373 marketing and co-ordinating agency for member Societies.
The following is a brief review of the condition of
the Societies in various areas, as on 31 March 1957:
In the Kavieng Sub-district (New Ireland) the

ocieties

were continuing to operate successfully, and the Association
was mallltain ing transport services as well as facilities
for reconditioning copra, the quality of which, a constant
problem , improved or deteriorated in proportion to the
propaganda organized by the Association.

The disbursement

of accumulated profit and the expenditure on replacement
of the transport unit were somewhat straining the Societies'
liquid resources, but no difficulties were expected provided
24

the supervision was continued.
In the

amatanai Sub-district (New

reland), although

the Societies were an improvement on the formerly disorganized marketing of copra, they were failing to develop beyond the basic level of producer Societies, and the volume
of production was proving insufficient to provide facilities
f or increased production.

This vicious circle could perhaps

have been broken by the provision of a government loan, but
there was no guarantee that the Societies would continue

24

Annual Report of the Co-operative Section, 1956-57,
pp .11-12.

- 374 to receive support from their members .

Owin: to the dif-

ficulties in extending supervision, it was felt that the
25
area should not be further organized.
The Societies as well as the Association in the 1anus
District were in a sound financial position, although additional capital was needed for the purchase of a 45-foot
vessel.

A marked improvement in the quality of copra was

becoming eVident, firstly, because a number of hot -air
dryers had been constructed and secondly, because the Societies had adopted a price discrimination in favour of
good quality copra.

Such a discrimination was being made

possible only becaus e the Co-operatives have a monopoly of
copra marketing .
The Ivlanus Co-operatives are fortunate in having pearl
26
shell, in addition to copra, as a commodity of trade.
Satis f actory prices and special rate of rebate on shell have
27
resulted in an increase in the output of this commodity.
The Societies in the ~ ougainville District, located
around Sohano , were suffering from the over-exprulsion wh ich
25
26

Ib id., P .1 2 •

The Manus reefs are famed for a variety of shells rang ing
from giant clams and all species of pearls and decorative
shells to the minute varieties of murexes and volutes.
27
Annual Report of the Co-operative Section , 1956-57,
pp .1 2-1 3.

- 375 had taken place in the early phase.

Competition from private

trading interests (mainly Chinese) was further leading to
a gradual loss of members ' interest in the

oCieties , and

there was found to be a noticeable lack of the mutual trust
and group -cons ciousness , necessary to ensure member loyalty
in SOCieties that include unrelated clans or villages.
However, those Societies which were formed on the baSis
of social groups were developing a stronger pride of ownership and sense of solidarity.

28

In the Kandrian-Talasea area, in spite of the backwardness of the people, the Societies were progressing and had
paid heavy rebates on copra and shell,

29

but it was con-

sidered that supervision would be necessary for some time
30
to come.
VILLAGE COUNCILS
In only two areas have Native Village Councils been
established - the Baluan Council serving eastern Manus
28

29

Ib id., P . 11 .

The annual production of shell at Talasea is estimated
to be about £5 ,000. The area is a "mint" for tambu (shell
money) which is used by the Tolai of Rabaul and other
communi ties .
30
Annual Rep ort of the Co-operative Section , 1956-57, p . ll.
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- 376 and its off-lying islands, and the Tikana Council over
northern New Ireland .
The circumstances which led to the establishment of
the former Council need Some comment .

The Manus people are

recognized to be intelligent, proud, f orceful and commercially minded, possessing a sea- farin g tradition and a wide
experience of Europeans of several nationalit ies .

They

early became the mainstay of the Territory ' s police force
and the Ra baul strike of 1929, largely organized by I~ anus
31
police - boys , speaks for the ir self-confidence .
During
the Second World War their contact with the Japanese was
limited, but some of them were conscripted to work in the
Rabaul area .

These included Paliau, a m~ who by virtue

of h i s qualities of leadership became the spokesman of his
small community .

After the war, on returning to his home

island , he found his people in a state of conf usion, unrest
and aimlessness: the military administration had ended and
civil administration had not yet be gun .

These circumstances
32
helped Paliau in building up a strong movement ;
whether
he actually preached tt cargo cult" is doubtful , but he did
31

P . Worsley, The Trumpet Shall Sound (London, 1957 ) ,
p . 184 .
32
See M. Mead, New Lives f or Old ( New York, 1956), Chs VII
and VIII, and Worsley, Op e cit ., pp . 183-94.

- 377 lay gre at emphasis on social reforms .

It is said that his

"regulations regarding hygiene and sanitation were strlctly
appl i ed

In

the villages , and that the preaching of the

doct r ine of the ' bro therhood of }~an ' ••• awoke a new con33
sc i ousness ".
By 1949 , nearly 3 , 000 per sons in eastern
Manus and the off- lying islands were deeply involved in
the movement .

Pa~iau was taken by the Administration to

Port 110resby for a "reorientat ion" course .

On his return

in July 1947, he denounced cargo cult, and enthusiastica ly
set aoout organiz~g communal agriculture and exhorting
mutually hostile communities to co - operate in these venture~ .
Settlements were reorganized; Manus vi~lages, originally
p i le dwellings built ove r t he sea, moved on to the land and
Usiai villages shifted down to the coast .

Paliau and his

followers also established village councils which the Ad 34
ministration officials attempted to guide .
In 1949, the
Administration appointed Pallau as the lulual of Baluan ,
thus hoping to limit the area of his inIluence , but in 1950
they arrested him for "spreading 1'alse reports" , and he was
)J
convlcted for six months.
After his release he quietly
33
"Paliau hovement in Manus", South Pacific, Vol.IV, No . ll,
lovember 1950 , p . 207 .
34
Worsley, Op e cit . , pp.188- 89 .
35
Paliau had once been arrested for Itadultery" - "the
prinCipal legal recourse against unpopular local leaders,
rather like income - tax accusations in the United State::; II • _
Me ad, op. cit . , p . 192 .

- 378 settled down, at last, to constructive work 1ncluding the
supervision of the affairs of the Baluan Council, which
had been proclaimed by the Administration

In

1951.

In the beginning, the Administration, apprehensive of
Paliau's influence, had been careful not to extend the
jurisdiction of the Baluan Council over too wide an area;
the first expansion of the Council took place in 1952-53,
at which time lt covered a total of 30 villages with a
population of about 4,500 persons.

By the middle of 1955,

the Council had built one CounCil Chamber with an office,
4 village higher schools, 7 aid posts, 4 staff buildings,
one workshop, 3 wells and one "navlgation marker ll at

36

Baluan .

During 1955-56, an Agricultural and Handicraft

Show was successfully organizea by the CounCil, and another
sucn show "with oceanlC overtones U

-

l.e., with an emphasis

on marine wealth and activltles of the people
for 1957 at Lorengau.

37

was planned

The estimated budget of the Council

for 1955-56 was £11,354, the major items of expenditure
being medical and sanitation serVices, education, and transport (the l.atter mainly in the i'orm of a yearly contribution

36
Annual Report of the Territory of ~ew GUinecl, 1955-56,

p.31.
37

Annual Report of the Manus District, 1956-57.
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to a Boat Purchase Fund) .

It was reported in 1957 that

the Council was to be further enlarged by the inclusion of
39
another 1 , 200 people .
The Tikana Village Council (New Ireland) needs only
a passing reference.

Proclaimed on 30 October 1956, it in-

cludes the people of Tigak, Kara and Nalik groups as well
as those living in and around Kavieng and along the East
Coast Road for a distance of about 75 miles from Kavieng .
No taxes had been collected by the middle of 1957 and, as
reported , there was little enthusiasm over the proclamation
of the CounCil; in some areas, in fact, it was meeting

40

opposition .

However, the Council has started functioning

and it is expected that it will include amongst its other
activities the development of the Lauapul Community Project
which was commenced in 1953, but has remained inactive
eve r s ince.
It would seem that the people of Buka Island have a
sufficient cash income to run a Village Council , but a
survey undertaken during 1956-57 revealed little promise of
such a development, the majority of people proving to be

41

apathetic to the proposal .
38
Annual Report of the Territory of New Guinea , 1955- 56,

pp . 31-2.

39

40

41

Annual Report of the Manus District, 1956-57.
Ibid .
Annual Report of the Bougainville ~istrlct, 1956-57 .

- 380 TRANSPORT
The problem of development,

uropean or native, is

directly linked with the problem of transport, to which
some reference has already been made .

ea-routes, con-

verging at Rabaul, together with coastal shipping and
canoe journeys, provide the most important means of communication in these island Districts.

However, the only

port with wharfing facilities is Kavieng which, as the commercial hub of nearly two-thirds of the New Ireland District,
handled in 1956-57 a total cargo of about 13,000 tons in42
cluding about 10,000 tons of copra.
About 80 per cent
of this copra was shipped directly to the United Kingdom
by the Bank Line vessels, while the rest was lifted by
urns Philp ships for
During the Second

ustralian ports.
~{orld

ar , Lorengau (in

the scene of a colossal development.

anus) was

The Americans made

their first landing there on 15 March 1944, and by October
of the same year, on the eve of their invasion of the
Philippines, they had transformed it into one of the world's
greatest naval bases, with 600 warships in Seeadler Harbour

42
The southern portion of ew Ireland as well as the
off-lying islands of Lihir, Tanga and Feni commercially
lie in the catchment area of Rabaul , shipping about 12,000
tons of copra annually through that port.
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and 600,000 servicemen ashore or afloat .

During a brief

six months £ 50 million was spent on wanus, and the install ations and amenities provided then can only be described
as fabulous today .

At the end of the war t he United States

having been refused permission by Australia to retain the
base , permitted the Formosan Government to take over all
the movable gear , all the rest of the establ ishment being
simpl y l ost .

Even today , although Manus remains a strate g ic

outpost and units of all branches of the Australian Armed
Forces are stationed at the Los Negros Island , all that
remains of its war - time glory is the "Post Office Jetty"
which is capable of carrying fully loaded motor- trucks,
and the wre ckage of the "Nabu Wharf" which is to be resurrected for berthing ocean- going vessels.
With the exception of Kavieng and Manus, all the
harbours in t his re g ion are roadsteads or possess only
small jetties .
Important as sea- transport is , it needs to be linked
with road-systems in the hinterlands of ports and anchorages,
a fact clear.ly recognized by a former German District
Officer , Buluminski , who constructed during his administration an exce l lent r oad f r om Kavieng for 110 mil es along the
eastern coast of New Ireland .

For a long time there was

n othing to compare with the Buluminski Road in either of

- 382 -

the two territories of Papua and

ew Guinea, and, as mentioned

above, it was this highway which made the commercial development of New Ireland possible .
The Buluminski Road still remains the longest and most
important road in the Bismarck- Bougainville Hegion; it has
been extended to a length of 123 miles, that is, it now
reaches beyond Namatanai , but its "tail-end" for about 50
miles needs improvement .

There is a less pretentious road,

suitable only for land-rovers, which edges the west coast
of New Ireland for about 100 miles.

In the Bougainville

District , while the northern and eastern coasts of Buka
Island are girdled by a road, there are only small stretches
of roads centring on Keita, Bu in and Sohano .

In Manus

Island, a small road runs from Lorengau through Lombrum
to Momte, while in New Britain road development is almost
negl igible.
In all, for a land area of about 20 ,500 sq . miles,
there are only 175 miles of roads suitable for heavy and
medium traffic and 600 miles suitable for light traffic .
Moreover, all the existing roads follow the coasts and there
is none striking into the interior of the larger islands
with the exception of New Ireland, on which owing to its
narrow width , a few short trans-island roads have been
buil t .

- 383 In a region which does not produce any low-bulk, highvalue commodity, air-transport is usually practicable only
for strate g ic and administrative purposes, or where no
alternative means of transport exists.

In New Britain, the

air-routes, like the sea-routes, have Rabaul as their node,
while the only airfields are Momte, Kavieng and Buka Passage;
besides these, there are some half a dozen sea-plane landing areas in Bougainville and New Britain.
CONCLUSION
The Bismarck-nougainville Region possesses different
types of environments, rang ing from small coral islands to
high mountains in the interior of lar ger islands.

ransport,

both external and internal, is the key to the development
of the islands.

In the past, the more accessible coastal

areas have been developed by plantations, and although in
a general way this has shown the way to native development,
the excessive land alienation of former days, particularly
in northern New Ireland, has been detrimental to native
interests.

It is doubtful that plantation acreage will

increas e to any marked extent in this region, but there is
much room for the improvement and consolidation of the
eXisting plantations as well as for mining and fishing as
European industries, to wh ich little attention has been
given in the past.

- 384 Native development, although a dif ficult task, is
likely to increase in most of the areas.
for the establishment of more Rural

There is a need

rogress Societies

and for the consolidation of the existing Native Co-operatives, both of which schemes will depend upon the assistance
the Administration is able to provide.
In general, native development will me an the development of native commercial agriculture.

Coconuts will remain

an important cash crop in the coastal areas, but the need
for the diversification of native agriculture, particularly
in.

the interior of the islands, is apparent.

New crops

such as cocoa, coffee and peanuts, are being accepted by
the people, but in view of the soil conditions in several
areas care will have to be exercised in introducing them.
THE GAZELLE

~N INSUL A

Of all the re g ions of New Guinea, the Gazelle Peninsula
stands out as the most remarkable.

Although with the ex-

ception of the north-eastern portion, the

eninsula is as

isolated and undeveloped as any other part of the Territory ,
yet the economically developed sector, comprising a bout
300 sq. miles (or no more than a t h ird of t he Australian
Capital Territory), is not only the main centre of ~uropean
plantation economy but also the chief seat of native commercial enterprises and political development in New Gu inea.

- 385 It is the Territory's largest single producer of copra
and cocoa, and in it native advancement has taken place
on such a scale that it now contains five of
sixteen Village Councils .

ew Guinea's

Such marked economic and political

progress is due to a fortunate combination of advantages:
a fertile volcanic soil, an equable maritime climate, a
large linguistically homogeneous population, a long and
close contact with Europeans, an excellent port, and an
exceptionally good network of roads.
Structurally, the Gazelle
the rest of New Britain.

43

eninsula is independent of

Its main mountain formation,

the Baining R&nge which reaches a maximum height of 8,000 ft
in Mt'Sinewit, has a metamorphic and granitic core flanked
by younger rocks .

In the northern section of the Bainings

(north of the Toriu River) it contains large areas of limestone, while the coastal lands , generally free from swamps,
have for the most part been cleared of forest and planted .
The southern section consists largely of metamorphic rocks
which towards the coast are covered by sedimentaries with
deeply entrenched Valleys .
43

For a detailed account of landforms see:
S. W. Carey, tiThe Morphology of New Guinea", The Australian
Geographer, Vol . III, No . 5 , November 1938 , pp . 26-7;
J . Andrews, tiThe Landforms of ew Britain", The Australian
Geographer, Vol . VII, No . 1, May 1957, pp . 15-26.

- 386 To the north-east of the Bainings is the iarangoiKeravat Lowland, less than 500 ft in elevation but remarkably free from swamps and covered by recent alluvium with
localized deposits of fertil e volcanic material .
Across the Warangoi- Keravat Lowland is the economic
heart of the Peninsula, the plateau enclosing the Blanche
Bay caldera .

It is almost entirely built of volcanic

material which has accumulated as the result of a series
of eruptions of a central volcano (the present Blanche Bay)
and a number of parasitic cones, of which only The
and the South Daughter still preserve t heir form.

other
The

same gigantic eruption which blew off the crown of the
central volcano formed an enormous caldera which was filled
by the sea when a br e ach occurred in t he sout h-e astern
section of its rim .

Inside the caldera there appeared a

number of volcanoes, all of which show some sign of ac tivity even to this day.

As recently as May 1937, the

catastrophic eruptions of Vulcan and

~ atupi

killed about

500 people and did extensive damage to the town and port

44

of Rabaul.

The Administration of the then Mandated

44
For a detailed account of the eruption see N. H. Fisher,
Geology and Vulcanology of the Blanche Bay and the Surrounding Area, New Britain, Geological Bulletin, No.1 ( Territory of New Guinea, 1939), pp . 18-22 .

- 388 will be made later (see pp . 410- 11) , has been started
partly with the object of providing a refuge for the
native population in times of emergency .
The climate of the Gazelle Peninsula is characterized
by considerable variations of temperature and rainfall .
In the coastal areas the temperatures generally fluctuate
between 73 0 and 93 0 F , but extreme temperatures of 65 . 50 F
and 100 . 20 F have been recorded at Rabaul .

Diurnal variations

are greatest in the South- east season (e . g ., 15 . 8 0 F in
October at Kokopo) .

The average relative humidity is about

75 0 at Rabaul , and can sometimes be discomforting.

No

data are available for the areas in the interior , and the
effect of al t i t ude on the cl imate can only be surmised .
Climatic conditions in the Eaining Mountains, speaking
generally , may be considered suitable for European vegetables
and Arabica coffee .
The driest part of the Gazelle Peninsula is its northeastern corner ; Rabaul receives only 90 inches of rain annually and has a tendency to drought in the South- east
season (May- September) .

Drought is accentuated by the

pervious nature of the pumiceous soil , but it is never so
se vere as to produce a deleterious effect on cocoa .

Rain-

fall over the rest of the Peninsula is greater than in the
Rabaul area, and ranges between 100 and 150 inches annually,

- 389 the western and northern coasts as well as most areas in the
interior receiving heavy rainfall during the North-west
season , while for the eastern coast the South-east season
is the period of maximum precipitation.
The natural vegetation of the Gazelle Peninsula consists
largely of Lowland and SUbmontane Rainforests which vary
considerably in composition.

In the Lowland forests , in

addition to Pometia pinnata (Taun) , there are found several
millable timbers including New Guinea Walnut and New Guinea
Rosewood , but the most valuable trees are Eucalyptus deglupta
(Kamarere) and Octomeles sumatrana (Erima), which together
or separately form large stands in well-drained valleys.
However, patches of more than 2,000 trees are rare; perhaps
the largest stand of Kamarere was that in the Toriu Valley ,
which yielded considerable timber during the inter-war
period.
An attempt is being made by the Department of Forests

to establish plantations consisting mainly of Kamarere ,
Balsa , Kwila and some species of Australian

~u cal yptus .

By

the middle of 1957, an area of 1,125 acres had been planted
at Keravat where a government saw-mill produces about
400,000 super feet of timber annually.

In addition to this,

there are eight private saw-mills, three of which are at
Rabaul and the rest at different places in the Peninsula.
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Most of the timber produced goes to meet local needs and
only a very small portion is exported.
The Gazelle Peninsula, on the whole , is endowed with
good soils.

The coastal soils on the coral platforms are

suitable for coconuts ; the limestone country in the Northern
Bainings contains pockets of fertile soils

1ll

the sink-

holes; and in the valleys such as Warangoi, Keravat and
Toriu the young alluvial soils, in part derived from recent
volcanic material , are comparatively rich .

The be s t sOil,

howe ver, occurs on the apron slopes of the volcanic plateau
and although it

1S

not considered to be as rich as the

volcanic soil of Popondetta , it is very well suited to
cocoa and other crops and has, indeed, provided the basis
for the region ' s commercial development .
pumiceous soil , it

n~eds

A fine , pervious,

frequent showers of rain , but

when subjected to mechanical cultivation, or simply exposed,
soon turns into a dust - bowl .

46

It is rather surprising

that although roads can be cut through it quite easily ,
their surface remains relatively resistant to wear and tear
and their edges do not suffer from many land slips .

The

46
The dustiness of the Nort~Coast Road in a short dry
spell in August , and what it could do to a person who has
to wallow in it to repair the leakine oil - tank of a car ,
is still remembered by the writer .

- 391 tunnels dug al ong the hillsides by the Japanese still remain
remarkably intact .
POPULATION
The ind i genous population of the Gazelle Peninsula
totals nearly 46,000 .

Of this number, 36,000 or over 77

per cent belong to the Tolai group WhlCh occupies the densely populated volcanic plateau and its slopes .

These

people who speak Gunantuna , a Melanesian language , constitute
not only a large linguistically homogeneous group, but
also the most sophisticated and economically the most advanced c ommunity in New Guinea .

They have had a long

contact with Europeans - missionaries, planters and four
successive governments since the First World
Australian , Japanese and Australian again .

ar: German,
Although their

independent economic progress dates back only 6 or 7 years,
that is , to the time when they began growing cocoa, they
have for a long time benefited generally from European
contact in respect of health and other services .

Their po-

pulation is rapidly increasing , the present rate of increase
47
being estimated as much as 4 to 5 per cent a year .
47
A census of the Tolai population in 1956 - 57 placed thelr
number at 32 , 308 , and statistics showed a birth rate of
65 . 1 per 1 , 000 , a death rate of 15 . 1 per 1 , 000 - giving a
rate of increase of 50 per 1 , 000 every year .
"Birth and death registers are now maintained by village
councils and the entrie~ are generally reliable . At the
Rabaul Council the cause of death in one case was shown
as "died ll - which , again, is reliable information !
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The next largest group in the Gazelle

eninsula is

formed by the 3 ,000 Baining , who speak a non- elanesian
language and live in the mountanous interior .

Perhaps

originally inhabiting the coastal areas, from which they
are thought to have been driven by the ancestors of the
Tolai , they now live in a rather difticul t environment _
in a rugged 1 imestone country, 1,5
level .

° to

3,200 ft above sea

They have very little contact with the outside

world, and still preserve their traditional customs and
ceremonies, such as the impressive snake dance.

Their con-

tact with the Administration is through the Rounsirona Patrol
Post , to which access is possible only by native tracks
from the Vudal River .

Formerly a semi-nomadic people, the

Eainings are now settling down in two major concentrations,
one around Mandarambit and the other in the area from Takis
to Vunaplandig .

They are not attracted to plantations and

prefer to work on a casual basis, some of them finding
employment with the Tolai .

48

In addition to the Tolai and the 3aining , the Gazelle
Peninsula contains a native population of about 7,000 consisting of different coastal groups as well as of a large

48
Information about the Baining people supplied by
Mr Heywood , Patrol Officer , Rabaul .

- 393 number of immigrant labourers employed on plantations and
in towns.

In one case, namely, the shanty town of 450

Papuans in the vicinity of the Matupi Hill , the immigrants
have formed a settlement of their own.
Three -quarters of a century ago, in 1883, the nonindigenous population of the Gazelle Peninsula consisted
of only 30 Europeans , mostly German traders and planters,
but with the development of European economy, firstly under
the Germans and later under the Australians , this gradually
increased until in 1940, just before the Japanese invasion,
it had risen to about 2,500 and included 1,500 Chinese who
had originally been brought by the Germans as indentured
labourers.

During World War II the 'uropean population

was completely evacuated, while thos e Chinese who had the
good fortune to escape concentration camps went into hiding
in the bush.

In the post-war period the non-indigenous

population has been increasing year by year and according
to a census taken on 30 June 1954, numbered 2,580 at Rabaul,
217 at the Vunapope Mission Station, 102 at Kokopo , 93 at
49
Keravat and 78 at Toboi - a total of 3,070 persons.
In
these figures, racial groups were not differentiated, but
49

Localities with less than 50 non-indigenous persons were
not included in this census.

- 394 an estimate made on 30 June 1956 showed that out of a total
non-indigenous population of 3 , 058 at Rabaul, 1,410 were
Europeans , 1,350 Chinese, 39 ASians (excluding Chinese),
and 259 of other nationalities ; out of a total of 435 nonindigenes at Kokopo and the Vunapope Mission, there were
50
177 uropeans, 106 ASians and 198 other nationals .
It
should be noted that even outside the urban centres there
is a substantial non-indigenous population which lives
chi efly on the plantations, one estimate placing 200 Europeans
51
on the north coast of the Baining area al one .
The chief centre of European concentration is Rabaul ,
which is situated inside the volcanic caldera on the shores
of Blance Bay (see Plates XXI

and XXI} ) .

An excellent

harbour, it has attracted European settlement since the
early days of German colonization, but the township itself,
planned by the Nord Deutscher Lloyd Co . , was not laid out
until 1910 .

Before the First World War, Rabaul was not

only the centre of a thriving plantation economy , but was
also an important coaling station and an outpost of the
German wireless system .

On 13 September 1914, it was cap-

tured from the Germans by the Australian Naval and Military
50
Information from Mr Lancaster, Statistician, Territory
of Papua and New Guinea .
51
Information from IV:r Heywood .
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Expeditionary Force;

in t he inter-war period the town

flourished as the Headquarters of the M.andated Territory of
New Guinea until the eruption of the Matupi volcano in
1937 , and later the irruption of Japanese in 1942 .
the Second

During

orld War it was razed to the ground and the

port totally destroyed, but both have been rebuilt in the
post-war rehabilitation so that the township now possesses
more or less its former lay- out, although the famous Botanical Gardens of the pre - war days have not been re - established .

Two new wharves (one of which is the filled-in

hulk of a sunken ship) and a new cargo shed have been built,
but the Customs Office is housed in a shabby war - time structure .

On the whole, Rabaul has recovered from the destruc-

tion it suffered during the war, but the sunken ships all
53
along the coast,
the numerous Japanese tunnels along the
hill-side and the extensive use of bomb-shells and helmets
as flower-pots and vases, serve as grim reminders of the
scathing bombing of the area .
52
For a detailed account see S.S . Mackenzie, Officia.l
History of Australia in the War of 1914-18 (Sydney, 19 37 ),
Vol . X, pp.23 ff .
53
At the time of the writer ' s visit to Rabaul, a Japanese
Company had just finished salvag ing one of the sunken
vessels under a flhave-it-as-you-salvage" contract with
the Australian Government .

- 396 The presence of a large Chinese community at Rab aul is
one of the most interesting features of the population composition .

Generally traders and middlemen, the Chinese are

on the whole a wealthy group , but there are many amongst
them who cannot be classed as rich.

They are considered

to be peaceful citizens and since the Administration's
vigilance prevents any growth of usury in their bUSiness
transactions with the native people, there is no danger of
their turning into the money-lender class which has been
the bane of peasant economy in many of the South-east ASian
countries .

Uncertain whether or not the

dministration

would again place its Headquarters at Rabaul, the Chinese,
in their post - war rehabilitation, built a shanty town for

themselves in the southern section of the City, but since
the deciSion of the Administration in 1952 to retain Rabaul
as District Headquarters, they are building a new township
practically on the site of the former China-town .

Their

activities in this respect form the major part of the
present building-boom at Rabaul (see Plate XXlln , the scale
of which can be understood from the figures for the period
July 1956 - March 1957, which show that 139 business premises and/or reSidential buildings were erected there at
a total cost of £813 ,100 .

- 397 CO:MMUNICATION
The development of communication has gone hand in hand
with the expansion of commercial agriculture .

The Germans

during their administration had built an excellent network
of roads, which was further extended in the subsequent
years, so that at present in addition to jeep-tracks there
are about 150 miles of mot orable roads in the north-eastern
portion .
Rabaul serves not only as a port of shipment for the
Gazelle Peninsula, but as an entrepot port for the whole
of the New Br itain, New Ireland and Bougainville Districts .
Consequently, it is the biggest copra-shipping port in the
South Pacific, and is visited by all the lines serving New
GUinea, as well as some of the ships sailing between Australia and ASia , and numerous coastal vessels ply between Rabaul
and the various plantations.

In 1956-57, the number of

oversea vessels calling at Rabaul was 98, and that of coastal
vessels 1,215, the total tonnage handled being 3,300, or
40 per cent of the total for Papua and

ew Guinea .

Rabaul airport is situated on a stretch of country
which was formerly owned by the Matupi people (who are
as a result now faced with a shortage of agricultural land).
EUROP 'AN AG ICULTURE
Although the first European plantations in the Gazelle
Peninsula were established only in the 1880's around Kokopo

398 and Rabaul , their expansion during the German regime and
afterwards was very rapid , and in spite of the considerable
devastation and neglect which they experience d during the
Se c ond Worl d War , most of them have now been rehabi~itated 54
.
Today the Gazelle . eninsula accounts for about 25 per cent
of the coconut production and 60 per cent of the cocoa
production of the Territory .

Coconuts remain the region ' s

most important crop and although the great majority of
palms are aged or aging, they still produce some 20 , 000
tons of copra annually , the bulk of which is shipped through
Rabaul .

Coconut Products Ltd, a large copra crushing mill

established in 1953 at Toboi (Rabaul) by the Carpenter
interests, also takes a portion .

This Company is also show-

ing interest in oil-palm cultivation, which so far has remained ins ignificant in i ew Guinea , partly because, unlike
copra, its fruit cannot be exported but must be dealt with
by extracting equipment on the spot and partly because, for
economic production , a cropped area of at least 5 , 000 acres
(compared with 150 acres for cocoa) is required .

Together ,

these two factors demand heavy capitalization .
54

At present the most mechanized and efficiently- run is
the Rainau Plantation , covering an area of 900 acres of
coconuts and cocoa . It has its own cocoa fermentary and
dryer as well as two copra dryers (one Eden type and the
other Ceylon type) . The owner of the plantation had worked
out a scheme of creating native settlements around plantationrun copra dryers, but the proposal was not approved by the
Administration .

- 399 Next to coconuts, cocoa is the most important plantation
crop in the Gazelle

eninsula , but while the former are

a somewhat wasting asset, the cultivation of the latter has
increased phenomenally during recent year s .

In fact, owing

to an adequate and well - distributed rainfall and a plentiful supply of plant nutrients in the Soil, cocoa grows
remarkably well in this region, its cultivation actually
dating back to 1905 when, in the days of German Administration, the first significant crop was gathered .

Later,

expansion took place as a result of a bounty granted by
the Commonwealth Government (cf . p . 268), and before the
Second World' ar there were about 40 cocoa plantations in
this area, almost ~l interplanted with coconuts , a method
of land utilization which is considered to be ideal .

At

the time of the Japanese invasion, although the volume of
cocoa export was not very large , a substantial area had
been brought under the crop and had there been no interruption by the war , exports would have increased considerably .

It is estimated that during the Japanese occupation

more than 60 per cent of the interplanted and nearly all
the sole planted cocoa was lost, so that almost a fresh
beginning has had to be made in the post-war period .
Fortunatel y , however , high world prices have made
possible not only the revival of the war- damaged plantations

- 400 but also the planting or interplanting of considerable new
areas with cocoa .

Currently , the }.uropean plantations in

the Gazelle Peninsula , with 20 , 000 acres of cocoa producing
about 900 tons of beans, account f or 55 per cent of the
cocoa acreage and 60 per cent of the Cocoa production of
t he Territory of Papua and New Guinea.
Unlike cocoa production in other parts of the world,
where it is grown mainly by the native population , the
greater part of the output in the Gazelle Peninsula is
still produced by the plantations and even a short visit
to the area cannot fail to impress one with the difference
between the native and plantation cultivation of this crop .
Many of the native plots of cocoa show little re gard for
shading , correct spacing and cultivation hygiene , with the
result that their yield per acre is generally less than
t hat on the efficiently run plantations .
As for other aspects of activity , mention has already
been made of saw- mill ing .

There is a government livestock

station at Kurakakaul , but although cattle are kept on
some coconut plantations , there is obviously no place for
them on the shaded , grassless cocoa plantations .

As re -

gards minerals , a limited quantity of platinum has been
obtained in the past from the Wide Bay area; there is at
present some interest in rutile mining and in the

- 401 possibilities of finding bauxite; and the sulphur deposits
which have resulted from recent volcanic activity in the
region have been found une c onomical to work .

NATIVE ECONOMIC

D~V1~OPMENT

The Tolai , without abandoning their subsistence agriculture , have for many years been growing commercial crops
and participating in a cash economy .

In 1956-57, they

produced copra valued at more than £400,000 and cocoa
worth about £140,000 , while the turnover from the sale of
garden produce and poultry at the "bung" (the local native
market at Rabaul ; see Plate XX~ was estimated to be
£50 , 000 .

Earnings from stevedoring at Rabaul port amounted

to about £15 , 000 in the same year and a substantial income
must have come from other occupations including t he hiring
out of trucks and retail bUSiness .
Commercially, the Tolai are undoubtedly the most aa vanced community in the Territory , but in spite of thiS ,
and the great degree of sgphistication they have derived
from European influence , they remain a conservative and
thrifty people .

Unlike the Hanuabadans of Port fuoresby ,

most of whom have taken to European dress , the Tolai wear
55
the traditional lap-lap , and retain the tambu .
They spend
55
Tambu is shell- money in the form of 36 feet long garlands .
The'"TOlai do not themsel ves "mint" the tambu , but import it
from Talasea .
The tambu is not inherited but at the de ath of the owner
is broken and distributed amongst those attending the death

- 402 their money judiciously, for example, in building small
modern houses (see Plate XX ) or in buying useful consumer
goods , or else invest it in banks .
Bank of

A mobile unit of the

ew South \ ales , travelling from one Central Cocoa

Fermentary to the other, extends banking facilities to
cocoa growers and although the ind ividual transactions generally do not amount to more than a few shillings, there
is an atmosphere of solemnity which surpasses even that
in big commerc ial houses - the camera

is

kept in readiness

for new customers; the carefully-handled passbook always
carries the depositor ' s photograph , a more reliable guide
to his identity than his name ; and as the long queue of
customers files past the single table snared by the teller,
the ledgerkeeper, and the cashier , the Tolai bank- savings,
which in 1953 were estimated to be as much as £26,000,

56

continue to grow.
NotWithstanding the diversification of agriculture
which is currently taking place, copra still remains the
Tolai I

S

greatest source of c ash income , the ir armual pro -

duction being more than 6 , 000 tons , or about 30 per cent
55 ( continued)
ceremonies . The fact that within a period of only 30 years
(1914 - 1945) , four governments have occupied the area , and
each change has involved a change of currency , may partly
account for the retention of the tambu by the To1ai .
56

Information from Mr K. Williamson, A . ~ . O . , Hbbaul .

- 403 of the native-produced copra in the Territory .

The acreage

occupied by coconuts is increasing and new groves , particularly of the San Ramon variety , are being established .
Copra for export is inspected at

abaul and Kabakaul , and

it is reported that the quality of the product is gradually
improving .

However , most of' that marketed by the Native

Co - operatives goes to the Coconut Products Ltd, who do not
object if it contains even 6 . 5 per cent of moisture .
The Tolai cash income from cocoa 1S not as great as
that from copra, yet the former is currently attracting
far more att ention since it is more remunerative, the
average income of the individual copra- producer in 1955- 56
being £1/ 10/-, compared with the cocoa grower ' s £27/7/1 .
In fact , it is the cocoa- growing movement which has become
the baSis of much of the economic and political development
in this area.
It was in 1948 that cocoa planting was started by the
native people under an agricultural exten~ion programme,
the Tolai Cocoa Project , sponsored by the Department of
Agriculture .

From a modest beginning made by five villages ,

of which each planted 10 acres , cocoa cultivation spread
throughout the Gazelle Peninsula .

In 1953 when the plant -

ings s t arted bearing , the Department had still to draw up
a plan for dealing with the production .

As the people had

- 404 al ready had an unpleasant experience of the Co- operatives
(to which reference will be made later) , an attempt was
made to exclude the Co- operatives from the organization of
processing and marketing of Cocoa .

Small processing units

(boxes and dryers) were financed by loans both from the
Administration and from the Native Local Government Councils,
instituted in 1951- 52 , but it was soon obvious that large
scale central processing units would be necessary to deal
with the production .

Hence, under the statute whereby

the Administrator could guarantee bank-loans for corporate
purposes , the Bank of New South

ales provided the Village

Councils with a credit of £80 , 000 for the establishment
of Central Fermentaries .

The working of the Tolai Cocoa

Project was therefore described by Dr Andrews as _
••• essentially a movement of co- operation between
the native planter (individuals and family groups] ,
the newly estaolished native village Councils , and
the officers of the Administration . The planters
provide the land and labour for pl811ting , cultivating
and harvesting . Administration officers advise
on agricultural te chniques , the construction of
central fermentaries for processing of the Cocoa
beans , the technical and financial operations of
fermentaries, and on marketing of the processed
beans . The Councils have made rules relating to
cultivation practices , provided finance for the
construction of fermentaries , and have erected
facilities for the training of clerks . The fer mentary operates as a "central" , giving growers
credit for the wet beans delivered , processing and
marketing the beans and eventually distributing
returns to growers; much of the clerical and

- 4-05 accounting work is done by the native cocoa clerks,
under supervision by dministration officers, and
the final balances are struck by an accountancy firm . 57
8y mid - 1957 , fourteen Central Fermentaries had been
established in the Gazelle Peninsula and the Village
Councils, through which loan-finances had been made available, had repaid half of the £.64- , 000 of the bank-credit
wbich was actually borrowed .

In spite of this financial

dependence, the Central Fermentaries t actual functioning
has nothing to do with the Councils and is under the direct
supervision of the Department of ~ative Affairs, which
even pays the salary of the ~uropean officer-in-charge .

58

An importru1t need is being served by the Fermentaries ,
which do not charge any commission for themselves, the cocoa
handled by them remaining the property of the grower until
it is sold .

The production is shipped to whichever market

seems best through private agents at Rabaul , who charge
a commission of 22 per cent for their services and make
cash advances against delivery of the dry beans up to 80
per cent of their current market price, thus enabling the
57
J . Andrews, ttCommerc ial Agr icul ture and the Papua- New
Guinea Economy", The Australian Geographer , Vol . VI , No . 5,
Mar ch 1956, p . 27 .
58
The Cocoa Project was not sponsored by the Councils;
cocoa and Councils are linked in the Tolai imagination
only. - Dr M. C. Groves, A. N. U. seminar on "Local Government
Councils" , 11 pril 1958 .

- 406 Central Fermentaries to give advances to growers against
their delivery of wet beans .

Thus , the Tolai Cocoa Project

is fl ourishing , production having risen from 35 tons of
dry beans in 1953-54 to 581 tons in 1956 - 57 and it is
estimated that , at the rate of 4 lb. per tree, it will
59
reach 4,000 tons by 1960 .
In fact, the five bigger fermentaries already stand in need of mechanical dryers to
cope with their large in-take of wet beans .

( See Plate

xxv.)
CO-OP~RAT I ~~ SOC~TIES

The Co- operative movement in the Gazelle
has not met with much success .

en insula

Appendix III, which g ives

some f i gures for co- operative activities during 1955-56
and 1956 - 57, shows the deterioration that has taken place .
The societies had suffered considerable losses as a result
of over- expansion in the earlier phase , competition from
private traders and lack of interest shown by the rank
and fil e of membership .

They have never recovered from

thes e losses and it is reported that seven out of the six60
teen societies will be liquidated;
of the 9 viable
59
Monthly pro duction by fermentaries is s hown in Appendix
II .
60
Annual Report of the Co - operative Section 1956- 57,
p . 10 .
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rebates, but have not recouped past losses.

The Association

has, however, reduced its deficit from £9 , 863 to £7,365
and while such a rapid reduction is not expected to continue, the prospects of eventual recovery are good . 61
The future of Co-operatives in this area probably
depends on their opportunities for importing wholesale
go ods, for only by so doing can they gain sufficient economic advantage over private traders to attract and hold
members' interest.

The present position is very unsatis-

factory, for native allegiance to the Societies is weakened
on the consumer side by the competition offered by Chinese
and other private interests and on the production side by
the split of interest between copra and cocoa (since the
latter is channelled through the Village Councils).
As this region continues to develop its economic activities, a class of native entrepreneurs is at last beginning to emerge; a certain Tolai , Tomariba , owns 5,000
cocoa trees near Vunapope ; Epineri , a native builder, is
planning t~ erect a hostel at Rabaul; in the same town two
persons are doing br isk business in cabinet and furniture
making .
Ibid.

Tolai individuals purchased, during 1956-57, six

- 408 trucks and six motor- launches ; t hree pumps at Rabaul sell
5 , 000 gallons of petrol every month mainly to native truc kdr i vers ; and of the 275 l i censed stores in the Rabaul Sub62
district , about 200 are native owned .
In spite of this,
however, it should be noted that the Tolai are largely
a rural people and do not participate in the economic and
social life of Rabaul in the same manner or to the same
extent as do the Hanuabada people in Port Moresby (cf . p . 535) .

VILLAGE COU1TC ILS
The most interesting result of the expansion of cooperative and individual economic activities has been the
organization and strengthening of the five Village Councils
to which some reference has already been made.

These or-

ganizations , representing 28 , 000 people, levy a tax of £4
per head and use the revenue for economic and social development .

During 1956 , in spite of a total expenditure

of £ 34,900, they had a reserve balance of £17 , 633 to carry
f orward to the next year .

The nature and scale of Councils'

activities during 1956 is s h own in Appendix IV to this
Chapter, and capital works accomplished by them during
1956- 57 are g iven in Appendix V.

(Also see Plate XXVI . )

62
Annual Report of the New Britain District , 1956 - 57 .

- 409 Undoubtedly valuable as the work being done by the
Councils is, their functioning in certain areas is far
from smooth.

Several villagers of the Vunamami Council

were recently reported to be willing to go to prison rat her
than pay taxes to the Council; a deputation of the Raluana
people flew all the way from Rabaul to Port Moresby to
complain a gainst the confiscation of some movable property
for non-payment of taxes, but it was not received by the

63

authorities.

The difficulties to be faced by the Councils

and Central Fermentaries became very obvious recently when
certain cocoa growers decided to break away from the latter
and set up their private processing units.

If it is pro-

perly done there is no harm in private processing and
certainly there is no legal basis to prevent it, but if a
large number of growers desert the Central Fermentaries,
it will be a great loss to the Tolai Cocoa Project and a
blow to the Village Councils' attempts at economic and
social progress.

Unfortunately, a Mission which has done

so much good for the people in this area, openly supports
this inop~ortune move and alle gedly has even inspired the
contretemps.

Dr M. C. Groves, A. N. U. Seminar on "Local Government
Councils", 11 April 1958 .
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An interesting experiment in native pioneer settlement
worthy of special mention is the Vudal Settlement Scheme ,
undertaken by the Rabaul Council .

The land, which is located

in the Vudal Valley and consists of 1,000 acres of forested,
level country with fertile soil and go od drainage, has
been obtained from the Administration on a 99 - year agricultural lease, with the object of producing food crops
and cocoa, and of providing a refuge to the people in case
of volcanic eruptions near Rabaul .

One half of the block

is reserved for food - gardens , houses of lessees, schools
and Aid-posts, while the other half, divided into subblocks of 5 acres , is for cocoa .

An access road from

Keravat already eXists, and now the sub-blocks are being
sub - leased on a 20-year basis to the members of the Council,
who are made responsible for clearing and planting them
within a stipulated time-limit .

The rent for each sub-

block is 5 shillings for the first 6 years, and a sum not
exceeding £3 annually thereafter .

Local road building and

the establishment of food gardens are done by voluntary
64

l~our .

By mid -1957, the Council had spent about £3 ,000 on
this project; some 80 acres of food - gardens had been

Andrews, op . cit . , p.28 .
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establis he d, and 55 of the 96 sub - lessees had commenced work
on cocoa ; in addition , a pl ot of land had been lined and
65
The pr ogress of the Scheme is exhol ed for coconuts .
pe cted to be r el atively s l ow owing t o the fact that it is
a "settlement " scheme and not merely a cocoa project , for
agricultural p i oneering is usually a slow business .
Another project is expected to cover an area of 30 , 000
a cres of Administration land at the confluence of the
Warangoi and Kavavas rivers , part of it being a timber lease
66
and accessible by a road .
After the completion of ne cessary surveys the area will be opened up to both native
and European settlers , the portion of land to be held by
each having yet to be decided .

It is reported that so far

a survey has been made of 10 , 820 acres and that 5 blocks

67

(of 390 a cres each) have been offered for agr icultural lease .
When completed , the Project will be a unique experiment in
a pl anned mixed settlement of indigenous and non- indigenous
people, and may provide answers to many questions asked
in this respect both in New Guinea and elsewhere .

65
66

67

Annual Report of the New 3ritain District , 1956- 57 .
Andrews , Op e cit . , p . 28 .
Annual Report of the Dept of Lands,

1956- 57 .

urveys and 11ines,
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As already noted , almost all economic activity in the
Gazelle ~ eninsula is confined to its north- eastern corner .
So far , no e c onomic development has taken place in the
areas in the interior , inhabited by the Raining , nor is
there much hope of any substantial progress in the near
future .

Perhaps a beginning can be made by introducing

European vegetables , potatoes and Arabica coffee around
RounSimna, but the foremost need will be the construction of
68
a road from the Vudal River to Rundalik .
Favourable geographical conditions , £uropean interests
of l ong standing, together with the Administration ' s policy
of native development have made the Gazelle Peninsula the
economic heart of New GUinea .

No other area in the Ter-

ritory possesses all this region's advantages , but all of
them can learn from it some lesson in the field of economic
and social development .

68

Suggestion from ~ Heywood , Patrol Officer , Rabaul .

Appendix I
CO -OPERATIVE ACTIVITY IN T~ BISMARCK- BOUGAINVILLE HEGION
(As on 31 March 1957)
Districts

Ii

I'

'

No. of ' MemberI Societies I ship

,
I

I

"

C·
ap1tal

Store
I Turnover
I

!

,

,

I

!

New Ireland

25 (IA)

11,977

49 ,592

59,403

127,227

Bougainville

13 (IA)

3,177

14,655

21,570

19,075

Manus

12 (lA)

3,903

21,868

39,117

13,652

New Bri tam

7

I 57
!

TOTAL

1,026
!

( 3A ) : 20,083

8,220

!
!

94,335

11,048

12,418

I 131,138 ~
!

I

Copra I
Other
Total
I ProductianlProducticn Turnover
I

!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J
!

172,372 :

!

27,937

214,567

4,662

45,307

23,268

76,037

3,815
59,682

Figures for New Britain do not include those of Rabaul-K okopo area.
it A" means Association of Societies.
Source: Annual Report of the Co-operative Section 1956-57 ,
Statistical Appendix.

-

41 ~

-

5,342

j
I

I 341,253

~

t-J
\jJ
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PENDIX II.
TO

I COCO

PROJECT.

et Bean Production Figures, July 1956 to June 1957. (in lbs.)

July
Pelegir
Ngatur
Vunadiwai
Rapitok
Malelqlna
Volavolo
Bitakapuk
Talimut
Tacipipi
Ramale
Bitagalip
Wairiki
Rabuana
Napapar
Total Tons Dry

"

1955-56

Aug.

Sept .

Oct .

44642 15229
47072\11808
27888
5596
20954
5402
7886
25049
12200
4342
20870
5413
21172
5839
17285 11965
12626
7001
3888
7179
2861
3710

19032
16250
13576
4252
7607
9274
5021
5126
3556
5523
2853
1926

34020
23262
34942
7842
15190
4537
7124
6704
4941
2069
5781
2965

-

I

I

Nov .

Dec .

Jan.

24613
15457
17447
7224
8225
8288
4691
5506
10029
4445
2650
3194-

49344
23324
18186
9754
9651
13972
8834
8379
8356
9915
5677
4154

86548
50461
36298
28325
28230
20089
26201
15818
17932
15436
10779
7358

-

-

Feb.

Mar.

Apr .

45121
24537
16107
20584
13925
6412
10518
5284
12422
8348
7629
6045

41366
21324
14564
21603
9156
11446
7460
4252
7932
9636
7784
3689
12912

-

89211
64643
51220
51265
3094-9
45628
27932
28402
14706
33146
15770
14613
21955
13128

173124

502568

711644

May

June

Total

123140 126043 698309
110860
64720 473718
81830
63601 381255
53590
34545 265240
30287 2447 99
58554
47163
14904 198255
23214 184827
37549
28056 183959
49421
22828 163741
31789
24987
10440 143572
28783
16125 114898
20016
11987
82518
26999
16573 78439
16963
10630 40721

-

--

260647

87230

93996

149377

111769

169546

343475

176932

4 6i

15i

16*

26"*

20

3~

61i-

31t

31

8~
..... 4

127

84*

581

10i

4*

6*

12t

18

16*

26

15~

1~

22

53:t

72

274

-

Source:

-

I

--

-

-

-

-

Mr K. N. Goringe, A.D.O. Rabaul.
_ 1...1 1... _

lIBnAp.r

.:..

lINIVEIi5~

473953 3254351
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Appendix III
CO -OP~RATlVE ACTIVITY IN THE GAZELLE PENINbULA,

1955-56 AND 1956-57
I I

195 5- 56 ! 1956-57

,

!

Societies ' share capital

£54 ,030

£46,634

Asso ciat ion ' s share capital

£32 ,889

£28 ,197

17

16

11 , 234

9 , 328

Societies ' Store turnover

£35 ,300

£30 ,022

Association's whole-sale turnover

£24,447

£31,528

Fixed Assets of Societies

£11,825

£11 ,440

Fixed Asse ts of Association

£10,630

£10,038

No. of Societies
Membership of Societies

Societies ' copra turnover

£28,029
i

£24,303
i

Source: Annual Report of the New Britain District ,
1956-57.

APPENDIX IV.
ANALYSIS uF ACTUAL EXPENDI 1~RE ON PUBLIC SERVICES FOR FINANCIAL
YEAR ElIDING 31 st DECE ;v~BER, 1 955 .
Head of
Expenditure

Rabaul

Reimber- I
Li vuan.

Vunamami

VunadadirToma- Nanga
Nanga .

Baluan

Total
Expenditure

£

£

£

£

£

£

Council Administration
Medical & Sanitation
Education
Agricul ture
Forestry
Roads and Bridges
Viater Supply
Law and Order
Transport
Maintenance Buildings

1,247
1,249
1,873
82(;
788
120
630
120
1,113
200

1,925
1,218
617
1, 860

1,140
809
1,382
2, 800

1,312
1,341
672
10

625
1,828
289
2,986
216

497
169
2,610
310

1,145
905
930
1,758
24
66
164
194
1,626
280

6,769
5,522
5,474
7,256
812
813
3,119
904
10,947
1,006

Total Expenditure on
Public Services

8,168

11,564

9,717

7,092

..

I

Value

....

••

2

·.
·.

132
2,612

I 6,081
of Stocks of Material on hand
Total .. .. .. .. .. ·.

Source: Annual Re : ort of the Territory of New Guinea, 1955- 56, p .28.
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42,622
3,189
45,811

APPENDIX V.
INSTALLATIONS IN1'RODUCED II TO NATIVE LOCAL GOVERNM JNT COUNCIL AREAS
DURING 1951-1956.

Rabaul

Reimber-Livuan

Vun am am i

Vunadadir-Toma
Nanga Nanga

---

Baluan
Total

1951-54
Council chambers
Village higher school s
Air p osts
Staff quarters
Cacao fermentaries
and driers
Workshops & stores
Garages
\'later tanks & wells
Agricultural projects
School dormitories
Rice machine sheds
and hullers
Sawmills
Council office
Navigation markers

1955

·2.

1

3

6
9

1
2

1
1
1
12
Vudal

1

·.
·.
··..
·.

Source:

-

4.J.O

I

·.
·8.
··..

·1.
··..

Ibid.p.31

-

1951-54

1955

2
3
7
8

·.
·2.

2
2
1
2

2

··..

···...

·.

1

··..
18
·.
·.
···...
·.

1951-54 1955
1
2
5
2

1951-54

·1.

1

1
5
1

1
1

·.
·
.
1
·
.
2
6
·. ·1.
·.
·. 1
·· .. ··..
· . ·.
7,

1
1
1
1

J

1

I

·.
·.
··..
·.
·.

1955

·.1
3

·.
2

··6..
·.
·.
··..
··..

1951-54
1
3
1

3

·1.
·3.
··..
·. 1.
·.
Baluan

1

1955

·1.
6
1

6
17
37
28

·.
··..
··..
·.
·.

12
6
4
58
1
1

1
••

1
1

1

"il

CHAPTER XII
COASTAL REG IONS OF THE TRU T TERRITORY
======================================

TIill SEPIK COASTAL REGION

The Sepik Coastal Region comprises the coastal areas
extending from west of the Murik Lakes (near the mouth of
the Sepik) to the international border at 141 0 E longitude,
the foothills and the first ridges of the Prince Alexander,
Torricelli and Be wani Mountains as well as the few small
islands which lie near the coast.
The whole region is characterized by tectonic instability: earthquakes occur frequently in the Prince Alexander
and Torricelli Ranges and the entire coastline is subject
to active elevation in varying degrees.

At places coral

terraces are found up to 200 ft above sea level, and signs
of a recent uplift of a few feet are not uncommon.

This

process of uplift has affected the drainage of the area
by increasing the velocity of the atreams, especially near
their mouths, and by reduCing their depth, with the result
that even fair sized rivers such as the Hawain, Anumb, Danmap
and Driniumor have been rendered unsuitable for navigation.
- 418 -

- 419 The markedly smooth coastline lacks major promotories
and has only a few indentations and anchorages.

Although

there are no off-lying hazards to shipping, the open coast
offers little shelter in the North-west Monsoon season,
when heavy surf breaks all along the shore.
We shall consider the region in terms of the distinct
physiographic units into which it falls, namely, the coastal
plains and off-lying islands, the coastal hills, the lowlands in the interior, and the northern slopes of the Prince
Alexander, Torricelli and Bewani Mountains.
(a)

The Coastal Plains and Off-lying Islands

Some 15-25 miles from the mouth of the Sepik is the
Schouten group consisting of six islands, namely, Bam,
Blupblup, Kadovar, Viai, Koil and Vokeo, each formed by
a fairly high well-wooded volcanic cone.
West of the Murik Lakes area, which forms part of the
Sepik Plain, the Prince Alexander Ranges make their appearance and, as far as Cape Pus, hug the sea so closely
that they severely restrict the extent of the coastal plain.
Intermittent raised coral headlands and off-shore coral
islands occur along the coast but extensive coral terraces
are not found.

Wewak, situated on a peninsula in Dallmann

Harbour, is protected from the full force of the North-west
Monsoon by the islands of Kairiru and Mushu, as well as by
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the north-west trending coast of Dallmann Harbour.

Mushu

is a low-lying island but Kairiru rises to a flat-topped
mountain and has very little level plain.

About 10 miles

west-nortb-west of Kairiru there are two otber islands,
Wallis and Tarawai, both of which are densely wooded and
rise to only about 150 ft above sea level.
The coastal plain between Cape Pus and Aitape is of
varying width.

Comparatively broad in the lower Hawain

Valley, it becomes narrower to the west; at the Anumb River
it widens to 2 to 3 miles, only to diminish again and disappear at Matapau .

Further eastward, it reappears as a

narrow belt, one to one and a half mile wide, wh ich opens
out to reach its maximum width of 10 miles at Aitape.
Aitape is sheltered to some extent by the three small
islands of Selio, Ali and Tamara.

To its west lies the

Sissano Lagoon, with which are associated extensive swampy
areas and a good deal of dead forest.

From here to the

Vanimo area, the coastal plain is generally narrow, and at
several places is wholly absent.
Environmental conditions are the same everywhere in
the coastal areas: where the land is swampy, the sago palm
grows well; the better drained areas carry Rainforest, and
in some places, for example near Matapau or in the area

west of the mouth of the Danmap River , there are extensive
patches of kunai grass.
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(b)

The Coastal Hills

Rising sometimes behind the coastal plains and sometimes
directly from the sea shore, the coastal hills attain varying heights.

There are no foothills fronting the Prince

Alexander Range from Kaup to Cape Pus but north of the
Hawain River, and as far as Cape Djeruen, a belt of coastal
hills rises to about 1,000 ft above sea level.

Immediately

behind Matapau where the coastal plain is absent, Mt Makru
rises to 1,770 ft .

The hills between the Danmap and

Dandriwad Rivers are separated from the main Torricelli
Ranges by the Damiem-Mima lowland.

Similarly, further west,

the Serr a and Oenake Hills are cut off from the Bewani
Mountains by the Bewani-Pual Depression.
(c)

The Interior Lowlands

South of the coastal hills, some of the longitudinal
valleys are relatively wide and may be considered as extensions of the coastal plains penetrating behind the hills;
two noticeable examples are provided by the Damiem-Mima lowland and the Bewani-Pual Depression, the former being
drained ma inly by the Damiem, Dinagum and Danmap Rivers,
and the latter, f or the post part an ill-drained swamp, by
the Pual and Boap Rivers.
(d)

The Slopes of the Prince Alexander, Torricelli
and Bewani Mountains

The Prince Alexander and Torricelli Ranges , forming
the divide between the coastal streams and the Sepik drainage
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system, are both well-wooded mountain chains with slopes
covered by dense Rainforest.

They present a relatively

even crest-line, from which a few peaks stand out conspicuously.

Mt Turu, which is only 15 miles from the coast,

rises above the general level of the Prince Alexander Range
and attains a height of 3,938 ft above sea level.

Other

peaks along the Prince Alexander-Torricelli divide are
Mt Ushaka, Mt Mudul, Mt Sapau and Mt Sulen.
The influence of physiography is reflected in the local
variations of climatic conditions.

On the whole, however,

the climate of the Sepik Coastal Region is relatively dry,
the annual rainfall on the coast being about 85 inches,
occurring mostly in the North-west Monsoon season.

Wewak,

however, owing to its sheltered position is an exception
to this rainfall regime (see Ch. III ,P.llO).

Temperatures

and humidity are generally high, yet the climate in terms
of human comfort is no worse than, say, that of the Port
Moresby Region, and soil is reasonably good for cultivation.
In the coastal areas where it contains a coralline component
it is pervious, but, given frequent showers of rain, it
proves to be quite productive.

In addition, there are

pockets of fertile alluvial SOil, for example in the Hawain
Valley, where a half to one inch thick layer of sandy to
clayey loam is deposited by floods every year.

- 423 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENr
Factors of isolation and late development affect both
European and native economies of the Sepik Coastal Region.
European economic activity in this area has never been
very great and even today is at a minimum, mainly because
of the lack of harbour and transport facilities and the
"remoteness lt of the region.

Wewak, the only significant

centre of European population, had, on 30 June 1956, 224
Europeans consisting mostly of Administration officials
and their families.

Before the war there were a few coco-

nut plantations on the coast and on some of the islands,
particularly in the Aitape area, but now they have either
been abandoned or are in a poor state.

The only European

plantations that are doing well are the Mushu Plantations
of the New Guinea Co. and the Tadji, St Anna, Tepier Plantations leased to a private person.

With a monthly produc-

tion of about 25 tons of copra from each, the two plantations account for some 65 per cent of the total copra
production of the Sepik District.
The only other Significant form of European economic
activity, now abandoned, was the search for oil - a search
encouraged by the oil and gas seepage associated with
Miocene depOSits, notably at Matapau.

Here in 1924 and at

Aitape in 1925 drillings were started but none of the
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several wells yielded commercial quantities of oil.

Just

before the war another attempt was made, this time by Oil
Search Ltd, which carried on some prospecting in this area
but again these efforts met with little success.

It is re-

ported that the Enterprise of New Guinea Ltd is now interested
in resuming oil exploration, but perhaps its operations will
be limited to the upper Sepik area.
With the exception of the above-mentioned European
economic intrusions, the Sepik Coastal Reg ion remains an
area of almost exclusively native economy.

The indigenous

population numbers about 39,000, and although certain areas
are very sparsely populated, there is hardly any territory
wh ich is not claimed by some group, even t he slope s of t he
main mountain ranges being f requently visited by hunting
part ies.
The people, particularly those east of Aitape, are
divided into several linguistic groups, the largest of these
being the Matapau speaking gro up.

Tamberan House s such

as are found in the Sepik Valle y , do not appear in t h is
re g ion.

In t he coastal areas, houses are built on piles

and their rectangular shape is considered to be due to outside influence; inland, the dwellings consist of small,
narrow, whale-backed structures resting on the ground.
pulation settlements generally take the form of s mall

Po-

- 425 hamlets, the scattered nature of which has been, and still
is, one of the impediments in the economic and social development.

In the past the government has often made con-

scious efforts to consolidate the population in larger
settlements and even before the war, villages such as
Idakaibul, Loanagle and Abau had become sizable centres of
population, largely because of government influence.

Dagua

itself is an artificial community created in the post-war
period.
The pattern of subsistence in this region does not
differ from that in other parts of New Guinea.

In areas

such as the Vanimo coast where there is a perennial reservoir
of food in the form of sago palms, gardening is less intensive, and sometimes sago palms are planted on hill slopes
also; fishing is important in the coastal areas and islands,
while inland people spend much time in hunting.

On the

whole the coastal people have developed a more settled life
which finds expression, for example, in the pottery, carving and general artistry of the Warapu people.

1

Native economic development, however, cannot go very
far if it is based exclusively on SUbsistence agriculture.
1

K.H. Thomas, "Notes on the Natives of Vanimo Coast, New
Guinea", Oceania, Vol.XII, 1941-42, p .166.
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Hence, a conscious effort is being made to produce cash
crops, the most important of which are rice, peanuts, coconuts, coffee and a little cocoa.

Rice growing was initiated

with great zeal and high expectations in the Dagua-Wokinara
2

area in 1948.

In course of time the idea that rice was

an excellent cash crop spread amongst the communities of
not o~y the coastal region but also of the Sepik Valley.
Unfortunately, the high hopes have not materialized and
after nine years of experiments and extension work a suitable variety of rice has yet to be found, while the care
given by the growers to their rice plots leaves much to be
desired.

Moreove r, the economy of rice as a cash crop in

the region is, to say the least, precarious, for although
the locally produced rice in the Sepik Valley can withstand
competition with Australian imported rice (which has to
be air-freighted into the Valley), it is a different matter
in the coastal areas where rice yields little margin of
profit either to the growers or to the Societies.

Costs

involved in the production of rice at Wewak and Maprik are
shown in Appendix I.

It will be seen that although in

the total cost of production there is an element of hidden

2

o. H.K. Spate, "Changing Native Agriculture in New Guinea" ,
Ge ographical Journal, Vol.XLIII, No . 2 , April 1953, p.172.

- 421 cost (namely, the free transport provided by the Administration to bring the paddy to the central rice mills), yet
locally produced rice finds it hard to compete with Australian imported rice in the coastal areas.

In these areas,

therefore, particularly around Wewak, peanuts have stolen
a march on rice and, despite the wide fluctuations in the
Australian demand for peanuts, this crop is now fairly well
established and is increasing in importance (see Plate
XXVII ).
Copra production for cash has yet a long way to go in
the Sepik Coastal Region.

At present the amount produced

is meagre and the quality indifferent, and the Agricultural
Officers are more concerned with increasing the production
than with improving the quality.
undertaken on an increasing

scal~.

Coconut planting is being
A nursery is maintained

at Wewak and during the year 1956-51, about 15,000 seeds,
mainly of the selected Baibara variety, were planted.

It

is hoped that more and more areas will be brought under
planting, particularly along the Dagua-Terebu road and in
the islands.
The following table (drawn in July, 1951) gives the
estimated copra production of the native groves and plantations in the region:
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Plantation

t
,lManagemen
Tenure
,!

and

~Lt:.?t:n1i

(In tons)

Kopar to Wewak mural Progress
(Native grove~ 1 Societies
I

Kairiru Island ICo-operatives
(Na ti ve groves) I

,

Dagua to Paup II
(Na ti ve groves) ITrade

,
Wallis-Tarawai ,Native Lease
,I Co-operatives
I

Ai tape area to I
Serra area
I
(Native groves)ITrade
Serra to Krukru

,
,
,

l·lU~lloILL'Y'

Pr~ductlon

6

5

15

1

10

13

20
I

,
,
,
I
I

5

-

?

I

Vanimo Plant- INa ti ve Lease
ation
: Trade

,

2

I
I

Vanimo area
( Native groves},
I
TOTALS
I

(in tons-)-

3

I

I

i

.tJotentlal.

Production~

?

I

i

:
I
I

29

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

:
:,
I

10
2
3
15
81

Potential production is based on palms of the age of
5 years or more. Further production from the existing
and future plantings will depend upon transport and
marketing facilities.
The present monthly production from the na tive groves
and plantations amounts to 29 tons, to which can be added
the production of 59 tons from the two European plant ations,
making a total of 80 tons.

Obviously, this total is too

- 429 small for the operation of a Copra Marketing Boar d Agency.
However, if the production of the Western Islan ds (excluding
the Manus group), which amounts to 90-100 tons per month
(but can be easily increased to 115 tons), could be combined
with the production of the Sepik Distr ic t , a total of 200
tons each month would be ensured and there would be a case
for the establishing of an agency of the Bo ard at Wewak .
Although much of the soil in the Sepik Coast al area
is unsuit a ble for cocoa, there is considerable scope for
coffee g rowing .

A beginning has already been made and about

40 acres of land have been put under coffee.

Men are being

trained at Goroka, and one of them, named Maimbee, has
planted 500 trees of Robusta near Sanambli Creek east of
Wewak.
Most of the economic development which has taken place

I

in the Sepik Coast al Region is confined to two areas, firstly, the Wallis, Tarawai and Kairiru Islands, and secondly,
the Wewak coastral strip f rom Dagua to Terebu, together
with the adjo ining foothills.

The cash economy of the

forme r area is based on copra production, and it can be
seen f rom the Table g iven above that although part of the
copra output comes from the mainland, the chief centres of
production are the islands of Wallis, Tarawai and Kairiru .
The number of bearing palms in Kairiru is smaller than it is

I

- 430 in the other two islands, but it has one of the most extensive plantings of young palms which have yet to come to
bearing.
The copra production of the Wallis, Tarawai and Kairiru
Islands is handled mainly through the three co-operative
Societies, one on each island.

The following Table shows

the membership and copra turnover of these Societies during
the year 1956-57.
Society
Wallis
Tarawai
Kairiru

,
: Membership

~2£EE~_!~E~£!FE_~!~_!£~~1_

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i

I

269
132
?

6 months

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

.

12 months

27

42

24

32

15

15

All three Societies operate by rudimentary book-keeping,
the Wallis and Tarawai Societies seeming to be in a sounder
position than the Kairiru Society.
On the mainland, that is, in the Dagua-Terebu area,
development has been more extensive and on more varied
lines than in the above-mentioned islands , but production
of cash crops has still not reached the scale which would
call for the organiza tion of co-operative societies.

More-

over, secondary processing industries, which are an important condition for the development of co-operatives, are

- 431 only few a nd on a small scale.

Although the headquarters

of the Association of the three co-operative Societi es is
situated at Wewak (see Plate XXVIII), native economic development in the region is being sought mainly through the
three Rural Progress Societies at Veram Kanom, Kreer and
Dagua (see Map 13, Inset).

Some stati stic s regarding these

Societies are given in the following Table:

R.P.S.

'~berJ Share I~--~~~3l----J __ ~~~!!~~~ __1__ ££E!~___ _
Capita 11
6 , 12 : 6 '12 I 6
'12
£,
,monthsl months'monthstrnonthslmonths'montm
i I lb. I lb.
I lb. I lb. ~ lb. I lb.

shi

P

i

Veram
Kanom
Kreer

1008
483

5462

,,
,,"
,,118476 ,'20656 ,,113876 ,~7380

3087 1 nil
I

Dagua

637

'nil 124879 '58304

,

,

4

9

5

5

,

3974 110960 ,24972 130070 ,30070 nil

nil

Of the above, the most active and flourishing is the
Veram Kanom R.P.S., dealing in the marketing a nd processing
of the na tive produce from Yarabos to Kis area.

Its ac-

tivities are centred mainly on peanuts and rice, and a small
amount of copra, and it operates a rice hulling mill (which
belongs to the government) at Mandi, and owns three trucks
and a tractor (see Plate XXX).

All these mechanical assets

were purchased second hand, but are still in fairly good
condition.

A motorable ro a d running through the area pro-

vides ac cessibility to Wewak, but there cert a inly is need
f or more feeder roads.

-
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The writer had to opportunity of being present at a
meeting of this Society, held at Mandi, at which the dominant note of the proceedings was the exhortation by the
Patrol Officer to plant more and more cash crops.

Also

noticeable was the great eagerness of the people to purchase
a motor-launch, for machinery, apart from its material
usefulness, carries a prestige value.
The Kreer R.P.S. deals mainly in peanuts and a little
copra, but not in rice.

It purchases all the exportable

peanut production on the coast, shells part of it by means
of a simple machine owned by a European, a nd ships it through
agents to Sydney.

During the six months ending 30 June

1956, some 25 tons of peanuts were exported to Australia,
but the Australian demand is very fluctuating .

In spite of

this, successive balance sheets show that the Society has
been working on a profit and that its financial position
is very sound; it is not unaware of the poor quality of
smoke-dried copra which it has to ha ndle, and is now planning
to set up a hot-air dryer to recondition such copra.
The Dagua R.P.S., covering the area f rom Dagua to
Saowom, bases its activity on the processing and marketing
of peanuts a nd rice.

It owns a fleet of tractors and trucks,

and runs a central rice mill at Dagua.

Organize d under
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the leadership of Simogun,

it was the first Rural Pro gress

Society in the Sepik District, but ever since its inception, its affairs have been far f rom smooth.

Originally

organized in conjunction with a rice project, it was found
that for some years the amount of rice produced wa s pitifully small and later, when the production increased, it
proved not to be a profitable cash crop (Appendix I).

Con-

sequently, emphasis was shifted to peanuts, and a target
of 2 tons per month was set up as the minimum production
needed for the survival of the Society, but the target has
never been achieved .
The troubles of the Dagua R. P . S. are due to overcapitalization, insufficient production and heavy transport
costs, and matters have been made worse by thefts and dishonesty in the rice and peanuts transactions.

During the

first half of the year 1957, the Society incurred a loss
of ~206, and at the moment it is quite apparent tha t it
must either increase its volume of business or undergo
voluntary liquidation.

However, when the Agriculture De-

partment placed before the members of the Society the proposition of voluntary liquidation, the

l~ter

rejoined that

3

Simogun, an ex-serviceman and at present a M.L. C. is a
very influential leader and has been responsible for the
enterprises at Dagua.
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than sell them - that their sense of prestige should not
be under-rated!

A sense of prestige alone, however, will

not increase production and the problems listed above will
have to be faced more realistically.

It seems clear that

too much at Dagua has developed on the personal initiative
and prestige of Simogun, and too little on any clear drive
from the villagers themselves.
Bad as the affa irs of the Dagua R.P . S . are, the total
situation is not so depressing.

The general economic de -

velopment in the area covered by the SOCiety has led to
the formation of the But-Boiken Native Local Government
Council, embraCing the Territory from Suain to the Hawain
River, that is, an area including 44 villages with a population of 5,500.

The population eligible to vote in the

first elections consist ed of 1,107 males and 1,400 females,
and the number of recorded votes was 797 males and 800
females, or 64 per cent of the total electorate.

Cont est-

ing the elections were nine female candidat es but none of
them was success ful .

The Council was proclaimed on 13

September 1956, and the first tax collection (£1 from each
male and 5d. from each female) was taken in March 1957;
there were no defaulters.
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The immediate objectives of the Council are:
(a)

To assist the Dagua R.P.S. by encouraging the produc tion of cash crops.

(b)

To sponsor land settlement schemes for cash-cropping.
(The Administration has undertaken soil and other
surveys in the Hawain Valley.)

(c)

To extend the Wewak-But road up to Kaur .
of 16 miles has already been built .)

(d)

To establish permanent Aid Posts in the area.

(e)

To construct a permanent school building at Dagua.

(f)

To construct water wells in the coastal areas.
(Equipment for the construction of 13 wells has
been obtained.)

(A section

In addition to the a ove-mentioned regions of a relatively more developed economy, there are areas which are
showing signs of development, but their progress is at
present hampered by one or more difficulties.

One such

region is the Vanimo area, where the smallness of the population as well as the inadequacy of shipping facilities
stand in the way of economic advancement.

The only

~preci

able economic activity consists of the production of some
poor quality copra on plantations owned by the Administration.
Another such area is the coastal strip from the Serra
Hills to Aitape; a markedly poor country, it consists
largely of the swampy lands associated with the Sissano
Lagoon.

Communication is difficult throughout: a waterway
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main centres of population, and, further east, a poor road
links Mal ol with the anchorage of Aitape.

The main villages

in the area are Sissano, I,/arapu, Arop and Malol, whose

inhabitants do not lack the will to progress but, faced
with a rather unproductive land and excessive difficulties
of communication, do not know what to do.

Under the lead

given by Awor, an ex-Sergeant Major of Police, the inhabitants of Warapu raised some money for the purchase of
a coastal vessel in 1946, but unfortunately Awor died and
the whole scheme came to nothing.

The peop e of Mal ol are

reported to be very keen to undertake some kind of economic enterprise, but they have not been able to decide
what form their activities should take.

It seems that for

them, as for the other people in this area, fishing and
the production of fresh food will be the best source of income, but the need of a good road from Aitape to Sissano
is essential to any development.
Immediately behind the Sissano Lagoon there is a
stretch cf country where the Yalingi, Bliri and Piore
Rivers have deposited very fertile soil.

The land here is

heavily timbered and carries very little population, but
only economic venture being carried on consists of the
production of a small amount of rice by Turu, an ex-Constable.
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Perhaps this area can be profitably used by the people of
Warapu.
Little development has taken place in the remaining
parts of the Sepik Coastal Region, simply because they are
either uninhabited or are sparsely populated owing to
factors such as the poverty of the land and problems of
access ib il i ty.
To round off this account of the Sepik Coastal Region,
we can present a few general observations concerning
problems of the area's development.
is the problem of accessibility.

The first and foremost

The re gion maintains

communication with the outside world principally by air and
sea; air servi.ces are adequate for present needs but the
same cannot be said about shipping, which is insufficient
and chancy.

Wewak is the only significant port, but even

there wharfage facilities are non-existant; vessels have
to stand near the ree f and loading and unloading has to be
done by means of surf boats.

However, a wharf is now being

planned (see Plate XXVIII ).
There is a pressing need not only for a gr eater number
of coastal vessels, but also for the extension and imJrovement of the existing roads, as well as for the construction
of feeder-roads.

On the Terebu-Dagua road, the most im-

mediate necessity is the bridging of the Hawain River , and
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for this purpose during 1955-56 has been withdrawn.

The

Aitape - Malol road needs to be improved and extended up to
Sissano.

Incidentally, it may be mentioned that the collapse

of the Brandi Bridge only a few weeks after it had been
ceremonially opened by a V. I.P., should prove that it is
inadvisable to put up dam-bridges on small streams which
turn into roaring torrents during the flood season; the
solution lies either in fording or in building high-level
bridges.
As has been mentioned above, the problem of concentrating the population at larger settlements is closely related to economic development.

With the establishment of

lines of communication and the growth of the economy in
general, this problem will, to some extent, find its own
answer .

Yet, economic development itself will become

eas ier i f a del iberate policy of creating larger centres
of population is pursued.

The Hawain Valley Land Settle-

ment Scheme is therefore a step in the right direction .
With regard to the choice of cash crops in the re gion,
peanuts have already taken the lead.

Coconuts and coffee

need more attention and there is no doubt that their
acreages will gradually increase.

Rice, however, has

failed as a cash crop, and the false idea of the economics
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of a rice-growing venture and the desire to emulate other
parts of New Guinea in this respect, must be dispelled.
Rice will continue to burden the economics of the Societies
until problems such as processing, selection of a suitable
strain, and storage of the finished product are properly
dealt with.

It is necessary that at this stage the Ad-

ministration should view rice only as a storable cereal in
the subsistence economy of the region, and should actively
4
resist the idea of "business" in rice.
The shortage of Administration staff, especially agricultural officers, in the Sepik District is as acute as
anywhere else in New Guinea.

The people need technical

advice which is not always available; sometimes even broad
suggestions as to what form their economic activities should
take is not forthcoming.

The over-worked officials cannot

be blamed for this state of affairs, but in such a situation
the people are driven to believe that it is the Administration which is holding them back, a belief strengthened by
the fact that, thanks to the

ar Damage Compensations, they

possess cash which is surplus to their needs, and which
they desire to invest.

4

Report of the Registrar of Co-operatives, C.O. 10/1/14-12,
dated 2.5.57.
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economic advancement", but it s hould be noted that t h is
"desire" is not mobilized on any mass scale .

The reality

is that, so far , economic development in the re g ion has
been "promoted" by the Administration through native "leader"
types such as Simogun and Yauiga .

The f ormer's name has

already been mentioned in connection wit h the Dagua R.P . S.
The latter, an ex-Serviceman and a person of considerable
initiative, is the President and the driving force beh ind
the Kr eer R. P . S.; he owns a truck in partnership with three
other persons and i s nominally the central purchasing agent
f or peanuts which are exported to Australia .

Besides

these two personal i ties, there are other minor "promoters ",
but what seems to be lacking is the popular urge - t hat
spontaneous support on the part of the general popul ation
which is essential to the progress of economic projects.
Ef f ective local leadership is a valuable asset wh ich must
be utilized, but when "promoted" leaders h ip stif les popular
participation in the development schemes, it defeats its
own purp0se.

To what extent the leadership in this re g ion

has impeded a popular movement is diff icult to tell, but
the writer, wh ile attending a meeting of the Kreer

R . P . ~ .,

could not help noticing the lag in enthusiasm between
President Yauiga and his committee-men (see Plate XXX ).
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History and geography have combined to give the MadangFinschhafen region its distinctive character and special
problems of development.

Consisting of the entire main-

land to the north of the Ramu and Markham Valleys as well
as the islands lying off the coast, it covers an area of
about 11,000 sq. miles, most of which is characterized by
5
very rugged topography and steep slopes.
In such a re gion
inland transport must of necessity be especially difficult,
but the coastal areas which are obviously more accessible
have had a long contact with Europeans .
The region can be divided into the following broad
physiographic units:
(1)

The extremely rugged and mostly forested country

of the Finisterre and Saruwaged Mountains and the ranges
in the Huon Peninsula has a general elevation of 5,000 to
9,000 ft, with many peaks rising steeply to 13,000 ft above
sea level (see Plate XXXI).

Since it is a strongly seismic

area with generally immature volcanic soils, land-slides
and

soil~slips

are frequent.

A number of small valleys

contain limited areas of arable land, in the middle reaches

5

A Land Survey of the Gog ol-Upper Ramu Area was undertaken
by the C. S . I . R. O. in 1956, but reports of the survey have
not been published so far.
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of which the population tends to concentrate.
(2)

6

The Adelbert Range, north-west of Madang , con-

stitutes another mountainous area with very rugged topography, steep slopes and immature soils, but it is much
lower and attains an elevation of only 3,500 ft.

Scattered

tracts of land on the valley slopes could be suitable for
coffee, but since it is an important catchment area, the
best policy would be to keep the land under forests.
(3)

The Amele Hills, 100 to 800 ft high, lie between

the Adelbert Range and the coastal plain and constitute a
strongly dissected hilly country with very variable immature
soils, some of which are too shallow or poorly drained to
be suitable for tree crops.

The vegetation in this area

is largely garden regrowth and secondary forests.
(4)

The Bagasin-Amaimon-Musak Hills occupy the country

between the Adelbert Range and the Ramu Valley.

The south-

eastern part, that is, the Bagasin section, includes narrow,
steep-sided winding valleys and hog-back ridges rising
to over 2,000 ft.

The hills gradually decrease in height

towards north-west, and the low (200-800 ft) but very dissected country in the Amaimon section presents narrow ridges

6
L.G. Vial, "Some Statistical Aspects of Population in
the Morobe District, New Guinea", Oceania, Vol.VIII,
(1937-38), Map on p.385.
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In the south-

west lies the very rugged and highly dissected Musak Section,
with a general altitude of 300-500 ft.

The soils in all

the three above-mentioned sections are generally immature,
shallow, impermeable and badly drained and suffer from
land-slides.
upon land use.

Slopes impose a further and more severe limit
The ve getation consists mainly of Rainforest

in the north and of secondary scrub and forests in the south,
where the density of population is relatively greater.
(5)

The valley and coastal alluvial plains in the

region may be divided into four main sections:
(a) The alluvial plains and river terraces of the
Gogol, Naru and Sogeram Rivers do not rise to more than
400 ft above sea level and are mostly covered with recent
deposits.

A serious limiting factor in the utilization of

these soils is provided by poor drainage.

The vegetation

cover consists of Rainforest, garden regrowth and grasslands.
(b)

The alluvial plain north of Madang does not suffer

from much flooding, but is characterized in some parts by
poor drainage caused by impermeability of soil.

Coral

formations sometimes lying at a depth of only 1-2 ft, are
covered by the shallow

SOilS,

which although suitable for

the coconut plantations by which most of the plain is covered, may prove to be too droughty for other tree crops
such as cocoa and rubber.
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The coastal plain north of the Finisterre Ranges

presents an alluvial fan landscape.

The soils are generally

poorly drained, stony and droughty, and unsuitable for
tree crops.

At present there are no forests and large

areas are simply waste-lands, but there seems to be reasonable scope for forestry or grazing.
(d)

The coastal plain bordering the south-western

portion of the Huon Peninsula is largely forested and, in
spite of its proximity to Lae, contains only a few coconut
plantations.

One or two turbulent rivers which have hitherto

made communications difficult are now being bridged by a
Company that has been given a permit to cut timber in this
area.
(e)

All the volcanic islands lying off the north coast

are rugged and wooded.

Of these, Karkar is the most densely

populated and economically the most important, while others
of less note are Bagabag, Crown, Long and Manam - the last
mentioned being an active volcano, its steaming cone standing out of the wide expanse of blue sea to form the most
striking feature of the coast between Karkar Island and t he
mouth of Ramu (see Plate XXXII) .
CLIMATE
The climate of the area may be described as "humidtropical ll with well-defined seasons.

The amount and
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distribution of rainfall is largely governed by the topography and varies a good deal in different parts of the
region; Madang receives an average of 137 inches per annum,
with a minimum of 5 inches in August and a maximum of 17
inches in April; the Bagasin-Amaimon Hills receive even less
than 5 inches during the "dry" season, but the most pronounced dry season occurs in t he coastal are a south of
Astrolabe Bay.
The Huon Peninsula receives relatively greater rainfall (Sat te l burg : 181 inches), its northern portion experiencing its period of maximum preCipitation during the
North-west season, and its southern portion during the
South-east season.
Throughout the re g ion, the higher parts of the mountain areas receive a heavy rainf all, wh ich may be as much
as 200 inches, or even more, annually.
VEGETATION
Practically the whole re g ion is covered with Rainforests of different associations and of varying commercial
value, the average stocking rate of which is about 3,000
super feet per acre.

However, most of t he productive

forests are l ocated on steep or rugged topography, which
renders

~hem

economically inaccessible, so that there has
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been little development of forestry, there being only one
saw-mill, which operates at Madang.
The climate and soil of the region rule out the possibility of savannah as climax vegetation, yet there are
numerous patches of man-made grasslands (for example in the
Bagasin-Amaimon Hills), which once es t ablished may perpetuate
owing to repeated burning , low rainfall, strong winds, the
shallow or coarse texture of the soil, changes in microclimate, or a combination of these factors.
POPULATION
The indigenous population in the reg ion, numbering
more than 195,000 is, as is natural in such broken country,
very unevenly distributed and confined to scattered villages.
The greatest population densities are found along the coast,
in the !mele and Bagasin hills and in the Hube (Sattelburg )

area.

Relatively densely populated areas occur in the

Adelbert Range, the southern part of the Finisterre Range
and in the mountains of the Huon Peninsula.

The off-lying

volcanic islands, particularly Karkar, are fairly densely
populated also, the average density for Karkar being over
100 persons per square mile.
The re g ion contains some 550 Europeans, settled mostly
in Madang but also at Alexishafen and Finschhafen; in
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COMMUNICATION
In general , the coasts are open or reef-bound but
there are several small anchorages, as well as the good
natural harbours at Madang, Alexishafen and Finschhafen.
Wharfing facilities exist now only at Madang, and although
during the Second World War Finschhafen (Dreger Harbour)
became a very large and important naval station, the Australian Navy today maintains only a fraction of the war-time
establishments at this place.
Madang was once a notoriously unhealthy locality and
the Germans , who had, in the early days of their colonization, chosen it as their administrative centre, were forced
by the prevailing virulent fever to shift, first to the
Huon Gulf coast and later to Rabaul.

At present, however,

it is an attractive little town situated on a picturesque
harbour and possessed of a great locational advantage, since
it is not only the natural centre for the entire North
Coast

7

I

I,

but also an air-service node for the Highlands, the

7

In 1956-57 the sea-borne transhipment cargo at Madang
was estimated to be 28,000 tons as agajnst 32,700 tons of
cargo handled at the port. - Annual Rep ort of the Madang
District, 1956-57.

I

I
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miles.
The commercial importance of Madang has grown steadily
in the post-war period, its trade having almost doubled
during the period 1951-56, with the result that today there
is usually a congestion at the wharf.

The total volume of

trade handled during 1955-56 was over £3,000,000 , the ratio
of imports and exports being 2 to 1.
In addition to the Madang Airport, there are small
airfields located at Awar, Saidor and Fins chhafen, the lastmentioned being used chiefly by some of the Lae-Rabaul
8

planes.
While there are very few roads in the Huon Peninsula,
the Madang District contains about 425 miles of road, including 220 miles suitable for medium and heavy traff ic.
Some of the Japanese wartime roads , for example, that from
Madang through the Mindj im Valley to Dumpu in the Ramu
Valley or that along the coast of Astrolabe Bay and Vitiaz
Strait, have largely disappeared, and at present the main
roadways are confined to the coastal areas around Madang,
8

The air-borne cargo in New Guinea always tells a good
deal of the economy. The small cargo being discharged
at the time of the writer's landing, consisted mainly of
bread, and since Man does not live by bread alone, of meat
and beer~
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connecting Madang with Amele and continuing along the Gogol
River to Mawan.

Important inland roads which are being

built at present include one from Yagaum to the Gogol River
and another from Finschhafen into the Hube area.

In addi-

tion, there are thousands of miles of walking tracks connecting nearly all the villages.
As can be seen, overland communication in the re g ion
is poor and new roads must be constructed to open up
promising areas such as the Kabenau Plain, the Astrolabe
Plain, the lower Gogol and upper Ramu areas, the southern
coast of the Huon Peninsula and the Hube area.

Provided

the rivers were bridged, a coastal road could be easily
constructed to open up the coastal Plains from Madang to
Kabenau.

A branch road running inland from Bal ima and then

following the Naru River to Urig ina and Dumpu would not only
open up the Astrolabe Plain but also provide the easiest
route from Madang to the upper Ramu Valley and an eventual
link-up with the Hi ghlands.

The alternative routes to the

Ramu Valley either through the Amele and Bagasin Hills or
through the Mindjim Valley would be much more diff icult,
and any attempt to construct a road from Amele via Amaimon
I

to Sepu in the lower Ramu will have to overcome extreme
difficulties of slope and land-slides.
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UROPEAN AGRICULTUHAL DEVELOPMENT
The main form of European economic activity in the
region is plantation agriculture.

Plantations which are

confined to the coastal lowlands, are particularly concentrated in the area north of Madang (cf. Map 17), where
there is a total of over 50,000 acres of European landholdings, about 80 per cent of which consists of free-holds
granted during the German Administration.

Some 60 per cent

of the total European land in the region is under crops,
mainly coconuts, which in 1955-56 occupied 29,831 acres.
The annual European production of copra fluctuates between
10,000 and 12,000 tons, depending on weather conditions and
accounts for over 90 per cent of the total copra production
of the District.

The palms are now from 40 to 60 years old

and there are no new extensions of European plantings, the
immature palms representing only 12 per cent of the total
number of palms on the plantations.

Fortunately, the region

is free from coconut pests.
The only other plantation crop of some significance is
cocoa, most of which is interplanted with coconuts.

Before

mid-1956, about 599,000 trees had been planted over an area
of some 6,000 acres, but as only 25 per cent of them had
reached maturity by that time, the production was only about
190 tons of cocoa beans, a large part of which (60 per cent)
came from Karkar Island.
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Although as a quickly maturing crop cocoa is attracting
the attention of the European planters, care will have to
be taken in selecting areas for its expansion, for much of
the coastal land which is suitable for coconuts may not
prove so for

~ocoa.

It is very likely, for example, that

cocoa will not grow well in the Madang area where coral
limestone underlies the soil at a very s hall ow depth, nor
in the Kabenau Plains where the stony soils have a droughty
aspect.
Apart from plantations, other forms of European enterprise in the region need only a passing reference.

A fac-

tory for manufacturing "Brus" (twist tobacco), the only one
of its kind in the Territory, was recently established at
Madang.

Experimental plots of tobacco have been laid down

at t he Madang Agricultural Station, and results showing
the suitability of various strains are being await e d.
view of the heavy import of

11

In

rus", which is consumed

widely and forms an es s ential item in labour-rations,
tobacco manufacturing may prove to be a profitable line of
development.

The livestock industry is insignificant and

is likely to remain so, except on the alluvial plainS of
Kabenau where conditions are more favourable for grazing
cattle than for agriculture.

The development of two ot her

possible forms of production, namely timber and fisheris,

I

I

I' I
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marketing facilities .

Reference has already been made to

the f ormer ; as regards the latter , there is considerable
potential in several areas such as around Bam Island or
Hankow Reef.

NATIVE DEVELOPMENT
The people in this region have had a long contact with
Europeans, dating back to the arrival of Mikloukho-Maclay
in 1871.

Cultural contact has had some disturbing effects

on the native society, and has resulted in repeated outbreaks of cargo cults both on the mainland and on Karkar
9

ISland

(see p . 55) .

First discovered and ruthlessly

suppressed by the German administration, the cult has been
revived again and again, the most recent outbreak being
that organized by , or rather around, a person called Yali
who was sentenced to 5 years' imprisonment in 1951 .

Since

his release, Yali is reported to have settled down in his
village , Sor (Saidor Sub - district), and is at present taking
9

P . Lawrence, "Cargo Cult and Religious Beliefs Among
the Garia", International Archives of Anthropol ogy ,
Vol . XLVII, No . 1 , 1954 , pp . 1 - 20 ;
idem , the Madang District Cargo Cult, Sou th Pacific,
Vol . VIII , No . 1 , 1955, pp . 6- 13;
P . Worsley , The Trumpet Shall Sound (London , 1957),
pp . 01 - 4 and 216-19 .
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an interest in the running of the local Secondary SChool.

10

Culture contact, however, if on the one hand it has
led to the des ire to obtain "goods ll and consequently to
the pathetic millenarian movements, on the other hand has
produced beneficial and concrete results by attracting
people's attention to sources of cash income, particularly
cash-cropping.

Copra has long been the outstanding source

of caSh income and during recent years its production has
shown a marked increase until today it is estimated to be
700-1 ,000 tons, or roughly 10 per cent of the total production of the area.

There has also been a considerable

extension in plantings, but the quality leaves much to be
deSired, and a fair amount of that bought by the Co-operative
Societies has to be reconditioned at the cost of nearly

£4 per ton.
Since 1952 an organized village rice production programme, sUpported by a number of rice milling SOCieties,
has been in progress in the Madang District.

The programme

was started at Amele about the same time as the mechanized
Makeo Rice Project was initiated, but its target was more
modest and did not include any provision for the use of

10
Annual Report of the Madang District, 1956-57.
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machinery for tillage.

In the beginning, progress was

slow but by the middle of 1956 there were some 1,600 families producing about 3-400 tons of rice annually.

12

In

June 1957, 16 rice mills were operating at different centres
and some mechanization of cultivation had also taken place;
light tractors and cultivating equipment owned by the Societies were being hired to producers, and about 50 acres
had been mechanically ploughed, cultivated and sown.

How-

ever, in view of the limited area of level terrain, mechanization is bound to have only a limited scope in this area.
The local people's widespread enthusiasm for commercial
production, clearly expressed in the vOluntary labour they
gave for the building of local roads, is largely responsible
for the success of the Amele Rice Project (see Plate XXXIII) .
The yield per acre from cultivated plots is reported to be
low, but it is because of carele ss cultivation rather than
poor variety of grain.

In fact , the strain, It White Madang't ,

developed by the Department of Agriculture, g ives a very
high yield which under experimental condit ions may be as
much as 3,764 lb. per acre.

One of the problems of production

Ii
O.H.K. Spate, "Changing Native Agriculture in New Guinea",
Geographical Re view, Vol.XLIII, No .2, April 1953, pp.151-72.

12

Report on Rice Production in Madang and Sepik Districts,
File
AG-23-3-2.

1955-56, Department of Agriculture, Port Moresby.
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clear their stocks and while part of the Amele rice production is sold at Madang, there is a ready market also on

13

Karkar and Manam Islands which do not grow rice.
14
As was foreseen by some writers,
the Amele Rice Scheme
has in many ways proved to be more stable than the Mekeo
Rice Project.

However, Amele does not possess the poten-

tialities to become a "rice granary" and, owing to the
nature of the country, production will always tend to be
small scale and restricted, perhaps becoming more or less
stabilized at the present level.
In certain areas on the coastal plains also, rice is
being grown and mills are operating successfully at Saidor,
Malala and Bogia.

It is very doubtful, however, whether

rice growing in these areas will ever prove as profitable
as coconut cultivation.
In recent years the native people have shown some in-

terest in cocoa, so that by the middle of 1957, although
the actual cocoa production was only 5 tons annually, about
25,000 trees had been planted.

About 75 per cent of the

13
Six-monthly Report on the Advancement of Native Agriculture, June 1957 .
14
Spate, Ope Cit., p.169.

- 456 plantings were on Karkar Island, while most of the rest
were around Bog ia and Sarong and northward of Finschhafen.
At present, the majority of the cocoa blocks contain fewer
than the required minimum of 500 trees, and about 31,000
additional trees will have to be planted if the blocks are
15
to fulfil the condition for registrat i on.
The Department
of Agriculture is in general aiming at the consolidation of
these eXisting blocks rather than the planting of new ones,
but the Ambenob Vl11age Council's Cocoa Project for which
approval was obtained in December 1956 is being put into
effect.

This provides for the acquisition of land on a

99 year lease by the Council, which will sub d ivide the blocks
into 3 acre plots and sub-lease them to native applicants.
Although it was realized that, owing to t he hil ly nature of
the topography, the blocks would have to be scattered over
a large area and kept as close to the roads as possible,
yet it wa s hoped that a total of 3,000 acres would be available for the project.

Later, when it was found that this

estimate was a little optimistic, the target was modified
to 1,200 acres.

By the middle of 1957 , fourteen blocks

covering about 700 acres had been approved (see Map 17),
but their sub-division and planting had still to begin.

15
Six-monthly Report on the Advancement of Native Agriculture, June 1957.
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Coffee has been grown in the Hube Area (behind Finschhafen) for a long time, mainly as a result of' the encouragement given by the Lutheran Miss ion, so that at present there
are Some 800 ,000 Arabica trees owned by the local people.
Most of the trees will start bearing in a year or two,
and in order to meet the future marketing requirements, a
road is being built into this area.

In the Madang District

the coffee plantings are confined to the mountainous areas
in the Saidor Sub-district (a few ~undred Arabica trees)
and the Bogia Sub-district (about 1,000 Robusta trees),
but expansion in both these areas will be handicapped by
lack of transport facilities .
Peanuts, which in the adjacent Sepik coastal region
have become an important cash crop, have difficulty in
competing with other crops in thlS region.

Thus, apart

from wage-earning (an important means of income in the
Finschhafen area), the only other means of cash income is
the sale of trochus and green shell, of which the annual
production is over 2 tons.
CO-OPEH.ATlVES
The development of the co-operatives clearly indicates
the varied degree of economic progress in different areas.
There are no co-operative s in the Huon Peninsula, and while
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there are ~l Societies and one Association in the Madang
District , 8 of these Societie s (with 40 per cent of membership and 53 per cent cap ital) are located on Karkar Island
alone ; there are 10 Societies on the mainland , but all ,
except t he one at Amele, are located in the coastal areas .
The whole co-operative organization has sprung up from
~

a networ& of Rural Progress SOCieties, most of which were
liquidated in 1955.

In the following year the total member-

ship on the Co-operatives was 7,618, with a share capital
of £45 ,169 .

The total turnover for the same year was

£74,747, consisting of retail store bUSiness (£ 31,705),
copra (£32,368) and other production, mainly rice and shell
( £10,674) .

During the first half of 1957 the position of the

Societies had generally improved .

Memb ership had risen

to 8 ,218 and the six-monthly turnover up to 31 March was
£41,061, accounted for as follows: store trade £16,894,
copra £19,000, rice £ 3,431, shell £1,605, cocoa £75 and
16
vegetables £ 50 .
The overwhelming importance of the
business in retail goods and copra and the relatively small
pOsition of other items needs little comment.
The Co-operative Association, which functions as a
procurement and marketing agency, had on 31 March 1957 a

16
Source of information: Mr Stahl Salum, Karkar Islander,
Secretary of Madang Co-operative AsSOCiation .

- 459 liability of £34,779; its activities were increasing at a
rapid rate, the total turnover for 1956-57 being double
that of the previous year.
The position of the five Rural Progress Societies which
have survived the switch-over to co-operatives is shown,
as on 31 March 1957, in the following table:
Name of
Society

!

"

I

I

Bagasin
Bogati
Rampi
Panim
Foran
TOTALS

Members
543
449
78
266
381

I

I

1,717

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1

Capital

!

£

£

782
515
445
152
685
2,079

Assets
270
342
283
180
354

I

J

1,429

II Rice ProducI

II

tion in lb.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

32,440
20,160
35 , 220
11,220
6,480

I

105,520

1

The Bagasin and Bogati Societies may soon give place
to co-operatives but the position of those at Panim and
17
Foran is described as "hopeless".
Village Councils without statutory powers have unofficially existed for a long time in the Madang area.
Towards the end of 1956, however, the Ambenob Council, with
jurisdiction over 61 villages within 10-15 miles of Madang,
was officially proclaimed.

It has 29 members under an

influential President named Goulou.

During the first year

17
Six-monthly Report on the Advancement of Native Agriculture, June 1957.

- 460 after the Council ' s inception, no tax collection was made,
nor was any plan of action drawn up, but it was clear that
the Council ' s main concern was going to be the Ambenob Cocoa
Pro ject , to which reference has al ready been made .

Inves-

tigations were r eport ed t o have been completed for setting
up Village Councils on the Karkar Island and in the Bog ia
18
area.
CONCLUSION
It seems that geographical cond itions impose a somewhat rig id limit on native as well as on European development in this region .

Most of the area is hilly and moun-

tainous and the soil is generally poor, except on the volcanic islands lying of f t he coast .

The seasonal drought in

the Madang area, accentuated by the great rate of percolation and run off, and the high rainf all in t he Huon Peninsula
make it necessary that new crops should be introduced wit h
caution .

There is very little scope for a large scale

grazing industry, while t he exploitation of forest and
f isheries resources, and for that matter much of the future
development, will depend on the provision of transport, t hat
18

Annual Report of t he Department of Native AffairS,
Port Moresby , 1956- 57 .
By March 1958, two village councils on Karkar Island
and one in t he Finschhafen area had been established (cf .
Map 13) .
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4(..2.,

is, on the avail ability of arterial and feeder roads.

The

existing roads can be extended to the Ramu Valley and to
the Highlands, but it seems that it will be easier to
orient these regions t owards Lae than towards Madang , wh ich
at present is the nearest coastal airport to t he Hi ghlands.
Madang will, however, remain an important entrepot for the
wh ole of the northern coast and the nee d f or expanding its
wharfing facilities is being keenly felt.
The limited avail ability of land is itself a serious
handicap for further expansion of plantations.

Furthermore,

in an area where culture contact, notwithstanding i t s benefits to the native society, has produced some unhappy results,
the development of European enterprises will need to procee d
along cautious lines.
The native subsistence economy here is little different
f rom that in other parts of New Guire a.

As re gards cash

crops, copra will, in the coastal areas, always dominate
the others, not only owing to the present remarkable expansion of plantings, but also because of t he limited scope
f or other cash crops s uch as rice, cocoa and cof fee, wh ich
will become relatively more important inland .

Cocoa on

Karkar Island and cof fee in the Hube area are already
substantially establishe d.

II
I

II

- 463 The Co-operatives and the Village Councils , here as
well as elsewhere, will - it is hoped - meet the challenge
of the millinarian movements, and divert people's energy
and aspirations into useful channels.

APPENDIX I
RICE COSTS OF A CE CO CO CENTRAL MILL ON 6 AUGUST 1957

Price for paddy ~aid by Society to grower
Car tage to mill (one ton round trip of 30 miles)
Price paid by the Administra tion to Society for
paddy delivered to Central mill
Cost of hulling
1/3 loss of weight in hulling
Bags at 4d. per copra-bag (11 bags to one ton)
Cartage to market
Total -

AT MAPRIK
3d.

td.

5d.

';'d.

1t d •

2 d.

4 d•

Source :

4~

_

4d.

t d.
2d ..

fd.
4 d•

9d.

7t d.

*d.

8"2 d •

£A61
£A18

£A79

£A26 . 13. 4
£A105 . 13 . 4

Fil e \.~" 23-5 - 4/57, District Agriculture 6ffice, Wewak, dated
6 August 1957
-

3d.

7t d.

11

xPrice of one ton of brown rice in Sydney
Freight, handling a nd insurance (Sydney
to ., ewak)
Cost at Wewak
Air freight from V~ ewak to Maprik for half
charter of aircraft
Cost at Maprik

vn~v~:AK

8t d.

Selling p rice to Consumers Dept
Cost of landing Australian Brown R ice~

AT

CHAPTER XIII
COASTAL REGIONS 0"Fi PAPUA
SOUTH - EASTERN PAPUA A D THE OFF - LYING ISLA DS
GENERAL
The r egi on defined here as " South- eastern Papua and
the Off - lying Islands" includes the Abau Sub- district
and the Milne Bay and

orthern Districts and as such ,

it roughly covers a land area of 25 , 000 sq . miles,
inhabited by about 150 , 000 persons , giving an average
population density of 6 persons per sq . mile .

In

actual fact , the population is ve ry unevenly di stributed;
in the Northern District there are only 3 persons to a
square mile , whereas in the off - lying islands the average
density is about 20

0

On the whole , the coastal areas

and the islands are more densely populated than the
mountainous areas in the interior , but then there are
notable exceptions such as the sparsely populated
swampy or grassy lowlands of the Northern District or
the relatively more heavily populated plateaux of the
upper Mambare and Mt Lamington areas .

The European

population of the whole region is only 600 and lives
mostly in the Milne Bay District , the small island of
Samarai ' alone accounting f or over 40 per cent of this
total .

Lack of transport is characteristic in varying
- 465 -
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degrees of all parts of the region and has been the
greatest single factor impeding development .

European

activity in the past has been limited to plantation
agriculture, gold-mining and Mission work and, on the
whole, its influence on native life has been thin and
patchy .

The bulk of the native population follows the

age-old tradition of living, that is sUbsistence
agriculture.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
The greater part of the mainland area is mountainous _
occupied by the metamorphic belt of the OWen Stanley
Ranges, which, although in places they rise to great
heights (e.g . , to 13,363 ft in Mt Victoria), are
generally lower than the ranges in the Central Cordillera.
The Owen Stanley Ranges continue southward of Milne Bay
where they are known as Cloudy Mountains (4,450 ft),
and then eastward through the Louisiade Archipelago,
which owing to a recent e evation possesses raised masses
of coral limestone in the coastal areas.
The OWen Stanley Ranges contain so~e large areas of
elevated valleys, alluvial benches and plateaux , of which
the most notable example is to be found in the
Kokoda-Yodda section, composed of a series of plateaux
separated by the tributaries of the 1ambare Rivers
These upland valleys are of considerable economic
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importance; in the past , most of them were sources of
alluvial gold , while one of them , namely , the upper
Mambare , became a minor rubbe r producing district .
~oreover ,

their agricultural potential to ether with a

genial climate makes them particularly attractive for
European settlers .
Of significance is the existen e of a di s conti nuous
belt of young volcanic deposits , which runs close to
the coast of the

~orthern

District and continues into

the D' Entrecasteaux Islands . This belt is actually the
volcanic inner zone of the Owen Stanley Orogenic System,
the non - volcanic outer zone being represented by the
Trobriand and Woodlark Archipelagoeso

The most extensive

volcRnic deposits are those around Mt Lamington ,
Mt

impson , Mt Victory and ·It Trafalgar , areas which,

with the exception of those parts where the topography
is very rugged , offer considerable opportunities for
1

agri.cul t ure .

The

e ~ stern

slopes of Mt Lamington ,

for example , are gentle and possess deep , fertile,
well drained soils which are generally suitable for
rubber and cocoa and dry farming , while the less
dissected , gently sloping areas further east are

r--A Land Survey of the Oro Bay - Collingwood Bay Area was
undertaken by the . S . I . R. O. in c . 195~ . Reports of the
survey have not been published so far .

- 468 suitable for mechanical cultivation , and in view of
the sandy nature

o~

the soi l

for tree crops than

~or

in S01e of these areas ,

~re

Derhaps

bett~r

fitted

annuals . A dense native pODulation
ho~ever ,

limits the possibility

of plantation agriculture .
The most recent eruption in this volcanic belt , that
of Mt Lamington in January 1951, was of the

' burnin~

cloud ' tyue , char~cterized by a cloud of hot dust and
knovln as Pelean .

Although the people in surrounding

areas had been noticing disturbing signs for five days
before the eruption , the blast , ,-,hen it came , was so
swift that there was hardly 2 or 3 minutes ' warning .

2

The genera ly mountainous country of South - eastern
Papua has only three major lowland areas . The first is
the extensive plai n

ormed by the KUr.lUSi, Opi ,

'~ambare

and Glra rivers , which being below the 200 ft contour ,
is for the most part poorly drained and greatly liable
2

About 3 , 000 people including 35 Europeans , were
killpd and nearly b,oOO ,..,ere 'lOunded or rendered
home18ss . "'or an ac c ount of the Ht Lamington eruption
see ".3moking 7ury that Breathes Death: '1ount Lamington
in Papua Ne, Guinea", Illustrated:, London ews ,
Vol . CCXVIII , 10 February 1951, pp .1 9 - 197 , and for its
e . fect on the neighbouring people see C•• Belshaw ,
"Social Consequences of the Mount Lamington r.:ruptionll,
South Pacific , Vol . V, No .1 2 , March 1952 , pp . 268 - 270 .
OT

- 469 to flooding .

The generally sandy sub-soil, although

unsuitable for tree crops should prove satisfactory
for oil palms, sisal and kenaf , the c~pitalization
needed for the large scale cultivation of which ,
however , as well

s for the irrigation works required

would call for large scale European enterprise or
government - assisted native projects .
The second major plaL~ fornation, covering an area
of abou~ 400 sq . miles , lies south of Dyke Ackland Bay
and h~s been built by the l1usa and several rivers
towards the east .

It is generally swa~py and subject to

periodic floods but there are several areas of fertile
higher ground which ar p used for gardening .
Rinally, lying behind the low and isol~ted coastal
1 ills in the Abau Sub - istrict , there is a fairly 1{ide

stretch of coastal plain .

With the exception of the three

lowlands mentioned above , the coastal plains in
outh - eastern Papua 8re generally very narrow , bu: SO"'1e
of them, for example that arouni Hilne Bay,

re de"lsely

populated .
CLIMA E

Within the region there are significant c l imatic
dif erences , determined mainly by rainfall .

Roughly

sneaking , the ~orthern District and t he isl3.nd groups

- 470 receive 100 to 150 inches annually - a higher rainfall
than that of the Abau Sub - district and the mainland
areas of the Milne Bay District, whlch receivos 18ss
than 100 inches annually .

However, even the drier

areas get sufficient rainfall to distinguish them
the foresby Dry Belt .

fro~

There are marked differences also

in the regime of rainfall; in the island groups the
precipitation is generally unifor~ly distributed throughout
the year; on the mainland, while the southern coast
has relativelv greater rainfall in the South-east season,
the northern coast and the whole of the Torthern District
receivA distinctly greatpr rainfall in the 'Torth-' est
season.
ETP"?EAN AGRICUL l''(J~ ,\ L DEVELOP

><,T\jT

South- eastern Papua hA.s a ,yell - developed plantation
indu~try

and accounts for nearly half the t otal number

of plantations in Papua.

Excluding the Abau Sub - district,

for ,.,hich separate figures are not available , the
region possesses 75,000 acres of Suropean landholdin~s,
of which , however , only one - third is under crop.

In

1955- 56 the area under established pastures ras about
300 acres , mostly in the Northern District, while that

under annual crops, about 1,500 acres, was all located
in the MilnA Bay District , indicatin

an

al~ost

total

absence of annual crops in the plantation econo''1y of the

- 471 Northern District.

3

On the bqsis for the statistics for 1956-57, the
greater nart of the plantation acreage, that is, about
17,000 acres , was under coconuts,

accoun~ing

for nearly

half the coconut plantation acreage in Papua . . ext in
importance was rubber, with slightly more than 6,000
acres, or about one - fifth
Papua .

~he

o~

the rubber acreage in

only other significant crops were cocoa

(1,600 acres) and coffee (100 acres), bu~ even these small
acreage s re f)re sented as much as 70 per cent of the cocoa
plantations and 40 per cent of the co fee plantations in
Papua.

The percentages are of course much less in

terms of the acreages for the combined Territory .
As th"? above figures

sho~of,

coconuts :=tre by far the

most important crop and plantations are established in the
coastal areas and on several islands.

The Northern

District, hm"ever, po sesses only 400 acres of
coconut plantations, or 2 per cent of the co onut
pl:=tntation area of the region.

The plAntations account

During 19 4 3-41+, t\rmy agricul tural farms grovlin a
variety of vegetables were successfully established at
Dobodura and Oro Bay, and even though the projects "ere
abandoned owing to the ter~ination of the military
adMini stration, they did reveal the possibilities of
annual crops in this area. - R.G.Bo"lman,"Army H'arms and
Agricultural Development in the Southl·!est Pacific ll ,
Geographical Review, Vol. XXXIV , No.3, p . 433.

- 47 2 for ov r 5,000 tons of copra annually, but they are
ageing, only 2 per cent of the total coconu: acreage
bein

under youn

palms wh ch have not yet come to bearing.

As regards rubber ,

75

per cent of the region ' s

acreage is confined to the Kokoda-Yodda
San ara - Awala - Popondetta areas of the

and
orthern District,

while most of the rest is around filne Bay .

The

Kokoda - Yodda area, which is situated 1,000 to 1,500 ft
above sea level , is rath "' r high for rubber cultivation
but the disadvantage of elevation is counterbalanced,
as it is on the Sogeri Plateau, by the advantage of a
rich soil .

An added disadvantage, howeve r, is the high

rainfall of 150 inches rbich c;{uses widespread mouldy
rot among the

younger olantations.
~h e

trees and white root rot in the

rubb ~ r

4

S angara -Aw ~ la-Popondetta

area is better suited to

rubber than the high valleys and plateaux ment ':" oned
above .

He re the generally undulating country lies

be 1m., the 500 feet contour , and ha s a well - di stri bu ted
rain all
pumiceous

o~

100-150 inches as well as light

loa~s

with fertile recent volcanic deoosits

from Ht Lamington .

~h .::>

incLdence

0

diseases lhich

4 C.~.1'. lann, "Investigation of the Rubber Industry in
Papua ani New GuInea" ( li!l1eograph, Kula LU'Tlpur, 1 q53),
pp . 42 - 1f-3 .
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the rubber trees is low and good road

com'1unication with an anchorage near Cape Killerton
he l ps to reduce the cost of transport .
In South- easte r n Papu a , the present annual
plantation output 9f cocoa and cof ee is very small ,
being 30 tons and 3 tons respectively .

~fuile

the

cocoa acreage is shared about equally between the
Northern District and the Milne Bay District , the
small acreage of coffee is confined almost \ofholly to
the lat t er district .

It seems , however , that from the

point of view of availability of land there is more
room for the expansion of cocoa and c offee plantations
in the TJorthern Di strict than in the lvIilne Bay
5
Di trict .
Although there is considerable timber potential in
the region, timber production at present is unimportant
and is carried on exclusively for local use.
whole area there are only six
operated by the Waga Waga

saw -~ills,

In the

of which one is

ative Co - operative Society

and the others privately by Europeans .

One

0

the

greatest stands of timber is found between the
Kokoda - Popondetta Road and the Kumusi River, but

5

Ti'or an assessment of "the vast possibilities of
19ricultural pursuits " see "Report on the Agricultural
Pos~ibilities of the Yodda Valley in Panua", l'Je·, Guinea
Agricultural Gazette , Vol . VII , No.3 ,
August 1941,
pp. 234- 235 .
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currently it is not possible to exploit it owing to the
lack of port facilities .

It is hoped, however , that

the construction of a fair-sized lharf at Oro Bay (now
partly built) will be the first step to the utilization
6)

of th8se forests.

Another large stand of timber,

covering an area of sone 500 sq. miles, is situated
inland from Cloudy Bay and Chestnut Bay and an
assessment made in 1q55 has revealed

the possibility

of developing these high quality Rainforests in
7
conjunction with an agricultural urogramme.
Although cattle are run on some of the coconut
plantations, the only cattle farm, with about 400 head,
is near Kokoda.

The possibilities of est· blishing

a substantial livestock industry ~re limited in the
l1ilne Bay District, but, given adequate transport
facilities, there are good prospects in certain parts
of the Northern District, for example, in the grasslands
of Cape Vogel Peninsula or of the Husa River, the latter
c verinlS an area of 300 sq . miles but having a native
population of only 1,000.
Shell production was once an important industry,
particularly in the off-lying islands, so that during

7

AnnUAl Report of the ·Jorthern Di strict, 1956-57.
q,nnuDl Renort of the Territor

p.41.
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the pearling boom period of 1918 - 1926, the annual
turn - over was as much

AS

£20,000.

Few ~ropeans arp now

interested in this industry because of the small margin
of orofit .

~rochuq

shell production is certainly at

a minimum, ~lthou h pearl shell possibilities in the
Jamarai waters, recentl~ investigated by a private firm,
sho1ed that a production of one cwt . of shell per day
could be obtai ned from the China trait and the
8
ryortescue Passage.
The one foot thick bed of lapi
shell in the shalloll Hatqr south of Losuia was a source
of substantial production until it \oJas completely
worked out.

Similar extensive beds are

nOYT

reoorted

in the waters some miles vrest of Kaileuna Island, but
9
they ~re too ar distant for exploitation .

NATIV8 AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPA2NT
In accordance with the general policy of encouragin~
native ag riculture beyond
significant attenpts

R

subsistence level, certain

ere made in the past to develop

native com~ercial oroduction in South - ea tern PRoua.
The Territory ' s most extensive oroject of the early
days was th:lt cRrried out on the "T1robriand Islands in
19 1 2, when several villages

ere ordered to plant

""8 Annua l Report of the Division
9
Loc.cit.

0

isheries, 1 0 56-57.
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coconuts along the roads, so that by June 1914 about
120,000 coconut trees had been olanted by 156 villages.

However, the scheme of enforced compulsory planting of
coconuts, although it succeeded in the Trobriand
Islands, did not meet with the same success elsewhere,
and therefore when a more systematic anproach to this
problem was made through the Fative Plantation
Ordinance of 19 18, one of the significant achievrnents
was the establishment of native coffee plantations
at Sangara in the

~orthern

Division.

The Government

appointed a controller and provided tools and seeds
for the Project, and although in the beginning the
cultivation of the plantations was not effictent, the
production as well as th8 native population's share of the
proceeds gradually increased.

10

Another experiment

in the development of native agriculture consisted of an
attempt in 1921-22 to introduce rice on 1isima Island,
but since thi~ crop Qid not prove a success, the plots
were turned over to coconuts.

On the whole, the pre-war

Admini~tration

to foster native comMercial

efforts of the

agriculture, ere confined to a few areas and could never
achieve more than a limited success.

Even the Sangara

10

Only half OL the proceeds fro~ this Rnd other
plantations established under the 1918 Ordinance were
given to native par icip nts, while the other half used to
be 3ppropriated by the Gov~rnment for native 'lelfare
purposes.

- 477 Cof ee Project failed to arouse any great enthusiasm
amongst the people , who considered it
to be a government enterpr'se in vThich they "Tere
required to grow coffee on Government land for
Government nrofit . ~e return from the sale of
produce appeared as a wage, not as a profit , a
wage, moreover , for which they had to ait until
after the sale of the coffee. By contrast they
found it more attractive to engage in casual
labour on a neighbouring private nlantation, where
emplo ment was a matter of free choice, where
rations Here provided , and where advances of pay
were iven. 11
In fact, not only at Sangara but everY"There the people
regarded wage-earning as a more satisfactory source of
income than cash - cropning.
The Pacific Vlar had a far - reaching effect on many
of the native communities in South-eastern Papua, for
it created, on the one hand, a sUbstantial demand for
European food, clothina and other goods and, on the
other, a clearer realization on the part of the people
that inst~ad of depending on wage-earning they could
use their ovn resources to earn cash.
changes are represented by
two communities

~aga Wa~a

Examoles of such
and

thp South - eastern end

0

are Island _
0

Papua

12

stuiied by Belshaw .

The forme r is a sophisticated

village communi ty \vhich h1.d a long contact wi th
11

J.D . Legge, Australia
pp .1 74- 5 .

Colonial Policy

( ~ydney ,

12

C. S . Belshaw " In Search of 1tJealth" American
Anthropologisi , Memoirs, Vol. LVII, Jo.1, Part 2,
Memoir 80, ebruary 1950.

1956),
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C!

s

i th a Hi si on whi ch ha s trained

the villagers in artisan work, particularly saw-milling,
13
furniture - making and boat - building .
After the war, a
person trained as an electrician returned to the
village and tried to organize some form of economic
activity and, under the guidance of the ilission, was
able to form a co - operative.
the sale of copra to

purch~se

~apital

1,ras raised through

machinery and a furniture

factory was established in 1949.

The co - operative

was

not a complete success because of bad book-keeping and
strained relations "rith the Administration, but the
peoplp do realize that determined production is the most
important means of satisfying their material needs .
~he

Ware Islanders are relatively unsophisticated.

mheir cash income is derived chiefly from coconut
plantations on the main i land and on nearby islands
"ri thin a radius of some 25 miles,

s well as froM trochus

shell ,.,hich are plentiful on the reefs.

Sun dried copra

is taken to Samarai by 1 - 5 ton cutters o01Tered by sail
and sold there throu h European agents.

The people

have a clear idea of the relative profits involved in
dif erent activities, so that at the present prices
they prefer to oroduce copra rather than trochus shell .

13
Idem, 11\vaga Haga" , South Pacific, VOl o 5, No . 2, April

19~pp . 18 -20 .

- 479 These are only two examples from a general situation
in which the people ar p looking for a greater cash
income and uossible c hannel~ of produc tion .
The Administration is well aware of the changes
which have taken place , and has seized the opportunity
to introduce cash crops and other forms of production .
A new experiment in the organization 0

agricultural

extension work is being made in the filne Bay District .
It consists in the formation of "Village Agricultural
Councils " on a clan basis .

14

'rhe Councils differ from

the Rural Progress Societies in that they are not economic
but social organizations; they aim at more than
agricultural extension and in a~dition to teaching the
ppople that" griculture is a way of life", they cover
all phases of village Ii e through their ren t s Com~ittees
!:In1 "lomen ' s Com,ittees . Every member of the Council ha
to pledge that he or she ~ill mtke the best use of his
Head, Heart, Hand and Health "to help his ueople, his
village :lnd his country" .

Thus , even though the 00uncils

do not have any sub~tantial fina~cial backin~ , they
arp a valuable experiment in the mobilization of"huJan
resources" .

One of the Councils ' tasks is to introduce

14------------------

The idea OL establishin~ such Councils was conceived
and put into effect by Mr Cottrell - Dormer , who was
associated for a long time 1ith the Mekeo Rice Scheme .
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cash- cropping , mainly in the form of lowland coffee ,
and this is being done successfully in the coastal
areas around Samarai .
On the whole , introduction of cash crops appears to
be more difficult on the off- lying islands and in
the Northern District .

The former lack a satisfactory

system of sea- transport which is imperative f or
cash - cropping , while the latter has a system of
communal gardening on a clan basis and group practices
in land usage - all of which make the introduction of
cash crops more difficult .
We shall now examine the present position and
prospects of the various crop s in the growing native
cash economy of the region .
crop , a nd one with

long

The most important cash

sta ~ding,

it may be mentioned that the value of copra

nnually

by the Native Co - ope ratives in the region is

as much as £70 , 000 .

I

is copra and

although it is difficult to assess its total production,

handled

I

With the exception of the

orthern

District where the production is very low , copra is
produced in almost all the coastal localities of the
mainland as well as on some of the off - lying islands,
particularly the Engineer group and the Misima group .
Extensi on of coconut plantings, mainly with Baibara
seeds , is being encouraged , and in 1956 alone , about

\

\
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100 , 000 palms have been planted chiefly in the coastal
areas of the mainland (cf . European plantings , p .472 ).
Improvement in the quality of copra is also
receiving attenti on .
Rubber is not important as a native crop; there are
only about a dozen native plantations in the Wasita Sasembata area , and these sell their produce at 1d . a lb .
to the Awala Plantation , giving an annual return of no
more than £5'00 .

Hm'Tever , it is note,.,or thy that thi sis

the only a r ea in the Territory where there is any
signifi cant amount of native rubber pr oductLon.
~he

crop which at present is engaging most attention

is coffee.

By the middle of 195'7 there \o/e r e about 5'00

acres of co fee plantings , equally di stri buted bet"Teen
the

orthern District and the

~ilne

Bay District . Coffee

is not a new crop in the former District and the Sangara
Native Plantation ,
output of 27 tons

~lready

i~

mentioned , had achieved an

1936 and

8~

t ons in 193q .

During

the war the plantation was badly damaged and although
it was rehabilitated to some extent by the military
administration
Rural Progress

( ~NGAU)

and later was placed under a

oCiety , the eruption of 1ft Laming +on

spelt another disa s ter , from ,.,hich it has not

ully

recovered .
The present coffee production of the

orthern District

\ I
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is only abou t 6 tons f r om a bearing area of some 150
acres .

All the plantings , mature as well as immature ,

are of Robusta

variety , and c onfined mainly to the

Popondetta and Tufi Sub - districts .

The following table

gives on a Sub- district basis an analysis of figures
for plantings in the Northern District , and also shows
th p. extent to which communal gardening has svitched over
to family gardening :

lS

No;of
No .-of
vill - gardens family
_-=.e.&e.s
g,a:r:.d~.n.s

No. of

'fio-tal -~otal
no . of acreage
trees

-

--

Popon-de tta

53

320

290

30

90000

180

Tufi

32

84

73

11

5500

50

lorna

8

__
10

..1.

_1

2000

.£

23

414

_-1Z0

44

9'QQO

Total

232

In the Milne Bay District the total number of trees
was reported in 1957 to be 65 , 000 , including 15 , 000 of
the Arabic~

variety .

There were about 1 , 000 pilot

plots ( each consisting of at least 50 trees) in various
stages of development , none

0

which had reached maturity ,

the greatest nunber being in the

lS

-

..

_-

uau , Tavara and

Source : Six - monthly Report on the Advancement of Native
Agriculture for the period endin 30 June 1957 .
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nu~b9r

of plantings

had been carried out on the Wed;:m - Boiani coast, and on
Jo rnanby, H'ergusson , Misima and Sudest Islands (see
.;ap Ho .1 3) .

Expansion of ol antings , hovTever , is being

treated IoTith caution for several rea.ons: firstly ,
there is no certainty about the bes t strain and the trees
in the exi sting olots are 0

very uneven qu lity .

Secondly , there is doubt ab8ut the value of shading
trees in areas such as these vlhich pre subject to a
dry

season but have a good deal of cloud cover

~onsoon

for most part

o~

the year .

Thirdly , in certain areas ,

particularly on the Suau coast ann. in the Sagari Valley ,
a severe incidence of

~hread

Blight ann other diseases

'akes it ina visable to encourage

urther olantings .

Finally , distant areas such as qossel Island are being
dissuaded
ra thpr

rom pl!lntLng corlee , because it

if i cuI t to get thei r
16

oj

~)roducti on

\'1111

be

to marketi ng

centres .
\Ji th

ArA.~ica ,

hinterland 0

which is being grown in the 110untainous

Goodenough Bay , the position is different .

Thpre are no uncertatnties regardin
shadin , even though

th~

seed selection or

back,· artiness of the local

people constitutes a serious problem .

At present the

plantings are immature but vIi th the cO"'1rnence':1ent of

li6- - - . - - ~oc .

ci t ._

- 484 production, it will be necessary to set up receiving depots
on the coast atWedau, Boiani and perhaps Sirisiri. As
it would certainly be desirable if the crop were to
arri ve from the outset in appreciable quantities, the
people are being

persu~ded

to expand their 50-tree

plots to 500 - tree plots.
Another crop which is being enthusiastically
acceDted is cocoa.

Since the seasonal low rainfall

of the southprn coast and the Milne Bay area is not
suitable for this crop , it is confined to the Northern
District where the rainfall is higher and well
distributed through the year and where some of the
volcanic soils match, and even excel, the soils of
the Gazelle Peninsula .

The following table shows the

positlon of cocoa cUltivation as in June 1957

17

(cfo Map 13).

---

Family Communal Total Total
SubNo.of No .or
districts vill- gardens gardens gardens no.of acreage
___ -1reeL _
_ =.ages
Kokoda

36

137

Popon-detta

30

57

Ioma

23

29

6

Tufi

_2

_J.

_._----

~-

-Loc ._ci "to

105

32

changeover not
finaliz ed
23

_L __

58075

86

21000

60

14D00

20

4D00__

10

- 485 The only coc oa plantings in the Milne Bay District
consi st of a small plot at Naura at the head of '1ilne
Bay .
Rice is gradually being incorporated in the food - crop
cycle throughout the region , but t he ure s ent cultivated
area hardly exceeds 200 acres .

Howeve r , in certain

areas such as BOiana , Topura a nd Cape Vogel
production i s just beginning.
manuql labour

com~ercial

CultivB.tion is purely by

and even the processing of the product

ha s to deoend on pestles , mortars a nd winnowing
18
baskets .
The small com 1 ercial oroduction is ship Ded
in the f or~ of paddy to Port Moresby .

The ~ilne Bay

District is free from the diseases of rice but the
Northern District was placed under quarantine during

1956- 57 owing t o the outbreak of a highly destructive
di sease .
Peanuts, like rice , have been accepted in the
subSiste nce econo ~ y but commercial pr oduction is very
small .

Some European vegetables are being cul t ivated

in the upland areas

0

the Northern District , and a

potentially profitable line of production is that of
citrus fruits in the Kokoda Sub-di strict .

Nearly 10

t ons of fruit were marketed from thi s area to Port
~"8--

-- • . - -

For Mr Cottrell Dormer a big backward (forward?) leap
from the grandiose Mekeo Rice Project .

- 486 MoresbY'during 1956, shml" ng that air freighting of
the product is commercially

easible , though it doubtless

cuts deep into the profit of cultivation .
Co - oper~tive

Co - operative development in South-eastern Papua
and the off- lyin

islands is as uneven as a;1ywhere else

in the Territory .

The co - operative

ocieties are

concentrated in three areas, namely Abau, "1ilne Bayamarai and Misima , while a solitary Society functions
in the Northern District .

The position

in these areas as in March 1956 is

0

the Societies

hown in the

follow ng table:

No: of -

Share

Soci..~tJes _~:lt'!.l

Membership

f._ ___ ___

Totar-----

~ffiQYer £

Abau

23

c . 32000

48'+3

48403

Samarai
and Misima

20

c . '+6400

6005

100375

.EQllQ.ndEtt.t..L

__1_

Tot~J.

- -- ~2.
'+It ___ _~ ._ 80z0:

3062
- '+Q.z - -__ 1U1£ __ t2t840

A relatively greater co- operative development has
taken place in the Abau area than in others , because
the . ocieties in that area have organizational ties
with the co - operatives in the Central District , a nd
the Abau Associati n is a constituent member 0f the
fede ration of Co - operative Associations at Port Moresby .
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'1'he Abau Soci.eties, which deal mainly in conra Rnrl
retail ~oods, disclosed a general decline in turn over
and profits for 1956 - 57, but their Dosit on, it

as

thought, could be imDroved by closer su~ervision. The
Abau Association is working satisfacto~ily and i.ts
vessel, the N.V . ..i.~i. , although operating at a loss,
continues to fulfil th~ transport needs of the area.

19

he Sarnarai - -lilne Bay area , !'rhi.ch h 'l s 12 Societies
banded under one Association , and the 1isi~a area,

hich

h~q 10 ~ ocieties unner a separate Associa~ion , differ

'1ainly in that ",hereas the Societies in the 'ormer
deal mainly in copra, those in the latter Rlso have
9.

substantial trade in shell.

During 1056-57, at

1·rhlch time the ,osi tlon of mpmbershi n an
sho! ed stability but it

share c'lpi tal

as felt that the

ocieties

needed supervi sion , the bro grouos together accounted
Lor a total tu rn-over of £1 12 ,0 38 , of which £53,401
was cODra, £3 Q , 626 was retail goods, and £10,061 was
~he

Associations charge a commission

cent on copra and 10 per cent on shell,
financial positi.on is sound.

~nrt

o~ 2~

per

their

"he ')amarai Association

m.,rns a ::>5 - ton v.=>ssel, the !iq,t1!.A:.Ql!, of y-hich good use is

mal.l e.

19- --------Annu~l ~~Q.rt _of -iflP

o_-:.9..I2.~:r:.a ii ve _~e_cJ~.i.._Q.rl,-

t2.2.::.21.,

n. 8 .
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The solitary Society in the Popondetta area
deals mainly in retail store goods - the store turn - over
in 1956 - 57 being £3 , 384 as against a copra turn - over of
only £349 .

The reason

or the meagre co - operati ve

development in the NorthArn District is firstly , that
com ercial native production is very

10'l

and , secondly,

that economic activities are being channelled through
Native Local Government Councils And so far there has
been little attempt to co - ordinate agricultural
e~tensi o n

activities with co-operative activities o
Na tive Local

Gover~~t Council~

The first Village Council to be established in
South - eastern Papua was the ~aleba Council , which was
proclaimed in 1951 and covered 12 villag~s in the area
north

0

Mi lne Bay .

In 1956, a second Council , the

Tavara N. L. G. J . , was created , covering 21 villages on
the southern side of Milne Bay .

These tvlO Councils were

amalga'nated in 1957 as the Milne Bay N. L.G.C ., with a
population of about 5, 800 .
are on a sound
expenditure
respectively .

Financially, the

ouncils

ooting - their estimated revenue and

for 1956 being £8 , 163 and £5 , 196
Their activities are directed towards

com'nuni ty development , the establishment of schools
and medical aid posts , the construction of road , bridges
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and jetties and agricultural extension , particularly
the encouragement of coffee plantings .

~hey

employ

two trained Papuan Agricultural Assistants besides
maintaining coffee nurseries to sunply seeds to
villages , and as a result of their efforts , hundreds
of coffee plots have been established , ~ few of which
have just come to bearing .

Certain localities in

the Tavara Council area are considered suitable for
cocoa , Rnd six trial blocks are being provided with shade
20
~or planting cocoa .
The Higaturu Council vas proclaimed in 1956 to
cover a population of 9 , 600 spread over 45 villages .
Since the people do not possess sufficient cash income,
the taxation is only £1 per adult male, as against the
£3/10s lev ed by the Ealeba and Tavara Councils, but
in spite of this , the Council has a surolus budget ,
the estimated revenue ~or 1956 being £5,220 against
an estimAted expenditure of £4,883.

An analysis of

expenditure is quite revealing - the development of
transport forms the major item with a provision of
£1,784 (cf . £105 for Ealeba

nd £56 for ~avara) ,

followed by agriculture , accounting for £800 (cf . £200
for each of the other Councils in Papua). F.ducation ,
20 Administration Press Release, No . 11 , 11 March 1957 .

- 490 health services and commnity development centres
have yet to find a place on the budget .
There is little doubt that the Higaturu Council
will flourish , particularly as the coffee production in
thp area increases .

Already the Council , \OTi th the aid

of a £1,400 loan from the native Loans Dund, is
setting up a Central Coffee Processing Plant , t o cater
or the npeds of native
growers

88

well ~s European coffee

n the area .

~he need for another Village Council to cover the

coastal area from Kumusi to Oro Bay is
vlhile a third Council , the Ilimo

nO'1

I . L. G. C. ,

being felt,
is proposed

for the area south of the Higaturu Council area .
lINING
Gold mining {as an important activity in the past ,
and mining may again become important with possible
finds of nickel and other minerals .

At present , however .

the mineral output is almost negligible .
This region has accounted

or more than 70 ner cent

of the gold produced in Papua since 1888 .

Up to

1932 ,

the total gold production amounted to over 530 , 000 fine
ounces , valued at about £ 1, 650 , 000 .

he fol101{ing table

shows the estimated total output of the various field s
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up to 1932.
Goldfields

or-

Date
Proclamation

Value in £ ' s
Production
in fi ne oz .

1urua

1895

207 , 850

717,999

Louisiade
(Mi stma)

1889

159,288

321 ,275

Yodda

1900

76 , 83 2

28 7,128

Gira

1898

67 , 87 1

255,893

1899

14,230

49,9 8 7

1904

4,770

17,737

530,841

1,65'0,0 19

Jv

ilne Bay

Keveri
Total

Nearly tvlO - thirds of the production was from
off-lying islands , especially from Murua and Misima ,
while most of the remainder came
Gira Valleys .

rom the Mambare and

At the outbreak of the Second 1tJorld l.Alar ,

Misima was the most important centre of production ,
with Gn annual output valued at about £100,000 .

~here

were four companies on the island, three of which were
engaged in reef -mi ning .

The Second ·Jorld

1

ar brought

to an end all the mining activity which has not since
been resumed; thp Cuthbprts Misim
earned large profits

durin~

Goldmines Co . ,

,~ich

the thirties has been

liquidated , but certain interests still hope to

2i

\

Great Britain , Naval Intelligence Division , Pacific
Islands , Vol . IV, Geographical Hqndbook Series (1 45),
p . 205 .

\
\

I

I
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re - establish mining on a large scale .
he region ' s other important goldfield ,

rurua, had

renewed phase of mining activity nurin a 1934-38, but
the fields are now worked out And large scale mining
has not been

re-esta~lish8d

It is doubtful

wh~ther

in the post-Jar period .
even a thorou h nrosoecting

in this region would elable the

old industry to regain

the importance vrhich it had in the past .
~hich

currently holds the greatest 1romise is nickel ,

and there is every likelihood of the
commercial deposi t~ in th
extends from
Valley .

discov~ry

been
the

been

of

20 - 'nile Hide belt v,hich

assau Bay south - east"l...raro

to the fusa

By 1Q56, licences for nickel prosDecting had

been issued to seven anplicants , but no
h~ve

'rhe mineral

m~de

inten~ive

sear~hes

so far in Papua, although nickel has

roved at Garaina , in the 1Jaria Valley just ov""r
~rust

'rerritory border (see 0 .571).

co.n1UNICA'T'ION
Samarai, a small island of 59

cres situated at a

distance of three miles from the mainland, is the commercial
qnd shinping centre and a DO t of entry
o

or the whole

South- eastern Papua and the off-lying isla nds .

It was

di scover8d in 1873 by Captain lioresby and pas named
Dinner Island .

A wharf, built there by Burns Philp Ltd .,
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the Dlace to become a trading centre for the

nlpntations of the region , and in 1897 - 98 88marRi was
hqndling a trade worth £71, 570 as against Port
Iloresby ' s £22 , 261 •

Later it became the main port for

the various goldfields in the region also, so that by

1904-05 its trade had increased to £105 , 000 as against
£32,000

or Port Horesby .

HOlvever, as the goldfields

"ere worked out, Samarai also declined .

In this resnect

it offers a contrast to Rabaul which in the early days
had the same importance for the Gazelle Peninsula as
~ amarai

had for South - eastern Panua; but while the

possession of a rich hinterland and other favourable
factors helped thp

for~er

to be come increasingly

important, the absence of these marked the decline of
the latter .
Tn 1Q42, as a result of the naval battles and airraids in the

~ilne

Bay area , which marked the turning

point of the Jaoanese advance in :'ew Gui ea, the port
and to'vnship of

~amarai

-, ere completply destroyed .

The nost - iar rehabilitation programme offered the
Administration an opportunity to abandon Samarai

~s

the District Headquarters and main commercial centre,
in

f~vour

of some more suitable locality, preferably

on the mainland coast , where a war - ti e township had
already been bui l t in the :filne Bay area .

'T'his step

- 494 would have been particularly desirable in vieiof of the
fact that

Samar~i

has no room either Lor the expansion

of the t01nship or

~or

the construction of an

airfield , and transport is wholly dependent on
vessels and Catalina flying - boats .
is an open roadstead

~nct

coast~l

Moreover, the harbour

although it has a depth of

about 6 fathoms , the uneven su rface 0
sometimes Dresents difficulties in

th~

bottom

eighing anchor .

Ho le ver , the trading interests iofhich ,anted to retain
~ amarai

AS

thG battle

the com ercial and
~nd

~dministrative

centre

won

Samarai has been rehabilitated in what

may be callpd an obstinate defiance of geograohical
22

f 1.ctors .
Ravin

no

lost the Ipading position it had during

thp heyday of goldmining in the region, Samarai ' s present
total trade is onlv

15 per cent of that 0: Part Moresby,

but even so it is still tho second largest Dort of
Papua in re oect 0f the volume of trade handled . A
significant fact is that the exoort trade of Samarai
(mainly copra , shell an

rubb r) re resents , on the basis

22
~he population of Samarai is over 700 ( including 250
Europeans) and the congestion is such that, according to
one ')f the residents , " t\. bloke can ' t have even a domestic
brqwl properly ! II 'T'he wri te r TaS informed by the
Agricultural Officer , 1r Sharpe , that there i~ a suggestion
to move the native nopulation across China ~trait to the
mainland , and t~ provide dailv tr nSDo r t ~or the
employees tn ~amarai and back ~

- 495 of 1955 - 56 figures , as much as
trade .

59

per cent of its total

Such a prenonderance of exnorts ovpr imports

is not ·ound at any other port of the ~erritory of
Papua and Tew Guinea .
In the absence of an airstrip , Samarai i9 linked
with Port Horesby and Rabaul by flying - boat services .
H01"ever , there is an airstrip at thp. head of tlilne Bay,
to ,.;hich Samarai is connectp.d by charterect coastal
launches .

In addition to the Port MoresbY - Samarai -

Rabaul - Port Moresby services, the only other line of
regular ai r transport in the region is that between
Pop(mdet.ta and Port. 110re sby .
As regards oVGrland cOMTIUnication , there are about

168 miles 0-" road in the l1ilne Bay Oi strict and 250
milf'S in the T'Jorthprl1 District, the \o,hole region thus
ccounttng for nearly one - third of the total mileage
of roads in Papua .

HOvlever

onlv about 180 miles of roads

- rp sui tablE" for heavy and medium traffic , 1"rhich means
that thpre is only one mile of such road for every 140
sq . l1ile5 of the coul1try .

The need

or more roads is

obvious , but it seems to be greatest in the Northf'rn
District where th" areas suitable ('or nevelonment lie
inland and cannot be served by sea - t ansport .
CONCLU"ION
'T'he

b'3.u Sub - district and the mainland of the Hilne
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Bay District have little room for plantation development,

but there is considerable scope for the improvement
of subsistence

as

econo~y

~ell

as

or small-scale native

enterprises , the keynote of whi ch , according to Belshaw ,
23
" lluc;t be Panuan supply working for Papuan demand tl •
currently, the main source of cash income in these areas
is copra , but it is only a mattpr of time before coffee
will become another cash crop , narticularly in the Samarai
~nrl

i<1ilne Bay areas where the Local G0vernment Councilf

ano Village Coun ils are fostering cash - cropning .
The island grouDs
~nd

~hich

at nresent depend on copra

shell trading 8.re f1.ced l.ri th the problem of transport

to ln extent which will retard
long time .
o

Some of the

th~ir

isl~ncs h~ve

the gold industry and their i

development lor a
hqd

th~ir

boom

little possibility of

this industry achieving its former proportions again .

Even

though some of the islanders, for example , those in the
rrobriand c
P~pua,

the

,

,re considered to be the best gardeners in
improve~ent

of subsistence agriculture and

Lncreased copra production
o

seem~

to b o the

b~st

l'ne

development .
mhe

orthern District haC" manv problelJ1s and possibiliti.es .

~rRnsport ,

external as well as i.nternal , is the

ryin~

need

23 ::;.8. Belshaw , Sconomic Development in )outheastern Papua,
outh Pacific COM"!lic:;sion , ~ircular o . C) , 1Q51, p . S .
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this region and the pace of

uture devel opment will

be directly related to the extent to which this need
is ful illed .

Amon~st

the established European industries,

rubber production is the only enterprise worth mentioning,
but the rubb pr estates need extensive repla tiOg .
lines of future European development

Poc;sible

~re nickel -~ining ,

stock - raising and , in a few areas, plantation agriculture.
Native development in the Northern District is
follm'ring a simple but promi sing pattern - coconuts
in thp coastal areas and coffee and some cocoa inland .
Native rubber growing is not likely to become important,
not becau e of any physical - geographical factor , but
owing to competi tion "i th other crops as well as to a
deliberate policy on the part of the Administration to
ignore this line of nativp. production in favour

0

more

pro itable crops .
Finally , even though it is too late , oerhaos , to
rectify the mistake made in re - establishing Samarai as
the headquarters of the region , fu t ure plans of development
would do
f1ctorc; .

~ell

to show more respect

or geographical

- 498 THE MORRSBY REGION
The Moresby Region , lying between the coast and the
Owen Stanley Range , extends for some 250 miles from
the Lakekamu River in the north - west to 11arshall
Lagoon in the south- east .

It has an area

o~

about

11,000 sq . miles and a rapidly increasing population

of nearly 115,000 persons - all O.L vlhom are under
effective administrative control .

Of this population,

8.bou t 10 ppr cent consi sts of arti sans and labourer ~
from other Districts, while nearly 6 per cent is
represented by Europeans , this unusually l~rge number of
"foreigners ll being due firstly , to the fact that Port
Moresby, as the capital of the combined Territories of
Papua and New Guinea, exerts a centripetal pull , and
secondly , that this region possesses large r bbe r
estates and coconut plantations which are ~.,orked by
imported labour.

Indeed , it is very signi icant thR.t

th s region accounts for over 60 per cent of the
~ropean land - hOldings and about

European cropped area

0

54 uer cent of the

the Terri tory of Papua .

lITor is

it only the European economy vThich h8s pro~ressed but '31so,
AS

a result of prolol1f1'ed lmropean contact, native

development h ' s

one Much

urther ahead than in most

other regions Ot the "'errltory , thus bringing certain
uroblems of develooment more sharply into

ocus in

this re~ion than anY'.,here else, except oerhaps in
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Rabaul .
PHYSIOGRAPHY
The 10resby region is g~nerally mountainous , its
most pronounced physical feature being the Owen Stanley
Range which rises gradually to heights of more than
10,000 ft .

However , there are fairly wide stretches

of lovllands , which may be considered as forming three
sep1.rate units along the coast from north - west to
south - east .
lying

The first unit, consisting of the low -

plains s tuated behind the coastal hills

south- eastwards of Kerema , is drained by nunerous
streams such as the Lakekamu , Inawafunga , and
Angabunga , all of "'hich are subject to heavy flooding
and are assoclated with some swampy and badly drained
~reas (see Plate XV ) .

These lowlands in~lude the

~ekeo country which is centred on st Joseph Plain and is

the site of a mechanized native rice project to which
reference will be made later .
~he

seco~d

unit comprises the deltas and flood

pIa ns of the Vanapa, Brown and Laloki Rivers , where
the lovllands merge into each other to

orm a flat ,

forested country of about 400 sq . miles .

Very active

erosion in the upper reaches of these rivers and their
tributaries has resulted in rapid sediment~tion , while
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the interlacing waterways in the deltaic section
have produced a maze of islands and large swamps
around Galley Reach .
its

10111

Inland , the flood plaLn retains

relief but possesses relative ly coarser

sediments through which the rivers meander tortuously
and form numerous ox - bow lakes . The higher ground
around Galley Reach forms an important rubber estate , the
Kanosia Plantations , but most of the remaining plain
is covered with swamps and forests .
The third lowland unit , formed by the Kemp TeIch
Valley , repeats all the features of the Brown- Vanapa
lowlands, although on a smaller scale .
The coastal section centring on Port Moresby and
extendin~

from the Brown- Vanapa lowland tJ the Kemp
wide
Welch Valley is formed by a 15-25 mile/belt of
parallel ridges and valleys .

It consists of folded

and faulted Lower Tertiary sediments, including a thick
basal chert formation overlain by limestone and volcanic
deposits .

In the valleys, the eroded tuff and lava form

a thin alluvial cover , while the cherts, which are more
resistant to erosion, form
near the coast .

aligned hills and ridges

Inland, between the Brown River and

the Laloki River , the isolated hills do not

C8n~or~

to

any patt,rn , as they are erosional features formed by
remnants

0

limestones overlying the batholiths .
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The only other exception to the generally
mountainous and rugged topography

of the Moresby

Region is the gently undulating Sogeri Plateau , which
lies some thirty miles inland of Port l>1oresby and
covers an :::I.rea of about 250 sq . miles bet\veen the
Owen Stanley Range and the zone of coastal scarp .

The

plateau has an elevation of 1, 400 - 2 , 000 ft and is
drained by the upper Laloki River and the tributaries
of the Goldie and 1'1usgrave Rivers .

It is composed

entirely of sub - horizontal andesitic volcanic rocks
whIch have weathered deeply to rich clay loams that
support several large rubber plantations .

The Laloki

River , which leaves the Sogeri Plateau at Rouna

aIls

( a drop of 210 ft) , is the source of water supply and
hydrp - electricity

~or

Port Moresby .

CLIMATE
~he

most important charactpristic o~ this region

however is the aridity of its climate , the annual
rainfall in the main dry belt .,hich centres on Port
Moresby being under 60 inches , and gt Port Moresby it elf
even less than 40 inches .
the dry part

0

The South - east season is

the year , the average monthly rainfall

beb..Teen July and September bein~ only 0 . 5 to 1 inch ,
while the 1.ATettest season occurs during January-March
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period when the average monthly precipitation is 6-8
inches .

The annual rainfall increases outside the dry

belt as well as inland , reaching 110 inches on the
Soger1 Plateau and greater amounts on the slopes and
foothills of the Owen Stanley Range .
The mean annual temperature in the coastal areas is
o
about 80 F and the absolute maximum and minimum
te1peratures recorded at Port Moresby are 97 0 and 690~
respecti vely .

The effect of altitude on te~perature is

appreciable , and at Boroko , which is only a short
distance inland and actually a suburb of Port Moresby , a
o

temper~ture lower than 61 F was recorded in August 1957 .

The Sogeri Plateau, owing to its elevation, has a
distin tly more pleasant climate than the coastal areas.
VEG~TA,"(,ION

The aridity of climate is clearly rpflected in the
cast of vegetation.

Wi thin the Dry Be lt, the lo,·r annual

rainfall, restricted almost entirely to a period of
three to fou~ months , produces a Monsoon forest as the
climax vegetation .

~s

compared to the Rainforest , the

Monsoon forests have a greater number of species, a more
open canopy and a less devploped Imver storey ; they are
more easily destroyed by

ire

nd converted to grasslands .

Annutll burning maintatns the savann hs whi.ch are dominated

- 503 by specles of EucalJ[Rtus interspersed with a heavy
seasonal growth of grass .

Since this grass sprouts up

soon after burning , it is somewhat doubtful whether its
annual firing produces a deleterious effect on the soil ,
but the Administration has prohibited this and all
along the roadsides there appear notices, saying:
1~i Gqb~~1a~i (Light No

ires). As a result there are

fe wer fires , although the order is often defied for
the sake

OL

hunting .

On the coastal 10 lands, "There mangrove formation
are inl requent , the vegetation consists of sago palm in
the ill - drained localities and Swamp

orests and Lowland

Rainforests in relativoly well - drained areas .

It is

th's l a tter type of forest , which includes some good
commercial timber , wh ch is now being opened up by the
new road and bridge across the Bro\ffi River .
The SUbmontane and Montane forests of the region are
either inaccessible or of no v qlue commercially .

On the

Sogerl Plateau, hO>lever , there are commercial stands of
timber, including C~ta~opsi~ and D~t~ro~~

which are

being exploited .
COMHUNICATIONS
Port Ioresby is the biggest port in the
in regard to both volume a

~erritory

trade and port facilities .
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Its landlocked harbour , formed of a bay about 3 miles
fatho~s

long and 7-1 2

deep, is protected by a chain of

barrier reefs , the best entrance through which is
offered by Basilisk Passage .

~he

main wharf, rebuilt

in the post - war period , is 700 ft lon a and has a minimum
depth of 26ft but dredging is in process to deepen it to
30 ft . Bes des this

~harf

there are three small

pri vately owned jetties, suitable for vessels up to
120 ft , ann a fourth jetty is under construction . An
oil mooring , owned by the Vacuum Oil Co ., is used by
ships discharging bulk petroleum supplies to the
~ompany '

s installations ; it can accomodate small tankers

of 523 ft in length .
Port Moresby is a port
servicing the Territory and
runnin

o~

call for all lines
or most of the ships

between Australia and Asia .

these shippin

In addition to

services , there are a number of small

coastal vessels operated by nriv1t8 mmers , including
Missions , oil companies, and Native Co -operatives (see
Plate XIII ) .

In October 1957 there were 26 coastal

vessels 1 censed at Port 'Ioresby , their total tonnage
being about 2,000 , or nearly 20 per cent
gross tonnage

0

o~

the total

vessels licensed throughout the

Territory .
The volume of

tr~de

is quite impressive .

handled at Port , oresby
During 1955-56 ,

or example ,

it amounted to over 85 per cent (over £ 10 . 5 million)

- 50 5 of the t otal trade of Papua and New Guinea .

The export

trade ( valued at £2 , 278 , 411 and accounting for 66 oer
cent 0_ the total exports of Papua)

',.Tas

far outweighed

by imports (valued at £8 , 243 , 21g and accounting for
24
q2 per cent of the total imports of PaDua) .

~his

preoonderance of imports over exports is due to the
fact that while Port Moresby is an important entreDot ,
its immediate hinterland is dry and Door and, in

contr~st

to Rabaul or Lae or )ama rai , it does not pro uce any
25
significant amount of exportable commodities .
The only
substantial eXDorts are rubb er

rom the Sogeri Plateau

and copra from the coastal areas to the east and west.
The poverty 0

the imlediate hinterland is also

re lected in the tenuity 0

road com lunicRtions .

Outside

the tm,!l1 area 0_ Port t10resby there are only three roads :
the first and most important ( over 35 miles in length)
leads to the rubber estates of the Sogeri Plateau; the
second (of about the same length) is the Brol'Tn Ri ver Road
"'hl ch is likely to become more important as

he timber

produ tion in the area in_reases qnd as th ' road is
extended across the Vanaoa Riv2r to Mekeo and later ,
perhaps , to Wau ; the third is the coastal road (some 25

-- - - - - -

24

-

----

TerrLtory 0 Papua an i;e,v GUinea , Ovet,2.eas 'I'rad~J..25..2-.5.6,
Part II , Bulletin I , (Port Moresby, 1 Q 57) , p . 1$4.
25
.
Value o~ exports at v~rious ports during 1955- 56 ,
shown ~s pe rcentage of total trade at the port :
.
Port Moresby 21%; L~e 42,v ; Rabaul 55%; Samarai 59 ;v .
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miles in length) running from Porebada through Port
Moresby to

~pusele1a ,

and then continuing as a track

southward to Kapagere and Rigo .

Apart from the road

system centring on Port Moresby , the only other good
net\olork of roads is found in the Mekeo; in s0ite of
this, however, when comparod

~ith

other regions, the

Moresby Region as a whole seems well served in respect
~iles

of road com1unication, th0re being about 600
vnhicular roads (45 Der cent
Papua) .

o~

of

the total mileage in

Of this 390 miles are suitable +'or h"'avy and

medium traffic and 210 miles are usable

~or

light traffic ,

besidJs which there are hundreds of miles of footpaths,
some o!' them ,

or example the "Kokoda Trail" which

gained

notoriety during the ,.,ar , having no transnort value .
Dort 1-1oresby is one of the Terri tory ' s two busiest
airports and possesses the highest frequency
air servIces (see Map 10) .

o~

regular

In addition to the

schedulpd air services , there are regular chartered flights
conducted on behalf of the Australasian Petroleum Co . ,
which also uses Port Moresby as the main base for the
flying boats and helicopters employed in the oil
exploration work (see p . 548 ) .
EUROPEA
~he

\GRICUL~U~~L

D~VSLOPM~N~

Moresby Region became one of the mai n

entre~

of

- 507 European agricultural enterprise durine the very early
days of Australian Admin stration, when it was the
policy of the Government to establish its own
olantations , partly as a stimulus t o private plantations
and partly as a business enternrise .

As far back as

1910, four of the six Government plantations

n

Papua were located in the Moresby Region and accounted
or 175 acres under coconuts and rubber .

26

Later more

plc:lntations were established llith the aim of mcking
them model~ in which the latest and most

cientific

methods of cultivation might be applied , as well as
examples of the proper treatment and housing of the
labourers .

Today the business aspect of the Government

plantati0ns is only of secondary importance and they
serve mainly as research c:lnd training centres . At present
such centres located in the 10resby Region include a
Rubber Experimental Station at Bisianumu, a Plant
Introduction and Quarantine Station at Kila Klla, and
an Agricultural Training Centre at Hageri . In addition,
there are two Livestock Stations , one f0r the lowlands
at Laloki and the other for the highlands at Bisianumu .
In spite of the fact that in the early days European
agriculture had to face many vicissitudes in Papua, the

26
Annual Report of the Territory of Papua , 1910 - 11 .
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Moresby Region has emerged as the chief area of
plantation development in the

~erritory .

In March

1956 , the total area of ~uropean holdings in thi s
region was over 14 , 000 acres , or more than 60 per cent
o

the tot 1 for Papua .

mhe heaviest land alienation

has taken place wi thin the town boundary of Port 11oresby ,
along the road to Rouna ~alls , on the Sogeri Plateau ,
in the Kanosia and Kemp

t

elch areas .

nd

Hithin a radius

of 12 miles around the Konedobu Post Office, over 60
per cent of the land is alienated, and lqnd values in
the Port 'foresby tovm area have shot up from the nre - vlar
27
orice of £2/6s per acre to £50 - 135 per acre .
Certain
com'nuni ties are now hard - pressed for land; for instar.ce ,
the ~otu people , numbering about 3,000 own only 1 , 200

28

acres .

Hence , it is not surorising that most of the

Dative ~rouos are now reluctant to sell their lands , and
that the Pari villagers even now refuse to accept the
Drice of the land vThich ,.,as reqUi si tioned from them
2q
durine- the ltlar or builning an airstrin .
~he

fact that only 25 per cent of the · ropean

27
Source of information Mr I . ~hampion , Chief
l\Jative Lands Comnission , Port loresby .

0

the

28

29

Source of iniornation as above .

~he money has been constituted into a ~rust ~nd . Source
of information Mr G. A. V. Stanley , Port l1oresby .
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holdings are under crop , and that a mere 1 per cent is
under annual crops a.nd 1 Der cent under pastures ,
while the balance of 73 per cent remains unused , may
be taken as a commentary on the current European
demand for land as well as on the qualities of soil
and climate .

The reason for this hold -up of

plantation agriculture can be found Dartly in th e
shortage of labour , which was pointedly referred to
in the report on the rubber industry sublli tted by "fann .

30

But the main reason for the stalemate in plantation
agriculture is that investors are currently not
interested in long term crops such as rubber and coconuts,
while f or cocoa , physical conditions in the region are
not suitable and
thp

~erritory

or coffee there are other areas in

which are more attractive

Coconu~and

~han

this .

rubber , then , remain the most extensive

plantation crops in this region .

1955- 56, accounted

The former, in

or 35 plantations, covering an area

of about 14, 000 acres and producing some 5,000 tons of
copra or nearly half the total output of Papuan
plantations , but most of the coconut plantations are
approaching the senile age; only 3 per cent

0

the

coconut Acreage is under immature Dalms , so that the
need for replanting is urgent .

30

C. E. T. Mann , Investi ations of the Rubber Industr in
Papua and lew Guinea, Mimeograph , Kulla Lumpur , 19 3 •
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As for rubber , there are 28 plantations , covering an
~rea

of about 19,000 acres , or nearly 65 per cent of

the total rubber acreage in Papua .
of the r u bbe r area i

About 85 Der cent

under mature trees vlhich produced

approximately 2 , 750 tons

0

rubber in 1955- 56 , amounting

to nearly three - quarters of the total rubber proQuction
of Papua .
~he geogrpahical distribution of rubber plantations

shows three well - defined areas of concentration _
namely, ( a) the Kanosia area, (b) the Sogeri Plateau ,
and (c ) the coastal districts eastward of Rigo,
including the Kemp

elch Valley (see Hap 11) .

':he most

important of these rubber districts is the Kanosia area
where plantations occupy the broad alluvial plains , and
whose southern limit is formed by the Moresby Dry Belt .
To the north and west the tre e s Are planted UP to 500
feet on the foothills .

Most

0

the trees in this area

are over 40 years old , with thp result that their
average yield

D~r

acre is nov very low (see

D .~ ) .

I

I
! I
I

On younger plantations the effect of soil on the growth
of trees as well as on the a ver age yield is often quite
noticeable , the best soil appar entlv being the deep
yellmv or chocolate loam which fans out of the na :brow vall - eys .

On the other hand , the compacted tuff sub - soil ,

locally known as " soapstone ", where it approaches the
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surface , makes the soil shallow and drainage diffjcult
resulting in shallow rooting and poor growth of trees .

31

As regards the light coloured sandy loam bordering on
the Dry Belt , it is di ffi cu I t to say whethe r the 10vl
yield is due to the relative poverty of the soil or to
32
the lower rainfall , or both .
~he

Kanosia plantations have an advantage over other

rubber plantations in this region, in that the delivery
charges of rubber ( cartage by motor trucks to Port Moresby)
are lower .

They provide an ex,qmple of hm., handling

costs can be reduced by the establishment of central
33
factories served by organised transport .
~he

second important rubber district, the Sogeri

Plateau , has an altitude which is considered rather
high for rubber , but a well - distributed rainfall of
a bout 110 inches 8nd the moderately fertile mature clay
10al1s completely offset the disadvantage of alti t ude,
so that rubber grows satisfactorily up to Rn altitude of
34about 2 , 000 ft .
(See Plates XXXIV and XXXV.) HOHever ,

31 32

33

Ibi<h., p . 36 .
Ibid ., p . 37 .

F . O. Grogan , "Papuan Rubber Industry : Survey Costs
of Production", Quarter.l..Y:....B.eview of AgriG.ul tural
Economics , Vol . IV , No . 2, April 1951 , p . 72 .

34

'1ann ,

OP e

ci t ., pp . 38 - 39 .

- 512 a situation similar to that in the Kanosia area exists
here , in that most of the plantations have aged to 30
or 40 years , besides which there is a shortage of tappers .
of
Mann re ported that/Sogeri's total rubber a rea of 7,000
acres , about 2,000 acres were left untapned owing to the
shortage of lAbour or because of the uneconomic yields
35
of the senile trees .
"Ladder-tapping", introduced in
these plantations since 1954-55, has led
in the yields from

so~e

10

an increase

of the very old stands,

the output is much lower than

th~t

36

but

for the younger

plantations which yield 500-800 lb . per acre; it is
obvious that replanting would p y handsomely .
There are very few rubber plantations in the third
area, which extends eastvrard of Rigo and includes the
Ke~p
.'~. re

Jelch Valley .

Here , conditions

or rubber cultivation

pe rhao s more favourable than those in the Kano ia

area (see p . 260 and there is, moreover, considerable
unused land which could be advantageously planted

ith

rubber .
~rom

time to time crops other than coconuts and

rubber have been tried in the Moresby Region, but none
of them has ever assumed much significance; one such
crop, sisal, which was grown about the time of the First

3)
Ibid ., p . 39.
36
Annual Report of the

~erritory

of Papua, 1954-55, p . 32 .
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l~ar

only to be abandoned later owing to the

collapse of the market, can now be seen persisting in
a wild state along the Rouna Fall Road .

In the post-war

period rice , cocoa, coffee, peanuts, hemp, kapok and
tobac co have received attention , but the only crops
which have found a limited nlace in the plantation
economy are rice (876 acres in 1956), cocoa (542 acres
in 1956), coffee (163 acres in 1956), and peanuts ( a small
ccreage near Rigo) .
Timber Industry
The only other signi icant European industry is
timber production , which in scale hardly compares with
plantation agriculture.

Almost the entire timber

production of the region is

or local needs, but the

demand is sizeable , as can be und8rstood

fro~

the fact

that 13 out of the 24 saw-mills in Papua are located in
this region, mostly on the Sogeri Plateau and in
the Port Moresby area .
There is considerable timber potential awaiting
exploitation, one

0

the most extensive stands , covering

about 44,000 acres, being in the Brown River area.

In

June 1957, tender was accented f0r the harvesting of
about 50 million su er feet of logs of prime snecies
over a period of 10 years , a substantial Dart of which,

- 514 it is thought , will be available

or export .

37

mhe

maximum amount of nrime timber which it is nermissible
to cut in anyone year is 6 million super fe et , but
this output can be augmented by ass ociated s0ecies . In
addi ti on to thi s development i 11 the Bro1'Tn River area ,
where a permanent nursery is now under cnnstruction ,
investigations have been completed for the ourchase of
timber rights in the Aroana - Kanosia area

or the

nrovision of log sunnlies to the Aroana
It is very likely that in the course

0

imber Company .

38

time timber

exploitation will become a m jor industry in the Horesby
Region .
Mining
Mining has never assumed impressive proportions in
this part of

ew Guinea , and the only minerals which

have been of

orne significance in the past are gold

and copper .

Although in 1852 gold '"as discovered in a

niece of broken pottery near

~airfax

Harbour (see p .307) ,

it was in 1877 that gold - bearing quartz was
reported fron the bed
leadin~

l'1oresby .

0

the Goldie River ,

to the abortive gOld - rUSh
Lat~r,

0

irst
~n

announcement

187S at Port

commercial quaYltities of gold .rere

round in the 'l.strolabe 1.nd Letkekamu areas, but the
oroduction was never large; up to 1932, the former field,
37lidministratiQ.l1. Pr~s..s_ReJ=_e~ , No . 36 , 1'+ June 1957 .
38
Annual Report of the Territory 0 Papua, 1955- 56 , p . '+l .
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gold ,

while the latter, proclaimed in 1909, produced nearly
39
38,000 oz .
Production from both fields had ceased
before the Second World Wa •
Copper ~as discovered in 1906 in the Astrolahe field,
and although in thp fi.rst six years the

annu~l

~

export

of ore fluctuated widely, it had risen to over 1,000
tons by 1913.

After the t ' rst World War , as a result

of a sharp rise in prices, nroduction increased rapidly
and the ore, be ore being eXDorted,
on Bootless Inlet .

as smelted locally

The peale export (valued at

£12~ , 262)

was reachpd in 1926, but the collapse of the market in
thl'> follovling year resulted in an almo st c0mplete cessati on
of pro uction .
com~en

In 1937, mining an

ed under the managemJnt of

annual production during 1937-3q
~O tons .

s~eltlng

~nother
reachin~

was

comnaDY , the
a little over

H01·rever, all operations ceased iurin

the lar

and have not been resumed since then, the only signs
that mining has taken nlace in the Bootless Tnlet nrea
being the Dresen e of huge piles of residual ore,
derelict mAchlnery and

re~ains

of the old rail track

,,,htch led to the Dubuna Co noer ·1ines, but the remains of

30 - -- - -- - -~

L. Lett, 'T'he Pao1J.§:..n _l\.cJlle..YJ!lent (London,

19~4),

p . 22 .

S . Smith , "Hemorandun on the Astrolqbe 80npnr H'ield" ,
19_QZ- 08 , Vol. II, p .1 567 .

Australi8:,l'l,ParliqI?!e.n.tar"y'_?~.e):s ,_

- 516 the locomoti v e engine , the only one ever to be used in
New GuLnea , has nOH been removed, perhaps by some

41

scrap - iron collector .
The only

ot~er

""1anganese which

(See Plate XXXVI .)

mineral worth mentioning is

viaS

mined in the Rigo Sub- district in 1938-39 ,

"Then 54 t')ns of ore \"ere exported .
The mineral resources of the region have, in fact ,
not been full explored , and the nossibilities of finding
comlercial deposits have yet to be investigated .

During

1955- 56 , a geological reconnaissance of the middle
reaches of the Goldie and ErovTn Rivers revealed , however,
the absence of basic ulutonic rocks w· th '''hich copuer
~
42
mineralization is associated .
Li~estQ~k ~~~~trJC

Although 11 sions and nlantations u e cattle lor
dairy production and Livestock Stations are maintained
by the Government , a cattle industry h1s yet to develop .
Port Horesby is served by only one dai ry '''hich was
establi shed in 1954.

while experiemtns have shovrn that

extensive gras lands in the Dry Belt ,
IQ~~ed~
~---.

~ostly

of

spp ., could be imnroved to good pastures , the very

-

-

At least , a dil gent Sunday afternoon search
at Bootless Inlet proved unsuccessful !
42

or it

- 517 small acreage of established pastures in the Moresby
Region (about 1 , 000 ~cres) currently accounts for
more than 75 per cent or the total pasture acreage in
Papua .
NA~IVP

DEVELOPMENT

Subsistence agriculture , with a super-imposition
of varying degrees of cash- cropping , is the rule amongst
the native comimlnl ties wi thin thi s region .
~"round

In Rnd

Port More sby, hov,ever , the people have wholly

or partly given up agriculture in favour

0

'!Tage - earning .

H~nua bada , "here the agri cuI tural land holding per
person is negligible , is an extreme case ; the community
is wholly urbanized and has acquired the virtues and
vices of civilization .

Another example is Pari Village

where over 50 per cent of the male population finds
casual employment in Port Horesby .
Here we can pick out only the main lines along which
the native economy is

evelopin .

Tha t c")conuts arp the most important crop in the
coastal areas and major valleys both for SUbsistence
and for cash inco~e hardly needs stating .

The number of

palms in native groves and their total production is
not known, but it is ,.,orth mentioning that in 1956 - 57
the copra exported by the Native Co - operatives in this

-

~\\ LlAH Nil!:

~c,

...

LlBRA~r
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regi on T'las valued at £43 , 160 .

However, there is considerable

scope .Lor the expansion of coconut planting, and the
Department of Agriculture is actively encouraging
the people to plant more .

During 1956 , about 33 , 000

palms were planted from Baibara seeds, mostly in the
Mekeo country and the Rigo SUb-district.
Arabica coffee seems to be "Tell-sui ted for the
inland

reas and its cultivation is being encouraged,

particularly in the Goilala Sub-di trict, ,.,here by mid-1957
about 9,000 trees had been nlanted in the Ivane and
middle Iwara Valleys.
receivin~

Other crops which are

attention are peanuts in the Bigo and Kemp

Welch areas, European potatoes in the upland
Rigo

of the

ub-district,

and truck crops and citrus ruits
43
in the Goilala Sub -di~trict.
Special attention is
ocussed on problems of food production in the Port
Moresby Dry Belt area .

Also, resettlement projects have

been started at Kerema, Lalaura and Laloki (see Map
the last - mentioned bein

0.13) ,

for the benefit of the members

of the Hanuabada Village Council .

~he

land under

this project hqs been divided up into seven- acre
plots which are to be used by the settlers for subsistence
and vegetable cropping , partly by me chanization .

4=3- Six - Monthly Report on the Advancement of
for the oeriod ending 31 . 12 . 56 .

~griculture

ative

~he

- 519 Scheme is not making much headway , however, partly
because of losses sustained through the yearly floods,
bu: chiefly because th8 people do not think much of
this proj ect , and are very relUJtant to move away from
the coastal areas .

44

1ek~Q.

J1.i..c_e_ F::r:o,iect.,

The biggest and most ambitious native
project remains to be mentioned .

a~ricultural

This is the much

publicized, commended, Hnd criticized Mekeo Rice Project .
It was a large - scale experiment in mechanized native
agricultural production, A.nd even in its earlier stages
its worth and imolications were questioned by some

45

wri ters e

Novl that the project hA.s almost collaosed,

it seems that everybody who kne,.,r even a little about
it hAs his

mYIl

exulanations for the failure, but before

we come to th8se explanations, let us briefly describe
the Project and i t s setting .
mhe 11ekeo country , lyin

behind the 1m., coastal hills,

is centred on the flood plains of the st Joseph River ,
Q+. -

45

The Project .,ras finally

~ bandoned

in

~ebruary

1958 .

ee C. S . Bel shaw, "Recent History of the Mekeo SOCiety",
Vol . XII , 1951, pp.1 - 23;
J .McAuley, "Mechanization , Collectives and N,qti ve
Agriculture ", Sout.h I:C!.cif)c, Vol. VI, No .1, April 1952,
pp . 267 - 281;
o. H. K. Sua te, " Changing rTa ti ve Agri cuI ture . in -Tel>!
Guinea" , Ge~_Clllh~cq.J,-.Review , Vol.XLIII, 0. 2 ,Ap.ril
1953 , pp . 15l- 72 .
Oce~I1ia,
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although situated within the Moresby Dry Belt , it is
very well watered by streams rising in areas of high
rainfall .

~hus ,

as noted by Poggendorf , the Mekeo

fulfils , more than any o ther area in lew Guinea , the
ideal conditions

or rice-culture - a plentiful supoly
46
of water and a numbpr of sunny days .
~he soil is
reported to be exceptionally fertLle
excess of nitrogen,
been made .

~he

be proh'bitive

~lthough

~nd

perhaps has an

no proper soil analyses have

cost of clearing the dense

~orests

may

for rice cultivation, but there are

large areas of cane grass which ca;1 bp cleared by
me chanical means .
A country such as thi s might 'veIl be con s! 1ered
more suitable '"'or wet rice than dry rice .

'Phe l1ekeo

Project, hO'lever, c0 11centrat2d on the latter in view
of the tradttional methods of native agrLculture, 8nd
also because of lack of np.cessary in
th ~

nature of local soil, flood

or~ation

level~

regarding

and regimes,

areas suitable for bunding, and suitable varieties of
rice . HOl'l ever, i

+

as thought that in the course of

time the cul tivation of dry rice would be suoplemented
wi th 'vet rice _ or the sakp of greater yields and

Itr ----~-J . Poggendorf,

Ri..ce _Pro<iu<;..tion in ):8..Q1!.a (Sydnpy , 1953) ,p.27.

- 521 stability of nroduction .

4-7

Al though the flat nature

0

~

the -fekeo country permi tted

mechanization , a danger was sensed in a~othpr direction :
the land holdin
large blocks

were highly fragmented . The fact that
land ifere obtained

0

~rom

land - owners on

a rent - free ba sis represented Rn unstable situation
which could lead to grave problems of land o.mershio
after the first flush of enthusiasm was gone . Doubts were
expressed also regarding the labour supply as it was
feared that the withdrawal of too many Horking hands
from the villages could have a detrimental effect on
In addition , there Tere

the cultivation of gardens .

social difficulties such as clan and family jealousies ,

48

illi t eracy and superstiti on ,

besides the fact

th~t

the neople lacked the capital resources necessary :or
carrying through such a large - scale project .
enoeavour to solve most

0

these

oroble~s ,

In an

the Department

of Agri ulture organized the people into Rural Progress

49

Societies .

(See Plate XXXVII . )

lf7- - - - - - 4-8

Spate ,

~. cit .,

Outbreaks

-0

P .161 .

cargo cult were reported

rom the 1ekeo

~rea in 1940 and 19~ 1; see P.Worsley, 2~A _~~~~~~Shall
~~~nd (London , 1957) , pp . 111 - 113 .

W. Cottrell Dormer , " Native Rural Progress Cociety an Sxperiment in Social and ~conomic Development" - Address
by Director to Con~erence of District Officers (Deoartment
o Agri cuI ture , Stocl{ and i sheri e s , Port -lore sby ,
17 . 9 . 1Q4-9) , 13 cyclostyled pp . ;
" Jative \gricultural '..xtension" - Circular 1emorandum
to ield Officers ~ile 1-1 -39 (Denartment of Agriculture ,
Port Moresby , 2 5 •• 50) , 3 cyclo tyled op .

- 522 Rice was not a new crop in the Meke o; its cUltivation
had been

irst encouraged by the Sacred Heart Mission

'lnd , in about 19 18, by the Administration al~o .
Consequently ,

75

tons of rice had been pro~uced in 1920,

but it failed to become a popular crop,
the 'Je ople '1..,ant it

50

lack

o~

a market.

~or

n9i her did

or food nor could they sell it for

.

~

a result its cultivqtion had

been abandoned by 1930, but soon aftArwards the
Administration made
1<Tith the object
'lS

o~

~nother

attempt to popularize it

ensuring thF

payment of poll - tax

'1.<1ell as raising the cash income

in good seasons some quantity

o~

0:

the peonle . Although

rice was

harve~ted,

the

Administration was not organized to carry out the technical
research necessary for securing the best results .
Consequ~ntlv

the output varied 'Ji th the energy and

ruthlessness of the District staff responsible for
51
tax collection .
Added to this, the rice Jl ots, which
"lere mostly near the ri vers, frequentl.! suffered losses
from floods.

In short, rice could pever have become

R

pODulqr " rop and its enforced cultivation was -lnomed to
failu-re .
mhe Mekeo Project brought a new vis on - mechanized

w-J. Hilps ,

"Native Commercial Agriculture in Papua", South
Pacific, Vol.IX, No . 2, 1956, p .3 25

51

Belshaw, op . cit., p . 13.

- 523 cUltivation to save labour and to cut down the hard and
unpleasant ~ork .

MACh nery pools were set up by the

Administration at Epo , Ina'''aia cmd Veina . The
nechanized plots averaged 20 - 30 acres , but

ctualJy

ranged from 8 to 70 acres , the target being to cultivate
2,000 acres of paddy producing 1 , 000 tons of hulled rice
nnually .
But the 1ekeo was to be more than a rice - project .

ot

only was the undesirability of continuous cropning of
rice and monoculture fully recognised qnd ~ue attention
p'li

to cover - crops

and crop rotation, but

ne·T

vpntures

such as the setting un of a saw- mill , an electric light
plant, a well and a pump
the people .

nd so on

'le re

vi suali zed for

The Scheme had as much social as economic

v1.lue .
rf'lhe Projr>ct .tart pd in 194q, and as it nrogressed
the nroblems emerged .
soil surveys An

~he

need

or flood pattern plans ,

the development of shart - strawed,

non - lodging , non - shattpring and uni ormly ripening strain
of ri e became evident; furthermore , the scarCity of
mechani
w~t

S

And the lack of

work~hoDs ,

bridges , roads and

rcraft began to be felt more keenly . ( See Plate

XXXVrrI . ) It is surnri.
foreseen .

n~ that these needs

One is reminded of the r.:as

rere not

African -.1roundnut

- 524
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Scheme ,

to which the Mekeo Project bears some imnortant

resemblances on a smaller scale .
As regards the people ' s participation in the Scheme,
it was observed by one writer that " the young ~eYJ. •••
merely turn up to l·ratch work in progress, and show off
the t r beauty[and have their names recorded as being
53
present l ! .
The shar oest rebuke came from 'lcAuley:
In essential, what is hanpening is that the
Admini stration is groJing rice on native 19nd,
probably at a loss if all the relevant costs were
reckoned, and is payiYJ.g the commnity a rent
for the use 0 the round which consists of the
calculated profit on the sale of rice . The
dividend received by individual members depends
on the number of days each person has turned out
to '-IT tch the white officials , ann a few native
assistants, make money for the m. 54
Although the production

o~

ric e un ler the 1ekeo

Scheme has risen from 125 acres in 1949 to 339 acre s in
1955 , the first defect tn the nroject had apneared in
1953, when the Rural Societies failed "because the
cash and the cash book were kept in the

~reasury

at

Port Ioresby , and the people did not get a chance to
55
havp a look at the money they were making ll ,
tactile

52
A.Wood , The Groundnut Affair (London, 1950), is the
best available account 0 the East African Groundnut
cherne . Commenting on this book , the Geographical
Review remarked that h~d the consequences of the Groundnut
Affair not been so serious, it could h~ve been 0escribed
8S a come y of errors .
53
Belsha'-lT , op . cit ., p . 19.
54
McAuley , op . cit ., pry . 277 -278 .
55
Source of informati.on : 1\1r G. Morris , Registrar of
Co -o peratives , Port Moresby .
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perception of cash being so important !
The Societies, therefore , were wound un and were
" promoted to Co - opera ti ve s" .

A new scheme , 'There by

each area of rice was worked by a family or clan group ,
,,,as introdu ed under the joint supervi sion of the
Departments of District Services and Agriculture .

56

The pr ice of the rice by this time , however, had fallen
from about £1 10 to £60 - 70 per ton , resulting
of cultivators ' enthusiasm .

n the loss

Then , for three years,

fro~ 1 95~ to 1956 , damaging floods reduced the produ tion
con siderably and finally, in 1956 , the flooding of the
Angabunga River was such that it brought all rice - growing
in the Mekeo to a complete standstill .
Several criticisms have been made of the Mekeo Project ,
but not all of them

re justified .

he criticism , for

instance, that the project should not have been
over - mechanized , highly capitalized and heavily
subsidized , can perhaps be met to some extent on the
grounds

that aft pr all the Project was a large - scale

experiment in native agricultural nioneering throu~h
mechanization .

The comment that the native pe ople do

not need rice and that " the Administration failed to sell
the idea of rice " is answered by a '..{ekeo nerson himself ,
"""~6------

Annual Report of the TeLtLtory of PaDua , 1 923 - 2~ , p . 31 .
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who in 194-9 had complained that " The Government for years
have forced us to

row rice by primitive methods only to

pay us ridiculously low prices for our produce .

We

know that there are better ways of producing rice ... ".
Perhaps one of the main weaknesses
was lack

0

0

57

the Mekeo Project

co - ordination in the activities of the

Administration , and particularly the senaration of
experimental work from extension activities .

58

~he

Mekeo

Project is not completely lost and with the return of
normal seasons there

~ill

be chances of reviving

it and relieving it of its weaknesses .

59

Native Fishing
While considering the improvements being attempted
in the subsistence economy , a word should be said about
the fisheries resources of the region .

South- eastward

of Port Moresby and extending for about 120 miles,
there is a sunken barrier which abounds in the fish
typical

57

0

tropical coral re o

5,

while westwar1, in

Cottrell Dormer, " Native Rural Progress Society",
p. 1•

0B ·cit . ,

5

The decision led to the departure of Cottrell Dormer,
the moving spirit behind the Project, from the Mekeo . Most
of the seed selection work by him was lost . He hqd studied
this problem or a number of years .

59

In January 1959 Mr . L.Conroy informed the friter
that not onlv h~s the recent season in the ~ekeo been
favourable , but that the Administration is making
organizational chang~s in the Scheme by divesting itself
of the responsibility of running a machinery pool . A
contract has been entered into with ~ private firm , v.Thich
will servi e the machinery and hire it out on demand .
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the Gulf of Papua , the fish, in addition to the pelagic
species , are typical of muddy bottoms .

60

~hus ,

occupies an important place in the sUbsistence

fish
econo~y

of all the coastal areas , and a considerable amount of
trade and barter in fish takes place betwe n the
coastal and inland people . In spite of this , the trade
is not organized on any commercial scale and even at
Port Moresby the mark,t demand is so small that it can
kepp only one or two well equipped Australian
fishermen in business .
The Division of Fisheries in 1955 male an attemut
to provide a regular supulv of preserved fish to
mark~ts

in Port More sby, and installed a five - ton

free zer at 1anu Manu for the surplus catch, but these
villagers , being mostly gardeners and canoe-builders,
did not make full use of th

freezer, 'hich consequently

has been transferred to Mailu Island, where the people
1re considered to be better fishprmen .
Co - operative Societies
Native agricultural proQuction for cash as well
as thp demand for consumer
organization

0

~oods

has resulted in a wide

Co-operatives in the Moresby Region . When

the co-opprative enterurise was

irst started in 1949

in some villages near Port ivIoresby it was limited to
~etail

60

stores and did not in lude any marketing activity ,

A. . H. Rapson , " k'ishes 0 the Port oresby Area", Annu I
eport and Proceedings , Papua and r-ew Guinea Scientific
Society, 19~,CPort Moresby ), p . 57 .
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and yet in 1949 the Poreporena and Hohodae Society and
~nd

the Blevala

Tanobada Society ( both near Port Moresby)

had monthly turn - overs of £1,000 and £500

esnectively .

Prom these beginnings the development Tas rapid ; in

1951 there were 43 So ieties with a capital of £7 , 998
and an annual store turn - over of £49 , 570, and by 1956
thp number

0

Societies had increased to g2 and the

tot8l turn- over to about £325 ,000 .

The Dosition of

SociAties as on 31 1arch 1956 is sho'Tn on the "ollmving

61

table :

Member ship

Area

PRIMARY SOCIETIES
Total
Con - Pro - Dual
Ser annual
sumer ducer Purpose vice TOTAL turnover

£

Port Moresby
and Rigo
3726

14

10

2

26

199 , 243

3061

33

33

68 , 403

Kuki:Qi

_3013

12

12

20 , 333

TOTALS:

280 0

24

332 , 222

Kairaku

14

28

2

It is not possible to CO'Jlpare the above figures nith
those of the follovTing; year, because the latter are
avail~ble

only on a District basis .

It may be mentioned ,

61
Statistics obtained from the Department of
Territories, Canberra .

- 529 ho'.rever , that in 1956 - 57 the tjentral Oi strict ( Thich
means An inclusion of the Abau area qnd the exclusion of
the Ku kipi area ) had 71 So ieties (1 0 , 972 members ), which
recorded a total turn - ove r of £295 , 805 .

Retail business ,

the most important rorm of activity , accounted for 75 per
~otal

cent of the

turn - over , fol'owed by copra ( 15 per

cent) and oth8r produ ~e , mainly ri ce , 10 per cent.

62

In the Port MorAsby area in 1Q56 - 57 , the Soci8ties
closer to and wi thin the town area "'ere reported to be
in a better position than those
although
nUl-,bers 0

th'~re

urther away , 3nd

,,,as a drao in the overall membership

the Societies, as Hell as in thpir total

turn - ov(.>r , m3.ny
and capital .

Ot

them showed an increase Ln membership

The Pri'nary ':;0 ieties

h~ve

organized an

Association and a Federation as ' apex ' type organization;
the lorner ' s main function , that is, to act as

ov~rseer

of Society operations and accounts , has yet to go beyond
th~

for~ed

routine audit level; the lqtter ,

Associ'ltiont:' in the 8entral an
been

org~nized

ano , i .

n(~eded ,

Gulf Jistricts , has

to orovide {holesale

im10rtl~g

faciliti8s

,.,ho18sale ex_ orting facilities , but

present Lts activities are restricted
1\. request has been J11a e , ho"rever ,

"62--

by the

f~r

lack

o~

a

t
..,a~ehouse .

or a piece of land on

- . - - -'igures based on thp

~~Q~al_~~Qrt o~ ~he _So ~oDerqtive

_~ttQ~~}~6~~Z , Appendix :rV •
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,vhich the warehouse is to be built .
There ar~ only two Societies in the region which
are registered unde r the Co - operative Societies Ordinance .
One of them , the Poreporena ~nd Hohodae Society , which
hannles a substantial consumer trade, is planning to
acquire a piece of land for establishing a milk bar .
The second Soclety , the Kaugere Co - operativA , is
constituted by the residents

Oi

the Kaugere Administration

Settlement , but has not co~enced operations because
of the difficulties of obtaining a site ~or its store .
Although members of the Society are wage - earners ,
compelled to lead an urban life and to depend for sustenance
on locally purchased conffilmer goods , their effort to
obt~in

a site

or their co - operative store iQ hindered

by the Administration's land Dolicy which takes no
soecial cognizance o· the fact that the Society is
63
"native " in CO"'1pO ition .
The Societies in the Kairaku area have suffered a
tremendous

et - back ovling to the cessation of rice - growing ,

and in fact

~ch

to the curtailment of the economic

activity in the Hekeo as a result of the heavy floods
of Angabunga River .
are

lik~ly

~he lo~ses

of the inland Societies

to prove disastrous to them , but even the

- 531 coqst~l Societies wl1l be severely affected by the loss

of the Iv1ekeo tradp and the consequent curtailment of
co - ordinating services ren0ered by the Kair~ku
Associ~tion .

The usefulness of the thirty - foot vessel,

which links Kairaku with the road system in the Mekeo ,
has been considerably reduced hy th8 loss of trade , ~nd
here it seems that all the co - operativ
during the past

ou

progress made
64
years has been nullified .
6

mhe Kukioiarea is served by fi~teen ~ocieties which
are grouped under the Moarioi

Co - operativ~

Association .

The Societies are doing well and in March 1957 they
were reported to have completed their fourth year
'!ithou: of icial supervision .
the amount

0

BusLness is flourishing ,

coora han01ed by the Association during

1956- 57 being 650 tons .

The Association-o'·med vessel,

M. v.. . TOCl:.rJ-Ri , is operating su cessfully and fulfilling
a great need

in respect of transport .

In the functioning

of Societies , there has been a marked increase in
mpmbe r participation, resulting in " a development of
groun thought probably in advance

65

0_

any other area in

the Territory" .

The Deople no longer give unqualified
66
support to the advice from the Co - operative ection ,
but

b1+ - - -- - .\bout half a dozen inland Societies were liquidAted
in early 1 Q59 . Annl.!al IiE2.P..ort _ot the So-:.oDera ti Y.L3~c_ti 011,
~22.~ , p . 7.

66

AQ!lQ.al ReJ2.Q.rt _of._tJle Co - em.
Ibid .

~ti Vf' _

ec_tion1. 1 ~5:6-:.2Z , p .9

- 532 on the other hand, an importance is given to the Directors
rhich is quite out of proDortion to thpir contribution
in the operation of the Societies .

It is difficult to

asc -rtRin wheth .r the Directorship is deliberately
ti htening its hold on the rank a nd file 0 :" the me'1lbershin,
or whether the people themselves believe that their
success is due to this "key class"

nd not to their own

efforts .
Copra production, as mentioned Rbove, is th e basis
of the
period

ocieties ' activities in this area.

1955-57

During the

a substantial amount of copra exported

by the Societies was reject ed

~t

Port Moresby, thereby

pIa ing a heavy strain on the ryroducers .
cannot be denied that the quality

0

Although it

copra needs improvoment,

it is worth mentioning that the rejection of copra is
only a recent nroblem, R.nd results no doubt

rom the neHly

introduced method of testing t he moL sture content .
Usually the dried copra is stored for varying lengths of
time be

0

e it is brought by C:3.noes through heavy seas

to some vessel which carries it to Port Horesby, where
it is Lmmediately subjected to test by the use of a
moisture-meter .

Under these conditions , it is not

surprising that a good deal

o~

copra, particularly that

brought during the wet season, i

e

rejected .

instances of rejected copra, which,

~ ven

There are

without being

- 533 removed from the original bags was al101ved to dry for a couple
of days , bein~ resubmitt~d and passing the m8ter test ~
The Kukipi area has reach8d the s t age
people need

diversi~ication

.There

the

of crops , lesser

dependence on coora , and additional sources of incone .
Although possibilities of

ocoa and neanuts are being

investLgated , the only cron which has passed beyond the
trial plot stage is rice ( see P .557 ) . !
Nati ve..~i..IJ_~ C01Ylcil
~he first

Iative Locrtl }overnmpnt Village Council

in Panua was establi.shed in 1950 at Hanu8.bada, Port
Moresby .

It IN"as composed of 17 members dra'>ln ::rom

the ~our constituent villages of Poreporena , Elevala ,
Tanobada , and Hohodae , thus representing a population of
2 , 500 .

Voting was

ompulsory and the relatLve sophLstic~tion

01 thp neople mqde it possible for the election to be
held by secret ballot instead of "whisper" ballot which is
the usu3.1 method in the Territory .

The Council was granted

a loan of £ 1 50 by the Administration to enable it to
carryon the organization of tax collection in the area .
~o

taxes were collected in the first year, but in the

ollowing year a collection w s made fro~ all pers0ns
on the electoral roll , the rate being £2 from each male
and 10 shillings .rom each fem~le .

Later , a

raiuated scale ,
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pronortionate to the monthly inc01e 0
67
was introduced .

the taxpayprs ,

The Council is reported to be function ng successfully _
at least , it does tvlO things vrell , namely , the conducting
of a court of law and the

~aking

0_ renresentations

to the Central Administration at Konedobu , \.,rhich is only
10 minutes ' walking

di~tanee

from qanuabada .

It is the

ouncil in the ~erritory capable of preparing its
68
estim~tes unaided .
Supervision has been far fro~
only

Hi thdrawn , however; the

~Tati ve

Affairs officers continue

to give a close directing hand to Sounctl business . rrhe
estimated revenue for 1956 was £3,429 and the balance carried
for"Tard from 1955 was £2 , 964 - giving a total of £6 , 393 ,
while the estimated exuenditure for the same year \.,ras
£4 , 970 , as a atnst an actual expenditure of £1,378 i~
1955 .

In fact, every year a substantial amount which

is voted for in the budget remains unspent ; overhead costs
account

or 50 per cent of the expenditure , while a large

part of the rest is spent in payment to the 4dministration
as ,·rater - supply

nd garbage - collection fees l

"'he fact that

"6"7 - - 6q

AQl1uaJ __Re..2.C?r:t. _Qt_~ll~ _'te;.:r;:ri.~ou _Q.f E~1.la_,-_1_<t2.1_-i~ , pp .40- 41 .

Annual ~ort o( ihLTe:r.,r1..to:r.:LQ.[ PaDua, 1955 - 2.~ , p . 26 .
In Tangany ka , in 1946, after more than 20 years ' exoerience,
only one natLve treasury o,t of 71 could 'Jrepare its 0'.,n
estimates . - D. N. 'ienberg,
" Native Village ouncils ",
outh Pacific , Vol .V, No . I , l'iovember 1951, p . 185.

- 535 the Council areas fo r m the subu rbs o. the tOlllnship of
Port l'1oresby saves the Council from the burden of capital
works such as r oads anQ bridges - a burden which falls
to the lot of most Village Councils in the Te r ritory .
There is no doubt that the Hanuabada Council is in
a more advanced stage than any other
Territory , mainly because of

th~

~ouncil

in the

generally high level

o~

souhistication of the people who have been in close contact
111i th Europeans over the ,.,rhole period of the .\dmini stration I
history since 1884 .

The Hanuabadans are certainly

different from the Tolai of Rabaul , and hardly con_orm to
th

pattprn of a rural peasant society - a pattern .,rhich

has

0

ten been considered the ideal for the few Guinea

people ever since the days of' HacGregor .

'-"hey are

urbanized , and for that reason more articulate and

0

ten

persistent , if not pertinacious , in their demands which
are at uresent only econoMic but which in future may
become politIcal also - at least within the

ramework

of trade unionism.
lthough it is proposed that the present Council
should be extended to
N. L. G. C.

an~

~orm

the Greater Port Moresby

that two other Councils ( the Moripi - Toaripi

N. L. G. C. and the l'1arshall, Lagoon '\J . L.G . C. ) should be
established , the fact that

a far Hanuabada

is the

only Council in this re ion , speaks for the low general

S
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level of native developmt:)nt outside Port '10resby .
THr~

PO~T

TO vNSHIP 0'"

MOR .JSBY

The harbour oJ. Port Moresby was discovered by
Captain Horesby in 18 73 , and subseauent to his reno t ,
the London Missionary Society establi;hed a station
there in 1877.

After the declaration of the British

Protectorate over Pa Dua , Port Moresby became the
administrative centre of the Territory and gradually
est~blished

itself as one 0_ the main Dorts with a

small tm'lnshi p y,hich had a '"":uropean population of about
400 ju ~t before the ,e cond World tvar .

Port I10resby becamp.
Aust ralia in
allied base

e,'l

During the War

or a '\.<,hile the main bridgehead 0

Guinea, and 1·,as turned into a stronO'

or the counter - offenslve against the

Jananese forces .
The wharf "lnd

SOM8

other ca pi tal

'\0[0

ks execute

'luring

the War were lost aftpr the i1ilitary Administration
CJ.P1G

to

'1.11.

end, but '\.<,i th the

resu~ptio'''''

0" the civil

administration , Port Moresby began to exryald very rapidly,
particula~ly

capital 0

aLter

1045

~hen

it was proclaimed the

the joint territorit:)s .

boundaries of the tmvn WE're
0" about

15 s uare

colonial

apital .

In June

azetted

to

1954, the
over an area

~iles - a size anpropriate for a small

At present thp. nopulation within the
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tmvn boundary consi sts

about 16 , 500 persons, of

0_

hich

nearly 4,500 are Europeans .
~he main section

0

thp. town, i~cludin

the business

premises , warehouses and residential buildings , is
situated on the peninsula, or, to be more precise,
between ~la Beach and the

harf (see "lap

16) .

0

Fro I}

the v.Tharf, whi ch is north of Paga Ht 11, the town extend s
alon~ thp harbour shore

or about a mile to Konedobu

whAre thp ~dministration

0

ices are located. ~lrthAr

northvard are the native villages
~levela,

o~

anu~ba

a

~nd

mostly built on piles out in the harbour.

Fro." Ela Bpach, vThich is the southern coast of the
peninsula, the road runs to the native village of Koki ,
the harbour of' '.fhi ch

. . al't"ays croHded "vi. th nat Lve

canoes that serve as cargo-carriers,
even as house-boats (see Plate

XIV ) .

ishing vessels and
A native market,

much smaller in size or in volume o~ business than the
flbung" at Rabaul or Lae, is held evory Saturday at Kokl,
but thpre is more variety in the ethnic comnosition of
buyers and sellers than in the ~oods sold.

From Koki

the road runs out over the hills past several suburbs su h
as Badili (the A.P • • Offices), Murray Barra.cks

and

Boroko and then leads on to Jackson Airport and to Rouna ~all.
'T'he site

0

the tm.mship is, to say the least ,

poor . The lay-out of the land - a peninsula

YTi.

th two
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projecting hills and a hinterland corrugated by hills and
valleys - would have b Jen enough to make tm.m - planning
difficult anyway ,

but the rap1d expansion of the t')vln

and the pull exerted by business interests have
worsened the situation by introducinr; un- coordinated
ann lTidely spaced development , so that any
at integration is bound to come

U'l

?ga'

uture atternpt

nst serious

difficulties .
Port 'foresby possesses a number of secondary ifldustries,
includin

a soft drLnks factory and a breHery , and

maintenance se'vices such as garages
salon l

nd even a beauty

~his asuect o~ the tOln is expansive .

hq

A word needs to be said about the native Dopulation
in Port 10resby .

~hp. urban villages have some 9 , 000

Deople Tho are showing a rapid natural increase .
Hanuabada village , to vlhich r~4':'eretlce ha c; already boen
mane , has a pODulation of 4 , 000 .

It vas built by the

'-dmi ni strati on in the Dost -':lar f'ertod , ':lfter the original
village was destroyed by fire .
village (e'lch house
re1uced to

8

F'1S

price

virtual slum .

Inte rled to be ~ model
at £350) it hac; nO'~T been

mhere is a need for at

least 300 more houses , not to spea_ 0: the apnalling

---As ~'1y be seen , or example , ~rOl the business
cOnJpeti tion in the " b'1ttle of the bottles" ·,hich is now
on betvleen the brevlery qnd the soft 1ri nk S 'llanufa turer s,
and ·,hieh induces even respectable ci tizens to regul'=l.rly
r~ns ck garbage dumps
or empty bottles .
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condition 0

the school and the village road .

Although Kila Kila is a prosperous village , mainly
bec~use it had more land to sell , co ditions in the

other urban vill~ges of Port Moresby

re perhaps {orse
all being ~atana

than in Hanuabqda , the most squalid 0
village .

UnemDloyment seems to be increa~in~ ever~lhere

and 1-:i th it Dover ty and saualor , yet , on the 1..rhole , the
urban villages are much bptter off th~n the shanty
settlements , about five Ln number , in Port Voresby .
settlements are

or~ed

largely by the Deonle

The

fro~

Kerema who do not want to

~o

poor envLronment and vrho

re squatting on land [hich is

not their o'm.
s ervlces ,
the~

back to their swampy end

'T'hey do not have the benefi t of social

or the Administration does not want to encourage

to stay; in ·a t, they hav

oractically no means of

communication vIi th the Government .
l'here ':.l.re abou

5,000 "house-boYf'1I (domestic servants)

in Port Moresby , by far the
"c'1sua l" .

~reater

number

bein~

'Pheir economic con ition is nerhaDs better

than that of

~ny

other grouo,

bu~

to the quaint law aoplicable to

they

~ re

also subject

11 immigrant workers

that they chould be removed from the town area i
they

~rpound
u~stlY ,

unemployed :or

there is a v ry

0

0ur conse utive days .

consi~erable

population in Port Moresby - datlv

movin~

floating native
in and out of the
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town and mostly involved in the Mekeo - Port Moresby
trade in garnen produce .

CONCLUSION
'Tlhe loresby Region , olling to its geographical posi tion ,
and conditions , faces many more problems
than most

0

the other regions

0

fact that it possesses the capital

0

development

the Territory .
0

mhe

the Central

4dmini~tration creates special diffi culties as well as

opportunities .

Problems such as land alienation ,

town - planning , transport and above all relations of native
comrnun·t.ies with each other as ",ell as ~Tith the
European population 'I."Lll demand more and more attention .
Within the tomship of Port {oresby, there see~s to be
urgent need for employment agencies , labour organizations ,
more hou~in~ and better education~l facilities .
The Dry ~elt presents problems o~ its own in resoect
of agriculture, grazing , forestry and fishing . ~roDean
plantations , of both rubber and coconuts , nee
lease

0

Ii e through renlanting .

a new

mhe greatest problems ,

hOvTever , relate to native agricultural development . The
Mekeo Project can be reoriented and revived , qnd even if
it has totally failed , the lessons it has nrovided are
too valuable to be lost .

And above all , the glamour

of a few grandiose projects should not divert attention

- 541 from the more important task, that is , the ge~ra1
improvement of the native economy throughout the region,
for the darkest shadow , as the Eastern saying goes, is c~st
by

the lamn

itself ~
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rnH

oJ

GULF REGIe T

The Gulf Region , situated at thp head of the Gulf
of Papua , includes nearly the ,,,hole of the Gulf Di strict
except its extreme south - eastern portion , that is , the
Lakekamu area .

Roughly sneaking , it covers an 1.rea of

17,000 sq . miles , inhabited by about 64 , 000 persons
(42 , 000 enumerated and the rest estimated) .

hus , the

ave rag e denSity of population is 4 persons per sq. mile,
but the actual di~tribution is extremely uneven, for
th~

thp charactpr Ot
~ re

country is very varied And there

large areas of such a poor physi cal environment that

they are vitrually pODulation blanks .

Broa.dly the region

may be nivided into ~ number of distinct units , namely ,
(a) the Delt~ and coastal areas, (b) the Pleisto ene
volcanic

~reas ,

(c) the Limestone country,

~nd

(d) the Kukulmku mountainous area.
~he

Are~

Delta and the Coastal

The Delta. at the head of the Gulf
the Alele River , which is the

0

easternmo~t

Papua extends from
anabranch of

the Purari , to the Turama Riv'r , and , in fact, continues
urther south - vTest as the estuarine

nd deltaic zone of

We stern Papu ~ (cf . p .675). Al though it is a zone of
active subSidence , the rate
that mud - baDks

~re

o~

sedimentation is so great

continually being extended into the
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sea .

Places which are now at a consinerable distance

un the rivers are mentioned by the local people as
having once been close to the coast .
delta region consi ts

0

70

~he entire

poorly drained swamps and mud -flat~

nterlaced with numerous channels so~e of which are
quite deep and navigable by small coastal ve sels
considerable distances .

The Purari ,

or

or example ,

can be ascended by launches

or about 120 miles and the

Kikori for about 90 miles .

~he heavy ~eas during the

South - east season, howevpr, constitute a danger to
coastal

~hipping .

~here

are extensive mangrove swamps alon~ thp coast ,

behind Hhich sago and nina swamps extend -Por about 20
milps inland .

mhe relatively higher ground within the

Delta region has a dense cover of Rainforest .
Bet'leen th

Purari and Vailala Ri v -'rs the character

of the coast bpgins to change 1ith the aopearance of the
coast~l
alon~

hills whi h alternate with swampy plains all

the coast eastwards .
The Pleistocene Volcanic Areas

mhe Pleistocene volcanoes which are associated ~ith
extensive mud ani. debris - floY's :orm " great dOMe - like

70
L. Austen , "The Delta Divi ion of Papua", ~he Australian
GeographPt, Vol . II , fo . 4 , p . 21 •

- 544 stumps or mountain clusters - usually ~urrounded by a
71
warned and tilted agglomerate plain".
~he most notable
expression of these volcanoes is the Great Papuan
Plateau covering about 5 , 000 sq . miles in the Western
District .

Similar volcanic greas, although smaller in

extent , exist around -It ""'avenc (6 , 000 ft), Ht Murray
(6,gOO ft) , Mt Karimui ( 7 , 000 ft) , the Darai Hills
(600 ft ) and thp Aird Hills (300 ft) .

The

la~t - mentioned

have the most southprly location and rise abruptly
above the delta swamps a few miles southeast of Kikori .
The horseshoe - shaped ridge reoresents only the crOVln of
the old volcanoes, since the surrounding volcanic slopes
are lost beneath deltaic mud .
~he

Behind the

~elta

Limestone Country
zone, the western part of the Gulf

Region is cove red with thick upper Tertiary deposits
which form the formi able " Limestone Barripr" of
Papua .

Overland transport in this region is extremely

difficult , since the limestone not only forms sheer walls
along fault-lines and deep gorges along the streams , but
also a highly broken and rugged plateau - surface where
"knife - edged projections ••• lacerate and gash the boots
72
and legs 0 the traveller ••• ".
There is little surface
71
S .W. Carey , " The Morphology of T\Jew Guinea" , The
Austral:Lan Geographer , Vol . III , ~o . 5 , Fovember 1938 , p . 10 .
72
Ibid ., p .1 2 .
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water and the subterranean drainage is indicated by
73
series of sink-holes running in chains .
The Kukukuku 1ountainous Sountry
East of the lime s tone ~rea is the rugged mountainous
area vlhich forms a south'llTard lobe

eytendin~

up t'1 Kerema

and separating the D8lta zone from the Lakekamu Plain .
"'his country is the hOlle of the Kukukuku people , Tho are
known
some

ene~s

or their fier
0

and thAir ",arlike qualities _

them have yet to be brought under

adminic-tration.

inter~ected

fective

mhe lower .Loothills of this mountainous

lobe rise to 3-4,000
tuffs as well as

p

0

t <nd consist

0

sandstones and

e limestones; thf y are deeply

by valleys and the densely forested

slones rise through a distinct fault step to

th ~

upper foothill zone which has an altitude of 6-8 , 000 ft .
The transition belt between the lower and upper foothill
zones in,ludes some

0

canyon - like valleys and
belt thp.

v~lleys

thp. roughest country with
cat~rGcts .

open out and arp.

Above the transition
requently covered with

extensive grasslands
conside able part of this difficult
been maoped aerially by the A.P.C .

ountry has
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mhe character of this region ' s cllm~te is determined
by its rainfall; not only is it the hi hest rainfall
area in Ney! Guinea but it is al so one
hunid tracts in the world .

the most extensi ve

0

~he avprage rain all is

141 inches at Kerema , 231 inches at KUkori, 300 inches
at Middlet01vn, and still greatAr inland .

Rainfall occurs

throughout the year so that there are only a wet period
(South-east season) 8.nd a less Het period C'Torth - v!est
season) .

Durin~

the

ormer season (1ay to September)

Kikori receiv~s an av~rage monthly rainfall of 21 - 30
inches, but even during the 'forth-vest season (December
to 'ebru')ry) these figures do not drop belaY! 11-12
inches .
In the coastal localities the mean Monthly minimum
an d

~aXl'

0

urn t emDera~ures are 72 F and 90

0

an d th A d al' I Y

4

J

r nge during the year varies beVveen 9 o and 17 0 F , but
the annual ra1ge

0

temperature is much smaller .

:01MUNI~A'T'IONS

In a rainswept region which is, for the greater part ,
characterized by extensive swamos , dense
rug~ed

orests and

topography , trans)}ort is bouni to be

There are no airports or air ields qn

i~ficult .

the only alighting

areas for seaplanes are at Kerema , Vaimuru , Kikori. ,qnd
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Although port facilities exist at Kerema and

Kikorl , there are no roads except for ~ few stretches
At 30 June 1956 , the

built by the oil conpanies .
Gul

District had only 4 miles of ro~d suit ble

or

heavy qnd medium traffic and 36 TIiles suitable for li~ht
traffic .
EUROP8AIr

DEVt!'LOPM~NT

By far the most i~portant ~orm of ~~ronean enterpri~e
in this region -t present is oil-YJrospecting .
for oil has been ~oing on

mhe searJh

or a considerable ti~e ; the

C'irst oil - gas vents 'ere discovered in the Vailala
~s . ar back as

1911,

~n

with

and Jhqnges in organization an
or oil Ivas cont lnue

q

ew brle

UP

interruotions

management , the search

until 1929, 'I.-Then

abanrionpd and 1·ms not taken

alley

t Has

again until 1 0 36 (see po . ~O- l).

At present there are two oil companies engaged in the
exploration on the area .

~hey

are the Australqsian

Pet roleur:1 o. qnd the Paouan A.nin~i pi Co .
oneratin~

~he

-,-or'"'le r,

jointly with the Island Exploration Go.,

carryin

on drillin

westward

Oi

'nd prosoectin

in the areas

the Jra River; the latter is surveyin

areas near Beara and. Kuld ~i (see 'lap 12).
Austral~sian

Petroleum ~o .

is

the

The

74

is by far the nost imoortant

74- - --The sharpholCiers of l'/hlch are the Bri t Lsh P8troleum
Co. (45 ) l the Vacuum Oil ~o . (45 1 ) an the Oil Search
Ltd . (10%).
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of the two concerns .

During the period 1936 - 55 it had

spent nearly £ 18 ~illion ,

nd in 1956 and 1957 its

expenditure amounted to £4 . 44 ;]1illion and £4Jo million
respecti vely .

mhe average monthly star

1955-56 was 59~ Suropeans

the company in

0

nn 3 ,787 native employees.

The Company maintains its own fleet of shi ps, catalin~s
and helicooters .

The main base 'or onerational activities

is liddletown 2n~ th ~ recent drilling si:es are loc~t p d
at c\ralTIi a , Kuru, Seruru, BarikevTa, Kome\vu and Puri (see
~ap 12) .

Drilltngs at the first three places h~ve now

been ~bandoned , \vhile the holRs at Barikewa
reported in June 1957 to have reached
and 3 , OS7 ft resoectively .

de~ths

nd Kom81VU \'lere
of 6 , 310 ft

~ransnort in the rugg~d

limestone country and swamp" areas oresents one

0 1

the

most difficult problems; for example Komewu, in the ~Jestern
District , is 80 miles from the coast and only 8} miles
beyond the limit of navLg::ition in the A.worr a River , bu-:
ro~d

c onstruction in this

8~

miles stretch

covered swaw s is extremely di

icult anl

0

forest -

there~ore

all

the lrtlling outfit , earth-1Jloving equLpTTIent and other
75
supplies had to be flO\oln by helicopters .
~ven the most
recent drilling site - that on the Puri ~nticline in
7')"Helicopter for Papuan Oil Dri1linp' '', T~S lulletin ,
Australa_sian Pe_tpo).eu_m_ Co_._l'_tx...__ Lt4., 11 Anril f95'7

- 549 thp. Kereru Range - is accessible only through the helicopter
base at the

~r a

River .

So far oil has not been found i n co:nnercial
uantitles but the subterranean structural features of
these sedi~entary basins are promising , p.nd hope has not
been abandoned .

Considerin~

the extent of explorations

and the expenditure involvpd in

so~e 0

the

oil - producing countries such as Canada or even vlest : ew
GUinea , it may be said th'1t these areas will have to be
subjected ~ o further, and perhaps prolonged, exoloration .
~ccordin~

to an authority at least a hundred holes may

have t o be drilled before the hope of l inding oil is
76
finally give1 up .
It is also thought that a discovery
o

nillion tons

o~

recove rable oil will be auite an
77
economic proDositlon .
The effect of such a find on
10

the economy of "e'l Guinea

nd on the proble'n 0:' labour

suoply is bound to be tremendous .
'rhe only other si gni fi cant form

0

Euronean

76- -- - -- Source of informa ti on : Mr H. Warman ,

77

~hief

Geologi st, } . C.

On the ba , is of a rou h survey (in the in~ncial page
o the Sydney S1!nJi~rv-_<i (~2.7 . 57))it I,Jas estimated that
the Oil Jearch Ltd ., '''hich holds about 1 110 of the shares
in the A. P.C ., ha sold out 11 million shares at ? 1/- each .
~hus the value of the "hole project is in excess of
£ 110 million even before there is one producing well !
Obviously, it vill h~ve to be an extremely profitable
find to return adequat ~ in O~ 0 on the capital involved .
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enterprise

n the Gulf

egion is the plantation
78
industry , but it is on a very small scal~ . In March

1956 , the total non - indigenous landholding was 9, 432 acres,
nearly half of which was under crops, the relJlaining hal
being unused.

'T'here ,,,ere eleven plantations, of rhich seven

were under coconuts and four under rub ber .

The coconut

plantations covered an area of 1,486 acres carrying
about 73,000 palms , all mature
produ~tion of

nd account.Lng

or a

589 tons of copra; the production of rubber

amounted to about 200 tons .

It "as also reported that

three cocoa plantAtions, covering a total area o· 150
acres T'l ith about 1 2,000 trees , had been established .
Although th ere is considerable potential for a tiMber
indust Y, there are only four savl-'nills, located at
~iddletovln, Ogemobu, Kikori and Port Romilly (Hap

11).

All of th '~ m are pri vately mvned and the largest, 10c'"-1ted
at Mi~dlet01n and drawing its timber supplie

fro~ the

Kikori and Sirebi River areas , is opArated by the
Australasian Petroleum Company

ro

or its m.,n needs .

It

was reDorted that investigations had been completed for
the Durchase of timbe.r rights in the Middle mauri River
to initia+-e the Catholic 11ission Co - operati.ve Sa.,- milling
79
Project .
i~

79

-- - .. ---Figures for plantatLon industry are for Gul District .
.
Anllual_ lleJ2,ort _oJ:_th~ _T.~r_r::i. t.or"'y'_Q.:t: .PCllLl.ta ,--19..5..5-=.26, 0 . 41 .

- 551 A profitable line of development in Lorest in .ustries
is offered by the extensive stands 0

mangrove fore~t~ .

The bark of the mangroves can be utilized 'or the
extraction of cutch vlhi his mainly used in dyeing
fishin~ lines and nets .

nylon

Although the increasing use of

ishing strin~s has made the world market f or cutch

rather unstable , the merritory itself can

p

ovide a

market , for the plY"100d indu stry at Bulolo need c::: cu tch
as a subsidiary ra11l material .

Hence , it

that the establishment o~ the

utch indu~try in thi s

vTaS

thought

region would not only provide a source of income
80
for the local neople ,
but also create an oouortunity
for combining Ruropean management with n8tive
81

production .
It vas it th such hopes that the T~e

Guinea - )orneo
82
It had
Hangrov':l Co . cOinmenced operation in '1ay 1953 .
T

obtained a licence to exnloit 250 , 000 acres of mangrove
~orest Rlon~

20 miles of coastline around the ~ird Hills .

83

8"0 -- - - - - - It was estimated that

q,ooo

persons will be needed for

gatherln~ mangrove bark . (See Paci i~_~l~nds~Q~thl~ ,
Vol . XXI , No . 4 , 1950 , p . 8 . ) One ton o~ b~rk lrings 15/ - to

the gatherer .
81
O. H. K. Spate , " Problems of Develooment in ew Guinea",
~io~ta~h(~~l-l~~t~al , Vol . s{rII , ~0 . 4 , December 1 Q 56 , u . 432 .
The Company ' s factories in Borneo shin 1. 5 million
dollar'"' Horth 0_ mangrove annu~lly .
83
Production figures relatin~ to the utch industry
supnlied by Mr J . B. lc'\d'::l!'1 , Dire tor , Departn9nt of orests .
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The target was to nroduce 3 ,000 tons o~ cutch annually
but, as things went , the production in the first b.,o years
amoun~ed to only 10 ton~ , which uas eXl)orted to Janan .

o~pany then ~ot into financial dif iculties , so

Thp

that the manag8ment was taken ov~r by the Delta
Develooment Co . to give a nel lease of Ii e to the
venture .
In sp l te of "the new lease

0 ...

Ii 'e ", however, the

enterprise h, s not made any headway,
1Jror1ucti on of cutch

nd the total

rom .1ay 1955 to ;larch 1957 has

anounted to only 22 1 tons, which has been sold locally .
The main weakness of the enterprise seems to be
largely a matter of organization , bu~ certain qsoects of
the> ~ndustry need consideration; . . . or examole , m3.rkets
Hill have to be found
can be used

or the disporal o~' the '.o.food ("lhi h

or slenperc or fuel) after the bark has

been extracted; mopeov~r , th~ cuttin~ cy Ie has been
di ~covcred to be much larger than '"as thought, and
although to all

opearances the mangrove tree is

ully

mature in

50 years , it does not yield the maximum

'lmount

cutch until the age of 80 - vlhich means a

need

0 ..

~4

or larger areas .

vii th a high rai.nfall di stri buted throughout the year

- - - - ---- - - -- -

Repo ted in the Paci__t9~§.lan~s ':QIlthly , J:w1e 1Q54-,
pp . 34- 35 .

- 553 '3.nd l·,i th lar ge rivers

Imvtng down steeD gradient s , the

region must posse~s a high potentiA.l "or hydro -electric
develoumpnt .
cost

Considering the nature of the country , the

such a develoument

0

ould b

conJiderable .

pven if this Dower does bpcome available i
dL 'ficult to see a use for it .

But

is

The recent cti~covery o~

rich bauxite deuo~Lts in Northern Australia has 10d to
the suggestion that the ore could b0 treatRd ·ith the
Purari

~later-power .

perhaps nracticable ,
done in this
'T,\ "IV;;

r;;co

The propoci tion i c attracti ve and
~nd

a

ew surveys have already been

co~~ection .

011Y

mhe native subsi.. ... tence econo'"'lY 0::' the J'ulr Region
co,nor~s

qnd

to the usuql nattern - sago making or the coast

~ardening

inla,d .

le~st

lood , at

mentioning
sU)l)ly sa

in the

th~t

0,

n

T sU'3.11y

th re is no shortage of

sago - produci..n~

in the PA.st the

gelt~

cornm ~rcial exchq~ge,

areas .

region uced to
~o

"lakatoi" voyagers . . rom the Port \foresby
~he

early

~uropean

conta

amongst these people , and
i.nco'TI~

t~

created

nr)v~ded

It i'" worth

the famour
rea .
n~w

an obviou

remands
source

in labour contra_ts . As far back as 1 95 ,

0::

th(~

iaP1bare

gold ipld c ob aine1 their labour n8eds 'rom this area .
Later the Anglo - Persian Oil

o . and the nl'3.ntations at
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si~ni

g5

Rab~ul

becamp.

?lirar

Delta 'vas said

ut1l0~t

c8.nacity .

g6

icant employprs .
~~o

hav A been recrui tpd to its
interestin~

It is

cODtact 'n th- pact has had a vory
th-' 10

In 1Q19 the

to no',e that "'uropea

u~~ettlin~

effect on

1 n'ltiv0 socie>tLes , 'lnd from "'-im.: to time the

v!hol~

area has been affectpd by several waves o. the cargo
cult , known as the " Vailala 1adness" vThich Tas fLrst
reporte

in
1 ~35 ,

'nd in

1 ~1 9 ;

althou~h i~

belie~

the

came to 8.n organizational

in it hac not been undermined .

mhe Gulf l.egion is no

lon~er

R

87

sigDi"icant source

of contract labour

and mo~t of the emnloy~ent now iq
3
on " c:=tsual" basis .
In addition to the small 8110unt
as wagps , the onlv means of cash

earn~d
p~odu

tion .

inco~e

is copra

In fact, the novprnment had made an attempt

as early as about 1018 to Lntroduce cash- croppins under
the
o

1ti ve Plantation Ordinance ( see

p .~ ) ;

in the course

tlme , 33 ricp plantations ann a fev! coconut plantations

Here established throughout the Gulf District .
cul ti vation did not prove popular an
giv n UD ,

~hile

Ri e

'Tas cO''1pletely

coconuts brought only a meagre return .

gT)
P . lorsley , ThG mrumpet Shall :ound (London , 1957) , 1) . 7() .

q6

I

b~ d

. ,

Ibid . , .

88

p . 80 .
p . 92 .

Annual "eport 0

thp Gul"'- District , 1 0 56 - 57 .

- 555 By 19 11-0 , the Government ' s attempt to en40rce compulsory
n1.tiv~

planting had fail""d and the

cOl'l"'~rcial

had not risen to any significant level .
In the post -vlar period , 'rhen the
~

re h attemut to ovprCOMe the )rilllc'1.ry

surroundin~

in

lu~nce

the expansion 0

of local

popul;:lr Jesi.re

~or

le~ders

driv~

for the

Gov~rnment

rna e a

~H'oblems

native pnterprise ,

the

was used to canalize the

economic and commercial prQ'7,re"s .

n ex- Taval rations:;, ""omu Kubu,
the

produc.l..Jion

C39

',ras encoura~ed

of garden

~evplopment

to provide

uro~u~e ,

~nd

£2,000 \orel'e sub<"cr:Lbp.o by 3 , 000 peopl p in the Purari ielta

to form a

co~pany

for the production of sago , copra and

garden produce and to purchase a vessel to .l-rade behreen
the Delta 8.nd Port Hore sby .

A comr1.Uni ty rlevploument

project was organized in conjuD tion ri h the nrOgrammA,
one

o~

its main features

b~ing

the <"hift of village" to

00

nei'! si te s .
ppreciable proryress has been macte since these
ventures ·rere orgallized , and nm{ the De )artrnent of
Agriculture is makin, a concerted ef ort through its
Agricultural 3tation at Kerema to encourage cash - cropping

89

J . Niles, It =~qtive Comnercial A~ri ulture in Panu'l l! ,
'outh Pacific , Vol . IX , ~o . ~ (1 Q 56) , pp . 324- 5.
QO
outh Paci ic 80nmi<"rion , ~he ?ur~ri Jelta, c oc i1.1
"gevE'lopmpnt l.otes 'To . 7 ('Jou'lea , 1951), 33 Pp .
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and improve the

subsi~tence

a riculture in several coastal

r eas .
t present , coconuts are the only cash crop in the
GulL
for

Re~ion

and

althou~h

there is considerable scope

ther expansion , it is thought that the thinning

~u

ou t 0

the exi sting over - crowded grove sis a OlOre im"Jortant

task than the extension of nlantings .
~he

markp.tin~

o~

native copra is

the r tiv- Co - opprative Societies

one mainly through

~~ic~

establishnd. in the coast":l.l areas fro'11

are :airlv well
hu to Kukini .

':'he Societies of the Kukini area have already been
referred to under the

Ioresby Begion ( see pp .531 f') •

The Ihu area had, at 31 larch 1956 , a total of 11
(banded. into the Ihu Co - opp.rative Association ) '.n
rfie'nbers and an annual turn - over 0
Durin~

tons 0

Soci~ties

1, 517

£55 , 119.

10 56 - 57 , the Ihu Societies han led about 500

copra (as against 6)0 tons by the Kukipi

30cieties) , but the proble'l of the quali ty of cou . .·a i

~

even

more serious here than in the Kukipi area ( cr . 1) .532 ) .
In recent years the Societies have suffere. financial
losses , mainlv through bad book- kee1)ing , and a consequent
dimunition
an 0

o~

con "dence

~nd

i.nterest or> th"ir members;

icer was appointed to Ihu in -arch 1957 to retrieve

the si tua ti on .
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'T'he need

or diversification of native Agr culture

can h rlly be over - emnhasized .
prosP"cts
i:. bein

or cocoa '1.n
given to rice

, t Beara helve
~re

~roved

Perhaps, th.re are reasonable

peanuts but currently attention
~nly .

:xpprimental plots of rice

uccess4"'ul and ample

n0 1,T availablp . . ro1n this project , al

eed"'u Jplies

hou~h

the problem

0;" :inding a sui tahle variety remains to be solved . In

1956 - 57 a

~ew

more trial plots were lai~ do'm at BearD ,

Opau , Ihu

~nd

Kerema Bay .

In the same year 150

rice were cultivated by the oeople , and

th~

~cres

n onuce

of
as

nrocessed by the rice

~ills

at Beara , 'T'erano And Ihu . It

is a small beginning

but the promise is considerable .

The non - swampy coastal areas are well suited to rubber
cultivation but there is onlv one

sm~ll

native - owned

rubber nlantation near Ipsi village (Kerema Bay) .

The

vilJagers have regularly ten .ed this plantation , 1lhich
consi ts 0: about '3,000 trees, 800 of <Thich have nOH
rea hed taoping stage.

Unfortunately the Administration

i. not in the position to sUDoly a rubber nrocessing
plant ann the only

e~uipment

the Cunola Plantation,

bu~

the Deople .

i~

at

since the oresent lessee of

this olantation does not a,
of rubber , the processin

available in thp. arpa

pr~v~

the native production

f~cilities

canno+ be extended

Production is not only a matter I)f ,fan

0
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w~th

his physical

of the relationships

nvironment - it is al"'o a matter

amon~st

men themselv3s .

With thA exception of the sear ch
activity in the Gulf Region i

c

or oil , all economic

strictly limited to the

coastal areas , but eVAn here the Doverty of environment
is such that the Kerema people, Lor example ,
migrated in large numbers to Port

~oresby

h~ve

and other

towns and orefer to live in shanty towns rather than go
back to their district (cf . Sh .XllI , p .539).
mhe rains 'lept mountainous
sparsely inhabited

~nr

coun~ry

in the interior is

holds little promise of develonment .

The Kukukuku country , however , is outside the zone
excessive rainfall an(1 desnite

it~

mountainous character

supports a con"'iderable population Hhich , -Ti -1-"1 the
extensi.on
~ood

ad r.li'1.istrativp control,

OL

source

0

0"

~',ill

beco'1e a

labour sunply in the cour"'e of time .

CHAPTEH XIV
THE UPLAND')
THE

M OR O B~

R:G I O~T

The southc;rn part of the !<1orobe

Di~trict ,

l..,hich 1Ire

shall call the ''Lorobe Region , has certain di stincti ve
features; it is the " induc:trial district" of ITevT
Guinea , with an

econo~r

based mainly on gold and timber

resources; thi

was the region of lTew Guinea ,,,hich , a

quarter of a century ngo, nrovided the need and stimulus
for the use of aircraft on an
co~mercial

scene o'

nprecedented

scale ; it has been , and still is, largoly the

~ropean

rather than nativq

provides a case study

0

econo~y ,

and so

" colonial " development such as is

not found anywhere else in -ew Guinea; and finally , it is
1.

region which provides an excelJent example of " sequent

occupance " - the activities of individual p'old - miners ,
~ollo

ed by the opprations of big gold comnanies , which ,

in turn , 'Ire giving ray to large - scale ti 1ber exploi tation
and the extension of agricultural activities .
The forobe qegion is bounded in the north oy the
tvlarkhan Valley , and on the ",est and south by the 'Hatershed
bet Teen the Watut and the rivers vThi h
o~

Papua .

low into the Gulf

In the east the Herzog - Kuper Ranges iorm a

con used group oj. high mountains ·rhich descend
- 559 -

_ _w

__
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precipitously to the Huon Gulf , ",ith the result that
coastal plains are little developed .

The region ' s main

outlp.t is in the north - east , namely , the harbour and
airport of La e ( see Map 19 ).
~he

topography of the Iorobe Region is

ch~racterized

by high and steen mountains intersected by deeply entrenched
valleys .

Remnants of old valley lloors lie hundreds of

eet above the present river beds, suggesting a large scale
upli t of the 'Thole area .
extensive

block - f~ulting

TTnmi stA.keable evidence of
i

c

orovided by the rift valleys

occunied by the Watut , Bulolo , varia an rl other rivers .
The principal drainage is provided by the Watut
sy:stem , "vhich joins the Markham "'ome
mouth .

25 mile!:" .l'ro its

"'he Watut itself and its tributaries , the most

imoortant 0_
fast - fl01ip

hich are the Bulolo and Snake Rivprs, are
streams subject to seasonal flooding .

Independent of the main drainage system , there are three
major rivers south of the tvrarkham .
Francisco and

~iott

25 miles inland ani
Lor~er

"'he

irst tvo , the

Rivers , rise in the Kuper Range about
~re

unsuitable

or navigation .

~he

empties itself into the Huon Gulf near Salamam

the latter SOle 30 miles

urthpr south .

The

~nd

s~uthprn - most

o

these streams is the Waria , which rises on the slones

o

tvrt

haoman and follm·rs a

pA.rt 0' whi h lies in Papua .

ourse 01 1.bou . . 100 'lliles ,
The Wariq ,

or sone di tance
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from its mouth , is navigablp. by small boat s.
mean annual temperature in the coastal areas
0
0
is abou t 80 F, with an annual range 0:' about 4 . "'he
~he

relati ve humidity is generally high , sometimes to an
unco~~ortable

degree .

However, above an altitude 0

2 , 500 ft conditions become more equable - the mean annual

temperature at Bulolo is 77°F , \-,i th an annual range 0"

4 o and an average relative humidity of 76 Der cent .
coastal
most 0

ar~as receiv~

the rainfall

abundant rainfall (Lae 1QO inches),

durin~

'hich falls

~he

the South- east :ionc;oon .

ecreases to 100 inches ,

~nd

than 60 inches in the driest section vlhich
the relative rai Ylshado1>T extending fro"'!
to S ie Sreek (see lap 8) .

~he

th~

Inland

to even Ip.ss
or'11C; part of
unDer Ra'TIu

wettest periods 0:' the

year at :die Creek are 'Tovember - December and !4arch- April ,
vlhile the driest season occurs in June - August , ,,,hen the
monthly rainfall drops to 4-7 inches .

However ,

prolo~ged

neriods of drought are not unkn01n .
he

vp.get~tion

0

the area , 1hLch will be treated in

greater detail later , is characterized by Tropical
~alnforest ,

and includes the coastal and

as Hell as the sub - montane type .
is "ell - forested ; the survival

o~

orest,: is due to the spare-ity 0

oothill types

On the whole , the
extensive areas

re~ion

o~

native population and
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the fmall deman

H~Tever ,

made by it on the land .

thl=> vtlleys of 3ulolo , )nake and other rivers ,
exi;-t vast areas 0

grassland ( see ,lao

in

there

1Q), vThich

h':lve

been produced by r8?eated burning of the vegetation cover
by the native people .

basement roc, of the rorobe Region forms the

~he

foundation unon "Thich the later sediments , nostly 0

the

Tertiary age, have been laid down , and the 10vl graded
metamorphics

OM

this region h':lve b pn

ani other Lntruslons ,

~esulting

in contact

9nd large - scrle mineralization .
~ot~ble

gr~nodiorite

large area

o~

Sandy

River ,

River , i

th~t

~hich

qua~tity

of gold ,

occunies a

t~d

Poverty Sreek , Black Cat Creek

most of that of the upper and
erivpd _rom

mineralization

pheno~ena

the Iorobe goldfields; it certainly has

vr~ek,

an~

by batholithic

Of these , the most

batholith is

introduce1 a considerable
o

~ffected

h~s

thi~

10T~r

the gold
~nd

Bioti

atut

source . However , this

not extended into the prin inal

gold - bearing area around

~die

~reek ,

an

th~

gold

the~e

due to a series o. Tertiary ,orphyries , whoce age iq
1

difficult to deternine .
ter the last porphyry intru:-io n

,

furthpr stage

1

H.H. "ish"='r , " Metasonatlsm Associated vT ' th "ertiary
Hinerr-llization in 1\]'evl Guinea" , ;+conofl1i_c_ QeQ.IQg.Y ,
Vol . XXXIV , No . 8 , 1Q39 , pp . SQ 1- )92 .
.

is

- 56 3 of vo canic activity occurred in thp

~orobe

Region , and

probably in the PleistocenA o'riod the basin that forms
the nresent valleys 0
dam~pd UP

by volcani

'ormation of a

the 8ulolo and Watut RivArs was
material .

The blockage led to the

in ·iliich thick deposits 0:

l~ke

resh

'>later sediments ·rere laid riOW1 , and ,·rhen the lake llas
drained , the gently

slopin~

Kai ndi ',rere covered

~Ji th

areas at the base of Mt

a mas s of una c: sorted boulders

swept from the 'llountains by the rejuvenated streams .
Althou~h

in the

~orm

runnin~

>;old is sometines
an~

of reefs

ound in this region

101es , oarticularly in a belt

north-north -vle st to sou th - sou th-~,'e st , the chi ef

source of mining in the nac:t hac: been the alluvi'll

~old

contained in the gravel deposits Ot the Bulolo and Tlatut
Rivqrs and their tributaries.
he oresence of a large number 0
sloDes 0

Jv1t Kaindi

strea'11S, is

3.S

evirl~nce

errati s on the

well as alono; the courses of the

of a g;lacial Jeriod in the past , and

it aopearc: that the richness o· the auri:erous depoc:its
o

the Bulolo Biver and its tributaries i

reconcentration of

~old

e

due to a

previously contained in the

~l

cial

2

streams •
2

.

_---------

H. rraylor and 1 . \'1. Morley , " The Development 0 Gold Hini'1.
in the {lorobe, F evT Guinea", Procf?ed i nl:s..q,f..t..lle. Ji1!.'3"tral R_siAn
lnstitllte. oJ _Mi.'1.ino. anri. Me.t.al.1.ll~, new "'eries, ~o . 19 ,
1933, p.29.
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In these aurlfprous de oc-its the chi8f " impurity"
is silver , the proportion
to locality .

o~ v~ich

varies

rom locality

In thp early days of m' nLng the metal won

rom th0 denosi ts of the Upper Watut and

ioti Riv'.rs

containecl 80 to 90 Der cent "'old , ,qnil that fro

35 to 57 per cent.

Creek ucually yielded

thr;

~'die

Ac thp richer dep-

-osits have b8en ·orkeo (mt, the prooortiol of silvt'r has
increased at th0 cost of gold.
'1 t

Hau

assay'" no morp than

:1OVI

ll'"'tallic Hi[lnings, al thOUg'rl
higher i
TH; D:V

the nre-Har day'"'.

linp

50 per cen ~ gold in its

thL~

pe cent'lge Has muc'-l

3

of gold in the

si~ni~icance

be ovpr - emphasised .
~old

Gol~en ~iiges

'r O'i' .fOLD 1-11 T NG

~LOPl1T~

The

The

Followin~

'orobe

3egio~

the discovery OL

in 1921, the' rau-""ulolo Valley wa

canno~

~lluvial

declared waste and

VHcant , that is, a l'lrul which was neither used nor claimed
by the native people .

The development of Foldfields

pl3.yed a mo-:;t vi tal role in
'1dv'{ncement

0

l

thi s

II

th~

openin 7 - u

aste and vacant"

chronologicaJ accou"1t

0_

and ecot1o'llic

rt'!a .

the :orol e goli iplds ca 1

be found in the success:ve Annual Reoorts or the 'T'erritory ,
~nd

the story of the early development of these

has been

3

-

,,-_

rel~t.d,

1'th

v~ryin~

jegrees

~ields

0:

rom~nticism ,

0

t,he

..

Personal infornatlon
Toldfields o . Ltd .

ro

1

an oL'.i er

eH Guinea
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by

authors such as Booth,

Rhys .

7

Idriess ,

5

De 1ai tre ,

6
and

Here only the important events in that development

can be noted .

At thA beginnLnQ'

0"'"

the century , some

overnment - sDonsored German expeditions were
discover gold in the torohe

egion.

~ent

to

The renorts

suhmi ~,ted hy these expedi tions 'vere t! oroughly
dis ouraging .

So were the reports of the

expeditions ,

hich

prLv~te

ound to their dismay th t the

Markh'1.!TI r-l.nri all its tri butaries 'Tere unnavigable and
that the densely .. orested , deeolY dissected mountain
ran es between the coast and the Bulolo Valley {ere
lloc;t di fficult to c'''oc;s .
~~mmkoehler

located .

n~

their

In 1913 ,

prosYectin
~n

Oehldorff , did

~nd

their lives ,

i~

'TWo German

iscov~ries

rthur

Panua ,

~ind

Darli.n~ ,

m~naged

pro~oectors ,

~old

but lost

were nev r
',:ho had done SOfJ.e

to reach Koranga 0reek

hrought back a few nuggets Ol gold , but failed to

pursue hi
soear -vTOund

plqnc; , as he never

recov~red

:rJ8 the

received during hi s exnedi tion .

(London ,
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After the First World dar , the search for go11
was resumed by one of the most remarkable characters
qmon~st

!'ye " •

the nrospectors , 'Jill ::-ark , nicknamed lIShark
Ti"ollovling th8 ""'ranci. sco and Biotl Valleys , he

crossed the Kuoer Ranges in 102 1, and in the

~ollowin~

year reached Koranga Creek , ,.,hLch hp "ow d to be rich
in alluvial

~old .

Being a man of small m8ans , Park

entered into partnership wi th -Tettleton , a store - keener
at Finschhafen , 8.nd also received conc:ider'lble
assistance

rom Levien , a government officer .

mhe

enterprise proved to be an outstanding success , 'lnd
it is said th8.t Park and ,ettleton washed as much
!SolI as 20 ounces per day .
money

~

ftpr having made enough

ettleton retired and tralsferred his rich

lease to Levien , who had resignp.d

fro'~l

the Governme t .

In 1 q25 there were 25 prospectors on the
Creek . In 1926 , six

Ot

~oranga

the nrospec tors , vTho had banned

themselves into li The 13ie Six" under the lE'>ac1Rrship of
Bill

oyal , reached ~die ~reek, where at an altitude

of about 6 , 500

t they found rlch auri ~'erous gravel

v'::l.lued , in places , at £200 per yard . mhe disc')very
resul ted in a e;old rush v[hlch brought handsone '"'ortunes
to sone and misery and death to many .
~[ing

to the rugged , heavily forested nature o~
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the terrain, access to the

goljfi~lds

diffLcult in the early dayc; for

was extremely

thi~

of prohibitive costs, an attempt to

reason ?nd because

con~truct

a road in

a"1 almost di rect line fro'l Salarnam to \OTau had to be

3
!:lbandoned .

However , the arrival

Ok

Levien opened a

new chapter in the historJ o~ the gold iel~s .
\vi th the assi stance of

II

In 19 26 ,

Jobbylt Clarke , he selected the

present ci tes of the 'wau and Lae aerodromes , and t\vO
years latf'r -formed Juinea Airway? Ltd .

'3000

after ards,

aer'JdroT:> s i'lere built at Salamata, Zenag and the UDDer
In 1929 - 30 , hi gh-pO'.tlered aeroplqne s ,-,rere brought

Wa tu t .

in, '9.nd with the exuansion

0

the gold indu')try not

only did the number o-~ ai r - stri 'Os increase , bu-: other
cOl.lpanies , besides Guinea AirHays, came into oneration .
Th(~ pion~ering

of aerial tran~nort in :'ew Guinea and the

land:n

of thousands of ton~ of "'unplies an( eqUipMent ,

such

food, cattle, saw - mills and even huge pieces

:1.S

0_

dredging ~achinery , forMs an imno tant ch pter in the

9
history of qviation .

8""-_.

--.---

Commont-leal th of Australia , RepQ.:tt..~Q. _tll~_8_ou,.nci..1. _o+'
1.eagu.e_ Q': _ ~:t.i_O}lS _Q.lJ.~~~_~~lIlt}lL str..at..tolJ. .<2.: _t..h~ .me:r:ri t.Ql'Y
_o__e\-1 .Qui neC!:., 1227- 2 0 , P . 77 .
9
Betveen 1933 ani 1941, over 10,000 passengers an
6-8 , 000 tons 0:: freight i·rere flown annually .
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During the 1920's the output

o~

~011 fro~

the

110robe goldfields was considerable and had increased
year by year .

'1ining activi ty had snread to '<'die

Jreek, Black Cat Creek , Koranga

~reek ,

t,he Bioti

and 3ulolo Rivers , and the upper "Jatut and its tribut -aries.

However , production was mainly in the hands of

indi viduals vlho employed orimi ti ve methode' of mining
to win '11Juvial gold .

As rich fields vTere ,.,rorked out ,

ooerations became less ano less profitable for the
indi vidual miners.
0'

thl':>

In 1929 it was reported by the Tlarden

rorobe Gold f: ields that

to have evolved definitely
worked in a desultory
to one in which

hug(~

11

fro~

mann~r

the 1'i eld may n01! be said
an alluvial field ,

with nrimitive annliances ,

lode I'0rmations and alluvial

depo s its reauire to b8 worked by organizations having
the capital, up - to - ~ate machinery and skilled labour

10

necessary lor their exploitation on scientific lines ."
.'\.s a result of thLs si.tuation Pond o~ the fact that the
majority 0

leases were Acquired by dredging and slui in~

co"'])anies , the number of indivi u<11 miners decreased,
and

althou~h

the cOllpanies ,.,rere engaged in

organizational ,.,rork durin

1928 - 31, th:> production of

10 --Co 10m,Teal th 0 Australia , ReQ,ort tLthe 5oul1cil of
Le'lgue _Q..l_ • _atJ_on~ -<~n _tlle _Ag.mini c;;.tratiQ,l1_Q,:__thEL:~rr.i tory
ot_·-=-~f. Ci~i)lea _tg 28 - 29.., p . ')3 .
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Hmvever , the use of mechanical equipment

declined .

soon led to a shar) ri se in nrodu tion , 1lhich v!ent on
J

increasing year by year , so that by 1Q40 nearly 400 , 000
fine ounces
bulk 0

o~

gold rere

bein~

oroduced annually .

the nroduction came from the operations

3ulolo Gold Dredging Ltd

~nd

most of the

~he

o~

rem~inder

fro"! that of Few Guinea Goldfields Ltd (see pp.313-14).
During the Second VJorld \Jar ,
were turned into one
minin~

o~

s the lorobe Goldfields

the battlegrounds , all the

activity disanpeared _r01 the region - hou1es

, ere demolished ,
cansized and

inst~llation:

~unk .

destroyed

~nd

dredges

After the war, h0 1vever, gold mining

was resumed once more , and it is worth noting that the
townshi n of {au was the first in Paoua and ,Tew Jui..nea
to have been completelv

re1a~ilitated .

Yet , owing to

the fact that the price 0 . gold in the nost - war years
has remained stationary while
gOin) up , the

vorkin~

0

mu~h

minin~

costs have been

of the

~rounJ

has been

reniered unecono,ical , w:th the result that now there are
only tHO large compalli e s (n'3.mely , the

e'l Gu Lnea

~oldfields Co . Ltd and the Bulolo Gold Dredgin~ 80 . Ltd)

(lnd about 15 individual minors

le~t

in the field .

'T'he present output 0:' the .Io obe Gold:ields is
nmvhere near its pre - \-1ar level becau ~8 recoveries

rom

- 570 dredgin,a; , "'hich accounted (or the bulk 0
have considerably decreased .

the production ,

It is true that production

rom both alluvial and underground mini'1g is

in c reafin~ ,

but the increase is not in proportion to the loss
resulting

fro~

the curtailment

o~

the dredging

Since the closing dOvln of the Day DaHn Co . at

op8ration~

~die

Creek

in 1951 , the only comDany carrying on unde ground
oDeratLn~

mining is the New Guinea Gold_lalds Co . Ltd
at Golden Ridges .
ton~

It is crushing annually some 3- 4 , 000

of ore (2/3 0': Hhich is obtained fro'1'} oDen- cast

mining and 1/3

fro~

gravels on the fl'lnk
costly method ,

adits

workin~

of the viau Valley) .

involvin~

high - lev~l

By a rather

use of cy' nide throughout

the orocess 0- e -traction , the
about 11, 000

into the

80~pany

producin~

is

ine ounces of gold annu-J.lly . (')ee Plate XLI . )

As Lor the dredging oDerations , th re is now only
on8 dredge left in the area

1q52 - 53 p oduction
ra1idly .

<::vf~n

(~ee

Plate XLII) , and

si~ce

ro"Tl this source has bl'> n declining

durinO' the year 1955 - 56, the recoveries

decreased "'ro"1 48 , 228 oz . to 36 , Q18 oz .
returns frol11 the gol

The di."'1in':" hing

vlOrkings h ve m3.de the 8ulolo

Gold Dredging Co . turn its attention to the tLmber
in ustry , to 1hich

e shall

re~er

shortlv .

mhe recorded production from the 10rohe

Gold~ields
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30 Ju ne 1956 amounted to 3,1 44 , 36 6

up to

of gold and

1, 865 , 316 ine ounces

totall in~ in value
process
Graph

0

£3 . 23 million .

decline i

r;

silver ,

HO"H:,v'-"r , th~

nOl-I rB.')id anc'l contLnuou s (see

A). In th0 future , ~ol"

~u~men~ed ~rom

o~

f ne ounces

')ronuction nay be

time ~o time by new fLnds , or nRtiv!

minino; activities , ~uch as have cleveloped 'lt t1ume[1l" ,
Play assume "orne signi.icance , but it is obvious thA.t the
hey - dar o. gol d :li1iYl~ in the i.forobe Region is

last .

'here are other l1ii1~,rals in the ::orobe .. egion , but
8t present they are

0

ar l~ss si nL ~ican~e t a~ are

011 and silv~r . P atlrnl

and osmiridtum were ~~scovered

bv the early alluvial - C'old mi_n rs and h'3.v - been Horked
fr'" . tL e to ti 1e , oarticularly ir' the ser'Jel L.in2
'or'11atio'1s

0

the Uari'l Valley .

c obalt 'lnd chrome asoect~

0

HOHever , th'"' nic el ,

the ultra - basic zone

h.:lve not been adequately investig3.ted .
interest i~ centring on th

At present

nickel depo~its (see "a1')

11 ) ,

~nd t,",o comnanies arE' reoorted to be engaged in

Drosnectin~ in th) Wari
renort , the "1'"

0

VallAY .

Accordin

to a re ent

ci t sin thi. r valley ar, not so e,'tens i ve

as to \'lC=lrrant rJe v elopment , but the mo'''e 'lccessible rtreas ,
'or in.tance , that near Korenoa Village R mil s south of
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Garaina , hold

promise .

during the early daye"

~ven
q

~ome

numb~r o~

small

an~

it wa

Valley,

~w-~ills

gold 'lining , there "'-Tere

0"

operatinry in th0

'ulolo

Dro~u~ed ti~ber

ron locally

tha t the tmvnshi p ~ of lulolo a 1 l,llau vere constructed .
FOHever,
o~

large - scal~

~orobe

thp

sequent

1T

- resultin

o~

the:> forest resources

recp~t

LAgion ie" a more

OCCU0anc~

devqlopments

ex')loitation

activity - a

1 rgely ~rom the

1ich havn n ecered in thA

~orM

or

mi~in~ .

In fact, the switch-ov9r has gone ~o su~h ~n e tent
that today the industrial se+t '
domlnlted by
agni~ud8

orestry

r~ther th~n

the

ninin

re~ion

, a~

is

the

oP these on8rations can bA u~derstood frOM

the f8.ct :h'lt out
by the

~~ o~

0'

a total

0'

2,339

Derson~ e ployed

dministration in <'aw - milling and related

"orestry activities in
Guinea, 1,127 0

1q55 -56

in the

~erritory

OL

ew

nearly 49 per cent "rere vorkino; in the

forobe District .
A

,,,ord must be said about the

orest con 1i ti ons ~nd
r

11TerrItory of Parma and New Guinea, Administratioll
Press Release, '{0 . 4-1, 26 June 1q57.
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resources of this region .

The fl nks of the Bulolo

Val' ey , wi th the exception of the area" ,,,here vegetation
h~s

been destroyed by man , carry Rainforest of the

sub - mont8ne type characterized by a closec c anopy .
At 10'fer altitudes in these
speci8S ,

rhich

i~

ofte'1

i" Cast'Jnopsi s , v,hi le

ound in almo . . t nure patches ,

PodQ.Q.~lZP.uS

higher up in the mountains .
inc ude several

wood~

orests , the pre _ollinatLng

become s more c ommon

Frequent subsi

in the Oak

f~~i17 ,

li~ry

snecies

~ed ~edar

(Cedrela 'tOOll§:), "'ilkwood (T;llinr1_ersia pimentel1iana ) ,
'thu Seech ( SlmerilleaJ2.apuana) '-'nd several others . rThe
most interesting 'eature of these forests

i~

that over

extensive areas bet~ee~ 2 , 000 ~nd 5 , 000 ft , two
sT)ecies 0
~nd

Araucari~ ,

na'Hlv, 'l . C:unnin)hanii (Boop pine)

A. Klinkii C"li.nki Dine ), break through the cano'y

and aDpear as emergent sDecies .
limi t , th

Arauc~r L8.

they cannot gr01

~ore sts

u~l~rneath

mowardc their lower

termin' te abruntl y , becrluse
the hi her an

enser

~--

J . . 1cAda.m , 'Phe ore sts o. the 'i'err Ltoa of "papua
and 1.e", Guinea ( Dept . on 'orests , 'Perri tory of Papua
nr
el,., Gu ' nea , 1 g 54) , n . g ;
J . ("1 . 'l.V ornersley ri'11 J . ~ . cAdam , ""he "i'oresJs.,.?n 17'0 r El.§.J.-,
ConcH ti..ons J-n the "'_e,rrl tou-of Parma an -Ie,., GUinea ,
(Dep L. 0'" orests , "'e r r.L-Lory 0_ Papua and - eH Guinea , 1 0 57),

1)P . 24- 25 ; 51.
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of the Rain orest unless they find

accioental gap in it .

~n

mhe upper limit is transitional ,

and they gladually give ray to Podocarnu s ·orest .
the species of \r8.ucaria tend to bp gregarious ,
wAll in close

~oth

~rO\v

are charactprized by straight

stand~ ,

cylindrical boles , and often remain branchless for
OVf r two - thirds of their height .
height

0

200

l.S much as 2130

~t
.L

but the Klinki

t.

sometimes Drovide a

~hA
c~n

Hoon

to a

attain a height of

In acso . ~tion the t
stockin~

~rows

1

species may

·TO

of 150,000 SUDer feet per

acre .
r::,ince
~ja

~ood

drainage is essen'-ial t,o th8 growth

orests , they 8.re restricted to

stecY) lanrls and are not
~loor~ .

.L

slopi~g

or

eund on the :lat V8.lJ ey -

ioreover , these trecs ore er leached , aci ic

soil and do not do Tell on recent alluvium
soils origLnatin a frol lacu3trine
airly

0_

exten~ive

plkaline

0:::'

depo~its,

'hieh are

in thA low - l ing areas o. the

)ulolo Valley .
oth the species

rauearia

0

1

ke eveellent nlvvood

ti I11bpr sand ·oroduee Hide boa r d s vrhich
finish <lith a satiny lustre .
1i t Ie more Dopul ar as
I

i. f-

cream colour Rnd an even

~eason

-Tell "n

Hovlev r , A. Klinki is a

vield
~.exture

a Dl vvlood or a deel')
Hi th D8. ttern c

~~)(i~tx>

x
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rom straight gr'in to an attracti.ve

ran~in

" bird ' s eye " pattern .
The flanks of the
acres

Araucaria

o~

~ulolo

forest~ ,

Valle'! possess 40 , 000
stoclted v,i th about

500 million super ft of tinber .

the Govprnment envisaged

After the vlar

reat possibilities in the

utilization of these pine Lorests ,

~nd

entered into

partnershin with the julolo Goln Dredging Co . Ltd , to
form the Commonweal th -

u

eH Guinea Timbers Ltd ,\,,1 th

nominal cauital of £2 million .
is now converting the Bulolo

This joint

ti~ber

c

enternr~Fe

to high - grade

plywoods .
A rAsource and management survey of about half of
the

orested area (20,000) acres has been comnlAted

and it is honed that the
\..,111 be

urvey of tho remaining half

inished in th8 next tom years .

Virgin "orest

is beina; cut at the rate of about 10 million su')er ft
of log and the cleared area replanted with Hoop pine ,
a total of 1, 420 qcres having been renlanted bv the
end of June 1956.

It ic: ex ected that at the rate of

600 acres a vear , '1n area

0

about 30 , 000 "cres rill

be brought under pine plantations at the en. of 50
This acreage
timbe r

~ill

then nrovide a permanent source of

nd cuttin, ani

reDl~ntin~

..,ill proceed

n a

ears .
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50 - year

ycle .

The cutting 01 tho virgin

orest i~ generally

done during the dry season (June - ugust) , a~ter
which the rsround is completely burnt .

r.'or the

replanting operations it is not necessary to wait "or
the rain~ , be cause the soil at deryth retains the moisture
for some time .

After the sapling~ h~ve been put in the

grounn , vigorous weeding is done 'or

5 nonths . During

the ~ucceeding 18 -1 9 Jnonths only the secondary bush
is cleared and the planted trees are left to compete 1ith
grasses

~nd

In the next two years management

weeds .

is limited to the clearing of vines and the thinning
of thn plantatiOns .
As mentioned above , at present only Hoop pine is
being planted in the Bulolo Valley .
establishin

The technique of

the Hoop pine plantation is substantially

the same as has been evolved in the course of 30
years

0

experiment and research in Queensland . The

planting of Klinki pine is still in the experimental
stage , wi th only tHO years of research behind it . Hm,revE-'r ,
once some standard method of planting the Klinki is
established , this snecies is bound to grow in imnortance
because of its su.uerior quali ty .
~or the purpose

0

establi~hing ~ine plantations on

the cleared areas

0

virgin forests , as well as on

the grassy slopes

01

the ~ulolo Valley , th~ DeD~rtment

of ~orests maintains a nursery at julolo (see Plate
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XLIII) . The wri t er {as told by Mr J . Havel , an officer
of the Department , that the nursery was faced -Ii th
a number of problems

relatin~

to the growth of the

lraucaria , and that experiments were un0er way to
find answers to difficulties such as the fungal
infection of the roots and growin

tips of the

youn~

plant , the chlorosis resultin~ from iron or nitrogen
deficiencies , and so on .
To start the 50 - year rotation cycle of cuttin
and replanting , the Bulolo Plywood 'actory , the 18rgest
industrial establi shment in Papua and Nevi Guinea, viaS
established in cTanuary 1954 by the COl'nmonvTealth 're'"
Guinea Timbers Ltd .

Most of the nlant and equinment

was imnorted from the Uni ted state sand Gerrnany .
Originally production l{as confined to Highly l·ioisture
Re si stant PIYVlOOd , but since 1955 vJa terproof Pl~"'oocl
has also bee

produ ed . The factory now gives emnloyment

to about 460 Europeans and 500 native nersons (most 0
whom COI''le fr0m the '"'epik Di strict) , and the enter1")ri se
is exnanding rapidly .

The value o~ pl~100Q ex~orts

fro'Tl the Territory of Hew Guinea h1.S risen fron
£66 , 23 1 in 1153 - 54, to £644 , 929 in 1 Q 54- 55, a'd to

£749,17 Q in 1955 - 56, ",hen about 10 mil] ion super ft
of log were used in plywood and veneer nanulacturers .
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Ne\oJ' Guinea jlywood finds its main market in
Australia , which absorbs about 80 pe r cent of the
exnorts , the rest being shipped to the United
lthough there is

states .

s~me

in the world market , the deman
and assured .
comoeti tion

for plywood. is :table

In Australia , the
\<11

competition with Janan

e\oJ' Guinea plYVlOOd

aces

th the Queensland product , but si11ce

exports from both sources havp to be sea-freighted
to

~ydney ,

they stand on a more or 18S c eoual

the lOoTer handline; costs in

~ooting ,

e'\l' Guin8a ports tendin

to 0 [set th e ion er haul .
As gold operations in the

p~st

fost0red aerial

transport in the 10robe Begion , so has timber
exploitation in the post - war pe riod necessitated
the development and imp ovement of
fro'"'l 'Tau to Lae .

'T'he

out~ut

t~e 100

of the 13ulolo Factory is

shinped by truck alon cr this road to Lae
of bein

mile road

or the purpose

expo ted abroad, and thic road haulage accounts

for about 15 Der cent of the total cort . Puilt during
13
the road was later made serviceable by
the war ,
the construction 0- the :arkham bridge and the

1T - ---

\nother major road built by th'~ Australian Army
durin,; the Tar ran from ~die Creek to Bull Dog on
the Lakeka 1U River in PaDua , but nOvl it has f'111en into
cOMplete di su se .
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re - routing

thp. section in the Snake

0

alley .

Although it still needs imnrovement at
such

in the Julolo Gorge or at a nUMber of

~s

in thn

everal places ,

~ropical

line of

aaLnforest belt , it is an

ommnication

or the timber

indi~nensable

in~ustry .

to one estimate , the 'jomnom-lealth- lew Guinea

Accordin~

Timbers Co . alone ir responsible
fro~

the road

ords

per month .

or shipping dOfn

Bulolo to Lae , about 1, 000 tons

The haulage up the road

considerably , since

ve~eers

nm., beinD' brought frorfl Lae

h~s

o~

heavy freight

also in reased

made of c0aptal wood are
or incorporation in the

Dulolo plY"J'Ood .
~he

3ulolo PIY'ifood

becau <:'e it is ",hort

0

~actory

needs coastal

veneers and i

C'

ti~ber

vlOrki"1g much

aximuM annual capacity , v,hich is 40 million
14
sq . ft of plywood on a 3/16 inch thicknes r basis .
In

below its

view of thi s re ui rem 'nt

A.

saw - mill at Lae , ,·,hi h "Tas

o1,omed by "outh Paci ic T'mbers Ltd, was Durchased by
the SOMmom.,real th - Te·r Guinea mimbers Co . ':'n April 1q57 .
In July 01 the same year a Veneer lill ifas added to
the Lae saw- mill to

1

ake its ooerati.on more nI'ofitatle

as well as ~o sUlJply veneers to Bulolo .

w-

T~y August 1q57

SOMe 0 the plY'.food l'18,nufactured is 5/16 i.nch in
thickness .

-

qS
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the initial diffLculties of

overcome , th') prod.uction

organizatio~

had been

the Lae mill amounted to

0

8 , 000 super L't of lop; per Month A.nd l·ras expected to

increase to 1 2 , 000 super

~t

within a few
~as

considerable amount of whole logs

month~ .

A

being eXDorted

overseas , and it ,.,as hoped that veneprs would also
be eXDorted in course

0

time, i

r·

addLtiong,l

manufacturi.ng plant ras m8de available.
)~

A potential line

timber industrr of the
of the \vaste

0·,

levelopment related to the
orobe Region is the utilization

the veneer Clnd nlyvroori processes ann

15

of the saw - mills at ',Jau and Lae .

At uresent this waste

is simply burnt but it will. be used to nroduce ~igh - grade
pulp 1.rhp.n the C'c'lle

0

the industry b8co::rres su 'fi-:!ient

to ma1(e adequate sUDplies

0

'aC'te :1.vaLlable .

By tr~nsferring its interest fro~
the T)ulolo Gold Dredgin~ Co . now

old to timbpr,

gces a comforta'le

future Rnd other ~old mini~a con~erns in t ~ nulolo
Valley have bqen eager to
the

ollow its examnle .

ew Guinea Goldfields Co . Ltd h~s b0e~

aood deal
o rn) i

c;

0.1.'

tinber , but as the

In fact ,

ut~i~~

a

orest area "hich it

not var" extensive, the sar 'T - l1ill operated by

the comnany at ','[au ~nd. ,roriucin~ timber "'or local u<"'e
~s

1el1 as

~----

boun~ ~o

remain

q

Tn the 'Jrocess 0 l'1.anu cturin~ veneers only qbou+
30~ of the loa is recov red 3nl thn rest i~ w~sted .
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smalJ venture
~ommon",ea

th - TevT Gu i Ylea

mhere is

th~

s compared to

~'imbers

consi~Arable

~cone

enterpri e of the
Ltd .
agricultural

~or

n,'lstoral imlu"trtes in th0 Horobe Begion ,
tho se acti vi ~~ip s havr>
0('

0 f~O

rea , are
ma ket ,

cash - cropnin~

in thA hands

Although some of th.

'or elCample, those of thp

n01:1 nroduciY1~

'}~

ralna or Lae

veg 0 t'3.bles ann r)eanuts for

in the past has mainly been

o~ T~ropeans .

cstabli shed near

far

0

eeded as a " mul ti nli pr l1 E' ffect

thE' goln and timber indu c;triPR .

na ti ve peonl p ,

but

~nd

Co~fee

growin~

was

~ell 

au in the pre - '·rar day" , bu-: the

plantations were destroyed

urin~ the war (n rt of the

battle for ltJau ,,,as fought rLght in the coflee
plantations ':1dj'1.cent to the

T

au

ir-~i..elct) .

't nresent

there are five or six nlantations , of l·Jhi.h only two
"re in pro(luction .
s\tTeet pof:atoes h'lve
at 'Hau , Bulolo
eceiv;l1~

s~J

Peanuts ,

~uro-oean

ve etabler

or sone time b 0 en ~rO\"n

nd Lae , "nd c:" trus

been

i lcance ever sin~e the early lays of gol
0

airy l-J.erds are

n0 1.,

mRrkets

::'01'

rOHing is nov'

attention . ')to k - raislng h- s

'lul a number

'1n

01

so~e

min~

ell establi ched ,

p rticullrly in the v/au [n(l 11umeng areas, 'llthough
attle tick is renorte
the former .

a,

to bo v~ry troublesome il1

Rec '-'nt l'{ there h-l s be en an ins -0 stent

-

'~uropean

in

I~he

rleman
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a~ricultural

or

Wau - ')ulolo Valley , but in vi

the developinp'

orest iniustry ,

16

onl Y narti.ally

Da~toral

and
~w

1 nd

of the needs of

thi~ de~anl

can be

ulfi11ed .

The evolu tion

the t·TO principal settl

0

~en~s

of the "orobe ae ion , the to,rnshi 'Os 0"" W'lU an 1 1ulo10,
is

commenta y on thp. sequent occuoance of the

8.

Bulolo Valley . \Tau grev.! un as thp

flourishin~

li.ttle

canital 0:' the 'lorohe ro1rifields an(l as .. n.r bac

19'31 - 32 it had a regular passenger

\'laS

0

compl~tely

about 1 , 000 .

Durin) the 'T8,r the tOT,mship
althou~h

it hac:; been rebuilt

~old

indust~y

is re

nopnla ti on . as only 520 ,
site 0 . the ne

to

-,h i Jh h8.s a slone

June 1Q 56 , ' t

~t 30

hrunken size .

Tn

0

r

j

roa

qnd 0

~n

lect~d

n

total

nclurli nss IDO t.;urooeans .

i: the same - close to the
1 i t tIe more tha

to give the onlooker sone
tOHn is linked

i.l servi e

'lioed out anrl

n01 , the riecline o. thp
~t~

'n1.

In 1941 it contained a Suropean

, ' th Port Moresby .
ponulation

~nrl

'lS

eelin,

ith otler Darts
to its g81ial

0

1

o

thp.

clim~te

i r - stri T) ,

6 , or ju cot enough

1

uneasiness .

0

"'he

~oldfiplds

~he

by

it is becoming

a kind of holiday resort .

16 - - - - - - - . -- .
Territory 0
I\el~a C'Et,

P.. e s s

Panu1. an
PW Guinea , Admi.nt:3t.r.atlQ,)
o . ~4 , 28 Anril 1957 .
T
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The township of Bulolo, so~e ten mil8s 10rth of

19

fau , \..ras laid out and built by the T)ulolo Gold
f)redgin~ JO . for hou~i.n~ its 'ilironean sLaff , and

'las th""re.ore not a rival to ~Tau , but rath>r its
subsidiary .

Be ore thG Japanese invasion it had a

popul tion of 300 'llropeans an

a

ew

:hines~ .

In

the Dost - J~r Deriod the to nshio T~S rehabilitated,
, ut as the dredges closed d01vn one after pnothp.r ,
the s Lze 0

th8 t01·rn bpc ue sPl'J.ller and smaller .

The establi shment 01 the Plywood Factory , hOI'Iever,
has

giv~n

a new lease of liLe to thic settlem1nt ,

'Ii th the result that today it has a total nopula tion

of 930, 0'"' ·,hich qbout 900 rre <:U::'~OD eans .

Hulolo

has nOVl a decisiv.> lead over 'Tau , :lno. , thank'" to the
'orest L1dustry ,

i~s

supremacy i

e

in,reasing .

he bl0 tOlm '3h ips rrre suppli rl . i -':h po' er fro ~
the hye1 ro - p lectri c sta ti ons
~ining

o~")anies ,

'1

inlr

0'0 '''ra ted

by the gold

or their om require

enl~s .

It may be mentioned in passinrr th·.,t the i.forobe Region
has great potential
~nake

Valley alone

'or water nO·Ter, that 01 the T Dper
bein~

about 150 , 000 k\ . In fqct ,

apart fror'1 the Laloki hydro - elec tric plant "'hich
serves .ort

~oresby,

0.': any con sequence i

th~
11

only othp.r Jater - DryTer nlant

the Terri tory is the 1aiuPle

- 584 "ta tion ( w'th a caoaci ty of 5 , 500 k,v . ) op .rr t8d by
17
the Bulolo Goli Dredging jO e
LAE : TH' ("'AT -,'lAY 0' 'T'H ~ MOnOB ~ \~ HOT\
Although geographir.'lly Lae
l"larkh'1tn V'll ley Region , it grp.",
the t~robe Reg io n ,

'Or'115 p'lrt 0
U")

as th~ outlet of'

nd hence may be considered here .

'1'he tovm 1·,as originally built ar0un(1
big~est air - port

the

T,"

Guinea ' s

t thp. 'TIouth of the 'larkham River ,

and it increasin~ly nro oered with the ievelooment o.n
the goli Le~ds .

In tho,e days wharfin~ facLlitlps

were orovided in the V0CO 3ay bu~ its only road
com unL ation - ani that not very satLsfactory either _
with the hinterlan

ext n e

u'

to Erap in the

Harkh1.ll VA.lley .
Tn 1937, ',hen Rabaul , then th~ admirdst ative
headou~rters of the Man ated Territory ,

~ s rencered

unsa e by the vol anie erwJtions o· :Iatu'oi and Vulcan ,
it Ha s decided that thp. seat 04 govArn le'lt be 110ved f'ro,n
~abaul to Lae .

But rhile this

into ~ffect , the ~econn World

ecision 'las ~e ' n, put
ar b oke out an~ in the

battles th'l.t Loll01Ted the tOI·mshio 0

Lae was

L. G. Hea.'nond, li The PossibLlities 0
ydroelectric
Development in Fe, i}u ' en tl , PapU1.'lnd lJe. 'luine.~
0.9..i ~n tJJ.i c ,",-0. '~ty,- _\nJll.!,al j{eoort B:.nd _Pr.oceedin.,g,s '- .1 q?~
(Port 10resby , 1952), pp . 20 - ~2 .
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completely obliterated .

Now rebuilt , the new Lae

is much lar pr than the old .

It has a non-i ndigenous

pooulation of about 2 , 000 , includin

1,500

-':uropeanc; and 35'0 Shinese , an(l the native pOTJulatton
is estimated to be 3 ,500 of
labourers .

~iliich so~e

The fact th"lt the female native population

is only 500 is a reflection of its
~he

2 , 000 are migrant

loating nature .

air - port of Lae , one of the busiest in the

Territory , remains at the old site on the coastal flat ,
but since it is rapidly becoming too small for modern
18
requireMents,
th~re is a oro'Dosal ~;o bu ld ~ ne,...,
air ield at "alahang between the Butibum and Busi Rivers . It
may be noted that Lae is the hub of the internal aircommunication in Panua and .e\" GUinea , the headqua ters
o

both the overseas and internal air ays , an0 the

terminus of the Qantas Emoi re Air'FaYs which carry the
major portion of the passengers 1.nd freight of the
Territory .
The old wharf at Voco Bay has n0t been rebuilt;
it is now privatelv owned and can hprth only small
ships of up to 300 feet .

he new ifharf at Lae is at

Milfordh1.ven - a position slightly lore sheltered from
the main currents oJ.' the l'1arkham River . tVi th a length

nr--- -

--- --

The wri ter sa,,, ten DC3s 011 the ground at Lae one
afternoon in August 1957. mhere are onl 12 DC3
aircraft in all Panua - Hew Guinea .
~unday

- 586 of only 300

t , the wharf is unsuffi~ient to Drovide

berth to the Dresent volume of sh pning handled by
thi. thLrd busiest port

the TerrLtory

0

0:'

Papua

and 'e", Guinea , 4"i.th tho result that at ti.."TJ.es the
ve

sel~

h1.v8 to ",ait in the stream , but a'" the

apuroach is in deep waters the vessels can anchor only
in the vi ini ty

0'("

thA vrhar

con !:'ract has been let

to extend it by another 100 fpet , but \<lork has not
com 1enced yP. t .
"Phe ne\., tm.,nshi u oP Lae is snread - out ann "'All - planned
(~ee

ap 18) . The ~urouean town , which has been

remov~d

froM the coastal flat on to the extencive

terrace immediately behind it , is gro 'Tin

fast .

The District Offices , the Slubs , the churches, the
ci~ema

house , the qantas 'ess (where travellers stay

oV 0 rnlght) , the ~otanical
~roDean
loc~ted

town .

ardens -

The other Dart

on the coa , tal

to the Dort at 'ilfordhaven

the

0

~he

lat .

11 form Dart of the
to'~ship i~

section adjacent

lar~~ly

consists of

"Tare - house"' , \'Torkshops and "actories, and is
expandin~

rapidly .

~astwards

o~

this cection are the

1ir - ield and a .Le,.,r business establichments
includin
0;"

a hotel opDocite Voco Bay .

To the north - east

the "":uropean tm.,rn , bu"': again on thl!:! coast , there

are rest len.es l.nd shops
half - castes .

belon~ing

new site reserved

to the Chinese and
or these

communities is not attracting mu h attention -
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perhaps because
~he

town hiD

o~
o~

the

inerti~

of present investment .

Lae is flourishing ;

th~re

is a

buildtng boom , rnd trade and secondary inrlu<'tries
are gro"ring in volume .

"'hree comnercial dairies

sUi)ply whole milk to the tmvn , and the " Lae 'Jranped
'3r,:::ad " is floHn to pl'lces not only \dthin the
Horobe District but also in thp Central Fighlands _
a f'lct "rhich sneaks

or the prodig'1.l econonv 0_ Tevl

Guinea .
Lae soems destined to becole imno tant ,
more imoortant than'Rabaul .

perhap~

Its nodality in aLr -

communication , its advantageouc; cite in respect
links v.Tith the
egion ,
an~

'1.~d

actu ~ l

o~

road

ighlands as "Tell as ,,,ith the 110robe

the fact that it is
reS0urces OL a

b~ck~d

poten~ial

hinterland , arp

v~st

1.,hi h hold great future l)romise
An account 0 f the grm'Tth

by the

0:

cormlete v.rL thout the mention 0

1

had become the chief rea Dort

0 .

f~cto

s

or the tm"n .
Lae vi i 11 not be
Salarnaua.
the

'T'he latter

ollfiel~s

i~

1920s , 'lnd ev~n in the 1930s it ~s vieing with
19
Lae .
'Phe grovrth 0'"' Lae in the poct - ',rar years has ,
10-- -----R. I . Robson , "Ri val Claims of Salamal't3. '1nd Lae to r e
Port 0 ... TevT ruinea '}oldfLelds", PacJ-:'i_c..)_:J..~l1_~ -, ~Ol1th..lY,
eptember 1932, pp . Q- 12 .
th~
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however , comple tely overshadOl.·red GalaMau:; "hi 11 hac::;
dwLndled

a ghost - town and has now no more than a

0

solitary trade store .
NA'l'IV

~

DEV

'LOPIIJ:'~N'T'

The Indigenous

pooul~tion

of the :orobe Region

is about 70 , 000 of which some 25 , 000 are yet to be
brought under census .

~his

population generally lives

away fro"'] the coast in the mountainous valleys 0:' the
interior •

The greatest concentration is in the

.. enyamya Sub- di strict , where there are so 1e 35 , 000
people , part

0

Parma .

account of these peoole , anrl

interestin~

utilize

the Kulrukuru trLbe

0;:'

th~lr

n

how they
20
environmen-: was given by Black·rood , .,ho

noted that the

l~ck 0_

decoratLve art , the feuness Rnd

relatLve simplicity of their ceremonies
austerLty in their culture was
hard co,1ition

under

0"

~erhap~

hich they live .

~nd

a

~

neral

cue to th)
As

or the

Bulolo Va lley , it, fa s nev"r knovll1 to have been used
by the indigenou
or for

Deoole , ei her
an

a~ricultural

or village

~reas

othor ourpo es , b cau-e it is

always subject to heavy and sudden flooding , an
also

becau~e

- - --

20

.-- ....

0-

perhaDs

the reputation of the Kulrukuku as

__ ._--

-

B. BlackvlOod , tlLi e on the UnDer Jatut tl , '1eQ,gr'1.oh_i_Q.al
IQ...l!.l:llCl;.1:" Vol . X VI , ";0 . 1 , July 193Q, DD . 11 - 1"1r.
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~ight8rs .

mhp. dredged areas in this valley

re ,

at any rate , no', useless lor agricultural purno"'es
and their resoil n

bein~

is far from

an economic

proposition .
~he

story of native economic
r~ther

region ts
Hestwarcl

~evelopment

short and simplp. .

Much 0:' thr.> area

the VTatut - Bulolo Divide,

0

in this

th~lt

is , the Kukuruku

country , is still a Restricted Area , and only a '"'mall
nocket aroul1(' t-:enramya is "Under AdninL'ltrative Tnfluence tl •
As rp. entlv as 1956 - 57 , SOMe trLbal fightin~ broke
out at .fenYRmya , but , on the '·,holp , the Kukulruku qrp.
r e-oorted to be

C'et tling

dOVln .

.1 though the neople in

th'" im edi:3.te vi inity of the Bulolo Valley have
be~n

an

in contact wlth uropeans for a fairl!
even in the 1930s

sweet potatops

nl

I

'1rea is

ere cultivatLng vegetables ,

~aize

economic develomnent

lon~ ti~e

th-1~ .

for sale to the

~old

hRs tlcpn plac p in

minp.rs , the
thi~

,·hole

tifull v ID''''a re , q,nr1 be ~ 're any thin ) C'urther can

be done thp area

~uC't

b0 brought

U1

e1'

e~fectiv0

istrative conLrol .

~rlmi

The

~raina

onl v area

~ere

Area " n the

~orobp.

Sub - istrict is the

native clsh cropninry , in the

for~

of

,uropean ve etablp. nrodlLtion , is establishr)d to any
sl~~i

ic~nt

extent .

OtherVlise ,

~racti

ally all the
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in OMe of the

nativ~

neo,le iF

derLv~d fro~

the

employment vTi th Europeans , noJ... necessarily in their
own Di. trict .

Th~

majority

0

the peopl e seek employ -

- ment on a "ca sual basis", and their level of traini g
and education is very 1(""".

"""or thi s alld dher reason c

,

sOl11e of the employers n0 1'J pre"er imnorted labour , but
it is exnected that the Kukukuku area, after the
extension of administrative control, will provide a
substqntial source of labour .
Conditions are so ewhat
Area , "There adV'1,llCement ha

C

di~flculc

~

the Lae

I!one one step fur thE" r .

mhe Lei - Wom a . ativ' Local Government :::ouncil , vThich
hac; six ele c ted members , vias oroclaimed in iarch 1957,
to serve a population of ? , 250 peoule Ij,ving in
village group'" and
in effect i

eo

TTL

,h a centre at Buti bun: , ,{hich

the native settle1ent at Lae .

villa e people 8re eng::l.c:;ed on an acti ve
- ing coconuts an

~en

!"lI'0

he Lei-Labu
ramme

o~

ulant -

cocoa to improv· '"heir E"cono ic

pocition , but until these plantin s co e into 1'):-'0

u~tio'1 ,

the population viI) contLnue to derive its ilco'e
rom

nnual cash crops such

":lS

pro'luce sold at the Lae TTlarkpt ,

ueanuts and g rien
":l'l

::'ro'l

wa~es

earned

by employ f1ent on thp . harf and else,,,here at Lae .
The exploitation

o~

the

'1i1~ral

and norest resources
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o

thA

n~tlve

orobe 7\egion and the extent to l·rhich

adv~ncement

has been hplped by it provide an

interestin~

case study 0

a "c olonial" economy .

is a dev""lonment ,rhich has been based on the
o

thp ri,h 10c'3.1 resources

It

utiliz~tion

tal

thr0u~h ~li8n c~~

skill '1ncl ·rht h demanc1C' little o"lrticlP8.tion

~nr

rom the

indi.genous Donul'3.tion - except as a h . . nd-t"ul of Hageearn8rs emnloy8d in industry , ')1 though eVE":n these
may be imDorted
~ccruing

i,."

rom othpr

DiC'trici~ .

~he

to the n'3.tive oooulatior fro} ;uch

bp.np~iL

evelonment

~

as a rule , only small 8.ncl largely inrlLrect - "sll1all tt

in comparison to thR total

Dro~its

m de by the inlustries,

and " indirect" in the sense' that , 'TLth the excention
o~

industrial vages and other direct p'vmpnts such a e

the price 0
to the

l~nd ,

i+

~erritory l s

no~y .

in th' Dorm of (ll

o~trlbutions

exchequer , and (ii) the

" multiplier" effect
native ec

i~

o~

inrlustrial develonment on

On th8 whole, it le a sort 0

develonment which , hOI·rever impl'essive

~t

laY'3.Dpear ,

does not of itself embra e nativf interests .

Tative

econonic develop'11ent ie; not its lain "tqrget tt but is ,
"t best , m""rely a

"by-p~oiucttt.

i'urthermore , the oresent Dhase 0'" i riustrial activity
in

th~

'orobe Region, th'lt

i~ ,

th

uti.liza1'ion

o~
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forest resources through a heavily cani lr\lized nroject ,
has been made nossi ble largely becau"'e

0

the berplf"st of
o~

thR c;old- Lning industry - a bequest in the form
capital , lines

~tock

com unication ,

0

urb~n

settlem nts,

hydro - electric installat.ions an

othrr "'ervices .

such

~n o~her

or

~

~Ltua~ton

oes not

ev, Guinea , this pattern

to become the rulp.

~or

obtaL~
0'"

the

narts

TLncc
0

develon lP,nt is not likely
erritory .

- 593 THE HIGHLANDS
The Highlands of New Guinea form part of the Central
Cordillera and consist of a number of h i gh mountain ranges
which enclose some broad inter-montane valleys and plateaux.
From the point of view of both physical and human geo graphy
/

the Highlands constitute a world markedly different from
the other regions of New Guinea.

The relatively recent

penetration of this region by Europeans ( see Ch.I, pp.58-63),
the equability of the climate owing to altitude, the
presence of areas of dense population as well as of empty
spaces, the meagre transport facilities, the sudden breakdown of the isolation of the indigenous people, the h i gh
degree of perfection in the local subsistence agricultural
techniques, and the interest shown by European enter prise
in developing this region - these are some of t he f actor s
which comb ine to present cert a in economic and polit ical
problems wh ich are peculiar to the re g ion.
The Hi ghlands cover only 12 per cent of t he total land
area of the Territory of Papua and New Guinea, but about
40 per cent of its total population.

The people, who

occupy only the few broad valleys, have lived f or centuries
in highly atomized societies and in almost complete isolation
from the outside world.

Although European settlements in

the coastal areas - around Madang and Lae - had been

- 594 established in the 1880's, some fifty years had to elapse
before the Highlands were for the first time discovered by
Europeans as a result of the gold-searching activities of
the Leahy brothers in 1930.

The first organized

uropean

penetration into the region took place in 1933, when a group
of Catholic missionaries from Alexishafen entered through
the Chimbu Valley into the Wahgi Valley; about the same
time an Administration Patrol, led by Taylor and Spinks
found its way from the east through Bena Bena.

The first

reaction of the people towards the white men was naturally
one of awe and fear, but soon they became friendly; later,
as a result of some hostility in the Chimbu area, nonofficial penetration of the Central Highlands was completely
forbidden by the Administration in 1934, and even by 1938,
only a very limited measure of effective administration had
been estab ished .

Soon afterwards the Pacific War broke out
21
and although the Japanese never penetrated the Highlands,
the civil administration gave way to military administration,

which established at Goroka an important base for the Allied
military operations but made no attempt to extend administrative influence .
21

The war , however, affe c ted the health of the indigenous,
particularly as there was a widespread dysentery epidemic.

- 595 With the resumption of civil government in t he post-war
period, the area under administrative control was extended
year by year, but even as recently as June 1956 only 52 per
cent of the total area of the Central Hi ghlands was "under
effective control lt , while 26 per cent was "under administrative influence", 11 per cent was "under partial influence"
and the remaining 11 per cent was Itre s tricted" (see Map 3).
Orig inally, the whole of the Highlands area was administered as one District, called t he Central Hi ghlands ,
in which owing to the District's size and to the lack of
personnel, the administration was very thinly spread .

In

1951 the region was divided into the Eastern and the Western
Highlands Districts, and about the same time a t h ird Distric t ,
the Southern Hi ghlands, was created in Papua.

It is only

since this administrative reorganization that any sign i f icant
economic development has taken place in the Highlands.
The physiographic features of the region can be briefly
outlined.

From the international border of 141 0 east longi-

tude (where the width of the Central Cord illera is only 35
miles) to Mt Hagen at 144 0 east longitude, the country is
a complex of high mountain ranges with steep and narrow
valleys occupied by the headwaters of the Sepik, Fly and
Strickland Rivers.

Eastward, the ranges fall apart: the

ismarck Range swings in a wide curve northwards be f ore

- 596 resuming its general northwest-southeast trend, while the
southern ranges form several rows of mountains, of which
the most prominent is the Kubor Range .

Betwe en the Bismarck

and the southern ranges there are several wide valleys which
lie at an altitude of 4-5,000 ft and are drained by different river systems; the Gai and Jimmi Rivers in the north
find their way to the Sepik; the \ ahgi after receiving its
numerous tributaries (e.g., Chimbu and Kerowagi) drains
into the Purari; the Asaro, also a tributary of the

ahgi,

forms a distinctly separate basin; the easternmost section,
the Kainantu Basin , is drained by the Ramu; finally, in the
south, while the Kaugel and Mendi (Brave) Rivers flow into
the Purari, the Mubi and the Tagari form part of the Kikori
river-system.
The geology of the Highlands is incompletely known, and
although an account of the western portion was given some
22
time ago by Rickwood,
the eastern portion has yet to be
23
studied .
The major landforms in the area from Kainantu
to Mt Hagen were recently examined by a team of the Common22
F . K. Rickwood, "The Geology of the Western Highlands of
New Guinea", Journal of the Geological Society of Australia,
Vol .II, 1954, pp.63-82.
23
A report on the geology of the Eastern Highlands is
being prepared by the Commonwealth 3ureau of Mineral
Resources.
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24

Briefly , the geological and landform picture is as follows.
The mountain ranges owe their existence to large intrusive bodies which were responsible for uplifting the old
sedimentary cover.

As most of this cover has n ow been re-

moved by erosion, older sediments are rarely found, except
on the Kubor Range, on the summits of which Permian rocks
have been discovered .

Jurassic and younge r sediments, as

well as large deposits of volcanic material, occur on the
lower mountain slopes , while Tertiary limestones appear
over extensive areas, particularly in the eastern section
of the Wahgi Valley and over the major portion of the
Southern Highlands .
Tectonic and volcanic activity has been a characteristic
of the Highlands in all geological periods.
of

volcan~c

The last phase

activity, which occurred at the end of the

Tertiary period and continued into the Pleistocene, has
resulted into large deposits of volcanic material at the
main centres of activity, namely, Mt Hagen,
Mt Ialibu.

t Giluwe and

After the Pleistocene diastrophism the valleys

24

Reports of the C.S . I.R . O. survey are not available, but
papers were presented to the New Guinea Society (Canberra)
on 20 November 1957 by three members of the team - Dr E.Reiner,
Mr H. Haantjens and Dr G. Robbins .

- 598 were rapidly filled by sediments; then the whole area was
uplifted and the topography was subjected to varying degrees
of dissection.

There are few signs of dissection on the

Ple istocene and Recent deposits in the upper Kaugel Valley ,
but in the lower reaches, before the river enters its
straight and narrow gorge in the Tertiary limestone, the
valley floor is very diss ected.

There are well developed

terraces in the lower Kaugel and in the Mend i Valley, which
are covered with volcanic ash from Mt Giluwe , but more extensive than these are the volcanic deposits which cover
the slopes of Mt Hagen and extend westward as well as for
about a mile eastward into the Wahgi Valley.

All these

deposits have been intensely dissected by numerous streams.
The middle reaches of the Wahgi Valley from Korn to
Kundjip consist of an undissected, swampy, alluvial plain
which also extends into the side valleys.

The deposition

of thick alluvium and f ormation of extensive swamps in
this area may be explained by the fact that while the
Pleistocene vulcanism by upsetting the drainage pattern extended the catchment of the Wahgi , allowing the transp ortation of a much larger amount of sediment, the unaltered
gradient of the middle reaches of the river turned it into
an area of deposition (see Ch.II, pp.81-2).
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Eastwards of the swampy region, between Kundjip and
Kundiawa , is the regJ.on of alluvial fans built by the tributaries of the Wahgi .

The fans are now linked with each

other and form a fl at valley bottom, which gives the impression of their being lake deposits - an impression which
may be correct only partly.

Dissection in this alluvial

fan region becomes increasingly greater from west to east.
Beyond Kundiawa, as the Wahgi enters its straight gorge
in the Meso zoic and Jurassic rocks, the lanuscape changes to
irregular hills

in

which land-slides are very common.

Here,

on the northern side of the valley, Tertiary limestones rise
steeply to 100-200 ft (see Plate II).
Thus, in the Wahgi Valley alone, it is possible to recognize four major landforms: the volcanic region, the alluvial swamps, the disse cted fans , and the region of irregular hills.

Landforms are differentiated also in the Asaro

Valley, which falls into two distinct morphological regions:
the upper Asaro as far as Go!oka and the lower Asaro (Bena
Bena area).

The former consists of ctlluvial fans which have

been little dissected (see Plate I) , while the latter includes extensive deposits of coarse gravel containing a
large amount of quartz, and has undergone more pronounced
dissection and erosion than the upper Asaro Vall ey.

- 600 In the Kainantu Basin, the Tertiary volcanic landscape
was eroded to a mature landform - smooth and rounded hills
and open and wide valleys .

During the Pleistocene, t he

valleys were filled with coarse gravels , with the result that
now the hill s s tand only a few hundred feet above the valle y
floor .

Recent dissection has produced terraces along t he

upper Ramu and other streams, but t he area, on the Whole,
possesses smooth and subdued forms .
CLIrYT...ATE
Although the climatolog ical data for t he Hi ghlands are
very scanty , it is well known that the valleys with in t he
re g ion have a genial climate.

Generally, the temperature on

the valley floors fluctuates between 50 0 and 80 0 F and t he
daily range approximates to 200-25 0F.

Temperature cond itions

are modified by altitude; for example, in the upper Ch imbu
area the temperatures range between 40 0 and 70 0 F, and at
Mt

V ilhelm

while the night temperatures drop well below

freezing point, the temperature during the day rises to only
40 0 F .

In addition to the vertical differentiation, re gional

differences also are noticeable; in the eastern valleys,
namely , the Kainantu Basin and the lower Asaro Valley, temperatures may rise to above 80 0 F in the dry season and there
is an absence of frosts .

On the other hand , in the Kaugel

- 601 Valley and in the Komia area, north-westward of

endi, f ros t s

occur frequently and are particularly severe in June.

It

was reported by one of the recent patrols that every year
10 to 25 per cent of the annual crop in this area is damaged
by frost and every 10-15 years the entire crop is wiped
out by a continuous series of frosts.
Rainfall is of greater significance than te mperatures
in the local variations of climate.

Most of the valleys

receive more than 100 inches of rain every year but the
Wahg i, and Asaro Valleys and the Kainantu Basin get only
80 to 100 inches a year.

It is probable that with increas-

ing elevation the amount of rainfall becomes greater.

The

cloud belt comes down to 8 ,000 ft on l t Hagen and t he Kubor
Ranges and to 8,500-9,000 ft on Mt Wilhelm and in the
Chimbu Valley, and within it, the rainfall is much h i gher.
Rains come almost every day but a seasonal pat tern is
distinguis hable in the annual distribution of rainfall;
the average monthly total is as much as 10 inches during
the period December to March, but drops to only 2 inc hes
from July to September.

The dry season in t he Asaro-

Kainantu area is particularly significant, and often t he
seasonal drought is severe enough to produce local crop
failures and food shortages.

However, as one goes westward

the seasonal pattern becomes less pronounced - at least in

- 602 its effect on agricultural activity; for example in the
Chimbu Valley although the time when the rains start (October-November) is considered to be the best for making
gar dens, there is no calendar for sowing and harvesting.

25

Similarly, the people of Lake Kutub u recognize five "seasons"
in the year but the ir agricultural cycle is not inte grated
26
to any great extent with these Itseasons t .
The Tari people
27
do not recognize any seasons whatsoever.
An important feature of the climate is the year to

year fluctuation in the rainfall.

Throughout the Highlands ,

the various groups of people recall in their legends periods
of severe drought as well as times of excessive rainfall
and flood ing.
VEGETATION
The vegetation of the main valleys and lower hill slopes
of the Highlands consists of extensive grasslands which in
certain areas yield place to swamps, patches of secondary
growth, remnants of forests, and cultivated or abandoned
25
J. Nilles, "The Kuman of the Chimbu Region, Central
Highlands" , Oceania, Vol . XXI , 1950, p.50.
26
F . E. Williams, "Natives of Lake Kutubu, Papua" , Oceania,
Vol.XI, 1940, p .126 .
2~{

Information from Mr R. M. Glasse, Research Student, Department of Anthropology, A. N. U.
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These are probably man-made grasslands, created

by the repeated burning of the ve getation cover for gardening and hunting purposes, and occupy not only the valley
flats but also the hi Isides up to considerable heights.

In

fact, the present boundary between grasslands and forests
runs irregularly between 6,000-8,000 ft, t hat is, along the
altitudinal lim.it of native cultivation.
The upper and middle reaches of t he Wahg i Valley bear
a tall cane-grass (Miscanthus), together with some elepantgrass (Pennisetum) and wild sugar-cane (Saccharum).

The

swampy areas, here as well as elsewhere in the Highlands,
are occupied by Phragmites, but in the water-logged areas
sedges and rushes become more characteristic.
The eastern portion of the Wahg i Valley together with
the Asaro Valley, the Kainantu BaSin, the valleys of the
Southern Hi ghlands, and even the dry slopes of the

t Hagen

area are covered with short grasses in which are mixed many
species such as Ischaemum, Arundinella, Themeda (Kangaroo
grass) and Imperata (Kunai).

These species are not indigen-

ous and have migrated into the Hi ghlands from the adjoining
28

lowland grasslands of the Markham and
28

amu valleys.

G. Robbins, Pa~er read to the New Guinea Society ( Canberra),
20 November 1957 ~ Unpublished).

- 604 In these grasslands there are often found patches of
secondary growth, amongst which gr oves of casuarina are the
most dominant.

As a general practice, casuarina trees are

planted by the people before they abandon their gardens;
they effectively check the spread of grasslands and constitute a valuable source of firewood in a region where
timber is scarce .

Moreover, it is thought that these trees

help in nitrogen fixation in the worked-out soil.
Although the short grasses have been found suitable for
cattle grazing, they are, on the whole, harmful and their
establishment on any piece of land renders it more or less
useless for agricultural purposes.

The Administration has

therefore forbidden the burning of grass tracts and it is
reported that as a result of this policy secondary growth
is already superseding the grass vegetation in certain
areas.

29

The Administration is also making a limited attempt

to reafforest the Kunai-covered hills in the Highlands .

The

afforestation programme at present is confined to the Goroka
and Kainantu areas, but it is hoped that it will soon be
extended to the Chimbu Sub-district.

Twenty-six village

nurseries are maintained in the Easte rn Highlands , and by
the middle of 1957 more than 100,000 hoop pines, in addition

29
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30

One of the

major obstacles to any reafforestation programme is the
question of native land ownership, for although at present
the Kunai lands may not be of much use to the local people,
disputes are likely to arise as these lands are afforested
31
and improved.
Above the grasslands is found the zone of forests which
is divisible into three types: Submontane, Montane , and
Mossy Forest.

The first two, extending up to altitudes of

9,000 ft, are characterized by two storeys, the upper one
being 100 ft high; they can be sub-divided, on the basis
of dominant species, into Araucaria Forests, Oak Forests,
Beech Forests and Mixed Forests of Podocarps.
Araucaria forests of Hoop and Klinki pines are found
at lower altitudes in the Eastern Highlands, but the stands
are not extensive, the only large patch being in the Jimmi
32
Valley, where Klinki is predominant.

Six-monthly Report on the Advancement of Native Agriculture for the period ending 30 June 1957.
31
For problems of land ownership, see K. E. Read, ULand
in the Central Highland , South Pacific, Vol.VI, No .7,
October 1952, pp.440-49.
32
J.S. Womersley and J.B. McAdam, Forests and Forest Conditions in the Territory of Papua and New Guinea (Port
Moresby, 1957), p.25.
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Most of the Submontane forest consists of Oak forests
of Quercus and Castanopsis, while the Montane forest includes Beech forests of Nothofagus or mixed broad-leaf
forests of Podocarpus and other species.

These are a valu-

able source of timber in an area which has been largely
deforested.

At present local needs are supplied by eight

saw-mills in the Western Highlands, four in the

~astern

Highlands, and three in the Southern Highlands ( Map 20).
The Mossy forests are found within the cloud-belt;
their canopy is only 40 ft from the ground; the trees are
twisted, gnarled and crooked, and appear to be fantastically
large because of the moss-clothing.

Towards their upper

limit they degenerate into alpine scrub which, at 10,000 ft,
gives way to alpine grasslands, and at 15,000 ft to a region
which is almost completely devoid of vegetation.
SOILS
Although our knowledge of the soils of the Highlands
is very limited, one
are very varied.

thll~g

which is certain is that they

There are not only significant regional

differences, but even within a small locality variations
in the character of the soil are often quite noticeable;
for lllstance, on a small plantation which was being holed
for coffee near Goroka, the writer noticed an amazing range

- 607 of difference in the colour of the scooped earth.

It is

probable that the rate of humus accumulation remains unchanged until the frost-line is reached (see Ch.IV, p.143).
Generally, the soils on the hill-slopes are skeletal and
quickly lose their productivity unless adequately protected;
the people plant casuarina and apply rudimentary methods
of checking soil erosion, as for example, by placing logs
across the slopes.

It is surprising that although gardens

are made on hill-sides, some of which may have a slope of
as much as 70 0

,

soil erosion which is clearly incipient on

some deforested ridges, has not assumed serious proportions
over most parts of the Highlands.
On the valley floors the soils are generally fertile
but there are appreciable regional differences.

The soils

of the Kainantu Basin and the Bena Bena area are gravelly,
with much quartz content, but the texture of the soil improves in the alluvial fans of the upper Asaro and the lower
Wahgi Valleys.

Their productivity, however, is not con-

sidered to be exceptionally high, and they are not comparable
to the soils of the Gazelle Peninsula or even to that of
the Wau area.

In the middle reaches of the Wahgi Valley,

the swamps when drained may provide a fertile alluvium.
33

A preliminary soil survey was made by the C.S.I.R.O.
in 1957, but details are not available yet.

33

- 608 The most fertile soils are those derived from volcanic
material and limestones.
POPULATION
The indigenous population in the Highlands is nearly
700,000.

Map 20 shows the major linguistic group in the

area, while the following Table s hows the districtwise
distribution of population as on 31 March 1956:
District

Total

13,400
45,470
108,630

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

305, 859
242,097
116,037

167,500

i

663,993

I Estimated

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Eastern Highlands 292,459
Western Highlands 196,627
Southern Highlands
7,407
TOTAL

I

!Counted

i

496,493

I

~.

I

According to these figures the average density of
population per sq. mile works out to 45 in the Eastern
Highlands, 26 in the
Southern Highlands.

estern Highlands and 17 in the
However, these average figures ao not

reveal the correct picture, since the population is very
unevenly distributed and is generally concentrated into
pockets.

In the Ch imbu Valley, for examp e, there are

150,000 people and the density of population (estimated to
be

1~0

s

and in placed reaching to 300 persons to the square

mile) is such that in the recent past, groups of people
34
have been forced to emigrate to neighbouring lands.
In
34

Nilles, Ope cit., p.105.

- 609 contrast, there are examples of fertile lands in the

ahgi

and Tua Valleys, which at present support little population.
The rugged mountainous areas are, as may be expected,
uninhab i ted, but on the other hand some of the fert ile
valley tlats also are not available to the people f or agricultural and settlement purposes, with the result that population concentrations are found on mountain slopes.

This

retreat from the valley flats is perhaps due to the prevalence of malaria which has been found endemic up to an
altitude of 4 , 500 ft in several localities such as the
Wahgi Valley,

~t

Hagen and Kainantu .

35

In addition to ma-

laria, there are other factors including the prevalence
of swamps and Kunai grass , the state of hostility between
population groups, considerations of defence, and purely
historical accidents of settlement, which account for the
imbalance in the distribution of population.
With the establishment of law and order and the extension of rudimentary health services, the indigenous population is estimated to be increasing at a rate of 15 per
36

thousand per year.

It is obvious that as the pressure of

35

R.H. Black , "The Geographical Distri ut ion of Malaria
in the South-west Pacific' , The Australian Geographer,
Vol. VI, No .4, January 1955, p.33.
36

Source of information: Mr WoE . Toma etti, D. O., Eastern
Highlan s District .

- 610 population becomes greater in the densely populated areas,
shifts of population will become necessary on a local and
even on a regional scale.

With the draining of the swamps

and the control of malaria, the population is most likely
to shift from the mountain slopes to the valley flats, but
there is also the possibility of bringing about larger
shifts, as for instance, from the densely populated Chimbu
Valley to the Tua Valley which has extensive areas of flat
37
and fertile land at 3,000 ft but is very scantily populated.
The European population of the Highlands is only about
700, representing a very small fraction (1/1000) of the
total.

Its dist ribution is very uneven, and reflects the

degree of economic development in the different areas; while
there are very few Europeans in the Southern Highlands,
some 85 per cent of the European population is confined to
the Eastern Highlands, and even here Goroka, the Highland's
only township accounts for 57 per cent.

(See Plates XLVI,

XLVII and XLVIII.)

LABOUR
The greatest significance of the Highlands to the
present economy of Papua and New Guinea is that it is the
37

The 800 people living on the southern slopes of Mt Suaru
are reported to be the wealthiest natives in the Highlands Patrol Report , Bombai Census Sub -division. (Chimbu -18)

1956-57.
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In the post-war period

when the need arose to re-establish plantations and industries the coastal employers found themselves desperately
short of labour and turned their eyes to its great untapped labour resources.

In 1949 the government permitted

a limited recruiting on the condition that the labourers
would not be engaged in any area below the altitude of
3,500 ft .

Later this condition was relaxed, so that the

labourers can now be recruited f or coastal areas also.
Within the Highlands Districts themselves, labourers
are employed on a Itcasual " baSiS, a form of employment now
most common particularly in the Eastern Highlands District
where economic development has taken place on a relatively
large scale.

The contract-labour for the coastal areas is

recruited under a scheme which, as mentioned above, was
started

in

January 1950 and which now covers the three High-

lands Districts.

All recruits are handled through the

Labour Attestation Centre at Goroka , where necessary health
and other conditions for recruitment are fulfilled.
During the seven years of the operation of the Scheme ,
about 20,500 labourers (some of whom may have been recruited
more than once) have been supplied to the coastal areas.
The vo ume of labour supply from the Highlands has been increasing year by year; f or example, whereas 6 , 000 labourers

- 612 were recruited over a period of 21 months from Octooer 1954
to June 1956, an equal number was recruited only in 12
months during 1956 - 57.

Of those recruited in 1956-5'(,

about 4 , 000 (65 per cent) came from the Chimbu SUb-district
alone , while 23 per cent

ere recruited. from other parts

of the Western and the Southern Highlands, anu only 12 per
cent :trom the Eastern Highlands District .

It is noteworthy

that with the greater degree of "sophistication" in the
Eastern Highlands, the sources of contract-labour have
shifted westward.

Now there is a proposal to start a re-

cruiting centre at Minj, for which it will be necessary to
build a new air- strip, the estimated cost of which
3b
£23 , 000.

1S

Labourers from the Highlands, as well as their employers,
seem to have definite preferences for each other,

and

the

supply is adjusted to the demand according to these pre-

39

ferences .

Generally, the Highland labourers, being used

to a temperate climate, prefer to go to shaded plantations
rather than to goldfields.

It is also unaerstanddble that

they opt for the towns 8uch as rtabaul and Port Moresby.

In

fact, several cases of desertion were recently reported
38

39

Source of information: Labour Attestation Centre, Goroka.
Source of information as above.

- 613 from Galley Reach and other areas

40

because at the time of

recruitment the labourers had thought that they were being
sent to Port Moresby - which actually is the la.bour-clearing centre for

apua.

On the part of the employers, it

seems that rubber plantations prefer the Asaro people and
do not want the Kainantu labourers; the coconut plantations
show a preference for the Chimbus and the gold mining
companies ask for the Western Highlanders.

The reasons for

the likes and dislikes are not clear, and there may be
several factors involved, such as the labourers' degree of
ttsophistication lt , their temperamental disposition, and
above all , their previous records or experience of service.
Although the problem of over-recruitment has not
appeared on a District or Sub-district level, certain localities, especially in the Chimbu country, are known to
have been over-recruited to an extent which has adversely
affected the social and economic life of the village.

41

It

40

Labour compounds which are well out of town in the
Central District present a most degrad ing form of soc iety.
While the labourers get a better treatment on coconut
plantations, they are generally ill-treated on the rubber
estates, so that most of those employed now do not intend
to sign again. - Dr M. C. Groves , Paper to the New Guinea
Society (Canberra), 16 April 1957. (Unpublished.)

41

In some groups of the Chimbu Valley absentee figures
have reached as much as 58.9 per cent of the eligible male
population. The average for the whole district may obscure this local situation. - Read , Ope cit., p.311, n.10.

- 614 was noted in a recent report that the incidence of adultery,
which is not an uncommon of fence in the area,

II

is aggravated

by the number of men absent in employment to lowland
employers and casually within the District".

42

However,

over-recruitment is not a major problem so far, except 10cally.

In fact, the labour potential in each village is

carefully assessed by the visiting Patrols and recruitment
generally remains below the potential.

43

Employment is an important source of cash income as
well as of knowled ge and experience for the people.

iany

officials with a long experience of administration hold the
view that for any substantial progress of the na tive communities it is necessary to modify their social organization,
and that recruitment is one way of bringing up a generation of men who will provide the enthuSiasm and leadership
which is needed for economic and social advancement.
TRANSPORT
Any economic development, native or European, must
depend on the facilities of transport.

At present the

Highlands depend largely on air transport, and almost all
42
43
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There is no official limit for recruitment but it is
considered that the villagers cannot aff ord to spare more
than 25 per cent of their able-bodied population.

- 615 supplies and passengers are flown in and out of the re g ion.
There are about 40 air-strips in the Hi ghlands, and Goroka,
with about 850 landings and take-offs per month, is one
of the busiest air- ports in the Territory (see Map 10) .
However, even though all the "production areas" in the Hi ghlands are accessible by air and the D. C. 3's do a marvellous
job in moving men and material (includ ing labourers from
the Highlands and wrapped bread from Lae), it is obvious
that air transport is costly and that development cannot
assume a fast pace without the provision of good roads.
At present, in addition to the trunk road which runs from
Lae to Laiagam and branches at Mt Hagen for Mendi , there
are a few subsidiary roads also (Map 20 ) .

But while t he

surface of all these roads leaves much to be deSired, the
need for satisfactory bridges or fords at several places
is more urgent .

A bridge near Chimbu, one of the several

of its kind, bears the notice

I

Cross at your own risk", and

even though "risks' are taken without involving grave consequences, a day ' s drive on the tortuous and bumpy roads is
enough to g ive a person lithe feel of the countrytl .
The Administration as well as the people realize the
importance of building and maintainin g the roads.
Plate XLI~)

(See

In the first place, the function of t he road

extends the influence of the Administration; it is a means

- 616 by which the government reaches the people; it is a symbol
of administrative authority; it is a place of meeting and
people do not fight on the road; one might compare the
mediaeval phrase "the King's Highwaylt .

The road is also a

means of stimulating the interests of the village people in
a common enterprise for a common good.

It is not surprising

therefore that the people should be enthusiastic about
road building and should regard road maint enance as an
obligatory and even "pious" work.

In fact, certain com-

munities have come to believe that all that they need to do
for their economic betterment is to build a road.

A warn-

ing in this connection was given in an of ficial communication re garding the Kezemarinabi people in t he Goroka Subdistrict:
If these people are building the road and re gard it
as the Key to an easy and prosperous future, they
seem to be heading for a deep disillusionment, and
if that happens, to the extent that the Administration is involved in the road we shall lose their
confidence. 44
The general policy of the Administration, however, is
to encourage the local population to build earth-roads
which are gradually improved and I inked up.

Monday is the

' road day" in the Hi ghlands - a day on which any traveller,
44
D.O. to A. D.O., dated 24 April 1957.
Goroka, No.lO, 1956-57.

Patrol Report -

- 617 as the writer found, is hailed by thousands of good-natured
people working in the road gangs .

(See Plate L. )

During 1956-57 substantial progress was made in road
building .

Besides the construction or extension of several

subsidiary roads, a permanent steel and cement bridge was
completed on the Omahaiga River three miles west of Goroka .

An overland convoy of heavy equipment has been brought
from Lae and work is going to start soon on that section
of the main road which lies in the Kassam Pass, that is,
the entrance from the Markham Valley into the Highlands .
TRIALS OF PObSIBILITIbS FOR DEVELOP:&lli T
Since the Highlands Region is a frontier zone of development in New Guinea, some of the scientific experimental and investigational work being done there by the
Administration should be noted .
On the agricultural side, the Highlands Agricultural
Experiment Station, covering an area of 2,029 acres at
Aiyura and with Extension Centre s at Goroka, Kundiawa and
Mt Hagen , experiments with highlands crops, of which the
most important at present is coffee.

Res earch is being

done in the spacing and shading of this crop and in the
control of the ring- borer pest, which has become a menace
in the Gor oka area .

To date almost all the coffee in the
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Highlands has been planted with the Blue Mountain variety
using Aiyura seeds.

Amongst other crops the most promising,

particularly for indigenous agriculture, is pyrethrum and
it is reported that strains suitable for local conditions
have now been found.
On the pastoral Side, there are Livestock Stations at
Goroka (289 acres within the limited space available to the
township!), at Arona (2,745 acres in the upper Ramu Valley),
and at Nondugl and Baiyer River .

The cattle population of

the Highlands is now about 2,500.

Jersey cattle and zebu

cross-breeds are reported to be the most successful.
Baiyer

At

iver only short-horns are kept, while at the Nondugl

Station, established under the Hallstrom Livestock and
Fauna Trust , about 1,000 Romney Marsh sheep are run in conjunction with 200 cattle.

The sheep are not doing well;

the rainfall (100 inches) is too heavy and produces not
only foot-rot disease but also a heavy pasture growth which
can be kept in control only by running cattle together with
sheep.

At any rate, the original idea of introducing a

sheep industry amongst the native people has been given up.
The livestock industry is likely to remain a European
enterprise and in view of the shortage of large ranges it
seems that cattle or sheep will be part of a mixed farming
system and not one of the range type.

- 619 It was remarked in a recent Rep ort that the Government
Agricultural and Livestock Stations in the Highlands lack
45
co-ordination and are too heavily capitalized.
The remedy of the first objection is merely a matter of organization, but the criticism in respect of capital costs should
be weighed against the fact that these institutions are
pioneering in a region which holds considerable promise
for

~~ropean,

and perhaps some native, development.
EUROPE~~

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

At present the main forms of European enterprise in
the Highlands are plantation agriculture, purchase of
native agricultural produce, saw-milling and operation of
private trucks.

In addition, some big gold companies are

now reported to be interested in the Kainantu area.
Of all these enterprises plantation agriculture is
the most important.

There is a

~uropean

demand for land

as well as a willingness on the part of the Adminlstration
to meet this demand , but only in keeplllg with its policy of
46
native interests.
The non-indigenous land holdings in
45
46.
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In May 1952 the restrictions WhlCh had prevented
European settlements were lifted with the result that
there was a rush of applicants to take up land . Up to the
end of June 1951 the total area leased to Europeans was
3,509 acres . Additional areas leased during the following
years increased astonishingly: 1,324 acres in 1952, 4,469
acres in 1953, 8 , 640 acres in 1954 . It was then realized

- 620 the Highlands , as on 31 March 1956, are shown

1n

the fol -

lowing Table:

District

! 1rumber
II
I'
I
I
IU
I
I
of
A
nderlI Under lClearedl
B1
holdings verage cropslpa~e~ areas
a ance
in use i
i
J
i
i

Eastern
Highlands
Western
Highlands
Southern
Highlands
TOTALS

!

I

62

15,160

3,003

445

1,083

10,631

39

23,615

1,093

605

11,118

10,799

2

228

27

1

168

32

12,369

21,462

103

!
I

39,003

!
I

4,123 ;1,049

!
I

The Table reveals some interesting facts .

The Southern

Highlands are more or less out of picture; large areas in
this District are yet to be brought under control; considerable areas were de-restricted during 1956-57, but it
was said that land was not available for concentrated
European development, which will have to wait until large
areas on the Poru Plateau and in the Sugu and Kagua Valleys
47
are thrown open.
Transport will still remain a problem;
the only stretch of good road in the District is that connecting Mendi with Mt Hagen , and since the Erave and Iaro
River gorges are most difficult to bridge, the District will

46 ( continued)
that the pace of alienation was getting too fast. For a
discussion of land problems see F. J . est, "Colonial Development in Central New Guinea fl , South PacifiC, Vol . IX ,
No . 2 , September-October 1~56, pp.307-9 .
47
Annual Rep ort of the Southern Highlands District, 1956-57.
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remain oriented towards the north rather than south as
far as road transport is concerned.
Further, the above Table shows that while the Eastern
Highlands possess the greater number of holdings in use
and a larger acreage under crops, the Western Highlands
have a greater acreage of holdings and a far greater acreage
of cleared areas.

In other words, at present the Eastern

Highlands are more developed, but the 1:'u ture pace of
plantation development is likely to be greater in the
Western Highlands.
The figures also show that out of the total non-indigenous land holdings only 10 per cent is under crops and
5 per cent under pastures, but the balance of 85 per cent
has yet to be put to some use.

This might be an indication

that the non-indigenous demand for more land is not urgent,
and the "go-slow Cl policy of the Administration in alienating land is just ified.
Coffee is considered to be the ideal plantation crop
in the Highlands.

purpose and there
supply.

The climate is very suitable f or t his
1.S

no difficulty in respect of labour

Whether all types of soil, for example, that with

quartz content in the
is doubtful.

ena-Bena area, are equally good,

The bulk-value ratio of co ff ee allow

it to

withstand the cost of air-transport, but the capital requirement for establishing co1:fee plantation is high.

- 622 and 623 As a matter of fact, coffee is the plantation crop in
the Highlands , while other forms of Buropean production
are merely profitable sidelines .

In March 1956 , about 62

per cent of the t otal European cropped area was under this
crop , and the posit ion of coffee a creages in various Distric ts was as f OLl ows :
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The Eastern Highlands had a large lead
and production , while the Southern Highland
nadir in this respect .

I

III

i

cultivation

stood at the

The Highlands contributed

III

1956-

57 , nearly 54 per cent of Arabica coffee to the total production of Arabica and Robusta in the Territory of Papua
and New Guinea, and the production is bound to rise steeply
in future as immature plantings come to be aring .

- 624 Next to coffee, the most important cash crop is
European vegetables, which are grown mostly around Goroka,
and air - freighted to Lae , Madang and Port Moresby .

The

t'reight rate lrom Goroka to Port Moresby is 6d ./lb.

Potatoes

fr om the Highlands cannot compete with those imported from
Australia , but European vegetables find a ready market,
and it is thought that if only adequate transport were
available , the supply could be increased several- fold .
In addition to European vegetables, some amount of peanuts and sweet potatoes are also grown by

~uropeans,

but

a considerable quantity of garden produce is purchased
from native producers by private buyers .
NATIVE ECOrOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The native economy in the Highlands is overwhelmingly
a subsistence economy which is based on the cultivation of
root-crops , mainly sweet potatoes, on a bush-fallow system .
However, there are considerable differences in the amount
of food available to different groups of people .

Even in

some densely populated regions, for example the Chimbu ana
Wabag areas, there is no shortage of food .

The people of

Lake Kutubu and the Mubi Valley enjoy an abundance of food
a different way : they are sago- eaters and the palms
48
grow very plentifully in their land .
However, there are
in

48

Williams,

Op e

cit., p . 152 .

- 625 several areas where seasonal fo od shortage is common; tor
example, the Bena Bena people face a t'ood shortage

III

the

dry season, which unfortunately als o coincides with the
devastation of sweet potato crop by the ant-weevil (Cyclos
Formicarius).

49

The problem of the recurring shortage of

food is said to be more acute in the Southern Highlands
as well as in some parts of the

estern Hlghlands District .

It is not intended here to present any detailed account
of the subsistence economy in the Highlands , but

d

word

may be said about the importance of pigs, the only livestock animal in the Highlands .

The population of domesti-

cated pigs is roughly estimated to be 2 to 5 million.

50

Since anthrax disease is endemic amongst them, occasionally
assumlng epidemic proportions, the Highland pigs are not
allowed to be removed to the coastal areas.

During 1956-57

about 8 ,000 pigs were vaccinated in the Mt Hagen area but
it is obvious that vaccination of all the pigs in the Highlands is an almost impossible task.

Piggeries at various

places in the Highlands have had a dismal history, for the
enclosure of these animals usually increases the incidence
of variou.s parasites amongst them.

49

Patrol Heport , Goroka,
Goroka) •
50

0.2, 1956-57 (District Office,

Information from ~tr . B. Osbourne (Division of Animal
Industry , Port 10resby).

- 626 In view of the shortage of -prote in in the diet of the
Highlanders , the Administration is encouraging the culture
of pond fish.

Tilapia has been found easy to breed in all

parts of the region, except in the Southern Highlands .

By

June 1957, 68 Tilapia ponds had been completed, while 47
were under construction in the Goroka Sub-district alone.
The villagers are also encouraged to breed ducks in these
ponds to prevent over-stocking of fish.
The subsistence economy in the Highlands is, in general
terms, stationary, atomized, and distributive rather than
51
dynamic, acquisitive and accumulative.
The important
features of this economy are: firstly, the basis of economic
co-operation is provided by kinship groups ; secondly, the
units of production are small and yields are low; thirdly,
the t ools are simple, the techniques are undifferentiated
and there is lack of specialization; and fourthly, every
economic activity is governed by a strong value of social
52
reciprocity.
The introduction of money attacks and in
time dissolves these features of the subsistence economy.

51
ItIf we abstract a little unimaginatively." - W. E. H.Stanner,
The South Seas in Transition (Sydney, 1953), p.4.
52
Ibid. Stanner's analysis covered the native economy
of the whole of New Guinea.

- 627 The main sources of native cash income in the Hi ghlands
are, firstly, wage earning , secondly, cash-cropping , and
thirdly, a certain amount of gold mining in a few areas.
In cash-cropping, the sale of garden produce is the
most important form of activity, the produce being sold
to the Administration and to private European buyers on
government-approved prices.

Sweet potatoes, sold at i d. per

lb. constitute the bulk of the sale, particularly in the
Western Hi ghlands.
p~ITchased

During 1956-57, the Administration

about 780 tons of sweet potatoes from the Western

Hi ghlands and about 150 tons from the Eastern Highlands,
and it is estimated that an equal amount (930 tons) was
purchased by private buyers.
Peanuts, an introduced crop in the Hi ghlands, have
been accepted to such an extent that they not only rank
next to sweet potatoes in the subsistence economy, but also
are offered for sale.

Their production during 1956-57 was

estimated at more than 200 tons in the Eastern Hi ghlands
and about 12 tons in the Western Hi ghlands; during the same
year, some 96 tons (45 per cent of the total production)
were purchased by the Administration and private buyers.
It is doubtful whether peanuts will become an important
cash crop but already there is a receptive market for them
at Goroka and other places.

- 628 The production of potatoes was estimated to be 250 tons
of which 200 tons were purchased by the Administration.
European ve getab le growing is now firmly established in
the indigenous economy and a variety of European vegetab es
are grown for local consumption as well as for sale; during
1956-57, the Administration alone purchased I I I tons in
the Eastern Highlands .

It seems that the people of the

upper Wahgi grow more vegetables than the people of the
Asaro area, but most of their production is consumed locally.
There is a p an to organize a regular native market at
Goroka, which is bound to stimulate the production of
European vegetables.
The cultivation of passion fruit, encouraged by the
Cottees Ltd , was taken up with great enthusiasm around
Goroka, and the crop soon spread into the Eastern and the
Western Highlands Districts.

Since 120-150 lb. of fruit

yield only 40 lb . of pulp, the Cottees decided to establish
a crusher and freezer at Goroka .

The imposition of a tariff

duty on imports of passion fruit into Australia has, however,
crippled this industry, and now the Cottees ' demand is so
small (400,000 lb. of fruit annually) that it can be met
by the production within one mile of Goroka.

During the

first half of 1957, in addition to the amount sold directly
to the Cottees, about 150,000 lb. of fruit were sold to a
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private buyer, who probably resold it to the Cottees.
Passion fruit is grown for food in the Kainantu and Chimbu
areas, but there is no market for it.
The only other garden crop which is the source of some
cash income is maize which was only recently introduced
into the Highlands but has found a place in the subsistence
food production.

There is a local market for an annual

supply of 5 tons of maize at Goroka, where it is processed
in a hammer mill and goes to form part of the food ration
for labourers.
The only crop which is grown purely for obtaining a
cash income is coffee.

Indigenous people are trained at

Goroka and Korn in planting it, and the crop is rapidly becoming popular.

In mid-1957, there were 540 acres of native

coffee in the Eastern Highlands and 180 acres in the Western
Highlands .

Some of the plots which the writer saw at

Goroka did not compare very favourably with the European
plantations; however, the mature plots are reported to be
yielding about half a ton per acre annually, which may be
considered a reasonable yield.

The minimum economic unit

.

for the growe r is considered to be half an acre ( 300 trees) ,
but many of the native plots do not meet this requirement.
The Administration therefore is not encouraging the people,
particularly in the Eastern Highlands , to plant any new

- 630 areas, and is rather urging the growers to bring up their
plots to the require d size.
The indigenous people process coffee up to the parchment stage and sell it at government approved price

(~d.

per lb.) to private buyers, some of whom conduct re gular
runs along the roads.

There is no doubt that coffee in the

Highlands is the cash-crop of the future, but it appears
that in view of the land shortage in certain densely populated areas, such as the Chimbu , it is inadvisable to introduce co ff ee at this stage.
The only other source of cash income which remains to
be discussed is native gold mining.

During the nine months

ending on 30 March 1957, the total production of native gold
in the Highlands District was 1,103 oz, valued at £17 ,219.
About 99 per cent of the total ou tput was mined in the
Kainantu area, where a Min ing Field Officer is stationed now.
One native miner, Kubake, lodged 138 oz. of gold, valued
at £1,700 in the District Office at Kainantu.
It is estimated that during 1956-57, the native income
53
from cash cropping in the astern Highlands was £29 ,350.
If we add to this total the cash income from employment and
53
The break-up of this income was as follows: Sweet potatoes £18 ,750; Peanuts £4 ,400; Passion Fruits £4 ,000;
Coffee £2,000.
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gold mining, the average per capita income for this District
would work out to be about 5 shillings per year.

The figure

for the Western Highlands would be much lower and that for
the Southern Highlands negligible.

It is not surprising,

then, that the Highlands do not have any co-operatives; in
fact, they are not yet ready even for Rural Progress Societies.

As re gards Native Village Councils , there is a

proposal to establish one in the Kainantu area and another
in the upper Asaro Valley.

In these two areas, perhaps a

tax of one pound per head per year can be raised for the
functioning of the Councils.
Although it is not easy to create suddenly a modern
society out of a primitive people, native economic and social development in the Highlands is proceeding at a fast
pace.

European enterprise, too, seems to be more interested

in this than in any other region of the Territory .

Perhaps,

the future rate of native development itself will depand on
the growth of European economic activities, but an Administration with an understanding of the problems of native
land, labour and welfare will have to be cautious; if the
economic, social and political troubles encountered in many
other upland areas of the tropics are to be avoided, development, both native and European , will have to be carefully balanced and planned.
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One of the most important problems seems to be that
the New Guinea Highlands , with their temperate climate, will
come in competition with Australia in the production of
various commodities for which they are suited .

The question

is whether Australia will protect her self against New
Guinea.

Surely, it will be a very injudicious protection.

CHAPTER

x:v

THE FRONTIER REGIONS
====================

THE MARKHAM - UPPER RAMU VALLEY
The Markham - Upper R mu Valley is a frontier zone
of economic development and one of the most promising
re gions for pioneering agricultural and pastoral activities
in the Territory.

To the possibilities of developing this

region, attention has been drawn from time to time by
1

several writers,

among others, by Bowman , who in his study

of prospects for settlement in North-eastern New Guinea
selected these valleys as the best site for agricultural
2

colonization by white people.

Although on the physical

side, and much more on the social, Bowman 's discussion
leaves out many important factors, there is no doubt that
1

See, for example, C.C. Marr , "An Agricultural Survey of
the Markham Valley in the Morobe District", The New Guinea
Agricultural Gazette, Vol.IV, No .1, January 1938, pp.2-12;
w. Cot"trell-Dormer, "Some Aspe cts of Agricultural De velopment in Papua and New Guinea", South Pacific, Vol . VIII ,
No.4, May 1955, p.54.

2

R.G. Bowman, "Prospects for Settlement in Northeastern
New Guinea ll , State University of Iowa Studies in Natural
His tory, Ed. G.W. Martin, Vol.XIX, No.1, 1948, p.127,
see Map, Plate II.
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the region holds out good economic possibilities.

Already

European agricultural and pastoral enterprises have become
established on a small scale in the area, and further progress is sure to be made as more alienable land and furt her
detailed knowledge based on accura.te surve ys become avail3
able.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
These valleys form a linear corridor wh ich is 200 miles
long and 8-10 miles wide.

The flanking mountain walls rise

to well over 10,000 ft on the northern side and to more
than 7,000 ft on the southern side, bu t the floor of the
valley is at no place higher than 1,500 ft above sea level,
the almost impreceptible watershed of the Markham and Ramu
being situated at only 1,350 ft.
The Markham River is about 100 miles long , with a
course lying closer to the southern than the northern foothills.

Its main tributaries from the north include the

Erap, the Leron and the Maniang , all of which have built up
extensive alluvial fans (see Plate LIT); amongst the southern tributaries the most important is the Watut, which
carries almost as much water as the Markham itself.

The

3

A Land Survey of the Upper Ramu Valley has been completed
by the O.S.I.R.O., but reports of the survey have not been
published so far.

- 635 main river as well as t he tributaries have "braided", illdefined and s h ifting channels and their courses are of ten
choked with gravel and sand.

The volume of water carried

by them, depending on the rainfall in the adjoining mountains, fluctuates rapidly and considerably, rendering vast
areas liable to frequent flooding .

On t he whole, however,

the Markham Valley is well drained and has very few swamps,
of which the largest is about 6 miles east of Leron and
measuring only half a mile in diameter.
The upper Ramu Hiver is similar to the Markham in that
it is shallow, has unstable banks and braided channels, and
is subject to quickly rising and subsiding floods.

Its

valley, however, has relatively great differences in topography,

r~nging

from swamps to steep low hilly country.

The plain to the south of the Finisterre foothills, for
example, is composed of very gently sloping , gently undulating alluvial fans which fall into five distinct terraces,
terminating in a 20-30 ft high bluff on the bank of the
Ramu; isolated patches of well-drained, level to moderately
steep alluvial fans also occur along the edge of the Bismarck
Range.

On the other hand, there are large areas, particular-

ly between the Boku and Peka Rivers (northern tributaries
of the Ramu) , which are characterized by regular inundation,
flood-outs and swamps.

- 636 CLIMATE
Significant differences in the annual distribution of
rainfall are found within the Markham- Ramu Valley, so that
it is possible to recognize three distinct areas with varied
characteristics.

The first is the lower Markham Valley

(from Lae to about the Erap River) which receives abundant
rainfall (Lae 189 inches), mostly during the South-west
season.

The second is the central Markham Valley which is

a markedly dry area (with a southward extension in the Bulolo
and Kainantu Valleys); the average annual rainfall at Sangan,
55 miles west of Lae, is only 70 inches, most of which
occurs during the North-west season, while the South-easters
blow over the area as dry winds, producing short but severe
spells of drought.

The third unit includes the upper reaches

of the Markham and the areas westward.

Rainfall in this

unit is mainly from the North-west monsoon and decreases
from west to east (Dumpu and Kaiapit 95 inches each).
The annual rainfall not only varies from one part of
the re gion to another, but also fluctuates considerably
from year to year.

In spite of this variability, however,

conditions of prolonged drought never prevail in any part
of the valley.
The maximum daily temperature on the valley floor
ranges between 80 0 and 90 0 F, dropping to 65-75 0 F during the

637 night.

The absolute maximum is probably IOOoF.

Humidity

is generally high, particularly in the vicinity of Lae, but
at night Katabatic winds from adjacent mountains help to
reduce the "sensible" temperature.
VEGETATION
The vegetation of the re g ion consists of Rainforests,
mixed savannah and secondary growth, and open grasslands;
the largest stands of Rainforest being found in t he lower
Markham Valley and on the flat alluvial plains of t he Ramu
and Peka Rivers.

The lower Markham forests which , during

the war, were supplying the allied forces in the Lae-Nadzab
area with much constructional timber, and which are now
being exploited for the Bulolo Plywood Factory, have already been referred to under the section on the Morobe
Region (see p.

).

At present the mature Rainforests of

the Ramu and Peka Plains, characterized by a predominance
of Pometia pinnata, are commercially inaccessible.
While there are extensive areas of secondary growth
and mixed savannah in the Markham-upper Ramu Reg ion, the
largest tracts of open grasslands occur only between
Chivasing and the Maniang River, and in the plain sout h of
the Finisterre foothills.

There are, however, scattered

patches of grasslands between t hese two areas.

The species
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in all these grasslands are very mixed, but the associations
are generally dominated by Kangaroo grass (Themeda spp.)
and Kunai (Imperata spp.), while in damper areas and on
land subject to flooding, species of wild sugarcane
(Saccharum) become more common.

The grasslands form a

"startling boundary" with the forests;

4

they cover the hill-

slopes up to 3,000 ft, and many of the species of grasses
have invaded even the valleys in the Central Highlands (see
p.

)•

Little agricultural value is attached to these grasslands by the villagers who, for the purposes of cultivation,
find it easier to clear the forest rather than dig out the
grass roots.

However, they do have a significant economic

value, for they abound in small game, a fact which was
5
overlooked by Bowman , but has been noted by more than one
writer.

Read, for example, pointed out that one of the po-

pulation groups in the Markham Valley, the Ngarawapum who
inhabit the country westward of the Maniang River , refer
to their grasslands as " Storehouse" ; in social terms the
ceremonial burning of the grass on an appointed day is
viewed as a yearly activity that links their five villages
4

5

Marr, op. c it ., P .11 •
Bowman , op. c it •

- 639 in a common enterprise.

6

Here as well as elsewhere t his

annual burning of the grasses g ives the forests little
chance to re-establish themselves, and helps the grassland
areas to perpetuate and expand.

Deforestation also leads

to erosion as is witnessed on many a bare slope of t he
Saruwaged and Finisterre Mountains.

(Plates VI and XXXI.)

Although superficially it seems that t hese grasslands
could provide good pas tures, they in fac t yield very poor
fodder and need to be improved i f they are to support a
livestock industry.

With improvement and careful manage-

ment, however, the stocking rate may be as much as one beast
7
to three acres.
SOILS
Preliminary investigations of t he soils in the Markham
Valley carrie d out by Marr, indicated that soil fertility
was far from consistent from one locality to another.

8

In

the flood plains the soils are found mixed with gravel and
sand, and near the foothills with boulders.

Large areas of

fertile soils do occur, but equally large areas consist of

6
K.E. Read, "The Political System of the Ngarawapum",
Oceania, Vol. XX , No. (1949-50), p.191.
7
Source of information: Nr W. B. Osbourne, Division of
Animal Industry, Port Moresby.
8

Marr,

Ope

Cit., p.6-7.

- 640 shallow, stony soils which do not appear to be worth cultivating, although they may be of value for pastoral purposes or for drought resistant crops such as sisal.

Away

from the rivers , according to Marr, the soil is usually
of superior quality.
Similar variability of soils is found in the upper
Ramu Valley, where the best soils are those occurring in
limited areas of alluvial fan along the edge of the Bismarck
Ranges.

The stratified alluvial silts in the flood plains

can make productive soils provided they are drained properly,
but the soils in the plainS to the south of the Fin isterre
Range are droughty owing to shallow depth or the gravelly
and stony sub-soil .

They can make go od pasture land or

can be put under f orests, but their value for crops is
dubious and they can be cropped only once every few years.
The problem of the soil losing its fertility under
drainage and cultivation has not been fully investigated but
it can be said in general that new Silts, where they can
be drained, have reasonably high fertility, while older
silts maintain their value where there is an occurrence of
seasonal droughts.
POPULATION
The indigenous population of the region is estimated
to be about 5,000,
9

Bowman,

Op e

9

giving an average denSity of only 2-3

cit . , p.18.

- 641 persons per square mile.

The actual distribution of popula-

tion, however, is very uneven leaving vast areas of population-blank , particularly westward of Sepu in the Ramu Valley ,
and between the Erap and
Valley .

aniang Rivers in the Markham

In the latter area some 24 sq. miles of country

belongs to a Single village, Chivasing.
The European population in the Markham-upper Ramu is
as yet very small, perhaps no more than 50 , and is concentrated mostly at Nadzab.
~CONOMIC

DETh"LOPMENT

During the Se cond World War the Markham-uppe r Ramu
Valley became Ita beehive of both ground and air activity".
A first class all-weather road was constructed from Lae,

which had become a very busy air and seaport, to Nadzab
where six air fields were located, making it the largest
advance air base against the Japanese for ce s at Wewak and
Hollandia.

In 1944 there were about 4,000 allied air and

gr ound personnel stationed at Nadzab , while Gusap was another important advanced base, which was supplied entirely
by air and was in telephone communication with Nadzab and
11
Lae.
10
Ib id., p. 64 •
11
Ibid.

10

- 642 During the military administration several agricultural
12
experiments were made in the Markham Valley.
These included army farms at Nadzab and Gusap, as well as a small
private farm established six miles east of Nadzab by an
Australian Company.

The former were abandoned as the army

personnel moved out of the area, while the latter did not
live up to expectation "probably due to the fact that its
sponsors were not sufficiently aware of the difficulties
in bringing heavily forested land into production, and
apparently did not take into account the increasing tempo
of allied counter-offensive, the necessity for qu ick results or none, and the temporary nature of the local demand
13
for garden produce".
After the war the "towns", the roads and air-strips,
and most of the installations were ruined beyond recovery
and the post-war development had to start virtually from
scratch.

Some of the roads and air-strips have been put

back into operational use; economic activity is increasing
in the area and Nadzab has been partly resurrected to become a small nucleus of white settlement.

Although the

12
R.G. Bowman, "Army Farms and Agricultural Development
in the Southwest Pacif ic", Geographical Review, Vol. XXX IV,

No.3, July 1946, pp.435-7.
13
Bowman, nprospects for Settlement in Northeastern New
Guinea", p.47.
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present road extends from Lae as far as Gusap, it offers
an all-weather route only up to Kaiapit ; it is already
linked with the Wau Road, however , and it is expected that
soon it will be joined through the Kassam Pass to the Highlands road-system and extended we tward as far as Dumpu
in the Ramu Valley.
The Markham-Ramu Valley offers a natural corrldor for
west-bound planes from Lae, the high frequency of air
services along this route is shown in Map 10.

At present

there are in this valley some half a dozen air fields, of
which that at Nadzab is of "heavy" capacity and it is
apparent that this corridor of land and air communication
will become increasingly important with the economic development of the Central Highlands as well as of the Valley
itself.
Already the Markham Valley is showing signs of agricultural development .

There is an Agricultural Experiment

Station at Bubia (ten miles west of Lae), and an extension
centre at Kaiapit .

Particular attention is being paid to

fibre crops at Bubia and encouraging results (4,000 tons
per acre) have been obtained from plots of sisal (see Plate
LIV), which can grow well even on the gravelly soils that
are fairly widespread in this region.

This crop has the

possibility of becoming important both f or small Europ ean
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as well as native growers, since a decorticating plant costs
14
only about £150 .
A few trial plots have already been
laid down near the Erap River.

In addition to sisal trials

at Bubia , an area of cocoa has been established in the
valley to supply seed on the New Guinea mainland; there are,
too, blocks of selected coconuts, coffee and Manila hemp
which will eventually serve as sources of planting material.

15

The Government is experimenting with cat tle breeding in
the Markham Valley, and the 5,000 acre cattle station at
Erap is now stocked with about 700 shorthorn cattle of very
good quality .

Cattle tick has been completely eradicated

from this area.
So far all the land alienated to Europeans lies between
Lae and the Maniang River, with the result that most of
the European economic activities are confined to the lower
Markham Valley .

The exploitation of the timber resources

in the vicinity of Lae has been mentioned elsewhere (see
p.

); cocoa is being planted on the deeper and better SOils,

the largest plantation being that established near Bubia
by Mac obertson interests (see Plate LV) , which had, by the
middle of 1957 , about 66 , 000 trees, a number which it
14

15

Information fr om Bubia Agricultural Station.
Annual teport of the Terr itory of New Guinea , 1955- 56,

p . 58.

- 645 was intended to double within the following two years.

16

The re are some Europeans at Nad zab, who grow peanuts, sweet
potatoes and ve getables for the market at Lae as well as
fo r sale to the Administration (see Plate LIII) .

The cattle

industr y is as yet in its infancy; small herds are maintained on some European farms and it was recently reported
that a Queensland pastoralist has taken up 3 , 000 acres at
Gusap and was expected to introduce 1, 000 cattle within a
17
year if shipping were avail able.
The small native population in the Markham-upper Ramu
Valley has not s hown any significant agricultural development .
Vill ages around Kaiapit , however, are growing some copra
and peanuts for sale, and wish to plant rice and are buying
18
a tractor ,
but the development is hardly sufficient to
warrant the formation of a Rural Progress Society or Native
Co-operative, alth ough investigations for the establishment
19
of a Village Council have been completed .

16

The plantation is one of the best maintained in New Guinea.
It is located on alluvium which is 30-40 years old and the
trees , particularly in the areas recently lllundated by the
Markham , are doing well . The rows of cocoa trees are
widely spaced , so that one can drive in a jeep to any
part of the plantation . The high water table, here as well
as in various parts of the Valley, sometimes presents
difficulties.
17
Annual Report of the Division of Animal Industries, 1956 - 57.
18
Information from Mr R.L . Williams, District Officer, Lae .
19
Annual Re port of the Department of Native Affairs , 1956-57 .
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DEVELOPMENTAL POS IBILITIES
The physical environment in the Markham-upper Ramu
Valley does not present any great h inderance to the possibilities of development through Eur opean or native enterprises.
The climate is not particularly difficult, but in case it
should prove a little trying to some white people, a regular
escape could always be found in the Central Highlands where
there is sufficient room for rest camps and recreational
20
facilities, although not for agricultural settlement .
The
grassl ands, which at present are little used, could be improved to support a large scale livestock industry , but
cattle would have to be acclimatized to the high temperature
21
and high humidity .
The soil does not suffer f rom any
maj or deficiencies, but its varied nature would have to be
taken into account in any scheme of agricultural settlement
and land utilization.
It would be possible to grow a wide range of subsistence
and commercial crops; the Army Farms during the Military
Administration as well as plots now being cultivated by
some settlers, have s hown that a number of European vegetables,

20
21

Bowman ,

Op e

cit., p.28.

I.L . Dordick, "Climate and Human We lfare in Australian
New Gu inea" (Unpublished Ph.D. Thes is, Johns Hopkins
University, 1951), pp . 108-9 .

- 647 sweet potatoes, peanuts, and other annual crops can be grown
successfully.

However , the standard pattern of land use

which seems to be evolving is the planting of cocoa on the
better and deeper silts, and of sisal, or livestock grazing ,
on the gravelly or shallow soils .

In the course of time

cocoa may become an important crop but its expansion on to
the areas of poor soils or on to those subject to seasonal
droughts produced by the south-easterly winds, should be
treated with caution.
It was estimated by Bowman that the total cultivable
area in the Markham-upper Ramu Valley may be well in excess
of 1,000 sq. miles.

He argued that in this region there

may be room for 6,400 farm families, or 30,000 people, and
perhaps over three times this number if the consequent
secondary and tertiary occupations and services were to be
22
taken into account.
However, Bowman 's estimate pays little
regard to native land use and land tenure and summarily dismisses the issue with the remark that "the natives make very
little use of the grasslands , and then only at infrequent
23
intervals for the purpose of securins wild game ••• " .
Actually ,

the position is not as simple as all that; it

22
23

Bowman ,

OPe

Ib id., p. 60 •

cit., pp.49-50.
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was emphasized by the 1947 Nutrition Surveys Report that the
people of Kaiapit village (which lies in the heart of
Bowman ' s recommended area) were very uland-conscious" and
that IItheir primary rights in the land [were] loudly
24
stre ssed by all villages ' t •
Similar facts pointing to
Ita well developed system of land tenure and strong ties of
ne i ghbourhood ", were discovered by Re ad in his study of
the

Ngarawapum.

25

There is no doubt that a good deal of

the native claim is vague and excessive and that the burning of the grass tracts for game hunt is far from the ideal
utilization of land, but there is certainly much wisdom in
the Administration ' s policy of carefully assess ing the
present and future native needs before alienating the land.
All told, there may be a good deal of land avail ab le
in the Markham-upper Ramu Valley for European agricultural
and pastoral development, but there still remains the
problem of labour supply , to which reference has alr eady
been made (see Ch .

, pp.

).

Given land and labour

European development could proceed along several lines.
Four possibilities have been suggested in connection with
European farming settlements : firstly, large scale production

24

Dept of External Territories, Canberra , Re port of t he
Ne w Guinea Nutrition Survey Bxpedition 1947, p.42.

25

Re ad , op . cit., p .19 2 •
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of crops such as kenaf, cocoa and coffee, really verging
on plantations; secondly, livestock rearing; thirdly, middle
sized farms of' a rather mixed type, which may also initiate
share-cropping, or serve as lIexamples tl for native agricul ture; and fourthly, small holdings including Itsoldier
settlements".

It seems that while large scale crop pro-

duction and stock rearing have good prospe cts, share cropping,
which is rarely efficient economically, may also be disastrous socially.

Expenditure alone rules out such schemes,

small farm and Itsoldier settlement" would cost the Australian
taxpayer tens of thousands of pounds per settler.

In 1953,

Spate noted with re gard to the small farms, which are
growing peanuts and

vegetab~es

at :r adzab, that " it seemed

paradoxical that Europeans should be engaged in producing
the traditional roots for native labour, and [that] this
activity ••• might prove very vulnerable if the missionized
natives on the coastal plain took it up, as they might do
26
when the Busu is bridged".
It is now only four years
since that remark was made and not only the Busu is being
bridged, but the villagers in the Markham Valley itself are
becoming interested in production for cash.

The future of

European agricultural settlements, then, seems to rest

26
Prof. O. H. R. Spate in a personal communication .
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lar gely on the production of cocoa on the better lands, and
sisal growing and cattle rearing on the shallow and stony
soils .
THE SEPIK- RAMU REGION
The Sepik- Ramu Region , which includes the extensive
lowlands flanking the Sepik and Ramu Rivers together with
the adjoining terraces and the foothills of the

rince

Alexander and Torricelli Mountains , is a distinctive unit
of New Guinea in terms of physical as well as human geography .

It is hemmed in by mountains on all sides, except

in the north- east corner where there is a wide breach in
the Northern Ranges , through which the Sepik and the Ramu
drain to the sea .

The greater portion of the region con-

sists of extensive swamps and grasslands which are either
uninhabited or sparsely populated ; the terraces and foothills , however , possess a more hospitable environment and
contain pockets of very dense population.

From the point

of view of development , the most notable featurmof the
region are its general poverty of resources , its relative
isolation from the outside world and the difficulties of
communication within the region itself .

Owing to these

factors , the government's task in the past was confined to
the establishment of law and order , and European activity

- 651 was limited to Mission work and the recruitment of labour.
It is only recently that steps have been taken to foster
native economic development and to assess the potentialities
of the extensive Kunai grasslands for large scale European
enterprises such as rice cultivation and stock-raising.
Thus, the region represents a vast frontier where, while
native economic development is in its infancy, European
pioneering is yet to begin.
The east-west extension of the region from the western
spurs of the Adelbert Ranges to the Zweifel Gorge through
which the Sepik enters the plain is over 200 miles.

To

the south, a rather sharp boundary is formed by the escarpments of the Central Cordillera, which rise steeply to
heights of over 15,000 ft.

On the north-east for about

sixty miles the region opens out to the delta-coast of the
Ramu and Sepik Rivers, but the remaining and greater part
of the northern boundary is marked by the Prince Alexander
and Torricell i MountainS , which have a general elevation
of only 4-5,000 ft above sea level; however, notwithstanding
the difficulties of communication in the mountainous country,
certain cultural groups such as the Arapesh, who inhabit
27
the area south-west of Wewak , straddle this mountain barrier.
27
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The Sepik-Ramu Region is part of the Intermontane
Trough which runs from the Geelvink Bay in West New GUinea
to the Huon Gulf in the east.

Of structural origin, this

trough was formed probably during the Tertiary earth-movements.

The floor of the Sepik-Ramu baSin was raised above

the level of the sea in the Pleistocene times, but at
present a considerable part of the basin is not much above
sea level, and most of it seems to be subsiding once again,
as is evidenced by the fact that hills of basement rocks
appear as islands in a sea of lakes and swamps, and that
the tributaries of the Sepik flow through very narrow but
deep channels, which are far too deep to have been cut by
streams working at the present base-level.

28

Vfuile the main line of drainage in the region is provided by the Sepik, a relatively small area in the east is
drained by the Ramu .

The interfluve between the two rivers

is so low that the flood-water of the Ramu overflows into
one of the tributaries of the Sepik .

All along its course

the Sepik is joined by numerous streams, some coming from
the north but the more important, for example, the Keram
and the Yuat, coming from the south.

In spite of a certain

28

S. w. Carey , liThe Morphol ogy of New Guineall , The Australian
Geographer , Vol .I II , No .5, November 1938, pp.17-18.
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Sepik-Ramu Region can be divided into three distinct subregions: (a) the flat, low-lying country in the south,
(b) the belt of "downs" and (c) the foothills of the Northern
Ranges .
The Flat , Low-lying Country
The extensive lowland areas flanking the middle and
lower reaches of the Sepik and the Ramu and including some
of the terraces are subject to frequent fl ooding , and much
of the land adjoining the river-banks is swampy.

These

swamps are being slowly filled by the enormous amount OI
sediment brought down by the rivers as well as by the
debris of vegetation (coarse grasses, sago palm and other
swamp trees) growing in them.

The lowland belt to the south

of the Sepik varies in width; for example, at Ambunti the
spurs of the Hunstein Ranges come very close to the river
bank, while lowland swamps are extensively developed between
Lake Chambri and the Keram River.

The width of the lowland

belt to the north of the Sepik also varies, but is generally
20 to 25 miles.

On the whole, the lowlands are very sparsely

populated; habitations are not common along the river bames ,
f or these are either swampy or subject to heavy flo ods (a
seasonal difference of 20 feet in the water-level having
been recorded in the lower Sepik), but gardens are made in
places where the water-table is not too high .
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The mouth of the Sepik river is about a mile wide and
is b ordered with sand- banks and sandspits .

For about sixty

miles upstream the terrain consists of pockets of black mud ,
s wamps and gr asslands with is olated patches of forests,
while furthe r up , in the Keram- Yuat Se c tion , well - developed
swamp forests , which contain a f air amount of commercial
timber , cl ose in upon the river banks.
The Sepik is navigable by 300 ton vessels up to Marui,
which also is the terminus of the Maprik- Sepik road .

The

whole course of the river is characterized by meanders and
ox- bow lakes .

The bed of the river from its mouth to Marui

rises only about 25 feet .

Further upstream over a course

of 250 miles , although the rise in the bed is far from
steep (i . e . , only 180 ft), navigation is liable to be
obstructed by the enormous amount of fOloating timber .
In contr ast to the

epik , t he mouth of t he

amu is

diff icult of entry and although the f all in the river bed
over a course of 150 miles iOrom the mouth is imperceptible,
the shallow meandering channel of the stream does not
permit navigation , except f or a short distance by launches.
No detailed surveys of the inland f isheries of this
region have been conducted , but the Sepik appears to be
reasonably rich in this respe c t ; there are big quantities
of prawns and shrimps in the brackish- water region, and

- 655 eels and

I

white - baitll in the fresh water area .

The Chambri

and other lake , as they are connected with rivers abounding
in fish and as they constantly receive fertile, colloidal
mud , must be ab ounding in fish resources .

29

The Bel t of "Downs"
Northward of the :flat , low-lying country is the belt
of "Downs" , which appears as a series of low cuestas that
at t ain st eeper dips and assume more hog-back appearance
unt i l they finally merge into the folded and faulted foothills region of the Northern Ranges .

Stratigraphically, a

large part of these "Downs" consists of Pleistocene deposits
which generally represent the older outwash from the
mountains , although in some places they may be of brackishwater or estuarine in origin .
deposit

The belt of Pleistocene

is very extensive on the southern slopes of the

Prince Alexander Range but gradually tapers off towards
the west .
The "Downs " are characterized by a heavy growth of
Kunai grass (see Plate LVI) , lending a superficial resemblance
to a land which otherwise is differentiated by various
types of deposited material - gravel ,

and and silt, often

29
W. R. Schuster , "A urvey of the Inland Fisheries of the
Territory of New Guinea and Papua", Australian Journal of
Marine and Freshwater Research , Vol . II , No . 2 , October 1951 ,
pp . 229- 30 .
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with local surface f ormations of ironstone gravel and patches
of bog- iron .

These grasslands , on the whole, are poor f or

agricul tural purposes and with the exception of a few small
pockets , the region is very sparsely populated .
The Foothills of the Northe rn Ranges
The topography in the f oothills zone is dominated by
older rocks, that is, upper Tertiary (with loc al limestone
formations) and intrusive igneous and metamorphic rocks,
with which the mineralization of gold is associated.

There

is evidence of much f olding and faul ting and even at present
the whole area is of considerable instability: earthquakes
are frequent and sometimes devastate viI ages which are
generally built on ridge - tops .
On the southern side of the Torr icelli Range, a sandstone scarp of a height of 1,000 ft extends from West Wap i
up to a point beyond Makru village in t he s outh-east .
Northwards of this scarp is a broad area of subdued relief
which extends almost to the crest of t he Te rr icelli

oun-

tains; in this area the drainage is transverse and the
several streams which flow through it have highly meandering
30
courses.
The flat country just re f erred to , as well as most
parts of the foothills and slopes of the Torricelli and
30
Carey , Ope cit ., p . 19 .
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by narrow native paths which become very slippery in wet
weather.

Although not very convenient fo r travelling ,

they serve as traditional routes along which not only
material go ods are exchanged but also inter-group diffusion
31
of complex forms of ceremonial behaviour takes place .
CLIMATE
Data on the climat ic conditions in the Sepik- Ramu
Region are very scanty; it is probable that the temperature
in the valley ranges between 65 0 and gOOF ; the annual rainfall on the southern slopes of the Torthern Ranges is be lie ve d to be 60 to 80 inches, but an average of 87 inches
is recorded at Ambunti on the Sepik Hiver.

The maximum

rainfall occurs in the North-west season, that is, between
November and April , but sometimes heavy rains in Septembe rOctober may de lay yam planting .

During the dry season

(May- ctober) occ as ional showers of rain are not uncommon ,
but sometimes there are prolonged periods of drought .
SOILS
The soils of the region are very varied.

On the moun-

tain slopes as well as on the knolls of older rocks which rise
31
Mead , Ope cit., pp . 331 ff .
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available extent of reasonably level ground rather than the
fertility of the soil.

In the lowlands and the undulating

country , howe ver , there exist considerable differentiations
in so il f ertil i ty , and areas of rich alluvium contrast with
those of gravels , sand and bog- iron.

On the whole, the soils

of the Sepik Valley are infertile for they have not only
originated from highly weathered parent rock material , but
have also been considerably leached since their formation.
Experiments made so far have given rather disappointing
results ; maize , which is a very good indicator of soil
fertility , when gr ovm without fertilizers attained a he i ght

32

of only 12 inches ;

at an experimental plot at Yambi , rice

yields were increased from nil without fertilizer, to over
33
18 cwt . per acre with a balanced fertilizer .
It has been
discovered that the main deficiencies in the soil are phos phates and some trace elements, and present indications are
that the heavy dressing of phosphates , together with lighter
34
dressings of potash and minor elements , may not be economic .

32
Source of information :
Port oresby .

~~

A. W. Charles, Economic Botanist ,

33
Six- monthly Report of the Advancement of Native Agriculture for the period ending 30 . 6 . 1956 .
34
Annual Rep ort of the Division of Plant Industry, 1956-57 .
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be noted that unlike most areas of New Guinea , the extensive
level stretches of the Sep ik Valley can lend themselves to
irrigation , wh ich suggests the possibility of heavily capital ized rice cultivation or stock-raising .

POPULATION
At present , while the non- indigenous population of the
Sepik- Ramu Reg ion is insignificant , the indigenous population is about 150 , 000 , and is concentrated chiefly in the
Maprik Sub - district (6 8 , 000 ), and in the Lumi Sub - district
(38 , 000) .

The southe rn sub-dis tricts , Angoram and Ambunti ,

have small er populations, for the obvious reason that they
have very little dry land .
tion

distri~tion

The general pattern of popula-

and density indicates pockets of heavy

populat ion and considerable pressure on land along the
southern slopes of the Northern Mountains, and a gradual
thinning out of the population density and smaller and fewer
pockets of population towards the Sepik River.
The typical picture of settl ement in the mountain and
foothill zone is one of clusters of hamlets belonging to
different linguistic groups which are variable in size .
effect of t he mountainous topography finds expression in
the location and size of the hamlets , which are small and

The

- 660 situated on narrow ridge-tops.

Towards the south, in the

Plains area, the settlements tend to become larger, sometimes containing as many as 1 , 000 inhabitants.
The extent of social integration within a village
varies from group to group ; for instance , it was noted by
Mead that the cluster of hamlets belonging to the Mountain
Arapesh is IIbound together by ties of intermarriage
ceremonial co - operation , ••• but within
little genuine integration
ship" •

35

and

the hamlet

and
there is

institutionalized leader-

On the other hand, the Abelam villages ( Wosera

and the adjoining areas to the north) were described by
Kaberry as forming important units within which t here is
marked co- operation in social, economic and ceremonial

36

matters .

Perhaps the highest social and economic integra-

tion is found amongst the Banaro people who inhabit both
the banks of the Keram

iver.

However , what is significant

from the point of view of development is that nowhere in
the Sepik Region is there found a tradition of political
leadership .
The houses in the

epik rtegion are strikingly dif ferent

f rom those of other parts of New Guinea.

They are built

35

36

Mead,

Op e

cit . , p . 160 .

P . M. Kaberry, "The Abe am Tribe of the Sepik District,

New Guinea lf , Oceania , Vol . XI, No. 3 , 1941, p . 239 .
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the roof and walls are made of sago leaf thatches and form
a razor-backed structure, 10 to 15 ft high in f ront and
gradually sloping down to the ground towards the back .

The

same design is adopted on a gigantic scale for the ceremonial Tamberan Houses , which are well known for t heir
37
artistr y .
They are 60 to 70 ft in height and about 30 ft
wide at the base (see Plate LVIII) .

The lower part of the

forward leaning facade , some 20 ft from the ground , is of
woven cane , above which stylized painted wooden faces,
representing ancestral spirits, form a row .

The rest of

the facade is made of smooth sago palm bark , sewn

to~ther

and exquisitely painted with bright colours .
In contrast to the House Tamb eran , the na tive dwelling
houses are extremely poor .
even the

~uropean

It is interesting to note that

residences and offices are, without ex-

ception , temporary structures made of indigenous material ,
not because of lack of funds but owing to the paucity of
other materials and skilled l ab our .
The general poverty of the resources of the region and
the l ocal pressure of popul ation in several areas explain
37
The a r t of the Sepik Heg ion has more variety and is
richer than that of any other part of Oceania . See Linton, H.
and P . S. Wingert , Arts of the South Seas ,New York) .
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why this region has been a source of labour supply for the
coastal areas of Territory.

The precise extent of recruit-

ment from the Sepik Valley cannot be worked out, but it can
be said that with the exception of the Central Highlands ,
this region is the only continuing source of a substantial
labour supply in Papua- ew Guinea.
The picture of the native subsistenc e economy _ with
varying local emphasis on sago, taro, yam, banana and fish _
is simple, but its functioning is rather complex.

A great

many of the communities are only partially self-supporting
in food and have to obtain their requirements from other
people .

But even those communities which are self-supporting

in fo od have to depend on other people for some of their
needs.

Thus, the Arapesh are self-supporting in food but

depend upon lines of hereditary trade friends for weapons
and tools.

he ' undugumor (on both banks of the middle Yuat

River) have rich and fertile lands, where they grow a surplus of tobacco, coconuts and areca nuts, and export them
to their more poorly situated inland neighbours, who are
craftsmen, makern of pots, mosqUito nets, baskets, and so on.
The Tchambuli (on the swampy areas of the Chambri Lake)
are only partially self-sufficient in food, and exchange
their fish, mosquito nets and wood carvings for agricultural
products and shell.

- 663 Almost all the people of the Sepik-Hamu Region seek
a way of egress to the sea .

It was noted by Mead that

amongst the Mountain Arapesh every man had his "path" which
on the one end prov i ded an a ccess to the sea and on the
other t o the inland plains .

These paths , however , are not

defined by the a c tual geographical routes which the man
follows , but merely by the chain of individuals at whose
houses he stays , and , of course , the "path" is covered with
38
a pledge of safety , fo od and shelter .
Wild game is scanty in this region and animal husbandry i s limited to pigs , dogs , a few fowls and the "cultivation" of sago grubs .

Meat does not f orm an important item

of diet .
Banana is only a subs id iary crop , while yam is seasonal
and its planting and harvesting is associated with so much
ceremonial and magic that yam growing is not only a subsistence activity but a definite cult .

Actually, sago and

taro are the only two staple crops which provide a continuous source of food supply throughout the year.
Sago , which grows only in marshy and swampy areas, has
several distinct advantages over other crops .

It is a

perennial source of food and is not affected by the vagaries
38

Mead , Op e cit . , pp . 322- 3 .
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of climate; the available resources of sago can be evaluated
with a certain degree of accuracy in relation to any present
or future needs of the community.
accident that the Sepik

River

nIt is therefore not an

people, with their rich

all year round ceremonial life , depend upon sago, and not
upon a more variable garden crop.1I

39

Away from the swamps

sago is replaced by taro and long yams.

Taro is a contin-

uous crop and is replanted frequent y without any reference
to a calendar; moreover , it cannot be stored for a long
period .

Hence , its cultivation and harvesting is a sort of

daily chore, generally carried out by women .

The absence of

a large seasonal crop as a rule imposes limits on large
scale feasting and on ceremonial life .

The only other

crop which is grown on a wide scale in this region is to bacco , which is cultivated in almost every village of the
mountain and foothill regions by both men and women, but
in certain communities such as the

~undugumor

people its

cultivation is almost entirely in the hands of women, so
that there are commercial advantages in polygamy .

An interesting feature of the subsistence economy is
that introduced European crops including maize , French
beans , lima beans, tomatoes, cucumbers, pumpkins, water
39

Ib id., p . 220.
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melons and onions have been readily accepted even in areas
which have had little contact with the white people .

The

same is true about introduced strains of pigs and fowls,
owing to the widespread habit of f ormally distributing
and exchanging seeds , slips , cuttings as well as fo od and
animals .

Furthermore , in respect of the above-mentioned

crops , there is a marked tendency towards local specialization and exchange of surplus produce from village to village.40
This receptive nature of the people and their tendency
towards sp e cialization has a direct bearing on the government ' s recent attempts to introduce new crops such as
ri ce , groundnuts and co ffee .

ECONOMIC D VELOPMENT
From the point of view of economic resources there
are only two areas of real significance : (a) the lower
Sep i k , where the main resources consist of timber, sago ,
fish and crocodil e skin, and (b) the slopes of the Prince
Alexander and Torricelli Mountains, where cash cropping,
particul arly of ri ce and peanuts , i s being fostered .
The main area in whic h economic development , however
meagre , has so far taken place is that which forms a rough
triangle centering on li aprik and having for its apexes

40
Ib id . , p . 184 .

- 666 Wosera , in the Sepik Plain, and Yangoru and Dreikikir, in
the mountains .

This is the only area in the whole region

which has mot orable roads , built largely by the voluntary
efforts of the people .

The main road , now consideraoly

improved , comes from Vewak and after crossing the Prince
Alexander Mountains runs westward through Yangoru and

aprik

to Dreikikir; from Maprik a branch passes southwards through
Bainyik , Waigakum and Wose ra , to terminate at Marui on
the Sepik River .
This Maprik triangle is very heavily populated, the
only areas remaining unused being the infertile Sepik
grassflats and the Kunai-covered hills southward of Yangoru.
An ae r ial view of the area reveals that all cultivable

slopes are utilized for gardening , and observations on the
ground show that secondary growth is too often cleared to
make gardens , and is seldom allowed to survive for more
than four or five years .

The gardening system is very

intensive and takes in all available land at a remarkably
short period of bush- fallow rotation .

Inquiries at ~osera

revealed that the bush- fallow period had been reduced to
three years , a situation made possible by the periodic re newal of soil by the flooding of the Screw

1:

lver .

The Department of Agriculture , through the Bainyik
Agricultural Station (see Plate LX), has introduced in this

- 667 area rice and peanuts, and the acreage under these crops
is increasing year by year .

In addition, trial plots of

coffee have been planted, but owing to the shortage of lana
it appears that cash cropping in this region, unless it
returns sufficient income for the purchase of imported foodstuff, will come against difficulties .

It seems that the

safest line of agricultural development, besides an improved
crop rotation and increased yields of traditional crops,
is to emphasize the inclusion of rice and peanuts in the
subsistence economy .

In spite of these people ' s receptivity

to new plants, already referred to, the acceptance of
foreign crops and the technique of cultivating and processing them, is a slow process, particularly since the women,
who are responsible for the larger part of the gardening
work, are generally insulated from the educational and promotional techniques of administrative officials.
However, within a brief period of two or three years
substantial progress has already been made, and it is interesting to note that all the five Rural Progress Societies
in the Sepik-Ramu Region are concentrated in the WoseraYangoru- Dreikikir triangle (Map 13 and Inset) .

The following

Table shows the membership, the financial strength and the
total turnover or these Societies during 1956-57 :

41

41
Figures obtained from the Distr. Agricultural Office,
Wewak.
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R. P . S .
Wosera
Mitpim
Waigakum
Supari
Bauimo
~

I': Memb~r- rI Capital Ir---b'--T--12--,.----b--l---r2---Paddy in lb . rGroundnuts in lb .

I
II

,
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

shl.p

919
1 , 418
1 , 600
2 , 649
3 , 909

!

,I
,,
I

I

I
I

J

£

months

I

995
1 , 815
1 , 946
2 , 743
4 , 373

I

,
,
,

months i months

7 , 083 21 , 789
40 , 735 ' 90 , 686
22 , 657 32 , 377
47,861 64,221
10,000 , 20 , 000
i

~.

I

,
,
,

months

nil
nil
1 , 957 ' 1,957
140
278
2,240 , 2,240
nil
nil
I

I

The first three Societies listed above maintain a closer
contact with the Bainyik Agricultural Station than do the
others and consequently they

erive more benefit trom

official advice and supervision than the Supari and Bauimo
Societies .

The Wosera R. P . S . does not deal in groundnuts

and processes only a small amount of rice at its mill at
Bug iwi , while the Waigakum
to get it

rice mille

. P . u ., which owns a truck, ha

at Bainyik.

The Wosera rl.ce mill

and the Waigakum truck could be used jOintly to mutual ad vantage , but at present the two Societies are little willing
to co - operate .

The Mitpim R. P . S . handles both groundnut s

and rice , getting the latter milled at Bainyik .

The Supari

R.P . S. is the largest groundnut producer , also operating
two rice mills , both of which are rather obsolete .

The

Bauimo R•• S. processes rice for the Yangoru area and
operates a one - ton truck .
doing well .

On the whole , the Societies are
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and to the Societ ie s in the Sepik Valley than in the coastal
areas (see Ch . II, Appendix I) , yet it cannot become a commercial venture unless a suitable strain of rice is tound ,
the cost of processing is reduced , and the problem of the
storage of finished product is satisfactorily dealt with .
However , at this stage rice as a storable cereal in sub sistence cropping has much to recommend itself, and the
same is true of groundnuts .

The sOlI is not considered

suitable for cocoa but interest is centering on coffee and
trial plots have already been established .
The only other economic activity worth the name in
this region is gold production.

Before the war two

Europeans were engaged in this activity in the foothills
of the

rince Alexander 1 ountains, us ing the . aprik-Burui

road and from there on the
transport .

'epik River as the means of

Gold-washing has not been resumed in the post-

war period, except by the local people who are becoming
interested in this industry.

In 1956-57, 32 villages were

involved in gold production, their output for 9 months up
to 30 March 1957 being 311 ounces, worth £4,824 .

42

Besides the Wosera-Yangoru- Dreikikir triangle, three
other areas are showing signs of economic development .

42
Annual ~eport of the Department of Land, Mines and
0urveys , 1956-57.

The
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country in the Angoram Sub - d istrict .

The numerous river

channels in this area, provide lines of communicat ion, along
which timber - the main source of income for the people _
is brought down t o Angoram and Marienberg .

It is estimated

that the present annual supply of timber l ogs has reached
about 2. 5 million super feet , worth £80,000 ; but as the
forest stands lining the banks of the Keram and Yua t are
being exhausted, production is gOing down .

Other sources

of cash income are sago , fish, crocodile skins and, of
course , labour .

Wh ile a minor promoter in the Keram area

has started rice cult ivation on a small scale, several
other people are becoming interested in this venture and
are demanding a rice mill for the area .
The second are showing signs of economic activity
centres on the Murik Lakes .

Here, the people do a little

trading along t he Se pik coast , but unf ortunately there
does not seem to be much scope fo r any substantial economic
development , for the only resource of the area consists in
fisheries .

In fact, the people had purchased a ves sel f or

marketing t heir fish catch and were earn ing about £100
monthly , until the vessel was lost in June 1957 .
The t h ird area where economic activity in the form of
rice and groundnut cultivation is just beginning , is the
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Timbunke area on the Sepik and perhaps in course of time
this area will merge into the Wosera-Yangoru- Dreikikir
triangle .
There are several pockets of population where economic
activity has not yet started , the most notable of these
being the heavily populated country around Lumi, the area
to the south- west of Dreikikir , and t he tract between
Sassuia and Timbunke .

The last - named area includes most

of the 50 , 000 acres of the alienated land in the Sepik Basin ,
and may prove suitable for large scale European rice cultivation or stock- raising .

The rest of the Sepik- Ramu

Reg ion is either too isolated or too sparsely populated to
be brought within the sphere of economic development in the
immediate future .
PROBLEM

OF DEVELOP1'1ENT

It will be seen that the main problem of development
in the region is that commercial production is very small
and unless a substantial increase takes place, the Rural
rogress Societies cannot pave the way fo r the formation of
Co-operative Societies .

The problem of increased production

is related, on the one hand, to the pressure of population,
the type of crop selected, and the technical advice which
could be made available, and on the other hand , to the fundamental question of communication .

The urgency of the
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population problem will depend on the type of crop selected,
but the problem of land shortage will have to be faced
sooner or later and certain shifts of population will be
necessary eventually .
The few over-worked Agricultural extension officers
in

this area can hardly cope with the task of providing

technical advice to the people and the need for more extension officers is as urgent here as anywhere else in few
Guinea .
The basic problem, however, is that of communication.
At present the region relies heavily on air communication,
but that cannot form the basis of any substantial economic
development , and it is necessary to decide the best method
of bringing products out of the Maprik area.

There are

two alternatives: either the road to lewak should become the
main outlet for the region, or the Maprik- Murui road, in
conjunction with the waterway provided by the Sepik Hiver,
should be used as the prinCipal line of communication .
Although at present the die seems to be cast in favour
of the Maprik-Wewak road, a firm decision in this respect
will help to mark out the areas which should receive
priority for concentration of productive development .

For

example, if the Maprik- Burui road is to be used, concentration should be on the Murik Lakes, at Timbunke and in as

".

- 673 many other areas near the river as possible; attention will
have to be g iven to minor water transport facilities as
well as to the operation of a vessel not only along the
Sep ik River but also as a pick-up service through to Madang;
experimental work on grasslands along the Burui-Maprik H.oad
will need priority and will precede population resettlement
in this area.

Wosera will become an imp ortant centre, but

emphasis will become less towards Supari and Yangoru .
On the other hand, if the Maprik-Wewak Road is chosen,
concentration will have to be towards the Wewak side.
Feed er roads within and around such groups as 8ass u ia,
Tornambu and others will need priority.

Yangoru and other

pockets will be expanded and the Kunai areas near Tornambu
will need experimental work prior to settlement plans .

In

the future perhaps links from this axis to t he Sepik River
itsel f might open up new developments in the low-lying area.
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STERN PAPUA

The region termed here Western Papua is more or less
co-extensive with the

estern District of Papua Which covers

an area of 39,000 sq. miles.

xcept in the north where the

topography is dominated by the foothills and the high mountain ranges of the Central Cordillera, this District, unlike
others of the Territory, consists for the most part of lowlying plains, Which for several months in the year remain
water-logged and are usually covered with reedy swamps,
marshes and lagoons that make them practically useless .

It

is not surprising then that the region is sparsely populated,
undeveloped and one of the poorest in the Territory.

How -

ever, not only are there large areas of savannah country
which may prove suitable for the grazing of cattle, but there
are also some extensive tracts of land which have considerable agricultural POSsibilities , besides other resources in
the form of forests and fiSheries .
region is not so poor

8S

Potentially then, the

it appears.

The great basin of the Fly -Strickland system takes up
the major part of the region, and towards the east there are
other large rivers, the Aramia, ~ aWoi, Bamu and Turama .

The

Oriomo Plateau in the south is drained by relatively smaller
streams including the Bensbach , Morehead, Wassi -Kussa and
Oriomo Rivers.

- 675 estern Papua may be subdivided into a number of
units : the Deltas a nd the Coastal Areas , the Oriomo Plateau,
the Great Papuan Plain and the Great Papuan Plat eau.
From the I nt ernational border to Daru the coastli ne
is l ow a nd is cha r acterised by unstable muddy b eaches , all
of which are too swampy to permit any landing .

Wes t ward of

Daru , extending from the Fly to the PU rari, is the grea t
deltaic zone formed by the numerous rivers whic h bri ng a n
enormous amount of silt.

The estuary of the Fl y is about

45 miles wide and within it there are not only extensive
sand banks which are constantly appearing and d i sappea ri ng ,
but also large islands, the largest being Kiwai .
of other riv ers are also studded with islands.

The mout hs
Si nce t he

whole coastline is actively sinking, the river cha nnels
remain deep and open and Pleistocene and Recent coral r ee fs
are noticeably absent, but the subsidence is not so ra p id
as to p revent the formation and extension of t he de lt a s .
In the brackish water along the coast, the re are vast
mang rove swamps and mud flats .

Further inla nd where salt

water and fresh water conditions alte r nate, nipa and sago
palms predominate, sometimes extendi ng far i nland si nce the
rivers are tidal up to considerable distances (the Aramia,
Wawoi and Bamu for about 80 miles from their mouths and the
~ly

f or at least 150 miles upstream) .
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Powerful tides, particularly the tidal bore, present
great hazards to navigation .

oreover, throughout the South-

east season the steady winds blowing at a speed of 15-30
miles per hour produce a heavy sea which breaks into rollers
that can be very dangerous to shipping .

It is reported that

a sailing ship belonging to some unfortunate sailor of the
17th or 18th century can still be seen embedded in the
.42
coas tal d epOSl·t s near Md'
a lrl.
The Oriomo Plateau, which is about 300 miles lo ng and
50-80 miles broad , forms a distinct physiographic unit .

Of

comparatively recent origin, it possesses an alluvial surfac e with underlying limestone, and forms an undulating
platform which rises to no more than 200 ft above the sur rounding swamps.

For the most part it is a monotonous tract

of open savannah but there are scattered Pandanus and stunted
Eucalypt trees in the better drained areas, and fairly dense
stands of ti trees in the more swampy 10calities. 43

Occas -

ionally the surface of the Plateau is broken by sink - holes,
10-30 ft in depth and 20 - 100 ft in diameter, the fertile
soil of which is sometimes used by the people for making

42

G. A. V.

and New
and New Guinea Scientific

43 J . B. McAdam, =T~h~e~F~o~r~e~s~t~s~~~~~~~~~~~~______
New Guinea (Port Moresby,
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The Great Papuan Plain is formed by the basins of the
lower and middle Fly , Lake Murray and the lower Strickland.
The whole area, built of Pleistocene and Recent deposits, is
covered by dense swamp forests and swamp grasses which make
rivers virtually the only means of communication, but even
these are subject to huge floods which may rise to 30 ft and
are great impediments to navigation.

It was these inland

waterways that made possible the first exploration of the
region.

The Fly River was ascended over a course of -500

miles by the Italian explorer D'Albertis in 1876, and the
upper reaches of the river below its source were visited by
MacGregor in 1890 (see Ch. I, p.49 and p . 56).
The Fly and Strickland Rivers are sloW-flowing, meandering lazily across the huge, flat alluvial plain.

The former

has a fall of only 60 ft in the last five hundred miles of
its course; its lower basin is covered with swamp forests
Which, above Everill Junction, are replaced by vast swampy
grasslands intersected by numerous small lagoons and lakes,
of which Lake

urray is the largest.

astward of the Strickland River, there is another
distinct topographic unit.

This is the Great Papuan Plateau,

produced by the Pleistocene volcanoes and raised and tilted
in the sub- ecent times.

Discovered in 1936 by the Patrol
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under Jack Hides, and more ~ully explored by Champion and
Adamson, Who visited it a year later, the Plateau rises ~rom
south to north, where it attains a hei ght of over 2,000 ~t.
In its centre are tne Bossavi

ts, riSing to 9,500 ft; they

were described by Champion as resembling in shape a giant
octopus, the head o~ which was ~ormed by the peaks and the
long arms by the spurs Which extend ~or miles separated by
deep gullies and valleys choked with huge volcanic boulde rs.
In ~act , the radial pattern of the drainage is o~ textbook

per~ection.

The region possesses some large areas o~ mill -

able timber, as well as tracts o~ land which coul d be put to
agricultural purposes.
CLIMATE
The climatic conditions of ~ estern Papua are imper~ectly
known, although it is recognised that the region is the most
extensive SUb-humid area in the Territory.

As an element o~

climate, rain~all is more important than temperature, the
maximum preCipitation occurring during the North-west season
(mid- December to mid-March), While the South-east season
( May to October) is dry.

The amount o~ annual rain~all de -

creases ~rom north to south; the Great Papuan Plateau re ceives 200 inches, the lower Fly Basin and the Great Papuan
Plain 100-200 inches, the Oriomo Plateau 60 - 100 inches, and
the south coast, westward o~ the Mai -Kussa Ri ver, less than

- 679 60 inches.

The temperature at Daru, the one place for which

records are available, fluctuates between an average maximum
0

of 88 F and an average minimum of 73°F.
POPULATION
The total indigenous population of the District is a
little over 48,000, (a figure which includes an uncounted
population of about 12,000), giving an average density of
slightly more than one person per square mile.

The actual

distribution, however, is very uneven; the SUb-districts of
Daru, Balimo and Kiunga have a relatively larger population,
while the inland Morehead and Lake Murray Sub-districts are
very sparsely populated.

The Kiunga Sub-district which con-

tains 25 per cent of the District's total population still
has to bring three-quarters of it under census.
LABOUR SUPPLY
The poverty of economic resources in ~ estern Papua is
such that the people are frequently driven to seek employment as wage-earners in non-indigenous enterprises.

Even

in the early days this region provided a source of labour
for the Thursday Island pearling industry, with Daru funct ioning as the chief recruiting centre.

At present the main

employer is the Australasian Petroleum Co., but part of the
labour supply also goes to KOitaki, Ogomobu and Port Mo resby.
In almost all cases, employment is by "agreement", although
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the Kiwai people, who are generally semi - skilled or
skilled workers , show a sl ight preference for

II

casual"

work .
On the bas is of a male population of 17,000, and
assuming that 25 per cent of this population is the safe
limit of recruitment, the potential labour force within
the District may be placed at 4,250 .

However, not all

the areas within the District are accessible nor even
"under control", and therefore the actual available labour
supply must be far less .

At present, all the accessible

areas are supplying more labour than can be spared by the
villages, and the fe

local plantations , such as those at

Togo and Dirimu, are reported to be suffering from a labour
44
shortage .
Although the absolute number of employees is
very small , the figures, considered in relation to the total
able - bodied male population, are alarming; some years ago
the percentage had reached 31 per cent in the Lake Murray
Sub - district and 56 per cent in the Balimo SUb - district;45
in 1956, Kotari Village in the latter Sub - district was
44
Dept of Agriculture, Port Moresby, File No . 32 - 1-1D,
" estern Dist rict - Agricultu ral Patrol Report, dated 28
February 1956"
45
O. H. K. Spate , ~. '. Dav idson and R. Firth , Notes on
New Guinea, October - November, 1,951 (Typescript, A. N. U. ).
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reported to have sent away 75 per cent of its men of the
16-45 age group;46

the Bamu Census Sub-division was in

such a state that it had to be closed to recruiting and
placed under a ~elfare development project;47

twenty-five

per cent of the villages in the Oriomo Census Sub - division
were reported to have only 5 or less able-bodied males left
48
in them.
In the light of such facts, it is not surprising
that the desirability of controlling recruitment in most of
the areas is a recurring theme in official reports.
TRANSPORT
Of all the District of Papua and New GUinea, Vestern
Papua is the most poorly served in respect of transport.
Daru , established in 1893 as the tnird main port of entry
in the British Possession of New GUinea,49

remains the only

sea-port in the area, and handled, in 1956-57, 1,350 tons
of which 350 were on account of the Administration.
are no airports or air-fields;

There

the only sea-plane alighting

Dept of Agriculture, Port Moresby, File No . 32-1-5D,

'~ f estern District - Agricultural Patrol Report dated

1 November 1956."
47
Annual eport of the estern District, 1956-57.
48
Dept of Agriculture, Post Moresby , File No. 32-1-40,
'" estern District - Agricultural Patrol Report dated
29 October 1956."
49
J.D. Legge, Australian Colonial Policy (Sydney, 1956)p.88.
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areas are those at Daru,
Everill Junction.

as s i - Ku8sa, Berei Junction and

Although the region has about 150 miles

of ro ad suitable for light traffi c , only 2 miles (Within
the township of Daru ) i s suitable for heavy or medium traffic.
Ac c ording t o the Distri ct Annual Report for 1956- 57, a
complete invento r y of the vehicles within the District Would
consist of oremotor sco oter and one tractor and trailer
owned by the Administration, and one privately owned jeep1
The difficulties of communication are reflected in the
measure of administrative control .

In June 1956, only 75

per cent of t he total area of the Dist ri ct was "under control':
While 23 per ce nt was " under administrative influence" and
2 per cent was " restricted" .

Even in the controlled area

the task of the Administration was restricted unt i l recently
to the establishment of law and order, and it was not until

1955 that a beginning was made on agricultural extension work .
NATIVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Although wage - earning is an important source of cash
income in some of the more accessible communities, the basic
pattern of life throughout the region is formed by subsistence
activities - food - gatheri ng, agriculture and hunting.

In

the coastal areas sago - making is the main occupation, but
since there is l i ttle or no sago in the trans - Fly area and
in the inland regions, the people live by hunting and collecting
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as well as by practising a very low standard of gardening.
Agricultural surveys of the upper and middle Fly areas
conducted by the Dept of Agriculture have reve aled a chronic
f ood shortage among the commun ities living there.

Similar

conditions prevail in almost all other areas, except perhaps
in the coastal localitie s where the people have a more
plent iful and dependable supply of food in the form of sago.
The need for the improvement of native agriculture
has been felt for a long time.

As far back as 1913 , the

planting of coconuts, which had never been an important crop
in this region, was made compulsory for the villages, attempts
being made also to establish vi l lage co - operatives . 50

By 1917,

the re were 50 native plantations in the BlY- Bamu area,51 but
for various reasons enforc ed cultivation did not meet ~ith
su ccess, and the scheme was abandoned.

It has b een only in

recent years that a ne v, consc ious approach has been made
in this d irection.
The Department of Ag riculture is now t ak i ng steps t o
ass ist the native cultivator in several ways;
~xtension

an Agricultu ral

Centre h as been established at Daru and some native

50
51

Annual Report of the Territory of Papua, 1913-14, pp.1 2

J. Miles "Native Commercial Agriculture in Papua",
South Pacific, Vol. 9, No.2. 1956, p.324-325.
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trainees have been sent for agricultural instruction to
popondetta .

Greatest emphasis is being laid on the expansion

of coconut cultivation and for this purpose a coconut nursery,
mainly of " Baibara" variety, is being maintained at Daru.
At present, native commercial cropping of the coconut is
confined to small areas around Daru, Balimo and Rouku, where
about 200 acres are in production.

However, coconut planting

is being encouraged in the trans-Fly coastal areas, i n the
lowe r Fly and in the Bamu Valley.

Seeds have been distributed

in the middle Fly and Lake Murray areas, also it is thought
that coconuts will on the one hand stabilize village life
in the region and, on the other, help to build up the
Administration 's prestige amongst the people .
The copra output is increasing rapidly.

In the latter

half of the year 1956, the Administration purchased 531 bags
of copra valued at £1,650, but the figures for the first half
of the year 1957 had risen to 1,500 bags, valued at £4 , 600 ,
and this in spite of the fact that no copra had arrived from
Ro uku owing to transport difficulties.
Other crops being introduced into the na t ive system
of agriculture are rice, groundnuts, sorghum, maize and
several leguminous crops.

Of these, rice is becoming

particularly popular and now there are two rice mills
operating in the region - one at Daru a ud the other at Kiunga .

- 685 A few minor sources of cash income are open to the
inhabitants of this region, and in this respect the faunistic
resou rces of the area, particularly trochus and mother-ofp e arl shells and crocodiles , are of some significance.

During

1956- 57, the people produ ced 1. 5 tons of trochus shell and
4 cwt . of mother -o f - pearl shell, together valued at £900. 52
In the six months previous to this period, their income from
these sources had amounted to £2,000. 53
The sale of crocodile skin also brings some cash income,
the precise amount of which is not kno in because part of the
production is sold to private b uyers.

Incomplete returns for

1956- 57 indicated a production worth £400.

It was also

reported that one consignment from Kiunga and another fpDm
Balimo had to be rejected because of defective preparation
of the skin.

The Division of Fisheries is now planning to

make a biological survey of the crocodile population of the
Fly and associated waterways.
The only other commercial commodity traded by the
people is copa l gum.

During the first half of the year 1957,

they sold to the Administration about 1. 5 tons of gum , wort h

52
53

Annual Report of the Western District, 1956-57.

Dept of Agriculture , Port Moresby , "Agricultural Extension
ork and Native Agriculture - Report for the six months ending
30 June 1956. "
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Lake Murray area.

This production could be substantially

increased if transport and a market were available.

ecently,
too, some interest has been shown in the local nutmeg trees
(Myristica sPP.) , specimens of which have been sent to
Port Moresby for evaluation.
V estern

Papua is a backward region in Which, in the

past, only sporadic attempts at community development have
been made .

In 1954, steps were taken to organize Co - operatives

and about 50 Village Trading Societies were started in the
area. but since the people did not have any substantial
source of cash i ncome , the Societies had to be liquidated
soon after their establishment.
Since there were, by 1955, no Co-operatives left in
this region to provide a marketing service for the native
produce, the Dept of Agriculture decided to assume responsib ility for purchasing and reselling the native output of copra
and copal gum.

It is anticipated, however, that this

responsibility will soon be taken up by the two newly
organized Native Local Go v e rnment Councils, both of Which
were proclaimed in March 1957.

One of them, the Daru N.L.G.C.,

covers a population of 3,764 persons comprising 14 village
groups ;

the other, the Kiwai Islands N.L. G.C. has a

population of 2,402 persons spread over 15 island groups.
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These Councils serve two sections of the same linguistic
group, the Kiwai speaking people, but they had to be
organized separately for the sake of administrative
convenience .

However, theycwn a joint treasury and share
certain other services . 54
Prior to the establishment of the Councils and to
build up an economic base for their successful functioni ng,
the people had to work for a whole year mainly in the form
of copra and shell production .

Since the production is

now increasing, the Councils seem assured of at least a
limited future.
EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT
The European population in the r e gion consists of
about 50 persons, most of whom, excluding the few engaged
in plantation work, trading and crocodile shooting, are
Administration officials and missionaries.
in the area is in fact negligible;

European enterprise

it was reported that on

51 March 1956, there were six non-indigenous agricultural
holdings ith a total area of 2,171 acres. 55 Five of these
(at Madiri, Mibu , Dirimu, Sikani , and Togo) were under
54

Territory of Papua and New Guinea, Administration Press
Release, No . 14, 14 March 1957.
55
Annual Report of the Territory of Papua, 1955-56 p . 127.
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coconuts, while one (at Madiri) was under rubber.

In

addition, a small cocoa plantation was started at the Oriomo
River in 1957.

56

In March 1956, European plantations

covered an area of 964 acres, carrying a total of 49,000
palms , 23 per cent of which were immature.

In terms of

output, the plantations produced 184 tons of copra and 10
tons of rubber during 1955- 56.
With the exception of plantations there are ve ry few
European interests in the region.

estern Papua lies

just outside the area in wnich the Australasian Petroleum
Co . is currently searching for oil .

However, the prospecting

licence of the Company extends over almost the whole
District, and as in the past, the region may once again
attract the attention of the oil interests .
Saw-milling and crocodile shooting complete the list
of European private enterprise in the region.
saw-mill operating at the Oriomo River;

There is one

the output of

crocodile skin is not known .
Of major interest is the Administration's proposal to
utilize hal f a million acres of grasslands in the trans-Fly
region for the grazing of cattle .

56

Annual Report of the

A reconnaissance survey

estern District, 1956-57.
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team was sent into the area in September 1957, but the
results of the investigation are not yet known.

The main

problem, it is thought, will relate to water-supply;

in

the wet season much of the land is flooded and in the dry
season it becomes drought - stricken.

It is hoped, however,

that a fair amount of surface water will be available for
the cattle . 57

Apart from the physical suitability of the

land, the proposed cattle industry is bound to be faced
with another problem, that of transport, and it seems that
insufficient attention has been given to the economic
aspect of this question.

It is doubtful in the extreme

whether a viable cattle industry could be established so
far away from market and seaport , and even the initial
importation of the cattle is bound to be an expensive
operation.

Perhaps it is taken for granted that, thanks to

the air services , the cattle in New Guinea can always fly!

57

Source of information Mr . W. B. Osborne, Division of
Animal Industries, Port Moresby.

PART

FOUR

CHAPTER

XVI

EPILOGUE

It has been the aim of the previous pages to give a
geographical understanding of Australian New Guinea and to
show how and to what extent man and land, the two principal
elements in any geographical study, have interacted to
encourage or to discourage economic development in different
areas. By way of synthesising our findings, we may now
briefly recapitulate some of the previous observations.
The outline of New Guinea's discovery, exploration
and political history (Ch.1) shows that this country was
for a long time a forgotten corner of the world - that it
did not arouse the interest of outsiders until late in
history and that it is only recently that large parts of it
have been penetrated.

Yet, as far as man-land relations are

concerned, it is an old country, and one which has, over the
course of centuries, been giving sustenance to many native
communities living at a low level of subsistence agriculture.
It is important to bear in mind a fact which is often
forgotten, namely that New Guinea is not a virgin, empty
land waiting to accomodate hunger-driven people from other
- 690 -
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or one which is aaking to be

colonised by unrestricted private enterprise and large
2
numbers of settlerso
Much of the country worth claiming
is already claimed, and most of the empty spaces which
appear on the map will, in all probability, long remain
empty, for the simple reason that the price of developing
them is bound to be high.
In dealing topically with the various factors of the
physical environment and social setting (Chs. II to V) and
with the main forms of European and native economic development (Chs. VI to IX), the main purpose has been to bring to
light certain important facts: firstly, that the Territory
possesses certain homogeneities - a physical environment
Which can be reduced to a few broad variations or repetition
of standard types and a social setting Which is essentially
Similar from place to place in so far as it is based on
subsistence agriculture;
baSically homologous
diversities:

secondly that within these

patterns there exist noticeable

the land and ita resources vary from one part

to another, and so do the people, both in physical characteristics and in cultural practices.
1

cf. S. Chandrasekhar, Hungry Peoule and Empty Landa (London,

1954), pp.224-227.
2 cf • R.G.Bowman,"Prospects of Settlement in Northeastern New
Guinea", State Universit of Iowa Studies in Natural Histor ,
ed. G.W.Martin, Vol.XIX, No.1, 194 •
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These internal differences in the physical and social
environment come out more sharply in the regional treatment (Ohs. XI to XV). Here we must repeat what has already
been stated: that the attempted tlregionalization" of the
Territory as defined in this thesis is not meant to
compartmentalize the diverse land spaces, nor is it intended
to separate the "regions" by definlt e boundaries or even
frontier zones; it aims only at a recognition of the
developing regional differentiation which is taking place
as a result of economic development.

The so-called regions,

therefore, are merely snap-Shots of the first stage in a
process; the focus in each picture, usually a town, is often
clearly recognizable, but the margins fade out and the
umland is always vague; sometimes the focus itself is vague.
A good deal of the material which has been included
in the regional section could be labelled "Not Geography"
because it leans heavily towards the "man" side of the
equation in the man-land relationship.

It can be rightly

argued, for example, that matters such as social structures
and organizations, cargo cults, communal leadership and
beliefs and taboos belong to the field of social anthropology, and that the economics of co-operatives, Rural
Progress SOCieties, price movements and competitions are
the domain of the economist.

Yet it can hardly be denied

- 693 that it is not only justi~iable but even necessary to look
into these socio-economic problems from the geographer's
point of view, for these matters are but a part of those
human activities and patterns of behaviour which seek to
utilize the available resources and to develop new ones, and
it is therefore inevitable that they should find a place in
a geography of colonial development,
This survey of Australian New Guinea must have shown
that in spite of the Territory's comparatively simple
economic geography, its proolems of economic development
cover a very wide range

in~eed.

These problems are inter-

related and the solution of anyone of them must necessarily
affect the others and may even create new problems,

For

this reason it seems essential at this stage to weave the
various problems into a broad synthesis in order to give
a co-ordinated, although sketchy, picture.
Here may be asked the question as to why there should
be any economic development in New Guinea at all.

Does an

increase in the material wealth of a people make them any
happier?

Would it not be better for the native societies

in the Territory, which have for centuries mainyained a
static social equilibrium with their environment, to be left
alone?

hy should Australia, itself a capital-hungry

country, contribute some £10,000,000 annually towards the
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administration of the Territory?
The answers to these questions are very simple _ at
least to those who are not anchoretic or cynical.

Life is

made more comfortable, more worth living and perhaps a good
deal happier by material wealth.

Economic growth is always

desirable because fundamentally it is a manifestation of
man's relationship With, and his struggle against, nature.
In an under-developed country such as New Guinea, man has
to struggle for his subsistence, scratching the soil for
a bare living, surviving on what he can grow or catch or
gather from his particular piece of land. He possesses a
low level of technical skill and is inevitably poor, i11housed, ill-clothed, ill-fed and subject to the uncontrolled
ravages of disease.

His children die young and his own

life is 'ahort" , if not "nasty and brutish".

He lives in a

state of servitude to his environment.
Only

b, means

of economic development ( provided it

is based on a rational welfare policy ) can man liberate
himself from this servitude.

It is this Which gives him

greater power and control over his environment.

It gives

him more goods, more services and more leisure.

It mitigates

poverty and disease, reduces the general rate of mortality
and increases the expectancy of life.

The choice between

economic de velopment and economic retardation is a choice
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between life and death, and a geographer, like most other
men, is on the side of the living.
Economic development which s eeks to change the
established man-land relationship must produce a chainreaction, and special problems of transition must be faced
in societies which have for centuries existed at a low
level of subsistence, for here the old habits and beliefs
and institutions are bound to be hit in the process of
change, and the acquisition of new beliefs, habits and
institutions may be painful and even disastrous.

But in a

world which has become too linked up for isolation to be
possible, the leaven of change cannot be avoided; it can be
only helped or hindered.
It would certainly be better if the process of
econo~ic

change is helped in New Guinea, for here native

aspirations have grown faster than economic production, and
if these are not met, the frustration that will result could
lead to pathetic millenarian movements or to even worse
situations.

Another important factor is that the death-rate

is already falling in certain areas and this requires that
production grow faster than the population increases. Besides,
in regard to Australia's responsibility towards developing
the Territory, it is accepted on all sides that her interests
here are not only mandatory but also economic and strategic.

- 696 Having accepted that economic development is necessary
and even inevitable, the next question that should be asked
is; how well is the Territory equipped with economic resources?
The principal natural resources may be classified as
accessibility, climate, the fertility of the soil, vegetation
and mineral resources but while these, having meaning only
in relation to contemporary knowledge and technique, cannot
be evaluated in any absolute sense, it is they which present
the challenge to economic development and largely determine
its course.
Accessibility is a resource in the sense that it
results from geographical factors.

It stimulates economic ,

social and political progress, encourages specialization in
the use of land and labour, promotes trade and widens the
range of demand for goods .

Indeed, povert y and lack of

transport form a vicious circle which must be broken if
economic progress is aimed at.

The mode of transport, of

course, depends on geographical , economic and other
considerations.
The pre-colonial era in New Guinea, as in many other
colonies, was characterized by isolation.

The mountainous

nature of the country, its torrential and generally
unnavigable rivers, the poor quality of its harbours, the
presence of impassable barriers such as swamps and
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impenetrable forests all made communication difficult.

The

time and degree of European contact in various areas was to
a large extent determined by the nature of the coastline.
it was not accidental that Rabaul and Port Moresby became
the bases of colonial occupation, and that European development, until very recently, was confined to good harbours and
anchorages in the coastal areas.
In the early days rivers were used as a means of
exploring the country, but they can be omitted f rom reference
here because they have never been a significant route of
commerce.

Human porteage can also be ignored for it is not

a form of transport which can be organised so as to reduce
costs appreciably. But air transport has a different story;
it was effectively used in the exploitation of the Morobe
goldfields and later not only helped to open up a good deal
of the country but remains the most extensive form of
transport even to this day.
If transport is a resource, it is a very poor resource
in the Territory.

Map No. 9 showing the vast areas which

remain inaccessible through lack of a cheap and dependable
means of transport is only too revealing.

The fact that

aircraft have been adopted for the most unusual purposes is
a weakness rather than a strength of the Territory's
economy, for air transport is costly and uneconomical. Hence,
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even though conditions o~ terrain and climate make f or a
high cost o~ bUilding and maintenance, the construction
of roads is imperative for any developmental plan, for
regional specialization o~ production, and for placing the
general economy on a sound footing.

In a land area of

about 190,000 sq.miles, a total of 3,500 miles of road, most
of which is qualitatively poor, must indeed be considered
hopelessly inadequate.

It is ~ortunate , however, t hat

accessibility is the most elastic of all resources and the
present poverty of the

erritory in this respect is not

necessarily a permanent condition.

It also means that the

future provision of transport facilities will sharpen the
re gional differentiation within the Territory.
It is difficult to gene ralize about the effect of
climate on economic development, but to say that since New
Guinea possesses a tropical climate which is not conducive
to health or ef~iciency it is forever condemned to a state
of poverty is a three-fold distortion of the truth.

Firstly,

the blanket statement that New Guinea ha s a tropical climate
is incorrect, for there exist in the Territory's climatic
pattern

important macro- as well as micro-di f ferences.

Secondly, the supposition that a tropical climate is a "bad"
climate is fallacious and, given adequate diet and protection
a gainst disease, people living in such a climate can make
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as good progress as can people anywhere else.

This is not

to minimize the problems of acclimatization experienced by
white settlers in New Guinea, but in the final analysis the
problems are related not so much to climate by itself but
to nutrition and hygiene.

The fact that in the lowlands the

majority of Europeans live as sojourners and generally
consider it necessary to take a trip "Down South" to relieve
the strain of climate, is perhaps the result of an affection
for "Down South" - the same kind of affection which makes
some Australian-born describe England as "Home".

Finally,

the conclusion that New Guinea is condemned to a state of
poverty is not justified, for it is based on wrong premises,
as can be seen by a brief review of its resources.
The Territory is well supplied with timber and its
forest resources are greater than those of Australia.

Most

of the vegetation cover consists of a dense tropical Rainforest which changes its character with altitude, and
although a good deal of this is commercially inaccessible
or valueless, there is a reasonable prospect for a capitalized
forest industry in several areas.

The Territory's vegetation

cover also includes extensive grasslands, some of Which offer
possibilities for developing a livestock industry.
The soil resources of the Territory are often considered
to be poor; it is said that the luxuriant tropical
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vegetation gives a very wrong impression of the soil
fertility; that as soon as the forest cover is removed, the
soil is quickly impoverished, and this is cited as a reason,
and often as a justification, for the practice of bushfallow rot-ation.

It is true that areas of exceptionally

fertile soils such as those derived from recent volcanic
deposits or limestones are limited in extent and that many
of the Territory's soils are acid in reaction, low in humus
content and leached.

But there is a tendency to exaggerate

this problem and to forget that most soils in the Territory
are geologically young and that there exist extensive areas
of recent alluvium.

Moreover, soil does not constitute an

isolated resource, and although its inherent qualities do
impose a limit on productivity, its value must be considered
in terms of the attitudes and practices of a group of people,
their economic objectives and land system and their
technological level.
and a flexible one.

To that extent the soil is a resource,
Many of the Australian soils, for

example, although poor, are successfully utilized by the
addition of trace elements.
Among the mineral and power resources of the
Territory, gold production, which was once a substantial
enterprise in several areas,-particularly in the Morobe
Region, - is now a dying industry.

At present there is

- 701 prospect of finding nickel deposits in the ultrabasic belt
of northeastern Papua, but the chief hope is pinned on the
possibility of an Oil-strike.

There is a great potential

for water-power, but one can see little use to which this
could be put, except perhaps the treatment of bauxite ore
from Northern Australia.
These, briefly, are the Territory's resources; the factors Which will help to determine the course of future
economic growth.

In effect, the cultivation of cash crops

is going to be the main line of development in New Guinea,
not only because this is the easiest way of introducing a
cash economy in a society which has hitherto lived on
subSistence agriculture, but also because the possibilities
in other directions are limited.
It is sometimes asserted that New Guinea could produce
all the tropical crops, - vegetable Oils, industrial fibres,
and beverages - which Australia needs, and in addition that
its upland areas could produce many temperate crops. Whether
this will be economically possible or even permissible is
a moot pOint.

It has not been possible to grow kenaf

because of the competitive world market, and in Australian
eyes it would not be permissible for the Territory to
develop a sugarcane industry, for Which the conditions are
so admirably suited, for it would compete with the
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Australian sugar industry.

Rice and peanuts also face tight

competition with production in Australia itself.
fruit is in demand only in limited quantities.

Passion
If another

example of the restriction of the Territory's economy is
needed, it may be pointed out that its copra production
could be used to build up a substantial margarine industry
in Australia, but for the fact that the powerful dairying
interests here would not favour such a development.
It is significant, however, that the Territory is
becoming to an increasing extent a source of supply for
Australia as regards cocoa, rubber, coffee and copra.

The

introduction of these and other cash crops is the main line
along which the Administration is encouraging native
economic development, but other lines are also being followed.
European settlements are to be encouraged because "the indigenous people themselves are not in a position yet to be
able to inaugurate or carry through development of the kind
which the Territory needs". 3

Hence, provision has been

made for the development of European enterprise on alienated
land and by the employment of native labour.

Provision has

also been made for the large-scale exploitation of timber
3. p • Hasluck , Present Task and Policies, Paper delivered to
the 24th Summer School of the Australian Institute of
Political Science (Canberra, 1958), Mimeograph, p.13.

- 703 and mineral resources through heavy capitalization, which
means European investment.
Thus, although the European and native economies are
not mutually exclusive, their adjustment with each other is
a considerable problem, to which reference has been made
repeatedly in this work.

Here a summary of conclusions may

be given, dealing first with European development under
four headings: agriculture, extractive industries, livestock
and urban settlements.
The development of European plantation agriculture in
New Guinea was an historical inevitability.

The low

economic and technological level of the indigenous people
and their unreadiness to be drawn into the world of commerce
made it necessary for the Western entrepreneur to take upon
himself the task of organising agricultural production
through plantations, combining native labour with his own
management and supervision.

Ever since that time, plantation

agriculture has been an important factor in the Territory ' s
economy; even today it accounts for half of the Territory's
total income.

Most of the commercial production in New

Guinea is derived from plantations, which in 1955 - 56
contributed 99% of the rubber , 82% of the coffee, 79% of the
copra , 74% of the cocoa, 40% of the rice and 32% of the
groundnuts produced in the Territory, figures which show

- 764 that in respect of all perennial crops the plantations
have a long lead over the native production.

However , all

is not well with the plantation industry; the copra
plantat i ons are a wasting ass et ; a large number of the trees
are old and a r e nearing the end of their productive period;
the insecurity of the market and the fact that coconut
palms take a l ong time to mature have discouraged new
plantings .

Native plantings , on the other hand, are

increasing fast and it seems only a matter of time before
the native production of copra outstrips European production .
The rubber industry , almost exclusively owned by
Europeans, is faced with similar difficulties; although a
few new plantings have been made , most plantations are
getting old, the market is insecure, and there is a
shortage both of skilled labour and of good planting
material.
It is only in respect of the quick- maturing and more
remunerative crops that plantation agriculture is
expanding.

Cocoa is being grown as a crop inter-planted

with coconuts as well as a sole crop , but it is coffee
which is attracting most capital .

This grows admirably in

the Highlands , where the demand f or land on which to grow
coffee is mu ch in excess of the amount available.

The land-

shortage, combined with the heavy cost of establishing
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plantations, seems to indicate that the less expensive
native coffee plantings may eventually exceed European
plantings.
On the whole , it seems unlikely that plantation
agriculture will be greatly extended in New GUinea.

The

difficulties of expansion relate mainly to factors such as
the supply of labour and land and the availability of
transport and capital.

The constriction of the plantation

economy, however, is not altogether lamentable, for even
though the native population of the Territory is, politically
and technologically, at too Iowa level either to compete
with the plantations or to regard them as "symbols of
economic imperialism", sooner or later the social and
political implications of a plantation economy will have to
be faced.

If Australia's "basic problem in the long run

is a problem of race relations",

4 an economy based on

white capital and coloured labour does not augur well for
the future .
It seems an appropriate place to mention here the
proposals regarding the establishment of European smallfarmer settlements in the Territory.

If geography is

4 P. Hasluck , Australian Policy in Papua and New Guinea
(University of Sydney, 1956) , Mimeograph, p. 17.
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"fundamentally a matter of price", 5

on the grounds of cost

alone these proposals do not deserve serious consideration,
for the initial establishment of each settler would require
an outlay of tens of thousands of pounds by the Australian
taxpayer.

If this capital is not forthcoming, it is no

use considering the scheme, unless the purpose be to create
a class of poor whites in New Guinea. Moreover, a pertinent
question in this connection is whether Australia possesses
a supply of such small peasants - peasants who woul d not
need native labour, who would colonize unoccupied areas
and be hewers of their own wood and drawers of their own
water.
We must now consider the extractive industries.

Gold-

mining, which has since the thirties been in the hands of
substantial companies and which has for a long time
accounted for a considerable part of the Territory's revenue,
is now much reduced in scale.

The hope of finding other

minerals such as nickel and copper is not unwarranted, but
it is extremely unlikely that they will attain the same
importance as was achieved by gold.

The greatest promise

of industrial development is offered by oil , and the

5 For a discussion of this subject see G.Tatham, "Environmentalism and Possibilism" in Geograph~ in
the Twentieth Century, Ed. G. Taylor (L ondon, 1951) pp. 12 - 162.
O.H.K.Spate , ifHow Determined is Possibilism?" Geographical
StUdies, Vol. IV, No.l,1957, pp. l - IO.
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interested companies have already spent considerable sums
of money in searching for it.

The timber industry has

assumed giant proportions in the Bulolo Valley and is
established on a smaller scale at various centres in the
Territory.

In addition to these industries , there has been

put forward an attractive proposition regarding the
development of the water-power resources of the Gulf District
for the purpose of treating bauxite from northern Australia,
but the difficulties of establishing such an industry in
an underdeveloped area with few means of communication
would be enormous.
The value of the large- scale extractive industries to
the economy of the Territory cannot be minimized.

The

expenditure of the companies in general, and of the oil
companies in particular, is leading to a better knowledge
of the country through geological and other surveys, to the
formation of capital goods such as roads and settlements ,
to increased opportunities for employment , and to a
general multiplication of commercial activity and
economic prosperity.

It seems , however , that the development

of large- scale extractive i ndustri es cannot become the
standar~ pattern in the Territory; except ing the fulfilment

of the hopes of striking oil , the land does not seem to be
particularly rich in extractive resources, and the large-
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scale exploitation of such resources demands heavy capital
investment which is not always easy to find. Added to this,
and perhaps a more important consideration, is the fact
that such enterprises carried on by foreign companies are
motivated by the desire to increase their own profits and
provide little direct benefit to the native population.

As

such, these undertakings are bound to remain alien and
exploitative, and in this sense disruptive rather than
constructive; it is very difficult indeed to see how native
interests can be woven into them.
It seems that one of the most promising fields for
large-scale European development is the livestock industry.
The Territory imports about 5,000 tons of meat annually,
a requirement which has been increasing year by year,
Cattle have no place in the traditional native economy, with
the result that the small livestock industry is wholly in
the hands of Europeans.

An important advantage which this

industry possesses over the plantation industry is that it
requires less labour, but the problem of availability of
large areas of suitable land still remains .

It is thought

that the extensive and sparsely populated grasslands of the
Fly and Sepik plains could be used for this purpose , but
experiments have so far not shown very encouraging results.
On the whole, it appears that it is only in two fields

- 709 (cattle - raising and timber production) that the European
economy is

6af ~

from stagnation and increasing competition

from native enterprises, and this sit uation will perhaps
continue for a long time.

But these enterprises need a

fairl y l arge amount of cap i tal , and therefore it seems that
the greatest economic opportunities for Europeans

~ ith

small

capital exist in the towns Inere activities such as
manufa cturing, wholesale and retail trading, of fice
emplo yment, public utilities, government administration,
entertainments and so on are bound to increase.
However, European development in any form, notwithstand ing its benefits to the native society and to the
general economy, does not form the crux of the problem of
the Territory ' s development.

.hat actually constitutes the

cent ral problem is the progress of tne native economy.
is not to say that

~uropean

This

and native economics are mutually

ex clusive or interdictory, but it does mean, as is
recogn ized by the Administration, that development must be
based on the native societies.
A

glance at Map No . 13 will

sho~

development is largely confined, as is

that native economic
~uropean

development

( ap 11), to the coastal areas, and that tnere is hardly any
re lation between the distribution of native population and

- 710 the progress of native commercial economy.

Roughly speaking,

only 25 per cent of the total indigenous population d\ells
in areas where any significant economic development has
taken place;

s ome 50 per cent live in areas

~nicb

receive

the benefits of economic development only through employment
as casual or contract labourers;

the rest of the population

remains totally unaffected by commercial progress.
The overwhelming majority of the native population
lives by subsistence agriculture, a significant feature of
\hich is that it is based on the cultivation of perishable
root crops .

hile such a diet is quite nutritious, with the

increase of economic activities, cash cropping, migration of
labour, secondary industries and urbanization, the need for
storeable and exportable cereals will become greater.

~ven

at the present time the Territory has to import about 15,000
tons of rice annually, and this requirement is increasing year
by year .

It is significant that in postwar years, although

the targets have not been reached, local rice production has
risen from a negligible quantity to about 2,000 tons a year .
lhe production of groundnuts has shown a similar phenomenal
increase .

In addition to these crops which are produced

partly f o r local consumption and partly for sale, attention
is centering on crops such as cocoa and coffee, which are
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being grown by the native people for the exclusive purpose
of deriving a cash income.

Thus, native agriculture is

undergoing a process of diversification, a healthy aspect
of the situation being that the newly introduced crops are
supplementing rather than superseding the traditional crops,
although the danger of the dev lopment of monoculture in
certain areas 1s not Wholly absent.
Another feature of the present system of subsistence
agriculture which poses some problems is that it is based on
busn-fal low rotation, which is really practicable only wnen
there is not much pressure on land.

In view of the fact

that such a pressure is becoming evident in several areas
and that with tne extension of cash cropping more and more
land will be needed, the bush-fallow system will have to be
modified in favour of a more sedentary type of agriculture,
v, hich further means that the possible danger of the loss of
soil fertility will have to be combatted by tne planting of
cover crops, crop rotation, green manuring, terracing and
irrigation.
Here arises the problem of shifts of population.

There

are several groups of people, such as tnose in the Sepik or
• estern and Gulf Districts, who occupy very poor country,
and there is not much hope of economic development for them
unless they migrate to some more favourable locality.

There
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are other areas, such as the

~

ahgi Valley or the Gazelle

Peninsula, where the existing pressure of population on
land makes shifts of population necessary, at least o!
local, if not on a regional scale.

a

The various settlement

projec ts are tnerefore commendable steps .
As mentioned before, the traditional subsistence
agriculture is becoming diversified by the acceptance of
cash crops and caSh cropping.

For a long time copra and

to some extent garden crops have been the source of casn
income for many of the indigenous people, but on the whole
the pre-war attempts to introduce cash cropping amongst them,
even by compulsion, were not v ery successful.

It is only in

the postwar period that native cash cropping has assumed
new forms and increasing proportions.

This development has

been made possible partly because of the great desire on the
part of the native people to earn cash and partly because of
the generous assistance given them in their efforts by the
Administration.
Coconuts, which have been the basis of the Terri tory's
economy, still remain the most extensive native commercial
crop.

During the German colonial administration the native

people of the New Guinea Territory had been forced to plant
coc onut palms.

Similarly, in Papua the Australian Administration

enforced by legislation the growing of coconts by villages .

- 713 The villagers, however, generally regarded this as an
imposition, but today the situation has ver y much changed
and in many areas the people are pursuing a vigorous
programme of planting coconuts because of economic incentives.
In view of the Territory 's heavy rice import, it is
desirable that local rice production should be stepped up.
To aChieve this end the Administration has experimented in
two different ways with the introduction of dry rice amongst
the native people.

One scheme was the ambitious, over-

capitalized, mechanised Mekeo Rice Project, and although this
Project has not failed entirely, the dream of turning the
}, ekeo people into a rice-growing community has faded.

The

other line of experiment, that of small scale cultivation
fitting into the subsistence economj as well as providing
a source of cash income, has proved to be more successful
particula rly in the Madang District - but the plan to make
the Territory self- sufficient in rice has failed to materialize . 6

6
The Dept of Territories intends to draVi a new plan of
action for increasing the Territory 's rice production;
r. C. S. Christian (C. S.I. R. O.) Who is preparing a report
in this connection informs the writer that perhaps recommendat ion will be made to the effect that empnasis should shift
from dry rice to wet rice, and that in addition to stepping
up production in tnose areas where rice is alreaCly be i ng
grown successfully, a major SCheme should be put in
operat ion (perhaps in the Gogol Valley) .

- 714 Groundnuts have been introduced into the subsistence
economy in many Districts, and are also grown as a cash
crop in the Eastern Highlands and the Sepik District .

Coffee

is assuming increasing importance in the Highlands, in the
Huon Peninsula and in the Central and iilne Bay Districts .
~ost

of the coffee plantings are as yet immature but there

is a progressive upward trend in production.

Vegetable

growing has become most significant in the Gazelle Peninsula,
The Bastern Highlands , and the Morobe District.
The Territoryts most important development in native
cash cropping is the cultivation of cocoa in the Gazelle
Peninsula.

This crop is now spreading to other areas,

particularly to New Ireland, Bougainville, and Morobe Districts,
altho ugn conditions are nowhere as favourable as in the Gazelle
Pe ninsula, where ther is a most fortunate combination of
circumstances :

a fertile volcanic soil, a good network of

roads , and a large, lin guistically homogeneous and
sophisticated population.
Native economic development is taking place in
several forms;

there are some private individual entrepreneurs,

but these are rare because of the land tenure and
systems ;

inship

there are local movements initiated by local leaders;

and fina lly there are the government-sponsored organizations.

- 715 As stated previously, spontaneous native interest
in economic development is the most significant feature of
the post - war period, and the opportunity offered has been
seized by the government to set afoot a number of community
development projects .
At first tnere was little co - ordination between the
various government departments responsible for these
projects, but in the course of time three main t ypes of
organizations have been evolved to advance economic development.
The first are tne Rural Progress Societies, which
are collective agricultural enterprises and agencies of
community development on the basis of voluntary collective
labour .

These Societies,wnich have become an important

and useful instrmnent in agricultural extension work, have
functioned successfully in the Mekeo and in the Madang
District, where they were associated with rice projects,
and are at present serving a useful purpose in the Sepik and
New Ireland Districts .

They have been criticized as a

giving away of non- returnable government assistance and as
being uneconomic organizations, but it should be remembered
that they are part of the agricultural extension work
and the initial expenditure and assistance they require
should not be grudged.

The very fact that tney are

transitory organizations and will sooner or later yield
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place to co - operatives indicates tneir usefulness.
The fina cing of native enterprise is a problem
to Which an answer vas found in the organization of
co - operatives .

From 1949 to 1955 the co - operative

movement expanded very r apidly , but there has been some
recession du r ing recent years .

The co - operatives function

as marketing agencies or retail consumer goods suppliers,
or both .

On the agricultural production side tney deal

mainly with copra and their activities have given
considerably impetus to tne native commercial production
of coconuts .

The fact that the co - operative societies are

largel y confined to the coastal areas shoWS that native
development is based on copra production and that it is the
copra producers WhO have the greatest purchasing power for
retail goods .
The most noteworthy result of the expansion of
co - operative and individual economic activities is the
estaolishment of Native Village Councils responsible for
wider economic functions .

They levy taxes to provide

community services, to reGulate local affairs and to
maintain la

and order, and are entitled to receive loans

for development purposes.

Some sixteen village Councils

have already been established, but they too, like the cooperatives are confined mainly to coastal areas and cover
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only about 5% of the total population.

A few more Councils

are to be established in the near future, but the interior
areas , for want of cash income, will remain untouched for
some time to come .
It should be mentioned that althougn these CJuncils
are supposed to be experiments in local self- government,
tnere is nothing " political ll about them.

In fact, they

have been devised to bring about a shift in the native attitude
from political to economic pursuits .

As such all they can

aim at is the creation of a class of cabh croppers and
beyond that tne i r usefulness will be limited.

The rolai

of the Gazelle Peninsula - peaceful, rural people as they
are - fit into such a scheme very well, but the urbanized
ianuabadans of Port Moresby find the Council of only a
limited value .
From what hds been said so far, it will be seen that
there are very substantial problems to be faced in the
economic development of the Territory.

The attitude and

behaviour of the government will inevitably play an
important ro l e in encouraging or discouraging economic
activity and giving it desi r a b le or undesirable direction .
There is no doubt tnat the record of the Administration in
New Guinea is praiseworthy and that a considerable
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amount has been achieved in a comparatively short time,
yet this does not lessen the necessity of defining the
government 's attitudes and policy objectives in clear
terms.

A statement recently made by the Minister for

Territ ories said that
any declaration of policy will be a vanity if
it is made in the form of plain and unqualified
assertion. Part of the paradox of tne situation
is that the only statement of policy that is
realistic is one that is vague. There are so
many unpredictable forces at work both in the
Territory and outside the Territory that only
those wno either know they are omnipotent or do
not know that they are foolish would declare
emphatically what they will do. \ e can say
realistically that our policy is to advance
the welfare of the people and to develop the
natural resources of the country, but we will
become less realistic as soon as we begin to
itemize the var ious ways in Which the advancement
and development are to take place ..• 1
This approach, however, may itself contain elements
of unrealism, for it does not recognize the fact that the
government must
economic growth.

kno~

precisely wnat it can do to promote

It even ignores the reality of the present

situation, for in several fields the Administration does
possess specific and definite attitudes;

it does realize

that it should influence the use of resources in such a way
as to give results Which are socially acceptable;

it does

have a determined attitude towards the various forms of

7

Hasluck,

resent Task and Policies, p.1.
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econom ic institutions:

large or small scale enterprises

and co - operative and individual efforts;

it does know

what form of

~uropean

settlement is likely to prove most

benefic ial;

it does kno\, , i tern by item, the various ways

in wni ch development is to take place .

hat seems to be

lacking is an inte grated and well defined policy, for which
neithe r piecemeal attitudes nor the nume rous vague statements
of principle, however well meaning, can be a substitute.

It

ne eds to be understood clearly that piecemeal plans of
development for communities such as those of New Guinea,
often create more problems than they solve becaus e eve ry
spec ific measu re wnich is intended to change one aspect of
the life of the communities, starts a chain- reaction affecting
ma ny other aspects .
This does not necessarily mean that long- term planning
is called for, but it does mean that for developmental
programmes to be effective it is essential to understand the
difference in the people of the various re gions and in the
lands they occupy.

Here again, e are face d \ i th t .1e need

fo r more intensive study of the man-land relationsh ip in
diffe rent areas, as well as of the developi ng re gional pattern
in the Territory.
Th i s r egi onal different iation, it should be repeated ,
largely corresponds to the growth of towns, wh ich with the
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passage of time will develop newer and stronger ties
and tensions with the umland.

They will represent a form

of community very different from the subsistence-agricultural
socieites;

to them will fall the first fruits of economic

growth - greater social services, greater opportunities
for trading, earning and spending,

greater competitive

struggle for existence, greater ambitions and sharpening
of Wits, great er enl ightnme nt and technical kno ledge, and
c reater real income per head.
and vices will make an impact

Thp. towns with their virtues
o~

the rural areas,

strengthening the demand for specialized use of land and
labour and increase in productivity.

The people who today

depend on subsistence agriculture will be transformed into
a new SOCiety, making economic, social and political progress,
and to the extent that Australia has helped them i
transformation , they will be

gr~teful

to her.

this
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Plate I

THE ASARO VALLEY

(CENTRAL HIGHLANDS)

Looking across the broad valley
in the djrection of Goroka .

Plate

II

Cl::NTRAL HIGHLANDS
Chimbu Limestone (near Kundiawa)
of Eocene-Oligocene age.

Plate III

PART OF THE ASARO VALLEY

NEAR GOROKA

Notice the enormous amount of sedimentary
in=filling forming the graded , grasscovered valley floor.

Plate IV

IN THE MEKEO COUNTRY
Looking up-stream at the old ANGAU rice store
just below Bioto on the St Joseph River.
~ otice coconut palms and secondary
ve~etation
indicating
old settlements .

Plate

V

THE MARKHAM VALLEY
An aerial view of the braided channels,
gravelly fans and swampy areas.

Plate VI

SARUWAGED RANGES
An aerial view of the much-dissected
country in the Huon Peninsula.

Plate VII
PREPARATIONS

FOR THE "SING-SING"

A traditional ceremonial
in the Central Highlands
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Plate

XI

CLEARING AND BURNING RAIl\FlJIlliST
( ~ ear

Toma,

Gazelle Peninsula)
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Plate XVII
ON THE ROAD TO BIOTO
A mud-hole at a distance of about a hundred
yards from the house of the officer-in-charge
of the Mekeo Rice Project.

Plate XVIII

THE OLD t.EETS ThE

NE~

Under the winf~ of a flying-boat,
a bi~ du~-out (Lake Kutubu).
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XX
GF LIFE,

A native house owned by Toworna, a Luluai
and petty capitalist at Wunakurakura
(Gazelle Peninsula)
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Plate

XXII

SIMPSON HARBOUR
Part of the huge volcanic caldera in which Rabaul
is situated. ~atupi, an active volcano, is in the
left and the South Daughter, an extinct volcano,
is in the right.

Plate XXIII
THE NEW CliINA-TOI:/N

AT RABAUL

In the back-ground is The Mother,
an old eroded volcano.

Plate

"TH1

XXIV

BUNG"

Natjve local market at Rabaul.
A subst a ntial amount of business is done
every Saturday morning.

Plate XXV
I'.ECHANICAL

COCOA DRYBR

at the Volavola Central Fermentary
(Gazelle Yeninsula)

Plate
RABAUL

XXVI

VILLAGE COCNCIL

CHAMBER AND

OF~ICE-bEAR1RS.

Plate XXVII

PhANUT GARDENS
Peanuts are fairly well established as a subsistence
as well as a cash crop on the Sepik coast .

} late
I NCOt-!PLETl:.

XXVIII

C~-Ol1:.RATIVh ~TORE

AT WEWAK

Construction has been suspended owing to the
indecision regarding the choice of sit
for the proposed wharf at Wewak.

Plate

XXIX

MANDl RURAL PROGRESS SOCIETY
Store and rice mill (left) and garage for the
trucks owned by the Society (right) .

Plate XXX

MEETING OF THE KREER R. P. S .
Sitting beside Mr M. J . White, District Agricultural
Officer, is Yauiga, President of the Society.

Plate

XXXI

FINISTERRE RANGES
Notice the bare and highly
dissected slopes .
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Plate XXXIV
A RUBBER ESTATE ON THE SOGERI PLATEAU
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Plate XXXVI

THE END OF

AN ENTERPRISE

Derelict copper-mining machinery at
Bootless Inlet (Central District)

Plate

XXXVII

AISA GU'U
An influential person whose enthusiasm for
the Mekeo Rice Project was found useful
by the Administration.
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Plate XXXIX

A COASTAL VILLAGE
(20 miles south of Port Moresby)

Plate

XL

THE CHURCH AND THE PASTOR
(Birribi village, Central District)

Plate XLI
OPEN-CAST GOLD ORE MINING
in the high-level gravels
on the flanks of the Wau Valley

Plate

XLII

GOLD DREDGING
The only dredge left in the Bulolo VaJley
near Sunshine.

Plate XLIII
PINE NURSERY

AT BULOLO

Plywood Factory in the back-ground .

Plate XLIV

CHUAVE PATROL POST
(Eas tern

Highlands)

Plate XLV
OKIUFA VILLAGE
About 5 miles west of Goroka .
Noti8e cultivation of sweet potatoes on the slopes .

Plate

GOROKA

XLVI

IN 1951

Central part of the township;
airfield in middle-ground.
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Plate XLVIII

HOKTH GGRLKA

FhUh

T~h

GOfiLKA L0lK- UUr

Site of Labour Attestation
Centre, Native Hospital , rassion Fruit
Factory and a few other establishments.
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a village meeting

P1G'l.:L.n,'

.'U ,

to discuss pl&ns ;or the
e::;tc..blishment of a co ~munc . l coffee -,.lrden .
o ~unication tetween the )istrict officers
,. . nrl the ville t.:'t:=:>r stake s place thl'OUi: h an
intE' r i'ret ter (,. tc.1.nd inG centre) .

Plate
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L11

.1·.1.n..J,l.l.,\ .... ,

Looking northwards across t~e valley .
11
( otice the alluvial funs ol t~e Leron
liver in the t~ck~roun~ . )
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Plate LV
acHOb1hTJOI I S COCOb. PLAtIrAT I0 -

:~j).R

DUJ}..L

Notice the well laid out shade trees
and the wide s pac ins of rm{s .

Plate LVI
dn.ti.:JdLH:~Dd

OF THE GEPII'C

llbout 10 niles south of Bainyik.
The heavy rrowth of l~nai eives
a deceptive appearance of
fertility on the poor soil .
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Pl ate LVIII
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lout
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TJuL ER

TI l

south of dapr i k .
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Plate

LIX

GOVERNlvlENT AGRICULTURAL STATI ON , BAINYIK

Note situation on terraces of a Sepik tributary.

